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Dan

Hello, friends. Some of you who remember our blog from France asked us to blog
our move to New York and onward to somewhere in Latin America. That could be
tricky, as we’ve taken jobs at a big organization with a politically sensitive mission.
Until we know the organization, we probably shouldn’t blab about it publicly.
Instead, we’d like to offer a kind of private blog: a daily email (which you can always
delete without reading or ask me to stop sending). It will be a serial story with the
following first-world problem for a theme:
You reach a certain age -- maybe your fifties or sixties -- and the old career isn't
working anymore. Maybe changes in your industry are writing you out of the script.
Maybe you’re training the kid who got the job to which you’d expected to be
promoted. Or maybe you've simply dropped off the back of the learning curve;
you’re no longer growing.

Then what? It's not like you can retire. Who has the money for that? Or if you have
the money, who wants to retire? "Retire" sounds like doing nothing -- doddering
around the golf course in lemon-yellow pants or staring at your fishing bobber. Some
people have wonderful hobbies that they’re aching to pursue full time, but a lot of
us, not so much.
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A lot of us are deeply grooved to work, and we like it. We just can’t hack what’s
become of our career. We don’t want to sleepwalk away our remaining vigor,
grinding it out until the pension maximizes or the Social Security checks start rolling
in.
We're feeling pretty good physically and mentally, and we want to be in the scrum,
using the abilities we've developed. We want to pass wisdom, not just protocols, to
the young. We want to feel useful again.
Around the time I discovered this pathogen in myself, I began noticing the same
symptoms in others. I seemed to be having the same conversation with just about
everybody I knew of my age — particularly men. And I started wondering about
strategies for busting out of the malaise I came to call Third Act Trouble. A big part
of what kicked me into gear was Margaret. It turns out that whiny self-pity is not
what she finds most attractive in me.

Our serialized account will chronicle a move from immaculate Boulder to the
maelstrom of New York and then somewhere hispanophone—Mexico City? Havana?
Buenos Aires?—and it will trace a transition from 28 years as freelancers to newbie
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employees. But the overarching story is of an often hapless effort to conquer Third
Act Trouble. Come along for the ride.
I'll dispense quickly with the past—the “holy shit” moment when I realized both that
the present wasn’t working and — eyeballing my vigorous 89-year-old father — that
I was probably going to live another 35 years.

Then: a real-time account of a bumbling quest. You’ll be hearing from Margaret, too.
It might turn out to be fun. Or it might be a catastrophic bummer. But if it is, it
won't be your catastrophic bummer.
If you’d like to start receiving these missives, please let me know. Each will be about
the length of this one. Remember: you can always opt out with no hard feelings, or
divert them to “junk” and browse when the mood hits.
Show me a playwright with third-act-trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment. —Clifford Odets

This story begins, as many men’s do, with hubris. Women face lots of welldocumented challenges in the United States, but we who wear our reproductive
organs on the outside suffer our own. The big one is, we are condemned to muscle
through life as blustering idiots. Half the blood that should be in our brains pools
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instead in our scrotums. The Herculean effort of projecting ourselves and
vanquishing adversaries, of building and destroying — while constantly trying to
attract or keep mates of incomprehensible complexity — requires us to construct
titanic egos that we can’t always control. Turn the flame too low, and you get eaten
like krill. Turn it too high, and you spin off in a ball of fire. The wonder is not that a
woman may be elected president in 2016, but that any man has ever been allowed
to hold the job.
The moment of hubris that starts this tale came in 2000, as my second book was
about to be published. I was standing in an airport newsstand looking at a wall of
magazines, and I said smugly, “I am done with this wretched world.” Even then, it
was clear that the internet was changing publishing in such a way that working as a
freelance magazine writer was about to become distinctly unpleasant. But I was
immune, I thought. My second book was coming out, which proved that
my first hadn’t been a fluke. I was now an author. I was going to write book after
book and live off royalties.
That second book, Citizen Coors, vanished so quickly from public consciousness that
you’re more likely to find a Higgs boson than someone who’s actually read it. So I
slunk back to magazines, had a brief fling with the New Yorker that I wrote
about here, and wrote two more books that did slightly better.
The next big moment came in 2013, the spring after Gun Guys appeared. I’d been
invited to the White House to brief Vice President Biden about “how gun guys think.”

But the book advance had been so small—less than half than that of the previous—
that Margaret and I thought it wise to rent out our house in Boulder at usurous rates
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for the summer and live in a tent on the shores of Lake Superior in order to build up
a little capital. Before we left, my editor at Knopf called to apologize for being out of
touch. He’d been skiing in Utah.
“So if I have this correct,” I said, “we both worked on Gun Guys, and at the end, I
can’t afford to live in my house, while you’re taking ski vacations.” To his credit, he
sighed, “You’re right.”
I was 57. Margaret and I had been self-employed since moving to Zimbabwe to open
a freelance news bureau in 1987. We’d had a lot of fun, supported ourselves and
Rosa, and had done some good work. But between the changes in the magazine
world and the Incredible Shrinking Book Advance, the old pattern didn’t seem
sustainable. As we loaded the car that spring, we were looking for something,
though we didn’t know exactly what.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
Margaret: 303-817-5592
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
Dan: 303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act-trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets

Tuesday:
It was more than penury that was driving me to a tent on the shores of Lake
Superior. Gun Guys, written to engender understanding between the pro- and antigun camps, appeared about two months after the Sandy Hook Elementary shooting,
and nobody was in any mood for understanding. I got fed into the media maw,
where, instead of the nuanced conversation I’d hoped to start, it was all, “Assaultrifle ban: are you antipasto or provolone? That’s all the time we have; now to
weather and traffic.”
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After a few weeks of that, and being brayed at by the likes of Pierce Morgan and
Alan Dershowitz, I felt like an amputated leg.

Between the lousy money and my inability to nudge the debate, book-writing
seemed well and truly over. So, what’s next? Hey, we’re Americans…real estate! We
had a brief, crazy idea of becoming low-rent tycoons in Cincinnati, where we’d heard
that Victorians were going for nickels. But it took us about two days there, en route
east, to realize that the real-estate business on the purple-and-light-blue edge of the
Monopoly board — in a city where people say things like, “I’ve got a Jewish friend:
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great guy!” — was not for us. It rained as we drove out of town; visibility was no
clearer fore than it was aft.
We ended up that head-clearing summer not on the shores of Lake Superior, but in
Newfoundland, which, for the record, is one of the most surprising and delightful
places we’ve ever visited.

And there we found a whole town full of people facing a kind of Third Act Trouble we
hadn’t known existed.
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Newfoundland was the first overseas possession of the British Empire, claimed by
John Cabot in 1497. The seemingly limitless cod in the surrounding oceans made it
the protein capital of the world, and a lot of its population naturally lived along the
coast, salting cod for export. Many communities were reachable only by water; they
became known as “outports.” Newfoundland was a dominion of the British Empire
equal in status to Canada until it was tricked into joining the newly independent
maple-leaf nation in 1949. Between 1954 and 1975, the Ottawa government closed
nearly 300 outports because they are expensive to serve, and displaced 30,000
people. Those who could took their houses with them.

By the time we showed up, only a few outports remained, and the government was
offering their residents $100,000 apiece to clear out. We spent a few days at one —
Little Bay Island — off the northern coast. It was a place of almost preternatural
tranquility and beauty.
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For years, its residents worked in “the factory,” a giant green building on the bay,
which, depending on the year, the season, and the markets, processed crab, cod,
seals, and whatever else could be pulled from those cold waters. But the factory had
been shuttered for years; on July 3, 1992, the Canadian government banned all cod
fishing — the backbone of the Newfoundland economy for 500 years — with no
warning. The people of Little Bay Island were by 2013 mostly old; the large K-12
school was said to have exactly one student. The old men spent their days drying
fish and debating whether to take the government’s deal.

As one put it to us, “This is my one chance to get my hands on some cash. I could
move to a nice facility in Gander, have heat in the winter.” That was no small thing,
but it meant giving up the old ways, and the place that the young ones still came to
in summer to fish and make music.
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Third Act Trouble is worse for some people than others. As we boarded the ferry to
begin the 3,200-mile drive home, we were glad we were only making career choices,
not playing acey-deucy with our ancestral home and our entire way of life. Still, my
“head-clearing” summer hadn’t done the trick. I was as clueless about my future as
I’d been at the start. But I was still privileged to be married to this person,
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so I was enjoying the search for the answer.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
Margaret: 303-817-5592
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
Dan: 303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act-trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
Wednesday:
Fear drives us as hard as ambition, social consciousness, or any other motivator —
albeit in the opposite direction, usually, of where we want to go. Nothing irrational
about it; we have a lot to fear. I got cancer in 1992, just seven years after my
brother died of leukemia, and it scared me. Once you hit 50 or so, contemporaries
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start dropping dead with such regularity that at times it’s easy to feel like you’re in
an infantry company under fire. And it isn’t only death that rattles our chains.
Illness, divorce, firings, freak-outs, child trouble, aging-parent trouble. . . . The Big
Black Dog of Misfortune is voracious, and the older you get, the closer comes the
malevolent snuffling of his hungry muzzle.
I got an important lesson in the power of fear at age five, and the scene of that
lesson lay in our path home from Newfoundland. In the howling winter of 1961, my
parents, two older brothers, and I boarded a train in New York for Quebec, where we
stayed at a spectacular old hotel called the Château Frontenac.

Behind it stood an instrument of terror: a gigantic toboggan run that fired sleds full
of people from its icy chutes at blinding speed. I wouldn’t go near it. Bundled fatly
against the frigid wind like a beach ball with feet, I watched my parents and brothers
thrill to the ride again and again, and none of their entreaties budged me. Just
looking at it made me whimper.
On our last morning, as the bellman piled our luggage in the lobby, I blurted, “I’ll do
it!” My father hustled me out back for one quick ride. It was glorious — the most fun
I’d ever had. “Again!” I shouted, but no. Time was up. The cab was waiting. I cried
all the way home to New Jersey, a five-year-old wracked to the core with regret and
mortification. For decades, my family loved retelling the story. The lesson they
derived was the same they derived from most of the stories about me: Danny is an
idiot.
But I’d carried away something else: that fear is information. If you’re afraid of
doing something, you should probably try it. Fear means you must be strongly
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attracted. If not, you wouldn’t fear it; you’d ignore it. And fear means there’s drama,
and power, and future storytelling, in the doing of it.
Margaret and I stopped in Quebec so I could stand again at the feet of the monster.
That long-ago moment struck me so hard in the solar plexus and the tear ducts that
for a dizzying moment I was Danny of 52 years ago.

We got back on the road to car-camp our way home.

All right, I asked myself. When you think about the next phase of life, what do you
most fear?
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"Show me a playwright with third-act-trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
Thursday:
Me? I ain’t afraid a’ nuthin!
Ha. That would turn out to be entirely untrue….
To pick up the story: Driving 8,000 miles and car-camping for three months didn’t
bring the enlightenment I’d sought, so I convinced Margaret that we needed six
months in the south of France. (Tough sell, that one.) We used three clever housesitting websites to find a cottage at the edge of Vinsobres — a village amid
vineyards, olive groves, lavender fields, and truffle oaks about an hour north of
Avignon — and we sailed to Hamburg aboard the Queen Mary 2.

We made our way to what turned out to be a perfect hideout.
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Some of you read our blog about it, so no need to rehash our Vinsobres interlude -except to impart this piece of surprising wisdom: If you abandon your responsibilities
and live in a free house in Provence for six months, you end up feeling pretty good.
Rested and recovered, yes. But even with a hiking club, plenty of duck fat, and
dinner parties at which I felt myself incredibly cool for being able to keep up with
political-philosophy discussions in French, something was missing. Merely pleasuring
oneself wasn’t enough. So on our return, we determined to find ways in which we
might make ourselves useful and also make a living.
This may be the hardest part of Third Act Trouble. Whatever skills you might have
developed in your long career probably don’t dovetail with most non-profits’
missions. And the non-profit world is full of professional activists who have been in
the fight for years. They aren’t necessarily looking for duffers eager for a late-life
dabble.
People often suggest teaching, and shortly after Nine Lives appeared in 2009, Tulane
had advertised a job teaching how to write about New Orleans. I’d considered myself
perfect for it, but the nice lady at Tulane couldn’t consider my application. “I see
from your resumé,” she said, “that you don’t have a terminal degree.”
“I’ve had a terminal illness,” I offered. “Does that count?”
Margaret and I eventually settled, after Vinsobres, on the Peace Corps, in part
because of this video We’d get away from cellphones and computers for a couple of
years, and interact cross-culturally at extremely close range. It would be a financial
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wash—all expenses are covered. We put in for Vanuatu, Madagascar, and the
Dominican Republic, and settled in for a six-month wait.
But then I remembered something from a trip to Iraq in 2003, after victory had been
declared, the statue of Saddam had fallen, and the real war hadn’t yet begun. A
small group of reporters and I rented a Chevy Suburban in Kuwait for the two-day
drive to Baghdad through the sensory-deprivation experiment that is the Arabian
Desert. In a generator-lit Basra hotel with a British tank idling outside all night, we
met a team from Human Rights Watch. The four of them were following the route
the US Army had taken, documenting the use of cluster munitions, indiscriminate
fire in civilian areas, and other abuses.
They were practical and non-ideological — like a bunch of District Attorney
investigators preparing a court case. They had simultaneously an unrelenting zeal to
uncover war crimes and a nuanced understanding of how hard it is for an army to
protect itself and vanquish an enemy without harming civilians. I envied their
engagement, as well as the short distance between their work and the people they
were trying to help.
Fast forward twelve years, and sure enough, Human Rights Watch had two job
openings listed on its website: Mexico researcher and Colombia researcher. Both
sounded good—we’d lived in Mexico for two years when Rosa was little. I applied for
both. Then I found notices on the Amnesty International website, looking for
researchers on U.S. immigration policy. The Amnesty application deadline was
looming, so Margaret jumped in and submitted a resumé, too. Then, because
immigration policy is Rosa’s abiding passion—and because she was about to
graduate from Colorado College—we forwarded her the link. My phone sounded
immediately with Rosa’s distinctive ring. Turns, out, she’d applied for the Amnesty
job the previous week.
“So let me see if I have this straight,” she said. “In the worst job market for
graduates in recent memory, I have to compete with my parents?”
Sent from aboard the eastbound California Zephyr. (Please forgive if you’ve received
this multiple times.)
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
Margaret: 303-817-5592
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
Dan: 303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
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"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
Friday:
Please forgive yesterday’s multiple transmissions. On a night train across Nebraska,
it was unclear whether emails were sending—won’t happen again. On the other
hand, if you didn’t receive Third Act Trouble 4 and would like to, please tell me.

Behind Rosa’s smart-ass quip about competing with her parents for a job lay a
pernicious aspect of Third Act Trouble. It tends to hit when the children in your life —
whether yours or others’ — are busting out into the big world for the first time. They
may be choosing colleges, or majors, or looking for their first jobs. It’s a time of life
when a lot of energy swirls around the invention of the self, the imagination of a
path, and the achievement of dreams — but it’s all about the young ones.

We elders are supposed to be the rocks from which the children launch. Rocks — the
very definition of immobility.
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If you don’t want to be a rock, if standing stationary is making you miserable, too
bad. Nobody’s particularly interested in your reinvention; the world has beautiful,
smooth-skinned, optimistic adolescents on whom to dote.
To her credit, Rosa made my fraught moment easy. She was enthusiastic about my
quest, and who can blame her? After a lifetime as the child of financially stressed
itinerant freelancers, she liked the idea of her parents accepting a job and a little
stability.
In April, a wry, scholarly man from Human Rights Watch called to say thank you for
applying, but the jobs— Mexico or Colombia researcher — were, “you should forgive
the expression, young people’s jobs.” Would I be interested in working as a “senior
researcher” for the Americas Division, living in New York or Washington, D.C.,
directing young people’s research, editing their copy, and doing lots of other writing
and editing?
Margaret and I reflected for a couple of days, and I countered with this: It wouldn’t
be just me. Margaret and I would both do the job, and not from New York or
Washington, but from Mexico City. Margaret was just returning to long-form
journalism, after years of mostly working under my byline and editing for clients. “If
we get this job,” I told her, “we share the responsibility for it equally.”
What followed was a conversational Spanish test on the phone, a writing-and-editing
test, a Skype interview with the Division’s principals, and a day at the offices on the
34th floor of the Empire State Building. Mostly we hashed out how to react to
various hypothetical, explosive, and delicate political situations. We really liked these
guys, and at the end, they offered us jobs. We withdrew our Peace Corps
applications, figuring that, as long as our health holds, we can reapply later.
And here my troubles began. Even at the best of times, I sleep like a baby: I wake
up screaming every twenty minutes. But after accepting the job, I developed a
particularly nasty case of insomnia. Worse, I began suffering what I came to call
“dread waves” — foaming curls of anxiety churning through the solar plexus,
accompanied by a racing heart, blurred vision, and a metallic taste in the mouth.
When a dread wave hits, I have to lie on the floor until it passes. One knocked me so
hard that I thought I was having a heart attack. We were at the Knox cabin high in
the Sierras, and Margaret had to take me, by boat and car, to the emergency room
at Lake Tahoe.
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Diagnosis: panic attacks.
Panic attacks? Me? I’d never had one of those in my life. Working without a net for
three decades from all over—southeast Asia, the Iron Curtain, Africa, Mexico, Iraq—
living with the Green Berets in the southern Philippines,

covering the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans,
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carrying a concealed handgun for eighteen months. . . and I was having panic
attacks at the prospect of a job?
Well, yes. As I read the email about meeting with “HR,” a big fist squeezed the tubes
in my chest. After 28 years as my own boss, I was about to become a human
resource. The hire letter, laying out hours, vacation days, and “sick leave,” read like
a felony sentence. So much for not being afraid a nuthin’.
You’d think I’d have focused on the glorious news that someone else would be
paying for our health insurance—and make no mistake: I was as excited as Margaret
about wielding our skills in defense of the abused and the rule of law. But the
“employee” thing had me thrown. I have always been better at getting jobs than
keeping them. (See: New Yorker, The.)
Nobody understood my institutional incompetence better than Rosa. At dinner a few
weeks ago, on our last night in San Francisco —where we were dropping Rosa to
begin her first post-collegiate job — she leaned across the table, pointed a finger
between my eyes, and unloaded on me the full Ward Cleaver.
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“Dad,” she announced. “You’re going to be working for someone else. You
do not have to say the first thing that comes into your mind. You do not have to
make every joke you think of. You can listen to other people before talking. Other
people sometimes have good ideas, too.”
Chastened, I slunk home to Boulder to pack up the house. Margaret was losing
patience with my dread waves. “Why are you dreading the future?” she asked.
“This is the worst of it — saying goodbye to friends, wrenching up our roots, packing
up the whole house. This is miserable! Be here now!"
I’m being here now aboard an Amtrak train, east of Burlington, Iowa, watching
Margaret nap. We’re due into New York’s Penn Station at 6:30 Saturday night. On
Monday, when we report to work, these dispatches will switch to real time.
It starts….
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
Margaret: 303-817-5592
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
Dan: 303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
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"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
’Tis a fine thing to cross the United States by train, ensconced in a sleeper,

gazing out the window at the astounding natural beauty and wealth of our broad and
earnest nation,

and taking meals in a dining car.
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Navigating New York’s Penn Station on a Saturday night was remarkably easy —
even with eight checked bags, an accordion, a guitar, and a couple of day packs —
owing largely to a burly Redcap named Eric, who commutes 90 minutes to work
every day to haul people’s luggage. Eric was jovial, laughing, and stunningly
competent, not only at getting a half-ton of stuff up to the street but at figuring out,
by eye, which taxi would be able to haul it all.
Our driver turned out to be Carmen Yates, a fifty-something singer-songwriter who’s
had some success in Nashville and Hollywood. Still, the drive north turned into a
vigorous third-act-trouble seminar. “I wanna do something useful before I rust out,”
he began, “you hear what I’m sayin’?” We may have talked him into the Peace
Corps.
The Human Rights Watch apartment is a palace — a four-bedroom, two story house
inside a 30-story building.
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You could practically play tennis in our bedroom.

Other HRW staff members will join us here from time to time. A delightful young
Afghan shared Saturday evening and Sunday breakfast with us, before flying back to
Kabul. He explained Afghanistan with humility and humor — and not a whit of
sanctimony. That has been our experience so far with Human Rights Watch people,
and it’s hugely encouraging.
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It is great to be back in New York City. The old joke about the way to ask directions
— “Is this the way to Central Park or should I go fuck myself?” — is a genuine
calumny. This is an enormously friendly city. From Eric the Redcap to the foot
patrolmen on Amsterdam Avenue, to the harried staff and hurried customers in a
jammed two-story grocery store called Fairway, we found New Yorkers, on our first
day, to be as open, warm-hearted, and sharing as one imagines small-town
midwesterners. We bounced from one back-slapping, cheerful encounter after
another—with total strangers. A street-fest on Amersterdam

felt like a city-sized cocktail party. (Me, trying on straw hats: “The large is too big
and the medium is too small.” Vendor: “Ya got a bad head; what can I tell ya? See if
you can return it.”) I like to talk to strangers, so it’s heaven. It’s not just that
everybody’s a comedian in New York, either; when people hear we’re new to the
neighborhood, they welcome us with genuine interest. We found ourselves
comparing the communal warmth of New York to that of post-Katrina New Orleans —
which is saying something.
Of course, it was a sunny summertime Sunday. Once the moneymaking meatgrinder kicks into motion Monday morning, it all might feel different. For the
moment, though, we are enthused and comfortable in our new home. Margaret just
cooked a big pot of super-fresh bivalves
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(something hard to get in Colorado).
Our new Afghan friend is on a plane as I write this, getting ready to reinsert himself
between ISIS and the Taliban.
And I’ve been having panic attacks at the prospect of defined vacation days.
Someone here is a pussy.

Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
Margaret: 303-817-5592
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
Dan: 303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
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Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
First day of school!
It’s about a three-mile walk to work if we wind our way south through Central Park.

Margaret has an irrational attachment to what she calls the “natural world,” so she
enjoyed the granite boulders and the trees, with skyline peaking out above.
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It was close to 90 degrees by the time we arrived, so we didn’t look nearly as fresh
as when we had set out from our apartment.

The Empire State Building is as impressive inside as out.
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Cool elevators; you punch in your floor before you get on.
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They’re lined with marble.
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Before we left Boulder, Margaret had summed up the trade-off we were about to
make this way: “We’re being shipped to the zoo. We won’t run free, but we won’t
have to forage for food or worry about predators.” Today’s orientation started with a
90-minute “HR” production on the astoundingly generous conditions within the bars.
The last health insurance policy Margaret and I bought on the open market cost us
$8,000 a year and came with a $13,000 deductible. This one: free to us, with a $250
deductible (in the rare cases it is not waived). It almost makes me want to find a
lump in my armpit or get hit by a bus. Plus fully-paid dental and vision care, auditing
at the New School, and reimbursements for health-club, transit, and other
education. Some zoo!
We were shown to our office,
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which has a pretty cool view, from 35 floors up, of midtown, Macy’s, the Hudson
River, and the ancestral homeland of New Jersey.

Then it was an hour with a speedy, hyper-competent Ecuadoran from “IT,” who
inaugurated us into the dark side…shudder…of Windows.
Human Rights Watch is impressively serious about internet and computer security;
they’ve had hacking attempts by bad people. We were given enough codes and
passwords to launch an ICBM.
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By mid-afternoon, there was nothing left but to be branded. We sat for photos for
two electronic ID cards. . .

. . .one to get into the Empire State Building and one to get into the HRW offices. I
should have been proud when they handed me the picture ID with “EMPLOYEE”
emblazoned across it: I’m now associated with a kick-ass non-profit that fights for
the most abused people on the planet. But I had a bad moment. A part of me felt
like I was selling out. I was reminded of the parable about the dog and the coyote
who barked at each other through a long, moonlit night, each trying to convince the
other that his own life — tranquility, warmth, and regular meals vs. freedom to live
large or die trying — was best. “In time,” Shakespeare wrote in Much Ado About
Nothing, “the savage bull doth bear the yoke.”
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Shakespeare was talking about marriage, but as the yoke of employment descended,
I had a minor dread wave. “Everything that makes me an asset in our independent
lives makes me a liability here,” I whispered to Margaret when we were alone.
“That's an interesting theory,” Margaret said. “I'd like to hear more about it.”
“I'll bet you would.”
We went out for a mediocre midtown Chinese lunch,
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and I was sure I’d crack open my cookie and find a slip of paper reading, “You are so
going to fuck this up.” Instead, it was just an aphorism: "Opportunities surround you
if you know where to look.” Easy for you to say, buddy. You’re a cookie.

In truth, and Windows aside, we can’t think of a single negative aspect to the day, or
to the enterprise on which we have embarked. Everybody in the office was lavishly
welcoming; they seemed tickled at having a couple sharing a job and an office.
Working conditions were supremely comfortable, and there was a gratifying urgency
to the bit of work we started — reading up on the paramilitary groups that torture
and kill with impunity in Colombia. In short, so far, so good.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
Margaret: 303-817-5592
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
Dan: 303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
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"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Who needs coffee to get one’s blood moving when one can start the day by piloting a
bicycle through the streets of New York?

We brought our folding bikes, remarkable machines. They fold up, in seconds, small
enough to fit in suitcases. Yes, they look like clown bikes, but clowns use them
because they’re agile. One is slightly more aware of bumps when riding city streets
on clown wheels, but the maneuverability makes up for it.
A number of possible routes presented themselves; we chose this morning to ride
straight down Columbus Avenue, which, for most of the way, has a bike lane
separated from traffic by a wide buffer zone that keeps one from getting doored.
There goes Margaret. . . .
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The bike lane ended at about 64th Street, so we were in traffic for a few blocks, until
Columbus Circle, where we swung diagonally south and east on Broadway. It, too,
had a clearly identified bike lane, and took us straight through the gullet of Times
Square.
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The bike lanes sport a civilized feature; separate signals for bikes. Often, cars are
held from turning by a red arrow while the bike signal stays green — that is lovely.
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Broadway took us right to the Empire State Building, whose terrific bike room
required our electronic building credential to enter. Total traveling time: about 25
minutes.
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Riding to work in Manhattan is not particularly relaxing. Buses and garbage trucks
loom high overhead, spewing diesel exhaust. Taxis lurch and swerve, honking
furiously. Pedestrians staring at cell phones step blithely from the sidewalk into the
bike path. Cycling here is not the contemplative activity that it is, say, in rural
Boulder County.
But it’s much faster than walking, and it’s a lot more pleasant than descending into
the subway. Cooler, too, with a breeze in your face. And there’s nothing like cycling
(or walking) a city to become intimate with its streets.
We saw plenty of other cyclists, but somehow the man who took the above picture
knew we were from out of town. “Colorado!” he shouted. “My son just moved there!
Loves it! Look at this!” He dug out his iPhone and called up a photo of his son’s
bicep, emblazoned with a fine tattoo of the Rocky Mountains. “Here, all we got’s
cement mountains.”
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
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"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets

As you can see by this map,

x
we have many options for riding our bikes to work. We live by that pin that says
“Flowers by Special Arrangement,” at the corner of 87th Street and Amsterdam
Avenue. As noted earlier, our first day we rode down Amsterdam to Broadway,
angled southeast, and Bob’s your uncle. But that wasn’t altogether pleasant, so last
night we tried a new route — up Sixth Avenue toward Central Park, through which
we intended to ride to 87th Street. (Geography note for non-New Yorkers: The
streets in New York go east-west, or crosstown, and the Avenues go north-south, or
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lengthwise. Most are one-way, although there’s a two-way crosstown street about
every ten or twelve blocks, and Broadway runs both ways for part of its length. You
need to be aware of this if you’re moving around town in a car or on a bike.)
We were at about Sixth Avenue and 48th Street on Tuesday evening when I started
feeling a thup-thup-thup under my rear wheel, and sure enough, the tire was
sporting a huge bulge that looked ready to blow. Lucky for us there was a bike shop
at 48th and 10th Avenue run by a Frenchman along with his Burkina Faso-native
mechanic, and they cheerfully took the bike right in. (Etiquette tip: Never ask a
francophone if he’s Canadian. “You insult me,” Al the store owner told Margaret. His
father was French and his mother Moroccan — “Don’t say Algerian,” he cautioned —
and he was raised in New Jersey. What kind of lummox, he seemed to be implying,
could possibly mistake that accent for Quebecois?) He told us to come back in thirty
minutes, and Margaret and I walked around the corner for an overpriced beer. We
liked the neighborhood. Midtown gets a bad rap, but this was far enough west to be
funkily appealing. The fix — tire included — came to about $30 — only slightly more
than the two beers — which I found quite reasonable, and, since we were already so
close to the river, we decided to take the West Side Park all the way up the river to
our neighborhood.
What a find! We shot along the river on a smooth bike/pedestrian path, enjoying the
roseate sunset light on the Hudson River, and on the small sailboats at a little yacht
harbor.
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We’d gone about thirty blocks when I realized I wasn’t wearing my helmet; I’d left it
on the bike-store counter. “How could you let me ride thirty blocks without a
helmet?” I asked Margaret.
“I?” she cried, pressing her fingertips to her sternum like a Jane Austen character.
“This is my fault? You didn’t notice?”
A chubby couple was canoodling on a nearby bench. “Excuse me,” I said. “Are you
married?” They were not.
“Well, maybe you’ll have some expertise anyway,” I said. “If I leave my helmet in a
store, and Margaret lets me ride for thirty blocks without it, we’re both at fault,
right?”
“Yes,” they laughed. “Definitely,” the woman said.
(Margaret here: While Dan turned to the man to say, “Marry her,” the
woman winked up at me and held her thumb and forefinger two millimeters apart,
as though to indicate the extent to which I was to blame.)
Dan again: I had to ride back to work helmetless Wednesday morning, which in New
York traffic feels like you’re riding with the wind whistling through the wrinkles on
your exposed brain. I wore a cap so Margaret would have something in which to
gather up the fragments of my skull.

There goes Margaret down the West Side Park,
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which sweeps cyclists under the West Side Highway for about fifteen blocks, making
us feel like rats,
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but is otherwise swift and lovely until one reaches the point at which one has to ride
across midtown to Empire State Building, a stretch to which we’ve given the homey
name “Gauntlet of Death."
We are only starting to delve into the real work at Human Rights Watch for which
we’ve been hired. Most of our time has been spent so far on such bureaucratic tasks
as learning security protocols, navigating the office computer system, and filling out
online forms that are extremely particular about how boxes are filled. I couldn’t get
one box to accept my marital status no matter how many times or ways I wrote it.
“It’s married with a capital M,” Margaret said.
“You’re telling me.”
Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
We had another wake-up-and-smell-the-napalm moment this week. In
our hrw.org in-boxes appeared a link to a mandatory online course in harassment
prevention. It seems that to work in an office in the early years of the twenty-first
century, one has to be specifically trained not to call people “Jewboy,” “fatso,”
“faggot,” or make comments about any of about a dozen “protected categories” of
personal characteristic — as though any of the educated, socially conscious people
working in this wildly multi-cultural human-rights office would think of doing such a
thing. I smell lawyers.
The training took more than an hour to complete, and it spoke volumes about the
organization’s extreme sensitivity to any kind of behavior that might make someone
uncomfortable. I assume that this sensitivity is shared by a great many
organizations and for-profit companies, because the training was created and
managed by a private contractor that seems to have many clients. The training also
revealed the extremely low expectations that organizational America has for its
employees. High-priced mandatory sensitivity training — which must be completed
by all employees annually — seems to have replaced what we used to call
“manners.”
In fairness, though, I cannot say I learned nothing, or that I answered every
question correctly. Not making jokes about people’s race, weight, age, or sex —
that’s easy. But it was honestly good to be reminded that even a private
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conversation between willing participants about certain topics — sex, say — can
make others uncomfortable if overheard.
It hadn’t occurred to either Margaret or me that it’s okay to say, “That’s a pretty
necklace,” but an actionable offense to say, “That necklace matches your eyes
beautifully.” It’s the reference to the other person’s physical self that could set off a
complaint to HR, which might result in a human resource like me being ground down
to a paste.
Margaret and I both got wrong the question about whether a boss can demand that
an employee dressed too provocatively at an off-site event — a company picnic at a
beach, say — can demand that he or she change clothes. (Correct answer: yes.
Seeing such sexy garments might make someone uncomfortable.) Now I’m worried,
because I am such a devilishly handsome man that anything I wear might be
considered provocative. To wit:

And that the rules follow employees off-site is particularly worrisome. Regular
readers may recall that I share this job with a total babe,
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whose smooth bare hip my hand occasionally seeks beneath the covers by dawn’s
early light. Now, in theory, that could become a matter to take up with HR.
Margaret and I have taken to keeping the door to our office closed, because God
forbid someone hear me say, “I’m done editing the report on Brazilian prison
conditions, Sweetie.” Workplace romance! Any outward evidence of a workplace
romance can be a severe violation, even if that workplace romance has been going
on since Ronald Reagan was president.
The overriding message of the training was that I am no longer, to a great extent,
my own man, free to make my own social blunders and live privately with the
consequences. I can now be evaluated, and punished, not only on the basis of my
work’s quality but on my most casual interactions. Although I agree with everything
in the training and even learned a few useful things, being ordered to behave a
certain way, instead of being trusted to do so, feels like a particularly heavy link in
the chain I have attached to my ankle as part of my struggle with Third Act Trouble.
And I can’t help but wonder if this sensitivity training does more harm than good. In
Newfoundland, we visited a sheer cliff where huge seabirds called gannets nest — a
genuine tourist phenomenon —
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and we were surprised to find no guardrail along a particularly sheer and deadly
drop. “We found that if don’t put up a guardrail, people stay well back,” a ranger told
us. “If they think the guardrail will protect them, they behave stupidly and get too
close to the edge.” Organizational America apparently doesn’t feel that it can trust
people not to get too close to the conversational edge absent any HR consequences
for doing so. I suppose enough people have been harassed at work that annual
training has become necessary. That strikes me as sad.
What bothers me most of all is that for all the attention lavished on sensitivity to
people’s race, age, sex, sexual orientation, health, and body type, I, personally, am
left wide open to any kind of invective and abuse. “Arrogant asshole,” for some
reason, is not a protected category.

Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
Margaret: 303-817-5592
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
Dan: 303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
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"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
Reinventing myself at age 59 is making me feel simultaneously both young and old.
Young, in that I haven’t done this — insinuated myself into an office setting — since
I was 29 years old. Just like in the old days, I’m learning the computer system,
finding my way around the layout of the place, and figuring out the office’s peculiar
social mores (How do people dress? How loudly do they talk? At what time can one
legitimately leave for the day?)
I remember well this feeling of being a little bit at sea. Between 1981, when I got
my first newspaper job (Energy User News), and 1985, when I started my last, I
changed offices seven more times — The Anchorage Times, The Asian Wall Street
Journal (Hong Kong, Manila, and Singapore bureaus) , The Wall Street Journal (New
York and Boston bureaus), and The Atlanta Journal-Constitution.
That’s how it was in newspapers back then: jobs aplenty, and moving from one to
another was a thrill. Each job was in a different city. Every office had its own
character, and its own characters. It was fun sussing out a new place: Who’s the
funny guy? Who’s got the office politics wired? Who’s got the long institutional
memory? Who’s the one to avoid? What are the lunch options? Taking a new job was
like going to a fresh party.
That old excitement is bubbling up now. (Better than ever, actually, because there’s
nobody to avoid.) That giddy “here we go” feeling I remember so well from the first
days at a new job is not only back, but washed free of negatives. I feel positively like
a curly-headed 29 year-old again.
At the same time, though, this new life makes me old, which is reminding me how
unaccustomed I am to feeling old. My day-to-day life up to now sent me blessedly
few cues that I’d somehow become an old man. I’m in good health, reasonably
vigorous, experience no chronic pain, and my only day-to-day colleague — Margaret
— is older than I am and even more youthful.
Now, though, up here on the 35th floor of the Empire State Building, everybody
surrounding us, including our immediate superior, is so breathtakingly young. Most
of them were born after the last time I held a job, and when I hear myself saying,
“I’ve been a freelancer since 1987,” I see a mixture of incomprehension and outright
horror cross their eyes; I sound to them the way someone talking about being an
adult during the Eisenhower administration sounds to me. I sense them inching
toward the defribrillator, or talking particularly slowly and loudly. As my friends who
teach have told me, one has to watch the cultural references when conversing with
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people born on a different planet than one’s own. I mentioned to one young
man that until the week before last Margaret and I were living in an episode of
Leave It to Beaver — and I might as well have been talking about playing records on
the Victrola for the iceman.
The feeling of being old goes even deeper than what I see in the eyes of others. The
last time I did this — started a new job in a new city — I was a lot quicker at
adapting. I don’t remember having so much trouble remembering people’s names, or
being so flummoxed by the technology. (I spent half an hour last week puzzling out
the multi-function telephone on my desk, feeling like one of the befuddled chimps in
the opening sequence of 2001: A Space Odyssey — and there’s yet another cultural
reference most of my new colleagues wouldn’t get.)
Overall, though, this feels great. It has been a long time since I was this far outside
my comfort zone, and it’s making me feel delightfully alive.
Margaret and I were discussing tonight why one seems to step outside one’s comfort
zone less and less as one ages. Is it because our comfort zone gets broader — we
are ever more skilled, so aren’t thrown by new situations the way we were when
young? Or is it, as Margaret suggests, that our comfort zone gets not broader but
deeper — that our self-knowledge increases over time, so nothing we don’t
experience new things as outside our comfort zone? Or do we simply challenge
ourselves less and less as we age?
We’re going to need to keep puzzling this out. You’ll be hearing from Margaret about
this, too, because she says she isn’t sharing my sense of being outside the comfort
zone and has interesting reasons for saying so. Me, I’m knocked seriously off my
equilibrium.
Yes, Margaret and I travel a lot to strange lands, and do research into things we
know nothing about, and occasionally live abroad, which takes us out of a particular
set of comfort zones. But is all quite superficial. We’re used to doing all that, so none
of it stretches me anywhere near as much as padding around the close-knap carpet
under the fluorescent lights in this office with an organizational ID in my pocket,
making water-cooler small talk. This is new, and coping with it, though terrifying,
feels like growth. It’s nice, at 59, to feel as though one is growing.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
Margaret: 303-817-5592
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
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"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment." —Clifford Odets

In the early 1600s, the Dutch established a colony they called Nieuw Amsterdam on
the barrier islands just outside the mouth of the Hudson River. One of the islands, on
the southernmost tip a landmass they called Breucklen and facing straight out to the
open ocean, was full of rabbits, so they called it Konijn — rabbit— Eland. When the
English showed up in 1644 to ruin everything, they Anglecized the name of the big
landmass to “Brooklyn” and pronounced the barrier island “Coney.”
Two and a half centuries later, it was the scene of an extraordinary moment in the
history of real estate — especially New York real estate: prime oceanfront property
was condemned by the City of New York so that it could be zoned for the enjoyment
of the public. In the first decade of the 20th century, Coney Island became the
prototype and archetype of the beachfront amusement park. Part of what made it
great was that anybody in New York could take the subway there for a nickel,
making it a summertime haven for the working class and the poor. A gorgeous
stained-glass pavilion rose on the spot as a kind of palace for the common man. In
1919, a new kind of amusement appeared in the United States — the roller coaster
— and eight years later a doozy went up at Coney Island: the legendary Cyclone.
Coney Island has faced good and bad times, and many attempts to do away with the
tawdry strip of rides, shooting galleries, penny arcades, and Nathan’s, the famous
purveyor of hot dogs. In 1964, for example, one of the big amusement parks — the
last running at the time — was sold off to a developer named Fred Trump, who
wanted to build luxury apartments on what had been the playground of workingclass New York. He invited all of New York to a “funeral” for the old Coney Island,
handed out stones so people could smash the pavilion’s stained-glass windows, and
declared the amusement parks dead. Luckily, he got beat; the amusement parks
rose again. It’s not clear what his 18-year-old son Donald thought of that; perhaps
someone will ask him in the next Republican debate.
Margaret and I took the D train to Coney Island on Sunday, and in these days sunk
in the shadow of the one percent and Donald Trump, it’s wonderful to stand at one
of the few places in America where the working class still holds the beach. It was a
gorgeous day and the place was happily jammed with people of every imaginable
skin color and speaking every imaginable language. It is as thoroughly and iconically
American a place as is, say, Yellowstone Park or Mount Rushmore.
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Lots of countries have tawdry beach towns, but none as wildly international as Coney
Island. There beside the harbor that Emma Lazarus called “The Golden Door” in her
poem etched on the Statue of Liberty, Coney Island is a monument to the strength
and joy that derives from being a nation that welcomes immigrants. The ocean was
clean and warm, the food sold by vendors on the beach fresh and cheap,

and the whole scene was bathed in pure, open-hearted joy. We ended our day with a
trip on the Cyclone, which, at nine dollars a ride, costs about the same now, in
inflation-adjusted dollars, as it did when it opened and a ticket cost a quarter.
Neither of us vomited, though we did worry about having suffered closed-cranium
brain injuries because we could feel our brains sloshing back and forth and whacking
the inner walls of our skull.
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On the way home we encountered a Hasid on the D train. The Hasidim can be a
forbidding bunch; and this one, sixty-something and pouring sweat under his heavy,
black, broadbrimmed Homburg, didn’t look like he’d just enjoyed a day playing
happily in the waves with a bunch of schwartzers. It was Sunday, after all; the
sabbath was long over and he appeared to be all business. I was too intimidated to
take his picture, but he looked a lot like this guy.

I couldn’t resist pulling on his sleeve, touching my pretty pink hat, and saying, “Hey,
didn’t you get the memo? The Rebbe says we’re all switching from black to pink.”
He didn’t so much as crack a smile, but in New York, even the Hasidim are good
comedians and straight men. “I get it,” he growled, “Pink is the new black, huh?”
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"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
May we pause for a moment in praise of Margaret?
Margaret is the best pal a man could have. Yes, she’s beautiful, smart, funny,
talented, and musical; you all know that. I’m sure you have your own reasons for
loving her. But here’s a big one for me: Margaret is game. Ask her to join you in an
enterprise, and her first impulse is always to say “yes.” That is an enormously
attractive trait.
We met in 1985 (remind me to tell you the incredibly romantic story of how that
happened) and we fell in love in 1987. Since then, I have come up with a series of
schemes that my recent sensitivity training makes me loathe to describe, for fear of
casting aspersion on the brains of hares.
The founding example: A couple of months into our romance, when I was a reporter
in the Atlanta Constitution’s main newsroom and Margaret was the paper’s Savannah
reporter four hours away, I had occasion to interview a gentleman of the Lawyer’s
Committee on Human Rights about a trip he’d just taken to Zimbabwe. Immediately
after, I called Margaret.
“Hey,” I said. “Let’s quit our jobs and open a freelance news bureau in Zimbabwe.”
Without hesitation, Margaret said, “Sure!” and I heard the angels burst into song.
Not only was I now on my way to Zimbabwe and the life of a freelance foreign
correspondent, but I’d found a woman whose first impulse was to say, “Sure!”
Hitchhike aboard rice trucks across half of Africa over three months? Sure. Cover
wars in Angola and Mozambique? Sure. Spend three months driving around South
Africa for a book (never written)? Sure.
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Move to Montana to continue freelancing? Sure. Learn to hunt elk and then camp in
the snow for a week at a time? (Margaret hates cold weather and firearms.) Sure.

Move to rural Mexico for a couple of years with our five-year-old daughter? Sure.
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Move to post-Katrina New Orleans for six months? Sure. Drive to Newfoundland?
Sure. Abandon daughter, aging parents, and the known world for a house in France
for six months? Sure. It goes on and on.
Acquiescent isn’t the word. It isn’t that Margaret simply goes along with whatever I
want to do. Were that the case, she’d agree and then become complaining dead
weight around my neck. Margaret is nothing like that. She plunges in to any new
adventure, no matter how extreme or uncomfortable, with as much enthusiasm as I
and takes her full share of responsibility for the outcome.
Margaret would not, on her own, have come up with the idea of moving to New York
City to work in the Empire State Building. She’s a Californian who is happiest with
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her feet on soil and naught but the sound of the breeze in her ears. But this was a
big, exciting adventure, and Margaret instinctively went for it.
And in the doing of it, she is a total, uncomplaining trooper. Having decided to do
this crazy thing of living and working in two different high-rises separated by 40
minutes of sometimes-terrifying bicycle commuting amid ceaseless noise, she
plunges right in with a whole heart and more often than not is the one keeping my
spirits up and not the other way around.

She is, here in New York, a hilarious, incisive interpreter of all the weirdness
pervading our lives.
I’ve long thought that I got lucky marrying a woman who has a big brother. She
spent her childhood — especially the first four years, before her sister, Sarah, was
born — trying to keep up with her brother, Bill, and keep from being excluded by
him and his friends. It seems to be encoded in her DNA to muscle into anything the
boys are doing. Unmarried straight men, take it from me: Before you get too
serious, ask if she has a big brother.
On top of all of the above, Margaret is willing to eat with enthusiasm anything I cook
and lets me massage her from scalp to toes every morning. That’s a pal.
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We have been in each other’s field of vision 24/7 since February 1987, which means
we have spent as much time with each other as the average couple married about
60 years. Now we’re in this office together at Human Rights Watch, and I wouldn’t
have it any other way. I’m really no good without Margaret around, but more than
that, nothing is really fun without her around. (Others have noticed. We’ve been
here ten days and several people at work and in our apartment building have
mentioned that they never see one of us without the other.)
Also, to the extent that people like “my” writing — that is, the books and articles
under my byline — it is, of course, Margaret’s work they are enjoying as much.
When Rosa was born, Margaret and I jointly decided that we didn’t want both of us
traveling on stories, and the phone ringing for both of us. It worked better for us
both for me to the be the legs and eyeballs of the operation, so for most of the past
22 years, it has been I who went out and did the research and interviews, and wrote
the first drafts. That’s a lot of work. I’ve long compared it to moving a big block of
marble into a studio. It’s difficult, time-consuming, and takes some skill — but it isn’t
art; museums don’t pay to place uncarved blocks of marble in their galleries. The art
in our work happens when Margaret starts chipping away. Typically, a piece goes
back and forth many times between us before the magazine or publisher ever sees
it, and Margaret’s effect is magical. (If you look at www.margaretknox.com you can
see it happen.) Here is Margaret, in New Orleans, blocking out Nine Lives.
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When young writers ask me, as they often do, how they can have the writer’s life I
have, my first words of advice are, “Marry Margaret.”
Never has “Couldn’t do it without you, babe” more apt. In fact, I don’t do it; we do
it. (Though after the first two or three, these letters to you all go out unedited. I
hear from her the next morning about my split infinitives, my inprecisions, my
redundancies, and my poor word choices.)
No marriage is always harmonious, of course. We’ve had our moments. (I’m thinking
of one in particular that lasted the better part of a year…yeesh.) We just wait them
out and they go away.
And it’s not like she has no authority; we divide it up. The macro impetus tends to
come from me, but the micro decisions tend to go her way. Let’s move to Zimbabwe,
Margaret. Sure. But this weekend we’re going to finish the garden, and tonight we’re
going to eat at six and get to sleep early. Sure.
And know this: The girl has a temper. She has only to lower her formidable brow, or
call me “Buster” in a certain tone, for my sole remaining testicle to retract.
I know some of you know her as Meg, but I’ve never thought that an adequate
moniker. “Margaret” is a beautiful name; her father turned me on to that by
pronouncing it with tremendous love in his stentorian, Victorian tone: “Maaar-garet.” Full of consonants and devoid of a vowel sound at the end, “Margaret” is fibrous
and chewy and tough — kind of like her. She looms so large over my life that the
monosyllabic “Meg” doesn’t begin to capture her.
Am I a lucky man, or what?
We now return to our regularly scheduled broadcast.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
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"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
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This just in: a full-time job is time-consuming.
Margaret and I worked pretty hard as freelancers during the past 28 years. It’s
important to remember that researching and writing four books and scores of
magazine articles was only about half the job. The simple business of freelancing is
about like running, say, a shoe store: generating and managing inventory (story
ideas, story proposals, etc.), billing, money management, dunning clients for money,
keeping track of and submitting expenses, annual shopping for health insurance. . .
it went on and on.
When we took jobs at Human Rights Watch, I was happy to be done with all that. No
more drumming up new clients. Let someone else manage insurance and pay the
light bill.
But this new gig is no less time-consuming and a lot more rigid. It turns out —
who’da thunk it? — that holding a job requires one to be present from about nine in
the morning to six in the evening. We’d become accustomed to managing our own
days, mixing the work and the personal business the way it made sense for us. If I
had a down moment — waiting for a callback, say — and felt like riding my bike to
the grocery at 1 p.m., I did it. Margaret spoke often of managing her mental energy,
knowing that her writing and editing brain was better in the morning than later in
the day. Nice day? Let’s climb a mountain after lunch. When we lived in Missoula and
a weekday season pass to the local ski resort cost only $177, we’d work from 6 a.m.
to noon and ski all afternoon. Our schedule was up to us.
Friends (some of you reading this, in fact) used to deride us for being “semi-retired,”
which I always found irritating, given how hard we worked. When you’re on salary
and have a low-energy week, you still get paid. When you freelance, you only eat
what you kill. Your time is your own, but that comes with its own stresses.
My path out of Third-Act Trouble has put an end even to the appearance of being
semi-retired. We’re nine-to-six people now. One effect is that in just two weeks, I’ve
discovered a whole new relationship with my butt: I sit on it more than I used to. I
supposed I should create a standing desk at work, although that opens up the issue
of what organizational rules might apply to changing one’s office furniture — another
thing about which I’ve never had to worry.
Now that we’re spending so many hours chained to the desk and the computer, the
rest of lives feels mighty pinched. This is exactly what my friends and relatives who
are preparing to retire from jobs say they most look forward to giving up, so it feels
a little odd to be taking it on this late in the season.
Here’s how our workday unfolds:
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Alarm goes off at 5:30. We do a little yoga, cook and eat breakfast, make and wrap
lunch. We try to be out the door, wearing our work-out clothes with our office
clothes in our backpacks, at 7:00.
It takes about forty minutes to ride our bikes to work. (My old commute, down the
stairs and to the left, took 90 seconds.)

Then it takes about ten minutes to let ourselves into the Empire State Building’s bike
room, lock up, get inside the building, swipe our electronic IDs, and descend to the
awesome gym that is only $35 a month for those who work in the building.
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We work out for about half an hour, shower and dress, and ascend 36 floors to the
office. At this point, as the workday begins, we’ve been awake for three and a half
hours.
I’m not complaining. I know we have a much easier and shorter commute than most
people, and once we’re in the office, we don’t have to deal with insane corporate
rules, vicious bosses, or any other kind of nightmare workplace scenario one sees in
“Dilbert” or The Office. We like the work and the people with whom we do it, and are
fully aware that a lot of people cannot say that about their own gigs.
But this is an enormous change in lifestyle for us. As any of you who hold down real
jobs already know, being present and accounted-for for eight or nine hours a day,
plus commuting, squeezes the rest of one’s life down to a nub. After work, we need
to buy groceries,
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stop at the dry cleaner, hit the hardware and bike stores. Then I cook dinner and we
eat, usually at about 9:00 — which is much later than that to which we are
accustomed. That doesn’t leave much time for accordion practice out on the balcony
before reading and bed.
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This schedule is even harder on Margaret, because in addition to some variation on
all of the above, she also has to find time to disparage the quality of east-coast
stonefruit five times a day.
I know what you’re probably thinking: skip the accordion practice. I would, but given
all that Margaret does for me, the least I can do is provide that for which every wife
yearns: loud accordion practice within earshot.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
Margaret: 303-817-5592
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
Dan: 303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
Hello, friends. I could use a little feedback to make these dispatches more appealing.
No need to write at length. In fact, most helpful would be nothing but a few words in
the subject line of an otherwise blank email. It might be something like, “too selfindulgent,” or “more about the work,” or “only 2X/wk please,” or “no more about
biking,” or “more NYC history,” or “emails too long,” or “too many photos” — or
anything at all. I’ve asked you for this, so don’t worry about hurting my feelings.
No obligation to reply, either; if you don’t, I assume you’re fine with it as is.
And no need to clamor for videos of me playing the accordion naked. I already know
that’s what everybody really wants.
Writing these emails is fun. It lets me exercise my writing muscle in a way I cannot
at work; it helps me process this new enterprise the way writing in a diary would; it
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generates notes for a possible future book; and it keeps me in touch with you all.
But that doesn’t mean you are obliged to put up with it. So really, if you’ve had
enough, now or at any time, simply put “Drop” in the subject line of an email. There
will be no hard feelings at all.
Thank you.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
Margaret: 303-817-5592
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
Dan: 303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
As many of you know, Margaret and I fell pretty hard for New Orleans some years
back, and this weekend was the tenth anniversary of the event that started our love
affair with the city — otherwise known as the worst disaster in American history. I
learned to do this — write daily about life in a city — writing a daily column for the
New Yorker’s new website when Margaret and I were living in New Orleans
researching Nine Lives. You can read that column here.
The local cable channel New York One invited me to discuss the anniversary with
three smart observers of the those events and the city.
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You can watch us all flapping our jaws here. It was, like most television discussions,
pretty shallow, but at least it was well-meaning.
New Orleans has been much on our minds lately, and not just because it has been
miserably hot and humid here in New York. We keep finding ourselves amazed at
how similar New York is to New Orleans in precisely the way that made us love New
Orleans so much: Strangers interact with tremendous warmth here. People are
amused by one another. They enjoy sparring verbally and humorously with each
other. Nothing is none of your business here, which is just the way New Orleans is.
What is so surprising about this is that this is not the way I remember New York
from 35 years ago, and neither does this quality conform to its reputation. On the
subway to Coney Island we got talking with frighteningly skinny elderly black man
who has lived all his life in the city, has noticed this uncharacteristic friendliness, and
had a diagnosis: September 11. He says that after the attacks, New Yorkers got a lot
nicer to each other. “It’s like we cherish each other now,” he said, running his bony
fingers though a long white beard. “We come out of that different."
A Colorado friend asked us about the difference in the way Coloradans and New
Yorkers interact. People are certainly nice in Colorado (one friend calls it, “Iowa with
a backdrop.”) But there in the lee of the Rocky Mountains, it’s a brotherhood of
shared bliss; the subtext to most stranger interactions is: Aren’t we lucky to be living
here in paradise?
That ain’t the subtext in New York. Here, it’s more a brotherhood of shared misery;
the subtext here is, oy vey — even among the Dominican fruit vendors, the
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Cantonese drug-store clerks, and the Senegalese and Burkina Fasoans who seem to
have a lock on the thrift-store industry. Living in New York is hard. It’s expensive,
noisy, crowded, and saturated with a get-yours-now pressure that can leave a body
pretty exhausted at day’s end (even we who aren’t in a get-yours-now business,
about which more later.) Just getting across the city, buying a few groceries for
dinner, and a package of dental floss can make you feel like you’ve been beaten with
a bicycle chain. So when a stranger looks another in the eye, smiles, and says
something friendly, most people here reply with tremendous relief, smile back, and
make a joke of their own.
This isn’t just me; I watch this happen among strangers all the time.
Sunday was a real bayou-on-the-Hudson kind of day. We discovered a terrific thing:
the Lasker pool — a free public swimming pool in the far northern reaches of Central
Park. The New York City Parks Department deserves a lot of credit for providing
tremendous green space and fun for the people of the city of New York — from
Coney Island to the park that runs the length of Manhattan along the Hudson River
to Central Park. All of them are clean, orderly, thoroughly staffed, and free. The
Lasker pool was cool and fresh and lined with life guards — a truly great scene on a
hot August day.

I don’t know who Lasker was, but I think the pool should be named for Jonas Salk.
Before he invented a polio vaccine in the 1950s, swimming in a New York City public
pool would have been an excellent way to contract polio. Salk tested the first polio
vaccine in 1952; ten years later, when I was six years old, I lined up at South
Orange Junior High School with my family to eat a sugar cube saturated with the
pink oral vaccine that Albert Sabin developed from Salk’s original work — and I have
never had to worry about contracting a disease that loomed large over the lives of
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my parents. Even though I was immune, my grandmother wouldn’t let me swim in
the salt-water pool at Palisades Park. “You’ll get polio,” she’d say. Habits of dread
are hard to break.
In any case, I got talking to Jose, a first-generation Dominican-American who is the
head lifeguard at the pool, and whose house was damaged and both his cars lost in
Hurricane Sandy; it was like being back in New Orleans in 2006 — the same FEMA
lament. “They say they’re gonna help and they don’t. And you know it’s gonna
happen again, right?”
Here’s another way New York is like New Orleans; the meaty accents. It blew my
mind when I got to New Orleans and everybody sounded a lot more like they were
on The Sopranos than in Gone With the Wind. “I’m woikin’ at de mahket,” “I ain’t
goin’ neah’ duh rivvah,” etc. It’s said that the same orders of Irish priests who
opened Catholic schools in New York did so in New Orleans, too. I’ve never been able
to run that one down; maybe it’s just a seaport thing. But take someone from one
city and put him in the other, and he’d feel right at home. Jose, with his bronze skin
and his elided dipthongs (to say nothing of his post-disaster resentment), could have
passed for a Sixth Ward creole, circa 2007.
Here was another of the day’s New Orleans-style encounters: As we were riding our
bikes down through the park, an older African-American man straddling a cooler held
up a bottle of water and yelling, “Ice-cold wawta heah!” He could have been hawking
at a Ninth Ward secondline. I rode up and said, “A dollar, right?”
He smiled and lowered his voice. “Actually, I’m asking two dollars. But here, gimme
a dollar and pretend you’re giving me two.” I handed over the bill and he bellowed,
“Two dollars, sir! Thank you very much!” He winked, flashed a gold incisor, laughed,
and put the frosty bottle in my hand.
It was an entirely New Orleans moment, full of kindness, subterfuge, and goodnatured conspiracy. But I guess that since it happened in Central Park, it was
entirely a New York moment as well.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
Margaret: 303-817-5592
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
Dan: 303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
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"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
When Human Rights Watch hired Margaret and me to share this job, we all
understood that Margaret and I could — and in some cases, should — continue
writing for magazines. Part of what made us attractive to the organization, we think,
is the possibility that we might be able to get articles about issues important to
human rights into some of magazines for which we’ve worked, like Harper’s and The
New York Times Magazine.
But we also have license to continue writing for, say, Scientific American, which is
safe, because anything we’d write for that magazine is unlikely to conflict with
Human Rights Watch policy. Even if we wouldn’t identify ourselves as working for
Human Rights Watch, we cannot write about politics, because we can be
googled, and we can’t be seen to be taking positions counter to HRW’s, or even
commenting on issues it covers, without thorough vetting by HRW staff.
It happens that I have a piece in mind that I’d really like to write, and Politico
wanted to buy. I wrote my bosses a memo about it, and today Margaret and I had a
lengthy meeting with one of our bosses and a lawyer for the organization.
You’d think I’d be chafing, after a lifetime of writing freely, at having to pre-clear
story ideas with my employers and their lawyers. But I must give these people a lot
of credit; they really engaged honestly with the question, and, had I pressed it,
they’d have found a way to let me do the piece because it’s so close to the beginning
of our employment that it could be considered “grandfathered in.” Had I insisted,
though, it would have made a lot of work for a lot of people — the lawyers, the
people in the United States division, and so on. Lots of people would have had to vet
it, and maybe request changes, and I decided that it wasn’t worth it to me to tax my
new employer that way just to write one article for Politico.
This isn’t entirely painless; it’s a piece I’d really like to write, and when the editor
asked me who else might be willing to write someone similar, I had to answer, quite
honestly, that in all my reporting on the issue I have yet to find anyone who shares
and articulates a view even remotely like mine. That, in fact, is precisely the problem
I’m trying to address: Everybody else is divided into rigid ideological camps.
Much as I’d like to write it, I came away feeling great about Human Rights Watch.
They truly engaged in an honest, intellectually rigorous, and kindly way. They
weren’t ideological or doctrinaire, and they certainly weren’t imperious with me. It
has been a long time since I collaborated on a thorny question that way, face to
face, in such a satisfying manner with colleagues. Although I didn’t get what I
“wanted” (to write the article), I came away feeling great about the whole
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transaction, and more enthusiastic than ever about the path that Margaret and I
have chosen.
Here’s the memo I wrote my bosses that started the conversation:
The piece I’d like to write for Politico is about why the Democrats get beaten by the
Republicans every time on the gun issue. I will argue that it is not because the
National Rifle Association is so powerful. In fact, I think the Democrats are fooling
themselves when they identify the NRA as the “reason” nothing effective can be
done in gun policy. I will argue instead that our gun laws are the way they are
because that is the way most Americans want them, and that that is true because
most Americans understand that most of what we commonly call “gun control” is
useless to making the country safer. Gun control only tinkers with what might
happen in gun stores in the future, but so many firearms are already in private
hands that in terms of the way guns move around, gun stores are all but irrelevant.
The people who decide who gets a gun in the United States aren’t gun store clerks,
or politicians, but gun owners – who sell and trade them, who leave them unlocked
where children, depressed teenagers, and thieves can get them -- and who, for all
their chest –thumping as the “bulwarks against tyranny,” fail to behave like the
“well-regulated milita” that the Second Amendment imagines them to be. If what we
want to do is make America safer from gun violence, accidents, and suicides (by far
the biggest category of gun-related death), we need to recuit gun owners as allies.
The Democrats’ ceaseless attempts at things like assault-rifle bans, magazine-size
limits, etc though, do the precise opposite. They make enemies of America’s gun
owners, which makes us all less safe, not more. The Democrats have managed to
make gun owners – led by the hideous NRA – obsessed only with their rights, and
utterly heedless of their responsibilities as custodians of the national civilian arsenal.
That is a policy disaster from which we all suffer. For Democrats, it is, additionally, a
political disaster. They lose on the gun issue every time. (If they couldn’t pass
something as benign as expanded background checks after the Sandy Hook
Elementary massacre, they’re not likely to win anything else.)
Instead of winning, they drive away from the party millions of natural Democrats –
working people who should be Democrats but won’t listen to the donkey party about
anything because of its institutional hostility to firearms. So Democrats are
sacrificing decades of potential progress on issues like climate change, immigrants’
rights, reproductive freedom, health care, and so on in order to wage a kind of
cultural war against gun owners. It is a policy and political disaster, because even if
the Democrats could win what they say they want, it wouldn’t make the country any
safer. Tinkering with what happens in gun stores might have been a good idea about
80 years ago, but now, with some 350 million firearms circulating in private hands,
it’s too late. This piece won’t argue that there is no gun-violence problem, or that we
should do nothing, only that there is a smarter way to discuss gun violence – a way
to do so that might actually result in fewer people getting shot -- and would also
stop driving working Americans away from the party that claims to represent
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them. I tried explaining this to Vice President Biden when I was summoned to the
White House in 2013 to brief him on “how gun guys think,” but by then he had
already impaled the White House on a doomed attempt to ban assault rifles.
Pretty easy to understand why Human Rights Watch, which depends on donors from
across the political spectrum, wouldn’t want to have anything to do with such a
piece. That my bosses were willing to find a way to let me do this was really
touching.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
Margaret: 303-817-5592
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
Dan: 303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
Here’s what we do for a living:
It’s a lot like being an editor at a magazine, with some important differences. Last
week, our big project was a press release and a short report about truly appalling
conditions in the prison system of one state in a Latin American country. (I’m being
cagey about which one because I don’t yet know what can be discussed outside the
organization about reports not yet published.)
HRW’s researcher in the country, a former journalist, did a terrific job getting inside
the prisons, interviewing current and former inmates and their relatives, and prison
officials both on and off the record. These prisons are hideously overcrowded, filthy,
teeming with disease, and run, internally, not by prison officials but by a cadre of
handpicked inmates who terrorize and extort money from the others.
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What makes this work so interesting is that it isn’t just that these prisons aren’t
nice; they violate a specific set of international laws and treaties to which the
country involved is party. (To be party to a treaty is binding. To be a “signatory”
simply means that someone in the government signed on, but that the country’s
legislation hasn’t ratified it — so the country is not bound by it. If a country doesn’t
have a legislative process for ratification, and the signature of the head of state is
the last step under the country’s own laws, than a simple signature can make the
country a party to a treaty. The U.S. is signatory to several important treaties, but
the Republicans in Congress typically blocks ratification because, as everybody
knows, international treaties are for pussies.)
It is HRW’s mission to expose abuses of human rights that violate international law
and treaties, so Margaret and I are getting a good education in things like the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the Convention Against
Torture. We act like news editors — firing questions back to the researcher, looking
things up on our own, massaging copy into shape. We also worked on a sharply
worded press release about Venezuela improperly disqualifying opposition candidates
from running for office, and I helped our boss with a piece he wrote for Foreign
Affairs about Ecuador’s president clamping down on environmentalists and news
organizations.
We’re facing interesting issues of audience. The prison and Venezuela projects were
aimed at getting both U.S. and local reporters hot about reporting the stories. U.S.
and foreign reporters are, of course, two very different audiences, and the task was
complicated by the need to make the prison report also suitable for, say, the staffs
of members of the U.S. House and Senate Foreign Relations Committees. The
Ecuador piece, for Foreign Affairs, was easy; that’s for educated general-interest
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readers, the people for whom Margaret and I have been writing and editing for
decades.
When we’re done with a report or press release, it goes to the legal office here,
where lawyers ascertain that we have our assertions regarding international law
correct.
So far, the work is less literary and narrative than that to which we have become
accustomed, so it has exercised our creative skills less than our more technical ones
— policing grammar, usage, logic, and clarity.
But what we’re getting in return for literary flourish is a gratifying sense of being in
the fight. We aren’t neutral observers anymore, but advocates, swinging punches on
behalf of the abused and dispossessed. We’re digging it.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
Margaret: 303-817-5592
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
Dan: 303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
I keep asking Margaret, “How you doing, sweetheart?” She usually says she’s doing
just fine.
I realize I’m doing two things at once.
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Most obviously, I’m checking on Margaret’s mood. I live in quaking terror of making
my wife unhappy. I’ve had cancer, I’ve had an unhappy wife, and I’d do cancer again
in a minute.
Somewhere along the way, I internalized a lesson that the wife’s happiness is
entirely the responsibility of the husband and woe betide he who fails the test.
Certainly I cannot blame Margaret for imposing that on me; I came hard-wired that
way on our wedding day.
Is mine a pre-feminist notion? Post-feminist? Or just garden-variety fucked-up? It’s
been made amply clear that there’s a passive-aggressive ju-jitsu element to my
obsessive concern for Margaret’s contentment. If I’m in a panic that Margaret is
insufficiently happy, it puts pressure on her to be sufficiently happy. So I get it:
Concern for one’s spouse’s well-being is nice — especially since this entire enterprise
arose from my own personal third-act trouble — but too much, I fully understand, is
obnoxious.
I try to moderate my behavior, so only maybe once a day as we’re getting used to
this wildly new life, I’ll check in: “How you doing?”
As I say, Margaret is far more likely to exclaim delightedly over the sunset on the
skyscrapers or the seabirds over the river. But she might also say, “Thirsty!” which
my brain translates as, “You are failing to keep me properly hydrated!”
Occasionally, this new planet on which we find ourselves — commuting to jobs in the
middle of New York City after decades of freelancing in such places as Montana, rural
Mexico, rural France, and Boulder — will feel so wildly outside my element and so
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full of hallucinogenic sights, sounds, and sensations that it almost feels like I’m in
the middle of of a dream. “We’re really doing this, right?” I’ll hear myself ask as a
way of pinching myself. Usually Margaret says, “Yes, we are.” But on Monday, in our
office, she whispered, “Yes, and it’s a little crazy.”
Crazy how? I asked, alarmed. I, after all, count on her to hold it together. No dreadwaves for Margaret.
“It’s. . . kinda boring,” she said, which surprised me. Bored hasn’t been my problem
at all. Neither has tired been, though Margaret often talks of needing coffee — “a cup
of nap” — at about 3 p.m. I’m too freaked out and scared of failure, and the tonguelashing from Rosa that is sure to follow, to be either bored or tired. Margaret has a
lot more confidence in her ability to triumph than I do, perhaps with good reason.
She’s a superb editor, and has a natural, pleasant institutional-social intelligence that
is admirable to observe.
We’re pretty settled into our individual grooves, each coping with the changes in his
or her own way. The other night, I asked her if we should go to a movie.
“I don’t know,” she said. “It might make me tired and you panicked.”
Something else is going on, I think, when I ask Margaret how she’s doing: I’m
externalizing the question. What I’m really asking is, “How am I doing?” That one’s a
lot harder to answer.

Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
Margaret: 303-817-5592
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
Dan: 303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
Among the things I worried about when taking this job was that it would ruin Mexico
for me. I love Mexico. Admittedly, we had a pretty idealized view of the country,
living in a tiny village amid coffee plantations at 4,500 feet beneath a live volcano,
when Rosa was five and six years old. But that’s the Mexico I know.
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When I read nowadays about the hideous things that people do to each other in
Mexico, it simply doesn’t compute. I cannot picture the people we knew back then
doing things like this. True enough, I cannot picture most Americans I know doing
the kind of things that I know other Americans do to each other. But somehow, in
my mind, the people of Cofradía de Suchitlán, our village, stand in for all Mexicans.
In this new job, we are going to be wallowing in the worst of Mexico — the
extrajudicial killings, the disappearances, the murdered journalists — instead of the
warble in a musician’s voice as he sings corridos and strums a guitar while wearing
an embroidered hat the size of a satellite dish, instead of the smell of tortillas
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toasting over an open fire as a fat lady with the bad teeth laughs and caresses the
face of her child, instead of the rhythmic voices of children playing jump-rope games
in the town square at sunset, and instead of all the other sensual delights we
experienced back then. I had two worries as we headed east; that this job would
sully Mexico for me forever, and also, worse, that Margaret and I would absorb the
traumas about which we’d be writing. As you may have gathered reading these
letters, I am of delicate psychological constitution.
I’ve experienced secondary trauma before. When I was writing this article, about
how killing in combat affects soldiers psychologically, I heard so many terrible stories
that I found myself spontaneously bursting into tears, experienced even worse
insomnia than usual, and was generally a wreck.
One of the questions we asked our future bosses during our interviews was how
people at Human Rights Watch absorb so many terrible stories without caving in.
They told us first that the sense of doing something constructive to stop abuses
makes it easier to deal with writing about them, and also that HRW has counselors
on staff who are ready to help. We hope so. As I lay in the darkness last week trying
to fall asleep, I was picturing those wretched men packed into hot, fetid, pestilential
prisons without hope of release. I found myself carrying them around in my head.
I keep asking people here the same question: How do the bad guys in Latin America
get nineteen- and twenty-year-olds to kill innocent people? I can grok that drug
lords and venal, bought-off government officials are able summon the will to order
such hideous things done, but how do they get the young triggermen actually to do
the deed? In my experience, Mexican men of that age live with their grandmothers
and can barely summon the nerve to ask a girl to dance. I’m especially puzzled that
soldiers and policemen, who presumably joined with some idea of serving and
protecting the people, can be convinced to put innocents against a wall and shoot
them.
When I talk this way, people Human Rights Watch look at me as though I just rolled
off a turnip truck. Obviously, it’s possible to get people to do it, they say, otherwise
it wouldn’t be done so often. They give me obvious answers: “They tell them that
these are communists who want to destroy the country,” or “These are narcos who
will rape your sister if we let them go, and no judge will ever convict them so
they will be let go.”
Nobody has yet seemed particularly interested in the question, but I keep rolling it
around in my mind. I have this sense — perhaps naive — that if we could figure out
how young men are convinced to do terrible things to their fellow countrymen, we
might be able to interfere with and maybe reverse the process. I’m not talking this
up too much, yet, but I might in the future.
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Last weekend, we stumbled upon something that might have given me a little
insight: a free performance of Shakespeare’s “Titus Andronicus” on the steps of the
Soldiers and Sailors Monument, a couple of blocks from our house.

It was a terrific performance, powerfully acted; the program said they used two
quarts of stage blood, and went on to say that Shakepeare’s tragedy portrays every
type of killing: ritual, warfare, judicial, revenge, passion, lucre, and political. It
seemed to have it about the way our colleagues at Human Rights Watch described it;
if you can convince someone that certain people are subhuman and a threat, you
can get them to overcome their natural aversion to killing cospecifics. I can’t say I’ve
fully answered my question, but I’m going to keep working on it.
I’m already feeling the secondary trauma. This morning, editing a new version of the
prison-conditions report, I had a full-on dread-wave: that hollow, cold feeling in the
gut, tightening of the chest, metallic taste in the mouth. This is going to take some
getting used to.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
Margaret: 303-817-5592
megknox@me.com
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"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
Reminder: This is a private letter, not a public blog. Please don’t Tweet, Facebookpost, or disseminate it in any way. Thank you.
My older brother, Andy, took exception to my assertion that in New York, “nothing is
none of your business.” He thinks I am wildly overstating New Yorkers’ willingness to
interact with each other. In fact, he argues, among the characteristics that he
admires among New Yorkers is the courteous way that they avoid intruding on each
others’ personal space.
Even to the extent of avoiding unwanted eye contact, he says, New Yorkers respect
each others’ privacy. It’s a big crowded city, we all have to share cramped quarters
(like the subway), and New Yorkers politely refrain from burdening each other with
their own presence. This is often interpreted by visitors as coldness or indifference,
he says, but really it is a highly practiced courtesy.
In the manner of little brothers everywhere, I’d like to argue that he and I are both
right. What Andy says is undeniably true and undeniably admirable. The British are
polite in their own way, as are the Japanese. Brits, Japanese, and New
Yorkers…people who share crowded islands and have highly evolved manners to do
so comfortably. Ever since Andy opened my eyes to this particularly New York-style
courtesy, I’ve been looking for it, and am starting to interpret the obsessive staring
at one’s phone, or the studious ignoring of the person standing six inches away, as a
kind of courtesy.
But I think that Andy and I are seeing what we want to see. Andy, perhaps in the
manner of older brothers everywhere, really wants nothing more than to be left
alone. It’s a trait I distinctly remember from when we were six and eleven years old.
I always figured that as the adult-oriented and overly mature oldest sibling of the
family, he simply had no use for the especially immature and noisy six-year-old who
was the youngest. It’s a learned trait that I think he took into adult life and it may
part of the reason he likes living in New York so much; one can be so delightfully
anonymous here.
I’m different. I want to connect with everybody around me, so what I find in New
York is a city full of people hungry for interaction. This trait of mine is probably
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rooted in a deep loneliness. I apparently feel a big vacuum inside me and constantly
want to stuff it with people. If I speak intimately with a stranger, I have suddenly
made that person my “friend.” (Interestingly, I’ve never bothered with the Facebook.
For those kinds of “friends” I have no use.)
This may actually be what blew my gig at The New Yorker. David Remnick and I
grew up about 20 minutes from each other and we’re just about the same age. I
talked to him like a fellow Jewish guy from New Jersey — like a friend, in other
words — when considerably more deference and reticence would have been
appropriate. That was my fault, not his.
Margaret notices something else about New York: People live incredibly intimate
lives out in the open on New York City streets. They walk along eating with their
mouths open. They breastfeed. They discipline their children. They have highly
personal conversations — sometimes crying, sometimes laughing — at top volume
either with the person walking beside them or into their phones. All of life is lived on
the streets here, in plain sight and earshot of everybody.
The other day a sobbing red-haired woman passed me on 33rd Street wailing, “Why
won’t you let me love you the way I want to?” to nobody at all. Only after she
passed did I notice the Bluetooth device in her ear. I’m probably the only one who
saw it; nobody else on the street paid her a blind bit of notice.
This is Andy’s admirable courtesy at work. That poor woman needed to have an
incredibly painful conversation at that moment and felt entirely comfortable having it
on a crowded sidwalk. Everybody around her did her the courtesy of pretending she
wasn’t there.
It’s a cliché to say that a crowded city is far lonelier a place than a deserted island
with a single palm tree. It certainly can be that way, I suppose. But I suspect that if
another woman (not a man) had put her arm around that poor woman and said,
“You poor dear; let me get you a cup of tea,” she’d have accepted gratefully. One
can be alone here if one chooses, and that is comforting in a way. But maybe
because so many people live that way all the time, the contrary seems to be
simultaneously true; that a smile, a joke, or a friendly gesture can pierce straight
through the social carapace and is invariably returned in kind. And this is true, I’m
finding, to a much greater extent than amid the shared bliss of Boulder, Colorado.
For one thing, a lot of the strangers one encounters in Boulder are sealed up alone in
their automobiles. And even if they’re not, their lives area already perfect; who
needs a stranger chiming in?
I like Andy’s observation about New York; it reveals that what is often perceived as a
rudeness — a studied walling off of oneself from the people within arm’s reach — is
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not a cold negative but a warm positive. It would be an error to mistake it for the
former. At least for me.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
Margaret: 303-817-5592
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
Dan: 303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
Here’s an aspect to making a big life change late in the season that I hadn’t
considered: Your body had better be up to the challenge. No matter how much I eat
and sit around all day, I’m still developing a band of soft tissue around my
midsection. And it turns out that merely using the beautiful gym in the basement of
the Empire State Building as a place to shower before work isn’t making me any
more fit. So I hired this cheerful young man, Walter, the gym’s trainer, to evaluate
my physical condition and come up with a plan to improve it. Because he is a highly
trained professional, he was able to perceive that I am stiff, awkward, weak, and
flabby. Can’t pay this guy enough.
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He asked me my “fitness goals,” and I told him that my main one was to get
Margaret to stop hocking me about not getting enough exercise. A newly married
man, he nodded appreciatively, and I tried to get him to become a card-carrying
member of the National Husbands Union, of which I am the local shop steward.
(“You got a grievance, we can have pickets out to your house in two hours.”) He’s
considering it.
My real fitness goal, I told him, is to be able to play the accordion standing up.
That’s harder than it looks. Playing a 180-button (full size) accordion like mine is like
strapping a juke box to your chest. I can barely honk out a tune sitting down. I look
at people playing the accordion standing up — like the tubercular Serb who played in
our subway car on the way to Coney Island a couple of weeks ago — and I am
amazed at the strength of their backs, shoulders, and arms.
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Walter said he’d work up a plan to get me there.
In the meantime, though, he had bad news. He looked me deep in the eyes and said
gravely, “You have gluteal amnesia.”
No joke. Lots of Americans have become disassociated from the biggest muscles in
their bodies, he said, because of our sedentary lifestyle. Posture, back strength —
everything I want — starts in the gluteus maximus, he said, so that’s where we’re
going to begin.
Gluteal amnesia. The way he said it, I could hear a TV pharmaceutical commercial:
“Ask your doctor; you may be suffering from gluteal amnesia.” Or, on late-night
television: “Ask your doctor; you may have forgotten your ass.”
The day after Walter told me this, Margaret rolled her eyes lasciviously up and down
the body of a young male jogger, and mumbled, “There goes a guy who isn’t
suffering from gluteal amnesia.” I wasn’t offended. I was kinda glad; told me
Margaret still has the sap rising. And now I feel I have license to nudge her, flick my
eyebrows, and say, “Get a load of the babe over there who isn’t suffering from
mammarian amnesia.”
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I’ll let you know how that goes.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
Margaret: 303-817-5592
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"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
A reader of these letters wants to know what Clifford Odets meant by the quote
down there at the bottom. Using a valuable technique taught me by the family into
which I married, I have been leafing quickly through (but not actually
reading) Clifford Odets: American Playwright : the Years from 1906 to 1940, by
Margaret Brenman-Gibson, in preparation for pontificating broadly upon it.
Odets (1906-1963),

author of, among others, the plays “Golden Boy,” “Awake and Sing!” “Waiting for
Lefty,” and “The Big Knife,” enjoyed the dubious distinction of being both dismissed
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as a left-wing purveyor of agit-prop and also a squealer before the House
UnAmerican Affairs Committee. He and Elia Kazan

agreed beforehand to name each other’s names to both avoid being blacklisted and
not hurt anyone else. For years Odets was accosted on the street by people who
didn’t know about his arrangement with Kazan and knew only that he’d cooperated
with HUAC. A commie to some, a commie-killing rat to others; his dying of stomach
cancer at age 57 in 1963 must have come as a positive relief. (For his part, Kazan
helped assuage his guilt by directing in 1954 “On the Waterfront,” in which Marlon
Brando proves himself heroic at the end by turning rat against the corrupt union.)
As for Odets's crack about third-act trouble, finding the right ending was something
about which he apparently obsessed. He’d seen enough playwrights sitting at Sardi’s
after the play on opening night, drinking until the morning papers arrived and then
going through the Herald Tribune, the World-Telegram, The Daily News, and The
Times, to find themselves reviled for having third-act trouble. As anyone in our
unseemly profession knows, the trick to a good ending is not only in the ending itself
but in the setup — i.e. the rest of the piece. Odets at one point said to his friend, the
composer Aaron Copeland, “Aaron, I’ll bet Beethoven had third-act trouble, too!”
Odets is long dead, so we can’t ask him what he meant by linking a lack of
commitment to third-act trouble. But as someone who has experienced some
variation of it — both in writing and in life — here’s what his comment means to
me:
Wrapping up a narrative requires making tough decisions about the meaning of
everything that came before and about the perhaps as-yet-unrevealed natures of the
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characters involved. It also requires making bold plot choices. Third-act trouble is a
kind of aimless wandering. The thing is going on too long and nothing is being
resolved satisfactorily because the author — of the play or of the life — can’t bring
himself to make some fundamental choices. Who are these people who have
inhabited this story? What must happen to them now and how will they react?
A successful third act requires accepting that one cannot have it all ways; one has to
pick a direction and walk in it with enthusiasm, foreswearing other options, at least
for the moment. “Waiting for something to happen” won’t cut it; the audience will
get restless. The author has to make it happen. Show me a playwright with third-act
trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot make a commitment to his
understanding of his characters, to the meaning of what has come earlier in the play,
and to a single plot-driven ending.
I end all these missives with that quote because it seems to apply to the kind of
third-act trouble in which I found myself in the last year or so. The thing — my life
as a freelance writer — was wandering on too long and the audience (me) was
getting restless because I was failing to grasp the nettle. What were the essential
natures of the characters in this drama (Margaret and me)? What about us had been
revealed up to then and what had yet to be revealed? And where was I going to take
the plot? If I, the author of my own personal drama, wasn’t willing to wrestle with
those questions and make a commitment to some hard choices, my third-act trouble
was likely to spoil the whole drama.
A life, of course, isn’t a play. Margaret and I don’t have to work at Human Rights
Watch until the curtain comes down, and in fact we are pretty sure that we won’t.
We still want to be Peace Corps volunteers, and we have identified any number of
other directions in which we want to march at some point. The point, though, is
thoroughly to understand the lead characters in the drama of one’s own life —
oneself and one’s intimates — commit to being confident in one’s knowledge thereof,
and then commit to a course of action, even if temporary. Otherwise, you’re waiting
for something to happen, and the reviewers (your immortal soul and those of your
intimates) will clobber you for it. You’ll end up seated in a booth at that great Sardi’s
in the sky, with a stack of lousy notices and a bar tab nobody but you will pay.
Dan

Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
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Good news: The first of you has asked to stop receiving these daily missives. “I just
can’t have you in my head that much,” he said. So you can now ask to drop off the
list without feeling like you’d be the first. Truly; if receiving these every goddamn
weekday is bothersome, just say the word and I’ll stop sending them to you with
absolutely no hard feelings.
For those of you out of the loop, Rosa graduated from Colorado College in May and
has been working ever since for a small consumer-protection law firm in San
Francisco, helping it with hispanic outreach, among other things, and getting a taste
of the law before deciding whether to apply to law school.
She looks like this now

although even Margaret and I confess to sometimes thinking of her as looking like
this.
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Rosa has long said she has little interest in practicing law, but wants instead to be
involved in improving US immigration policy. As she has put it in application essays,
she wants an education in the law as a “tool” to do more good in the world. She has
been studying to take the LSAT in October, and in typical Rosa fashion has been
going at it hammer and tongs and driving herself to the point of exhaustion.
It isn’t easy holding down a challenging full-time job and studying for the LSAT,
especially when sharing a bedroom with a stranger in a crowded, overpriced co-op.
It’s been a hard and lonely summer for her, and she’s been having doubts lately
about whether she’s ready to take the LSAT. Her practice-test scores swing around
enough to make her feel like she’s riding the Coney Island Cyclone. (One can take
the LSAT twice, but law school see all of an applicant’s scores, so a low one can
bring down the average. Besides, who’d want to study for it and take it twice?)
A couple of days ago, Margaret and I ate our bag lunches in a conference room here
at Human Rights Watch with a group of smart, exquisitely educated, high-achieving,
and socially conscious staff members ages 22 to about 34 — about as perfect a jury
of Rosa’s peers as would be possible to assemble. We put Rosa’s conundrum to
them: Take the test in October and risk getting too low a score to get her into the
combined JD-Masters-in-Public-Policy programs on which her heart is set? Or toss all
this prep she’s been doing on the scrapheap and postpone?
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It was heart-warming how thoroughly these young people were willing to engage in
the problems of a total stranger who is slightly younger but in other respects a lot
like them. All of them identified with Rosa in one way or another, and they took it
upon themselves to be a kind of group mentor. We talked for an hour. They were
really into it, in part because some of them are facing similar choices. Their loose
consensus was that Rosa should take the test in October but that, regardless of her
score, she shouldn’t go to law school next fall. Rosa, a migration-policy freak, is a
fluent Spanish speaker and passable Arabic speaker at a time of historic migration
crises of in both the hispanic and Arabic-speaking worlds. Fascinating opportunities
abound for meaningful work in the field, our lunchmates said, and after a few years
of that, Rosa will be more mature, more certain of what she wants law school to do
for her, and more attractive to law schools regardless of her LSAT scores. Worse
comes to worst, she can take the test again two or three years from now.
We passed all this along to Rosa, and she replied, “Thank you. That’s a comforting
email.”
The wisdom of the crowd!
Lessons lurk in this tale for all of us, of all ages: Ask for help. Seek mentors. Don’t
think you know it all. Range widely in search of wisdom. Be vulnerable. Share.
Rosa hasn’t decided exactly what she’ll do, but she’s a lot better equipped to make
the decision than she was a week ago. And she has a new bunch of friends in New
York whom she’s never met.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
Margaret: 303-817-5592
megknox@me.com
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"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
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Among the things that this third-act-trouble stage of life has set off in my mind is
awareness not only on who I am, but who I’m not. I am not, for example, young,
and until I started working in an office of twenty-, thirty-, and forty-somethings I
hadn’t been too aware of that. Luckily, I don’t get many internal cues — aches,
pains, diminished capabilities (perhaps because I don’t try to do all that much; you
don’t see old Dan climing El Capitán or rowing across the Altantic). And working at
home with Margaret, I rarely got a lot of external cues, either.
I am also not female, and the differences between men and women have been much
on my mind lately. I fully understand that even suggesting that differences exist
between men and women is fraught. A few years ago, I suggested to a gay friend —
whom I’ve known since high school and who is in one of the longest-running
relationships of anyone I know of any sexuality — that being in a long-term gay
relationship lets him enjoy all the intimacy, romance, and partnership enjoyed by
any other couple without having to figure out the dizzying complexities of the
opposite sex. He flew into a prickly rage, insisting that I was implying that
homosexuals have it “easier.” He didn’t talk to me for months.
Reasonable people can disagree, I suppose, but my position is: Women are not like
other people. And I’ll go further: Women seem to do all right on their own, but men,
not so much. We men — the straight ones, anyway — really need seem women to
keep them from being too much the kind of blustering idiots I described in numberone of these missives.
Darwin would say that we men dote on women, follow them around, and display
grandly to attract and keep them because all we want from them is to do is that
special thing in the dark that allows us to propagate ourselves. But I think he has
only part of the story. I think we men whimper for women because we know how
much we need them to socialize us and make us whole people.
(Some single men read this, I know, and I hope they’re not offended. They may
already be entirely complete. I am speaking, perhaps, of the majority — not every
man, and the gay ones, well, I really have no idea. Perhaps part of being gay is
summoning up one’s internal woman so a flesh-and-blood one is less necessary.)
This aching need for a woman’s guidance that I perceive in so many men — myself
first and foremost — has been wildly on display for us lately, because we’ve been
three times to opera. The Metropolitan Opera does a wonderful thing in summer; it
shows its operas on a huge screen, with subtitles and great sound, for free in Lincoln
Center Square. They even set up hundreds of chairs and provide a gelato cart. The
people who come don't doesn’t necessarily look like an “opera crowd;” they're of all
ages and races and they seem really to groove on it. Many bring their dogs. As a
way to expose more people to opera, this is brilliant.
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Opera is often all about the relationship between men and women, and it’s so,
well, operatic. Opera really turns everything up to 11, so any subtle differences
between men and women get blown wildly out or proportion, which I love. We saw
Offenbach’s Tales of Hoffman, Puccini’s Il Trittico, and Gounod’s Romeo and
Juliet, adapted from Shakespeare’s play of the same name. For the record, the dogs
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seemed to like Tales of Hoffman best because a lot of it takes place in a bar room
full of men eating sausages.
More about all this as the week progresses. But in the context of third-act trouble,
I’ve never really known why it seems to hit men harder than women. Certainly most
of the women I know who are approaching retirement age have careers. But I’m not
sure women derive as much of their self-worth from their jobs. A woman friend of
ours with a big important job always corrects people who introduce her as, “XXXX is
the director of the YYYY Museum.” “Excuse me,” she always says, “I work as the
director of YYYY Musuem.” That doesn’t seem like something a man would say. We
men are our jobs. So when third-act trouble hits — when the job isn’t really working
for us anymore and we don’t simply want to run out the clock — it torques our souls
more deeply than it does women who merely work at their jobs but aren’t their jobs.
That’s my observation so far, anyway.
A theme to be continued….
Dan
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"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
While there hasn’t exactly been a hue and cry over the pause in Third-Act Trouble,
several of you have kindly inquired if I missed a couple of days because I got pinned
on my bike between a New York City sanitation truck on and an M-34 crosstown bus,
thrown to the pavement, and run over by a FreshDirect delivery van with resulting
compound fracture to my right femur and a Level 4 concussion.
The answer is no, not exactly. More precisely, on Monday we started two weeks of
all-day training with about 50 other new researchers and still have all the usual work
to do, plus twice-a-week Spanish lessons with concomitant homework. Also, back
when I asked for feedback, a few of you suggested fewer postings and one thought I
should stop altogether spewing daily and simply take notes for a book. (“Whatever
happened to reflection?” he huffed.) In all, this seemed a good time to take a break.
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The training, by the way, is quite good. I’ve been researching and writing for a long
time, but I’m learning a lot about this particular kind of research — in which it’s
important to plan ahead of time not only how one if going to get the story (from
traumatized civilians and particularly evil perpetrators in countries with no First
Amendment or Freedom of Information Act) but also how figure out exactly which of
a dizzying matrix of international laws the overt acts violate.
I’ve had this thought before at Human Rights Watch but it’s coming especially
powerful this week: It is genuinely touching to see people assemble and work hard
for something other than market share or the dollar. It happens in many contexts, of
course, (government, education, myriad non-profits, and more) but my early career
was at the Wall Street Journal and I come from a mercantile family. Nothing wrong
with people doing business, of course, but the dollar is a different kind of motivator
than that which is on display here. Because it’s less familiar to me, this scene is
blowing my mind.
Margaret and I went to theater last night, to see six short plays, written recently,
based on short stories that Tennessee Williams wrote in the 1930s and 1940s. They
were brilliantly conceived, staged, and acted, and we really enjoyed them. But we’d
forgotten how tortured is everybody in Tennessee Williams. Dark, dark, dark;
nothing like an evening of Tennessee Williams to make a day thinking about humanrights abuses seem positively cheerful.
Warm regards to you all, and thank you for your patience. Third-Act Trouble may not
arrive every weekday with grim inevitability, at least for a while.
Dan
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"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
The big reason I wanted to work for Human Rights Watch was that I wanted to be in
the fight. I’ve done a lot of dispassionate-observer work, and for this third act, I
wanted to feel as though I was throwing a punch on the side of right. Well, this week
we’re being trained in how one does that, and the difference between what I used to
do and what I’ll be doing now is blowing my mind.
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You’d think — as I did — that really, the work itself is no different. Interviewing
people — even traumatized people — check. As a crime reporter in Atlanta, as a
freelance reporter in Africa, Iraq, post-Katrina New Orleans, and post-tsunami Asia,
covering the military during the Bush wars, and writing books about the drug war,
New Orleans, and guns, I’ve interviewed a lot of traumatized people. I consider
myself pretty good at it. Gathering documents, check; editing, check; putting the
powerful on the spot, check; I’ve done plenty of all that.
But it turns out that when in the field doing research for Human Rights Watch, we
have an additional mission that is equally — or more — important and which goes by
the name of advocacy. Most of Human Rights Watch’s material product is written
reports. The reports are intended to expose abuses and to animate policy makers in
the offending country and internationally to stop the abuses. Directing field
researchers’ reporting, and editing their work into reports, will be the bulk of our job.
But as our trainers have drilled into us, the mission of Human Rights Watch is not to
write reports. It is to end human-rights abuses and to see to it that perpetrators are
held responsible. “We are a results-oriented organization,” they tell us over and
over, and merely producing a report, no matter how compelling, isn’t the end
product. The end product is change—the reforms to law and policy that improve
people’s lives.
I love that. I find it thrilling. But it changes the field work in ways for which I was
unprepared. Here’s an example:
For days, we've been wargaming a hypothetical human-rights issue. Our trainers
handed out a fictitious situation in which a gold mine in a country I won’t name is
poisoning villagers downstream and wiping out a fishery. When the villagers
protested, the police came down on them with disproportionate force. Several
protesters were arrested and haven’t been seen since. One died of police-inflicted
injuries at the protest.
We’ve learned about the international laws and conventions that were violated and
which give us levers: rights to water, to health, to the government’s protection from
harm, and conventions that govern police use of force and hold authorities
accountable for people in custody.
We’ve been play-acting interviews with villagers (a.k.a. victims, although that can be
a politically loaded term). Today, we play-acted an interview with the provincial
governor and, volunteering in front of the class, I totally blew it.
The man playing the governor did a good job of playing the type of pompous, alphamale, imperious bastard I’ve been interviewing for decades. I know how to deal with
people like that; you get tough — at least as tough as they. You make it clear that
you as a reporter aren’t going to be pushed around and that you can make life a lot
more miserable for him than he can for you. I’m good at that. I was born to the
task.
But it’s been made amply clear all week that what’s appropriate when interviewing a
government official for a newspaper or magazine isn’t necessarily right when
interviewing for Human Rights Watch. This is the provincial governor. He has it
within his power to get the detainees released, the overzealous cops punished, the
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mine operation cleaned up, the sick people downstream treated and compensated —
all the results we’re after. He has it in his power to punish local activists further and
to get Human Rights Watch barred from investigating or thrown out of the country.
Twisting his tail and roasting him over coals — which I so enjoy — would be unlikely
to secure his cooperation.
In the event, I wildly overcorrected. I let him wriggle off the hook. I got nothing —
neither his cooperation in fixing the problem nor the information and quotes from
him that would have stiffened my report — because I was too nice. I blush merely
typing the words. Me! Who once told Rahm Emmanuel, when he was a Clinton White
House domestic policy advisor, “Fuck you.” (It worked. As soon as I did that,
Emmanuel laughed, snapped out of his supercilious aggression, and gave me a
useful interview.) Me, who once pried a great interview from Ed Meese by opening
with, “I’m a tax-and-spend Democrat and hate everything you stand for.” Me, who
once told a DEA commander who stood to lose his job when my story appeared,
“Stop whining. If you didn’t want to be in the newspaper harassing sick people, you
shouldn’t have harassed sick people.” I could go on….
Being too nice has never been my flaw as a reporter.
But playacting the interview with the provisional governor, I over-internalized the
lessons of the week and was too nice.
I was ashamed to so thoroughly cock up the interview in front of a whole class of
twenty- and thirty-somethings, who, I like to imagine, thought, as I walked to the
front to do the interview, “Ooh, the New Yorker guy; this’ll be good.”
It wasn’t good. It was awful, and the post-mortem went on for many excruciating
minutes.
It isn’t that I should have said, “Fuck you” or roasted the guy the way I would have
in the past. But I should have roasted him in a new and different way that I have yet
to learn. I cannot describe how exciting I find this. Clearly, Human Rights Watch gets
great material from interviews with officials; its reports, which often read like
criminal indictments, are full of such material. But HRW also often secures those
same officials’ cooperation in fixing problems. At the moment, doing both things
simultaneously is, to me, something of a black art. I need to ask a lot more
questions and spend more time at the feet of my superiors — who are about 15 to
25 years younger than I am — learning how this is done. I’m pretty sure I can learn
it.
I’ll be 60 on my next birthday, and I’m a plumb rookie all over again. I like that.
Some of you have asked to hear more from Margaret. I’m with you. But she doesn’t
listen to me, so please write her yourself at megknox@me.com.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
Margaret: 303-817-5592
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
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Dan: 303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
Back to a theme I opened in Third-Act Trouble 25: the aching need that I perceive in
us men for our women to make us whole, fully socialized people and the operatic
way in which opera plumbs that theme. The first opera we saw outdoors at Lincoln
Center Plaza this summer was Tales of Hoffman, by Jacques Offenbach, which was
first staged in 1881, four months after Offenbach’s death.
It’s a somewhat confused mess of a story in three acts, but if you want to find in it
men’s desperate need to be made whole by their women, it’s there. The hapless
Hoffman spends two and a half acts thrashing about trying to find real love with 1) a
mechanical doll in the form of a beautiful woman, 2) a woman who will die if she
sings (bad move, if you’re characters in an opera), and 3) a courtesan who is being
paid to steal Hoffman’s reflection — his self-image — from a mirror. Oh, metaphor!
By the third act, Hoffman is beerily swearing in a tavern that he will never love
again, but then falls hard for The Muse, without whom he cannot be a poet. In other
words, no woman, no artistic self. Tell me about it. Would that I could sing it like the
Met’s Vittorio Grigolo, who played Hoffman in the version we saw.
The next night we saw the first act of Puccini’s Il Trittico, in which a boatman of
about my age, sensing that he is losing his beloved wife’s affections to another man,
reacts not with anger but with an aria of heart-rending intensity. “Stay close to me!”
he pleads over and over, and it was clear — to me, at least — that what he feared
losing was not only his beautiful, heavy, corporeal female companion, but also the
anchor that keeps him tethered to the earth, the lodestar that points his way. If she
went, it was obvious to me, he would not only be without her, but without the best
of himself — and the prospect had him panicked and grief-stricken. This being opera,
his grief and terror were wildly amplified and laid out with excruciating clarity.
Perhaps I’m merely projecting, but that’s how it looked to me.
Then came Romeo and Juliet. Among the faults in me that Margaret is willing to
enumerate at a moment’s notice is that I am so insanely action-oriented that I
frequently plunge forward and do things before fully evaluating the situation,
sometimes with funny results, sometimes with results that are catastrophic.
At the end of Romeo and Juliet, if you’ll recall, Juliet has taken a sleeping potion in
order to appear dead. Finding her, Romeo instantly jumps to the conclusion that she
really is dead and, before carefully evaluating the situation, swallows poison.
This is exactly the kind of thing I would do, as Margaret would be the first to tell you.
In the play, I always found that moment a little bit implausible. First, why isn’t
Romeo in on the sleeping-potion trick? And second, before taking the fatal step of
drinking poison, why doesn’t he take ten seconds to ascertain that she really is
dead? This hard-to-believe plot twist has always wrecked the end of the play for me.
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Somehow, though, seeing Romeo and Juliet as an opera, I totally got it. And I’ll go
further: Shakespeare was making a sly commentary on the nature of all men. No
matter what Margaret says, it isn’t just me: The Bard is saying that we men are
action-frenzied nincompoops who, without our women to restrain us, would dash off
a cliff, repeatedly, without carefully observing the situation first. That Juliet is lying
right there in the room, asleep, when Romeo drinks the poison is the clue. She’s
present enough to make him act, but not present enough to make him not act.
Ladies and gentlemen, I give you the essential nature of man’s relationship to, and
need for, woman.
For the record, Juliet is smart enough to make sure Romeo is really dead before
plunging his rapier into her breast.
I love thinking about the interplay between men and women; to me, it's the single
most interesting thing we have going as a species. That the way men and women
relate both evolves and stays universal is part of its fabulous, endlessly entertaining
mystery. Someday, I want to learn about how gay men get along without women as
their primary companions, and about the special qualities that I imagine their
relationships with women have. In the meantime, if you feel like wallowing in the
concentrated, hyper-amplified complexities of heterosexual romance for a few hours
and you find Mexican soap operas a little too lowbrow, get thee to opera.
Dan

Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
Margaret: 303-817-5592
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
Dan: 303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
In case you’re wondering if you didn’t get a bulletin from me on Wednesday because
it was Yom Kippur, let me assure you that that wasn’t the reason.
I could have invoked Yom Kippur and taken a day off of work, but I’d have felt like a
hypocrite. I love being a Jew and identify strongly with the culture, but the religion
at the heart of it leaves me cold. Forgive the blasphemy, believers among you, but
we Jews are expected to revere a God who is portrayed in the Bible as cruel and
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deeply homicidal. The Old Testament is not a book to let children read; it’s terrifying.
The God of Our Fathers is like a seventh-grade girl with supernatural powers —
vengeful, jealous, petulant, self-absorbed, and capricious. The way God is portrayed
in the Old Testament, it seems to me that the only moral position to take is absolute
opposition to him and all his works. My only comfort is that he is entirely fictitious.
But count me in around the Seder table. I love the story of the Exodus and the
fundamental forgiveness at the heart of it (diminishing our cups of wine by ten drops
in mourning for the Egyptians — our oppressors — who had to die so we could be
free.) Invite me to the Succah — who can’t get behind a harvest holiday? And all the
cultural trappings of being a Jew I love. If you want to be proud of being a Jew, or
want to admire the Jews, try reading Gifts of the Jews by Thomas Cahill. He is
writing a series of books he calls “the hinges of history,” about what different
cultures contribute to the world, and among the Jews’ contribution is the idea that
we are not prisoners on a great, slowly rotating wheel, that our lives can be different
from those of our parents. ("The sins of the father shall not be visited upon the son,"
Exodus 20:5) In other words, the whole idea of personal and even social progress is
a Jewish one. There’s much more, too; I highly recommend the book. (Though it did
remind me of a cartoon in the National Lampoon years ago: Moses on Sinai, with the
tablets under one arm, looking up and saying, “Before I go back down there and face
them all, let me make sure I have this right: You want us to cut the ends of our
dicks off?”)
As for Yom Kippur, I understand the value of reflecting on one’s failings. But
something about going hungry and sitting in shul all day to “atone” for our missteps
in the eyes of a God who covers people with boils and turns them into pillars of salt
and murderers their children for sport — well, I can’t go there. Re-read the story, in
Genesis, of the tower of Babel. People want to build a tower to be closer to and see
the God who commands their unquestioning love, and it makes him so furious that
he declares, “I will confound their speech!” and thus are the disparate languages of
the world born. Now, I love languages and the way they reflect the souls of the
peoples who speak them. But a God willing to snap his fingers and make life difficult
for the people he created -- merely because they want to climb to heaven and see
his face — is nobody for whom I need to sit all day, hungry, in a high-priced
synagogue.
Merely as a matter product design and marketing, one can see why the New
Testament was such a hit. No, God doesn’t hate you and isn’t ready to smite you at
a moment’s notice; he loves you. God isn’t vengeance; God is love. Easy to see why
people were so relieved to hear that message and so eager to sign on. This isn’t an
expression of theological approval; it’s the admiration of a small-potatoes author for
someone coming up with the right book at the right time and then a boffo plan for
marketing it.
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As I say, though, I don’t spend a lot of time being angry at the Old Testament God
or any other, because I am quite convinced that no such thing exists. I fully
understand that people of good heart disagree on this question, and I hope that
nobody is any more offended at the way I come down on this question than I am at
the way believers do. It isn’t that I “don’t believe in God.” I phrase it positively: I
don’t believe that God exists. I believe that a widespread worldwide belief in God
exists, and that that is a kind of God in itself, and I can see where that belief has
done some good even if our history is copiously spattered with blood shed in the
name of something called “God.” I side with the scientists and the humanists; the
universe if full of wonders that we don’t yet understand, but there is a rational
explanation for all of it. And behaving well toward our fellow people is reward
enough; we don’t need to be commanded to do so and shouldn't expect payment for
doing so after we die.
But this is just my belief; I respect all points of view on this question. Please don’t
sever my head, either physically or rhetorically.
All of which is to say that that Yom Kippur isn’t why I didn’t write to you yesterday.
We’ve been going through two weeks of “training” these past two weeks, that have
managed to pack about eight hours of useful information into eight days of sitting
around a conference-room table gazing blearily at powerpoints and listening (or not)
to a flood of words that will really only make sense to us once we’re doing the job.
It’s been excruciating.
Which isn’t to say completely useless. We’ve learned some interesting things, some
of which I will pass along. But it came during a couple of weeks when we also had a
lot of real work to do for the Americas Division. Plus, I have Spanish homework to
read and write — “I will confound their speech!” -- which is a lot harder than simply
bullshitting in Spanish in marketplaces. I can be pretty good at that, but am
functionally illiterate (analfabeto) in the language. Same in French.
Being analfabeto won’t do for this job, so I really do need to get up to speed pronto
and that feels like a full-time job unto itself.
So I’ve been feeling rather exhausted and pressed; yesterday I simply didn’t feel like
writing an installment of Third-Act Trouble and decided to channel the churl who told
me to “reflect” more before writing.
Reading over this posting, I realize what I’m asking for: Judaism á la carte: “I’ll start
out with the Marx Brothers and a bowl of borscht belt, then for the main course
gimme the personal freedom and the commercial acumen — make that highly
educated — with a side of Philip Roth and Albert Einstein. Throw some Sandy Koufax
on there to spice things up a little, and I’ll wash it down with a bottle of Larry David.
Hold the Torah, wouldja please? In fact, if I don’t have any God at all will you still
validate my parking?”
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Dan: 303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
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"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
Back to the business of coping with Third-Act Trouble. Here’s something to file away:
If you’re going to set off on a huge new enterprise late in life, be ready to feel your
limitations. For several weeks now, I’ve been feeling simply lousy. I have a headache
almost all the time; sometimes a headache wakes me in the middle of the night. I
seem to sleep all right, but I find that I am frequently so sleepy that I cannot muster
the energy to walk down the hall, let alone make an evening plan after work. I just
feel rotten.
This is new. I usually feel pretty great, and have plenty of energy.
Please don’t worry about me. I’m sure the absolute worst is true: That I am 59 years
old, that I am reacting to moving from tranquil Boulder to incredibly noisy and overstimulating New York City, that commuting and keeping long office hours is a shock
to the system — in other words, that I’m a whiny old pussy who can’t rise to the
challenge he's assigned himself.
But one mustn’t lose hope. In two weeks I'll have my annual physical. Maybe I’ll get
lucky and the doctor will find I have meningitis or dengue fever.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
Margaret: 303-817-5592
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
Dan: 303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
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"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
Some of you have kindly inquired if I went silent after writing about not feeling well
because I am too ill to write. Not really. Truer is that the people have spoken: I need
to shut the hell up.
I’ve been getting more negative responses than usual lately, which tells me it may
be time to shut this down. Interestingly, all of them come from men. My women
readers are unfailingly supportive. Maybe women are nicer, or maybe this hits too
close to home for the men among you.
Before I disappear from your in-box, this: To the extent I’ve dreamed about these
missives someday being a book, and then a movie, I can forget about the movie
part. The movie of Third Act Trouble has already been made: The Intern. We saw it a
couple of nights ago. .
Robert DeNiro plays Dan Baum (how long have I been waiting to
write that sentence?) In truth, he’s older in the movie than I am, and widowed, so
nobody plays Margaret Knox (though Rene Russo, who is also in the movie, would be
excellent in that role.)
The movie makes more of the doddering-old-fool-lost-in-a-youthful-high-tech-world
than corresponds to my own experience, but that is to be expected. It’s cute. Also,
his returning to work isn’t presented as the solution to a problem (third-act trouble,
for example) but as more of a lark. He sees a pamphlet advertising for “senior
interns” and decides to give it a shot. So really, it isn’t a “third-act trouble” movie at
all, but rather a “third-act flyer” movie. That’s a big difference between the movie’s
sensibilities and mine, so I suppose there’s still a hope for a movie of Third-Act
Trouble. But it probably won’t star Robert De Niro. Too bad Wally Cox is dead. Other
casting suggestions? I suppose Bruce Willis would work, if he finally got serious
about getting into shape.* And someone would have to play Margaret, of course. If
Rene Russo isn’t available, we’d have to make do.
In any case, we recommend The Intern. DeNiro is terrific, as always, and so is Ann
Hathaway. No gunfire, exploding cars or naked ladies (though they still charged us
full price); it’s just a nice, quiet movie, with a few laughs and a little something
about which to think. There’s a nice moment in which Ann Hathaway if facing a
potential disaster, and while everybody searches desperately for a cyberspace
solution, DeNiro comes up with an ingenious meatspace solution — a burglary, which
is a delight to see the old thug suggest — that completely saves the day. It’s a nice
recognition of the value of people who began their thinking outside the wired box.
The movie is written and directed by Nancy Meyers, who is developing a specialty in
geriatric comedy. Gotta hand it to her; she gets men down pretty well.
Our generation is so greedy. Pop culture was invented to serve us sixty years ago,
and we seem to expect it to reflect and flatter us all the way to the grave. That
Hollywood is spending tens of millions of dollars and hiring top-tier stars to make
movies about us, at our age, instead of devoting all its resources to reflecting and
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flattering the smooth-skinned high spenders behind us, says a lot about the powers
and appetites of the baby boomers.
Margaret has some exciting ideas about making this shared writing of mine more
interesting, so if I come back to it, it might be in an entirely new thing. In the
meantime, message received; just because I’m going through things doesn’t mean I
have to inflict all of it on you. Thank you for reading thus far.
Dan
*nyuk nyuk nyuk…
Okay, I’m laying about a week’s worth on you here, when this whole brain drama
started. Personally, I think this thing I’ve been writing — Third-Act Trouble, about
making big changes late in life — was more interesting before it became an illness
chronicle — but we take what we get. I can send you the whole archive back to
August if you insist….
Following is the entry of 10/4, bringing you up to date. And I’ll put you on the list to
receive daily.
So here’s some real Third-Act Trouble:
Margaret and I were enjoying on Saturday an exhibit of early Soviet photography
and film — nothing cheers me up like photos of Felix Dzershinsky, and early Soviet
industrial icononograph — when Margaret finally lost patience with my headaches.
I’ve had bad ones for the past three weeks. “I’m taking you to City MD,” she said, in
the tone she has perfected that brooks no argument. City MD is a doc-in-the-box
urgent-care business near our appointment.
So I dragged myself away from cheerful photos I was so enoying: big high-contrast
pix of the Ukrainian famine that Stalin caused, films of huge factories full of
miserable people manufacturing tractors and cannon, and off we went.
We saw a very nice doc who asked me some questions, and response that made his
eyebrows bounce off the ceiling was: the headaches sometimes wake me at night.
He insisted we go, that minute, to Beth Israel hospital at First Avenue at 16th Street
— about as far from 88th and Broadway as it’s possible to go without leaving the
island of Manhattan. Such a schlep.
This, too, I was enjoying. I usually play the medical hysteric of the family. My little
“chest pains” episode (read: panic attack) adventure in South Lake Tahoe this
summer ate up a day and $4,400 just to be told, “There’s not a thing wrong with
you; calm the fuck down and get out of my emergency room.” Now it was Margaret
pulling the ripcord, and it was groovy. She was running a huge risk. If nothing was
wrong with me, she risked not only appearing the medical hysteric but learning that
she was stuck with me for many decades to come.
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In the event, the CT scan found something exciting: a five-centimeter mass deep in
my brain, just right of center in the temporal lobe, and creating enough swelling to
push into my left brain. Well!
I’ve since had an MRI, which confirms in higher resolution what the CT scan
suggested; somebody seems to have misplaced a walnut, or a golf ball, in the middle
of my brain.
No telling exactly what it is; I suspect a big wad of split infinitives. We do know that
it’s not a gliobastoma — the really nasty brain tumor that carried off a dear friend of
ours a few years ago. Nobody seems to think it’s anything really bad. (Right, I
always want to say, and if you had something the size of a golfball growing
in your head I wouldn’t worry about it, either.)
A couple of young, swaggering neurosurgeons want to go digging through my brain
on Tuesday or Wednesday, and take the thing out so they can put bits of it under a
microscope. (Margaret: "Can you find the part of the brain that contains the halfassed ability to play the accordion too loud?” They: “We promise, ma’am.")
I’m looking for second opinions about the wisdom of letting these guys plough
through my gray matter, so if any of you knows anybody in the New York nerology,
neuroosurgery worlds, please email Margaret: megknox@me.com.
The smart money is on a chunk of seminoma — the testicular cancer that I had in
1992 and “beat.” It could well have reappeared, which might mean that the walnutsized thing in my head is essentially a malignant testicle — the kind of thing you’d
expect of a 15 -year old boy, not a 59 year-old man(even one married to Margaret.)
If it’s seminoma, it would vindicate the idea that nature bats last. And it would teach
me to stop calling myself a “cancer survivor."
It might be meningioma — cancer of the stuff around and between the lobes of the
brain, which would be a lot less serious. But it could also be lymphoma, or a
metastasis of some other completely unrelated type of cancer. So in the morning,
they’re going to do a full-body CT scan. Either of those might actually be good news.
A little chemo, a little radiation, and suddenly I might not need a couple of young
hotshots happily pawing through my large-and-small motor abilities, my memories,
my emotions, my senses, my language abilities, and my accordion hobby, with a
cocktail fork.
Being in a hospital is indeed pretty awful. Trying to sleep Saturday night was like
trying to sleep in the control tower of O’Hare during a snowstorm. This shared room
has a desk full of nurses whose computers bonged, and phones twittered, all night,
and between them and the other patients snoring and talking, I didn’t have a prayer.
If I can’t get a private room and a fistful of Ambien (they’re parsimonious with it
here), I’m outta here for nighttimes. We spent all day lounging around here, when
we were supposed to go to harlem for soul food, and then go rolling skating
at Riverbank State Park, one of our favorite new discoveries, with a couple of Rosaage people we really love. We hope they’ll reschedule with us.
They’re feeding me lots of steroids to reduce the swelling in my brain, so there go
my hopes of being in the Olympics.
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We called Rosa and gave her the news. Margaret and I are bad enough parents that
a couple of years ago we let Rosa learn from reading our France blog that her
maternal grandmother had died. We didn’t want her finding out about all this from
Third-Act Trouble. Rosa was a little upset, but she’s sensible, and she understands
that I’m in for a long dreary nuisance but not in any immediate danger. All
indications are I’ll have a few unpleasant weeks, but that I’ll probably die from
something else a very long time from now. I’ve long said I’m going to die from being
struck by a meteorite, so I don’t sweat the brain growths or anything else too much.
No need to reply, unless you’re plugged in to the New York neurology/neurosurgery
worlds and have second-opiners or surgeons to recommend.
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"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
I’ll return to my brain drama soon enough. But first, can we discuss something
happy and frivolous?
We went to a great thing the other night; the gala premier of the first television
series produced by Amazon Prime. It’s called Red Oaks, and it takes place at a New
Jersey country club in 1985. Part comedy, part drama; if you remember fondly the
movie “The Flamingo Kid,” with Richard Crenna, you’ll like this.
We showed up at the appointed hour at the Ziegfeld Theater and it was only slightly
easier collecting our tickets from Will Call than it is to board a flight to Israel. But we
got them, and stood in a long queue for a while before being ushered under a kind of
VIP tent with red carpet. There we were handed White Castle burgers off a silver
tray — the show is full of White Castle jokes and they’re apparently a sponsor of
some kind — and then shown inside to a rather raucous party in the lobby. We drank
a little alcohol, looked around for stars, before being ushered to our seats.
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How did schlubs like us get invited to such a thing? One of the stars is Richard
Kind — an actor you’ve seen a million times. He was the pathetic uncle in A Serious
Man, years ago he was the press secretary on Spin City. And most recently, he was
the voice of BingBong, the imaginary friend, in the amazingly great Pixar film, Inside
Out. This is Richard:

Fifty years ago — no kidding — Richard and I were fellow fat kids at Camp Sunapee
in New Hampshire. We sat at the fat-kid table together and bonded. We stayed
friends, ended up at Northwestern University at the same time.
But we didn’t hang out a lot together at Northwestern because I dropped out of the
theater program very quickly while Richard stayed with it — and it’s great that he
did. He really lights up the screen by being both hilarious and pitiable at the same
time. We’ve also seen him perform twice on Broadway — once as Max Bialystock
in The Producers and once as the allergist in The Allergist’s Wife. There’s tremendous
pathos in Richard’s acting. That he was able to market such punem and such a loud,
honking voice into so fulsome a career speaks to his tremendous talent. He is also
the warmest, dearest man alive. He revived our friendship when we moved to New
York, took me to a Yankee game in the “Legends” club, where instead of a hot dog
and a beer, we had crab legs, sushi, and champagne. He’s been a stalwart pal; I
really love the guy.
The screening was a little tough for me to take; Richard has a heart attack in the
first ten minutes. (He survives.) Altogether, though, the premiere was a gas. The
party in the London Hotel next door afterwards was highly animated, with lots of
hugs and air kisses. By all accounts, everybody looked fabulous. Richard looked
around, shook his head, and mutttered, “Hollywood in New York.” He’s had enough
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Hollywood parties to last him several lifetimes. But for us it was all new, and
fun. Paul Reiser, of whom I’ve been fond since his first role, in Diner, is in Red Oaks,
too, as the sonofabitch club president, and I got to meet him.
All in all, it was way more fun than having a brain tumor. I’m typing this from the
waiting room of yet another surgeon. More as it happens.
But first, while we’re saying Hooray for Hollywood, a tip of the hat to Linda Santi of
New Orleans, who had some brilliant suggestions for casting me in the movie of
Third Act Trouble: Christopher Walken and Harvey Keitel And as Margaret, the
Colombian actress Sofia Vergara, who with good makeup and clever lighting, might
be made pretty enough to play Margaret.
And a tip of the hat to Nick Olcott of Washington, DC, who sees John Malkovich, if
not as me, then as my “inner voice.”
Well done, Linda and Nick. You’ve zoomed in on my fundamental malevolence.
This is kind of a fun exercise.
Last bit of brain news: If this lump in my head is a metastasis, it isn’t from a big
blooming cancer anywhere in my body. I had a full-body CT scan, and I’m clean. But
the thing in my head has to come out before we can know for sure what it is, and
after a second consultation, I’ve decided to have the surgery at Columbia
Presbyterian next Wednesday the 14th. Something about this second guy, Jeffrey
Bruce, appealed to me. He’s older, he’s been teasing tumors out of people’s brains
for thirty years, and he inspired confidence. We went through a host of terrifying
possibilities. I could be in for a short bad time, or I could be in for a long bad time. If
I did nothing, I’d be dead within months.
Christ almighty; who needs this?
Our boss at Human Rights Watch has been terrific; urging us to take all the time we
need. Luckily, of course, they hired me and Margaret, so there are two of us. It's like
I came with spare parts. I’m eager to get back there, though; we have been doing
really good work, and there are people in the world facing worse things than I.
(Extrajudicial executions in by Mexican police was last week’s treat; heavy shit.) I’m
really eager to get back into the fight.
Rosa flew in last night; she looks terrific. She’ll be around for a few days, go to
Homecoming Weekend at Colorado College, and then come back next week.
Thank you all for your expressions of love and concern, and for recommendations.
No more recommendations needed; the die is cast. We have a plan.
I’ll keep this up as long as I can, and you’ll be hearing from Margaret, I expect.
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Dan
Rosa’s in town!

That’s us on the top of the Empire State Building. It’s wonderful to see her, but
there’s no denying that it’s less fun to have your grown daughter fly in because
you’re about to have brain surgery than, say, because you’re accepting the Nobel
Prize for Literature. (I’ll let you know if I get to make that exact comparison.) I was
supposed to be cut today, so she came, but surgery got pushed back to next
Wednesday because we switched surgeons. She’ll fly today to Colorado Springs for
her first homecoming weekend, and to honor her mentor professor, Timothy Fuller,
who is this year beginning his 50th year teaching at CC. He’s a giant of an intellect
and a man; she is very lucky to have him in her life. She’ll come back to New York
for the real fun after the weekend.
We've had a nice time. Rosa wildly envies our jobs at Human Rights Watch, and it
was fun to introduce her around, even to the executive director, Ken Roth. I saw his
door standing open and invoked whatever provision of the law lets you barge in on
the big boss if you have a five-centimeter mass growing in your brain. He is a warm
and delightful gentleman, and extremely kind to both of us.
Speaking of which, Human Rights Watch achieves a level of awesomeness that takes
my breath away. Not only are the benefits for which it pays — health and disability
insurance — generous and solid, but it is an extremely kind organization. All day
yesterday I had people from Human Resources stopping by to describe how they
were going to run interference with the insurance companies, how their own self-
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funded short-term disability insurance will kick in before the big policy does, how
neither Margaret nor I will miss a day of pay regardless of how long this all takes.
They even gave us hugs. I actually jerked a tear at one point. Our boss is likewise
admonishing us to take it easy, even though he is swamped and things a lot worse
than I’m facing are happening to people all over Latin America. As several of you
have pointed out, we timed this third act at Human Rights Watch pretty well. If we
were facing this as freelancers, with our bargain-basement self-bought insurance,
things would feel different. Something to consider, I suppose, when moving toward
one’s third act. A lot of people with whom I speak plan to go the other direction —
from the bosom of employment to independence. Turns out, it can work very well
going the other way.
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Since the Empire State stands near Korea Town, Rosa, Margaret, and I went out for

a Korean dumpling lunch.

It only occurred to me halfway through to wonder whether it was good or bad karma
to be chowing on five-centimeter masses.
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Tomorrow’s a big day: a six-hour neuropsyche evaluation to document my condition
beforehand, so that after the surgery we will know exactly what, if anything, has
been lost or impaired.
On balance, I’d rather be planning a vacation. But I’m odd that way.
Thank you all for your expressions of concern and offers of help. I seem to have a lot
of people who either self-proclaim as athiests or whom I know to be athiests saying
that they’re “praying” for me, which I guess is known in the business as having a
spiritually shallow bench. Still, I very much appreciate the sentiment and believe me,
your good thoughts, kind wishes, love and support are coming through loud and
clear. They help.
Margaret’s cousin pointed out that maybe I shouldn’t have teed off on God on Yom
Kippur. But he can’t claim causality; this thing in my head started growing months
ago….
More as it happens.
Dan
Here’s me with my “greatest hits” CD.
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When you start getting handed around the New York neurological world as a patient,
your laissez passé, your coin of the realm, you backstage pass, is your CD of
“images.” These are my CT scans, my MRIs, showing my brain sliced and diced from
every conceivable angle. Everybody wants to see them, and nothing begins until
they are thoroughly viewed.
My Mac computer won’t show them, so I can’t share them with you, but the money
shot is a head-on with what looks like an egg sitting just to the right of center. The
docs like its “clean margins;” they seem to think that bodes well for this not being a
particularly nasty type of tumor. But of course, nobody will really know until it’s
sitting in a petri dish.
In the image, the big white egg sits astride the two big blood vessels in my brain,
which in cross section look like the entrance to the Holland Tunnel. This is what
worries me. If those get disturbed the wrong way, nicked, etc., the result could be a
massive stroke that could leave me debilitated for anywhere from weeks to forever.
And apparently, the danger isn’t over when they close my head back up; Margaret is
to watch me for weeks for signs of stroke — drooping face, disorientation,
unwillingness to do laundry or dishes, and so on.
Friday, I had a six-hour neuropsychiatric evaluation that was quite a mind-blower.
Two PhDs put me through lots of tests that will be repeated three to six months from
now. I was assuming that this was to assess battle damage later, but they say I may
well show improvement. If I’m sitting at a desk taking tests in January or March, I
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won’t have an egg-sized tumor in my brain and things may be working better than
they are now.
The good news is that because the tumor lies to the right, my language center is not
particularly involved (though there is pressure in there that may now be holding me
back some). The right temporal lobe is where me make and store memories. The
psychs assured me that I won’t forget who Margaret is, or forget everything that has
come before, but after surgery, for a while, I may be one of those particularly
annoying people who can’t remember things that happened a few hours ago, what
was just said, etc. It’s also where spatial awareness is created. I may also have
some left-side weakness.
Some of the tests: Look at this design, memorize it, and re-draw it. Look at this
more complicated design, and copy it. Look at this picture of a common item that
has been cut apart and tell me what it is. Listen to this list of numbers and repeat
them back. Now do it backwards. Listen to this short story, and then answer
questions about it. Define these words. Look at these pictures and tell me what they
are. (Tiger, fan, spatula — this was easy for me, but they say that not being able to
retrieve a word for something is a common neurological issue.) Name a list of
animals (I killed that one, having lived in Africa….) Answer questions of common
knowledge: Who is most often associated with the theory of relativity. Who was
Cleopatra? (They didn’t ask the single hardest question there is: What’s the capital
of Kentucky? I could have answered that one….)
I also did some small-motor testing with both hands; they expect my left side to
suffer some until all is healed.
So now we’re down to the waiting for Wednesday. Rosa is at her first homecoming
weekend as a Colorado College alumna, delivering a paper in appreciation of her
mentor professor who is starting his 50th year teaching there. (I told you that
already, right? See? It’s already starting…)
Rosa comes back tomorrow evening until Friday, which will be nice. Tomorrow, if the
weather holds, Margaret and I are going to take the A train an hour and forty five
minutes to Jacob Riis State Park, out east of Coney Island on the Rockaways. I love
that New York named a park for Jacob Riis, the crusading journalist and very early
photojournalist who ground America’s face in the conditions of the urban poor.
Everybody at Human Rights Watch, up to the executive director, is telling me to take
all the time I need to heal. I will, but I am very eager to be back in the fight. Last
week we were dealing with two cases in which Mexican federal police, after initial
not-particularly-violent confrontations, went around shooting in the head unarmed
citizens — either lying on the ground or kneeling with their hands up. We call those
“extrajudicial executions” but I prefer the word “murder.”
Point is, those people don’t get to see one of the world’s best neurosurgeons; they’re
just shot dead in the street by the people they expect to protect them. They’re a lot
worse off than I, and I want to get back to working on their behalf.
More as it happens. Love to you all.
Dan
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Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
Medicine’s a funny thing. “Here’s a guy with a headache; let’s put his head in a metal
tube and have twelve-year-old boys beat on it with saucepans.” That’s what an MRI
sounds like.

Tell you one thing: I’m glad I’m not going back to Beth Israel/Mt. Sinai Hospital this
week. That was really amateur hour. Not only was an impossible place to get any
sleep or rest, the staff — while pleasant and well-meaning — was genuinely terrible
at putting in IVs.
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One took so long, and was such a mess, that I felt like I was in one of those botched
executions on Oklahoma’s death row.
We have a lot of confidence going forward; these folks at Columbia Presbyterian into
whose hands I am placing my head are said to be very good. And there’s a funny
thing; every Jew in New York knows to avoid the doubly Jewish-sounding Mt.
Sinai/Beth Israel and go instead to Columbia Presbyterian. Suddenly, the
Presbyterians are the great medical gods of the Jews.
This is kind of a big, complex city.
A prophetic moment: Two weeks ago, a week before this whole drama began,
Margaret had the idea to take a picture of my sleeping head:
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Gotta kinda wonder about that. Maybe she smelled something going on in there.
As a consolation prize for the weeks to come, Columbia Presbyterian is about three
blocks from a new discovery of ours: El Presidente — a truly spectacular Dominican
restaurant. We’ve eaten there three times already; I always order the mofongo de
bacalao. Mofongo is a big mass of mashed green plantains in orange gravy full of
crunchy vegetables. It’s usually served as mofongo de pernil (studded with wads of
roast pork) or pollo (chicken), but bacalao is really special: salt cod that has been
soaked for many hours. It has a toothsomeness that fresh fish doesn’t have, and a
nice subtle saltiness. Cooked into a Dominican mofongo, with a side
of maduros (fried chunks of sweet ripe plantain) and a passion-fruit juice, it’s quite
something.
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We always thought bacalao was a Portuguese word, and by now it is. But it turns out
the Portuguese got it from the native Americans who lived in Newfoundland; it was
their word for the super-abundant cod. We learned that on the aforementioned trip
to Newfoundland a couple of years ago.
So you see? Having a brain tumor isn’t all bad. We’d never have found El Presidente
otherwise. Margaret likes this picture she took of me: Me, astride the world on my
iTelephone, in front of a bunch of gassed World War I soldiers who are having a
worse day than I.
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More coming. Thank you for your patience. And while I am not responding
individually to all your messages of good will and cheer, be assured that I am
receiving them and appreciating them. Thank you all, very much.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
Margaret: 303-817-5592
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
Dan: 303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
When I was a kid, my brother, Mike, made a poster for his bedroom wall with a
quote that had a big impression on me. “When the Messiah returns, he’d better
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come dressed in gold and fine silk. If he comes on a white horse, they may think
he’s another poor immigrant and put him to work washing dishes in a restaurant.”
— Jacob Riis.
For all I know, it was the two i’s in Riis that formed the knot in my mental
handkerchief — I’d never seen a word with two i’s back-to-back — but I loved the
combination of anger and humor in the message. It seemed the best way truly to get
the knife in. I asked Mike about Jacob Riis, and it may be that my interest in being a
journalist started then, without my knowing it, at about age eight.
(I’ve since gone looking for the quote, to get it exactly right, and haven’t found it.
Maybe began then too my half-assed approach to the craft….)
The state park they named for Jacob Riis out by the Gateway National Recreation
Area — on a spit of land between Jamaica Bay and the Atlantic Ocean, just north of
the mouth of New York harbor, is a doozy.
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The beach is long, wide, soft, and lovely, and I am a sucker for the grandarchitecture-to-the-working-man that adorns most public beaches around New York
City. (Yes, the clock was accurate.) As the plaque says, this was all built when
Jimmy Walker was mayor in 1932 — when it meant something to be an ordinary
guy.
It was more than an hour by subway to get out there, but really worth it. The day
itself was beautiful.
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We walked a couple of miles down the beach, spotting wild

rose,
to Fort Tilden, now part of the National Park system, and which was equally
fascinating. It became an army post around the time of World War One and was
decommissioned in the 1970s. We lived near another huge decommissioned military
base when in California, about which I wrote for the LA Times Magazine years ago,
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and there’s something about old military installations — a majestic air of aspiration
and expansiveness, imbued with fear and sadness — that I find haunting. This one
had big flocks of boys on bicycles — ages about eight to fourteen — thundering
around on their bicycles unsupervised, which gladdened our hearts no end.

Then we came across something that got my attention: an ornamental Nike
Ajax missile.

Fort Tilden had a battery of real ones during the deepest darkness of the 1950s cold
war — when the threat wasn’t Soviet missiles coming over the poles but Soviet
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subsonic bombers lumbering across the ocean. Can you imagine living with the
possibility of such a thing?
This beautiful long spit of land contains one more spectacular thing: the Rockaways
— a string of communities peopled largely by New York City cops, firefighters,
sanitation workers, plumbers, and their families, all with the most fabulous accents
you’ve ever heard.

Remember: This is spectacular beachfront property an hour’s subway ride from
Times Square, and it is not a string of billionaire condos. In the great struggle of our
times, this is one place where the working class still holds the beach. We ended our
day at the Wharf, a bar “just beyond Duane Reade, but you gotta walk through the
gas station to get there,” on the edge of Jamaica Bay. Here’s Margaret waiting at a
platic picnic table for a Sam Adams and a pretty good crabcake, looking across the
bay with Manhattan in the background.
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All in all, a good day.
And, for the record, this: I have been feeling deeply imbued with a sense that
everything is going to go very well tomorrow in surgery, that I may have a few
weeks of minor disability while I recover but that ultimately this whole brain-tumor
thing will recede into the past and I’ll be just fine. That’s due in no small part to the
incredibly sweet outpouring of prayers and well-wishing we’re receiving from you all,
and though we don’t answer you individually (apologies for that….) we are getting it
all and really appreciating it.
Rosa flew in last night for game day. On our way back to the city, we met her at
Canal Street for a longstanding family tradition: dinner in Chinatown, dessert across
Canal in Little Italy. I like Chinese food, but let the Italians make dessert.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
Margaret: 303-817-5592
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
Dan: 303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
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Game day! We need to be at the hospital at 5:30 a.m. for surgery around 8:00. They
expect it to be about a four-or-five-hour adventure flat-hatting across my right
temporal lobe. I saw the surgeon today, who is my age, does lots of surgeries like
this, and exudes great confidence. I’m ready.
And it’s time to get something on the record:
I have enjoyed way more good fortune than anybody has a right to expect. After a
Leave-It-to-Beaver childhood, college was a little rough, but the fun really started
thereafter: West Berlin, New York, Anchorage, Hong Kong, Manila, Singapore, New
York, Boston. Another rough patch when my middle brother, Mike, was dying of
leukemia at 32 (1983-1985; his rock-and-roll stage name was the Jake Mofe for
which this email account is named.)
But after that, it was on to Atlanta, where I met Margaret (I still need to tell you the
story of how we met. Spoiler alert: I fell for her first when reading an article she
wrote about a shipwreck, and then went looking for her in Savannah.)
Especially since Margaret, it’s been all fun. We were talking the other night; there’s
been no slog. First, seven years of Zimbabwe and Montana, and then Rosa came
along to make parenting not only all but effortless, but adventuresome and hilarious
and deeply instructive.
We made some of our own luck, to be sure — moving to rural Mexico with Rosa
when she was five was perhaps our singular stroke of genius, choosing the freelance
life, traveling and being outdoors, and so on. But mostly I have been an extremely
lucky man, with a large cohort of extremely good friends and relatives. You are all so
good to me, and I appreciate it more than I can say.
This isn’t to say I’m in any hurry for things to be over. I still haven’t shot an elk, for
Christ’s sake, even after chasing them through thigh-deep snow for nigh unto a
quarter century. And I haven’t yet written a book that achieved escape velocity. I
certainly don’t want Rosa to be one of those women who lose their fathers in their
early twenties. She identifies as straight, so the poor thing may be choosing a male
mate in the next few years and it’s probably good to have a dad present and
accounted for during that process. Margaret’s put too much effort into hammering
me into the man she wants, to have that all go for naught. I don’t want to leave my
older brother, Andy, brudderless, And I really hate putting my 89-year-old father,
Sy, through another sick-son ordeal. The thought of making him bury another is too
hideous to imagine. (One of the nice things about being in New York this fall is that
once a week I’ve been interviewing him, for a couple of hours at a time, about his
life, and getting it all written down. He’s a good story-teller with a great memory.
This just in: The world has changed some since the early 1940s.)
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I will say this, though: When I was lying in a hospital bed last week with Margaret
looking down at me, I was flooded with this thought: Thank God it’s me and not
her. And as you can imagine, that is even more overwhelming a sentiment when
Rosa’s smooth, youthful face is hovering nearby. Maybe there’s a kind of selfishness
in that, to want to take the bullet, because I think watching either of them going
through this would be worse than doing it myself.
Reading this over, it seems a little boastful, but that is not my intention at all. I
merely want to put the cosmos on notice: I am not greedy. If this is all I get, I will
have gotten way more than my fair share of luck and love and good times. Put me
down for another 35 or 40 healthy years, please, but if I don’t get it, I won’t feel
cheated.
This is coming from my gmail address because my Apple address choked. Please
don’t write back to this one. In fact, best not write to me at all, please, for a few
days. It’ll take me a while to get back to looking at the screen, and who wants to
look at that disspiriting little red blob with a big white number in it? Spare me….
Onward! Look after Margaret and Rosa. I’ll be back.
Love,
Dan
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
(This enough of a commitment for you, Cliff?)
Hi all,
It’s Meg, not Dan. We had the huge pleasure, almost three hours ago, of receiving a
call from Kate, an ICU nurse, saying that Dan was asking to see us. He was wearing
a stylish white beanie over a bandage wrapped so tight that it held his lids half
closed. He looked like a prize
fighter. But it was Dan, no mistaking it.
“It’s Margaret,” he said. “Uh oh, I must have left crumbs on the counter.”
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When Rosa, in the course of pestering him about various capacities, asked how his
vision was, he said he could see she’d been over-straightening her hair. The repartee
with Sy was of such vintage that I didn’t even know the names involved.
Culinary details flowed just as easily, as Dan instructed us on what went into the
pork pernil the cafe had served me and sniffed, slightly, restraining himself from
impugning the New York slices Rosa and Sy had ordered. (New Jersey rules.)
He is as pain-averse as ever, and he kept at Kate either to loosen the bandage—
which can’t be done--or keep the meds flowing, which she seemed happy to do. He’s
sleeping now.
The surgeon says the operation went well: he was able to take out the entire mass.
They still don’t know what it was.
Rosa and I have taken over a quiet corner of the waiting room, with reclining chairs
as cushy as at the $18 cinema on Broadway and 84th; we got Sy to go home and
get some rest.
There’s a show that Dan used to find irresistible when he was traveling, called Ice
Road Truckers, and we feel like one of those drivers who has made it to the first
town.
Onward.
Margaret Knox
1650 Lombardy Drive
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Boulder, CO 80304
(303) 817-5592 - cell
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
Every time I’ve had or seen surgery, there’s always been a “here we go” moment in
which the patient, me in my cases, is prepped and lightly tranked and wheeled into
the OR on a gurney with everybody standing around ready to go and a grand sense
of ceremony.
Yesterday, Margaret and I arrived at our appointed 5:30 a.m., and the
anesthesiologist and her resident came out to the waiting room to meet us. “Walk
with us,” she said. I followed her — in my clothes and street shoes — into an
absolute empty operating room. “Lie down,” she said, and, still fully dressed, I lay on
a table and put my head in a little cupped item, while the resident put an oxygen
mask on my face. I thought they were just making sure everything fit right.
Next thing I knew, I was in the recovery room, apparently asking the nurse, “So am
I having a little nap before surgery?” Somehow, those wily anesthesiologists slipped
the needle in while I was lying there in my street shoes and we were off to the races.
We saw her yesterday; she said she finds that her way of doing things creates less
anxiety. You can say that again. My first thought, though, was that they blew a
scene of dramatic narrative. Now that I’ve had a chance to reflect, you can keep the
scene of dramatic narrative.
In any case, I believe you heard that the surgeon, Dr. Bruce, said he “got it all.” (Of
course, I can picture the first day of neurosurgery school with the teacher tapping
words on the blackboard with a pointer and enunciating, “I. Got. It. All.”)
They apparently stripped me down when they had me zonked, cleaned me up, cut a
big C-shaped incision, used a fine-toothed circular saw to remove a four-or-five-byabout-two-inch section of the right side of my skull, and dove right in. The skull plate
got put back in with four little titanium plates and screws, and the skin was stapled
over. The right side of my head hurts some.
It is remarkable how low sleep is a priority for neurosurgery patients. The neuro ICU
was completely full -- probably because the Cubs won a game on Tuesday -- so they
kept me in the recovery room for the entire first day and night. It's like trying to
recuperate on the sales floor of a discount furniture warehouse. But I will say this: I
had spectacularly competent and caring nurses. Kate, Lubna, and Correlle were true
angels of healing. Deep thanks to them all. I was up walking today.
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The surgeon ordered another MRI. They say it is post-op routine, not a reaction to
some new development, but I half suspect Dr. Bruce cannot find his Mont Blanc pen
since the surgery and wants to get to the bottom of it. I thought the point of an MRI
was to simulate being inside the head, but he was inside my head yesterday. He
needs another look already? Bust through a guy's skull, go rooting around in his
brain for four or five hours, keep him awake for 24 hours, and then stick his head in
an incredibly noisy tube for 45 minutes. Bill. Repeat.
He came by this morning, his customary cheerful self. “Sleep is overrated,” he said.
“Truth is, we want you awake” so they can detect any sudden deterioration. I must
say he does inspire a lot of confidence. I think I’m in good hands here. The two PhDs
who did my six-hour neuropsych evaluation even stopped in, just to say hello. It was
nice to see them, and quite kind of them to remember.
Margaret has hilarious story to tell you about getting back to the apartment last
night at about 1:30 a.m. and having the door malfunction — keeping her locked out.
Rosa’s had a tough week, flying coast to coast to see this happen. But she is her
customary strong and cheerful presence. It’s terrific having her here.
I am finally in a double room, which is much quieter and has a view of the George
Washington Bridge. Every few hours someone stops by to do neurological tests,
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looking for impairment of accuracy or strength. Follow the flashlight with your eyes.
Lift your arms. Raise your legs against my palm. Every doctor in here has had me
pull his finger and not one has done the fart joke. You've got to wonder about these
guys.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
Margaret: 303-817-5592
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
Dan: 303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
Terrific weekend. They sprung me from the hospital Friday afternoon, and we spent
the weekend taking long slow walks in Central Park, during which I sat on benches a
lot.
It’s funny how late in one’s marriage one can still learn about it. During our usual
lives, we’re pretty vigorous. Late afternoon in Boulder, will spring up from our desks
to march up and down Mount Sanitas behind our house, a lovely two-hour affair, or
we’ll go for a twenty-miler or so on Boulder’s bike paths. We’re elk hunters. We’re
hikers and climbers. We walk and ride our bikes a lot.
This weekend, though, we doddered around Central Park like a couple of old Jews in
Miami with round-toed, Velcro-closed shoes, and I apologized to Margaret for having
slowed us down to such an appalling degree.
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“Are you kidding?” she said. “This is nice. You’re always moving us so fast.”
“Wait, I thought it was you always moving us so fast.” (Margaret is — at least I
thought — the physical-activity whip-hand in our marriage.) Now, going into our
next 28 years of marriage, we know a little more about each other, which is always a
good thing.
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Central Park is a truly amazing place — vast, varied, a mixture of wild and
cultivated, and eminently civilized. Among the great good fortunes we’re enjoying is
that we live so close by it during this period. When one looks at historical plans of
the City of New York, the foresight that such an enormous park would be needed —
before the city had even reached its southern limit — is astounding. I must read
more about that.
We walked home via the Columbus Avenue greenmarket, where Margaret bought a
slab of striped bass from the plywood stall of a taciturn Long Island fisherman and
his long-suffering daughter, and other fresh provisions. (No more expensive than the
Boulder Farmer’s Market, either. In fact, maybe less….)

Then she took me home and cooked me this lunch.
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I’ve always been Mr. Eat in the family — the primary provisioner and cook — though
that is more selfishness than sacrifice on my part. Cooking centers my day, and over
the years I’ve claimed the privilege. Margaret, though, is perfectly good cook, and I
must confess that, especially in this hour of some weakness, it’s nice having her on
the job.
Rosa called as we were finishing. Somewhere along the way, she has picked up kind
of a smart-ass sense of humor.
“Good job, Dad,” she said. “All you had to do to get Mom to cook was get a brain
tumor.”
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
Margaret: 303-817-5592
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
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Dan: 303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
New York, as you can imagine, has great public art. Doddering around Central Park
this past week, I rediscovered this old favorite of mine just south of the Metropolitan
Museum of Art:

That’s King Jagiello of Lithuania, born a pagan sometime around 1352, he converted
to Catholicism and united the kingdoms of Lithuania and Poland, setting off what
Poland considers its golden age. That lasted until Poland disappeared from the
European map entirely in 1795, only to re-emerge after the Great Unpleasantness of
1914-1918.
I’ve always loved this statue. The red block of marble with POLAND etched into it is
enormous. Apparently, King Jagiello is not wielding two swords and leaving his reins
untended because he’s in such a frenzy to hack apart Teutonic Knights of the Cross
at the Battle of Grunewald (1410) but because he had just been handed those
swords by the defeated knights and was displaying them to his men. (It must be fun
to beat in battle guys who give themselves a bad-ass name like “Teutonic Knights of
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the Cross.” I played briefly on a kickball team in Boulder and the toughest team we
beat was Clarion Systems. You don’t get to hold two swords over your head on
horseback after that.)
The statue was commissioned to stand outside the Polish pavilion of the 1939
World’s Fair in New York. By the time the fair was over, the Nazis had occupied
Poland, and the statue was moved here to honor the brave Polish allies. That must
have been some emotional moment for the Poles of New York.
Moving north, one encounters this rather ordinary, though noble, statue of Alexander
Hamilton, the consummate New Yorker who is, of course, all the rage in New York
now with “Hamilton,” the musical, boffo on Broadway. (We had tickets for tonight —
not hard to get if you’re willing to pay $175 apiece — but sold them last week. We’ll
catch it another time.)

One of the ways I start conversations with strangers is by asking people puzzling
over guidebooks or maps if I can help find something. We meet the nicest people
that way. I think foreigners are frequently warned that New Yorkers are unfriendly,
so when they get an offer of help, they really light up. Several, in Central Park, have
asked us for directions to Strawberry Fields, the teardrop-shaped piece of Park
across from the Dakota apartment building, where John Lennon was shot on
December 8, 1980.
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We finally walked there. This is what has been lain in his memory.

We were a little underwhelmed. Not that it’s not larger or grander, but something
about its angularity seems mismatched to the man. I was hoping for something a
little more Peter Max.
I was living in New York that terrible day, working at my first journalism job (Energy
User News.) I’d gone out for a run early in the morning and my eye fell on the front
page of the New York Post at a newsstand: JOHN LENNON SLAIN HERE: Ex-Beatle
Shot, Nab Suspect. It seemed like the entire city spontaneously gathered on just this
spot that day; the crowd was enormous. We stamped our feet to stay warm and
sang Lennon song after Lennon song at the building across the street, “Imagine,” of
course, among them many times. It was the biggest and most genuine outpouring of
public emotion I’ve ever experienced.
John and Yoko were big fixtures in the city then. One particularly bright and festivefeeling day the summer before he was shot — when he was not yet 40 — we all
looked up and written across the blue sky, in the biggest sky-writing letters
imaginable, was this: WAR IS OVER IF YOU WANT IT. LOVE, JOHN AND YOKO.
This is the spot where John died. Nothing marks it but the doorman’s downpointed
finger. A friend of mine was living nearby then; she heard the shots.
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Hands down, though, my favorite piece of public statuary so far stands not in Central
Park but at the Port Authority Bus Terminal on Eighth Avenue at 42nd Street: the
lifesize bronze of Ralph Kramden.

The Honeymooners was very early television; it ran, before a live audience, from
1951 to 1955. It may not be for everybody, but I consider it the apex of television
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comedy — in many ways the template for all the sitcoms that came later. It’s worth
re-watching a few episodes; the writing and acting are non-pariel and I laugh audibly
every time I watch an episode. And that The Honeymooners made its centerpiece a
middle-aged city bus driver, his sewer-worker friend, and their wives — the heart of
New York’s working class — and not glamorous and rich young people speaks to the
day; every now and then they drop in a mention of the big war they’d just been
through. In any case, it’s terrific that New York honors the bus drivers, and by
extension the rest of its working people, through Ralph Kramden.
We’re going to get all the pathology reports today. Depending on what we learn and
how much more research we need to do, it may be a few days before I share
everything. Please don’t ask in the meantime. When I have something to report,
you’ll be among the first to know. Thank you very much.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
Margaret: 303-817-5592
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
Dan: 303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
Apologies, first of all, for an appalling run-on sentence in yesterday’s post. Unlike
everything else I write, down to the level of grocery lists, Margaret doesn’t edit these
ahead of time. Any awkwardness you notice -- mangled syntax, mispunctuations,
redundancies — aren’t the brain tumor talking; that’s Dan working without the
Margaret net on which he has been depending since 1987. I got an earful about
yesterday’s post after it showed up in her in-box.
And a tip of the hat to Robert Poeschl, architect, who pointed out that my calling the
Poles “allies” in 1939 was incorrect. The United States dragged its feet more than
two more years after the September 1939 before becoming anybody’s ally in that
war.
A good day to tell you the story of how Margaret and I met.
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My brother, Michael, died in New York of leukemia at age 32 on May 1, 1985.
It was, as you can imagine, a brutal time. I was working in Boston as a
reporter for The Wall Street Journal, and the day after the funeral I placed a call to
Atlanta. An old friend working at the daily Journal-Constitution there was aware that
I found covering the mutual-fund industry in Boston like dying of old-age at 29, and
had interested his bosses in giving me an interview. I called them to say I was ready
any time. I couldn’t wait to ditch the suits and be out on the street with the cops and
hookers, preachers and gangsters, councilmen and soul brothers.
While waiting to interview with the AJC’s insufferably pompous editor, I picked up
that day’s edition to familiarize myself with the newspaper I was hoping to join.
Stripped across the top of page one was the story of a shipwreck off Savannah.
Dateline: ABOARD THE USS RAPPAHANNOCK. On went an amazingly vivid tale of a
fishing boat caught in a storm, whose crew then did everything wrong. The writing
lifted the story off the page and hung it before my eyes. I was working the paper like
a bellows, looking for the jump, when the secretary called me inside to his nibs.
“Who,” I said, pointing to the byline, “is this Margaret L. Knox? She’s incredible.”
“Oh, that’s just Meg, the Savannah reporter.” Lights off, nobody home.
I took the job anyway, bought a big red convertible in Boston, and took a week
driving down the coast. From Charleston, I called the Savannah bureau. At the very
least, I thought, this person is smart enough to put me wise to the paper and its
personalities. She said I should stop by when I got to Savannah.
Her office, when I opened the door the next day at about 3:00, was large and almost
entirely unfurnished. Stacks of files and books lay everywhere on the floor. Nautical
charts were scotch-taped to the walls. It looked like an 11-year-old girl’s idea of
what a grown-up’s office might look like. Margaret sat behind a desk facing the wall,
talking into a big black corded telephone. After hanging up, she walked across the
room, wearing a purple-light-green-and-white blouse with matching skirt, to shake
my hand. Women don’t really become beautiful until about age 45, of course, but
Margaret wasn’t bad at 31. It was the eyes, of course, that were so striking — so
deep set and raptor-like. And that incredibly wide, toothy smile.
She walked me outside, apologizing that she was on deadline but that she’d be
happy to meet later for a drink. “In the meantime, you should go out to Fort
Pulaski,” she said. “It was the last all-brick fortification built on the east coast before
the development of the rifled cannon, which put an end to all-brick fortifications.”
Now, I don’t know how that strikes your ear, but I’m a history guy, and a gun guy,
and there was something simply cool about this woman, whom I already knew wrote
so well, talking about the role of rifled cannon in changing military architecture.
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We had a nice drink, and then dinner, and even went for a late-night swim in the
ocean in our underwear. No hint of romance passed between us; she was living with
a boyfriend who’d followed her from Michigan, and I — grieving, uprooting — wasn’t
looking for a girlfriend. But we became friends that night, talked on the phone some,
collaborated on a few stories, and drank beer together when she came to Atlanta.
At some point that year, she delivered unto the boyfriend the list of things that
would have to change for their relationship to continue — I always think of that as
the moment she nailed her 95 theses to his forehead — and he walked. Then she
and a friend had a big outdoor party on a fragrant swamp outside of Savannah, and
as she was playing the guitar and singing, “Nobody Knows You When You’re Down
and Out,” I realized: I’m in love with this woman, and I have been since she was
fresh off the Rappahannock.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
Margaret: 303-817-5592
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
Dan: 303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
Time to get this out of the way: We didn’t get the diagnosis we wanted. It appears
that the walnut they took from my skull was a big honkin’ glioblastoma, which is, in
rough terms, about the worst brain-cancer diagnosis you can get. But…
I’m in the best hands going. On November 2, I’ll start six weeks of every-day
radiation treatment — 15 minutes every morning at 8:30 — and taking
chemotherapy pills. I’ll probably feel pretty lousy — fatigued, maybe nauseated —
for six weeks or so, but I intend to continue going to work every day. For one thing,
I’m supposed to get as much aerobic exercise as I can at our gym in the basement
of the Empire State Building, which will help with side effects. For another, it feels
good to be working (I’m writing this at the office; first day back since surgery.) And
finally, it’s important to remember that the people on whose behalf Human Rights
Watch works are facing worse things than I. It’s important to me to be here.
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Here are the numbers: 90 percent of the time, lingering cancer cells are found within
two to three centimeters of the cavity where the tumor once was. So that’s what
they’re going to zap. Then I’ll be on a schedule of MRIs, and we’ll see if it comes
back. Some people are dead in a year. The team at New York Presbyterian also has
other patients walking around seven or more years out.
Those are outliers, to be sure, but I’m going into this intending to be one of
them. I’m relatively young for this; I’m otherwise in good health; I had a very good
surgery. I have Margaret. And being an outlier would be so much better a story.
I did specifically ask all the docs, one by one, if this is worth doing. If I have 52
weeks to live, do I really want to expend six of them this way? All of them said that
with my profile, they’d fight it as aggressively as possible. I get the sense they
suspect they could have a winning case on their hands and they want to put it on the
scoreboard. And as with all medicine, the more time you get, the better they get at
treating you. Advances come fast.
So I’m putting myself in their hands and we’ll take what comes. It’ll be a tough
couple of months, and then it’ll be a dreary drag sweating out the next MRI every
few months. Important to remember, at times like these, that none of us knows how
much time we have. Margaret and I lie in bed at night listening to sirens; terrible
things happen to people every day. I could outlive any of you.
And I’m not being extrajudicially executed by my own police in the dust of my
village. I’m not suffocating to death in the back of a smuggler’s truck. I’m not
forgotten in a fetid prison because of something I said or because of my ethnicity.
There’s work to do, and I’m glad to be back doing it.
More as it happens. As you can imagine, I’m eager to get off this subject for a
while.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
Margaret: 303-817-5592
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
Dan: 303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
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"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
Someday soon I’ll tell you of how we picked Cofradía de Suchitlán, a completely
obscure village of about 2,500 people in the mountains of of the Mexican state of
Colima, as a place to spend the years 1998 and 1999.

Spoiler alert: It was the person on the right, at age five, who made the executive
call. She nailed it.

What became apparent over time was that the single most dispiriting aspect of
Mexican society was that nobody seemed to have faith in any institution bigger than
his or her own family, except perhaps the church and the neighborhood school. We
had a friend in Cofradía with a home in the city of Quetétaro into which a strange
man had simply moved — while she was living there. Call the cops, we said. Oh,
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they’ll just expect a bribe and I can’t afford it. Get a lawyer. No, a lawyer will just
steal your money. She couldn’t imagine marshaling any outside help without it
causing her more trouble. Once we tuned in, we found this kind of social despair
everywhere — workmen who wouldn’t have dreamed of trusting a union, a local
policeman with no illusions that he was protecting or serving anybody, the doc in our
little clinic for whom the state health department was more hinderance than help.
Ours was a happy time in a happy place, but this pervasive lack of trustworthy
institutions, the bedrock of a society ruled by law, seemed to me, as we left, a nearly
insurmountable obstacle to Mexican development.
So it was with a skeptically glad heart that I spent yesterday reading a paper
published in 2014 by the Woodrow Wilson Center at the University of San Diego
titled, The Private Sector and Public Security: The Cases of Ciudad Juárez and
Monterrey. You may remember that a few years ago Juárez, just across the Rio
Grande from El Paso, Texas, was for a while the most murderous city on a planet
that offers considerable competition for the title. It turns out that even Monterrey,
the highly gringofied and usually peaceful capital of the northern state of Nuevo León
-- headquarters of many huge Mexican corporations — also suffered a paroxysm of
hideous violence. The rates of killings, extortion, and kidnapping made both cities
virtual war zones.
The abovementioned paper describes efforts in both cities to create civil-society
institutions to combat the violence — precisely the kind of institutions I’d thought
nearly impossible to create in Mexico. It describes organizations that included
everybody from small-shop owners up through top corporate executives, including
doctors, priests, and activists, who seem to have been able to muscle local, state,
and even federal officials into accountability. The paper gives these organizations
credit for bringing breaking the cycle of violence in both places and making life
genuinely better.
The paper raises as many questions as it answers. A whiff of credulity pervades
sections of it, referring for example to the arrival of new federal police units and
military forces, or fresh prosecutors, without explaining why this set of cops,
soldiers, and lawyers was any less inept uncaring, and/or corrupt than the last.
Maybe on closer examination it will turn out there’s nothing there, that the violence
simply burned itself out when one cartel finally vanquished another, and nothing
genuine changed.
But I’m going to take the paper apart piece by piece today, make a list of all the
questions that still need answering, and another of all the tantalizing possibilities the
paper presents. Juárez and Monterrey are both rich Mexican cities with far more
clout-wielding denizens than most. So they may have been able achieve things other
places couldn’t. But then, they were starting from a much deeper hole of violence
than most Mexican cities. If they were able to achieve success by organizing in the
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way the paper describes, there may well be scalable lessons in there for the rest of
that wonderful and benighted country that Rosa, Margaret, and I love so much. It
would be lovely, doing this job, occasionally to do more than catalog the awful, name
and shame. (Though there’s considerable satisfaction in that, believe me.) Going
over to the attack — to begin to investigate and maybe someday articulate actual
solutions — would feel terrific, and there’s an appetite for that within the
organization.
This is what we were after when we decided to take a break from the neutralobserver journalist position we’d enjoyed for so long and get down into the fight
itself. I’m digging it.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
Margaret: 303-817-5592
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
Dan: 303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
It’s a lot of working making the duck confit on the weekend, but as we all know,
there’s no getting around it, right?
This story begins days after the statue of Saddam Hussein fell in April 2003, when I
flew to Kuwait to write for The New York Times Magazine one of the first pieces to
expose how much of what we think the military does is in fact done by private
contractors. This was during that self-delusional moment when the “war” was over —
Mission Accomplished — but the real war hadn’t yet begun. After a couple of days in
the magic kingdom, where Kuwaiti men in gleaming white dishdashas drift like an
army of personal vibrators among the Filipinos and Pakistanis doing all the work, I
rented a big white SUV with a few other reporters and we drove to Baghdad, a trip of
about eighteen hours.
“Stay on the pavement,” the car-rental guy told us severely. “If you have to pee,
stop on the pavement, pee on the pavement, and get back in the car. There are
mines everywhere.”
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I bought a roll of duct tape and wrote “TV” in big letters all over the car to make it
clear we were press. (Glad I did; we got buzzed by an Apache helicopter loaded with
big yellow rockets. He looked us over pretty good before veering away.) One
particularly insufferable member of our party, a reporter for the Times, felt it
necessary to explain huffily at the innumerable US and British checkpoints along the
way that she wasn’t a TV reporter. I invited her to write out The New York Times in
duct tape on the roof, but she declined.
It was at an oil-services facility on the outskirts of Baghdad that I met the man that
connects this story to the duck confit. Kellogg, Brown & Root — the Halliburton
subsidiary that did a lot of the military contracting — was holding a kind of hiring fair
to raise crews to repair the wells and pipelines. Ragged, thin, bewildered-looking
men streamed into this huge compound of cinderblock buildings, desperate for work.
It was like any undergraduate job fair, but for the 115-degree heat, the hellish
noise, the British machine-gunners on the roof, and the bowel-shaking booms of the
US Army detonating Saddam’s old ammo dumps, precisely on the hour so that
everybody knew they were controlled blasts and not the resumption of hostilities.
A general air of cynicism and haplessness pervaded the scene, as one might expect
of that war. But then through it walked a man who stood out. He seemed to be an
American in his early thirties, erect, buff, clipped reddish beard, with hip eyewear. I
watched him, followed him around without addressing him, and there was about him
an air of command, and calm competence, that set him apart from the miasma of
cynical indifference the other Americans exuded. It was like the moment Shane
walks on screen. When he addressed an Iraqi through an interpreter, he did so with
eye-locking respect; he had heart as well as head. I finally approached him; his
name was Matt. I stayed by him the rest of the day.
Matt had been a medic in the Special Forces — the Green Berets — and was working
on a temporary gig for KBR. At one point, we looked across a wretched tableau of
burned-out tanks, ragged people streaming by, black plumes of smoke from the
ammo dumps, and he sighed, “War, man. The worst shit going.” I consider myself
heterosexual to the threshold of satyriasis, but I own to a bit of a man-crush for this
guy.
I saw him next about five years later in New York Union’s Square; he was managing
the huge green market. I recognized him instantly. We stayed in loose contact. He
married, had two kids, moved to the Catskills, where he helps run a big organic duck
farm and is about to buy a small farm of his own. Margaret and I had a longstanding
plan to visit them this weekend, but I’m taking it easier than that. On Saturday, he
showed up outside our apartment with a bag of duck.
He called to say he was at the curb; we ran down. With him was his wife, as
overwhelmingly attractive/smart/funny/wise as Matt, and two tiny children poleaxed
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with exhaustion in their car seats. This was only the third or fourth time I’d laid eyes
on him. Matt is 45 now; the reddish beard has a little white in it, and that Green
Beret swagger wasn’t much in evidence. But he’s the same sweet guy and still
possessed of an ability to convey lots of complicated information — about the
complexities of buying a farm — with that admirable efficiency I remembered from
Iraq. We were, after all, standing around a car full of sleeping children in a noparking zone. He placed in my hands six fat duck legs and a quart of rendered duck
fat. It is wonderful to be back in face-to-face contact with him, and to know his
family.
In the event, confit isn’t all that hard to make. I rubbed the legs with herbs de
Provence, coarse salt, and chopped garlic, let them sit overnight in the fridge.

All day yesterday, I cooked them slowly in the fat. Their own copious fat melted off
them, too, leaving me with yet more seasoned duck fat in which to fry potatoes all
winter, and leaving the legs themselves lean, fibrous, nutty-brown.
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No meat has the depth of flavor of a confit’d duck; it may be the single thing I miss
most about France. We paired the legs with mini-potato knishes from Zabars,
spinach from the Columbus Avenue farmer’s market that Margaret sautéed with
garlic, and cranberries from the market quickly cooked down to sauce. Not a bad
Sunday-night dinner. And we still have four legs and a dozen mini-knishes in
reserve.
Then we had a problem: How to store the golden pool of precious liquid duck fat? We
quickly ran, at 7:30, to the supermarket to try to find some product in a big enough
glass jar that we could press into service. Only one possibility presented itself.
Dan: "If we went to a hardware store tomorrow, we’d probably find a big glass jar,
but it would cost at least $15, and this way, for the same price, we get two jars of
gefilte fish."
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Margaret: "That’s a plus?"
We left the fish.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
Margaret: 303-817-5592
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
Dan: 303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
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Among the great things about this third-act-trouble move to New York is that I’ve
been able to interview my 89-year-old father, Sy, who lives straight across Central
Park from us, about his life.

Until my whole brain drama, we were getting together once a week, me on the
laptop, him spooling out the emmis. On Saturday we returned to it, and it was great
to be back on the job.
The family lore is great to have written down, and finally to figure out the begats —
“Sam and Dora from Perth Amboy; their oldest was Seena” — but equally fascinating
is what I am learning about changing issues of class, commerce, and ethnicity in a
small, sheltered pocket of the United States before, during, and in the decade and a
half after the Second World War.
Sy was raised in a single-family house in the Weequahic section of Newark, New
Jersey — an enclave so thoroughly Jewish that the public schools closed on Rosh
Hashanah and Yom Kippur. His father, Max, headed out every day in
the Hupmobile to call on thirty delicatessens, hardware stores, and drug stores —
selling sashcord, toilet paper, wax paper. He’d make 50 cents profit on a case of
toilet paper, and called himself Baum Paper Company. As Rod Steiger says in the
classic 1964 film The Pawnbroker, the Jew buys a piece of cloth for a penny, tears it
half, sells each half for a penny, and buys another piece of cloth. That was Max
Baum, my grandfather.
But here’s the thing: Max’s scrappy little one-man company completely protected Sy
from the Great Depression. As Max put it to me once, “I had nothing, so I lost
nothing.” But that only means he had nothing in the stock market to lose in October
1929. He had customers who still needed sashcord and wax paper. Sy lived what
amounted to a middle-class childhood amidst the breadlines and the despair, with a
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Polish made who came in once a week and even washed the Hupmobile. “I saw the
pictures in Life Magazine,” he said. “But it wasn’t my world.”
The other pictures he saw were those of Nazi sturmabteilung beating Jews in the
streets of Germany, but that wasn’t Sy’s world either. The Baums had no family left
in Europe and Sy, cosseted in the warm embrace of Weequahic Newark, didn’t much
identify with the doomed Jews of Europe.
His first venture outside his entirely Jewish world was when, in high school, he paid a
nickel to take the bus to Hawthorn Avenue in downtown Newark. He poked around a
little and took the bus home. Readers of Philip Roth would recognize Sy’s world;
Roth lived around the corner from Sy, and was seven years younger. They didn’t
know each other.
Sy turned 18 three weeks after D-Day, but flat feet kept him out of the war, and
something or other kept almost everybody he knew out of it, too. (The Army didn’t
much care for Jews in those days; maybe that was it.) Sy claims he didn’t know a
single person killed in the war.
So Sy, a Jewish member of the Greatest Generation, was left personally unscathed
by the Great Depression, the Holocaust, and the Second World War — which I find
an amazing testament to a kind of cultural insularity that couldn’t exist today.
Sy grew up knowing that he would go into his father’s business. Same for all his
friends; it was simply what one did. But first, Max sent him to Ohio State University,
and the question why has vexed Sy since we started these interviews. It wasn’t as
though Max or Sy believed that by getting a college education, Sy might venture out
into the larger world of business. Everybody in Weequahic Newark understood that
corporations like US Steel, Chase Manhattan Bank, General Motors and so on were
closed to Jews. Colgate-Palmolive had sponsored the anti-semitic ravings of Father
Coughlin in the thirties; nobody had forgotten that.
And Max was legendarily tight-fisted. “My father never gave a nickel to charity,” Sy
insists, and while Max was willing to part with a dollar a week for Sy’s Bar Mitzvah
lessons, he didn’t join Schley Street Synagogue so the family could pray on Friday
nights and the high holidays, because it cost a few dollars to do so. Yet he came up
with four years’ tuition at Ohio State.
The best explanation Sy can come up with is an inchoate sense, shared by himself
and his parents though never explicitly discussed, that the way to make make a
class jump, to advance into a world beyond the virtual shtetl that was Newark’s
Weequahic Section, was to get a college education. “I think I had a sense that I
wouldn’t be able to attract the kind of woman I wanted to marry if I didn’t go to
college.” (He got that right. My mother went to college — several, in fact, pushed out
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of one after another by the tide of returning soldiers on the GI bill — and took it
seriously.)
Education is a marvelous thing, and Sy’s began the night he arrived in Columbus. He
came down to dinner at his boarding house and smiled at the young soldier sitting
beside him. “You a Jewboy?” the soldier said. "Back where I come from, we hang
Jews and niggers from the same tree.”
Dan
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"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
Apologies for writing “maid” as “made” in yesterday’s dispatch. Remember that
Margaret doesn’t edit these. But it turns out I’m glad for the typo.
Margaret has been extremely solicitous lately; I haven’t washed a dish since my
diagnosis. It’s been lovely in many ways, but schöen genug. Just as, pace Thomas
Jefferson, the tree of liberty must be refreshed from time to time with the blood of
patriots and tyrants, the tree of marriage must be refreshed from time to time with a
good little scolding. Over 29 years, I’ve come to depend on, even crave, Margaret’s
correctives. Just this weekend I told her, “I’ll know I’m really all better when you
get angry at me again.” So it felt like seeing the first robin of spring after a long
winter to have Margaret read Third-Act Trouble yesterday and snap, “Oh, for Christ’s
sake!”
Health update: I’m feeling terrific. Remember that before the surgery, the doc told
me that just digging the thing out of my head could leave me impaired for anywhere
from weeks to forever. So to wake up whole has been positively euphoric. Our entire
married life, Margaret, the Californian, has been the family Buddhist -- always
droning on about the need to “be here now” and maintain an attitude of gratitude. I,
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the Jew from New Jersey, have always believed that if something bad is coming, why
wait to be miserable? Be miserable now! These past couple of weeks, though, I’m
finding that Margaret’s lessons have gotten through. Yes, I have six weeks of chemo
and radiation starting next week that will certainly be a nuisance and may make me
feel awful. But right now I feel like a tiger, and I am weirdly allowing myself to enjoy
it. It’s a little, I don’t know, embarrassing. Like I’m getting soft. Don’t tell anybody
across the river about this; I don’t want to lose my New Jersey privileges.
It’s easy to feel great in New York these days. This is the sweet season, cool and
clear, and several evenings lately, Margaret and I have walked home from work,
which is about three miles, half of it through Central Park. I’m needing less and less
to stop and sit on benches. The New York City Marathon will be this weekend — I’m
skipping it this time, as I have the entire rest of my life — and last night the park
was full of people setting up the finish line.
Aside from a weird tingling on my tongue — which feels like I just drank hot coffee
and which the docs say is nothing about which to worry — and a lingering soreness
on the side of the skull where they broke in and rummaged around, I feel completely
like myself.
Which is actually a big improvement. Now that I think back, I was feeling lousy
weeks before the surgery. If you read back through these missives, I whine about
headaches, fatigue, and other vague complaints. I was also depressed, which was an
entirely new gear for me. One day I even spoke of putting the accordion up on
Craigslist, and to her credit Margaret didn’t rush my laptop into my hands. I’d been
putting all my symptoms down to the big life changes we’d made, but it turns out
one feels better without a lime-sized lump of malevolent tissue squeezing one’s
brains from the inside. Who’d a thought?
Margaret will tell you that in that lead-up period, I’d also stopped being Mr. Eat. I
was rarely hungry and not interested in cooking, which should have been a big red
flag. Then I had all those days lying around hospital beds, and by the end of it, I
weighed about 20 pounds less than I usually do. Now, as Bob Deans would say, my
stomach thinks my throat’s been cut. I’m hungry all the time, and eating like a
stevedore. A big appetite really feels like a churning ball of life in one’s gut.
The docs tell me that I’ll experience fewer side effects of the chemotherapy and
radiation if I get plenty of aerobic exercise, so I’ve started going back to the gym to
lope along on the elliptical machines.
Can we be honest here? I hate going to the gym to lope along on the elliptical
machines. I always have. I’ve done it because it’s good for me, and I’ll do it now
because it’s good for me, but I’m a lazy slug at heart and working out is, for me,
taking medicine.
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So, finally, a downside to having a malignant brain tumor.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th St. #4S
New York, NY 10024
Margaret: 303-817-5592
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
Dan: 303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
Back when we were going to opera in Lincoln Center Square, I saw a poster for an
evening of Zoltán Mága and his Hungarian violin, and something stirred. My
maternal grandfather was Hungarian, and there is something about that blend of
Austro-Hungarian refinement and raw gypsy jazz that has always moved me. I can’t
remember now if I chose seats online — I’ve had a lot on my mind lately — but
when we arrived at Alice Tully Hall in Lincoln Center last night we were astonished to
find ourselves in the front row.
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And even more so to have the evening introduced by the Hungarian ambassador to
the United States, a woman in her forties named Dr. Réka Szemerkényi, who was
fresh, she said, from celebrating Nemzeti ünnep, the national holiday that honors the
Hungarians who tried to throw out the Soviets in 1956.
It was a hilarious and rousing evening of music. Mága is an amazing violinist, but
even more than that, a showman. He looks like a happy little shopkeeper, and while
you can dress him up in a tailcoat and white tie and stick him in a fancy New York
classical-music hall, the whole act reeked of a Budapest tavern with people beating
pewter steins on raw wooden tabletops.
He had about 25 musicians backing him up, including a clarinetist who, I’m sure,
plays smoking klezmer in his other gigs, and hulking player of the cimbalom, the
Hungarian version of the hammered dulcimer, which is Margaret’s instrument. This
guy rocked; it sounded like he was disemboweling an old piano without anesthesia,
at one point with Mága mischievously holding his violin in front of the poor guy’s
eyes so he couldn’t see the strings. I don’t imagine that happens very often in Alice
Tully Hall.
As we say in journalism, Mága put it down where the goats could get it, throwing in
from time to time the classics we associate with Hungarian music — Brahms’s
Hungarian Dance No. 5, Liszt’s Hungarian Rhapsody, and also John Williams’s theme
from the movie Schindler’s List. Many of the pieces would have made great chase
music in a Bugs Bunny cartoon. One was played — with a dozen violins, two cellos,
and a contrabass backing him up — without bows; they plucked every note and it
was like approaching the mandolin god on one’s knees. Another included a stop-time
break that Mága filled with birdcalls he somehow wrested from his violin.
I was reminded of a terrific novel I just read — A Free State by Tom Piazza. It’s
about, among other things, a minstrel band — white men in blackface — in
antebellum Philadelphia. Musicians pretending to be something they’re not — in
Mága’s case, a folk musician pretending to be a class act — and Piazza really gets
across the sheer joy of being a hot musician, which Mága radiated intensely.
At one point, he walked down off the stage while playing and wandered up Row K,
which gave everybody license to pull out phones and take pictures; I missed him in
the audience but here’s what he was like onstage:
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He was both star soloist and conductor of the band, whirling around periodically to
whip them into a frenzy by slashing his bow around like a combination cavalry
saber/baton.

Between songs, he took the microphone to introduce the next, and did so entirely in
Hungarian. At first I thought it was some kind of affectation — uh, dude, you know
you’re in an English-speaking country, right? But listening to the audience respond to
him, I realized that the entire 1,100-person concert hall was packed with
Hungarians. Oh, that’s right. This isn’t Boulder, Colorado. We’re in New York.
The soprano who was supposed to be part of the act didn’t make it because “she
didn’t get her visa in time,” adding a nice gloss of mittel-European ineptitude to the
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evening, but Mága did have six upholstered dancers along to lend to the general air
of chaos. The women wore the pretty skirts, but I thought all the action was in the
men, who did a series of rhythmic-clapping, high-stepping, boot-slapping dances
that brought us to our feet.

No profound third-act-trouble insights in today’s post; just travelogue. Spending a
few months in New York City is a gas.

Dan
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"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." —Clifford Odets
On February 23, 2013, I behaved appallingly.
It was one of those crystal days we often get in winter on the Front Range, just
warm enough for Caleb, Ashley, and I to eat breakfast bundled up on a Denver
coffee-shop patio. Caleb is a young writer I really like. Ashley, his wife whom I was
meeting for the first time, was pregnant. Caleb had been a client of the side business
I ran coaching people through the writing of book and magazine-article proposals,
but beyond that, we’d become friends. He’s smart, energetic, full of good ideas, has
a fine command of the language, and he works hard. I’ve little doubt he has a good
future as a writer ahead of him.
As his elder, yea his mentor, my role was to be nothing but a helpful cheerleader.
But I was in the early stages of third-act trouble at that point, I now realize. Gun
Guys had just been published, and I was in the midst of the nightmarishly polarized
and distorted media aftermath that I describe in this article. All seemed for naught,
and the idea of having to do it all over again — come up with more magazine and
book ideas, write proposals that might rise or fall on their own merits or due to
forces beyond my control — felt at that moment like pushing a big rock up a steep
hill. I’d turned 57 five days before, was too poor and healthy to retire, but bonedeep fed up with the path I had chosen.
Instead of tuning into Caleb and Ashley, I went all me and unloaded on them as dark
a load of discouragement as would be possible to conjure. This is a wretched
business, I told them. The public has the attention span of a fruit fly, editors are
venal bastards, the world of book publishing is full of puffed-up pseudo-intellectuals
who do nothing but go to lunch for a living, and if you do manage to attract any
media attention, it will be more curse than blessing. Caleb bit his lip and kept his
eyes downcast. Ashley glared at me through narrowed lids, an expression of pure
hatred.
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Even as I spoke, I knew I was lost in distortion. Margaret and I had enjoyed
spectacular careers as freelance writers. Three of my four book editors had been
brilliant and had vastly improved my books. Most of the editors with whom I'd
worked at The New Yorker, Rolling Stone, Harper’s, Scientific American and
elsewhere had been excellent. For 26 years, Margaret and I had been able to make
our living entirely as freelancers, which — ask any freelancer — is an achievement
unto itself. We’d enjoyed a tremendous amount of personal freedom and written only
what we wanted to write.
That morning in Denver, though, I focused entirely on the negative and, worse,
poured it like warm slops all over a young couple looking to me for guidance and
encouragement. I’ve met Caleb for a beer a couple of times since, and apologized
like madman, but never saw Ashley again, even to meet their baby. I don’t blame
her.
Some months later, Margaret and I had a party at our house, and another young
Denver writer, Joel, showed up. Joel gathers writers from time to time at various
Denver bars for what he calls his Scribulators Club — they’re fun events — and was
working then on what turned into a good book about the global search for what
makes things funny: The Humor Code. We were leaning on the kitchen counter, and
apparently I began winding up my woe-is-me routine. Joel held up a hand; I got the
sense he’d been briefed by Caleb and was lying in wait for just this moment.
“You know,” he said. “I live in a different world than you. I never knew the ‘good
times’ you talk about. This is the only world for writers I know, and I don’t really
need you to tell me that everything sucks now.”
A trap door opened under my feet. Fifteen minutes ago, I was Caleb or Joel, a young
writer with lots to say and both the energy and optimism to throw myself into the
fight. Now I was a bitter old man mourning the “good old days” and reviling the
ever-present present like a crotchety old cliché. What happened?
Today’s third-act trouble lesson: When you’re in the dark hole — which is
occasionally unavoidable -- stay away from young people. Or, better still, reverse
the controls and draw their energy toward you instead of the other way around. The
young owe us nothing; we owe them everything. Caleb and Joel are trying to walk a
path that has made Margaret and me enormously happy and I blew the chance to be
of service to them. It’s a mistake I’ll try hard not to make again.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
1650 Lombardy Drive
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From the Margaret desk: I wrote in Friday’s post, just warm enough for Caleb,
Ashley, and I to eat breakfast bundled up on a Denver coffee-shop patio, and made
a classic mistake. It should have been just warm enough for Caleb, Ashley,
and me to eat…. My profound apologies.
I overcorrected: a rookie blunder. We’ve been taught incorrectly along the way that
somehow “I” is more proper than “me,” and I fell into the trap. If you strip Caleb and
Ashley out of the sentence, it wouldn’t make sense to write, just warm enough for I
to eat on the patio. Perhaps I am overreacting to an outbreak of people saying
things like, “Me and my brother went to the beach.” Somehow, the “me and”
construction has insinuated itself even into the speech of educated people, and I
hate it, old-school churl that I am.
But that doesn’t excuse my error on Friday, of which Margaret assured me in no
uncertain terms.
In related business, here’s a tough one for me: Arkansas’s plan to legalize marijuana
have been stopped by the state attorney general because of “errors of grammar,
punctuation and spelling” in the wording of the proposed law. As some of you know,
my first book was about the politics of drug prohibition and I’ve been an ardent
supporter of legalization for years. On the other hand, an important component of
my self-esteem is wrapped up in being a niggling nuisance about grammar,
punctuation, and spelling. Among the complaints of Attorney General Leslie Rutledge
was that the phrase, "Any person eighteen (18) years of age and older” should have
been “18 years of age or older.” Right on, Leslie. But on the other hand, if you can
get marijuana legalization through the legislature of Arkansas, of all places, don’t
blow the chance.
We did a very Margaret thing on Saturday; we found the highest point in
Manhattan — 266.5 feet above sea level — at the corner of 178th Street and Fort
Washington Avenue.
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Margaret has long aspired to the climb the highest peaks in low-lying places —
Florida, Bangladesh, and so on. Doing so would afford such rich boasting
opportunities at so little effort.
After such an arduous ascent, we needed sustenance, so went to what we were told
was “the best tapas place in New York” which happened to be right nearby. We had
croquettes of ham and of bacalao — that salt cod of which I’m so fond. Mediocre, but
at least they were expensive.
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But then we discovered some really good eat — the Dominican version of a tamal.
They call it a pastel, which in Mexican Spanish means a cake -- usually a gaudy,
over-frosted affair for a kid’s birthday. A Dominican pastel differs from a
Mexican tamal in that the masa — the doughy substance surrounding the filling — is
made of mashed cooked plantains instead of cornmeal mixed with lard. Also, the
Mexicans cook their tamales wrapped in corn husks, and the Dominicans traditionally
cook theirs wrapped in plantain leaves.
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These, served al fresco from a shopping cart, were wrapped in waxed paper, but no
matter.

It was a beautiful green, soft and hot.
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The pastel lady was putting stripes of ketchup, mayonnaise, and hot sauce on most
customers’, but we had ours plain, in the interests of scientific rigor.
It was soft like a tamal, and the mashed plantain gave it a unique, banana-like flavor
that went really well with the chicken filling. A thoroughly delicious snack at $3, or
two for $5. The hospital at which I’ll be having my head irradiated during the next
six weeks is in the heart of Dominican New York, so I expect I’ll be wolfing down a
lot of these in the weeks to come. And it lets me use my Spanish, which I really
enjoy. Spoken with the tip of the tongue and the back of the teeth, Spanish
feels good in the mouth the way French does. Human Rights Watch is paying for us
to take Spanish lessons, to limber it back up before the move to Mexico City. I’ve let
mine lapse the past few weeks, but am looking forward to getting back on the horse.
Joking around with food vendors in Spanish is a great joy.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
1650 Lombardy Drive
Boulder, CO 80304
303-917-5024 Dan
danbaum@me.com
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets

During my entire childhood in New Jersey and during three different periods of living
in New York City, I’d hear of people going to the Cloisters, and in the manner of
most New Yorkers, I avoided the place as I did the Statue of Liberty and the top of
the Empire State Building — as baubles for the bridge-and-tunnel people.
I always thought the Cloisters was an old convent turned into some kind of museum
with nice gardens, so perhaps it’s understandable that when I last lived in New York,
as a twenty-something, I was more interested in looking for that really attractive
courtroom artist I met at the Red Bar and whose phone number I failed to obtain
than I was in strolling around the gardens of an old convent. (Never found her.)
Turns out, the Cloisters is a well-nigh hallucinogenic place with a fascinating history
that we learned from a nice man named Van, who was sitting on a bench
overlooking the river. “I used to be warden of Fort Tryon park,” in which the
Cloisters sits, he told us. “What do you want to know?” An American sculptor born in
1863 named George Gray Barnard, Van said, spent his life collecting medieval
artwork and actual chunks of buildings, with an eye toward giving young American
artists the chance to see what their European forebears had achieved. He opened a
museum on Fort Washington Avenue, up in the narrow shankbone of northern
Manhattan, in 1914.
Eleven years later, John D. Rockefeller bought the collection, and donated 56 acres
of land right nearby, on the high bluff overlooking the Hudson River, for what
became Fort Tryon Park. For the collection itself, an architect named Charles Collens
incorporated the pieces of buildings Barnard had collected into a kind of medieval
mashup of a museum that takes the visitor from the Romanesque (1000-1150)
through the Gothic period (1150–1520).
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Around the same time, Rockefeller bought 700 acres of the New Jersey Palisades
across the river just to protect from development the view from the Cloisters — this
in addition to J. Pierpont Morgan’s 1901 purchase of twelve miles of the Palisades to
protect it from excessive quarrying. Rockefeller even paid that Catholic girls’ school
in the picture below to match its roof tiles to those of the Cloisters, just to make the
view the more harmonious. Those were some one-percenters we had in those days.

Fort Tryon is named for the last British civil governor of Manhattan. “We didn’t
change it to an American name, because we Americans are the most magnanimous
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people in the world,” Van said. He was painting a water-color of the river as we
spoke. “Yeah, I’m trying to get back to life.” He suffers from depression, he said, and
is getting tired of it.

The museum itself is an eye-popper. Regular readers know I’m not much for
organized religion, but that whole Jesus thing really inspired some terrific artwork.
This church painting of a dragon, from the year 1200, struck us as wildly modernist.
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What really made the day, though, was that when I was diagnosed, our Argentine
friend Silvia, in California, said, “if there’s anything I can do,” and, greedy bastard
that I am, I'd seized upon the moment. Silvia makes the platonic ideal of empanada
— ground beef, onions, olives, raisins, and hard-boiled egg in a flaky baked crust.
New York is full of empanadas — either fried in the Dominican manner or baked in
the Argentine/Chilean manner — but I haven’t found a good one yet. Nothing is
more comforting than one of Silvia’s empanadas, so, knowing full well that she has a
hard job as a neo-natal nurse and a paucity of spare time, I invoked whatever
provision of the law allows one to make a wildly unreasonable request when issued a
wildly unreasonable diagnosis, and flat-out asked her to make me a batch and Fed
Ex them pronto. She immediately set about the task, they arrived safely, and
Margaret and I baked a couple before heading to the Cloisters for our mid-morning
snack.
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Thank you, Silvia.
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
This is not necessarily the headline that a 59-year-old Jew with a fresh malignant
brain tumor wants to find on the front page of his morning paper.
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Especially one who rarely went to college classes, spent all his book money on
reefer, and graduated with a 2.4 grade-point average... talk about poorly educated.
This was the column-one lede in Tuesday’s New York Times.
Unlike every other age and ethnic group in the United States, the death rate among
middle-aged white Americans who haven’t finished college is rising instead of falling,
according to two Princeton economists, one of whom won the Nobel Prize for
economics in October. Middle-aged Hispanics are doing better than these folks, and
while blacks of this age group still die at a greater rate, the gap is closing. What’s
killing middle-aged white Americans isn’t heart disease, diabetes, or cancer, but
suicide and the health effects of excessive alcohol and drug use. This is an extremely
stressed population.
Middle-aged white Americans who haven’t finished college is a group with which I
have some experience: That is precisely the heart of the gun-buying demographic.
Some of you may know that I spent eighteen months immersed in armed America,
driving about 15,000 miles around the United States asking gun owners how and
why firearms are important to them in order to write Gun Guys: A Road Trip. As a
member of two mutually hostile tribes — I’m a liberal Democrat gun owner — I’d
spent decades listening to both sides make wildly presumptuous and self-serving
assertions about Americans who own guns, but rarely had I ever heard
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anybody ask gun owners themselves why guns are so important to them, and that
was the gap I attempted to fill. Knowing that I look a lot more like a liberal Jewish
Democrat from New Jersey than a gun guy, I obtained a Colorado concealed-carry
permit — valid in 29 other states as well — strapped on a 1956 Colt Detective
Special .38, and began every conversation with, “Hey, I’m looking for a better
holster for this old Colt.” Worked like a charm. An NRA cap is thin camouflage;
nothing says “gun guy” like a loaded handgun.
The firearm industry trade group slices and dices its numbers from every conceivable
direction, and the people who buy the most guns are middle-aged straight white
rural men who haven’t finished college. For those of you who don’t like guns, good
news: Twentysomethings hardly ever buy them. Young people want to be digital,
and guns are the opposite. It’s possible that gun culture as we know it will shrink
over the next couple of decades on its own accord.
But those undereducated middle-aged white guys are a tough nut. And it isn’t hard
to see why something as powerful as a firearm would appeal to them. These guys
haven’t experienced a wage increase since 1978; they have been left entirely out of
all the economic expansion the US has enjoyed since Jimmy Carter was president.
Perhaps as painful, when they were children, all our cultural heroes were straight
white men, and now, about the least cool thing you can be is a straight white man.
Everybody has more caché — women, blacks, immigrants, Hispanic, gays…. Again
and again, the people I met on my travels spoke, in one way or the other, of being
the soul of what built America and then tossed on the ash-heap. Now it turns out
they’re literally dying from the stress.
One doesn’t even have to shoot a gun to experience the power it bestows. Just
handling one can make a man feel taller in his shoes. And shooting — especially
shooting well — is enormously empowering. It’s visceral, and it’s real; even newbies
experience it. In a funny way, the sense of power comes not from the knowledge
that you can “blow everybody away.” The power comes from knowing you can do
that, but not doing it. To own something as massively lethal as a firearm and live
alongside it safely is a kind of Zen practice in which gun owners take a great deal of
pride.
But it goes beyond the visceral. The National Rifle Association — a hideous,
dishonest, and predatory organization — sells gun owners the bubbameisa that they
are the last bulwark against tyranny. An armed citizenry, goes the line, cannot be
subjugated, and I found this a deeply held belief wherever I went. To this stressed,
forgotten-feeling population, owning a firearm is to be a bit player in American
history, a soldier in waiting, keeping us free.
The problem with this NRA line is that it’s not entirely nonsense. I have lived in
countries in which the only people with firearms are the Army and police, and it feels
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different in a way that I suspect most of you wouldn’t like. To those who say that a
ragtag bunch of fat old white guys with rifles would be no match for the might of the
US Army, a one-word reminder: Vietnam. The mighty US military used everything it
had up through napalm and B-52s, and still got its ass kicked by people with little
more than small arms. Yes, it’s hard to imagine tyranny descending on the United
States and an armed citizenry needing to rise up and reassert our freedoms. But
that’s always true wherever it happens, and it happens just often enough to sustain
the gun-guy belief.
The point here is not to argue the validity of the gun-guy argument, but to
remember that it is real, deeply felt, and of enormous importance to a demographic
that we now know is literally dying from the stress of being who they are. So when
the Democrats come along talking about taking away the one thing that makes these
people feel relevant and powerful, it’s not difficult to understand why they’d reject
everything the Dems have to say — about women’s rights, climate change, taxes,
immigration and on and on. This is why I was so eager to warn my fellow
Democrats, as we go into this next election cycle, that they’re blowing the chance to
make real progress against gun violence and they risk continuing to alienate
precisely the working Americans the Democratic Party was organized to serve. Only
the haplessness of the Republican presidential field gives me hope for the White
House. In large part because of the donkey party’s insistence on clinging to its tired
old ways of thinking about guns, though, get ready to live with speaker Ryan for a
long time.
Dan
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1650 Lombardy Drive
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
From time to time, an auto maker will pull a car from the line and put it through
some brutally rough driving to make sure it holds up. The Federal Reserve does the
same with banks, simulating crises to assess their strength. These are often called,
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“stress tests.” Margaret and I deploy one of our own to gauge the strength of our
marriage: ballroom dancing.
For years, we have tried to touch-dance together, and it rarely goes well. I came of
age in the seventies, which seems to have permanently impaired my ability to do
something as chauvinistic as leading a woman in dancing. My arms go flaccid and I
fail to command. Margaret, sevenites-acculturated feminist that she is, then steps
into the breach and tries to take over, which reminds me that I should be leading,
and the whole thing goes to hell. We usually end what should be a romantic night of
dancing cheek to cheek crabby and sullen.
But we keep at it. In February, we met Sy and Judi

in Fort Lauderdale, boarded the Queen Victoria,
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and sailed to Los Angeles through the Panama Canal.

It was a dreamy eighteen days in every respect, not least because, like all Cunard
ships we’ve sailed, the Queen Victoria was full of ballroom dancing clubs from all
over the world who gather on cruises to make the nighty balls an utter delight.

Margaret and I took the daily ballroom dancing class, taught by two irritable
Ukrainians (is there any other kind?) and it went pretty well.
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Late one night, we waltzed without music all the way around Deck 9 — the one that
goes a third of a mile around the whole ship. If you don’t think it’s romantic to waltz
around the deck of an ocean liner in the warm Caribbean moonlight, you have some
self-examination to do.
But we also took a precaution, and signed up for the daily fencing lessons...
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...on the theory that if we were going to try to merengue together, we should also
learn to fight each other with swords.
Right next door to the Empire State Building a few weeks ago, we saw a door
marked DanceSport, and making our way up four floors in a grimy elevator found a
delightful little dance studio that was offering a free introductory class on Tuesday.

We tried it out this week. Our teacher was a surprisingly cheerful Russian named
Bella who refreshed our waltz and salsa without anybody getting hurt.
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DanceSport offers private 30-minute lessons for only $20 a couple. We’re on it. But
please keep in mind that one of us might call one evening asking to sleep on your
couch.
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Sy took business and accounting classes at Ohio State. “If I’d tried to take an arthistory class, Max would have said, ‘You can’t make a living with art history.’” He
wasn’t going to make a living with his business and accounting classes, either, of
course. He was going home to work in his father’s toilet-paper business. Whether or
not that was what he wanted out of life barely crossed his mind. It’s what was.
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Sy was president of his all-Jewish fraternity and had a good time at college, but what
seems mostly to have stuck with him was a little piece of doggerel: “Spring is here,
the flowers riz, I wonder where Sy Baum is.” I remember him coming out
spontaneously with that from time to time when I was growing up, but I never knew
the story behind it. Turns out, a black man used to come around the fraternity to
shine shoes, and one day he left that scrap of verse on a piece of paper pinned to a
tree outside the frat house.
Sy seems to have befriended this man in some manner. And that points to a
character trait to which I literally owe my life.
In 1946, he accompanied his parents to the Throckmorton Hotel in Loch Arbor, on
the New Jersey shore — a grand, white, early 20th-century firetrap of a hotel with
big rocking chairs on the porch and thick white tablecloths in the dining room. It
welcomed Jews.
In the summer of 1946, Sy saw a pretty, dark-haired young lady in the lobby and
asked her out for the fourth of July. She told him no; she already had a date.
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In the elevator, though, she confessed to her mother that she didn’t really. She was
simply embarrassed to admit to him that she didn’t have a date for the Fourth and
it’s too bad, because that Sy fellow is kind of cute.
I’m quite sure she didn’t even see the man operating the elevator; such people were
invisible then. Sy, though, had not only seen him, he’d chatted him up and
befriended him. So the next time Sy got in the elevator, he told Sy what he’d heard,
and Sy was able to use that intelligence to get that pretty lady to watch the
fireworks with him.
She became my mother, née Audrey Goldberger. I’m sorry I don’t have an old
picture of her on my laptop here; the best I can do is this cropped, fuzzy blowup
from 1965 that I can’t seem to make larger. But as you can see, my mother was a
beautiful woman. Smart, too.

This business about Audrey’s coquettish fib was a favorite family story, always told
on Audrey. But now I’m coming to see that it is as much a story about Sy, for being
the kind of guy who would see invisible people — an elevator operator, a black
shoeshine man — and befriend them to such a degree that they’d write verse about
him or help him get the girl. It’s a trait that would come to play a large role in his
life, and in mine.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
1650 Lombardy Drive
Boulder, CO 80304
303-917-5024 Dan
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
303-817-5592 Margaret
megknox@me.com
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Health update: One week of radiation and chemo is behind me, and I’m still feeling
great. The chemo is nothing but an anti-nausea pill every night and then, half an
hour later, three little capsules of a drug called Temodar that is one of the few able
to sneak past the brain-blood barrier. It’s the radiation treatments that are trippy.
For one thing, Margaret and I go in opposite directions, which doesn’t often happen.
That’s her, at 7:15 a.m., on the downtown side of the No. 1 train,

while I take the 1 uptown to 168th Street and Broadway, and enter the original
Presbyterian Hospital building among the most high.
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Being a modern patient is like being a prisoner of war; you give your name, rank,
and serial number often. Everybody I encounter asks me for my full name and date
of birth, so in future, please refer to me as Daniel Baum Two Eighteen Fifty-Six.
Janet, though, who checks me in, calls me “Sweetheart." (Since you asked, her 24year-old daughter, Ikema, is giving her fits “acting like a damn teenager.”) I get a
fresh computer-printed wristband every day.
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After a short wait, either Errol or Marguerite comes to check my wristband, ask my
name and date of birth, and take me back,
,
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and then it’s Welcome to the Machine. Errol and Marguerite are enormously
comforting people. They manage to hit the sweet spot — cheerful without being
overly chatty, calmly competent without being grim.
I always take the precaution of checking the monitor attached to the machine to
make sure my name is up. My radiation oncologist, Tony Wang, has designed my
treatment — how much radiation from which precise angles — and programmed it
into the computer. I don’t want to get the programs designed for Esther Weintraub,
Sixto Rodriguez, or anybody else. The point of this exercise is to get at any lingering
cancer cells without doing damage, and it turns out that sending high-energy
radiation through one’s brain contains some inherent risks.
A couple of weeks ago, Dr. Wang’s resident draped warm, semi-molten plastic over
my face to make this mask, which locks my head in place. It’s not painful, and in
fact is rather comforting; I don’t have to worry if I’m holding still enough.
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Errol and Marguerite buckle me in and leave the room.
Then the machine starts to move. Through the plastic mesh I can sense it rotating,
though mostly I keep my eyes closed. When it stops moving, there a Buck Rogers
ray-gun sound buzzes for about sixty seconds — the photons shooting in. I get five
shots in all; it takes much longer for the machine — and even the table on which I lie
— to move into position each time than for the radiation to shoot. Each shot is from
a different angle, and here's the weird part: Two of the angles produce white flashes
of light behind my closed eyelids. It’s like I’m finally getting the psilocybin flashbacks
they’ve been promising me all these years.
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In fifteen minutes, my brain is done to a turn. If my treatment appointment is at
8:00, I’m usually at the office by 9:10.
It’s a snap. Nausea and fatigue might show up after another week, but then again,
they might not. Five more weeks and I’ll be done with this and chemo. A month
later, they’ll do an MRI and we’ll know what I’m in for. But I’m still weirdly able not
to live bummers until they happen, so for the moment we’re having a good time.
Rosa’s in town! I’m typing this on Saturday on a bus to Philadelphia with Rosa and
Margaret; we’re on our way to the wedding of the son of one of my oldest friends.
Margaret and I have tickets for six plays in the next three weeks. And the work gets
more fascinating and satisfying by the day. So if you were inclined to worry about
me, don’t. If that changes, I’ll let you know.
Dan
Dan Baum
175 West 87th Street
Apt. 4S
New York, NY 10024
303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
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Now I have a real problem.
I didn’t like undergoing male pattern baldness the way other men do. First it was a
bald spot, and the next thing I knew I looked like my Uncle Sidney, with that
pathetic old-Jewish-man swath of hair around the back.

So I tried different lengths, from Mao-head,
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to Dilbert’s boss,

and even experimented with the full Larry,
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but none of them looked good.
Then our friend Leslie got, yes, a glioblastoma,

and in preparation for his treatment, shaved his head. In solidarity, I did too.
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Immediately, everybody I ran into said, “Hey! You’ve been working out! You look
great!” All the benefits of the gym with no time on that damned elliptical machine; I
knew I was onto something. I bought a HeadBlade,

and for three years, I was one of those buff, egg-bald bucks you see strutting about.
This thing then came along,
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And even though plucking out 36 titanium staples and a few weeks of healing has
calmed things down considerably,
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I still have a raised ridge that impedes road work up top. So I’m back to looking like
Uncle Sidney.
Maybe I’ll get lucky and the chemo/radiation will make it all fall out and I’ll look like
a stud again.
Housekeeping note: Some of you have apologized for emailing me, suggesting that I
made that somehow verboten. It was just when I was going into surgery that I didn’t
want to wake to an enormous in-box to which I needed to respond. I love hearing
from all of you, though I might not reply to every email because — I don’t know if
I’ve mentioned this — I now have a job.
Love to you all,
Dan

Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
1650 Lombardy Drive
Boulder, CO 80304
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Of all the skills I’ve developed as a journalist, the one I value most is the ability to
type fast. I can type as fast as anybody can talk, which means I can interview with
my laptop in my hands and end up with a beautiful word-for-word transcript of the
conversation, right down to regionalisms, verbal idiosyncrasies, and so on.*
I started this when working on my first book, Smoke and Mirrors, in 1993. Back
then, laptops were kind of new, and a little intimidating. I’d open my laptop and
some interviewees would recoil a bit. Somehow, typing the interview felt more to
them like casting it in stone than if I’d been scribbling with a pen.
So I developed a technique I use to this day: “What I’d like to do when we’re
through is email you my notes. That way, if I got anything wrong, or if there’s
anything you wish you hadn’t said, we can fix the problem right away.” That makes
the laptop their friend, not their enemy.
When I tell other reporters that I do this, they’re horrified. They’re afraid that the
interviewee will take back “the good stuff” — the juicy quote, the momentary
indiscretion. But here’s the thing:
Maybe five percent of the people I’ve interviewed have looked at the notes and
called to revise them. And when they do, it’s not a problem but an opportunity. Say
the person says, “That story I told you about the Ratchett Club; you can’t use that.”
That gives me an opening to ask, “Why not?”
And suddenly, we’re talking about the nature of that club, the culture of silence that
surrounds it, the social expectations that come with being a member. We’ve gone
down a floor or two in the edifice of truth, and we’re getting at better stuff than a
mere indiscreet line spoken offhand. What usually happens is I get a truer story than
I’d had before, and the interviewer is comfortable with it. It’s important to me that
the people I interview read my stuff and like it. I don’t want anybody feeling burned.
When you get every word, the damnedest things appear. I’d noticed, when
interviewing around New Orleans for my daily New Yorker column and for Nine
Lives, that some New Orleanians would say, “We’re going to meet for six o’clock”
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instead of “We’re going to meet at six o’clock.” But it wasn’t until I was working with
all my notes on Nine Lives that I noticed that it’s those who live upriver of Canal
Street who use the more American “at six o’clock,” and those downriver of Canal
who use the New Orleanian “for six o’clock.” It’s an uptown-downtown thing. It
doesn’t mean much, but I found it kind of cool.
Yesterday afternoon after work, Camille, the cheerful Jamaican receptionist at the
Empire State Building gym, asked me why Margaret wasn’t with me. (We get that a
lot if we’re not together — from the doormen in our apartment building, at work,
even from an old man who holds court in a beach chair on 86th Street between our
apartment and the subway.) I told Camille that Margaret now works out in the
mornings, and she said, “Oh. I get here for twelve o’clock.”

Turns out, “for twelve o’clock" is a Jamaican thing, too. New Orleans, of course, is
deeply bound up with the Caribbean. (If the subject interests you, I highly
recommend Ned Sublette’s The World That Made New Orleans. Fabulous.) I
associate New Orleans more with Cuba and Haiti, but maybe the switch of
preposition from “at” to “for” when discussing time is pan-Caribbean — yet another
fascinating thing about which to go learn.
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Camille does her hair herself, by the way. There’s a blue sponge doughnut in there.
She says it’s easy.
Dan
*Pro tip: To teach yourself to type fast enough to interview, watch a movie with your
laptop open and try to keep up with the dialogue. Then progress to having your
laptop open when hanging out with friends. It won’t take long.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
1650 Lombardy Drive
Boulder, CO 80304
303-917-5024 Dan
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
I got a little ahead of myself in my last story about Sy. He met Audrey in 1948, not
1946. To back up a beat, Sy moved home from Ohio State to Newark in 1946 to live
with his parents in his childhood home on Keer Avenue, and, as he expected, went to
work for his father, Max.
Every morning, Sy and Max drove to the Weequahic Diner for danish and coffee, and
then to their 5,000 square feet of rented space at Building Number 9 at Bush
Terminal in Brooklyn, where Sy, in jeans and workshirt, would load an 81-inch-wide
roll of toilet paper onto a spindle, and from that manufacture 17 individually wrapped
rolls with a store’s brand on the wrapping.
I asked Sy if this is what he wanted to do, and his face took that faraway expression
that it often does when describing his early life. “It didn’t occur to me to ask that,”
he said. “It was set in stone; I was going into my father’s business.” The sixties
hadn’t yet happened, remember. The Weequahic section of Newark could have been
Anatevka or any schtetl in the Pale of Settlement.
It was Max’s partner, Harry Blickstein, who wore beautiful suits and made the sales
calls, driving all over the northeast to sell cases of store-branded toilet paper. Max
called himself “the inside man,” stolid at his desk, checking over the insurance policy
and phone bills. It didn’t take Blickstein long to realize that he was making all the
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money for the company, and he broke with Max. Sy and Max moved to a new factory
in Chatham, New Jersey, and started calling themselves Chatham Tissue.
Sy and Audrey married in 1948 and took the train to the Grand Canyon and Los
Angeles for their honeymoon. “We saw things in California we’d never imagined.
Drive-in restaurants. Single-story houses. Oh, we loved it,” Sy said. “But we never
said to each other, ‘Let’s stay here.’ Never even thought of moving there. We didn’t
even discuss it between ourselves because it was inconceivable to leave Max’s
business and move that far from our parents."
When Sy returned, it was to the same model that Max’s business had always
pursued — convince a department store that it needed its own brand of toilet paper,
manufacture the rolls, and wrap them in custom-printed labels. Only now Sy wasn’t
a factory worker; he was the new Blickstein, in charge of sales. “I went to see Mrs.
Shea at Muir’s Department in East Orange,” he remembers. "I went in and she
bought 25 cases of toilet tissue, five of each color. Then I got Kresge in Newark and
Bambergers, and then B. Altman in New York.” Max was adamant that the old way
was the only way: Buy something for a $1.00 and sell it for $1.05 — the ancient
Jewish model: buy a piece of cloth for a penny, tear it in half, sell each half for a
penny, and buy another piece of cloth.
So that it was a goy named Bun Twynam who changed Sy's life that makes this next
moment so rich. Twynam was the buyer for B. Altman, a prestigious New York
department store. “See my desk?” he told Sy. "It’s perfectly clean. I don’t have to
worry about buying fom Relvon. I have flunkies to do that. I go to a ball game with
big guys.”
Sales, he instructed the achingly young, sheltered, skinny Sy, is
about relationships. You have to make people like you. You have to have a story to
tell. You have to be different. Otherwise, you’re just an order-taker. And an order
taker is not a salesman.
Bun Twynam’s words unleashed the natural salesman in Sy — the guy who had such
a story to tell that it overflowed from him onto invisible people like the black
shoeshine man at Ohio State and the elevator operator at the Throckmorton. Sy
unlocked that personality and caught fire as a salesman. But it came with a price.
Now, when Sy called Hack Wexler, the buyer at Marshall Field in Chicago, they spent
the first five minutes telling each other jokes. This was in an era, remember, when
one booked a long-distance call with the operator, and the meter ran fast. Max,
whose entire life was “checking the phone bill,” couldn’t fathom the profligacy of
using long-distance time to tell jokes. Sy would be laughing into the phone, oiling up
Hack to make a bigger sale, and Max would stand in the doorway with his fists balled
at his side, scowling ferociously at Sy.
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It didn’t take long for Sy to come to the same conclusion that Blickstein had — that
he was making all the money for the company, that Max did nothing but hold
everybody back, and that the exit beckoned. For the first time, he began imagining a
life beyond working in the business his father built. “If you leave him, it’ll kill him,”
his sister Gladys told him. “If I don’t,” Sy replied, “It’ll kill me.”
There’s a reason I’m telling you all this….
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
1650 Lombardy Drive
Boulder, CO 80304
303-917-5024 Dan
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
303-817-5592 Margaret
megknox@me.com
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
My brother, Andy, remains correct that New Yorkers are good at the courteous art of
leaving each other alone. I’m now riding three subways a day, and am impressed at
how so many strangers can pack themselves so tightly together in peace. In modern
times, they have extra help ignoring each other; they stare at their phones. Many
sections of the New York City subway have wifi. The vertically folded newspaper of
yore is a rare sight.
But while New Yorkers go within, I make it a point always to make eye contact with
the person either sitting or standing next to me, and saying, “Good morning.” Even I
am surprised at how often people make eye contact and smile back. I’ll usually find
some pretense to start a conversation and almost never am I rebuffed. This speaks
well for the sanity and the public skills of New Yorkers. They can be small for the
benefit of those around them, but they also retain appetite for human contact and,
in a safe place like a crowded subway, seem to welcome conversation.
Remember the New York Times article I mentioned a few posts back about middleaged whites dying at a surprisingly high rate? As I was reading it, I nudged the
young black man next to me, pointed to the headline, and said, “You seen this?”
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He was thin, with a scraggly beard, big sunglasses, and earbuds — by all
appearances, a million miles away. But he instantly whipped off the glasses, plucked
out the earbuds, and said, “Yeah! I been trippin’ on that, readin’ over your shoulder!
What’s it say?”
I gave him a 25-word summary. “I thought we was the ones supposed to be dyin’!”
he laughed. He threw up his hands in comic surrender to an armed cop, “Middleaged white lives matter!” Then we pulled into 125th Street, and, laughing, off he
got.
On a particularly packed downtown A train, on Wednesday, I found myself cheek by
jowl with Victor.

Victor grew up in Fort Washington, the far-uptown neighborhood where stands the
hospital I visit every morning, and he has lived in New York all his life. He’s now a
line producer at Fox News, editing raw footage into coherent stories, and also
managing its video archive.
I started our conversation the way I often do with subway strangers, on the positive
note of how much more pleasant the city is now than it was when I last lived here in
1982.
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“Well, that’s complicated,” Victor said. “It’s more pleasant for you. And more
pleasant, I’ll admit, for me. But for a lot of people, it’s tougher.”
“Yeah, yeah, I get it; it’s a lot more expensive, and geared a lot more for the rich,” I
said. “But in 1982, you and I wouldn’t have been talking together on the subway.”
“That may be true,” he allowed. “What worries me is the loss of distinct
neighborhoods. I grew up in Fort Washington when it was very Dominican. It’s still
that to a degree, but less so. Harlem was black; less so now.” A kid growing up in a
neighborhood like that had identity, and knew who he was, Victor said. Those
neighborhoods had history, tradition, their own foods and holidays.
And even that is complicated he went on, "because we also used to call those
places ghettos.” For a while we were all about integration, he said. “Now we call it
diversity. But what does diversity mean? That every neighborhood contains
everybody and no place in the city has a distinct ethnic identity? Or that we’re a city
of equal but distinct neighborhoods?”
We were practically shouting at each other now, because the A train was making
what I call its Great Leap Forward — a non-stop run from 125th Street, the center of
Harlem, to 59th Street, in midtown, and the racket of a fast-moving subway is
impressive. The A train traditionally connected the Bedford-Stuyvesant neighborhood
in Brooklyn — where blacks lived — with Harlem. It was the colored-man's way
through New York, which is probably why Duke Ellington wrote a song about it.
Victor and I had a good time talking to each other. Too good, actually; I forgot my
New York manners.
“Enough!” a female voice to my left suddenly shouted. “Talk with your mouth, fine,
but leave your hands out of it. You’ve knocked me in the head, the shoulder, the
breast. Enough.”
I apologized to the young blonde woman fuming up at me. “Well," she said, "watch it
going forward.”
Talk with my mouth but not my hands? Never occurred to me. Least of all in New
York. But, as the lady says, I will watch it going forward.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
1650 Lombardy Drive
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
For Audrey, the woman who would become my mother, marriage was initially
something of a mixed blessing. She loved Sy, certainly, but becoming a married
woman surprised her by constricting her life in precisely the way that Betty Friedan
would document fifteen years later in The Feminine Mystique. You’re not hearing
Audrey’s voice here because she died of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis — Lou Gehrig’s
disease — in 2003, before it occurred to me to subject her to the weekly
interrogation that Sy is enduring.
When Sy and Audrey met, she was 21 and had a good job at the advertising agency
Young & Rubicam. Every day she commuted from her parents’ apartment in North
Bergen, New Jersey, across the Hudson River to New York, where her job, in
customer relations, involved a lot of going to lunch with radio-station managers and
being charming, at which Audrey excelled. But she was out in the world, using the
brain she’d honed at Cornell, Connecticut College, and ultimately the University of
Michigan, earning her own money. The Jack Benny Show was one of Y&R’s clients,
and Audrey even got to meet Jack Benny once. She loved that job; I remember her
talking about it.
When Sy presented her at Rutt’s Hut, a North Bergen burger joint, with the ring on
which Max had gotten a deal from a guy he knew, Audrey was as thrilled as any
newly betrothed. But then her mother ordered her to quit her job. First, there was
"so much to do" — shopping for the trousseau, shopping for furniture for the garden
apartment in Orange that they planned to occupy. (Max had decreed that
Morristown, their first choice, was too far away from Newark.) But mostly, my
maternal grandmother, Esther, wanted Audrey to stop working because Audrey was
about to become a married woman, and for a married woman to work was
a shanda.
Audrey went along. Every morning, Sy drove to Chatham in his red Chevy
convertible, leaving Audrey in the garden apartment, alone, without a car, and with
nothing to do but talk to Eileen Schreiber in the next apartment and maybe walk to
Herbie’s Grocery on the corner. “It didn’t occur to us to talk, even among ourselves,
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about whether this was the life we wanted,” Sy says — and says, and says. I, a child
of the sixties and seventies, keep asking him in our weekly sessions about what he
and Audrey wanted, but that wasn’t even part of their vocabulary in the late forties.
Audrey keep working? Stay in Los Angeles? Move to Morristown? None of it was even
discussed by this young, healthy, educated, newly married couple. They lived by the
dictates of their parents.
“Audrey became kind of resentful,” Sy says. “But she wasn’t angry at Max or me or
her mother. She started wondering about herself. She never said, ‘I wish I hadn’t
quit my job,’ but I know she was thinking it.”
Sy started taking her along on his sales trips. “Providence, Buffalo, Syracuse. And
this is before the Interstates. She’d sit in the car while I went in. We’d stay in little
motor courts with cabins.” That period was a lot of fun, Sy remembers. They knew
that children were coming without even discussing it. “Everybody had children. It
was what you did.”
Married in April 1949, they were parents by September 1950 — my oldest brother,
Andy. After Michael was born in 1952, they moved to a single-family home in West
Orange, which was a big step up. Sy was making $100 a week at the time, which
was pretty good money. Now that she had a toddler and a newborn to occupy her
time joyfully, Audrey felt somewhat less like a caged animal.
But Sy was developing skills of his own. He was tumbling to Rule Number One for
the married man: Keep the wife happy, even if it means standing up to the tyranny
of the parents. Max had decreed, several times, that Audrey did not need a car. It
wasn’t like she was making sales calls to sell toilet paper; a car for a woman was a
luxury that Sy couldn’t afford, Max insisted.
In 1953, in what amounts to the first time that Sy defied his father on something
big, Sy spent a week’s pay on a 1945 Plymouth with a stick shift and gave it to his
intelligent, beautiful, eager wife.
“She drove that car everywhere,” Sy remembers. “To the end of her life, she said
that nothing I gave her in the next fifty years equaled that crappy old car.”
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
1650 Lombardy Drive
Boulder, CO 80304
303-917-5024 Dan
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Last week came to town a friend who is in deep third-act trouble. She’s about our
age, and I need to be circumspect here, because she’s still employed. But her case is
interesting, and she homed in on an aspect of third-act trouble too often ignored:
grief.
She has always worked for the betterment of mankind; the organizations for which
she has worked are not corporations. She’s good at her job, and reached the upper
echelons of big national organizations on the basis of her skill, creativity, and
energy. (She’s not a colleague; she never worked for Human Rights Watch.)
For the 26 years I’ve known her, she’s laughingly described her career as “bringing
about the revolution,” but for all the laughter, she was only half joking. On some
level, she really believed it. Otherwise, I don’t think she could have sustained the
pace she has.
Part of what she’s mourning, as she approaches 60, is that the revolution didn’t
happen. That loss of youthful idealism is a common enough trope; for most of us it
came when we hitched ourselves to the wheel in our late twenties or early thirties.
(As the often falsely attributed quote has it, “If you’re not a communist at 20 you
have no heart, if you’re still a communist at 30 you have no head.”) Our friend,
though, stayed on the barricades her entire career, so for her, as John Mayer sang,
waiting on the world to change has been a bigger and longer investment. Now she’s
really confronting, for the first time, that she might leave the field with the
revolution unachieved.
But that’s not the sole, or even the main, source of her angst; she’s too smart a
cookie to have thought she was really going to transform the entire social order of
the United States. What’s she’s suffering is the visible end of the program that has
organized her life for four decades. Classic third-act trouble.
She’s a big wheel in her field; she could jump to another organization without much
trouble. But she is starting to realize that she can effect only so much change, that
even the organizations for which she’s worked -- all of them dynamic and effective -are at some level fundamentally resistant to the kind of transformation she’s been
trying to bring about. In a sense, then, she’s feeling defeated — that she put four
decades into trying to improve the culture of her profession and has, to a large
degree, failed.
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That’s a hard lump to swallow. The word she kept using over dinner was, “grief.” She
is grieving her dream that the movement in which she has worked for so long could
rise fully to the challenges it faces and meet them with the kind of creativity and
energy that she has brought to the fight. She’s grieving her own abilities — of which
she has been so confident for so long — to get this most important of jobs done. And
she’s grieving the fun she used to have in the day-to-day. Now that these grander
realizations are upon her, going to the office has lost a lot of its joy.
This is serious business, especially perhaps for us baby boomers, who were pumped
up with so much idealism back in the day, and for whom meaning has often been as
important a reward of our careers as salary and benefits. To face the truth that
perhaps our careers weren’t as meaningful as we believed them to be is a wake-upand-smell-the-napalm moment. I was tinkering with my website the other and
thought, “Really? Twenty-eight years as a freelance journalist and that’s all it adds
up to?”
Pursuing the career requires us to build sturdy egos around ourselves like armor to
keep us moving forward. Amid the noise of battle, we’re not really aware of where
we stand in the grand scheme of things. It’s when the career slows down and we’re
taking a breather in the rear that the carapace slips, and we get a more honest look
at what we’ve been about. Did I make a difference? Did I leave the world better than
I found it? Did I have enough fun? Start brooding on those questions, and the next
stop, for a lot of us, is some variation of grief.
I just discovered on my computer notes from back in early September when I was
still freaked out at having taken a job after so long independent: Part of what I am
grieving is the entrepreneurial nature of our former life. I am the son of a salesman,
and a big part of what made me good our former life as freelancers was
salesmanship. This current gig requires none of that.
Turns out, it does. I’m finding ways I hadn’t expected to deploy that side of my skill
set, which makes me think that our friend might yet find ways to continue exercising
the muscles that she has spent so long building, if in new ways she cannot yet
envision. She’s still in the early shock-and-awe stages of third-act trouble.
This was also in my early-September notes: I am also grieving the loss of creative
outlet.
But of course I’ve had one all along: this daily letter. About 280 of you receive it; no
telling how many read it. But I appreciate more than I can express your agreeing to
receive it. Writing Third-Act Trouble is a high point of my day (usually started at
night, finished in the early morning). So, in the category of housekeeping notes,
please accept my profound thanks for being one of my readers.
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
The last time I lived in New York, in the early 1980s, my office was in Greenwich
Village and my apartment was in Brooklyn, so I was entirely oriented to lower
Manhattan. My sense is that a lot of New Yorkers (at least the white middle-class
ones with whom we tend to congregate) are likewise. Manhattan below 14th Street
has the tangled streets, low-rise buildings (until you get to the financial district),
Chinatown, Little Italy, the Lower East Side, the historic taverns. Until Brooklyn
muscled it out of the limelight, lower Manhattan was the hip place to be.
Now, Margaret and I are living on the Upper West Side, which, back when I was a
New Yorker, was the domain of fusty old intellectual Jews with gray mustaches and
berets — a legacy of the days when Jews weren’t welcome in the slick high-rises on
Park Avenue (east side), and so occupied the ornate mid-rises across Central
Park. To this day, the Upper West Side is a sleepier neighborhood than most in
Manhattan, with lots of strollers criss-crossing its sidewalks, and, still, a fairly good
cross section of fusty old Jews, one of which I have become.
Now that we’re living here, we find our eyes frequently turning north on weekends,
to places that I’ve long seen on maps but which, despite my many years in and
around New York, I’ve never visited. We live at Amsterdam Avenue and 87th Street.
Manhattan ends way the hell up at 220th Street, so about half the island is north of
us — largely, for me, terra incognita. Our visit to the Cloisters a couple of weeks
ago, in Fort Tryon Park, was a revelation. This past weekend, we went all the way
the furthest reaches of Manhattan Island — the confluence of the Hudson and
Harlem Rivers and what turns out to be an astoundingly beautiful natural space:
Inwood Hill Park.
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Here’s the confluence itself. The Harlem River in the foreground, much smaller than
the Hudson behind it, is what separates Manhattan from The Bronx.

A confluence is a magic place. A river is nothing if not a symbol of destiny, and the
spot where two come together, or divide, always feels to me like a confusing mix of
competition and cooperation: Where’s that one going? What’s this one bringing in?
How is each changed by the other?
The Hudson River is a gigantic estuary and subject to tides. By consulting our
iTelephones, we were able to ascertain that we happened to be standing on the
banks of the Harlem at low tide, and indeed the mud flats were alive with burrowing
clams and other little critters whose splashes we could see, but which, despite our
willingness to thrust our hands into the silty mud, we couldn’t catch. That’s The
Bronx in the background.
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We began walking south through Inwood Hill Park, which turns out to be the only
virgin forest on Manhattan Island; this is what the island looked like when the Dutch
arrived (if they arrived a glorious fall day with the foliage in full riot.)
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Speaking of the Dutch, this marker stands in the Inwood Hill woods...
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…but an amateur historian walking by said there’s one of these markers in lower
Manhattan, too, and the whole “$24 worth of beads” story is suspect anyway.
Walking the footpath down the Hudson, we came upon Elbis Rodriguez, on the right,
and his buddy. Yes, that’s how Elbis’s name is spelled, even though his mother
named him after The King. Elbis and his buddy are from the Dominican Republic, and
we’ve known since living in rural Mexico that undereducated Hispanics often mix up
the b grande, with the v chica when writing, because the two letters are pronounced
almost identically. You’d think, though, that Elbis’s mother would have taken a
minute to look at a record label or an album cover before filling out the birth
certificate form. So poor Elbis has to tell everybody he meets, “Como Elvis
Presley,” when asked about his name.
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As for the buddy, we never did get his name. Language wasn’t the barrier; we speak
good enough Spanish to banter with these guys. But Elbis’s friend talked like he had
a mouthful of hot chestnuts and we couldn’t catch a thing he said. Elbis did all the
talking.
The fish they catch up here are all ocean fish; that’s how far the Atlantic Ocean tides
come up the Hudson. Their favorite is striped bass, but they also catch bluefish,
flounder, and ocean perch. They eat them, but while the Hudson is a lot cleaner than
it used to be, I’m not sure I would. When in 1977 the EPA banned Polychlorinated
biphenyls, or PCBs — a fire preventive and insulator used in such electrical devices
as transformers and capacitors — General Electric’s environmentally sensitive
response was to dump 1.3 million pounds of them into the Hudson from its two
plants in Fort Edward and Hudson Falls, New York. Seven years later, 200 miles of
river, between Hudson Falls and the southern tip of Manhattan was named of the
country’s most contaminated hazardous waste sites; PCBs cause cancer. The EPA is
now dredging about two and a half million cubic yards of contaminated soil from the
river. Near as I can tell, GE is not paying the bill for that. You are.
Elbis gave us a long, eloquent discourse on all the rules that accompany fishing in
New York — legal times, legal limits, legal sizes of various fishes. That’s another
thing about our Spanish-speaking neighbors, we’ve found; they’re fascinated by the
rule-craziness of the United States. When the men would come home from the
United States at Christmastime to the little Mexican village where we lived in 1998
and 1999, they’d hold the village transfixed with stories about such wonders as Los
Angeles parking regulations. “If you get ticket, you have to pay it!” we remember
one man recounting emphatically. “If you don’t, they remember. And if you let it go
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to long, they come and take your car!” Everybody wailed and murmured as though
he was speaking of having seen sea monsters or dragons.
Suddenly, a tug on a line, and Elbis’s buddy let me be the big macher. I made a
mess of it, letting fish dart under an old railroad tie,

and when the buddy finally untangled everything, it was a striper far too small to
keep.
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All in all, a good day. Turns out, New York City has a lot to see and do. Who’d a
thought?
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
1650 Lombardy Drive
Boulder, CO 80304
303-917-5024 Dan
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
303-817-5592 Margaret
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Housekeeping: One of the pleasures of writing this letter is that my brother, Andy,
fact checks it after it runs. He’s pretty sure it was a 1949 Plymouth, not a 1945, that
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Sy gave Audrey, and although he was only three at the time, Audrey was so excited
that Andy remembers the day and even the license plate number: UZN-49. Now his
wife, Mary, chimes in to say that I’m wrong that taxpayers and not General Electric
are paying for the PCB mess that GE caused. We now return to our regularly
scheduled broadcast.
To have me come out of the brain surgery unscathed, after being told that I could be
seriously impaired for “several weeks to forever,” has helped make the five weeks
since then positively euphoric for Margaret and me. As you can tell, we’re having a
lot of fun. I’m so free of symptoms, either from the surgery or the treatments, that
the whole cancer diagnosis has felt entirely abstract. If my doctors suddenly
shouted, “April fool!” and told me this had all been an elaborate hoax, I’d be inclined
to believe them. Except for one thing….
Ever since I let strangers bust through the right side of my skull and rummage
around, I’ve been a little weepy. At first, I wrote it off to brain injury. A friend in
California suffered a bad blow to the head in a bicycle accident a few years ago and
was weepy for months thereafter. I went so far as to tell colleagues at work not to
freak out if I suddenly misted up. “It’s not that I’m suddenly having an attack of
impending-doom grief,” I told them. “It’s that I’m brain-injured. It’ll pass.”
To a large degree it has. But not entirely. The brain injury is far enough in the past
now — five weeks, yesterday — that I’m now cleared to return to weight lifting (oh,
goodie). The weepiness, though, hasn’t entirely left me.
Its pattern is intriguing: It never shows up when I’m talking about the illness, my
possibly short clock, or any of the hideous things we deal with at work. It only seems
to show up when I’m talking about good things. Ask me about Rosa, or to dredge up
a memory from Margaret’s and my roving past, and here come the waterworks. I
listen to a Bruce Springsteen channel on Pandora when striding along on that
goddamn elliptical machine, and "Spanish Johnny drove in from the underworld last
night…” , on which I have grooved since high school, made my eyes run yesterday,
as did a line I’ve always loved from Bob Seeger’s 1980 Against the Wind: “Wish I
didn’t know now what I didn’t know then…” Me, welling up at song lyrics.
At a movie, I’m a total girl, misting up at precisely the moments Spielberg wanted
me to during Bridge of Spies. We had dinner at the home of a new friend the other
night — a woman who wrote what looks like a good book about post-Katrina New
Orleans — and I got all weepy several times hearing telling Katrina stories — this
one especially:
It would be hard to overstate the importance of Hubig’s Pies to New Orleanians.
When we were living in New Orleans in 2007 to research Nine Lives, I wrote a
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daily column about the city and it’s recovery for The New Yorker’s website. The
following is from this posting, about our visit to the Hubig’s Pie factory, which was
right in our neighborhood, and our talk with one of its owners, Andrew Ramsey:
Seven Hubig’s vans—nearly half the fleet—were lost in the flood, Andrew said. One
van, which had arrived a week before Katrina and hadn’t been paid for yet, ended up
five miles away in St. Bernard Parish, overturned and caked in mud. Hubig’s has
been buying vans from the same dealer for the past twenty-five years, Andrew
explained. “I called him up when we were getting ready to reopen and had to say,
‘Not only can’t we pay you for the brand-new van you just delivered to us but we
need two more and can’t pay for those, either.’” He stopped, an odd smile frozen on
his face, trying not to burst into tears. “And you know what he said?” He paused
again, lip quivering. “He said, ‘What color?’”
I’m tearing up now just pasting this into this email. This is the kind of thing that gets
me nowadays.
If it isn’t brain injury, perhaps my tear-duct hair trigger is connected somehow to
thoughts of mortality that I’m suppressing because I’m feeling fine and having so
much fun with Margaret in New York. Maybe, my protestations to my colleagues
notwithstanding, I really am aboil with impending-doom grief but simply in denial.
But it sure doesn’t feel that way. Were that it, I’d be all lip-aquiver when I have to
discuss my treatments and the mortality statistics associated with my condition —
and I’m not. It feels more like a few layers of insulation has been peeled off
whatever node in the brain responds to beauty and poignance and love and good
memories — the good stuff of life — and when those synapses fire, I feel them more
strongly that usual and jerk a tear. It’s new, and it’s a little weird, but it’s not at all
unpleasant.
And, of course, the chicks dig it.
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford OdetsEdwin Booth was the Tom Hanks of his day.
Starting in the mid-1850s, he was the most bankable actor on the American stage.

The illegitimate son of the famous British actor Junius Brutus Booth, Edwin might be
said to have invented the modern method — more natural and less bombastic than
the overblown stage persona common to his father’s generation of thespians. Edwin
was particularly beloved for his quiet, introspective interpretation of Hamlet. This is a
portrait of him in the role:
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His brothers, Junius Bruno Jr. and John Wilkes, were actors, too, and the three of
them appeared on stage exactly one time together, in a production of
Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar, in 1864. The same year, Edwin was waiting on a train
platform when a man fell onto the track and would have been killed, had Edwin not
grabbed him by the collar and pulled him to safety. The man turned out to be Robert
Lincoln, son of the president.
A year later, John Wilkes upstaged his big brother with his unscheduled appearance
at Ford’s Theater. Edwin, who published this apologia...
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…rarely spoke of his brother again. In 1869, he persuaded President Andrew Johnson
to give him John’s remains and had them buried in an unmarked grave in Baltimore.
Edwin's career suffered for a time after the assassination, but recovered. In 1888, he
turned over his elegant four-story house on Gramercy Park in New York to his newly
founded Players Club, dedicated to the dignity and the benefit of actors everywhere.
Margaret and I were invited to the Players Club on Tuesday to see my old summercamp buddy Richard Kind perform in a show of Eric Bogosian monologues. As
someone who likes thinking about the divergent natures of men and women, I’m a
Bogosian fan; he really goes hard at the complications of being male. The
performances were great — including one by Bogosian himself — but really, the treat
was being inside the Players Club. Just about every square inch of wall is covered
with lush portraits of actors — those we know well and those we don’t — and all of
them have the stately grandeur one would expect in a hall of portraits of, say,
former presidents or secretaries of state. That’s Jose Ferrar as Cyrano de Bergerac in
the middle of the picture on the right, with Katherine Hepburn on his right and Peter
O’Toole on the facing wall.
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Here’s James Cagney as Admiral Bull Halsey in the 1960 film The Gallant Hours.
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And Jack Lemmon
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an
We were enraptured. Snacks were laid out on Mark Twain’s poker table — a heavy
oak hexagon with recessed chip vaults and a green baise top; I felt like needed to
genuflect every time I reached for a olive. What we didn’t get to see was the
bedroom that Edwin Booth retained for himself after turning his home over to the
Players Club. It’s said to be left exactly as it was on the day he went to his “too
welcome grave" in 1893, at age 59. But we loved reading a lavishly illuminated copy
of the speech Booth gave when dedicating the club, which hangs in the salon. In it
he speaks of elevating acting to a dignified profession, of protecting actors from the
abuse and opprobrium to which they were subjected, of binding them together in a
brotherhood of dignity. It is an enormously touching speech, especially to someone
like me who once dreamed of a life upon the state and still occasionally does.
Poor Richard Kind. The monologue he was selected to deliver was in the character of
precisely the type of abrasive Hollywood executive that Richard despises above all
life forms, the type that has done much to debase and undignify the acting
profession in the past century. Richard must have a lot of experience with those
guys; his performance was simultaneously hilarious and terrifying. Edwin’s ghost
must have been both thrilled and appalled.
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
For years, I’ve read sat on our couch in Boulder reading the home-delivered edition
of The New York Times and bellowing across the room, “Some day I want to spend
six months in New York and go to theater twice a week!” Now we’re getting our
chance.
We’re in the middle now of three weeks in which we really are going to theater twice
a week. Not Broadway; while we intend to see Hamilton before we go, we’re not
much attracted to the big productions or the $200 tickets. We’ve been going to small
plays with small ticket prices, and they’ve been terrific. I’m only telling you about
them because any might go on the road, or a local company where you live might
perform one of them, or you might want to read them and stage a production of
your own.
First was Songbird, about a bar on the edge of Nashville, and a local girl who made it
big as a singer who, at the waning of her career, is coming home. The producers
managed to find a cast of great actors who are also great guitarists, fiddlers, and
singers, so it was as much an evening of great music as it was a good — if not
particularly deep — play.
Next was The Widow of Tom’s Hill, in a space no bigger than a large living room with
about 75 audience member sitting around the edge. The action took place on the
dock of a Pacific Northwest town during the great influenza of 1918. A Navy ship is
docked there, quarantining the town, as the government apparently thinks that
keeping this town flu-free could keep the plague out of Seattle. The only two
characters are a widow (with a baby) and a sailor from the ship, who meet chastely
on the dock night after night. A very intense play about what it means to be
“protected” and a reminder that we Americans, for all our might, are always afraid
of something.
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Then we saw a one-man show called Coo-cooed by a Brit named Mark Thomas, who
is apparently an activist against the arms trade and did a funny, powerful, multimedia-assisted hourlong show about being betrayed by someone inside the
movement. Again, the theater was tiny, so we were right on top of him. Terrific.
But the best was on Saturday night, at the Actor’s Temple — a real synagogue,

right down the Bronze Wall of Dead Jews that I’ve seen in every synagogue I’ve ever
visited.
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Again, we sat in a circle, against the walls, probably no more than about 80 people
in the audience. The New York Times called Who’s Your Baghdaddy? — a musical —
“the best explanation of how we got into the Iraq War, ever.” It started with people
sitting the circle, whom we took for audience members, standing up and, in the
manner of a twelve-step meeting, saying, “My name is Marty, and I started the Iraq
War.” “My name is Berry, and I started the Iraq War.” What followed was an
energetic telling of the story of Curveball, the British-discovered Iraqi source of the
“mobile biological weapons labs” that never existed but which served as an excuse —
including by Colin Powell before the United Nations — for invading Iraq in 2003.
What is revealed is the naked careerism behind everybody’s motives, which is why
all eight members of the cast begin the play taking the blame for starting the war.
Careerism, not neo-con ideology; all the people who were needed to manufacture
the excuse for the war could see how much good it would do them, personally, to
play along, and there you have your explation. (A colleague of ours, on the day of
the Paris attacks, compared the American removal of Saddam Hussein in 2003 to the
shooting of Archduke Ferdinand in 1914, in terms of the size of the cataclysm each
set off.) The singing in Who’s Your Baghdaddy?, accompanied by a single electric
piano, was operatic, the acting searingly emotional, and the script tight and to the
point. Once again, we were right on top of the actors, seeing their fears and their
failings crawling like bugs across their faces. The Times nailed it. If you ever get a
chance to see Who’s Your Baghdaddy? — or if you get a chance to stage it — don’t
miss out.
Movie recommendations, too: Labyrinth of Lies, a German film set in Frankfurt of
1958, telling the true story of the lawyers who set out to bring everybody who’d
worked at Auschwitz to justice, at a time when even to most educated Germans, the
word “Auschwitz” meant nothing. The Nuremburg trials had finished “all that,” was
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the German way of thinking then, and these lawyers faced a lot of resistance from
people snug in the Marshall-Plan-prosperous denial that Germany was enjoying 13
years after the fall of the Third Reich. If this one comes to the art house in your
town, see it quickly; it won’t stick around long.
And Spotlight, about the Boston Globe’s breaking the story of how the Catholic
Church covered up for child-molesting priests for decades. Great cast and script, and
from the point of view of this old reporter, entirely accurate in its portrayal of how
reporters and newspaper bureaucracies work. But I may be the wrong guy to ask
about this one. I’ve never seen a movie about reporters I didn’t like. Absence of
Malice, Gentleman’s Agreement, Ace in the Hole, Good Night and Good Luck, A Flash
of Green, Welcome to Sarajevo, All the President’s Men….Somehow, they all seem to
get it 100% right, going all the way back to His Girl Friday. Biased? Me?
Dan
Dan Baum
175 West 87th Street
Apt. 4S
New York, NY 10024
303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
The play Who’s Your Baghdaddy?, about which I wrote yesterday, reminded me of a
great story that I’ve never had the opportunity to tell.
But before I tell you that story, as they say in Louisiana, I have to tell you another:
In 1993, I was researching my first book, Smoke and Mirrors, which is the tale,
starting in the 1968 Nixon presidential campaign, of how drugs were turned into a
political weapon. I tracked down as many people as I could who had been involved in
drug policy in the Nixon, Ford, Carter, Reagan, Bush, and brand-new Clinton
administrations. Among the first I found was John Ehrlichman, who was at the time
doing minority recruitment for an engineering firm in Atlanta. He looked nothing then
like he had when he’d been a principal Watergate villain in the early 1970s and an
evil god in the bad-guy pantheon of my youth. By 1993, he was fat, and wore an Old
Testament beard that extended far below the knot of his necktie. He impatiently
waved away my earnest, wonky questions about drug policy.
“You want to know what this was really all about?” he asked with the world-weary air
of a man who, after public disgrace and a stretch in federal prison, had little left to
protect. “The Nixon campaign in 1968, and the Nixon White House after that, had
two enemies: the anti-war Left, and black people. You understand what I’m saying?
We knew we couldn’t make it illegal to be either against the war or black, but by
getting the public to associate the hippies with marijuana and blacks with heroin,
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and then criminalizing both heavily, we could disrupt those communities. We could
arrest their leaders, raid their homes, break up their meetings, and vilify them night
after night on the evening news. Did we know we were lying about the drugs? Of
course we did.”
This was a life-changing moment for me, as I wrote in an essay in this book. It
established that the drug-war really was as cynical a piece of business as I could
have conjured up in my worst nightmares, and that understanding informed every
interview I did for Smoke and Mirrors. But more broadly, it taught me that if people
no longer have a dog in the fight, if the events about which I was interviewing them
were far enough in the past for them to have had some time to reflect upon them
and their meaning, they’d be breathtakingly honest about them. That realization has
changed all my work since then. I ask people incredibly painful questions sometimes,
and they frequently react with a kind of gratitude that they finally have the
opportunity to unburden themselves.
The story I’ve never told, that Who’s Your Baghdaddy? dredged up from my deep
memory, was my interview for Smoke and Mirrors with Egil Krogh, who, before he
became a household name as a Watergate conspirator — head of the White House
“Plumbers” who investigated leaks to the press — was a young Nixon White House
staff member assigned to investigate drug abuse by the soldiers fighting in Vietnam.
We met in 1993 at a restaurant in Spokane and talked a long time about how
amazingly widespread and open drug use — even heroin use — was among the
soldiers, how he'd set up what he jokingly called “The Pee House of the August
Moon,” a urine-testing facility in the jungle, and how one general told him he’d
gladly buy his soldiers all the marijuana in Vietnam if they’d just give up the heroin.
All of that went into Smoke and Mirrors.
Over coffee, though, Krogh told another story that didn’t fit in a book about drug
policy:
The Watergate scandal was at full boil when Krogh took his wife and children one
weekend to the recreated colonial village at Williamsburg, Virginia. As he stood
looking at the men in tricorn hats and leggings, and at the flags with the circles of 13
stars, he realized that he was going to go down in American-history books as a
villain. He was in his early thirties at the time, and this realization almost felled him,
he told me. This was not why he’d gone into pubic service. That night, he called Leon
Jaworski the special Watergate prosecutor, and told him he needed to talk; could
they meet secretly, in the middle of the night, at a diner on the Beltway —
someplace where they’d be unlikely to be seen? Jaworski agreed.
At the diner, Jaworski told Krogh a story of his own. He had been a junior lawyer at
the Nuremberg trials of high-ranking Nazis after the Second World War, and had
been in the room when Albert Speer, Hitler’s architect and minister of munitions,
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was deposed. Speer was the only one of the big Nazis to plead guilty, and the reason
he gave, Jaworski told the young Krogh, was this: “He said to us, ‘if you could have
stopped it, then you’re entirely responsible for everything that came after. Not solely
responsible, but entirely responsible.’” Speer knew he could have stopped Hitler and
hadn’t done so. Therefore, he was entirely responsible for all the crimes committed
by the Third Reich thereafter, he said, and had to plead guilty.
“Could you have stopped Nixon from doing the things he did?” Jaworski asked Krogh.
“Perhaps by going public earlier with what you knew?” Krogh said yes. “Then I’m
afraid you’re entirely responsible — not solely but entirely — for everything that
followed,” Jaworski said. “I think you have to plead guilty.”
Krogh agreed, and became the first of the Watergate conspirators to plead guilty.
And the walls came tumbling down.
We tend to think that history is pushed forward by ideology and big ideas. But as
Krogh’s story and Who’s Your Baghdaddy? demonstrate, often history is a matter of
nothing grander than ordinary people looking after themselves and their own
careers. We’re dealing with just such a case now at Human Rights Watch — a
Venezuelan prosecutor who had successfully convicted and imprisoned an opposition
leader in September suddenly showed up in Miami a few weeks ago saying the trial
had been a “farce” and that he’d fabricated evidence to secure the conviction for
entirely political ends dictated by his superiors. He’s neither a bad man nor an
ideologue; he’s just an ordinary guy who knuckled under to intense pressure and
now regrets it. The opposition leader, alas, is still in prison.
Last thing: I forgot to mention another terrific movie we recently saw, which is
somewhat on this same theme. It’s called Democrats, and it follows two men — a
toady of Robert Mugabe and an opposition leader — as they attempt to write a
constitution for Zimbabwe thirty years after the country became independent. I
know what you’re thinking: Zimbabwe; who cares? But this is a tremendously warm,
funny, and intensely human film, and it could be about anyplace trying to achieve
real democracy after a long dark period. The transformation of Mugabe’s toady into
someone who rises above personal ambition is captivating. If it plays anywhere near
you, we highly recommend it.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
1650 Lombardy Drive
Boulder, CO 80304
303-917-5024 Dan
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Certain names breathe New York. LaGuardia. Maris. Mantle. Ellington. Jeter.
Doctorow. Abzug. The list can get pretty long. New York has a long and storied
history.
The other night, I boarded a taxi and found, on the driver’s taxi license posted on
the dash, another famous New York name: Diallo. In this case, Abdouraman Diallo.
“I have to ask,” I said. “Are you related to Amadou?”
“He was my father’s second cousin.”
Long before Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri; or Eric Garner on Staten Island, or
Tamir Rice in Cleveland, there was Amadou Diallo. Around midnight on Feburary 4,
1999, four plainclothed NYPD officers passing in a car spotted the 22 year-old
Liberian-born immigrant standing on the steps of a Bronx apartment house and
mistook him for a serial rapist for whom the department was on alert. When they
stopped and identified themselves, Diallo ran inside the building. The porch light was
off, but the hallway light was on, illuminating Diallo in silhouette. Ordered to stop, he
did so, and reached into his jacket for his wallet to identify himself. One of the
officers yelled, “Gun!” and all four started shooting. One officer tripped and fell off
the stoop during the fusillade, and his brother officers thought he’d been shot. So
they kept shooting, firing 41 shots in all; 19 hit Diallo.
The case was a big deal in New York. Just eighteen months prior, NYPD officers had
arrested a Haitian immigrant named Abner Louima for fighting outside a Brooklyn
nightclub, taken him to a stationhouse, and subjected him to torture that included
being sodomized with a broken broomhandle. “This isn’t Dinkins time anymore,” they
told him, referring to New York’s only black mayor, whose term had ended in 1993.
“This is Giuliani time.”
Louima survived, albeit with severe internal injuries. Diallo did not. Upon
investigating, the NYPD determined that the officers had acted within policy and that
shooting Diallo had been what an officer would reasonably do with the information
available. A grand jury disagreed and indicted the four officers on charges of seconddegree murder and reckless endangerment. An appellate court moved the trial to
Albany on the theory that the officers couldn’t get a fair trial in New York, and all
four were acquitted. Diallo’s family sued the police for $61 million — $20 million plus
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$1 million for every shot fired — and ultimately settled for $3 million, which was still
the biggest ever against the city for the wrongful death of a single man with no
dependents.
The killing of Amadou Diallo did a lot to poison New Yorkers’ relationship to their
police department, which became in the eyes of many New Yorkers a much tougher
and less community-minded force under the administration of Rudolph Giuliani.
Bruce Springsteen, Lauryn Hill, Ziggy Marley, the rapper 88 Keys, and others wrote
songs about the killing of Amadou Diallo. Along with Rodney King, beaten senseless
by Los Angeles police officers in 1991, Diallo became a symbol for many of the
pervasive racism and hair-trigger violence of American police, even if it would take
another 15 years for a movement to coalesce around the slogan “Black Lives
Matter.”
“My father went to Amadou’s funeral,” Abdouraman, my taxi driver, said. At the
time, he himself was only six years old and didn’t fully understand what had
happened. Amadou, he told me, was buried in Guinea, where he’s spent most of his
life before coming to America.
“But your family stayed,” I said.
“Oh yes sir,” he said, smiling in the rearview mirror. “Even with what happened,
we’re better off here than there.”
Dan
Dan Baum
175 West 87th Street
Apt. 4S
New York, NY 10024
303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
Margaret here:
Dan asked me to write about the Thanksgiving Day Parade, as he woke up with a
cold and couldn’t go. Our friend Roberta has the perfect viewing spot, a sunny 2ndstory apartment at 63rd and Central Park West. For many years, she has filled it, on
parade day, with three or four generations-worth of friends and family. The kids sit
in the windows, the grown-ups lean over them, and for the biggest balloons, you
have to crouch down and crane upward. From that angle, everything from the black
dragon to Snoopy is a little scary, nose down, claws out.
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[…not my photos…] It’s been a glorious, warm fall in the city, and a lot
of the Central-Park trees were still wearing bright leaves.
The Thanksgiving Day parade started in the 1920s—but at Bamberger’s department
store, over in New Jersey. Immigrant workers at Bamberger’s, proud of their new
country, wanted to celebrate its iconic holiday, and they mimicked the festivals of
the European towns they’d left, dressing in bright costumes to march to the store.
When Macy’s bought Bamberger’s, the parade moved to New York, and added floats,
bands, and animals from the Central Park Zoo.
This year, the New York City police carried a French flag, which was touching. Our
friend, Andre, a member of New Orleans’s wacky street-dancing troup, the 610
Stompers, stole the show at 63rd Street by leaping higher than anyone.
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As for the bands, I couldn’t help notice that they were almost entirely white, even
those from Tennessee or, say, the University of Virginia. Go figure.
A young French guy at the party—Jean, if I caught his name right--said that the
French don’t parade. What about the Transhumance? I asked. In 2013, when
Marseille was stepping up to its year as the cultural capital of Europe, herders of
sheep, horses, and cows joined up for a 400-mile livestock drive across Provence in
honor of the herders’ traditional late-spring migration to the well-watered
mountains. That was a one-time extravaganza, led by a “centaur,” a woman in a
flowing black dress standing on a black draft horse, but the pageant is re-enacted
each spring, in miniature, in some small communities.
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Mostly, though, instead of parading, I conceded, the French demonstrate.
Four million of them took to the streets in Paris, a city of eleven million, when
Parliament was on the verge of legalizing gay marriage, Jean said, and sadly, many
were there to oppose it. Jean has been impressed, during his five months in New
York, at the huge differences between the French and the Americans. In France,
agriculture and commerce are so tightly regulated that, while traditions like the
production of good local cheeses are protected, business is strangled. Here, he
waved a hand, well, look, this whole parade is a celebration of commerce.
No denying it. There were a few quaint old entries like the ornately carved 1908
circus wagon of the Circus History Museum. But many of the floats and balloons
were giant ads: for Build-A-Bear, Hallmark, McDonald’s, KFC, Pillsbury, and Ocean
Spray.
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Commercial exuberance is a big part of the free-wheeling culture of New York City,
and as Jean said, in one way or another, of most of the United States. But I grew up
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in a land-grant university town in a California farming valley where the annual
parade and festival was tilted slightly toward the transhumance, though featuring
such ag-science wonders as hybridized square tomatoes and double-muscled steers,
as well as USDA floats exhorting us to wash our fruits and vegetables.
At a parade engineered by Macy’s, the build-up to what our friend, Bob, calls next
month’s “National Commercial Emergency” is pronounced. After the candy-cane
women on stilts and the balloon elves, Santa brought up the rear, followed by a
huge Macy’s banner:
Believe!
Translation: Spend!
Meg
Margaret Knox
175 W. 87th St. #4-S
New York, NY 10024
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
For years, Margaret’s sister has been ordering me to “develop a spiritual life.” It
works for her.
“I’m from New Jersey,” I always explain. We get nowhere.
She’s not the only one, though. When hearing about my periodic bouts of insomnia
— a genuinely crippling condition — several friends have suggested meditation. One
friend in Boulder starts every day — as soon as she gets out of bed — sitting with
her eyes closed for 20 minutes and repeating to herself the Prayer of St. Francis. I
have to say, I find this a particularly well-adjusted and cheerful person; she’s had
me thinking.
Then a friend from Butte, Montana, got in touch. She has struggled with many
different types of health problems over the years, some of them quite severe. She
wrote to suggest that I look into full-on Transcendental Meditation. “Learning the
technique was the best health-care dollars I ever spent,” she wrote.
Butte is a place that in terms of hard-nosedness makes New Jersey seem like
Haight-Ashbury, and this friend is about as hard-boiled a denizen of what we like to
call “the real world” as they come. If she was suggesting TM, it was worth a look.
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Last Wednesday night, Margaret and I visited a Manhattan TM center and heard a
one-hour presentation about how TM works and what it would take to learn the
technique.

A nice young man named Brian started out by showing us a video of the last two
people you’d expect to be practitioners of Transcendental Meditation: Jerry Seinfeld
and Howard Stern, who talked animatedly over coffee about how it saved their lives,
made them more creative, centered their respective universes. As you can imagine a
conversation about TM between two amped-up Jewish funnymen, it was hilarious,
but also quite revealing. Stern: “For me, getting up at 4:00 a.m. and meditating
twenty minutes is a pain in the ass.” Seinfeld: “If you’re too busy to meditate 20
minutes a day twice a day, then you’re too busy; you need to examine your life.”
Seinfeld! He said he dropped the morning meditation years ago and regrets it. “If I
hadn’t, I’d still be doing the show."
After the video, Brian told us that TM, practiced twice a day for 20 minutes, is
designed to access pure consciousness, which he likened to the waters at the bottom
of the ocean that remain still, while the surface — where we spend most of our
mental time — is storm-tossed. He went on just long enough about consciousness
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before segueing artfully to the hard scientific research that demonstrates the
benefits of TM — American Heart Association studies, reduced rates of cancer and
hypertension among practitioners, and so on.
I’m a morning person, and to the extent that I sleep, I come roaring out of bed
eager to get to the things I need and want to do. The idea of getting up and
immediately sitting silent for 20 minutes seemed like the last thing I’d want to do.
Brian was ready for me: Precisely because I’m that type of person, TM may be what
I need.
To go forward, Margaret and I would book one-on-one appointments with a trainer,
to which we’d bring an offering of fruit, flowers, and a small white cloth for a
“gratitude ceremony.” The trainer would give us our mantras. (I think I’m supposed
to leave my handgun at home for that, though Brian didn’t explicitly say so.) The
rest of the training consists of three two-hour group sessions — that’s eight hours of
training, to teach us how to sit still for twenty minutes. Fee: About $1,700 for the
two of us. I don’t know whether to be derisively dismissive or utterly intrigued.
I’m not a complete stranger to meditation. I tried a half-assed, home-brewed version
on my own a while back. I chose a mantra, sat still for as long as I could, and
worked to get into the groove. Maybe it didn’t take because I’d never been taught a
proper technique. Or maybe I chose the wrong mantra. For some reason, I didn’t
feel better after 20 minutes of repeating to myself, They fucked me over. They
fucked me over….
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th Street, Apt. 4S
New York, NY 10024
303-917-5024 Dan
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
303-817-5592 Margaret
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets

Sy had made Audrey happy by giving her that Plymouth in 1953, but going to work
every day with his father was grinding him down. For one thing, Sy was starting to
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feel the way Blickstein had felt before he left — that he was doing all the work, and
that Max did nothing to build the business. Also, Sy was discovering the lessons of
Bun Twynam — that salesmanship is more than simply taking orders, and is a
matter of developing personal relationships with buyers — and Max wasn’t having
any of it. Personal relationships cost six cents a minute on long distance and Max —
master of the phone bill but of little else — was adamant that personal relationships
weren't worth six cents a minute. Not only was Max holding back the business, he
was holding back Sy from becoming the best salesman — his chosen profession —
that he could be. It was excruciating.
Sy’s problem was that the business belonged to Max, who was drawing $200 a week.
Sy made this suggestion: Keep your money in the business, and retire. I’ll continue
paying you your $200 a week, but you step out and I’ll take over.
Max wouldn’t hear of it. “You can’t make it on your own,” he told Sy. “I’m your
father and I’m looking out for you. You can’t make it."
Think about that. Max at the time was 55 years old; Sy was 26. Sy had never done
anything but what his father had expected of him — hadn’t even thought to ask
himself if some other path might have been better for himself and his new wife, even
when bedazzled by such Los Angeles wonders as ranch houses and drive-in
restaurants — and had worked hard to build his father’s business. Instead of
proudly handing off the baton, Max threw cold water all over his rising son’s
ambitions. In fact, Max started talking about selling the factory. That was to be Sy’s
reward for years of filial piety.
Sy and Max barely spoke for the next two years. But by the time Max sold the
factory in 1955, Sy was ready. He’d taken a small office in Union, near the site of the
old factory, and had orders continue to come to PO Box 168, so that none of his
customers would know that anything had changed. He'd arranged to have another
toilet-paper manufacturer, Sam Kirschman at Allegheny Tissue, make the rolls and
wrap them in labels printed with the names of Sy’s client stores and send them out
with Sy’s bill of lading. To the outside world, it looked as though Chatham Tissue was
operating as it always had. It turned out, though, that Allegheny Tissue could make
and ship the rolls even cheaper than Max and Sy had been able to do so in their own
factory, so Sy was ahead in multiple ways. Now, he could bullshit on the phone all
day with a buyer if that’s what it took to make a sale, without Max scowling from the
doorway. Sy was finally his own man.
One evening that same year, Sy and Audrey went to their weekly bridge club and
the hostess handed Sy his future: a little aluminum-foil envelope labeled Wet Nap.
Inside was a folded paper towel moist with pleasant-smelling cleaning solution,
perfect for sprucing up one’s hands and face after eating. Sy was captivated; this
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was an innovative product with huge potential, and well within Sy’s area of
expertise.
The small print on the back of the envelope identified the maker of Wet-Nap as
NicePak Products, and Sy stopped at the their New York office, at 28 East 12th
Street in Greenwich Village, the next time he was in the city calling on his stores. It
was a shabby little place, with ten employees running three clankety machines that
together could turn out 20,000 Wet Naps a day. (This was when Greenwich Village
was a cheap enough part of town that one could run a little factory there.) NicePak
was owned by Arthur Julius, a complicated guy. For one thing, he was a German
Jew, not a litvak like Sy, and the cultural gulf between the two can be almost as as
wide as between the Jews and the goyim. Also, he wasn’t much of a salesman, and
he was interested only in the institutional market — restaurants, hospitals, airlines.
He hadn’t really thought of selling Wet-Naps in retail stores where Sy, a retail man,
believed the real money lurked.
They agreed that Sy would buy Wet-Naps at $6.00 a case; Sy figured he could sell
them for $7.50 — buying a piece of cloth for a penny, tearing it half, and selling each
half for penny. So in addition to Chatham Tissue, Sy was now running Wet-Nap sales
out of his little office in Union — and working in his father-in-law’s Hoboken
hardware store every Saturday for $25. The work was hard, but these were, he
remembers, “great years.” He had two little boys and a happy wife at home, a house
in a leafy suburb, and a red Chevy convertible in which to drive to Union and make
his sales calls all day. Sy came up with a Wet-Nap packet printed with a chicken for
fried-chicken restaurants, and one with a lobster for seafood houses — not rocket
science, perhaps, but in the world of 1950s comsmerce, important innovations that
boosted sales.
Only one cloud darkened the horizon: Sy had to pay Arthur Julius for the Wet Naps
in thirty days, and Sy’s customers were paying him in ninety days. Which meant that
Sy was essentially financing Arthur Julius’s business. Sy asked Julius to make him an
employee and put him on commission. Julius refused. Sy asked Julius to sell him
part of the business. Julius refused.
And then one day the phone rang, and a gravelly voice said, “My name is Wentworth
Barnes.”
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th Street, Apt. 4S
New York, NY 10024
303-917-5024 Dan
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danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
303-817-5592 Margaret
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
The 1830s were hard on New York City. First, a cholera epidemic in 1832 killed about
3,500 of the city’s quarter-million people. (An epidemic of similar proportions today
would kill a hundred thousand.) And then, in December of 1835, on a night when
temperatures dropped to seventeen below zero, a fire started in lower Manhattan.
Strong winds pushed the fire north, with little to stop it; the city’s main sources of
water — the Hudson and East Rivers — were frozen solid. Marines were called in
from Brooklyn Navy Yard to blow up buildings in the fire’s path with
gunpowder. Ultimately, fifty acres of the city -- seventeen square blocks — were
consumed by a conflagration that could be seen as far away as Philadelphia.
Miraculously, only two people died.
The back-to-back calamities convinced the city fathers that their problem was a lack
of reliable, fresh water. In 1837, they began building a system to carry water from a
spot on the Croton River, about forty-one miles to the north. Entirely gravity
operated, the system dropped thirteen inches a mile on its way to the metropolis.
Under-river tunnels being beyond the engineering capabilities of the day, the city
decided to cross the last major obstacle into New York, the 620-foot-wide Harlem
River that separates Manhattan from Bronx, by building the first bridge to the island
of Manhattan — a stone-arch Roman-style aqueduct, two thousand feet long and 138
feet high. It took eleven years to build, and in a lovely touch, the designers — one of
whom would go on to design St. Patrick’s Cathedral — added a pedestrian walkway
atop the pipes. A tower stood on the Manhattan side to provide and regulate
pressure, with a small reservoir at its base. From there, the water was carried south
in iron pipes to a reservoir in Central Park, and from there it was distributed
underground throughout the city.
By 1917, underground pipes from up north had rendered the aqueduct obsolete, and
the Army Corps of Engineers wanted to tear it down as a hazard to navigation on the
river. By this time, though, the people of the Bronx and upper Manhattan had grown
fond of their walking bridge, and they convinced the city to preserve it by replacing
the five arches standing in the river with a steel single-arch span and leave the rest
of the arches, on land, intact.
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By the 1970s, though, the bridge found itself in the same handbasket in which the
rest of New York City was going to hell; its under-maintained decrepitude was closed
to walkers, and the whole gorgeous thing was fenced off.
Not until 2006 did the city begin talking of restoring it, and then it took another nine
years, and twenty million dollars, to get the job done. It reopened in July, and on the
Friday after Thanksgiving, Margaret and walked east from 168th Street and
Broadway, where I have my morning treatments, to High Bridge Park. This is the
view that welcomed us, about as inviting a tableau as we urban hikers could desire.
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On the bridge, we met two sisters from the Bronx, Lynn and Leslie (curiously, the
name of a male-female couple we know well)...

who told us that when they were kids, they used to climb over or wriggle under the
fence all the time to sprint across the aging and abandoned bridge. “We wanted to
get to that pool!” they laughed. Apparently, the old reservoir on the Manhattan side
of the span had been converted into a public pool, which was a better place to spend
a torpid summer day than in front of an opened fire hydrant in the Bronx. In those
days, amenities like public pools were a lot easier to find in Manhattan than in The
Bronx. Today, The Bronx has nine of them. There go Lynn and Leslie, with the old
water tower ahead of them.
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If upper Manhattan is new territory for me, The Bronx is genuine terra incognita. The
last time I lived in New York, in the early 1980s — how to say this without violating
my new employer’s sensitivity training? — white people didn’t go to The Bronx.
Those were the days when the Yankee Stadium announcer famously bellowed,
“Ladies and gentlemen, The Bronx is burning.” Now, take it from me, it’s the next
hipster frontier, now that Brooklyn has fallen to the menace and Queens is doing
likewise. The Bronx we found across the bridge was quiet, full of elegant old
apartment buildings, families, owner-operated businesses like the one where we had
Dominican chicken soup,
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and cheap clothing stores.
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It felt like being in a real city again, as opposed to the rarefied, chain-store-packed,
quasi-suburb that Manhattan has become.
This weekend marked another milestone for us: I got back on the bicycle for the first
time since the surgery.

So as long as the extraordinarily mild autumn that we’ve been enjoying continues,
we will probably spent at least part of it exploring The Bronx. The last time we were
up there, to visit the New York Botanical Garden, I came across this inscription on
the Bronx courthouse and have been inspired ever since:
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"Government is a contrivance of human wisdom to provide for human wants. Men
have a right that these wants should be provided for by this wisdom.”
A right! From the look of the building, I’m guessing it was built in the twenties or
thirties. What are the chances that such an inscription would go on a public building
today?
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th Street, Apt. 4S
New York, NY 10024
303-917-5024 Dan
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
303-817-5592 Margaret
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Wentworth Barnes introduced himself on the phone as president of Unexcelled
Chemical Company of Canaan, Connecticut, and Sy immediately knew — or hoped
he know — why he was calling.
Unexcelled Chemical made the big name in foil-wrapped pre-moistened towelettes:
Wash n’ Dri. Wash n’ Dri was at the time mostly a boutique item, sold in the
toiletries or cosmetics departments of fancy stores like Bloomingdale’s and Saks Fifth
Avenue, where a box of 60 — with a bow on top — cost a hefty three dollars. But Sy
knew that Wash n’ Dri was also making a play for the turf that Sy was conquering for
Wet-Nap -- such institutional markets as restaurants and hospitals.
Barnes said he was going to be in New York soon; could they meet? Indeed they
could. If there was a chance of moving from Arthur Julius’s depressing little
operation to Wash n’ Dri, it would be like being called from a farm team up to a
triple-A franchise.
Went Barnes turned out to be a giant of a man, sprawling over the entirety of a
booth bench in the lower Manhattan diner where they met. The way Barnes talked
about Wash n’ Dri in that gravelly voice captivated Sy. Barnes genuinely cared about
making a good product, which was, to Sy, an entirely new concept. All Sy had been
taught — by his father, by his culture, even at Ohio State — was to make one’s
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product cheaper. The cheaper you can make it, the cheaper you can sell it and the
more volume you’ll do. Pride in product quality? A useless luxury.
Barnes was proud of Wash n’ Dri, which was refreshing, and he struck Sy as a far
more creative marketer than anyone with whom Sy had ever worked. Hearing that
water would freeze on board the new high-flying DC-7 airliner...

...Barnes had gotten Douglas Aircraft to install Wash n’ Dri dispensers in the
bathrooms — which seemed to Sy a stroke of marketing genius. In the diner, Barnes
said that Sy’s salesmanship at Wet-Nap was keeping Wash n’ Dri from growing, and
he wanted Sy to come to work for him. He didn’t offer to hire Sy and put him on
salary, but asked him to drop Wet-Nap and have Chatham Tissue become the sales
agent for Wash n’ Dri in return for a commission of ten percent. Sy wouldn’t have to
buy the cases with his own money, as he had to do at Wet-Nap, and then wait to get
paid.
Sy immediately cut the cord to Arthur Julius, and set about building a network of
“reps.” These were freelance salesmen who represented many disparate products.
Each got seven-and-a-half percent on every case of Wash n’ Dri they sold, and Sy
got two-and-a-half. He was making good money — fifteen thousand a year — but
the pleasure went beyond the money. Wash n’ Dri was a quality product, and Went
Barnes was a marketing mentor. He wanted Sy to attend the restaurant shows —
the big industry conferences — in Chicago and New York, and had an idea for
deploying Sy’s pretty wife: He rented Audrey a huge billowing Scarlett O’Hara dress
and had her hand out Wash n’ Dri’s at the booth. The three boys — I’d been born in
1956 — got left at home with Nana and Mrs. Ames. With Sy in command of the sales
force, Wash n’ Dri's institutional business started growing.
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Throughout this period, Sy continued to talk on the phone to his father almost every
day. Max was nothing but discouraging; he had no faith in Wash n’ Dri and told Sy
that he was making a mistake. Max, having never developed a hobby, read a book,
or played either a sport or a musical instrument, had nothing to do all day, now that
he’d retired at 55, but sit in his topcoat at the broker’s office watching the tickertape. He seemed, to Sy, infinitely bored. “Why don’t you get a license and become a
broker’s man yourself?” he asked helpfully, which threw Max into a rage. “You think
Max Baum has to grovel for other people’s money?” Max thundered. Better to be
bored and showing the world that you’d been able to retire at 55 than enjoy life.
The worm turned in 1959. Went Barnes told Sy that he was negotiating to be bought
by Colgate-Palmolive, and if the sale went through, Sy would then be an employee
of Colgate. Colgate! The apotheosis of the big American corporation that excluded
Jews; it had sponsored the anti-Semitic ravings of Father Coughlin in the 1930s. Sy
had sacrificed his twenties on the altar of his father’s business in large part because
he’d assumed the doors to corporate America were closed to him. Now he was about
to sneak in the back door, and he was thrilled. If moving from Wet-Nap to Wash n’
Dri was a step ahead, becoming an employee of Colgate-Palmolive was truly like
being called up to the major leagues.
The sale went through in 1960, and it was something for me, last Wednesday
evening, to watch Sy dredge from his 89-year-old memory the dollar value of the
sale: “Three million two hundred and sixty thousand, about one year’s volume,” he
said. Wentworth Barnes didn’t make the transition; he was 65 and bowed out. Sy
was hired as general manager of "Canaan Products," which was then nothing but
Wash n’ Dri, at an annual salary of twenty-five thousand dollars.
Max hated the idea, even to the extent of making the three little spitting noises that
Jews make when symbolically expelling bad luck or other loathesomeness. “They’ll
never pay you twenty-five thousand dollars,” he barked. I asked Sy if Max was
offended by Sy’s leaving his own business to sell the tribal secrets to the goyim —
especially a company with a clear ant-Semitic record. Sy said that wasn’t it. “He’d
told me I couldn’t make it without him and I was. That bothered him."
Came the day that instead of climbing into the red Chevy and driving to Union, Sy
put on a suit, took the Erie Lakawanna to Hoboken, rode the Hudson Tubes to
Manhattan, and rode the F Train to the soaring modernist tower at 300 Park Avenue
— a 90 minute commute. Instantly, he could see how much better life would be. No
more worrying about making payroll. No more worrying about insurance. Instead of
eating a sandwich alone at his desk, he had 100 people in the corporate cafeteria
with whom to sit. And vast resources. “If I wanted to buy $100,000 worth of
something, I could,” he marveled. “I went to the toothpaste and shaving cream guys
and said, ‘Let’s put a coupon for your product in every box of Wash n’Dri.' We were
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giving $1.75 worth of coupons with every three-dollar box of Wash n’ Dri. It was
brilliant!” This was a brave new world.
But even more than that, Sy said, “When you’re in business for yourself, there’s
nobody to tell you you’re wrong. We did terrible things at Chatham Tissue — misrolled rolls that looked terrible — and nobody stopped us. At Colgate, you had people
around to tell you if your idea was bad. There was an office full of collective wisdom.
It was beautiful.”
Sy negotiated the deal to put Wash n’ Dri dispensers all over the 1964 New York
World’s Fair. He wanted to grow Wash n’ Dri out of the department-store boutiques
and have them sold in every drugstore and supermarket. When he told that to Bob
Fisk, the buyer at Saks, Fisk responded huffily that if Sy cheapened the brand by
selling it in drugstores, Saks would drop it. Sy went straight down to People’s
Drugstore and worked a single deal ten times bigger than Saks’s order for an entire
year. The bigger Wash n’ Dri grew, the more it became a part of the national
landscape. Oldsmobile even built a Wash n’ Dri dispenser into its Dynamic 88.

Dave Mahoney, a legendary marketer who had left Good Humor a few years earlier
to be Colgate’s executive vice president, took a liking to Sy’s energy and enthusiasm
and started stopping by Sy’s office to kick around ideas. To Sy, in his early thirties, it
was like sitting at the feet of the oracle. They grew close enough that one day Sy
could ask, "Dave, you make two-hundred-and-fifty-thousand dollars a year and I
make twenty-five; are you really worth ten times more than me?”
Replied Mahoney, "Sy, if I can get it from those bastards, I am.”
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He told Sy he wanted him to keep Wash n’ Dri’s growth to eight percent a year. “I
don’t want up and down; I want steady eight percent,” Mahoney told Sy.
“But I couldn’t do it. I couldn’t hold growth to eight percent,” Sy said. “I was so full
of ideas. And I had so many resources!”
Dan

Dan Baum
175 West 87th Street
Apt. 4S
New York, NY 10024
303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
The New York Times published its first front-page editorial since 1920 on Saturday. A
lot has happened in the past 95 years on which the Times might also have felt
moved to expound — the Second World War, the holocaust, the dawn of the nuclear
age, and various movements for civil rights and inclusion were all pretty important,
right? But what moved the Times to editorialize on page one on Saturday was gun
control.
Clearly, after the back-to-back mass shootings in Colorado Springs and San
Bernadino — and the discovery that the United States suffers a mass shooting,
defined as four or more dead in a single incident, every day — something must be
said. But I might have expected an institution with the research power of
the Times to say something helpful and smart. Instead, its editors recycled tired old
rhetoric that did little but make themselves feel superior to everybody else —
because they, after all, feel the “moral outrage” that the rest of America apparently
does not. In so doing, they made all of us less safe instead of more.
This isn’t a matter of how we feel, people. Reality exists. We can’t begin doing more
about the problem of gun violence in America until we face the facts of it and
understand them.
The facts are these: Gun laws tinker only with what happens in gun stores. But so
many firearms already circulate privately that in terms of how guns move around
America, gun stores are all but irrelevant. It may be that the recent shooters bought
their guns in gun stores. But they needn’t have. I bought hardly any of my many
guns in gun stores. Look in any penny-saver that you’d pick up free in the vestibule
of a diner. Look in the classifieds of most newspapers. People buy and sell guns to
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each other, legally and illegally, all the time. They also leave them unsecured in desk
drawers, closets, end tables, and glove compartments where children, depressed
teenagers, and thieves find them with disastrous results.
What this means is that the people who decide who does and doesn’t get a gun in
the United States aren’t gun-store clerks, politicians, or the editors of The New York
Times, but gun owners. So if you’re going to do something meaningful about gun
violence, you need to recruit them as allies. The leaders of my party and the editors
of The New York Times, though, do all they can to alienate them. They help the NRA
keep them angrily focused on their rights, when we need them to be thinking as
hard, or harder, about the responsibilities inherent in being the well-regulated militia
envisioned by the Second Amendment.
I am not a gun-rights guy; I revile the National Rifle Association. And I’m no Second
Amendment zealot — but a lot of gun owners are. They believe themselves to be the
last bulwark against tyranny and we should appeal to that side of them — the proud
side — to pull them away from the furious and aggrieved side.
We might be able pass laws requiring private sales to go through background
checks, but a guy who wants to sell a gun to his brother-in-law and has to drive 45
minutes to find a gun store to do the background check isn’t going to obey the law —
and passing laws that people don’t obey is caustic to the rule of law. (See drug war,
the). I suggested to Vice President Biden, when I met him, that background checks
be put on the Internet so that people could do them at home and then be required,
like any gun store, to keep the results on file for ten years after the gun sale. That
might help a little.
But what would help a lot is to recruit the vast community of American gun owners
into the fight against gun violence — which doesn’t serve them any better than it
serves anybody else. You don’t do that by saying that you trust them with this gun
but not that gun; with this many rounds in the magazine but not that
many; with this many gun purchases a month but not that many — rule changes
that even if you could pass them wouldn’t make us any safer. You do it by treating
gun owners not as a problem, but as an asset — as the keepers of the national
civilian arsenal that helps keep us free. Again, they’re the ones who own the guns.
They decide who gets them.
Extend an olive branch. How about a Democrat propose a tax credit to offset the
purchase of a gun safe? A lot of gun owners would love one but can’t afford it, and
all of us would be served by having gun owners properly secure their firearms. Just
the gesture would blow minds. Alas, the Democrats and the editorialists so revile
gun owners that they can hardly imagine talking to them, let alone making deals or
offering them help.
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Congress might have made decisions decades ago that would have left the country
less saturated with guns, but it didn’t. We live in this world, not one of our fantasies.
Clearly we need to figure out a way to live more safely with what’s estimated to be
350 million privately owned firearms. It isn’t about rights, and both sides need to
stop waging a cultural war around firearms ownership. All that should matter is that
fewer people get shot. And to get that done we need gun owners on our side. Shame
on the editors of The Times for breaking their 95-year-old page-one silence to take
us further in the opposite direction.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th Street, Apt. 4S
New York, NY 10024
303-917-5024 Dan
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
303-817-5592 Margaret
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
How many times do expect me to walk past this store, right around the corner from
us at Broadway and 89th, and not go in?
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Meet the owner, Yakov Seltzer.
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“So every time I drink a seltzer you get a royalty?” I asked.
“Don’t I wish.”
Yakov was born in 1958 and raised in the Williamburg section of Brooklyn. Back in
the seventies, he was in the picture-frame business with a partner. He liked it. “I like
using my hands,” he said.
But one day in 1979, he had a chance to go big, and buy an awning business. “I
liked that, too. You make the metal frame, you cut the canvas; there’s no waste.”
But the owners wanted $250,000. “I didn’t have a pot to piss in. And it was my rabbi
who told me…”
“To go into the Judaica business because it would be good for the Jews?” I asked.
“No, that I couldn’t afford a $250,000 business,” Yakov said. “He said, ‘Wait. A
business will come up, cost you ten, fifteen thousand dollars.’”
If it wasn’t such a stereotype, it would be a pretty good joke that Yakov went to his
rabbi not for spiritual guidance but for investment advice. It recalls the days of
the shtetl, when the rabbi was more than a holy man — he was the civil authority
and the wise community elder.
"And he was right,” Yakov went on. "Not long after, a shop came up, just down the
street from here. Picture frames, but with a little Judaica. They wanted fifteen. My
partner said no; he wasn’t interested. Remember, this is 1979 we’re talking about.
The Upper West Side was the wild west. Most of the Jews had moved away.”
“So you bought it yourself.”
“My partner went on to buy into a hardware supply business and did very well, if all
you mean is money.”
“You mean you got...” Here I paused. “What do we Jews call karma?” I asked him.
"You mean you went into the Judaica business, so you got to schep naches….”
“No, nothing like that. I mean family. The woman behind the counter is my mother.
They guy over there is my brother and he there is my son.”
“It’s not everybody’s idea of heaven,” I said, “to work all day with three generations
of the family.”
“You have to be the right kind of person,” he said. “And they have to be the right
kind of people. What can I tell you? I’m lucky."
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I looked around at the dozen or so customers threading the aisles. “You seem to be
doing all right.”
“Twenty thousand dollars a month this space costs me. I’m one of two Judaica stores
left in New York; there used to be thirty.”
“I thought we Jews were supposed to smart about money,” I said. “What made you
think you can pay Manhattan rents and get by selling menorahs?” In truth, the place
was crammed with merchandise — books, prayer shawls, tzitzit, candles and
candleabras of every description, yarmulkes, rows of mezuzuahs laid out like
ammunition, and, hanging from the ceiling, gorgeous, shiny shofars.
“Ach, we do okay,” he said, flapping a hand.
“In all your years here, nobody’s every put a brick through your window?”
“I lower a gate every night. But we get them in here. Just the other day, I had a lady
in here yelling this and that.”
“The West Bank?”
“The West Bank, the ‘international conspiracy,’ the whole thing,” Yakov said. "I told
her, ‘You get out now or I’ll hit you.’ I’ve got security cameras everywhere; I’m not
afraid of getting arrested. Finally I just picked her up around the waist and carried
her out into the street.”
“Christ almighty,” I said. “This happens on the Upper West Side of Manhattan?”
“Happens anyplace Jews look like Jews,” he said. “You, you can walk anywhere,
nobody’s going to bother you. “Walk around dressed like me, see what you get. Even
on the Upper West Side of Manhattan.”
He paused to help a man buy a beautiful golden menorah that burns olive oil instead
of candles.
“My son over there,” Yakov said, pointing to a sallow young man dressed for
harassment — beard, tzitzit, yarmulke, the works — speaking yiddish to a customer.
“He’s taken karate. He’s good. I told him, though, ‘If you have to fight, fight. But if
at the end of it the guy is lying on the floor, you’ve still lost.’” He handed the
menorah-buying customer his change.
"The whole point is to know how to fight, to be able to fight if you absolutely have
to, but never actually to have to do it,” Yakov concluded. "That’s winning.”
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Dan
PS: Some of you suggested that I submit yesterday’s post about guns to the NY
Times op-ed page. As Ralph Kramden used to say, Har har hard-dee-har-har. I’ve
submitted some version of that to the Times on many occasions. I’ve even tried the
Letters to the Editor. Viewpoints other than their own on the gun issue are
unwelcome anywhere near the paper. The Times didn’t even review Gun Guys, even
though its reviewers gave my three previous books rave reviews. In fairness to The
Times, though, I haven’t had luck with that particular message elsewhere, either.
Why listen to facts, and consider speaking with people beneath contempt, when one
can feel so good wrapped in a warm blanket of self-righteous sanctimony? What are
you after, results?
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th Street, Apt. 4S
New York, NY 10024
303-917-5024 Dan
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
303-817-5592 Margaret
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
A perk of the job is that we get to take Spanish lessons at the organization’s
expense, via video Skype, with an excellent teacher whom we know in California.
(Let us know if you’re looking for a Spanish teacher.)
One of the characteristics of Spanish that makes it relatively easy to learn is that all
its letters are pronounced -- unlike English, in which so many are silent. Even a word
as simple as knife has a silent letter. French, too, is full of silents — the “r"
in boulanger, the “s" in rendezvous, and so on. Germans don’t pronounce the “p”
in psicoanalizar — to psychoanalyze — any more than we do.
In our marriage, it’s the “you idiot” that is silent.
The other day I asked Margaret where we keep the empty yoghurt containers for
food storage, and the tone she used in directing me to the correct cabinet contained
the silent, “you idiot” that perfectly completed the sentence; apparently, this wasn’t
the first time I’d asked. Margaret sometimes asks me how to change a preference on
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her computer — after all, we have only been Apple users since 1993 — and the tone
I deploy in showing her, for the thousandth time, will contain the silent, “you idiot.”
Neither of us, on the receiving end, can mistake it.
It’s the little things that keep a marriage fresh.
Margaret’s directing a bit more of this my way lately because the right temporal lobe
is where we make short-term memories and, because this didn’t happen to you, you
may recall that nine weeks ago today, I let a bunch of perfect strangers go pawing
through my right temporal lobe. I’m hardly disabled by the experience, but my
ability to make and retain short-term memories may have suffered a bit. Nine weeks
ago today, after all, I let a bunch of perfect strangers to pawing through my right
temporal lobe.
Relax. That was a joke.
Margaret has other ways of getting the shiv in, too. Yesterday I said, “Oh! We have
tickets for the Mexican music tomorrow night!” which is something we’ve apparently
been discussing daily. She reached over, touched my cheek, and said, “It’s adorable
the way everything is always so fresh and new to you.” Bada-bing! Is my nose
bleeding?
Not to go all gooey over Margaret again, but she is handling this whole brain drama
with remarkable aplomb. She has found the sweet spot between taking good care of
me, but not such good care that I feel like a patient. I haven’t done laundry since the
surgery, and have barely washed a dish. On the other hand, woe betide me if I leave
my belongings lying around the living room or presume to floss my teeth in bed. It
isn’t easy to be simultaneously both a nurse and a scold. But if anybody’s cut out of
the job, it’s Margaret.
I’m still learning how to be married. This week, I finally figured out that it's better to
tell your wife that what she’s wearing doesn’t work and seem engaged with the
question than to say, “You look great, honey,” but seem unengaged. I’ve stood
outside the changing rooms of a thousand thrift stores over the past 28 years
getting that one wrong, and have never understood why, “You look great, honey,”
always got me into such trouble.
Then, we were walking home from work on Tuesday and passed a little holiday flea
market in the plaza of what we call Genocide Circle but the rest of New York calls
Columbus Circle. Margaret saw a dress for sale she thought would look good on her.
Margaret last paid retail for a piece of clothing in ninth grade. If she sees a new
dress that she likes, it’s a big deal, and I immediately jumped in to say she should
buy it. I whipped out the cash myself. She was right; it looks fabulous.
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The best part is, I got all the credit. I can’t believe I’m only now figuring this stuff
out. Maybe that thing had been growing in my head longer than we thought. Or
maybe the radiation is making me smarter.
Dan

Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th Street, Apt. 4S
New York, NY 10024
303-917-5024 Dan
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
303-817-5592 Margaret
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Immigration stories, like holocaust and war stories, are all alike in that each turns on
moments of luck, cruelty, and kindness that beggar belief. I stopped to buy a lemon
and some fuyu persimmons at this stall at the corner of Columbus Avenue and 86th
Street, and must have said to the stallkeeper, “So, how you doin’?” because I was
there for the next 45 minutes, plastic bags of fruit dangling from my fingers like tree
ornaments, listening to this story (edited for brevity):
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“I was betrayed by my own mother, my own sisters and brother, in Bangladesh.
“In America I’ve been 28 years; went first to the University of Arkansas for civil
engineering and when I finished a friend from Bangladesh said to me, ‘As a civil
engineer you make maybe thirty-thousand dollars a year. Come to Fort Worth, open
a convenience store, and you make that much in a month.' He turned out to be
right. I had a store, sold chips, beer, cigarettes in a place cost me only six hundred a
month. I play the Texan; big cowboy hat, big car. I’m a body builder. Become
American citizen. I sent most of the money home to my family.
“Then come Nine Eleven and suddenly nobody will buy from me because I’m a
Muslim. Twelve years I’m in the same location, people know me, but no more. They
won’t come in. Also, the economy go bad and instead of buy from me a can of beans
for a dollar they go to the big supermarket buy three cans. I lose everything.
“Then my sister call and say our mother is dying, I should come home. I go. First
time in Bangladesh fourteen years, and when I get there, my mother is fine, out
having fun. My sister, she lied. They want more money. I say, ‘I am the one need
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money now. I send you money ten years, now you help me.’ They do nothing; tell
me to get out. This is my mother, my sisters, my brother.
“Then I meet woman who knew my father. I ask her, ‘Why aren’t you married?’ She
say, ‘Who going to marry me? I’m 32 years old.’ I say, ‘I’ll marry you.’ My mother
and sisters say, ‘You don’t marry her. She had men before you.’ I say, ‘I had women
before her. What difference?' She’s a good woman. We get married. It’s a real
marriage. We love.
“Then my own family, they have me tortured. Couple of big guys grab me, put me in
house and hang me with rope under my arms, naked, and they beat me. Four hours
they beat me to get me to give more money. Suddenly, in come my my wife with
lawyers and get me free. We go right to American Embassy and they take picture of
all the red places on my body, tell me, ‘You get out of Bangladesh now. Here’s
thousand dollars. You go the airport now.
“I go. That was in March. My wife still in Bangladesh. Now I got nothing. I know a
Bangladeshi man has a house of Fordham Road in Bronx and say I can have room
for $100 a month. But it’s a bad place; people go on floor or in bathtub and don’t
use toilet. Got rats. Got bugs. I get up every day to stand here for owner twelve
hours. He give me $120 a day.
“I think about maybe try to find job in civil engineering. A mind is terrible thing to
waste, I know. I don’t know what to do first; bring wife here or look for work. And to
look for work got to have clothes, phone, computer.”
He paused, because a girl of about five appeared beneath us, and asked, “What do
you have for twenty-five cents?” A woman I took for her mother stood about ten feet
away, smiling down at her.
The stallkeeper took a banana from the stall, crouched to the little girl’s height, and
put it in her mittened hand. “Keep your twenty-five cents and take this as a
Christmas present,” he said with a wide grin.
“What do you say?” crooned the mom.
“Thank you!” shouted the girl, running back to hug her mother’s leg.
“My name is Shakil,” the stallkeeper said to me as he returned to full standing
height. “Merry Christmas.”
“Going home now to light Chanukkah candles,” I said.
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“That’s tonight?” he asked smiling. He put out a hand in a fingerless glove to shake.
“Asalam aleikum.”
Dan
PS: A big, warm thank-you to whomever it was in Denver who sent us a handwritten
but unsigned card with an amazing gift enclosed, in an envelope with no return
address. We will use it well and really appreciate it. But why so anonymous?
PPS: A tip of the hat to our dear friend Mr. Trinkner, who spoils yesterday’s joke
about silent letters, the bastard, by pointing out that in Spanish, the “h” is silent.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th Street, Apt. 4S
New York, NY 10024
303-917-5024 Dan
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
303-817-5592 Margaret
megknox@me.com
www.margaretknox.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Lately, people who have heard about Third-Act Trouble have asked to be added to
the list of people who receive them, which I find flattering. In order to make them
sorry they asked, I send them the entire oeuvre from the beginning, which as of
today is 78 posts.
Looking through them as I prepare the file to send, I find some ominous moments.
Some of these are fate-tempters that I probably shouldn’t have committed to print
or speech; others are harbingers of something I didn’t know was coming.
The fate-tempters:
I'll dispense quickly with the past—the “holy shit” moment when I realized both that
the present wasn’t working and — eyeballing my vigorous 89-year-old father — that
I was probably going to live another 35 years.
The Big Black Dog of Misfortune is voracious, and the older you get, the closer
comes the malevolent snuffling of his hungry muzzle.
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“I see from your resumé,” she said, “that you don’t have a terminal degree.” “I’ve
had a terminal illness,” I offered. “Does that count?” (Margaret’s always hated this
joke. Since I didn’t die from my 1992 testicular cancer, she maintains, it wasn’t a
terminal illness. Picky, picky...)
The God of Our Fathers is like a seventh-grade girl with supernatural powers —
vengeful, jealous, petulant, self-absorbed, and capricious. The way God is portrayed
in the Old Testament, it seems to me that the only moral position to take is absolute
opposition to him and all his works. My only comfort is that he is entirely fictitious.
We do know that it’s not a gliobastoma — the really nasty brain tumor that carried
off a dear friend of ours a few years ago. Nobody seems to think it’s anything really
bad…. The docs like its “clean margins;” they seem to think that bodes well….
Yeah, well, so much for liking its clean margins. A glioblastoma the size of a lime is
exactly what they pulled from my head. Whether the docs can hunt down and kill
every one of the tiny, pernicious cells it left behind is the big question. I took a quick
glance at the statistics on this and never looked again.
Then came the clues that something was awry, but which I'd put down to simple
psychological reaction. That’s the weird thing about brain disease; it’s easy to ignore
and tell yourself simply to pull up your socks and stop whining — as several of you
did. This first one goes in both categories — harbinger and fate tempter:
For several weeks now, I’ve been feeling simply lousy. I have a headache almost all
the time; sometimes a headache wakes me in the middle of the night. ...Please don’t
worry about me. I’m sure the absolute worst is true: That I am 59 years old, that I
am reacting to moving from tranquil Boulder to incredibly noisy and over-stimulating
New York City, that commuting and keeping long office hours is a shock to the
system — in other words, that I’m a whiny old pussy who can’t rise to the challenge
he's assigned himself.
But one mustn’t lose hope. In two weeks I'll have my annual physical. Maybe I’ll get
lucky and the doctor will find I have meningitis or dengue fever.
Would that it was meningitis or dengue fever….
Worse, I began suffering what I came to call “dread waves” — foaming curls of
anxiety churning through the solar plexus, accompanied by a racing heart, blurred
vision, and a metallic taste in the mouth. When a dread wave hits, I have to lie on
the floor until it passes.
These, it turns out, were not my dreading the transition from free-lancer to human
resource, but classic seizures associated with the tumor.
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I also think about other jokes I’ve made. For years, when someone has asked me,
say, if I was going to watch some basketball game or see the fifth Star Wars movie,
I’d respond, “No. I don’t know how much longer I have to live.” When they’d ask,
“Oh my God, are you sick?” I’d say, “No. But do you know how much
longer you have to live?” Clever me.
Another of my adorable witticisms: “I’ve had cancer, and I’ve had an unhappy wife;
I’d do cancer again in a minute.” Well, now that I’m doing cancer again, I have,
needless to say, dropped this line of patter from my jokebook.
What should one make of this? I don’t worry too much about teeing off against the
Old Testament God; in my particular worldview, he doesn’t exist and never did. But
what of the fates? Do they exist and are they given to temptation? Does it matter
that we sling around such words? Might it affect outcomes? I tend to doubt it, but I
must say I found a little creepy to find these lines in the Third-Act Trouble archive.
Have I mouthed my way out of this life the way I mouthed my way out of The New
Yorker?
Again, I doubt it. But the next question has to be — and it’s a question only a smartass language guy like me would even think to ask: If I did exactly that, was it worth
it?
Dan
If for any reason you’d like the whole Third-Act Trouble from the beginning, just ask.
It comes as one long email.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th Street, Apt. 4S
New York, NY 10024
303-917-5024 Dan
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
303-817-5592 Margaret
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Among the pleasures of writing Third-Act Trouble is receiving emails from my oldest
brother, Andy, who has assigned himself the job of ex post fact-checker.
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Andy is an attorney, and has been since he was four years old. It was Andy who
frowningly studied the board-game instructions, interpreted them for Mike and me
with Talmudic intensity, and adjudicated disputes. It was Andy who, when Mike and I
were noisily pummeling each other to a paste, would calmly broker peace. He was
mature for his age, and as the youngest, I was immature for mine. So we were more
like ten years apart than our chronological five. He was aloof and intellectual, and he
commanded a quiet respect. If I got a laugh out of Andy at the dinner table, it meant
something.
He gestured briefly in college and afterward toward a career in radio, at which he
was quite good...
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...but he is, to the marrow, an attorney. “If you want a scorched-earth warrior,
that’s not me,” he once told me. "But if you want someone to work out a solution
within the law, call me.” Andy is, above all, a decent guy.
Here is a sampling of his fact-checking:
Believe it or not I remember the day Sy brought home the Plymouth. And I
remember how excited Audrey was. I even remember the license plate: UZN 49.
That is a very Andy detail. He would have been four at that point. He is now 65. And
he remembers the license plate.
So it had to be a bit later than 1953. And it was a blue 1949 Plymouth, not a 1945 .
(The first postwar models were 1946's, I believe).
. . . just want to have it right for posterity.
A
More:
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When Sy joined NicePak, the brand was Nice 'n Clean. Wet Naps came later, maybe
as the name for the retail brand. I remember a brainstorming session in the living
room on Lenox Terrace that led to the adoption of Wet Naps.
I ran that past Sy, and he begged to differ. Nice ’n Clean was a different product, Sy
said -- a make-up remover. So it’s Sy’s 89-year-old memory vs. Andy recalling
events that happened when he was five. I told Andy that he and Sy could duke it
out. He replied:
No duking necessary. He may be right. (No scorched-earth warrior, he.) But I do
remember a brainstorming session on a new brand -- with me making my very
sophisticated and valuable suggestions.
…when he was four or five years old. As I say, Andy’s a natural attorney. In fact,
he's a trademark attorney, and seems to have been since the early Eisenhower
administration.
Regarding the car that Sy drove every day to Union:
The red car was a '57 Chevy Bel Air coupe. Not a convertible. It was replaced by the
62 yellow Chevy ragtop that we all remember fondly.
I remember it especially fondly, as it was I who destroyed it in a particularly
ignominious fashion—a story to which we will get somewhere down the line. Back to
Andy:
--It was Howard Cosell, not the Yankees PA announcer, who uttered "the Bronx is
burning."
--Central Park didn't open 'til 1857. Reservoir may have been there, but the park
wasn't.
Andy’s got my back when it comes to family and New York City history. But all
readers should feel free to weigh in with corrections. My last radiation treatment is
this morning, and I'll take my last chemotherapy pills tonight. Margaret had a private
conversation with my doctors, who, she claims, were adamant that from here on
out, I’ll be entirely dependent on criticism to keep me alive.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Sy lives straight across Central Park from Margaret and me. He’s on East 87th; we’re
on West 87th. Usually, I walk across after finishing the interviews with him — it
takes about 20 minutes, mostly along the reservoir — but the other night I was
feeling a little drowsy, so I decided to take the 86th Street crosstown bus. It’s
essentially free, as I buy a monthly transit-system pass.
Waiting at the bus stop, I found myself next to a tall, nice-looking young man with a
red-tipped, white, aluminum cane. Since it was none of my goddamn business, I
asked him, “You get around the city completely blind, or do you have some vision?”
“Completely blind!” he said cheerfully. So, cheerfully, I got the vibe he was glad that
someone had finally asked. “It’s easier than it looks!” he said.
“Please,” I said. “I find it grueling sometimes, and I see fine.”
“Well, I mean New York is easier than most cities because it’s laid out in a grid.”
This, I understood. The bus came, we boarded; he didn’t need to take anybody’s
arm. He didn’t even seem to use the stick. If he hadn’t been holding it, I wouldn’t
have known he was blind, so fluidly did he negotiate the aisle, detect an empty seat,
and take it. I sat beside him.
“I’m Dan.”
“Francesco.”
“Have you always been blind?”
“No. I went blind at fifteen.”
“You’re kidding.”
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“Yes,” he said, “because what is funnier than going blind at fifteen? What happened
was this: I had eye cancer when I was eleven months old. I don’t remember that, of
course, but I was cured. Then, when I was fifteen, I went totally blind within about
four months.”
"Christ almighty.”
“Thing is, I had help. Growing up, I knew kids who were blind. I’d seen how they
managed, and when I started losing my sight, they talked to me about what was
coming, what to do. So really, it wasn’t so bad.”
Going blind at fifteen wasn’t so bad? It was all I could do not to throw my arms
around him.
“Have you ever heard the episode of This American Life called ‘Batman,' about the
blind nine-year-old who rides a bike and everything?” I asked. "He clicks, and echolocates, like a bat.”
“I’ve heard of that. I don’t click, but I do echo-locate. I can tell when I’m getting
close to, say, a light pole. I can hear it, hear the sound kind of wrapping around it.
And I think I detect a change in air pressure. The city really is an easier place to get
around than the country because of all the surfaces that reflect sound."
He began pulling apart his stick — it had a bungee running through it like a tent
pole. “Remember too,” he said, thrusting the collapsed stick into his backpack, “that
I could see until I was fifteen. So I know what things look like. When I get close to
that light pole and hear it, and hear air currents wrapping around it, I can kind of
see it."
One of our best friends at Human Rights Watch is a young man who can see a little
but is legally blind; he works in Disability Rights. On his behalf, I asked Francesco,
“Do you ever experience discrimination?”
“Never,” he said. “Never have.”
“Where do you work?”
“I’m a college student, but I have a job, in computers.”
“You’re a coder?”
“Yup.”
“Wait a minute,” I said. "How can you work on a computer screen?”
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“The computer reads it to me.”
“Lines and lines of code.”
“Right.”
“So you have to remember every character,” I said. “I could stare at a line of code
all day with two good eyes and never figure it out. And you listen to it and
remember?”
“Never done it any other way.”
I realized suddenly that I’d been so engrossed, I had no idea if the bus had breezed
past my stop at Amsterdam Avenue.
“Relax,” he said. “That was only Central Park West.”
“I’m counting on a blind guy to tell me where I am?” I asked.
“I can count. You have two more stops.”
I'd felt pretty comfortable taking seats close to the door, given the sign above our
heads. By the time we were done talking, though, I wasn’t sure that Francesco had a
claim.
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
When Sy joined Colgate, it has a sales force of 700 men — never women — who sold
the core brands: Colgate Toothpaste, Halo Shampoo, Fab Detergent, and so on. The
Colgate sales force was like the regular Army — powerful but ponderous. Sy’s little
operation, Wash n’ Dri, was too small for Colgate’s massive infantry, so Sy
assembled his own team of “reps” — freelance salesmen who sold many brands —
and were, to Sy’s way of thinking, more like a squad of elite irregulars.
One of Sy’s reps also sold Tropicana Orange Juice, which probably earned him
$50,000 a month, whereas Sy was paying him only about $250 a month to sell Wash
n’ Dri. “I was a pimple on his ass,” Sy said, but the rep was willing because he could
now say he was representing Colgate-Palmolive, and he thought he might someday
get one of the core brands. Try as he might, though, Sy could never wrest any of the
core brands away from the dull and stodgy sales force. Colgate was a lead-footed,
hidebound company with nowhere near the branding and marketing genius of its
main rival, Proctor and Gamble.
Sy, off in his own corner, successfully transformed Wash n’ Dri from a niche product
hidden away in department stores to a $3-million-a-year commodity product sold in
every drugstore. “There were no drug chains then; that’s why you needed reps to
call on every store,” Sy remembered. “Today, in New York, you make two calls:
Duane Reade and CVS; it wasn’t like that then.” Sy’s reward was to be given a
couple of other products that were little more than floor-sweepings of the main
company: Sterno and Reefer-Galler (moth balls). For that, he got a $5,000 raise.
Even with the 90-minute commute both ways, Sy loved his job.
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In 1963, he took a call from the American Jewish Committee, which was launching a
campaign to get more Jews into the corporate world. Its New Jersey division had set
its sights on Johnson & Johnson and Campbell’s Soup, both based in New Jersey,
and wanted Sy to share the secret of breaking through the Gentleman’s
Agreement that excluded Jews. Sy agreed to call on Manhattan Raybestos, which
made brake linings in Patterson. “We have no discrimination here,” they told him,
but Sy could tell they couldn’t care less what a bunch of smart-ass Jews wanted. It
wasn’t like Manhattan Raybestos was a consumer-products company that could be
affected by public opinion.
Sy wasn’t even sure that the American Jewish Committee knew what it wanted. He
attended a weekend retreat in Westchester County, and listened while a bunch of old
men bellowed pompously, “I want more Jews at Manufacturers Hannover Trust,” and
“I want more Jews at Colgate.” But when Sy pressed them, not one said he wanted
his own son to work at Colgate. Of the thirty men there, every one of them had a
business of his own and wanted his son either to take it over or become a doctor.
What are we doing here? Sy asked himself.
Besides, Sy hadn’t detected a whiff of anti-Semitism at Colgate. The company had
come a long way since the days when it sponsored Father Coughlin’s bitterly antiSemitic radio show. It even had a little booklet called, How to Deal with our Jewish
Customers that Sy thought pretty good and for which I am searching on eBay.
In fact, Sy was at his desk one day in about 1963 when in walked George Lesh,
Colgate’s CEO. “Sy,” he said, making himself comfortable in the guest chair. “I just
read that fourteen percent of Ivy League graduates are Jewish, and how I wish I
could get more of them to come to work here. But they won’t do it.”
They talked about Father Coughlin, an about the ambivalence Sy detected at the
Westchester AJC retreat. Lesh sighed.
“I just wish,” he said, “that I could get more smart Jews like you.”
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
While they gathered in Paris to strategize against global warming, we here in New
York were basking in the most glorious November-December in living memory. Most
days have been sunny and in the 50s or 60s, and leaves remain on some of the
trees. We feel a little guilty enjoying it so much.
We continued our bicycle exploration of The Bronx a couple of weekends back. Kudos
to Margaret for spotting yet another example of grand New York architecture
dedicated to the working man: Samuel Gompers Industrial High School on Southern
Boulevard.

On one tower, Marcus Aurelius is quoted: “Love the trade that thou hast earned.”
On the other, Benjamin Franklin: “He who hath a trade hath an estate.”
We the people once recognized that not everybody had to go to college and sit in
front of a computer screen. A person could earn a decent living and live a good life in
the trades. We built palaces to prepare students to do so.
I may have mentioned that as much as we’re enjoying autumn in New York, we are
missing hunting season. I hate missing hunting season. I never get an elk, but most
years I shoot an antelope, or, as they call it in northern Colorado, a “speed goat.”
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They live in the wide open and have excellent vision. Getting close enough for a shot
is an extended game of red-light/green-light. Frequently, they’re fast-moving
targets.
There isn’t much meat on a speed goat, but since they eat sage, the meat they give
is delicious — spicy and lean. And they’re exciting to hunt, especially if, like me, you
use a 116-year-old rifle with no scope.
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In the 1974 film The Taking of Pelham 123, when Robert Shaw tells Hector
Elizondo that he once had a man shot in Africa for mouthing off to him, Elizondo
replies, “That’s the difference between us; I’ve always done my own killing.”
In the movie, the line makes you shudder. But as a hunter, I like to think of myself
as a guy who does his own killing. When we lived in Montana years ago, the only
meat we ate all year was that which we’d shot ourselves. Buying meat came to feel
like taking out a contract on the life of some poor cow.
(Margaret, by the way, is an awesome hunter. . . .

. . . She once tracked a doe down an old railroad bed for an hour, and when it stuck
up its head to look, she steadied her grandfather’s 1942 Winchester and drilled it
between the eyes at 60 yards, dropping it instantly. Because she's programmed not
to prolong suffering, she ran up to it, whipped out her revolver, and shot it again in
the head. Since witnessing that, I do whatever she tells me, and quickly.)
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I’m off on this tedious digression about hunting because right after discovering
Samuel Gompers Industrial High School, we stumbled upon the Jackson Live Market
on Jackson Avenue and 141st Street.
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The sign drew me inside:
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That’s right. At the Jackson Live Market, you select your meat alive, and they “take it
in back.” You can buy chickens, ducks, guinea fowl...
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...or, something larger: slow goat.

Jerry, who runs the place, told me New York is home to about fifteen live
markets. It’s illegal in New York City, he said, to take an animal home alive and
slaughter it your apartment. Jerry’s butchers have to do the job right there. “I got
customers won’t eat meat any other way,” Jerry said.
We ran into a Domincan woman on our way out who told us just that. “The taste, the
texture, it's so much better when they’re killed fresh. At the grocery stores, it sits
wrapped in plastic, getting old."
The Jackson Live Market’s customer base — Dominicans and apparently Muslims, as
it advertises halal — are apparently concerned with when the animals they eat died,
Margaret mused, while Anglos are obsessed with how the animals we eat lived. Are
they fed organically? Are they given room to move around?
What that says about the various cultures is up for discussion.
As we climbed back on our bikes, we spotted this:
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Next time we go, we’ll ask if Luis A. Badillo Cortés was an owner or employee of
Jackson Live Market. On the other hand, he may well have been just what the sign
indicates: a spectacular fighting rooster.
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
New York is exhausting. You beat your feet on flat concrete, wrapped in hellish noise
(someone once said, “New York will be great if they ever get it finished”), and
everything has to be done with a breathless haste that often leaves us wilted at
day’s end. Also, we’ve continued going to incredible shows that I haven’t even
bothered to mention — a flamenco performance of the Antigone story, the Big Apple
Circus, several plays — that we’ve enjoyed tremendously but which take energy to
enjoy.
We knew all that would be true. It has taken me until now, though, to realize that a
big part of what makes New York exhausting is that one looks at thousands of
people, close up, in the course of a day.
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This isn’t true in places where most people spend their free-range moments sealed
up in automobiles. If you live in the suburbs or the country, you might see people in
their bodies at the supermarket or at work, or occasionally walking a dog. But on
New York’s sidewalks and in the subways, the crush of humanity is relentless.
Strolling at one’s own pace is out of the question. One is constantly dodging the fat
and slow; the ear-budded oblivious; the gawking tourist; the oncoming speedy, the
Bluetoothed yammerer; the selfie-absorbed; and every other conceivable category of
irritating fellow pedestrian. Margaret and I like to get where we going, and walking
New York’s sidewalks is like competing in a giant slalom event; sometimes we even
have to let go of each other’s hand.
But even that isn’t what makes the crush of people so enervating. What does it for
us is having to study everybody we see. People are inherently fascinating. They have
faces, and bodies, and clothes. I look at every one and can’t help wondering who is
that person? And from there, since I can buttonhole only so many and ask them, I
have to expend a tremendous amount of energy making up stories about them.
The guy in the black jacket in the picture above on the left; he’s starting to wonder if
his acting career is ever going to take off and if he isn’t wasting too much time
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selling suits at Men’s Wearhouse. But now that he’s involved romantically, can he
give that up to leave the city? The woman wearing the sweater vest and grimacing in
the picture on the right is a lot more homesick than she’d admit to any of her hip
friends, and doesn’t want her boyfriend anymore; she wants a husband. That makes
her sad and ashamed. The guy behind her in the glasses? His wife’s in labor.

The serene-looking Haitian immigrant above is doing what he needs to do and feels
pretty good about it, even if the day-to-day isn’t very pleasant. It’s what men do in
his family and he’s proud of himself.
I can do this all day. In fact, I do do this all day, which is why I flop on the couch
every night utterly worn out. (None of the stories you’ve gotten from me are made
up, though; I promise. All those interviews were real.)
Margaret, who hasn’t dressed for an office job since Ronald Reagan was president,
studies women with an intensity to rival her deer hunting. She is entranced by
women who get around Manhattan in heels; she’s constantly pointing out not only
shoes but the way shoes make women walk. Pant length, skirt length, tunic flare,
bangs…Margaret is a deep student of New York women’s work-wear.
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Overall, though, she is appalled at how dressed-down New York seems to be. "It
used to be we dressed up to go to New York,” she said, remembering her early
childhood in New Haven, Connecticut. "Now people slop around in sweat pants and
flannel shirts.” Her conclusion: "Casual Fridays was the medical marijuana of New
York’s sartorial collapse."
Casual Fridays has its roots in Hawaii, where, in the sixties, the manufacturers of the
state’s signature boxy and colorful shirts started "Aloha Fridays" as a day when men
could leave their suits home and wear Hawaiian-print shirts. Fast forward to the
recession of the early 1990s, when companies on the mainland — unable to give
raises or even keep everybody employed — were looking for no-cost ways to keep
up morale. Thus was born Casual Fridays, a newly minted tradition to allow people to
dress comfortably one day a week.
As Margaret -- ideologically committed to dressing comfortably -- says with
impeccable logic: "If they know it’s a perk, doesn’t that just accentuate the
pointlessness of making employees dress up the other four days of the week?”
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Among the pleasure of this life we’re living is that every morning when we get to
work, these guys say, “Welcome to the Empire State Building.”
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This is Paul on the left and Tony on the right, but the lobby is full of uniformed
doormen, and they make a body feel quite grand. I know of no other office building
to which everybody who enters is individually welcomed.
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Well into my childhood, the Empire State Building was the tallest building in the
world, and it retains a grandeur for which few others strive. The story is that the
Chrysler Building is actually taller, but the guys named in the plaque on the right
were so eager to claim the “tallest” title that they added what they said would be a
zeppelin airport on the roof. To this day, what most of us would call the “antenna” —
which really is an antenna — is called “the mooring mast,” because the fiction was
that zeppelins would anchor there. The thought of disembarking from a zeppelin in
the wind 1,454 feet above the 34th Street pavement makes me queasy; I can’t
imagine that anybody really fell for it.
Right now, a piano player fills lobby with the songs of the
approaching goyische holiday. It’s lovely.
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But notice the medallions on the wall above him, under which we have walked for
months without noticing.
Continuing my theme of New York architecture again and again honoring the working
man, the gold medallions adorning the palatial lobby of the Empire State Building are
dedicated to the trades that built the building.
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“Finance” is not among them. Though it certainly played an important role, it is not
what one honored in 1931.
Finally, a plaque, prominently placed, honors certain individual workmen by name.
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That the name of Guiseppi Rusciani, laborer, is displayed as prominently as that of
Governor Alfred E. Smith we find astounding, especially in the season of Trump.
By the way, if you’re looking for a reading list for your holiday break, you could do
worse than this one:
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That signature at the bottom? Ernest Hemingway. There’s a terrific exhibit on now at
the Morgan Library about Hemingway between the two world wars, full of intimate
letters, typed manuscript pages crosshatched with pencil editing, and other
treasures. This was a list of favorite titles someone asked him to jot down. Have at
it; these books will be on the quiz in January.
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Even though we in New York are still guiltily enjoying weather that looks like this...
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… there’s no denying that the National Commercial Emergency is upon us. New York
does a very nice job with Christmas; in fact, Fifth Avenue is packed with bridge-andtunnel people strolling with annoying slowness up and down Fifth Avenue gawking at
the department-store windows. This is Lord and Taylor’s modest entry this year:
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The windows themselves are clever and eye-catching, and I can see why they put
children in a mood to receive and parents in a mood to become athiest anarchosyndicalist Communists.
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Of course, it isn’t all entirely commercial. The Catholics staked this claim in front of
the Plaza Hotel, though they didn’t have anyone on hand to explain what they mean
by “religious and civil rights.” For all I know, they mean the religious and civil right
of an employer to fire gay employees or deny them abortion coverage. But perhaps
I’m being churlish.
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Then I stumbled upon the incredibly poorly named Mitzvah Tank, around which
sallow young men dressed like 1920s gangsters in long black coats and widebrimmed black fedoras were handing out cheap stamped-aluminum menorahs.
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I buttonholed one of them,: “I thought we Jews don’t evangelize.”
“Don’t what?”
“Evangelize. Try to convert others to Judaism.”
“Evangelize: a word I don’t know,” he said in English so faintly accented it barely
achieved that signature whininess. "But we don’t try to convert to Judaism. We try to
make Jews more like Jews. You’re Jewish?”
“Perhaps not by your definition, but yes. Do you need to see my penis?"
He scowled disapprovingly and asked, “You lighting candles this Chanukkah?”
“Of course.”
“Good,” he said. “So you’re all set. Now give me peace and let me work.”
Peace on earth, good will toward men.
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Hands down, though, my favorite sign of the approaching holiday is this ad for longterm care plans that appears in many subway cars.

I love the distinction it draws between “not only your loved ones, but your family,
too.” If that isn’t a distinction to draw at holiday time, I don’t know what is. Let this
be my benediction to everybody this holiday season: At Christmas dinner, you don’t
have to get into it with your brother-in-law. Let it go.
This will be my last edition of Third-Act Trouble until 2016. Tomorrow, Margaret and
I fly to California for eight days of friends, family, the beach, maybe even the
mountains. I shall return, however, though whether Third-Act Trouble will continue
every weekday is still a question. I love writing this, and I very much appreciate
your willingness to receive and sometimes even read it.
I will leave you with this quote from Mohandas Gandhi, which someone sent me a
while back and from which I have been drawing inspiration every since:
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"Whatever you do will be insignificant, but it is very important that you do it."
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to you all.
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets

Ooo-ee, did I catch it this morning when Margaret read the typos in Third-Act
Trouble:
Fifth Avenue is packed with bridge-and-tunnel people strolling with annoying
slowness up and down Fifth Avenue gawking at the department-store windows.
and,
from which I have been drawing inspiration every since:
Rest assured that this is simple sloppy haste and not the brain tumor talking. As far
as we’ve been told, there’s no brain tumor left to talk. The surgeon “got it all,” and
we’ve been hammering at the spot where it was with chemo and radiation for the
past six weeks.
Speaking of which, so you’re all in the loop: I’m done for the moment with treatment
and, aside from somewhat diminished appetite toward the end and a strict
prohibition on doing laundry, I was largely unaffected by it. My next doctoring will be
on January 13, when I have my first post-treatment MRI.
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We’re calling January 13 “Buster Day,” because depending on what we find,
Margaret will be saying either, “You’re in big trouble, Buster,” or, “You’ve dodged a
bullet so far, Buster.” We really expect the latter, because unlike most people with
this condition, I started the process with a really good surgery.
We expect Buster Day to begin an era of returning for MRIs every month or two and
waiting to see what happens. Glioblastoma is a sneaky little bastard, sending out
microscopic tendrils in a pernicious and downright obnoxious way, but we’re ready
with a really good team of experts to fight it however we must. I expect to live well
for a good long time to come.
Now you know everything we know. And if you’ll excuse me I need to make freshblackberry French toast for Margaret to atone for my typos.
love,
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Welcome back. Margaret and I hope you had a break over the holidays, that you got
enough to eat, and that returning to school/work/reality doesn’t make you want to
put your head in the oven.
We had a fine time in California, saw lots of Rosa and other family, had plenty of
time with good friends, and got to do something we never get to do in New York City
— drive cars among people behind the wheel in an aggressive hurry and distracted
by their phones. It was dreamy.
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We found ourselves in a number of third-act conversations with friends and relatives
who either retired during the past year or are planning to do so soon, and found that
for them, the third act isn’t “trouble” at all. All waxed rhapsodically about the joy of
sleeping late, of having plenty of time to run errands at leisure, of finally getting to
the stack of books on the bedside table. These aren't drones sprung from decades of
drudgery in the salt mines but instead are folks who generally enjoyed their careers
— who felt socially useful, liked their colleagues, and were pleasantly challenged by
the work. Still, retirement is, as they describe it, entirely pleasant.
All of them, though, describe that pleasantness in negative terms: I don’t have to
wake up; I don’t have to commute; I don’t have to be at the office nine hours every
day; I don’t have to deal with Dale in HR anymore; and so forth. I can certainly dig
it, and have my own list of I don’t have to anymores — pitch articles to feckless
editors, dun magazines for payment, sit through unenthusiastic book-publisher
lunches, and more. The joy of shedding one’s old chains is profound.
At the other end of the spectrum, we had a lot of time with early- and midtwentysomethings, and were reminded afresh of how different these times are from
the ones into which Margaret and I emerged from college. In the mid-1970s, we
were absolutely certain that we could be hippies as long as we liked and that any
time we were willing to write a resumé and buy a suit, the straight world would
make a place for us. That isn’t true for this generation, and many of them struck me
as prematurely careworn. None of those with whom we hung this Christmas wants to
be dependent on the parents, and all recognize the need for a gig with health
insurance. They’re admirably practical — far more than Margaret and I were at that
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age — and have my deep respect. But not living with one’s parents and having
health insurance aren’t exactly the kind of big inspiring dreams one loves hearing
from young people. Some of these conversations made me a little sad, and angry at
whoever rigged this economy to be so hard on recent graduates.
On the other hand, Rosa has just moved into an apartment with two men in their
mid-twenties who are lit up with big-eyed dreams. One is starting a company
called Ample to make one of those food-replacement drinks for people too busy to
eat. The other is launching an app called Shelfie that could be of enormous use to
book lovers. We could see why Rosa, with big dreams of her own, gravitated to
these guys. Between the practicality imposed on all of them by the times, and the
imagination infused by being in and around the tech world, that generation is quite
something. Margaret and I came away from our trip feeling powerfully inspired and
educated from two directions.
Health update: I’m fine. My appetite was somewhat suppressed for a while, but
seems to be coming back. I’m sleeping well, have plenty of energy, and feel entirely
unaffected by the whole drama. On to Buster Day, a week from Wednesday.
I will say this, though: I have a new reaction to the daily news. Twelve killed in a car
bombing in Iraq. Thirteen killed by the rising Mississippi River. Eleven killed by Texas
tornadoes. Fourteen killed in the San Bernadino shooting. Four hundred and fortytwo killed in a Yangtze River ferry accident.
For years I’ve read such headlines and moved on. But now my eyes stick on the
word “killed.” I think about these people getting up in the morning, dressing as for
any other day, and then suddenly dying, perhaps in terror, perhaps in pain.
Compared to any of them, I am a lucky man indeed, with plenty of time to fight
back, to think about what’s happening, reflect, write, and tie up loose ends.
Of course, I sill have a powerful sense that I’m going to live another dozen or more
years the way some outliers do, and make fools of all y'all. And let’s not forget that
nothing about having a brain tumor makes me immune to a car wreck, a tornado, a
ferry disaster, or a shooting. I’ll say this, though: Being told how one
will probably die does change one’s relationship with the Reaper. I feel like I’m on
his schedule in an orderly way, and I’m as surprised as anyone to to find that there’s
something weirdly comforting in that.
Happy new year!
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Within days of arriving at summer camp, it was clear I’d be forever consigned
to right field, ignored by quarterbacks, left jiggling and huffing in the rear during
capture the flag. At five, I was the youngest kid ever at Sunapee: a pudgy,
overmothered cherub amid a tribe of lean savages. Though I’d begged to follow my
big brothers to camp, my first week in Bunk One was a fog of humiliations large and
small. I knew nothing of baseball, tits, or rock and roll; I was quick to tears; I wet
the bed. At the end of the first week, I feigned illness for the raw relief of the cool,
sympathetic touch of the nurse’s hand on my forehead.
At the edge of the woods loomed a mysterious monolith that was both exciting and
vaguely disturbing: a giant white boulder neatly cracked in two. It must have stood
five feet high—much taller than my head. The two sides lay just far enough apart
that a person could slip between them, and I occasionally saw bigger boys
disappearing along the path through the rock—it appeared to be some kind of portal.
One hot day in the second week of camp, Bunk One’s counselor led the ten of us
through. The broken rock faces sparkled in the sunlight, and as we stepped in, a
thick, mantle of cool air enveloped us. I was disoriented for a moment, as though I’d
stepped into another dimension. Then the boy in front of me moved, the boy behind
me shoved, and we emerged onto a sparsely wooded hillside.
The ground sloped gently away, through white birch saplings, to a wooden platform
floating on a sea of ferns. On the platform stood a big man with his fists on his hips.
We trotted down the path and clattered aboard. Five urine-stained mattresses lay at
the big man’s feet. On the mattresses lay rifles.
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Real guns! It was 1961, and, like many kids, I’d seen lots of gunfights on TV. I’d
played cowboys with Mattel cap pistols and ambushed friends with primary-colored
squirt guns. These rifles, though, were long and serious-looking, their burnished
wood warmly reflecting the dappled sunlight. The big man, a crew-cut Rutgers
footballer named Hank Hilliard, scooped up a rifle and opened its bolt with a slickclick that I felt in my spine. He pointed to the various parts and spoke their names,
extending blunt fingers to show how to line up the sights. He sternly repeated the
range rules. Then he eenie-meenied five of us to lie on the mattresses, and warned
us not to touch the rifles until he gave the go-ahead.
I lay on my side, hands clasped between my knees, gazing at the steel barrel two
inches in front of my eyes. Mossberg 340 KA North Haven, Connecticut .22 short
long or long rifle, it read. I cannot remember the names of my neighbors’ grown
children or that of the seventh dwarf, but to this day I can summon every detail of
that rifle and its metallic, smoky, chemical aroma: guns.
A cartridge plopped onto the mattress—slender shiny brass with a rounded gray tip.
“Pick up your rifles,” Hank boomed, and I hoisted the Mossberg into my arms. Across
the far end of the clearing stretched a board fence on which were tacked sheets of
white paper, each with a black dot at the center. “Open your bolts.” I worked the
knob up and back. Slick-click. “Load.” I poked the nose of the cartridge into the
breech and mashed it forward with my thumb. “Close your bolts.” I pushed the bolt
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forward and locked it down, the most determined thing I’d ever done. “Aim and fire
at will.”
The kid next to me grunted as his rifle popped off. The other three shot nervously in
the next two seconds. I ignored them. For days, I’d jealously watched these boys
swing bats and tennis rackets, throw spirals and execute high dives. Now I tuned
them out and squeezed the world down to my front sight, a bead-topped post
looping tighter and tighter around the black dot. The rifle gave a slight jump against
my shoulder and a distant crack. Hank dropped another cartridge on the mattress.
We each shot five bullets and, after an elaborate ceremony of opening bolts and
clearing chambers, pelted across the clearing to retrieve our targets. One kid’s was
completely untouched. The rest had two or three holes, the shots scattered widely.
All five of mine were inside the black dot, which I now saw was divided into five
concentric rings. Several of my bullet holes touched; one nicked dead center. When I
handed the target to Hank, he rocked his head back in surprise. “Damn,” he
breathed, touching each hole with a pencil point. “Thirty-six out of fifty.” He handed
back the target and gave me my first-ever man-to-man look. “Nice shootin’, Tex.”
Was that my personal Big Bang? Did I get hooked on guns because I
discovered I was good at shooting at precisely the moment I was experiencing my
first feelings of masculine inadequacy? Is this why I’ve spent a lifetime carrying
around an enthusiasm that has made me feel slightly ashamed? Or did I just think
the guns were cool and fun, the way other kids fell for fishing rods and ant farms?
All I knew at the time was that the rifle range replaced the nurse’s office as my
refuge. By day I was forced to trudge through ball sports with the rest of my
bunkmates, but when the shadows grew long and we were allowed an elective, I
invariably chose riflery. I learned to breathe evenly, listen to my heartbeat, and let
the shot go between beats, when the muzzle was steadiest. I learned to place the
pad of my index finger against the trigger and squeeze so slowly that the shot came
as a surprise. I came to love the snap of the rifle, the rich aroma of burned powder,
the magical geometry of a bullet’s razor-straight trajectory connecting to a tiny,
distant point. I even came to enjoy the faint aroma of ancient urine soaked into
cotton mattress ticking, because that, too, was part of the Camp Sunapee rifle-range
experience.
— from the opening of Gun Guys: A Road Trip.
Dan
Dan Baum
175 West 87th Street
Apt. 4S
New York, NY 10024
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You may recall from a posting a few weeks ago that my surgery left me a little
weepy. I’d well up talking about all the good times I’ve enjoyed, or about
Rosa…always good stuff. I attributed it to brain injury and I think I was largely
correct. The weepiness has almost entirely left me. Almost.
Working out on the goddamn elliptical machine, I listen to Pandora. And God help
me, certain song lyrics make me cry. The rock and roll generation is old enough now
be singing about late-life disappointment instead of young love, and some of these
really get me. Springsteen’s “Bobby Jean,” about a grown-up middle-school oddball
singing to his long-gone middle-school oddball friend, practically had my sobbing:
Maybe you'll be out there on that road somewhere
In some bus or train traveling along
In some motel room there'll be a radio playing
And you'll hear me sing this song
Well if you do you'll know I'm thinking of you and all the miles in between
And I'm just calling one last time not to change your mind
But just to say I miss you baby, good luck goodbye, Bobby Jean
From Springsteen’s “No Surrender,” another swift kick to the tear duct:
Now on the street tonight the lights grow dim
The walls of my room are closing in
There's a war outside still raging
You say it ain't ours anymore to win
“There’s a war outside still raging you say it ain’t ours anymore to win.” Sheesh.
And just today, this line, in The Band’s “W.S. Walcott Medicine Show” hit me like a
karate chop to the Adam’s Apple:
I'd rather die happy than not die at all.
Hear hear.
Somehow, since this diagnosis, I’m hearing lyrics, or poetry, everywhere. It’s like
I’m suddenly tuned in to the music of the spheres:
This is a Brooklyn bound Four
Please stand clear of the closing doors
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Who can deny the poetry in that?
I thought I’d better share this with Margaret. A marriage is romantic, and
businesslike, and fun, but it is also a profoundly political relationship. We’ve always
known it, and we acknowledge it openly. Margaret is perfectly willing to go to war,
lord knows, but she doesn’t use illegal weapons against which there is no defense.
She doesn’t use the poison gas of manipulation, or the cluster munitions of tears, to
get her way. She doesn’t employ stony glances, or distance, or silence. She is
perfectly willing to show up on the battlefield under a flag, at the head of ranks
uniformed infantry and clearly marked armor, God bless her.
“I think this brain thing has me tuned into the poetry of the universe,” I said to her
as we boarded our flight in San Francisco. “Listen to what I just heard.” I cleared my
throat and recited from memory:
Delta is paging Ms. Pamela Archer.
Please make your way
to Gate 51A
for immediate on-time departure.
“Huh?” I asked. “Is that the poetry of the universe speaking to me or what?”
Margaret is a supportive a wife as man could want, though not at the expense of
that thing I love even more — her remarkable honesty. She reached over and
touched my cheek.
“Maybe someday the universe will share its poetry with you,” she said tenderly.
“Right now, all you’re getting is its jejune doggerel.”
Dan

danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
303-817-5592 Margaret
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
As Sy began his career at Colgate-Palmolive in the early 1960s, my childhood was
coming into full flower. Born in February of 1956, I was at Marshall School and
beginning the lifelong project of figuring out who I was.

For a while, James Bond seemed a pretty good bet...
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…though knowing I wasn’t Sean Connery, I called myself Chuck Grant, agent U67 of
C.H.I.E.F. — Central Headquarters for the International Espionage Force. I had all
the accoutrements, including the Secret Sam spy briefcase...
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… the Napoleon Solo gun…
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… and was particularly proud of the passports I would craft for myself out of
notepads, using the ink-stamps I found on Sy’s desk (“PAID,” “Overdue”) as Soviet
visas.
My secret-spy identity didn’t last long, though. It started when I was taken to
see Goldfinger in 1964 and I was pretty much over it by the time Ronald Reagan was
in his second term.
In the absence of any certainty on my part as to my own identity, my family stepped
in and provided one for me. Danny, just about everybody in the picture below
asserted, is “just like Sy.”
(This, by the way, is not a publicity still from The Godfather but rather our extended
family on passover, circa 1963):

That’s Mike, me, and Andy on the right, third to fifth from the front.
Assigning me to be the son “just like Sy" may have been partly a process of
elimination. Andy, the oldest son and thus the natural choice, declined the role
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before he was out of diapers; he was a somewhat aloof intellectual with none of Sy’s
gladhanding commercial patter. Michael, next in line, had the soul of an artist from
toddlerhood — offbeat, sensitive, questioning, doubtful. No way was Michael going to
wade into the arena of back-slapping commerce. That left Danny to pick up the role,
and being so little and defenseless (but for my plastic Napoleon Solo gun), I didn’t
have a way to resist.
But truth be told, I rather enjoyed being the one was was “just like Sy.” Although
this would cause me no end of trouble later on — we’ll get there — at age seven,
eight, nine, being “just like Sy” was, to me, an honor. When we were traveling —
which we did a lot as a family, both on vacations and on business trips to places like
Pittsburgh, Detroit, and Hartford — I’d watch with something like awe as Sy swung
his way through a hotel lobby. He’d call the bellmen by their names, ask for
something called “receipts," order up cots for the room, and make dinner
reservations with a command of the wider world that struck me as infinitely, enviably
worldly. To be Sy Baum, commercial traveler abroad in the land, was halfway to
being James Bond. This is the world I want, I’d tell myself — the world of new
places, ever-changing faces, and, most magically mysterious of all, “receipts.”
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
I’ve long said that the only downside to being married to Margaret is that I've had to
deal with her in-laws.
My in-laws, though, were terrific. We lost them both in 2013 and I think about them
every day because I see so much of them in Margaret. Among other qualities,
Margaret gets from her mother, Barbara, her broad face, as well as her remarkable
honesty, psychological intuition, and a be-here-now positiveness that — much as
everybody in the family wanted to deny it — probably derived at least in part from
Barbara’s long-rejected Christian Science upbringing.
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From her father, Bill, Margaret inherited her formidable and expressive brow, her
scientific rigor, her precision of speech, her musicality, and more. Both had
wonderful, if different, senses of humor, which also show up in Margaret about every
twenty seconds. When people talk about the dead not really being gone, but living
on in the people they leave behind, I really get it when it comes to Margaret’s
parents. We just spent the holidays with Margaret’s three siblings, and all of them
wear so much of their parents’ great qualities on their faces and in their mannerisms
that it was like Bill and Barbara were right there at the table with us.

Bill has been much on my mind lately because I am trying to work out a problem of,
I believe, Newtonian physics. Bill started his career being yanked from
undergraduate chemistry classes at Berkeley, by the future Nobel laureate Glenn
Seaborg, to work on the Manhattan Project. Bill was part of the small group
dedicated to creating the first man-made element: plutonium. He spent most of the
Second World War shuttling between Hanford, Washington; Chicago; and Oak Ridge,
Tennessee, and remembered the day he was called to a lab to see, in a glass box
and under a huge magnifying glass, a tiny black speck that was the elusive goal.
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They finally manufactured enough to make two lumps, each about the size of a
tennis ball. One went into the bomb tested at Trinity Site in New Mexico — Bill
wasn’t there to watch it — and one went into the Fat Man bomb dropped on
Nagasaki. (The Hiroshima bomb was made with uranium, and was of such simple
design that it wasn’t even tested; they knew it would work.)
Bill went on to teach physics at the University of California at Davis, which is where
Margaret spent most of her childhood. I don’t know whether he was issued the big
shock of white hair and the huge, expressive, fluffy white eyebrows in the Manhattan
Project or when he got his physics PhD. But they certainly fit the part.
I miss Bill especially whenever there’s a big science story in the paper. And I wish he
was around to school me in the provenance of a scientific phenomenon I have been
observing of late. Maybe one of you knows: Is it the Fourth Law of Thermodynamics
or a principle of Newtonian physics that states:
In an otherwise empty locker room, the only two guys trying to get to their stuff will
be in lockers right next to each other.
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This seems to be an inviolable law of the universe and I’d like to pin it down.
Newton? Einstein?
Dan
PS: For the record, Margaret has terrific in-laws, too. To be an in-law is complicated
and delicate role. The hallmark of a great in-law is supportiveness, and neither of us
can complain a bit about the warmth and acceptance with which we were folded into
each other’s family. Now that I have a daughter old enough that I can at least
imagine her taking on a mate, I have new appreciation of what it means to be a
good father-in-law. Margaret and I can both count ourselves lucky, indeed.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Having said how much I admired my father as I watched him navigate the wide
world of hotel lobbies and restaurants when we were traveling with him on business
trips, I must make this somewhat appalling confession:
I have very little memory of either of my parents from my childhood.
Yes, I can recall snapshot images of them. Although I know, intellectually, that they
were good, involved parents, I have few memories of interacting individually with
them, and few recollections of their voices. They existed way up there in the
firmament. Even my oldest brother, Andy is a little hazy. He was mature for his age,
remember, and I quite the other thing. So we were more like ten years apart than
five. He’s there in my childhood memory, but somewhat vaguely.
All I really remember is my middle brother, Mike. The world came to me filtered
entirely through him.
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Family legend has it that when I was born, three-year-old Mike crawled into my
mother’s bed, turned his enormous dark eyes into hers, and said, “Thank you for my
baby.” Mike was an obese child, and had the dreamy soul of an artist from a very
early age. So he was, from pre-school, outside the mainstream and somewhat
lonely. To have a captive little brother to dominate, from whom to command
friendship and allegiance, was, for him, a godsend. He appropriated me as his own
and didn’t let go.
If it was bath night for Mike, I was required to sit on the bathroom floor and keep
him company. If Mike had to go sit on the toilet, ditto. My bedroom was a kind of
annex off of his; I had to pass through his to get to the rest of the house. So I was
literally Mike’s captive.
Not that I minded. During our childhood, Mike was the Alpha and the Omega, the
built-in best friend, the interpreter of the world. I was completely in his thrall, and I
loved him more than anybody. We did built “machines” out of cardboard boxes, with
bottle caps for buttons and custard cups for dials. We figured out how to make
helium balloons hover perfectly between ceiling and floor by adding or subtracting
single staples to or from their strings. We set up Kool-Aid stands. We built “Go
Carts” to coast down the Irving Avenue hill.
Somewhere along the way I realized I was as important to him as he was to me. As
a fat kid, he was cut off from the boys his age, who were obsessed with sports, as
well as from the girls. For him to be assigned to “baby sit” for me on Friday night
was no hardship; it was a relief. We’d serve ourselves big bowls of ice cream and
watch the Friday night television lineup; “The Man from U.N.C.L.E, Mr. Roberts,
Ensign O’Toole, Mission Impossible. We had our own language, largely
incomprehensible even to Andy and our parents. I turned myself into a fat kid at
least in part to keep him company. Amused by the youthful plumpness of my visage,
he gave me the nickname “Face” early on and never again called me anything else.
You’ll be hearing a lot about Mike. He was a silkscreen printer, a fashion designer, a
film-maker, a rock and roll musician. He hacked open a path into the artistic life and
guided me down it. He found the secret exit from Fat-Kid Land and led me through.
For a long time, I thought of him as the only member the family who really liked me,
and to this day I’m sure that there were periods when that was true. (I made myself
pretty unlikable for a while.)
The first thirty years of my life were as entirely dominated by Mike as the second
thirty have been by Margaret.
The two of them have never met.
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Being a Jew colored every aspect of Sy’s young life. His neighborhood and schools
were thoroughly Jewish. The career path for which he aimed — inheriting his father’s
business — was dictated entirely by his certainty that corporate America wouldn’t
make a place for him as a Jew.
His family was completely identified with being Jewish, but it was a tribal affiliation,
not a religious one. Sy did not grow up attending synagogue -- first because Max
spoke bitterly of hating the Jewish education that had been imposed upon him as a
kid on the Lower East Side, and second because Max wouldn’t spend a nickel on a
synagogue. Anybody who wanted his money — synagogue, charity, anybody — was
a crook to be resisted at all costs.
But Jews they were, indelibly. If Sy’s mother, Kate, heard that someone had died,
her first question was always, “Was he Jewish?” If he was, she felt sorry; if not, not
so much.
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(Grandma Kate, with Gladys, Seymour, and Irene, circa 1929)
Sy had a bar mitzvah; Max was willing to part with two dollars a week so that Sy
could learn his portion from Rabbi Herman Kahn at Schlei Street Hebrew School. I’ve
seen home movies of Sy’s bar mitzvah party. It was held in the driveway of the
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house on Keer Avenue, with the Crosley radio propped on a chair to provide dance
music.

A bigger investment in Judaism than that Max was unwilling to make. Needless to
say, Gladys and Irene did not get bat mitzvahs. Neither was either sent to college,
though both were among the smartest people I ever knew. College? For girls?
Given Sy's tenuous connection to the religious side of Judaism, it has always been a
mystery to me that he and Audrey inflicted membership in Temple Israel on us three
boys. They joined around the time that Michael was born in 1952 — Andy was two —
and to this day Sy has a hard time explaining exactly why they did it.
“To broaden our circle of friends,” was the first answer Sy gave me when we
discussed it last week. But pretty quickly he said, “I think we joined to spite Max.”
Remember: Sy had left Max’s business being told by his father that he could never
make it on his own. Not only had Sy made it, he’d done so well that he’d attracted
the attention of Wentworth Barnes at Unexcelled Chemical, who hired him in time to
be bought out by Colgate-Palmolive and make Sy and executive there. “Colgate will
never pay you twenty thousand dollars a year,” Max had told Sy, but Colgate paid Sy
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even more than that. Now Sy was living beyond Max’s wildest dreams, swanning
around the fine suburbs of Newark in late-model, paid-for automobiles and joining
Temple Israel in South Orange to ice the cake.
American Judaism is roughly divided, in descending order of seriousness, into
orthodox, conservative, and reform; Temple Israel was of a subsect that I call
Suburban Mink Coat Reform — the point of it being to provide opportunities to show
off the mink coat on Friday night without having to buy expensive theater tickets.
Audrey had been raised going to shul, though it never seemed to mean any more to
her, spiritually, than it did to Sy. To be an observant Jew, for Audrey, was about
dressing up, seeing the friends in a more high-minded context than bridge club, and
blinking wildly around painful contact lenses.
We probably went to Friday night services only once about every two months. But I
was packed off to “Saturday school” every week, and “Hebrew School” every Monday
and Wednesday after school. (About which, more later, when my blood pressure
returns to normal.)
Plus, when the High Holy Days rolled around in the fall, we were subjected to the
death march of all-day and all-evening services, sometimes while fasting. It will
probably come as no surprise that even as a small kid the whole things seemed
wildly hypocritical to me. The actual services themselves — the prayers — obviously
meant nothing to my parents. They sat through the droning Hebrew as dead-eyed as
any of us. Sy confirmed last week that that was certainly the case for him.
“Did I believe in God? No,” he said. “I’d go along and read the responsive reading,
and no, it didn’t mean much to me.” He thought a moment. “Though I did always
have a silent prayer — for health, for the health of Audrey and you three boys.
Never for riches or success or anything like. Always for health, and for peace.”
He thought another minute. “But who was I praying to? I don’t know.”
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Michael’s bar mitzvah, 1965
For me, going to temple had only three advantages. First, after services on Friday
night was an Oneg Shabbat — coffee and cake that was usually pretty good; I
stayed near the ruggeleh plate. Second, Jackie Gross was sometimes there, and
though she was deeply unpleasant, she sure was pretty -- especially in that yellow
dress with the smocking and that yellow ribbon in her long tawny hair. And third,
temple was the only place a I got to wear a jacket and tie like a grown-up secret
agent, which meant I could wear a shoulder holster and a plastic Luger with a Magic
Marker jammed into the muzzle as a silencer. I’d have been summarily executed had
my parents found out, so attending shul armed was a perilous secret mission
indeed.
Just before I left his apartment last week, Sy came up with one more reason he was
glad to have belonged to Temple Israel back in the sixties. “When I went to Colgate I
knew I was different. I knew I was Jewish,” he said. "And they admired me for being
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Jewish, which, remember, had come as a surprise." (Colgate in the 1930s had
sponsored the anti-Semitic radio show of Father Coughlin.)
"Very often people at Colgate would remember the Jewish holidays and wish me
happy Rosh Hashanah or happy Yom Kippur,” Sy explained. "I was very proud to
show that I was an observant Jew. There was pride in that. I didn’t just stay home
for Yom Kippur. I wanted to be able to say, 'I didn’t just sit at home; I went to
temple.’”
So going to temple was, then, in the 1960s, a mark of status at Colgate-Palmolive.
Take that, Father Coughlin.
Dan

Dan Baum
175 West 87th Street
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Buster Day! This morning will be my first post-treatment MRI, and by now the docs
should know more about the genetic and molecular structure of the malevolent limesized mass they pulled from my skull on October 14. Between the two, we should
know more by end of day about whether I’m eligible for any clinical trials, what
future treatment is likely to entail, and whether it’s worth my buying another
monthly subway pass.
Last night, we walked home from work (about four miles the way we went, up Ninth
Avenue), which we like to do at least once a week. Two couples walked ahead of us
at one point, the women tottering along in stiletto heels.
“I have to say, I think less of those guys,” Margaret said.
“Wait. What?”
“I blame them for those women having to wear those heels,” Margaret said.
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“I assure you, those guys don’t care what shoes their women wear,” I said. “If those
women feel compelled to wear high heels, it’s not coming from the men.” We walked
in silence for a moment as the women wobbled along and the men slouched
comfortably in their loafers. “In fact,” I continued. “I’ll posit that the pressure
to wear high heels comes not from men at all but from women.” Debate ensued.
The great thing about New York is one never has to debate in a vacuum; there’s
plenty of crowd about from which to draw wisdom. We started buttonholing women
on the street and asking, “From where does the pressure to wear high heels derive?
Men or women?” The first answer we got, from a young woman in flats, was,
“Women, definitely.” Score one for Dan. But then we found two women who split
evenly, and another eager to lie the hideous practice at the sexist feet of buttwatching men.
We stopped at McCoy’s, an utterly nondescript Irish bar on Ninth Avenue for a beer
and a shot of Jameson’s…
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… and got the best answer of the evening from a young woman in two-inch-heel
boots. “I love wearing heels, and I don’t wear them for either men or women. I wear
them for me.”
“You’re kidding,” I said. “You like wearing heels?”
“I love it,” she said. “I love how they make my hips move; I love how tall they make
me; I love how they make me feel powerful.”
Margaret could barely believe it. A Californian marooned here on the Formal Coast,
she is a bit intimidated by the need occasionally to look like something other than
what she sometimes describes as "a witchy old California hippie,” but is also
ideologically committed to dressing comfortably for all occasions. So this whole
business of conforming to the East Coast’s formality is quite fraught for her. Over
the weekend, in an effort to help her find the sweet spot between beach-barefoot
comfort and Manhattan-skyscraper respectability, I spent an hour with her in a
shoe store…
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… which, don’t forget, is deserving of sexual-favor-of-choice under Rule 13,
paragraph 7 of the Husbands Union bylaws. Here’s another tip from the Union
handbook: If you’re asked, ‘The black or the gray?’ don’t hesitate. Either might look
good; either might go perfectly well with the outfit that has been laboriously
described. But pick an answer and stick with it. “The black,” you answer
authoritatively, to indicate both 100-percent engagement with the question and a
willingness to be of service. Say, “either,” and you can kiss Rule 13, paragraph
7 goodbye.
Even without the defined benefit, it was a pleasure helping Margaret out. She is the
best imaginable partner with whom to endure something like Buster Day, so if for a
few months in New York I can be of service on questions of bangs, wardrobe, or
shoes, it is the absolute least that I can do.
Much as I would have loved to spend many more hours shoe shopping, last weekend
also included a trip here, finally:
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I was particularly interested in finding the room of meteorites, because, if you’ll
recall, it is from being struck by one that I will someday die.

And kudus to Margaret for spotting this tribute to some serious donors to the Spitzer
Hall of Human Origins:
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Although I’m not sure it was in the best of taste to have the Goldsteins stuffed and
mounted.
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Buster Day has come and gone. The upshot: “You’ve dodged a bullet so far, Buster.”
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We arrived at New York Presbyterian at 8 a.m. for my first post-treatment MRI. I
was nicely tranked on Ativan, so the prospect of being squeezed into a tight, loud
tube for 40 minutes wasn’t too crazy-making. I stripped down to a hospital gown and
stood in front of a fancy metal detector — to make sure that the intense magnetism
of the MRI wouldn't whisk some long-forgotten ferrous implant through my brain like
a bullet. Then I was lain on a narrow cot and fed like a torpedo into the narrow gullet
of the big machine. Even with ear plugs, a cranial MRI is deafening. Each “shot” is
about five minutes of rock-and-roll fuzz guitar, submarine-dive klaxon, cabbie
leaning on horn, jackhammer, rapid sonar pings, or a kind of R2D2 boop-boopboop that would be cute if it wasn’t at 600 decibels and if I wasn’t claustrophobically
constrained. Finally, after about 40 minutes, it was over.
Then it was up nine flights to see — and here are three words you never want to
hear yourself pronounce -- my neuro-oncologist.
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Dr. Kreisl can be a little gloomy, as is perhaps understandable given her chosen
profession, but she was uncharacteristically sprightly as she called onto her
computer screen my fresh cranial images:
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The picture is taken upwards; the two white things at the top are my eyes. What
you’re looking at is what made Dr. Kreisl chipper: Nothing. No sign of residual
tumor. Compare that with the MRI done immediately after surgery, in which that
bright C-shaped item might have been damage from the surgery or residual tumor.
Either way, it’s gone now.
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…and even better, check out this shot, taken right before surgery. Again, we’re
looking up, so that big white-ish mass — the tumor — is directly behind my right
eye. It’s gone.
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In other words, the news we got yesterday was as good as possible. Thus far, the
surgery, chemo, and radiation seem to have my glioblastoma on the run.
Technically, what I have is “glioblastoma multiforme,” “multiforme” being Latin for
“your guess is as good as mine.” Where these bastards are concerned, the unknown
dwarfs the known.
The next step for me: Five days of double-dose chemotherapy every month,
accompanied by periodic blood tests to make sure the heavy chemo isn’t freaking me
out hematologically. Then, every two months, another head-banger in the MRI mosh
pit.
If, after six months to a year, my MRIs still look good, the docs might back off the
chemo—at least for a while. I wasn’t too affected by the last round: a little loss of
appetite, a little fatigue. Of course, that was combined with radiation, and for six
straight weeks, even if it was half the dose I’m about to start taking. In sum, I may
feel a little lousy, at least for parts of the next few months. But as Sy says, I will be
looking at the green side of the grass. So I can deal with it.
No self-delusion here: As any number of irritating social scientists have reminded me
over the years in other contexts, absence of evidence is not evidence of absence.
Glioblastoma is a sneaky mofo that sends out microscopic tendrils that the MRI
cannot see. Chances are, live glioblastoma cells lurk in my brain, waiting, someday,
to form a new mass and threaten my life.
But maybe not! Maybe my initial surgery was so thorough, the combination of chemo
and radiation so potent, that the coming chemo will annihilate it. This has, more or
less, happened before; it isn’t the norm, but it’s happened. And as of today, I feel
like one of the people to whom it happens. Again, we couldn’t have gotten better
news yesterday.
Thank you for sticking by me through this. We now return to our regularly scheduled
broadcast.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th Street, Apt. 4S
New York, NY 10024
303-917-5024 Dan
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Between James Bond and playing Army, my childhood fantasy life was built, I’m
embarrassed to say, entirely around the firearm. My closet was filled with Monkey
Division guns,

Johnny Eagle,
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and, the ne plus ultra, the Dick Tracy Tommy Burst.

I can sing their commercials to this day.
At around age eleven, though, my gun thing went dark; my friends were outgrowing
it, and to be seen with a toy gun — especially as the protests against the Vietnam
War were heating up — was massively uncool. I remember precisely the day I
caught on. Chucky Blau, Arthur Lewis, and I were up at the vacant lot on Irving
Avenue, assaulting the same Nazi pillbox we’d been trying to take for longer than
the duration of the real Second World War. I ran my heart out, serpentining like a
demon to avoid enemy fire, biting my fist and heaving air grenades, k’tow-k’towing
sound effects.
I could tell, though, that Chucky and Arthur were simply going through the motions,
slow and listless as we advanced under enemy fire. As I looked back to signal them
to flank left, I found them sitting off to the side, talking and tossing pebbles at a can,
their guns resting casually in their laps. It hit me like a rock in the forehead—they’re
humoring me.
And walking home, the death blow: we ran into Susan Stern and Caroline Bell, both
of whom we’d known since kindergarten. They looked different now; slinkier, wiser—
pretty. They wrinkled their foreheads at our toy guns as though to say, “Really,
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guys. . . .” Chucky and Arthur instantly began swinging their rifles like baseball bats,
as though, surprised to find these long things in their hands, they needed something
reasonable to do with them. I was losing my lifelong platoon buddies to baseball and
football—precisely the kind of impossible athletics that had driven me to the Camp
Sunapee rifle range in the first place. I felt like a baby the size of a parade balloon—
not merely abandoned: humiliated.
My brother, Michael, had no patience with my gun thing at all. He never, ever
humored me — even when I was little — by playing Army or spy with me. And there
came a day, probably around this time, when he snatched a plastic gun from my
hand, threw it on the floor, and stomped it to tiny pieces.
I tried to make the transition with Chucky and the others; really, I did. I trooped off
to Little League tryouts, hoping to wear one of those uniforms with Beck’s Hardware
or Shop-Rite on the back. Alas, I was shunted off to the so-called Pee-Wee League, a
uniformless sump of the halt and uncoordinated known informally as “Fat-Kid
League.” I gamely stuck with it for a season, playing right field for the Washington
Senators, and my parents did all they could to encourage me. My father even had
one of those fake front pages printed with a headline: DAN BAUM GIVES UP GUNS,
BECOMES BASEBALL STAR.
But I didn’t give up guns any more than I became a baseball star. I merely
transitioned to the kind of guns a bigger kid might reasonably justify—a springloaded BB rifle and a CO2-powered air pistol. These verged on acceptable because
they were more about hitting targets than fantasizing battle scenes. I couldn’t play
Army anymore, but setting up paper targets in the backyard reawakened the
pleasure I’d taken at camp in the disciplined practice of squeezing down a gun’s
tremendous force and delivering it precisely to a distant point. Air-gun shooting let
me keep guns in my life. It satisfied my hand’s urge for stock, grip, and trigger. And
I was still doing serious target shooting at Camp Sunapee.
In the rural South or the Rocky Mountains, nobody would have thought twice about
my gun thing. I’d have gotten a shotgun for my twelfth birthday, taken hunter safety
at fourteen, acquired a deer rifle for Christmas, and spent autumn tramping through
the outdoors with my dad and uncles. Guns would have become a normal part of
growing up, like chasing girls and learning to drive. In my New Jersey suburb,
though, they made me a mutant.
—
adapted from Gun Guys: A Road Trip
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
We were walking across the Brooklyn Bridge on Saturday when a young couple
appeared before me, she with a cloth wrapped in what could have been taken for
Muslim style around her head and neck, but he unmistakably Hasidic in a long black
coat, peyas — the Shirley Temple sausage curls dangling from his temples — and,
most spectacularly, a cylindrical fur hat I’ve seen on other Hasidim and that I simply
had to ask about.

“Excuse me,” I said. “That is a wonderful hat. What do you call it?”
They looked at each other, at the boards beneath our feet, shuddered, and kept
walking — rather rudely, I thought.
“C’mon,” I called at their backs. “Jewish guy to Jewish guy; I love those hats. What’s
it called?”
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He turned around. “You’re Jewish?” he asked.
“Well, not like you,” I said. “But yes. Completely.”
“You go to shul?”
“Ah, you got me there,” I said. “I don’t. I don’t believe in God, to tell you the truth.
But culturally, I’m totally identified with being a Jew.”
“You don’t believe in God?” said the wife. But she was smiling.
“Oy, such a God,” I said. “If I did believe in him, I’d have to devote my life to
opposing everything he does and stands for. He’s so vengeful, so murderous, so
jealous.”
“Well…” said the young man in that judicious whiny sing-song we Jews do so well.
But he was smiling, too. How often did they get to have a conversation like this?
“Tower of Babel, perfect example,” I said. “All they want to do is build tower to be
closer to God, to see his face, and he get so angry that he says, “I will confound
their speech!” and that’s why we are all divided by language.”
“No!” they both cried. “They wanted to make war on God,” the young woman said in
heavily accented English. “They wanted to challenge him.”
It was cold and windy on the bridge. I was sorry I’d begun a theological debate with
these two — kind of like getting into a shoving match with Muhammed Ali.
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“Let’s return to something about which we can agree,” I said. "That is a spectacular
hat. What’s it called?”
“A shtreimel,” he said.
“Does it have any particular significance?”
“We wear it on shabbos and at big occasions, like a wedding.” His accent too was
quite foreign.
They spoke to each other in what sounded like…could it be? “You’re speaking
Yiddish?”
“Of course,” said the young man.
“Where were you born?”
“Williamsburg,” he said, pointing to the Brooklyn side of the bridge. “Right over
there.”
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“Wait,” I said. “You were born in this country?”
“Yes.”
“Did you parents immigrate?”
“Our great-great grandparents,” he said. “From Poland. About 1900.”
“So you’re fourth-generation Americans and your first language is Yiddish.”
“That’s right.”
“You’re married?”
“Yes.” His name was Yoel; she was Mindel.
“May I ask how old you are?”
“Twenty-two.”
“Children?”
“A boy and a girl; he’s two years old; she’s eight months.”
I looked at them for a long moment. So young! Rosa’s age! And so cut off from the
modernity that, by all appearances, means everything to their generation.
“This works for you?” I asked.
“It’s a beautiful life,” they said in unison — but with feeling, like they meant it, not
as though they’d been programmed to answer that way. They looked at each other
and giggled.
I asked if I could photograph the shtreimel. “I’ll email you the picture.”
“We don’t have email,” Mindel said, rolling her eyes in exasperation. “And no, you
can’t. We don’t take pictures on shabbos.” The picture above is pulled from the
internet.
“What about you?” Yoel asked. “You’re happy being a Jew like you are? Half in, half
out?”
“I don’t think of myself as half in,” I said. “I’m completely there.”
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“You’re waiting for Machiach?”
Meschiya Lake? I thought. He’s asking me if I’m waiting for the pretty tattooed lady
who’s one of the most exciting vocalists in New Orleans? Turns out, no.
“He’s going to come to come!” Yoel said. “He’s going to come to take us to…"
“You’re already in the Promised Land,” I cried. “You’re safer than any Jew in history,
anywhere, and that includes Israel. You’re richer. You’ll never get polio. You can
parade around in your shtreimel without worrying someone will throw a rock or
worse. What are you waiting for? You’re there now!"
“You’re some Jew,” Mindel said with a sharp laugh. “You don’t believe in God, you
don’t go to shul, you don’t keep shabbos….”
“But they’d stick us all in the same boxcar,” I said. For the first time, Yoel laughed.
“That they would,” he said. “That they would.”
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
It was a big weekend of remembering that black guy in honor of whose birthday our
office was closed on Monday. On Sunday, Margaret talked me into attending services
at All Souls Unitarian Church on the east side. I figured that if she was willing to let
me shop for shoes with her, the least I could do is attend with her the church in
which she was raised.
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Of all the churches, I find the Unitarians the least offensive, because as Margaret put
it to me once, they believe in “at most, one God." Most Unitarian churches that we
have attended gesture in the direction of the divine by noting the “wonder” of the
universe and nature, but few even used the word “God.” Not so All Souls. The
service was full of God, and even Margaret found the altar art a little cross-heavy.

But the service was also full of extraordinary music, so I let go.
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This being the weekend of Martin Luther King, Jr., they played four segments of the
“I Have a Dream” speech, which is terrific, but let’s admit it; it has become
something of a cliché. If found myself instead transported back to a moment when I
was nine years old and watching television with my family.
Whatever faults they might have had, my parents were full-throated supporters of
Dr. King and the civil rights movement. That we stood for integration and the end of
Jim Crow was not questioned in our household, and that wasn’t necessarily the case
for every white family in America. I give my parents a lot of credit for that. As a
family, we attended any number of demonstrations, and sang, “We Shall Overcome”
as lustily as anybody.
We were gathered around the black-and-white Zenith television set on March 15,
1965, because President Johnson was addressing a joint session of Congress to ask
for its support for what would become the Voting Rights Act. That Johnson was a
supporter of the civil rights movement was especially moving because he spoke in
that cornpone accent we in New Jersey associated with the bad guys in the civilrights drama. Johnson was never the greatest orator of his day, but he did
something that night that made the hair stand up on the back of my nine-year-old
neck, and which returned to me like a thunderbolt on Sunday.
"Their cause must be our cause too,” he told the assembled senators and
representatives. "Because it's not just Negroes, but really it's all of us, who must
overcome the crippling legacy of bigotry and injustice.”
He took a breath, glowered at the Congress, and said, "And we shall overcome.”
Even at so young an age, I understood what it meant for the president of the United
States — a southern president at that — to utter the words, “We shall overcome.” It
meant that life wouldn’t be an unending, discouraging battle between power and
right -- that every now and then, power would be on the side of right. I remember
that moment so vividly because it was wildly encouraging, even to someone too
young to feel fully part of the Grand Struggle.
Johnson, of course, went on to shackle himself to the escalation of the Vietnam War,
and I came, like a lot of people of my generation, to forget his heroism on civil rights
and to despise him as a warmonger. I was glad on Sunday to be reminded of that
good side of him. Beat that: I went into All Souls to honor Martin Luther King, Jr.,
and came out aglow for Lyndon Johnson.
Dan
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Is it just me who is besotted with twenty-somethings because I’m such a fan of our
daughter, Rosa, and her friends? Or is that generation empirically awesome?
Yoel and Mindel, from the Brooklyn Bridge, were one kind of amazing that I found
myself afterward totally respecting. At first, I admit, I thought of them, with a
mixture of pity and anger, as mutants. But then I realized that had they'd been
Amish instead of Hasidic, and were farming with oxen and drafthorses in rural
Pennsylvania, Margaret and I would have found them charming and admirable.
They’d decided, of their own free will, to commit to the constraints of the rather
severe tradition in which they’d been raised, turn their backs on the technology and
social media that mean so much to their contemporaries, and live a 19th-century life
amidst 21-century New York. Bless them.
On my walk across Central Park from All Souls Church on Sunday, I found another
type of twentysomething that I found equally charming. At first, from a distance, I
thought they were playing lacrosse.
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But as I drew closer, I saw three rings on stalks, and that the players were running
with the sticks held between their legs, not raised to throw or catch a ball. The ball
they were throwing to each other — and trying to get through the rings — was more
like a volleyball. That wasn’t lacrosse they were playing at all.
It was Quidditch.
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For those of you who failed to interact even once during the nineties and oughts with
anybody younger than fifteen, Quidditch is the sport played at Hogwarts, the
academy of wizardry in the Harry Potter novels. It is properly played on flying
brooms, at near supersonic speeds, with players trying to throw a ball called the
quaffle through one of the rings while dodging magically self-piloted bludgers
intended to knock the unwary off their brooms. One member of the team — the
seeker — flies in search of a tiny flying device called the golden snitch. Not even
Voldemort, the great villain of the Harry Potter series, interfered with Quidditch.
When I walked up on this gang they turned and saw a scrawny old Jew in a kneelength camel’s hair coat, horn-rimmed glasses, and a tea-cozy for a hat — perhaps
the least-cool individual on Earth. But they irradiated me with wide smiles and,
“Welcome! Wanna play?” It turns out, muggle Quidditch (muggle being Harry Potterspeak for non-magical people) has been around for ten years — about as long as the
first of the Harry Potter generation has been leaving home for college. It is a bigdeal sport, my new friends told me, played at dozens of colleges around the US.
Several were wearing t-shirts from the 2014 Quidditch World Cup in North Myrtle
Beach, South Carolina, where played seventy-nine teams, from all over the US and
as far afield as Paris and Sydney.
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The rules had to be adapted, since we’re all governed by dreary old physics instead
of magic. One must keep the broomstick between one’s legs while running at all
times; you can either hold it with your non-throwing/catching hand or simple press it
there with the thighs if you wants both hands free. Bludgers — big, black, dense
spheres like medicine balls — are hurled by “beaters;” look out. And the golden
snitch rides dangling from the belt of one player, to be plucked by the seeker like a
flag in flag football.
After a few minutes of play, they took a break so that a couple of them could
“serenade” one player who had run a Kickstarter campaign successful enough to
earn this team travel money to an incipient tournament.

A young man and woman broke out guitars, and, to the tune of the Monkees’ “I’m a
Believer,” sang the following:
I thought sports were only meant
the the straight males.
There for someone else but not for me.
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Quidditch filled me with glee.
On the pitch it seemed,
That once a fake sport, no longer in my dreams.
Now I hit her face,
‘Cause I’m a good beater!
I might look nice,
But I am unkind.
On the field, ooooooh,
I’m a good beater,
Couldn’t play seeker
If I tried.
That people of this age even knew the Monkees blew my mind. That they took an
imaginary, magical trick from a series of novels that they adored, turned it into a
real sport, and then wrote songs to each other about it all but made me mist up. I
told them about how when the lights came up on me and Rosa after the end of Toy
Story 3 I’d said to Rosa, “Well, kid, Voldemort’s dead and Andy’s gone to college; I
guess your childhood is over.” One young woman readying her broomstick for the
game’s second half said, “Oh, totally. My grandmother talks about how she felt when
President Roosevelt died. She said it felt like she’d never be young again. That’s
totally how I felt when Voldemort died at the end of the last book, like something
important was over and I was never going to be the same again.”
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
I’ve been having a strange and unexpected reaction to the excellent news we
received on Buster Day. If you’ll recall, the news about my cancer a week ago
Wednesday couldn’t have been better; the MRI was completely clear. The
combination of surgery, radiation, and chemotherapy really seems to be working.
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You’d think I’d be euphoric. Instead, though, I’ve been in something of a funk. Not
serious, but for the first time since the diagnosis, I’m feeling a little sad. Running
through my mind, over and over, has been a quote from Winston Churchill.

He said it on November 10, 1942. Britain had already been at war for three years,
and they hadn’t gone well. The British Expeditionary Force had been humiliatingly
pushed out of France and had to be scraped off the beaches of Dunkirk by the
Kentish fishing fleet. Britain’s biggest battleship, HMS Hood, had been sunk by a
single salvo when trying to stop the Germans' Bismarck from breaking out of the
Baltic into the North Sea. London had endured eight months of relentless bombing in
the “Blitz.” Singapore had fallen to the Japanese.
But in the fall of 1942, the British Army stopped General Rommel’s Afrika Corps at
the Battle of El Alamein in Egypt. It was an enormous victory, both militarily and
psychologically. As the pugnacious prime minister put it in a radio address
announcing the win, “Now is not the end. It is not even the beginning of the end. But
it is, perhaps, the end of the beginning.”
I couldn’t get these words out of my head after Buster Day. I still can’t. I realize now
that this early stage of my condition has been kind of exciting — the excellent
surgery and the lack of debilitation afterwards, the relatively easy passage through
the initial radiation and chemotherapy. Now begins the long slog of being a cancer
patient — periodic treatments, sweating every MRI, needing to be near doctors,
probably feeling queasy and fatigued from the medication.
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“Long slog” if I’m lucky. It is, of course, the outcome for which we’re hoping — a
long slog, not a short slog. Either way, this is my new reality. For me, now is not the
end. It is not even the beginning of the end. But it is, perhaps, the end of the
beginning.
Dan
PS: Kudos to Eric Johnson, the only one of my 330 readers to perceive this on his
own and write to me about it. What can I say? He’s an emotionally astute guy, but
more than that, he’s from New Jersey. If anybody is going to spot the downside of a
completely clear brain-cancer MRI, it’s Eric Johnson.
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
On the evening of March 13, 1964, New York City suffered a defining trauma. A
young woman named Kitty Genovese was repeatedly attacked near the entrance to
her apartment building in Queens, and ultimately stabbed dead. The case didn’t
attract much attention until New York Police Commissioner Michael Murphy made an
offhand comment to a New York Times editor: “That Queens case is one for the
books.” The Times investigated, and published a story, under the headline “37 Who
Saw Murder Didn’t Call Police,” which said that more than three dozen people
listened to the hourlong attack and not one could be bothered to lift the phone, dial
the operator, and ask for the police. (This was four years before 911 became the
emergency-call standard.)
The Genovese case, which served as the inspiration for any number of TV-show
episodes and even folk songs, helped define New York as a cold, unfeeling place —
the kind of place where, if you had a heart attack on the street, passersby would
step over you rather than administer aid or call an ambulance.
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This the fourth time I’ve lived in New York and I’ve never experienced New York that
way. Of course, I’ve lived in neighborhoods where murders are rare, but even so,
the cold-heartedness supposedly demonstrated by the Kitty Genovese case has
never been apparent to me.
On Thursday evening, I stepped onto the uptown No. 1 train and found this:
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Even by New York City subway standards, this is an unusual sight. Someone selfishly
lying across three seats is fairly common; this, not.
Everybody in the car seemed concerned. One man got down close to the collapsed
man and asked if he was okay. “Yes!” the man responded, without opening his eyes.
He seemed annoyed to be disturbed, which was a good sign.
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The same concerned man shouted down, “We’re at 42nd Street.”
“I know!” replied the sleeping man, pulling his coat up farther around his ears. We
continued uptown. As we approached my station, I got down close to sleeping man
and said, “I’m getting off at 86th and would take you to get something to eat if you
want.” I figured that might make him move, and I’d get a good interview to report to
y’all.
The man didn’t respond. I tried several times, louder and louder, and nothing. I
couldn’t tell if he was still breathing. When the train stopped I ran off and found one
of these Emergency-Reporting stations.
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Someone responded immediately; I gave the number of the car the man was in, and
its location. I don’t know what happened after that.
I was encouraged with how engaged my fellow New Yorkers were with the welfare of
a man who may have been a junkie, may have been a drunk, or may have been a
diabetic in need of insulin.
The next night, Margaret and I went to see The Revenant on 34th Street. Part way
through the movie, we heard screams off to our right. We couldn’t tell if it was part
of the SurroundSound soundtrack — it was a moment in the film when screams
would have been appropriate — but then a well-dressed man to our left stood up,
turned toward the right, and shouted, “Shut the fuck up!”
We looked right; a woman, oddly wrapped in a white blanket, was thrashing around
in her seat. I approached her (this picture isn’t very good, it being taken in a dark
theater, but note the bandage on one eye).
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Before I could reach her she was swarmed by theater ushers who spirited her out.
“She’s drunk,” one of them told me. I couldn’t tell if that was true or not. They didn’t
concern themselves with the man who so callously and obscenely shouted across the
theater.
So, two conflicting experiences with New Yorkers in extremis and the reactions of
their surrounding, fellow citizens. Draw from these whatever lessons you may.
But if you’re feeling yourself seduced by the good reviews and the 12 Golden Globe
nominations for The Revenant, be beguiled no longer: It’s brutal, and if it has a
redeeming quality, we weren’t smart enough to find it. It seemed an anthem to
nature phobia and that tired old destructive American trope, redemptive violence.
We say phooey.
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
The whole point of telling the Kitty Genovese story was to say that after all the
hand-wringing articles had been written, the cop-show ripped-from-the-headlines
episodes aired, and the folk songs performed, the facts rather let the air out of the
whole drama. Turns out, many fewer than 37 neighbors heard anything, the layout
of the apartment house prevented any from seeing the entire thing or even the final,
fatal act, and that the few who heard something didn’t know what they were
hearing.
Which isn’t to say that New Yorkers are downright eager to get involved in hideous
activity that otherwise wouldn’t concern them. We can all — no matter where we
live — be more compassionate, and proactive in defense of our fellow people,
certainly. But the Genovese case on its own doesn’t prove anything about the
essential nature of New Yorkers, Americans, or humankind in general. Sorry you had
to get two emails today to get the full point.
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
The mayors of the east coast have long been eloquent about nature’s propensity for
dumping large amounts of snow upon their cities. Not long after Washington’s Marion
Barry took office in the 1970s, his city was inundated and he told a Washington Post
reporter, "There are more important things for me to worry about than snow.” Asked
how people should get to work, Barry said they should take the bus, which were, of
course, not running. “Then they can walk.” he said. Pressed again, he finally
snapped, "There must be 5,000 streets in the District of Columbia. You can't clean
them all.” This is partly why Marion Barry is remembered so fondly in Washington,
D.C. That, and smoking crack on camera.
We wanted to experience the blizzard on Saturday, so we walked across Central Park
to visit Sy. It was coming down like crazy and blowing hard from the north, so it was
more exciting than pleasant — rather like being in the third reel of Dr. Zhivago.
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Still, the park was full of families, and it was altogether festive because of course,
we weren’t on the highways or trying to get anything done.
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The only bummer was that we had tickets for Fiddler on the Roof for Saturday night,
and all of Broadway was closed. Actors Equity, which shut down the theaters for the
storm, was apparently taking advice from Buffalo Mayor Jimmy Griffin — no stranger
to snow — who urged his citizens during a 1985 blizzard to, "Relax, stay inside
and grab a six-pack."
By Sunday here in New York, the wind had stopped, the sky was blue, and the park
was a non-stop kid party from one end to the other.
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People were even tobagganing down the steps leading to Bethesda Fountain.
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For me, though, it was as much fun to walk the streets and see the vehicles that
won’t be moving until April...
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… the wind-sculpted scimitars of ice...
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…and the admirable efforts that New Yorkers were making to comply with the law
and keep the sidewalks in front of their buildings clear…
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….Boston Mayor James Curley be damned: "The lord brought it,” he said after a
1912 blizzard, "let the lord take it away.”
On West End Avenue, I found Yusef, who moved to New York eight months ago from
Senegal, having his mid-afternoon prayer.
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I waited until he was done, and then, since it was none of my business, I pointed out
that he was facing northeast, when in fact, Mecca lies to the east by southeast.
“Unless, of course, you’re praying toward Halifax,” I said.
This is an area in which I have some expertise. When I was on a reporting trip to
Malaysia years ago, every hotel bedroom had an arrow on the ceiling labeled,
“Qiblat.” Since every one of those arrows was pointed at the air conditioner, I
deduced that Qiblat was the Malay word for air conditioner and wondered why they
were making such a big deal about it. I learned later that of course, Qiblat is the
direction in which Mecca lies; it was on every ceiling to tell the devout in which
direction they should pray. I thrust out an arm to show Yusef the correct Qiblat. He
begged to differ, and produced his cellphone to show me the app that tells him when
to pray and in which direction to bow.
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Who are you going to believe -- a techno-equipped devout Senegalese Muslim or a
secular Jew from New Jersey? I asked Yusef of he didn’t find the cold and snow hard
to take after Sengal.
“God made every part of the world beautiful in a different way,” he said. “It is a
privilege to walk on any part of it at any time.”
Hmmm. Somebody call Donald Trump. The attitude of this Yusef fellow worries me….
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
We passed a milestone last week in this adventure on which we’ve embarked:
Margaret spoke up, for the first time, for the post-Dan Margaret.
It was about time. I make sacrifices on behalf of the post-Dan Margaret all the time
— sacrifices like flossing in bed, which Margaret hates. I do it not — as she believes
— because it’s so much cozier and more comfortable than flossing while standing
wet and barefoot in a cold bathroom, but because I want to give her at least one
thing about which she can say, after I’m gone, “at least I don’t have to put with that
tiresome bullshit anymore.” It’s the same reason I leave dirty laundry strewn on the
floor and interrupt her when she’s trying to make a point. Am I a considerate
husband, or what?
On Wednesday, we were allowing ourselves to do something we don’t usually
permit; we were going to the dark place, imagining the worst. What if the thing
comes roaring back and my remaining time is measured in months instead of
decades? We rarely have this conversation because neither of us thinks that this is
what the future holds. But we wouldn’t be human, I suppose, if we didn’t let
ourselves go there once in a while.
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On Wednesday, I wondered aloud if, with only months to go, I'd rather spend them
at Human Rights Watch or, say, making that drive to Tierra del Fuego about which
we’ve been talking for years.
“Human Rights Watch is all I have,” Margaret said. “If we can hang on, it will be the
one constant in my life. We’re not living in our home, we’re not around old friends or
family. They say that after a loss, you’re not supposed to make any big change for at
least a year. Imagine having no home, no colleagues, no job, and no you, all at the
same time. I’d want at least something to stay the same.”
She was quick to add that if it was important to me to be a hermit in Alaska or a
bum in Malaysia, she’d consider it. To me, though, the point wasn’t so much what
she'd said but that she could find the mental and emotional clarity to articulate what
she might want after I’m no longer here. I doubt I’d be able to do that, were our
positions reversed.
After she said it, we stood in silence for a moment, looking at each other. Both of us
knew that something important had happened.
As I say; it made me glad. It didn’t make me feel any closer to death. It didn’t make
me feel abandoned. It didn’t make me feel as though Margaret was losing faith in my
recovery. It made me feel normal. Margaret and I have important things to talk
about, and we’re talking about them with all the honesty, trust, openness, and focus
that we brought to our conversations about moving to Zimbabwe, adopting a child,
moving with that child to rural Mexico, and launching any number of long-shot
writing projects.
We hugged; we kissed; we went downstairs and ate dark chocolate with hazelnuts.
My life may end up shorter than we’d planned (though maybe not). What’s important
is that, for now, it’s as rich, in hidden and unexpected ways, as it ever was, thanks
to the love, intelligence, and integrity of Margaret.
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Though I never gave up my enthusiasm for firearms, something came along in 1967
that I found even more fascinating: Michele Ciciola.
She moved to South Orange in fifth grade, and the first time I saw her, I was
overwhelmed with sensations I’d never felt and couldn’t identify. Yes, Jackie Gross at
Temple Israel had been interesting in a shallow and material way. But the sight of
Michele Ciciola did something to me for which my eleven-year-old self was
unprepared. She completely overtook my waking consciousness with a deep, achy,
longing; everything thereafter looked and felt different.
Listening to Mamas and the Papas new hit, “Did You Ever Want To Cry” gutted me
like a fish every time I played it on my light-blue Decca portable record player, and,
as you can imagine, hearing Paul McCartney sing “Michelle” was all but unbearable.
So, lying on my bedroom floor, I played them both incessantly.
I didn’t even know exactly for what I was longing. Certainly not sex; I’m not sure I
knew the details then. I might have thrilled to kiss her, but even that was way ahead
of where I stood. I think what I mostly wanted was permission to look into her face
for as long as I wanted. That’s what it meant to be a boyfriend, I thought. That’s
what you got for going steady. You got to study her face as leisurely as you liked
instead of taking endless quick, furtive glasses.
Michele had freckles, and full lips that spread into a wide smile. She spoke in a saucy
way, and with a slightly gravelly voice, that reeked to me of the exotic Italian side of
South Orange. She was obviously smart — catching on quickly in class — and she
laughed easily. Michele had wavy dark-red hair cut in a bob. But what killed me was
the sparkling red of her eyelashes. Thinking of them now, almost fifty years later,
still inflates a balloon inside my chest.
I had no sisters, so Michele was especially mysterious. What did that rim of lace
around the neck of her dress mean? How does it change one’s life to buckle a Mary
Jane instead of tying a Buster Brown? And lord, why do girls smell like that? I was
handing out test papers one afternoon, and the warm, maply aroma rising from
Michele almost made me black out; I had to ask Mrs. Whitaker for permission to get
a drink of water in order to collect myself.
Her father occasionally appeared at school, and it was all I could not to grab his arm
and demand, What does Michele talk about at the dinner table? What does she look
like when she’s asleep? Have you ever heard her cry? He got to look at her and be
around her all the time; did he know how lucky he was?
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So powerful was this interlude that I kept it secret even from Mike. He was in junior
high with dramas of his own, so it was easy to slide past him. Andy and my parents
had no clue; they were like faint quarks at the far edge of the known universe. If
anybody wondered why I was pushing my food around my plate so listlessly, nobody
asked.
In fifth grade, I was at my nadir -- a soft, chubby, manifestly unathletic lump of
uselessness. My hair was wiry, curly, and short, so I couldn’t flick it from eyes with
cool-kid insouciance. My bike was an old black hand-me-down English racer, not an
orange Stingray. I didn’t play guitar.
I had no visible talents, so I fell back on being the class clown with a funny-joke
batting average of about .110 — which meant that nine times out of ten I was
merely disruptive and annoying; Michele’s rolling eyes were daggers to my heart. I
was certain she otherwise had no idea that I existed, and never would.
Wrong.
Dan
Dan Baum
175 West 87th Street
Apt. 4S
New York, NY 10024
303-917-5024
danbaum@me.com
I am calling upon the wisdom of the crowd:
When I started my chemotherapy a couple of months ago, I first got my pills from a
specialty pharmacy here in New York. They sent them over by messenger to the
Empire State Building, and I had to descend 35 floors and meet the guy in the
"messenger room," which turned out to be a gloomy alcove in the basement, at the
bottom of a creepy, dark, industrial staircase.
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He put the package in my hand and ran — a classic drug deal, even if the drugs in
question weren’t exactly fun ones.
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After the first batch was gone, I called the specialty pharmacy to get more.
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“We can’t provide them anymore,” the pharmacist told me. “When we called Aetna"
(our health insurance provider) "they said they were going to send them to you from
their own specialty pharmacy.”
Two days later, a package arrived, and in it was what appeared to be the same pills.
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These are the pills I’m taking now — the same as before, albeit on a different
schedule. They still come by UPS from Aetna.
Here’s my question: Should I trust them? I’m no actuary, but even I know it’s in
Aetna’s interest that I die and get off their books as quickly as possible. This seems
to me a classic conflict of interest: I’m getting my life-saving medicine directly from
an entity that wants me dead.
Should I have the pills tested by an independent lab? Might they be filled with
nothing but table salt? Something worse?
Or is my loathing of the American health-insurance system making me stupidly
paranoid? Aetna itself has done nothing to earn my mistrust. It has paid my gigantic
bills so far without so much as a blink.
On the other hand, this is the American health-insurance industry we are
discussing.
Thoughts?
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Okay! Enough already! The people have spoken! I’m a paranoid nincompoop.
Message received.
I appreciate your responding. It’s all quite comforting.
Thank you, all.
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
It was a blessing that Michele Ciciola — obviously Catholic — came to Marshall
School at all when she move to town. Her parents might have sent her instead to
Our Lady of Sorrows.
Just typing out the name fills me with a cold dread. Our Lady of Sorrows was the
local Catholic school, and for wimpy little Jews like me, having OLS in town was an
early taste of what it must feel like to live among the Crips.
The very name puzzled and frightened me. What on earth is a Lady of Sorrows, and
who would venerate such a lady by naming a school after her? What sorrows? Are
sorrows all that she’s about? Is that the side of her to celebrate? It was a dark
mystery, as I imagine it was intended to be. Most kids called it simply OLS.
OLS kids seemed to travel in packs. You’d look up from your rubber-band-powered
balsa-wood airplane and there they’d be: four or five flat-faced boys in identical
green blazers with some sort of creepy emblem on the pocket, white shirts, and gray
slacks — a suburban stürm abteilung. I wasn’t yet aware of such a thing as a “New
Jersey accent,” but the OLS boys had it — a lumpy, knuckle-dragging brutality of
speech well designed to intimidate. I don’t remember an OLS boy ever actually
laying a hand on me, but if one of them got his hands on your rubber-band-powered
balsa-wood airplane, kiss it goodbye. He might walk off with it, laughing over his
shoulder to his leering cronies, or he might simply pulverize it between his chapped
and knobby hands. Dennis Devlin set mine afire once with a Ronson lighter; I’d
never seen a kid with a lighter before.
The OLS girls were in some ways even more frightening. They all seemed sturdy and
dark-haired, with heavy eyebrows and faint lines of dark hair on their upper lips. It
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always seemed a puzzle that the OLS boys were Irish and the OLS girls were Italian
— and both aggressively so. The girls were no less rough of speech — “Why doncha
get lost?” “What are ya, a baby?” — but even in my undeveloped sexuality,
something about the pairing of their masculine aggression with those plaid skirts and
knee socks was deeply and confusingly disturbing in a way that even Dennis Devlin
was not.
South Orange seemed pretty evenly divided between the Catholics and the Jews,
though I’m sure that other, less-flamboyant sects were present, too. Mark Williams,
in Mrs. Whitaker’s class with me and Michele, was Catholic; he once expounded for
the whole class on how the lower-case t “looks like God.” Mark and a few other kids
often couldn’t play after school because they went to something called “catechism.”
The first time I went to his house, I was terrified to find hanging above his bed a
foot-tall full-color statue of a skinny man nailed bloodily to a cross and writhing in
agony. Who could sleep beneath such a thing? I didn’t ask about it, of course; I
perceived in it something deeply shameful.
Such is what passed for cross-cultural education in South Orange, New Jeresey, in
the 1960s….
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Come up with something like brain cancer and your life fills with experts. Suddenly
everybody’s got an essential piece of wisdom, usually about diet. Among the things
I’ve been told so far that I must do:
Go vegan.
Go organic
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Avoid all sugars.
Avoid all fats.
Eat lots of tumeric.
Never eat Chinese food; it’s full of MSG which feeds cancer like dry timber feeds a
forest fire.
Drink essiac tea.
Drink chaga tea.
And on and on….
I’ve eaten a pretty health diet my whole adult life and, except for that one teensy
thing, I have been pretty healthy. I have no doubt that diet can be a powerful
weapon in maintaining one’s health.
An M1 rifle is a powerful weapon, too.

Eight quick semi-automatic shots of .30-06: devastating. General George Patton
called the M1, “The greatest battle implement ever devised.”
Gliobastoma, though, is a Tiger tank...
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..and as any American veteran of the Second World War in Europe will tell you, going
up against a Tiger tank with nothing but an M1 rifle will get you flattened.
The point isn’t that diet is irrelevant. I still eat a basically healthy diet; it makes me
feel better, and I have no doubt that do helped me before my diagnosis and is
helping me now. A dear cousin of mine has been keeping serious cancer at bay for
about 15 years, and he largely credits his diet. I find myself shying away from
Chinese food on precisely the MSG grounds and am eating less meat than usual,
especially if unsure of its provenance.
But much as I appreciate the kindness of the people offering me advice, I fear that
placing too much faith in one’s own food choices to fight something like glioblastoma
has some distinct downsides.
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For one, denying yourself deliciousness may not make you live longer; it may only
make it feel as though you’re living longer.
Second, my appetite is diminished by the chemotherapy and I’m losing weight; I
need to be attracted to eat.
But most of all, while it’s fashionable to “take responsibility for one’s own health,”
doing so can set oneself up for a feeling of failure. If I really believe that what I eat
will make the life-or-death difference, then when the cancer comes roaring back as it
almost certainly will, the fault will be mine. Who needs that on top of everything
else?
For what it’s worth, my doctors say what I eat will make little difference. They want
me to eat heartily to keep my general health up, especially when taking the chemo.
Excess sugar is good for nobody, but one cannot meaningfully alter one’s blood
sugar without insulin, the docs say, so avoiding little bits of dietary sugar is a waste
of effort. As for the other advice, they say, “It couldn’t hurt” but they remain
convinced that what will save me is their doctoring.
But of course they say that — they’re financially compromised allopathic zealots,
blindly wedded to western chemical medicine, right?
Maybe so. But they’re the ones in whom I’ve placed my faith. They’ve done a pretty
good job so far. And if nothing else, if everything goes horribly wrong, they’ll take
the blame, not me. There’s value in that.
Now, hand me that carton of Häagen-Dazs.
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
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Sy left Colgate every day at 4 so that he could be home by 5:30. And then, either
before or after dinner (depending on the season), he’d come outside in his hardsoled shoes and ironed white shirt to hit tennis balls to my brothers, whatever
neighborhood kids happened to be passing by, and me. Instead of a bat he used a
tennis racquet, which launched balls so high that I imagined them imperiling flights
in and out of Newark. They were completely invisible at their apogee and,
descending, seemed to swell instantly from visibility to the terrifying moment they
would bounce painfully off one’s extended fingers. Catching one of those barehanded
was a big deal.
Sy says that playing ball with us in the street was the high point of his life in those
days, and have no reason to doubt him. But he also loved his job -- and this isn’t
just his revisionist history at age 89; it was clear to me when I was a kid. He’d come
home with stories — about getting Coca-Cola to pay him $2 a case to put the Coke
logo on every one of the 1,000 packets inside, so that Sy could charge institutional
customers $7 instead of $9 a case — and then going to Pepsi and striking the same
deal. Of convincing Colonel Sanders himself to put Wash n’ Dri in every bucket of
chicken. (On my wall in Colorado is an 8-by-12 of Sy shaking the hand of the Colonel
himself; I wish I had it hear to share it with you.) Of standing up to a classic
shakedown:
The restaurant chain Brass Rail had the food contract for the entire 1964 New York
World’s Fair and its president — a “monster-looking bald-headed man who talked
like a gangster” wanted the contract to run the Colgate lunchroom at 300 Park
Avenue in exchange for letting Sy put Wash n’ Dri vending machines inside the Fair.
One of Sy’s bosses would have slinked away, but Sy marched into the monsterlooking bald man’s office, told him how Wash n’ Dri vending machines inside the Fair
were going to be good for the Brass Rail as well as for Wash n’ Dri, and to come off
the strongarm stuff. The man gave in, and Wash n’ Dri was a feature of the Fair:
priceless exposure.
Sy didn’t know it at the time, but he was sending me a confusingly mixed message.
When he spoke to me explicitly about my future — usually at about nine at night in
the kitchen when he, in his boxers, t-shirt, and support socks would be prowling
around for a snack — he always said the same thing: “I am very lucky that I love
my job, but most people don’t. So what’s important is that you make enough money
so that you can really enjoy the the other parts of your life.”
But with his every waking breath he was teaching me the opposite — that making
lots of money is far less important than loving the work you do. You’ll never guess
which message came through clearest.
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
For years, I’ve quoted Abraham Lincoln: “We must make our fears concrete; only
then can we break them up.” I’ve always liked that quote, because it’s the vague,
free-floating fears that really do us in.
Unassigned anxiety can poison my every waking moment. So when I’m feeling it, I
try hard to identify its source. With something specific to fear — Margaret walking in
and finding I still haven’t made the bed, say, or the prospect of dying young from
brain cancer — I do pretty well. The lines around the fearsome thing are clearly
drawn; I can look right at it or look away on my own schedule; the thing is finite. Or,
as Lincoln said, my fear is concrete; I can break it up.
Only problem is, Lincoln never said it. I’ve been feverishly googling Lincoln concrete
in preparation for writing this post, and all I’m finding is endless articles about his
gigantic, elaborate tomb in Illinois. The evidence indicates that not only didn’t
Lincoln say it, nobody else has falsely attributed it to him, either.
Apparently, I made it up myself.
Which reminds me of Bryce Canyon.
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It’s truly one of the world’s wonders. My family visited the place, in southern Utah,
while taking a long car trip around the west in 1962. I was six at the time. Sixteen
years later, freshly out of college and driving myself around the United States, I
returned to Bryce; it was as spectacular as ever.
I began asking about a legend I remembered from my childhood visit: That the same
cold snap that turned Paul Bunyon’s ox, Babe, blue, was so cold that it froze
Bunyon’s campfire. Bryce Canyon, goes the legend, is Paul Bunyon’s frozen
campfire.
Nobody had heard that story.
I asked everybody at the lodge — the receptionists, the tour guides, the history
performers. I asked the park rangers. I asked anybody and everybody who would
have encountered such a legend if anybody had ever told it anywhere, and while
every one of them was delighted by it, none had heard it before.
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My conclusion: I made it up myself, probably at age six, when, I recall, I was rather
fascinated by the legend of Paul Bunyon and Babe the Blue Ox.
So both the Abraham Lincoln quote and the Bryce Canyon legend are total horseshit.
Lesson for today: Perhaps it’s a pity that I went into a business that places such a
high premium on truth instead of total horseshit. Because you have to admit, as
total horseshit goes, those two legends are good total horseshit.
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
On the subway Thursday morning, a man sat beside me, with his wife or girlfriend
(no ring) standing over him. He was about 35, with long wavy hair pulled into pony
tail, and a scraggly beard — kind of a 21st-century beatnik look. She was done up
like a character from My Cousin Vinny — jet black hair in a flip, heavy makeup,
eyelashes like scimitars, and a great cloven shelf of jiggling flesh thrust up beneath
her chin. She was lovingly stroking the top of his head. He noticed me watching,
flicked his eyebrows, and said, “She’s being very nice.”
“Which do you think it is?” I asked. “She wants something, or she's done something
she hasn’t yet told you about that’s going to make you furious?”
“Ha,” she said, smiling.
“What could she possibly want?” he asked me.
“If you have to ask,” I said, “it’s too late.”
“Lemme guess,” he said. “You’re married."
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“Twenty-eight years.”
“When she does something like this,” he said, lofting his eyes at her stroking hand,
“what does it mean?”
“Hard to say,” I said. "Margaret is generous with signs of affection.”
“Oh, Margaret,” he said. “Affectionate, yes, but with very clear ideas about how you
should behave and no compunctions at all about punishing you severely if you
transgress.”
“Exactly."
“Pretends to be laid back, and out of nowhere can go all warrior-woman on you.”
“It’s like you read my mail,” I said.
The train slowed to a stop at 42nd Street. He stood to go.
“You’re pretty good,” I said. He shrugged.
“I work for the NSA; it’s my job to be good,” he said, making for the door. Then he
paused and turned back to me. “By the way. That carton of cottage cheese in your
fridge? It’s starting to spoil.”
And he was gone.
Once again I maintain that New Yorkers are underrated. The cold-heartedness rap
they get is an outright calumny. Yes, they politely keep to themselves in crowded
places. But you can’t have your eyes fall on 100,000 strangers a day without starting
to feel a little lonely and desirous of conversation with one of them. I’m sure I’ll hear
from New Yorkers who disagree with me on this, but in our six months here, I don’t
think I’ve tried to start more than two or three conversations with strangers that fell
flat. Almost every time, New Yorkers’s eyes light up and what ensues is a great little
piece of dialogue. Longtime Third-Act Trouble readers have read several. New
Yorkers love talking to each other. And because this place has a reputation for wiseguy comedy and you know you only have a minute with whomever it is you’re
talking, there’s pressure to make your little encounter memorable.
After work, Margaret and I had a beer with Joel Warner (about whom you’ve heard
before — the optimistic young writer who ordered me to stop being a pessimistic old
writer) and got home around 10:30. First thing I did was open the fridge and stick
my nose in the container of Breakstone cottage cheese.
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Good news. It smelled perfectly fresh. The NSA is losing its mojo.
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
When Masai boys in East Africa reach thirteen, they’re sent alone into the bush with
nothing but a spear to kill a lion. Then they’re rewarded with a drink of milk, cow’s
blood, and alcohol before being circumcized, which must be quite something to
endure at thirteen. Only then are they considered men.
Boys of the Sateré-Mawé people of the Brazilian Amazon are made to suffer wearing
gloves filled with bullet ants — so named because a single bite feels like a bullet’s
impact — for an hour without flinching in order to prove themselves men. Some
teenage males in Ethiopia aren’t considered men until they’ve jumped naked four
times over a castrated bull.
Me? Forty-seven years ago today, I underwent my bar mitzvah. I’m still not entirely
over it.
For those of you who assiduously avoid Jews, a bar mitzvah is a boy’s first reading
from the Torah, which is the first five books of the Old Testament written onto a
scroll, and which is read aloud, chapter by chapter and Saturday by Saturday,
throughout the year.
In the late twentieth century, girls were allowed the same privilege; for them, it’s a
bat mitzvah. I imagine opening the ritual to girls was a confluence of feminism and
finance. Why should boys alone enjoy the high honor of reading the Word, and why
deprive the synagogue and all the party halls in the vicinity of the copious revenue
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inherent in venerating all young Jews, instead of merely the male half, for mumbling
words they don’t understand?
My bar mitzvah was the most excruciating experience of my life up to then, and it
started with the purchase of the requisite suit — my first. I chose a rather wild Glen
plaid from the “husky” (read: fat kid) section of the local clothing store. But I was
even huskier than the suit, so the store tailor had to sew into the back of the
trousers a wedge of cloth he called a “gusset” — a word I cannot pronounce to this
day without misery and shame.
Thus clothed, I was prepped to sing one week’s selection of bloodshed and celestial
vengeance. For me, it was naught but a Hebraic tone poem aped from a record I
installed daily on my light-blue Decca portable record player — a companion misery
to listening to Paul McCartney sing, “Michelle.” I hadn’t a clue what I was saying, of
course. At the moment during the Saturday morning service when the rabbi or an
elder of the community would read from the scroll, I was thrust forward chubbily to
do the job in my cracking, transitional falsetto.
In the front row sat my family. Immediately behind them, all of my snickering
friends, including Michele Ciciola. Then, no doubt to prepare me for writing collegeapplication letters five years hence, I was compelled to give an overly mature, selfcongratulatory little speech of my own creation, in English, about what it meant to
be, “not yet a man, but on the road to manhood.” Nothing a guy wants more to do
than stand before the object of his unrequited love and talk about how he’s not yet a
man.
This group of kids, remember, were Bar Mitzvah veterans. They’d been to twenty or
more by February, 1969. This was seventh grade; bar mitzvah season lay heavily
upon the land like a pestilence. Aside from the dreary temple-bound repetitiveness
of it, the parties were, for me, a special brand of torture. For I, unlike everybody
else, did not dance. The thought of wiggling my heavy body in front of girls was
unthinkable.
Of course, my refusal to blend in and participate only drew more attention to my
manifest inadequacies. Everybody else seemed to have a great time at bar mitzvah
parties, because everybody else got up and danced to Stop in the Name of
Love, Dance to the Music, and most distressingly, Hey, Jude. Watching Michele slowdance to Hey, Jude with the slim and straight-haired Foster Gesten at Foster’s bar
mitzvah threw me into so deep a funk that my mother took my temperature when I
got home.
“You don’t look right,” she kept saying.
Duh!, I wanted to shout. That's the whole point!
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It’s my party and I won’t dance if I don’t wanna. I solved my dance problem by
having at my bar mitzvah party no dancing at all. The kids, incredulous and bored
senseless, staged an epic battle, with melon balls and centerpiece-carnations as
ammunition, that practically took UN blue-helmets to quell. So, far from being a
sophisticated celebration of my entrance into manhood, my bar mitzvah went down
in local legend as a mass revert to second grade.
For Christ’s sake, have a heart. Why are you making me re-live this?
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Marty’s back!
He’s been missing since the Christmas-tree vendor took over the sidewalk in front of
the CVS drug store on Amsterdam Avenue at 86th Street. Until then, Marty was
seated every morning on a standpipe in that block; I passed him daily on my way to
the subway.
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“Change for coffee,” he’d mumble as people passed. I gave him a quarter one day in
September; he thanked me. I stood my ground.
“Where’s my coffee?” I finally asked. His face lit up in a creaky smile. Even more
than the quarter, I think he appreciated that someone took the time to make a joke
with him.
“Where you from?” I asked him.
“Right here,” he said. There was so much to ask, but I had to get to work. So,
figuring I had time for one question, I picked one that would tell me the most.
“What did your parents do for a living?”
“My father was a rabbi,” he said. Then he raised a bony finger and leveled it between
my eyes. “But a clean-shaven rabbi!” he insisted.
“Lemme buy you breakfast on Satuday,” I said. “Will you be here?”
“Here or in the Dunkin’ Donuts,” he said, flicking his chin toward the corner. “The
tips are better there.”
“Marty,” I said. “They’re not tips. Tips you get for doing work. They’re handouts.”
“Handouts, then,” he said. He smiled again. “Call ‘em what you will.”
After my surgery, I stopped to remove my hat, show him my scar, and tell him what
was going on.
“Geez, Dan. Are you terminal?”
“Marty,” I reminded him. “We’re all terminal.”
“Aw,” he whined. “Now you’re going to make me cry."
We never did get that breakfast. The Christmas trees showed up, and Marty
vanished.
I understood that there was no place on a street lively with Christmas-tree sales for
the destitute son of a clean-shaven rabbi. But after the tree vendor left, the weather
turned cold and snowy.
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Every day thereafter, I passed Marty's empty standpipe…
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…and worried that he’d frozen to death somewhere.
On Friday, he reappeared. I am enormously relieved. “Where have you been?” I
asked.
“Well, it got cold,” he said. “I’ve been in my room.”
And then, because Marty and I are New Yorkers had we been talking for more than
ninety seconds, the conversation turned to real estate.
“You have a room?” I asked. "Near here?”
“Eighty-ninth and Broadway.”
"How can you afford a room at Eighty-ninth and Broadway?”
“It’s Section Eight; a one bedroom, little kitchen, private bath,” he said. Then he
thrust out his chin and added proudly. “Two hundred eighty nine a month.”
He said it exactly the way a Coloradan might boast of bagging an eight-point bull elk
at six hundred yards with open sights, because to find a one-bedroom apartment on
the Upper West Side for two hundred and eighty-nine dollars a month is an
achievement of equal magnitude.
There’s so much I want to know. Marty seems to be an educated man; how did he
spend his vigorous years? And how did the son of a clean-shaven rabbi end up
whiling away his dotage sitting on a cold Amsterdam Avenue standpipe asking
people for change?
If I can get him out to breakfast one of these days, I will report back.
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Call me an idealist; I’m a sucker for the United Nations.
I love the whole idea of world government and I admire the UN's good works. So it
was a treat yesterday to attend a conference in advance of April's Special Session of
the General Assembly on the topic of, “the world drug problem.”
My first book, written when Rosa was not yet walking, told the story of how, starting
in Richard Nixon’s 1968 campaign, drugs were turned into a political weapon. I’ve
been writing about the War on Drugs on and off ever since. (Watch for the April
edition of Harper’s…) As you can imagine, drug policy is a big issue for us in the
Americas Division (i.e. Latin America) of Human Rights Watch.
Just visiting the UN building is a treat.

Designed by committee — a globeful of national pride needed to be assuaged with
this project — it still turned out great, with an optimistic futurism, softened inside by
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massive rich tapestries and other developing-world fabric art, that really lifts the
soul.
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The conference was in one of many that seem always to be bustling with important
global business — this was happening across the hall:

Ours wasn’t quite the General Assembly chamber, but it rather felt that way, right
down to the little translating earpieces.
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The first ninety minutes were thrilling. Represented were most of the heavy hitters
of international drug policy: the UN Office on Drugs and Crime, the UN Committee on
Narcotic Drugs, the World Health Organization, and the UN AIDS Organization, plus
the governments of Switzerland, Norway, and Colombia.
Their unanimity was stunning. Every speaker agreed that drugs should be treated as
a health and human-right issue, not a matter of criminal justice; that users and nonviolent small-potatoes possessors shouldn’t be imprisoned; that addicts should have
access to treatment and clean syringes; and that people in intractable pain should
have access to proper meds. (Eighty percent of people who need pain meds
worldwide don’t get them because of drug-war sensibilities.)
The last time the General Assembly convened a Special Session on the drug issue,
in 1998, then-Secretary General Kofi Annan said its goal was to “wipe out drugs” and
“create a world without drugs.” With all due respect, Mr. Annan, how’d that work out
for you?
The people in the room yesterday — the backbone of the global drug-policy
establishment — openly ridiculed Annan and were determined to use this April's
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Special Session to pivot the entire world toward precisely the kind of humane vision
we reformers have been talking about for decades.
About an hour and a half in, though, I turned on the light over my microphone,
indicating I wanted to ask a question. It would have been this:
You’re all singing from the same hymnal, which is lovely, and it’s tempting to ask,
“Who could disagree?” But obviously many powerful people do, or ours would be the
dominant paradigm. So how do we get there? Whom can we break off to counter
China, Russia, Iran, and the rest of the retrograde powers on this issue? Can we
depend on the United States or not? What’s the plan for winning this thing?
“That’s why they didn’t call on you,” Margaret said later when I told her what I
wanted to ask.
Filing out at the end of the session, I'd run my question past several veterans of UN
drug politics. They'd said the meeting was largely a morale builder, to get the
players on the record and announce their shared vision. The strategizing will take
place out of sight of the public, the veterans had said. I suppose that makes sense.
When I was writing Smoke and Mirrors, I didn’t think I’d live long enough to see
marijuana legalized in four states plus the District of Columbia, but I did. And it looks
like even I will live long enough to see the United Nations drug establishment
repudiate its “world without drugs” vision and take a giant step back from a global
drug policy that has wreaked so much havoc while yielding so few good results.
The world doesn’t merely decay. Things weren’t always better “back in the day.” The
world is a better place than it used to be in a lot of ways. Ask anybody who’s gay.
Ask an African-American voter. Ask a female professional. Things are hardly perfect,
but in many areas they’re way improved, even from times within my memory.
That's a good thing to remember, especially when talking to young people.
Important as it is to focus on the work that still needs doing, one must be wary of
overdoing the gloom and doom, lest one leave the young with a hopeless sense of
overwhelming odds. Celebrate the wins, too. If we fail to include success in our
narrative, we’re denying its possibility.
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
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The early 1960s were Technicolor years. Prosperity reigned. Krushchev had been
given the what-for in Cuba and seemed less of a day-to-day threat. Clarity governed
the social order. Yes, disturbing images emanated from the civil-rights movement,
but the country was obviously purging itself of a terrible wrong. Even the hideous
fire-hose-and-police-dog footage from Mississippi could be interpreted positively, like
a mid-treatment x-ray: We finally see the malady clearly and are in the process of
curing it. Overall, the early 1960s were easy on an optimistic, positive guy like Sy
Baum.
But then the early 60s gave way to the late 60s. The summer of 1965 showed
Americans what full-scale disorder on the home turf looked like when the Watts riots
exploded across the screen of everybody's black-and-white Zenith. Two years later,
that nightmare came right to the heart of Sy’s world. Newark — his ancestral
homeland — exploded in five days of riots, right across Centre Street from South
Orange.
I was in Camp Sunapee in New Hampshire at the time, so missed it. But when I
returned home in August, I heard how cool it had been. The sky to the east was red
every night, the air alive with faint sirens and shooting. Right at the junction of
Centre Street and South Orange Avenue the National Guard had placed a
sandbagged machine-gun emplacement and a tank.
Rioters burned the liquor store of Morris Poleshuck, Sy’s brother-in-law. They burned
Laurel Gardens, the boxing arena where Sy had watched the fights with his dad in
the 1930s. The troubles of the world pressed in close.
Sy professes to have been unaffected. The route of the Erie Lackawanna train he
took every morning skirted the rioting parts of Newark, so he didn’t see the damage.
He doesn’t remember the red sky or the sounds of chaos. Nobody at Colgate talked
about the riots. “It wasn’t me; it wasn’t my world.”
That’s also how he remembers the Great Depression and the Second World War,
remember. Next to those, the Newark riots — close as they were to home — were
pretty small potatoes.
Sy is hardly an uninformed fool. He’s always been an avid newspaper reader. He’s
aware. On the issue of civil rights, he was never anything but an unwavering
supporter of swift and peaceful change.
But Sy has a talent for keeping woes of the world at arm’s distance from his heart.
And the woes started coming fast and furious. The Tet Offensive in January 1968
convinced even as august a representative of The Establishment as Walter
Cronkite that the war in Vietnam couldn’t be won. James Earl Ray murdered Martin
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Luther King Jr. in April, setting off more riots. Sirhan Sirhan shot Bobby Kennedy in
June. Paris exploded in riots to rival those in Newark or Detroit. Soviet Tanks ended
the Prague Spring, and six days later, Mayor Daley of Chicago unleashed the Chicago
Police on demonstrators at the Democratic Convention as “the whole world (was)
watching” images that didn’t look all that different from Prague. Mexico City police
killed hundreds of demonstrators in Tlateloco Square.
And that was just 1968. Then came the confusing disorder of Woodstock, and after
the brief happy respite of the moon landing, it was back to Chappaquiddick and
endless student protests against the Vietnam War that culminated in the May 1970
killing of four Kent State Students by the Ohio National Guard, followed eleven days
later by the police killing two students and the wounding twelve at Jackson State
College in Mississippi.
Vietnam was a hard one for Sy. His oldest son, Andy, graduated high school in 1968
and could theoretically have been hoovered into the war’s voracious maw. (But not
really. While it took some effort to line up the requisite allergists and physicians to
keep Andy out of the Army, I don’t recall any of this thinking he might actually have
to go.) Even if Andy didn’t appear to be directly threatened by the war, he was an
eloquent and passionate opponent, right there at Sy’s right hand at the dinner
table.
Sy had grown up listening to Franklin Roosevelt on the Crosley radio. “... like
listening to the voice of God.” The experience had taught him that the President
deserves support. “If you knew what was being said in the War Room at the White
House, you might feel different!” he told Andy over and over. President Johnson had
supported the Voting Rights and Civil Rights Acts; Sy was certain that his heart was
in the right place, that he knew things that we didn’t know, and that was getting
good advice. If President Johnson thought we needed to fight in Vietnam, Sy
believed, he deserved the benefit of the doubt. A lot of shouting went on at our
dinner table. For a long time, Sy was for the war.
“I was wrong,” he told me last night. “I see that now. I’ve known it for years.”
Dan
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Forgive me; I’m going to bloviate a little. Feel free to skip this one.
The migrant crisis in Europe crosses our computer screens often at work, as you can
imagine, and when we were living in France in 2013 and 2014 I became rather
obsessed with the European Union. The gap between some Europeans' idealism and
their sense of the EU reality was fascinating, and a little scary. The idealism piece
went like this: It’s the EU or it’s war.
I’d ask, Seriously? You really think there could be another war in Europe? And they’d
look at me like I was crazy.
This continent has known hardly anything but war for a thousand years, they’d
remind me. War is pretty much the natural state of Europe. One Frenchman went on
to remind me, “Twenty years ago, a five-hour drive from here, people were being
lined up in front of pits and shot for being who they were.” He was speaking of the
Yugoslav war, of course, which was so shocking to watch on television because it
was fought with unbelievable savagery not in some jungle hellhole but among
Benetton and Levi's stores.
When Frenchmen wanted to declare their support for the EU experiment, they’d
thump their chests and say, “Je suis european.” Which is, of course, what sends
Marine Le Pen and her supporters around the bend. They want Frenchmen to feel
French, for Germans to feel German. (See how well that turned out?) To disparage
the EU, European nationalists trot out stories of bureaucratic overreach from
Brussels — the threats to local cheeses, the petty interference with the price of
movie tickets, and the like.
No doubt about it, the meddling from Brussels can irritating. It worries me that it
could become so irritating that it overcomes people’s idealism. I’m still a believer.
When Europeans look me in the eye and say, “It’s the EU or it’s war,” I hear it.
The Syrian migrant crisis, following so quickly on the Greek economic crisis,
threatens the experiment. People will be talking about this episode hundreds of
years from now — but not, I hope, as the beginning of the end of a united Europe.
To forestall that eventuality, I’ve taken the liberty of writing a short speech for
Angela Merkel to deliver to an assembly of Syrian refugees, but to be overheard by
her fellow Europeans:
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“Welcome to Europe. You’ve had a hard journey, but you can relax now. You made
it.
“We hope that you will feel comfortable to be yourselves here, to pray or not pray in
the manner that suits you best, to wear the clothing and practice the traditions of
your people. Doing so neither frightens nor offends us. Europe has been the world’s
crossroads for centuries; we are made stronger by your presence.
“You left your homes and came here because Europe represents something in the
world. It is a haven of calm, decency, and tolerance. It lives by the rule of law. It is
the seat of modernity, where ideas are welcome and debated -- nurturing political,
social, and economic opportunities unmatched elsewhere.
“I daresay that you see Europe this way no less than we Europeans do. It’s why you
risked so much to bring yourselves and your families here.
“So, join us. Stay true to your faith and your traditions, but adopt our values as well
and help us continue to build this beacon of peace, trust, diversity, and opportunity
so that your children and theirs may join in the blessings that we Europeans enjoy so
well. You’ve left violence, hatred, and chaos behind. Leave it there. Become
Europeans. We welcome you and we will help you.”
It’s all yours, Chancellor. No charge.
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
It was a hard weekend. For one thing, the temperature in New York dropped to
historic lows, putting a limit on our usual perambulating. For another, I started my
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second round of monthly five-day chemotherapy runs, this time at a higher dose,
and it's deflating my energy. Perhaps for those combined reasons, I had ample time
to sit around the apartment brooding on the totality of my situation, and I confess to
moments of feeling a little blue. So to cheer myself up, I took Margaret to Morbid
Anatomy Museum.
It is a Brooklyn treasure, “dedicated to the celebration and exhibition of artifacts,
histories and ideas which fall between the cracks of high and low culture, death and
beauty.” As someone living in precisely those cracks (aren’t we all?) I thought that
wallowing in morbid anatomy might be therapeutic.
The heart of the exhibit was a collection of lifesize wax exhibits about diseases and
birth defects that traveled through France in the 19th century “to educate and
titillate.” This was as lifesize, for example, which I imagine as of interest to Victorian
men for all kinds of educating and titillating reasons:

I admit that I so freaked out that I failed to take my own pictures. So these are
drawn from the web.
The titillating diseases ranged from leprosy…
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to various dread infections…
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to that perennial favorite, bubonic plague.
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And what experience of education and titillation is complete without the skeleton of
infant enjoined twins?
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If misery does indeed love company, I recommend the Morbid Anatomy Museum to
anybody suffering any kind of illness. Trust me, nothing you have is as bad as what
you’ll see there. I felt particularly fortunate and vigorous after viewing an entire wall
of life-size wax reproductions of diseases of the penis. All in all, it was perfect. For
someone starting to slip into a bit of mortality-funk, this exhibit was just what the
mortician ordered.
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Remember that funk I told you I was in over the weekend? The frigid weather, the
new round of chemo and the lassitude that came with it? If I was feeling miserable
and sorry for myself, Margaret thought, the solution was to make me genuinely
miserable and sorry for myself. I should take a run with her around the Central Park
reservoir in 21-degree weather, with wind and light snow. You want to be miserable?
I’ll make you miserable!
I suited up and off we went. It was — and here I grope for the precisely elegant
literary term — cold as fuck. And slippery. But on we pounded down 87th Street,
across Columbus, across Central Park West, and into the park. As we trotted along
the walkway, risking broken hips with every step, a smiling man stepped into our
path and took a picture of us with his phone.
“You came along in the nick of time!” he said. “The picture needed a little color.
Look.”
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We turned and examined the direction from which we’d come. It was indeed a dreary
pallet of grays and browns. In his picture, our windbreakers are the only spots of
color.
“We did you a favor; maybe you can do one for me,” I said. “Perhaps you can tell
me why Margaret got me off the couch in a perfectly warm apartment to go do
this.”
He stepped close to me and pushed out his chest as though he’d been prepping for
the question.
"I’ll tell you why she’s making you do this,” he announced. "Because you can. My
mother is in the Jewish Home uptown; she’s 88. She can’t do anything anymore and
she’d give anything just to take a walk in the park, let alone run.”
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“Thank you,” Margaret said.
“And I’ll tell you something else,” he went on, hooking a thumb in Margaret’s
direction. “Decades from now, you’ll thank her.”
Decades from now. I liked the sound of that.
We swapped email addresses with the guy and kept running. We went all the way
around the Jaqueline Onassis Reservoir, and it was — how best to put this? — cold
as fuck, with a north wind driving into our faces snowflakes as sharp as asbestos
fibers. Even the geese on the reservoir looked miserable, and they’re from Canada.

It was maybe a two-mile run altogether. I was glad to get home.
But here’s the thing: I felt better all day. No more lassitude. Normal energy. Big
appetite. And the black emotional cloud totally lifted.
Margaret was right. Exercise helped.
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I hate that.
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Apologies: No Third-Act Trouble today. If I could take a break on Monday to honor
George Washington’s 284th birthday, surely I can take one today to honor my own
60th.
I’ve never been one to bemoan getting old. I consider it an honor, like being slowly
promoted to a somewhat exalted status. We of my age are elders now. We’ve lived
and learned a lot, and young people come to us for advice. Just getting here is a
privilege that my older brother, Michael — dead of leukemia at 32 — was denied.
When I hear people complain about their aching hips or spotty memories, I think,
“Mike would give anything to have those problems.”
Here’s an aging tip: If you’re inclined to lie about your age, make yourself
older instead of younger. I’ve never understood the logic of shaving years off of
one’s age. If I told you that I was 45 years old, your heart would sink and you think
— if not say — “Ooh, gee. You’ve been sick…"
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But if I told you that I was 72, you’d light up and say, “Whoa, gramps! You look
terrific!” So always shoot high.
To celebrate this big milestone birthday I thought I’d spend nine straight hours in
this conference room.
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This week is the HRW America’s Division Retreat. Memo to HRW: If you call it a
“retreat,” hold it on a beach in Cancún. This is a three-day staff meeting. That said,
it’s a really fun and useful one. We’re finally meeting clients stationed in Latin
America with whom we have been working by phone and email for months, and as
terrific as they are as cyber-colleagues, they’re even more so in the flesh. And
Margaret and I are getting to bathe in the collective familiarity with the region that
these people possess — the history, the issues, the personalities — and that will
leave us way better at our jobs. Finally, the view from this lower-Manhattan law firm
is an eye-popper.
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But the chemo is hollowing out my vigor this week, and for some reason my old
insomnia returned last night after months of blessed absence. So I expect I will
spend some moments today with my eyes discreetly closed. Maybe I should put a
little sign in front of me: If you need me, I’m on the beach at Cancún.”
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th Street, Apt. 4S
New York, NY 10024
303-917-5024 Dan
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
303-817-5592 Margaret
megknox@me.com
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
If the Buddhists are right, and we are reincarnated, do I have to do seventh grade
again?
Today’s post begins the story of my climb out of seventh grade and all the lost, selfloathing uselessness it represents. This is about the moment when I discovered that
there might be somebody inside me -- somebody who might be able to do
something.
As seventh grade was ending, I ran for vice president of the student body of South
Orange Junior High School, to serve the following year. I don’t know why I ran for
vice president instead of president, but from this distance it looks to me like an
understanding on my part that the president would be one of the wiry cool guys in
bell-bottoms who could flick their straight hair out of their eyes with a little
insouciant toss of the head.
When it came time to give our campaign speeches, I apparently did something
unprecedented -- something which, it could be argued, changed the course of my
life. I stepped out to the side of the podium.
I didn’t plan it. It just felt like the thing to do. I stepped to the side of the podium
and away from the microphone. I’m sure I had nothing original to say; the point is, I
walked around onstage, waving my arms as I talked unmiked, and made myself
heard in the last row.
Sitting in the audience was an English teacher named Sidney Shertzer, who, among
other things, directed each year’s musical comedy.
“I’d never seen anybody do that,” he told me later. "When I saw you, I knew I was
going to do The Music Man next year, and that you were going to play the part.”
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
The cast of The Music Man was huge, and after-school rehearsals could easily have
devolved into adolescent grab-ass. The way that Mr. Shertzer kept everybody
focused was amazing to behold. He was forceful and funny and full of magical
stagecraft — a commander you’d follow into combat. In charge of music was Mr.
Prass, an elegant, probably gay man of limitless patience, with a knack for fusing the
40-piece orchestra he’d assembled in the pit with the singers onstage. He made it
fun for everybody even as we learned a tremendous amount about pitch and
projection. I was incredibly lucky to have fallen under the tutelage of these two men.
From the first day of rehearsal, I found intoxicating the mere fact of such massive
collaboration. Perhaps 100 people, if you counted the actors, musicians, and crew,
all worked in high spirits toward the same goal. I didn’t play team sports, remember,
so I’d never experienced anything remotely like it. So powerful was the sense of
shared purpose that even kissing Marian the Librarian — a conspicuously cute older
girl named Wendy Morris — was, by the time we started rehearsing that scene, no
big deal. Fun, sure. A little exciting, yes. But no more so than the little tap dance I
had to execute, while singing “The Sadder But Wiser Girl for Me.” Had you told me
two months earlier that kissing Wendy Morris — onstage, no less — would be no big
deal, I’d have thought you crazy.
The last week of rehearsal was like the lead-up to one's own wedding. Costumes!
Make-up! We’re going to do this! And then, suddenly, we were standing behind the
closed curtain, loudly lipsticked and rouged, listening to the audience file in and hush
itself.
Up flew the curtain.
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I’ve heard aged actors say they never get over the magic of blinking into the lights
from a floodlit stage, with the audience barely visible in the dark beyond. My first
experience of it rocketed me out of my shoes. We went through our scenes the way
we had every afternoon after school, and to our great surprise, the audience
responded with laughter and applause. I was both thoroughly laser-focused — I had
lines to deliver, places to stand, timing to achieve — and also floating weirdly out of
my body, observing it all proudly from a distance. And there at our feet sat our
buddies in the orchestra, with Mr. Prass swaying in front of them, waving his baton
and beaming up at those of us onstage with a face full of encouragement.
The centerpiece of my role was the song, “Trouble,” which foresaw rap. It’s a fifteenminute, rhythmic tone poem to be delivered at high energy. If I may say, I nailed it.
The place went wild.
The show was a smash. It ran two consecutive weekends. For a couple of weeks, to
strut around South Orange Junior High as a cast member of The Music Man was to
be on the winning varsity team. As Harold Hill, I was the star quarterback. This I
liked.
Playing Harold Hill was, in many ways, my introduction to myself. Dan, meet Dan.
It’s especially fitting that it was The Music Man that did it. If you’ll recall, Harold Hill
doesn’t get his comeuppance at the end for being a charlatan; his bogus “think
system” for learning music turns out, magically, to work. The play’s clear lesson is
that in America, you can achieve anything if you believe enough in your own bullshit.
I’ve both profited and suffered from that manner of thinking, and have had a lovehate relationship with it, ever since.
The words to “Trouble” must be etched on the inside of my skull-bone. I tested
myself in the shower the other night. Forty-seven years and a brain operation later,
I’ve still got every syllable. Wake me in the middle of the night, dress me in a
checked sport coat and a skimmer, and I’ll deliver.
Dan
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175 West 87th Street, Apt. 4S
New York, NY 10024
303-917-5024 Dan
danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
303-817-5592 Margaret
megknox@me.com
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Margaret and I had a marital moment on Sunday that Edward Albee couldn’t have
scripted.
I was out on the balcony, punishing the neighbors with accordion practice. Margaret
came out to ask me if I wanted a hot beverage of any kind, and when I said no
thanks, she closed the door.
Unbeknownst to me, she went upstairs to do another nice thing: She pulled out her
guitar, which she hasn’t had time in months to touch, and began playing and singing
the songs that she'd played and sung in 1986 when we were first falling in love. To
hear her sing these again was the birthday present for which I'd asked. My being out
on the balcony gave her a rare chance to practice.
Meanwhile, I honked pathetically on the accordion for a while, then got cold and had
to pee. I stood and pulled on the door to the apartment. Locked. When Margaret had
closed the door, she’d turned the handle to the locked position and neither of us had
noticed.
I knocked. I knocked louder. Nothing. She couldn’t hear me, and none of our current
roommates was home.
I called Margaret's cellphone; no answer. I sent her text after text; I might as well
have been texting Jupiter.
Now I was irritated. There’s history here. Margaret has an annoying and welldocumented track record of forgetting in the morning to turn her phone ringer on. If
you need her when you’re in the dairy aisle to check if we have yoghurt, too bad.
Well, now I really needed her.
Another ten minutes went by before Juan, one of our roommates, showed up and let
me in. I stormed upstairs and burst into our bedroom like a DEA agent, aboil with
self-righteous fury.
The instant I opened the door I understood that she hadn’t heard me because she
was engrossed in doing something nice for me. But the momentum of my arrogant,
bruised, egomaniacal male rage burst forth as, “For Christ’s sake!” and following
upon it, a harsh scolding about obliviousness and cellphone hygiene. Even as the
words left my mouth, I knew I was blowing it.
Margaret burst into tears.
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No man can endure his wife crying, but me least of all because Margaret never cries.
In ordinary times, she’d have leapt to her feet and lashed me with a hot stream of
vitriol. One needn’t worry about Margaret’s ability to defend herself verbally. Trust
me.
But these aren’t ordinary times. The combination of trying to do something nice for
me and getting scolded for it, at a time when we have a shadow hanging over us to
which we’ve devoted few if any tears, cracked her. The next thing I knew she was a
puddle of tears in my arms. Thoroughly unmanned, I apologized and apologized and
apologized.
It was, in retrospect, a rather hilarious confluence of mutual failings that led to a
perfect moment of crisis. Margaret — appalled that she’d locked me out, ignored her
buzzing phone, and burdened me with her tears -- launched into serial apologies of
her own. We hugged a long time, calmed down, and laughed ourselves silly
deconstructing the imbroglio.
By then, I really had to pee.
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
As you can imagine, playing the ur-salesman Harold Hill in The Music Man did
nothing to discredit the myth that “Danny is just like Sy,” the consummate real-life
salesman.
That was fine with me. To play Harold Hill, I’d gone to Self Storage and gotten out
my Big Self, my Sy self. The next four years — ninth through twelfth grade — were
spent striding various auditorium stages. Leave It to Jane, Boy Meets Girl, Girl
Crazy, A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum. . . I played them all,
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usually in the leading role, but sometimes as a loyal member of the chorus. I was
never happier than when backstage, onstage, offstage, hanging around the
auditorium. I was the complete theater asshole — every high school has one.
Somehow, I stopped being fat. Somehow, my curly hair became cute, not repellent
(perhaps because I grew it out into a Harpo Marx puffball.)
Here’s how thoroughly my fortunes had changed: I got the girl. In ninth grade, I
discovered to my tremendous surprise that I was the full-on, official, acknowledged
boyfriend of Michele Ciciola. I don’t even remember how it happened, but suddenly
we were walking hand-in-hand everywhere. We didn’t make out — we kissed each
other’s lips lightly, with our eyes closed. I never touched her in any way to which her
priest would have objected; my hands stayed in her hands.
What being Michele’s boyfriend meant was that I could look into her face as long as I
wanted to — scrutinize that pale downy line across her upper lip, the pattern of
freckles on the bridge of her nose, the sparkly red of her eyelashes, the artichoke
green of her eyes. By now, her curly red bob had grown out into a thick rust-colored
mane that reached halfway down her back and smelled like Love’s Lemon. We
talked, too — about our families and their histories. Hers came to the US from Italy
around the same time mine arrived from the Pale; we liked swapping the little lore
we knew. Jews and Italians, and the stories were so similar.
Michele and I were in love. We liked saying, “I love you” to each other because we
meant it. Everybody has a first love. Michele was mine.
Christmas Eve 1971 I spent doing something I’d never done: trimming a tree.
Michele invited me over for “macaronis with gravy” and to ring in Christmas with her
family, and it was like an evening spent in a Norman Rockwell painting. I’d never
experienced anything so homey, so sweet, so gemütlich. Macaronis with gravy
turned out to be pasta with tomato sauce. Mr. Ciciola put Christmas carols on the
stereo and we hung ornaments, wrapped presents, and even sang carols. Her
parents liked me. Mine liked Michele. We were a happy couple. I have no more
memory of how our romance ended than I do of how it started; I imagine it just ran
its course the way ninth-grade romances do. We seemed to be no less friends when
it was over — ours was a small crowd — but I’d lost my gaze-endlessly-into-her-face
privileges.
Into high school I marched with my head high. I was a big macher in the plays. I’d
had a girlfriend. I was, to all appearances, a miniature Sy — as fluent in theatrical
fantasy as he was in the commercial variety. I was growing a big, glad-handing
personality that, Sy was sure, would serve me well some day on Madison Avenue.
And one thing’s for certain: Unlike most of my peers, I didn’t smoke pot. Refusing, in
fact, was a major part of my identity. I’d handle the pipe with disgust when it came
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to me in the circle and I’d pass it along untouched. While the rest of my generation
was sullen and stoned over Vietnam, I was Eddie Attaboy — cheerful, upbeat,
bought in. I might as well have been Mickey Rooney in an Andy Hardy movie.
To bastardize Chekhov, the dope pipe fondled in the first act must absolutely rule
the second.
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
As you can imagine, playing the ur-salesman Harold Hill in The Music Man did
nothing to discredit the myth that “Danny is just like Sy,” the consummate real-life
salesman.
That was fine with me. To play Harold Hill, I’d gone to Self Storage and gotten out
my Big Self, my Sy self. The next four years — ninth through twelfth grade — were
spent striding various auditorium stages. Leave It to Jane, Boy Meets Girl, Girl
Crazy, A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum. . . I played them all,
usually in the leading role, but sometimes as a loyal member of the chorus. I was
never happier than when backstage, onstage, offstage, hanging around the
auditorium. I was the complete theater asshole — every high school has one.
Somehow, I stopped being fat. Somehow, my curly hair became cute, not repellent
(perhaps because I grew it out into a Harpo Marx puffball.)
Here’s how thoroughly my fortunes had changed: I got the girl. In ninth grade, I
discovered to my tremendous surprise that I was the full-on, official, acknowledged
boyfriend of Michele Ciciola. I don’t even remember how it happened, but suddenly
we were walking hand-in-hand everywhere. We didn’t make out — we kissed each
other’s lips lightly, with our eyes closed. I never touched her in any way to which her
priest would have objected; my hands stayed in her hands.
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What being Michele’s boyfriend meant was that I could look into her face as long as I
wanted to — scrutinize that pale downy line across her upper lip, the pattern of
freckles on the bridge of her nose, the sparkly red of her eyelashes, the artichoke
green of her eyes. By now, her curly red bob had grown out into a thick rust-colored
mane that reached halfway down her back and smelled like Love’s Lemon. We
talked, too — about our families and their histories. Hers came to the US from Italy
around the same time mine arrived from the Pale; we liked swapping the little lore
we knew. Jews and Italians, and the stories were so similar.
Michele and I were in love. We liked saying, “I love you” to each other because we
meant it. Everybody has a first love. Michele was mine.
Christmas Eve 1971 I spent doing something I’d never done: trimming a tree.
Michele invited me over for “macaronis with gravy” and to ring in Christmas with her
family, and it was like an evening spent in a Norman Rockwell painting. I’d never
experienced anything so homey, so sweet, so gemütlich. Macaronis with gravy
turned out to be pasta with tomato sauce. Mr. Ciciola put Christmas carols on the
stereo and we hung ornaments, wrapped presents, and even sang carols. Her
parents liked me. Mine liked Michele. We were a happy couple. I have no more
memory of how our romance ended than I do of how it started; I imagine it just ran
its course the way ninth-grade romances do. We seemed to be no less friends when
it was over — ours was a small crowd — but I’d lost my gaze-endlessly-into-her-face
privileges.
Into high school I marched with my head high. I was a big macher in the plays. I’d
had a girlfriend. I was, to all appearances, a miniature Sy — as fluent in theatrical
fantasy as he was in the commercial variety. I was growing a big, glad-handing
personality that, Sy was sure, would serve me well some day on Madison Avenue.
And one thing’s for certain: Unlike most of my peers, I didn’t smoke pot. Refusing, in
fact, was a major part of my identity. I’d handle the pipe with disgust when it came
to me in the circle and I’d pass it along untouched. While the rest of my generation
was sullen and stoned over Vietnam, I was Eddie Attaboy — cheerful, upbeat,
bought in. I might as well have been Mickey Rooney in an Andy Hardy movie.
To bastardize Chekhov, the dope pipe fondled in the first act must absolutely rule
the second.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th Street, Apt. 4S
New York, NY 10024
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
I’ve never quite known what to make of these hats:
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They’re colorful and lightweight, which could be good for a bald guy like me who
needs something on his head at all times, indoors and out, regardless of weather. On
the other hand, if wearing one is going to signal a religious affiliation to which I do
not adhere, steer me clear, please.
The man in the photo was minding his own business on the downtown Number One
train, so I intruded to ask him what the hell it was.
“It’s a yarmulke,” he said patiently in Yiddish-accented English, “though it
doesn’t have to be worn that way.”
Not helpful. He inhaled as though preparing to teach me in what way he wore it, but
first I asked him the origin of his delicious accent. Poland? Russia? Lithuania?
“You left out one place where Jews come from,” he said, introducing himself
as Nechemiah Bar-Yehuda. He looked old enough, maybe, so I asked him if he was
born in Mandate Palestine.
“I was three at independence.”
Although he looked and talked like a diamond merchant, it turned out that he’s been
running a yoga studio on the east side of Manhattan for 32 years. But he doesn’t
only teaching the practice, and holistic healing, to speedy New Yorkers looking to
add enlightenment to their list of possessions, he said. Nechemiah is freshly back
from several weeks in Europe teaching yoga, meditative breathing, and alternative
medicine to camps full of Syrian refugees. He also created, after the attacks of
September 11, 2001, a non-profit to share meditation and yoga with the traumatized
firefighters and cops who’d responded on that terrible day. “It’s hard to get
firefighters onto the mat,” he sighed.
I looked at his website later, and it was all about pausing, breathing, and
appreciating. That’s how he wears the yarmulke.
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Here’s how rigged the system was in favor of middle-class high-school kids like me
in the early 1970s:
Mr Palma was my junior-year physics teacher. I liked physics; the narratives of
weights falling and friction resisting and heat transferring were fun to parse. The
math, though, required the kind of hard work for which I was not known. I was an
English and social-studies kinda guy — the subjects in which one could deploy
theatrical bullshit and argue. Math and physics had right and wrong answers, and
mastering those took effort that I was unwilling to expend. So it came as little
surprise that, when I tallied up my test scores, I had earned a D in physics. Even I
could do that much math.
On my report card, Mr. Palma wrote a B.
“Dan, you’re obviously not going to be a physicist,” he said when I went to ask him
about it. “There’s no point in giving you a D in a subject you’ll never take again, and
keeping you out of a good college. So take the B with my blessing.”
I wasn’t exactly sure how I felt about that, but I certainly didn’t fight him.
I ended up going to Northwestern University, in no small part because it had a highly
respected theater department and I wanted to stick with the one thing I did
somewhat well. Northwestern was also known for something called
“communications,” which seemed to be the art of perfecting one’s theatrical bullshit
to wield elseplace than the stage — advertising, say, or sales-and-marketing. Danny,
remember, was “just like Sy.”
If these recollections seem thin, it’s because I sleepwalked through the entire
process of choosing and applying for college. Both my brothers had gone to college
right out of high school. That I would do likewise was never questioned — even
though, in retrospect, it is laughably obvious that I was nowhere near ready to be off
on my own, to say nothing of being mentally prepared for the kind of serious
academic work that a good undergraduate education entails. I’d never been
unsupervised for more than 15 minutes at a time. I had little experience with
alcohol, zero with drugs of any kind, and I was a virgin.
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More important, I’d never shown an iota of interest in scholarship of any kind. I
played no instrument, made no art, played no sport, read no books, followed no
news. In short, while I was a likable enough kid who could aggrandize himself on a
stage when called upon to do so, I was — despite copious opportunities to be
otherwise — about as completely useless a human being as it would have been
possible to conjure. I brought absolutely nothing to the game.
So when, the first night of freshman-orientation week at Northwestern, three coollooking sophomore guys looked up from the Pink Floyd album covers over which
they were rolling joints and held out to me a hemostat with a smoking scrap of
paper in it, I had nothing within myself which I might have summoned to resist
taking it into my hand.
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
More from the Jewish headgear desk:
Meet Jeff, a fellow bald guy who appeared to be wearing a rubber drain stopper on
his head. A lot of Jewish men hold their yarmulkes to their hair with bobby pins. Jeff
doesn’t have that option. But he said that the texture of this particular one has a
“Velcro kinda action” with what little stubble of hair he’s got, and while “it sometimes
flies off in the wind” it mostly stays put. I’m sure you’re relieved.
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I’ve been asking gentlemen whom we Commie-athiests call “yami-boppers” — men
who sport yarmulkes in public — how they came to the practice. I simply buttonhole
them on the street and ask them, “Jewish guy to Jewish guy,” whether they grew up
wearing yarmulkes or came to it on their own. The best answer I’ve gotten so far
was from a guy a little younger than I who said that his parents were entirely
secular, so he started out life as far from a yami-bopper as it was possible to be. “It
was when the Six Day War broke out that I started,” he said. “I wanted to identify
publicly. I wanted to let my freak-flag fly.”
“What did you parents say?” I asked. If I’d started wearing a yarmulke as a nineyear-old my parents would have rushed me to a psychiatrist.
“They were proud,” he said. “Wouldn’t you be?”
Jeff, of the drain-stopper skull cap, told a similar story. He really liked his Hebrew
school teacher in Queens and wanted to get closer to him, so started in with
the yarmulke. The youngest of three boys, like me, he tried to bring the whole family
around to being more observant — even to the point of insisting that his mother buy
a second set of dishes so that they could eat meat off of one and dairy off the other,
which is from the far reaches of Jewish observance.
“No, my parents didn’t think I was crazy,” he said, as though I might be to suggest
such a thing. “I think my brothers are a little more religious now than they might
have been otherwise. But no, my father never did wear a yarmulke.” Our train
reached Columbus Circle. Because Jeff also leads a life that doesn’t include
explaining his intimate spiritual history to total strangers, he said goodbye and
slipped out the doors as they closed.
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Remember this guy?
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That’s Marty, the "son of a clean-shaven rabbi" who sits on a standpipe outside the
CVS Pharmacy on Amsterdam Avenue, asking for “change for coffee.”
He didn’t want to go for a solid breakfast. “I gotta stay here, keep my spot,” he said,
pocketing the quarter I gave him. But he did fill in a few sparse details:
He’s a child of the Bronx, having grown up first across the street from Bronx Park
and later near Yankee Stadium. His father was indeed a rabbi, though not one who
enjoyed steady employment. “He drank,” Marty said.
“Your father, the rabbi, was a shikker?” Marty’s face cracked open in a grin low on
teeth; he hadn’t heard that Yiddishism in years, he said.
His father’s drinking was no joke. “My mother once watered his wine and I told him.
I informed on my mom,” he said, with the inflection that only someone who’d lived
through the McCarthy era would know how to use. “He beat the shit out of her —
gave her a knuckle sandwich."
Marty started out studying at City College of New York; he liked psychology. He had
jobs “delivering things” to Schenley Liquors and Reliance Shirts in the Empire State
Buildling, but the “elevators went too fast and upset my balance.” So he got a job
teaching swimming at Bronx High School of Science — one of the few truly elite
public schools in New York — “but the parents used to bring me hero sandwiches and
bottles of vermouth.” And that, he said, is how he became an alcoholic like his
father.
Today you’re a look behind the curtain. I am not, as we’d say in the profession,
ready to file. This was a good first pass at Marty, but Marty is the kind of interviewee
who doesn’t give it all up in the first go. Post-Katrina New Orleans was full of people
like that; they had stories they wanted to share, but getting them out meant pushing
them over big lumps of pain and that could take a while. With most New Orleanians,
the opposite was true; they had so much to tell that the trick was getting them to
stop. But many required patience. Sometimes, I found, the trick was simply to be
present. Instead of pushing with questions, I’d simply sit with someone on the
porch, sharing a 12-pack of Bud Lite and watching the shadows grow long. Then, the
next time I came ‘round, the stories would flow because I’d built up trust.
The elevators made Marty lose his balance? Hero sandwiches and vermouth? I’m
sure there’s some kind of truth in there, but clearly I don’t have it all. The idea that
parents would ply their kids’ swimming coach with alcohol is a little farfetched, and
the vermouth detail speaks volumes — but about exactly what I don’t yet know.
Neither do I know anything about the half century of Marty’s life thereafter. All I
know is that for his entire adult life, Marty has been piecing together a meagre
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living, starting when he began getting $41 a month Social Security after his father
died. Now, with his Section Eight apartment and food stamps, he gets by on $1,000
a month, plus change for coffee.
So today’s post was a work in progress; you got to see the bones of a difficult
interview. As Hyman Roth says in Godfather II, “This is the business we’ve chosen.”
Sometimes it’s easy to get people to spill their stories; sometimes it’s harder.
Marty will be 80 on May 6, which means the Nazi zeppelin Hindenberg exploded in
Lakehurst, New Jersey, on his first birthday.
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Lots of people smoke pot in college. Few destroy themselves with it the way I did.
That floaty yet perceptive sensation was a revelation. From the moment I tried it
that first night of freshman orientation week, I couldn’t get enough. In retrospect, I
realize that I was after more than the common euphoria and the loopy fun that most
people derive from marijuana. I took to getting high with such singleminded zeal
that there had to have been for me a sense of profound relief. I didn’t just like
getting stoned; I needed to get stoned. Only then could I step outside the brittle
bubble of bullshit that I’d built around myself as a kid and a teenager. The stoned
Danny wasn’t Mr. Gladhand, wasn’t the loud, goofy theater guy. Stoned, I
was cool. I was quiet. To be stoned felt to me, for the first time in my life, like
being genuine.
Of course, the real word for it was withdrawn. Aside from Roger, Josh, and Daron,
the three sophomores who’d first handed me a joint, I associated with nobody. My
entire social life was sitting on Roger’s bed with the three of them; smoking joint
after joint; listening to Roger’s gigantic Advent speakers blast Pink Floyd and Steely
Dan until late in the evening; all the while congratulating ourselves on how much
more cool we were than those out at dances and movies and parties. I smoked a
joint before brushing my teeth in the morning and stayed cocooned within myself all
day, hiding from and annihilating the Danny I’d become during my 18 pre-collegiate
years — a Danny I had no idea that I’d hated so much.
Out of habit I tried out for a play — Woody Allen’s Don’t Drink the Water — and
achieved something rare: I got the lead role, as a freshman. Within two weeks,
though, I dropped out, much to the fury of everybody involved. I explained this to
myself and anybody who would listen as the shock of confronting real theater people
— people who intended to make careers of acting and whose egos were therefore
insufferable.
But that wasn’t it. The truth was, I couldn’t take being around people for whom life
meant something, who had goals, and friends, and interests. Friends, goals,
interests…I’d been there in high school, and it had somehow all amounted to
nothing. I wanted out — not to the extent of cutting my wrists, but to the extent
withdrawing into a gloomy fog of stoned solitude.
I did get one thing accomplished during freshman year: My high-school girlfriend and
I finally figured out, after months of painful trying, what went where and how. I was
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a virgin no longer. To return the favor, I turned her into a pot smoker, though she
wisely declined to follow me all the way down the rabbit hole and we drifted apart.
And then I discovered something for which I believed myself genuinely suited. The
summer after freshman year, I became a police officer.
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
It was during the first quarter of my freshman year that I took a course in basic
criminology and began developing the notion that being kept safe from crime is a
basic right, and that in a democracy, the people are entitled to police who are
educated, sensitive, and thoughtful. It was as close to having an idea as I came in
the 1974-1975 academic year.
Of course, the movie Serpico had a lot to do with it, too.
And operating at some deep level was the dawn of an inchoate understanding that in
fact I didn’t want to go into sales and marketing just like Sy, and didn’t want to work
at a desk my whole life — that I wanted to be out on the street asking people
questions. Maybe if All the President’s Men had been released in 1974 instead of
1976 I’d have found a summer job as a reporter instead of a cop and saved
everybody a lot of trouble.
As it was, I discovered that some towns on the New Jersey seashore hired extra cops
in the summertime; during the busy season, they put two officers in every patrol car
instead of one. I applied to half a dozen departments, and without so much as a
telephone interview was hired by the police department of Wildwood Crest, New
Jersey, which is on Cape May -- the elongated southern nipple of the state that juts
into Delaware Bay. I was to report on a particular date in late June in possession of
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black shoes and a two-inch black leather belt. Those were the only requirements. I
was to be paid $2.50 an hour.
You can imagine what a hoot Roger, Daron, and Josh made of the idea that I, of all
people, was going to be a cop. As word spread in the dorm and dining hall, people I
barely knew — pretty ones, too — came up to have a laugh with me about it. I found
that, for the first time since being a theater macher in high school, I was a little bit
famous. I was the guy heading off into an adventure and that made people want to
gather round me.
I kinda liked that.
You’d think being accepted to be a police officer would have inspired me to quit
smoking so much reefer. You’d be wrong.
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
We interrupt the story of my abortive career in law enforcement to bring you an
update on my health: I’m fine.
I had another MRI yesterday, the second of my post-treatment series, and, as the
early baseballer Dizzy Dean once said, “They X-rayed my head and found nothing!”
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The test itself is unpleasant, but even worse is that moment when the doc walks in
to deliver the results. It’s an exercise in facial-expression interpretation akin to
watching the jury file in to deliver the verdict in your death-penalty case.
This time, our doc really nailed it, talking before she was fully through the door:
“Exactly what I was hoping for!” she crowed. So I’m free now to sweat out my next
MRI in two months.
The last time I had cancer — a phrase one could live a happy life without every
needing to utter — this was what I liked least: living scan to scan.
You’d think that with something so dire brewing in my cranial vault, I’d have
symptoms. You may recall that before the surgery, I was experiencing headaches
that woke me at night, “dread waves” — rising tides of physical foreboding through
my abdomen, and depression, which isn’t my usual gear at all.
I’d written them all off to having given up the entrepreneurial freelance life for
institutional employment, and to having moved to New York from Boulder. We now
know that all were classic symptoms of having something the size of a lime growing
in my right temporal lobe.
The surgery ended all those symptoms and I felt terrific. I experienced olfactory
hallucinations — an ever-present smell in my nostrils of cigar smoke and pencil
shavings — but nothing worse. I had a little fatigue and loss of appetite during the
six weeks when I was taking chemotherapy pills every day and having my head
irradiated every weekday morning, but no vomiting or nausea.
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Now, the main symptom I experience is fatigue. I’m taking high doses of
chemotherapy five days of every month, and by about seven o’clock every evening
I’m done. I’m usually in bed reading by nine or ten. My appetite comes and goes,
and when it’s present I take full advantage; I’ve lost about twenty-five pounds.

I’ve had a little weirdness, too. If I eat or drink something cold, I have the distinct
sensation of a drop of cold water landing on my right cheek. And when I use my
electric toothbrush on the right side, the right side of my face suddenly feels covered
with cobwebs. Spoo-kee. The brain is a funny organ.
The weirdest symptom I’m experiencing though, is that I stink. Something about the
chemotherapy changes my body chemistry so that I exude a distinct burnt-metallic
smell. My doctors have never heard of anything like it. I wrote it off at first to more
olfactory hallucinations, but Margaret smells it, too. Many afternoons she has to
open our office door because, as she puts it, I’m offgassing like a FEMA trailer.
Dan
Dan Baum
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The Wildwood Crest Police Department shared with the town tax collector a low brick
building on Pacific Avenue just four blocks from the beach. About a dozen of us
summer cops milled around a cheaply furnished classroom, and it was quickly
apparent that for most of them, this was their fourth or fifth summer on the job.
They were on enviable friendly terms with the forbidding full-time guys, and were
able to throw around phrases like, “defrauding an innkeeper,” and “felony trespass.”
Captain Carter — a gruff, orotund man with a voice like a spoon in a garbage
disposal — called us to order and began our education as protectors of the peace.
In the interests of brevity, this was the job: We were to prevent the neighboring
town of Wildwood — a big, noisy seaside burg full on weekends of Camden negroes
— from spilling into Wildwood Crest, our somnolent little village of white retirees that
lay along Wildwood’s southern border. A car full of young black men was our primary
quarry; Captain Carter called this, with no apparent embarrassment, “a rack of
eight-balls.”
A rack of eight-balls was to be stopped on any pretense and encouraged to re-cross
the town line at once back into Wildwood. We newbies learned a lot in those first few
days about tail-light violations, the legal height of bumpers, muffler ordinances, and
license-plate legibility requirements. Arrests were to be avoided if possible; they’re
time-consuming and expensive. A revenue-generating ticket or summons,
accompanied by a severe warning never to venture south again, was the goal.
Our training occupied a munificent eleven days, most of them in the classroom, and
culminating in a day at the range.
That’s right. After only eleven days of training we were to be issued firearms and live
ammunition. I’ll cop to having been attracted to police work in part by the idea of
wearing a gun, but stoned and useless as I was, even I could see that handing out
revolvers to people like me was wack. We learned to shoot the Smith & Wesson
Model 10 .38 Special — the Chevy Impala of police guns,
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the way it was fashionable to teach cops to shoot in the 1970s: Point it like a
flashlight and empty it, which we now know is an excellent way to mow down
bystanders.
Again and again we stood seven yards from man-shaped targets, drew and snapped
off six quick shots. It didn’t seem to occur to anybody that anybody we’d be shooting
from seven yards’ distance would also be shooting at us from seven yards’ disance,
and that perhaps standing stock-still wasn’t the best defensive move.
As for escalation of force, we did get some rudamentary instruction in the use of the
nightstick, a hard-rubber item that I was certain would end up deep in my colon if I
ever tried to deploy it against a rack of eight-balls. The lesson seemed to be: first
write a summons, and as a second step, draw your weapon, point it like a flashlight,
and empty it. This was, after all, long before black lives mattered.
I was partnered with a full-time officer who was a dead ringer for the actor Victor
Buono.
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Since I cannot recall his name — I’ve had a lot on my mind since 1975 — I’ll call
him, “Victor.”
We patrolled on rotating shifts, and when Victor took his hourlong break in the
middle of our eight hours, I was a one-man show — green, untrained, physically
bankrupt to the threshold of scrawny, armed, and hung over.
But never stoned. Although I kept my voluminous Is-ro, which Captain Carter said
looked “a little weird” under my regulation cop cap, and retained the leather string of
ceramic love beads around my neck, I did not smoke pot on duty. Even I knew that
was a bad idea.
Keeping the peace in Wildwood Crest was pretty easy. Our first weekend on the job
we were to mill around the spectators of the Fourth of July parade, making sure that
nobody drank alcohol in public. We were supposed to issue summonses, but I didn’t
have the heart, and kept whispering, “Would you please put that away before my
sergeant walks by?”
Late that same night, Victor noticed that the counter window on a popular hot-dog
stand was open, and since I was younger and weighed less than a Buick, it was up to
me to hoist myself up and slither through to make sure everything was okay. I
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confess that as my feet touched the floor inside I placed my hand on the butt of my
.38, but of course nobody was inside and the left-open window was naught but a
mistake. A couple of hours later, we rolled up on a not-too-bad car accident and
spent some time getting everybody’s story, which I enjoyed. The variety of this job
was fun.
And then, just as dawn began rusting the horizon over the ocean, Victor and I
rounded the corner of Lotus and Pacific, and there, in all its rusted, sprungshot glory,
was a classic rack of eight-balls.
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
It was, as I recall almost forty-one years later, a blue 1968 Bel-Air. The four young
men inside were clearly black, and that seemed enough to make Victor reach down
and switch on the “lollipops” — the twirling blue and red lights on our roof. The men
in the Bel Air looked up in such comic wide-eyed alarm that if you reproduced the
moment in a movie you’d be accused of racist stereotyping.
Victor swung our cruiser behind them, and left the lollipops going. That seemed to
me a mistake; it made everybody nervous, me included. This was my first traffic
stop, which was, I’d been taught, the most dangerous thing a patrolman does
besides breaking up a domestic dispute.
I approached the Bel Air along the passenger side, left hand directing a big steel
flashlight through the rear window, right hand unsnapping my holster the way I’d
been trained. My eyes were firmly on the men inside, watching for the tell-tale signs
of trouble: reaching under the seat, scrunching low, items in hands. Victor seemed
utterly calm, swaggering up with his flashlight held high and barking, “License and
registration!”
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It was a warm night and the Bel Air’s windows were open. I ran my light over the
two young men sitting on the right side. The one in back goggled up at me in terror.
He had a smooth, open, innocent face that made him look as though he’d never
been in trouble but had heard enough stories to know that he had an encounter with
white cops in his future. The one in front, spectacularly fit and wearing a sleeveless
t-shirt and Jheri Curls, was playing the bad motherfucker. “Good evening, Mr.
Officer, sir,” he said, his face twisted in a sneer of contempt. “What seems to be the
trouble, Mr. Officer, sir?”
“Keep your hands where I can see them,” I said.
“Okay to get out the registration, Mr. Officer, sir?” he asked.
“Slowly,” I said.
Shaking his head and giving out a little barking laugh, he popped open the glove
compartment, and out rolled a golfball-sized baggie of marijuana. I plucked it from
the glove compartment’s open lid and looked across the top of the car. Victor was
studying the driver’s license. Suddenly, the guy in the front seat seemed to lose his
attitude. “That’s, uh,” he said.
“Watch ‘em,” Victor called to me, obliviously walking back toward the cruiser. “I’m
going to run the license.”
I was for the first time aware that touching the back of my leg was a dense little
evergreen bush, trimmed elaborately enough to feature in a Dr. Seuss book. Next to
it stood a cast-iron negro jockey holding out a lantern. Using my right hand, to make
it harder for Victor to see, I stuffed the baggie into the top of the bush. “See what
I’m doing?” I softly asked the guy in front.
“Thank you,” he breathed. “Thank you."
“Be cool,” I whispered.
Victor eventually came back and returned the license to the driver. “You boys know
the way back to where you came from?” he asked loudly. They all assented
enthusiastically — a little too much for my comfort. “Then you’d best get back there
right now,” Victor continued. “Don’t let us see you here again.” Released, the Bel Air
made a hasty U-turn and beat it. Victor watched them, chuckling. “I love how they
run off when you let ‘em,” he said.
The encounter seemed to put him in the mood. As we climbed back into the cruiser,
he said, “Let’s go shoot.”
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
As we drove, Victor said that the target loads I’d fired at the range were very light,
and that it would be a good idea to squeeze off a few full-power combat loads so
that I’d know what to expect in the event of a gun fight. He drove south through
town until we came to a sand road off to our left and a big sign, “Cape May County
Landfill.” Victor swung onto it and we bumped along for quite a while. It was by now
almost dawn. Dozens of little gray rabbits darted through our headlight beams to the
tall beach grasses on either side.
“Excellent,” Victor said.
Finally, our windshield filled with a mountain of old ovens, mattresses, mops, cheap
furniture, and black overstuffed plastic bags big enough to have come off Santa’s
sleigh. Victor switched off the engine and heaved himself out of the cruiser. He found
a board and dug it into the sand until it stood on its own. We stepped back from it
about twenty feet and he motioned for my revolver.
Following the safety protocol I’d been taught it, I drew it, pushed the cylinder
release with my thumb, and handed it to Victor with the cylinder hanging open. He
dumped the cartridges into his hand.
“See that hole in the tip?” he asked, holding a cartridge under my nose. “That’s a
hollowpoint. When it hits flesh, the bullet expands to about three times its normal
size. That does two things. It delivers more energy to the target, and it reduces the
chance that the bullet will go straight through and hit a bystander. See if you feel
more kick from it than you did at the range.”
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I reloaded the cylinder, swung it closed, faced the board and took a deep breath. I
moved into the two handed point-it-like-a-flashlight position and began snapping off
shots.
“Whoa!” yelled Victor when I’d fired three. “This isn’t the range. This is real life. You
place your shots; you don’t just spray and pray.” The board, I noticed, was
untouched.
“Why’d they teach me to shoot that way, then?”
“Fuck if I know,” Victor growled. “Take a couple single-action.”
I must have looked puzzled. Victor took the revolver from my hand, dumped out the
three empty casings and the three live rounds, closed the cylinder, and began
clicking the trigger. Click, click, click, click. Each time the hammer jumped, the
cylinder also rotated to bring another chamber in line with the barrel.
“This is double action, the way you’ve been taught,” Victor said as he continued
clicking. The trigger performs a double action; it cocks the hammer and releases it.
Now watch this.” He stopped clicking, put his thumb on the hammer and drew it
back. The trigger moved back with it until they both clicked into place.
“This is single action,” Victor said. “The trigger performs the single action of
releasing the trigger. You cock it yourself. This is how you shoot for maximum
accuracy if you have time.” He reloaded my gun with cartridges from his belt and
handed it to me. “Try it,” he said.
I raised the gun, placed the sights on the board, and cocked the hammer, which also
rotated the cylinder. It was a satisfyingly cinematic thing to do; I was totally Clint
Eastwood for a moment and I could see why Victor liked doing it. Firing took the
barest touch of the trigger, and sure enough, a hole appeared on the board exactly
where I wanted it. Not having to pull against the hammer spring and the cylinder
cam made shooting very accurate. I cocked the hammer again, noticing a small hole
in the frame through which the firing pin — protruding a quarter inch from the face
of the hammer — poked to hit the primer on the cartridge. I made a mental note of
that little hole; it would figure later into one of the stupidest things I’ve ever done.
Suddenly, quick shots began exploding to my left. Victor was in a combat crouch,
gun in hand, swiveling on his heels and blasting double-action shots into the tall
grass. Rabbits skittered in every direction. “Ha!” Victor yelled. “Missed them all!”
One stopped running about 40 feet away and huddled by the roadside, visibly
shivering or panting. I raised my revolver to put my sights on him, cocked the
hammer, held my breath, and touched the trigger.
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Upon walking up to it, I found that the little creature was practically torn in half by
the hollowpoint, its beady black eyes locked open in surprise. “Good shooting!”
Victor yelled, clapping me on the shoulder. I touched the mangled rabbit with the toe
of my black shoe. This was long before I started hunting, and I knew I’d crossed a
threshold:
I had killed a fellow planetary passenger with a firearm. What’s more, I’d done it for
no reason at all, except perhaps to win the admiration of a man I couldn’t stand.
Luckily, the sun was up and our shift was about to end. The rack of eight-balls and
now this; it was time to call it a night.
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Victor pulled up in front of my boarding house -- a huge, beachy firetrap of a
mansion run by an old Polish woman and full of people my age working summer
jobs. Lifeguards, waitresses, babysitters...I was the only cop, which made me a bit
of an oddball.
“That was good shooting back there,” Victor said as I popped open the door. I
thanked him.
“That thing on your hip,” he continued, “that’s our real badge of authority, not this.”
He patted the tin badge on his chest. “We enjoy what they call ‘the monopoly of
violence.’ It’s the gun that makes you a cop, not the badge.”
I wasn’t sure how I felt about that. I’m still not sure.
Although it was about seven in the morning, it was the end of a mind-blower of a
workday — first the rack of eight balls, and then the rabbit —and I was all a-jangle.
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Once inside my room, I removed my pistol from its holster, unloaded it, and, as was
my habit, locked it to the cold-water pipe under my sink by putting the hasp of a
standard Master school-locker combination lock through the trigger guard. Then, still
in uniform and wearing by ten-pound black-leather duty belt, I retrieved my dope
pipe from my bedside drawer.
The screen was heavily crusted with residue, so I rooted out my little pack of
replacement screens. Turning one over in my fingers after so recently handling my
gun, I couldn’t help thinking, “.38-caliber screens;” they seemed to be exactly the
same diameter as a .38-Special cartridge. That thought led me to the little hole in
the frame through which the firing pin passed.
Idea.
I twirled the combination on the Master lock, retrieved the revolver, and inserted a
screen into the back of one of the chambers. It fit snugly. Then I crumbled some
reefer into the top of the chamber, put another screen atop it, and closed the
cylinder. By cocking the and releasing the hammer, I moved the “loaded” chamber
around to where it lined up between the barrel and the cocked hammer.
I put the muzzle in my mouth and held my lighter flame between the cocked
hammer and the firing-pin hole. Sucking gently, I drew the flame up through the
hole, into the marijuana, and thence, the smoke into my lungs. At a party, I could
load all the cylinders, and we’d merely have to re-cock the gun each time we handed
it off.
That’s right: I’d figured out how to make a marijuana party pipe out of my police
service revolver — my “real badge of authority." I guess you could say I wasn’t cut
out for a career in law enforcement — a career that at this point was three weeks old
and had less than a week to run. Neither, having proven myself willing to suck
stoned on the muzzle of a .38, should I have allowed myself ever to touch a firearm
again.
We’re never again as flamboyantly stupid as we are at nineteen, are we? At least, I
hope we’re not….
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make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
“I thought the shark looked fake,” Victor said as we cruised slowly up New Jersey
Avenue past a bus-station ad for Jaws, which had just been released.
“I don’t know,” I said. “It scared the bejesus out of me.”
As Victor turned us onto Trenton Avenue, we almost ran over a heavyset man lying
in the middle of the pavement.
Victor swore softly under his breath; he seemed to have been through this before.
“Joe, Joe, Joe,” he said as he walked up to the fallen man. “What is it this time?”
We sat the man up. He had longish graying hair, a gray mustache, and wire-rimed
glasses. He wore shorts and a t-shirt, and had the most agonizing case of fresh
road-rash I’d ever seen. I could barely look at the grated, oozing flesh that was
studded with bits of black pavement. “Did you fall out of a car?” I asked.
“They pushed me out,” Joe said, slurring. His chin quivered, his eyes filled up, and
he started to weep like a child.
Quite tenderly, Victor stood him up, put an arm gently around his shoulders, and
walked him toward the cruiser. “What have you been taking?” he asked.
“Tuinals,” Joe said. “At least they said tuinals. But I don’t ever remember being this
fucked up.”
“Who gave them to you?” Victor asked. Joe stopped walking, pulling back from
Victor’s tender embrace.
“Now you know me better than that,” he said indignantly.
Victor spread his hands. “They’re giving you something that might be tuinals, might
not. The next person they give ‘em to could be a sixteen-year-old kid. Come on, Joe.
These are bad guys. Tell me who they are.”
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“Not doing it,” Joe said, shaking his head emphatically as Victor threaded him into
the back seat. Joe winced as he was forced to bend his peeled legs.
I figured we were heading for the E.R. at Shore Memorial, but instead Victor drove
us back to police headquarters. Victor led him inside and seated him in the break
room. Word spread, somehow, and in walked a couple of hard-looking men in
plainclothes to whom I’d never been introduced. “Where’d you get the tuinals, Joe?”
one of them asked. Joe panted and winced in pain. “Where’d you get the tuinals,
Joe?”
“Shouldn’t we get him cleaned up first?” I asked. The two plainclothesmen looked up
at me as though surprised to find something with Harpo Marx hair wearing a police
uniform. There was a moment of silence as we all looked at each other, and then
one of them lit up in a wide, leathery smile.
“You wanna clean him up? I got just the thing.” He handcuffed Joe’s ankle to a ring
in the floor. Then he left the room for a moment and came back with a huge squirt
bottle of Merthiolate, which those of you older than about 50 might remember as
liquid fire. It was a red antiseptic that stung so badly that the treatment was worse
than the injury itself. To put a tiny dab on a small paper cut was agonizing. The
plainclothesman pointed the bottle at Joe’s leg and squeezed off a thick jet of the
stuff. Joe screamed in shock and pain.
“Where’d you get the tuinals, Joe?” he asked again, laughing. Joe was banging up
and down in the chair, trying to get away, when the plainclothesman shot a stream
of Merthiolate at his flayed arm. Joe began to sob loudly, again, this time like a
broken-hearted four-year-old. Victor tapped me on the arm.
“Let’s go,” he said. As we walked outside to the cruiser, Joe screamed again.
(This was at the dawn of the War on Drugs, about which I have been writing since
the early nineties. If you’re interested, I have a piece in this month’s Harper’s
magazine that makes a full-throated argument for total drug legalization. It can be
read here: http://harpers.org/archive/2016/04/legalize-it-all/)
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make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Full-time cops like Victor were allowed, even encouraged, to carry their guns off
duty. We summer cops were forbidden to do so, with good reason.
Still, I liked the idea that once you raised your right hand, as I’d done, and become
a sworn peace officer, it was a 24-hour-a-day commitment. So I often dressed up
my standard day-off Serpico/hippie accoutrement — Indian shirt, jeans with
needlepoint belt, multicolored sleeveless serape, and white straw hat — with a stout
carved walking stick that could be pressed into service as a baton if need be. And I
carried my cuffs tucked into the top of my jeans, one side in, one side out. I enjoyed
imagining myself being on the scene to rescue someone from a rape or a mugging.
That’s why I became a cop in the first place.
It was my night off and I decided to walk up the beach to Wildwood and finally see
The Penalty Box — the big dance bar that was the centerpiece of Wildwood nightlife.
I tucked in my handcuffs but left behind the walking stick; there was no place for
that in a crowded bar.
The New Jersey seashore is incredibly beautiful, and as the sun set I walked out onto
the beach, reached the hard-packed wet sand, and turned north. As the waves rolled
in, though, I found myself gravitating up the beach into the dry sand. I couldn’t walk
close enough to the ocean to stay on the hard wet sand. I was afraid of being
grabbed by a shark.
Seriously. Jaws had so freaked me out that — summertime beach job
notwithstanding — I not only couldn’t imagine going in the water, I couldn’t bring
myself to walk beside it.
Wildwood felt completely different from Wildwood Crest. The place
was urban. And young. The streets were alive with beefy guys in sleeveless t-shirts
and oily hair, yelling to each other over the heads of their big-haired girlfriends.
Poorly mufflered cars roared up and down New Jersey Avenue. I realized I was glad I
wasn’t a cop here, which I interpreted as further evidence that a career in law
enforcement was not in my future. If you really want to be a policeman, it’s a nasty
place like Wildwood that you want to do it.
I never got inside the Penalty Box. The bouncer — a beefy lad with a ZZ Top beard
— impatiently gestured for me to raise my arms and gave me a rough pat down.
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When he hit the cuffs he tore open my serape and jerked them out of my jeans.
“What the fuck is this?” he shouted over the booming music — the Eagles’ One of
These Nights if I remember correctly. I started to reach for the badge I kept in a
little ID folder, but he grabbed my arm, wrenched it up behind my back, and
frogmarched me through the bar to an unmarked door. Inside, a paunchy older man
with a sour expression sat behind a desk doing paperwork. The bouncer threw the
cuffs on the man’s desk without saying a word. The man picked them up and made a
question mark of his left eyebrow.
“I’m a Wildwood Crest police officer,” I said. “Off duty, no gun. May I reach for my
ID?” The man nodded, and I placed the black naugahyde folder on the desk in front
of him. He opened it, took a few notes, and handed it back to me along with my
cuffs.
"You’re going home now. You want to come back, come back without your fucking
cuffs.”
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Victor and I were back on morning shift, cruising up Atlantic Avenue past the
Shalimar when the dispatcher’s voice came through the radio: “Uh, Victor. Captain
Carter wants to see Dan right away.”
Victor looked out the top of his right eye at me, like a quizzical parrot.
“I’m probably I’m being promoted to homicide detective,” I said.
He barked a short, derisive laugh. “Mod Squad’s more like it,” he said. That
confirmed what I’d suspected; he was tired of having to patrol with someone like
me.
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Walking back through the stationhouse I glanced into the breakroom where the
detectives had tortured Joe with Merthiolate. I wondered if he'd given up the name
of the man who’d supplied the Tuinals, and whether he’d ever gotten proper medical
attention. This didn’t seem the time to ask. “Sit down!” Captain Carter barked fatly
from behind his desk.
“What the hell do you mean wearing your cuffs into the Penalty Box?” he
demanded.
“I didn’t wear them; I carried them. I thought, they’re harmless, and I might be
around to see an altercation” — good cop word — “or even a crime. I figured if I had
my cuffs that would give me time to get to a phone.”
“That’s the dumbest thing I ever heard,” the Captain said. “You’re finished. Give me
your badge and gun.”
Give me your badge and gun. How many times have I heard those words in a cop
movie? It is, for a lawman, the ultimate demasculation. Luckily, I wasn’t really a
lawman. It was patently crazy, and maybe even illegal, to fire someone for a single
harmless infraction, but I felt no desire to argue with Captain Carter. I was as done
with the Wildwood Crest Police Department as it was with me.
I unpinned my badge from my chest and laid it on the desk. My hands went to the
buckle of my duty belt and froze. My gun was still sticky with pot residue. What if he
smelled it?
I needn’t have worried. Captain Carter had probably never smelled reefer in his life.
I heaped the gunbelt on his desk, gave him an ironic two-finger salute, and headed
for the locker room. Four minutes later, I was walking out in my civilian clothes,
feeling free. Victor was leaning against the cruiser. He spread his hands and
shrugged, and I did likewise. Neither of us spoke a word.
The Greyhound took me back to South Orange, where I moved in with my parents
and got a summer job for which I was genuinely suited — slicing lox at a deli. I still
believe that in a free society, people are entitled to educated, enlightened,
professional police -- but that doesn’t include me.
For a long time, I wondered which poor son of a bitch got stuck with cleaning that
gun.
Dan
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Turns out there’s a whole lot of world outside the five boroughs of New York City. On
Margaret’s birthday,
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we boarded a train at Grand Central Station and rode it north along the eastern bank
of the Hudson River for about 80 minutes, until we reached the town of Cold Spring.
I’d arranged ahead of time for the first crocuses of the season to sprout and greet us
there.
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Margaret was charmed.
Terrific hiking trails start about a mile from the station; we walked all afternoon and
it felt wonderful to beat our feet on earth and rock instead of flat cement.
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The Hudson River is pretty enough that someone should name a whole school of
painting after it. The buildings in the far distance, beyond the island, are the U.S.
Military Academy at West Point. From up here we could also see the skyscrapers of
Manhattan, more than 50 miles away, but they didn’t show up in our photos.

It’s still Margaret’s birthday, because I haven’t yet given her a present. (That’s the
rule; the birthday continues — with all the deference that entails — until the gift is
presented.) So for the past thirteen days, we’ve doing everything the way Margaret
wants. You know, just to mix it up a little.
Late-breaking news! Margaret lost her favorite silk scarf last night! One reason it’s
been hard to find her a present is that we’re about to wake the camels again and
this is a time for shedding possessions, not acquiring them. But a silk scarf takes up
no space and weighs nothing — it’s perfect. The sooner I can get to a store, the
sooner we’ll be back occasionally to doing things my way. Stay tuned.
Dan
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Thomas Wolfe was wrong. You can go home again. I did it on Saturday. Margaret
came with me.
We took the train from Penn Station to South Orange, New Jersey, the town in which
I lived from age 3 to 18. We have some new friends there, and I hadn’t done the
memory-lane thing in years. It was time.
We borrowed bicycles and did all the things you’d expect — visited the house in
which I was raised…
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…and ate the signature sandwich at the deli of my youth.
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But the high point was visiting the South Orange Fire Department, in which I served
as a volunteer firefighter in 1974 and 1975.

I signed up on my eighteenth birthday. If you’ll recall, I was, at eighteen, a soft,
unathletic, over-mothered boy — virginal, trusting, unsullied by alcohol or drugs—
and suddenly I was hanging with men. Firemen.
South Orange had a paid, full-time department; volunteers like me belonged to the
Fire Auxiliary. It was the auxiliary’s job to stay on the periphery of a fire and perform
essential but non-dangerous functions so that the pros could concentrate on the
scary stuff. Training was every Saturday morning. I learned to unspool and connect
hoses the right way, to set up lights and generators for fighting fires at night,
unmount ladders from the trucks and swing them into position, and to run tools to
the paid guys.
I was issued “turn-out gear” — helmet, yellow canvas coat, gigantic boots — and a
Plectron radio. The radio sat on my dresser next to a plastic model Messerschmidt
that I’d glued together — a still-life of boy-man transition if ever there was one —
and at any hour, it might shout a stirring message:
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“To all units of the South Orange Fire Auxiliary. We are responding to a regular
alarm fire at 262 Ridgewood Road. Please proceed with turn-out gear to
headquarters.”
That meant I was supposed to drive, within the speed limit, to the firehouse to man
the Auxiliary van and head to the fire.
The whole thing was, as we said back then, boss. It made me forever a lights-andsirens freak (which is surely, in part, what helped push me to the ill-fated stint at the
Wildwood Crest Police Department.)
The paid guys — and even the Auxiliaries — were the first people ever to treat me
like a man. They probably didn’t notice; the work simply required it. Captain Marulo
was the one who taught me to connect two lengths of hose. “This is the male end
and this is the female. Easy; one goes into the other.” Of course, people refer to
male and female parts of devices all the time, but in 1974 I’d never encountered the
metaphor and was appalled at its crudeness. I probably blushed.
There were no set hours of duty for the Auxiliary, but I found myself hanging around
the station a lot. We would sit in the bunkroom upstairs telling dirty jokes, while
Captain Cucinello baked 75 pounds of drop-dead lasagna, or we’d troop off to
Bunny’s after a shift for Rheingold and pickled eggs. I was one of the guys.
When Margaret and I visited on Saturday, nobody I remembered was still working.
Acting Chief Dan Sullivan, whom Margaret later pronounced, “needlessly handsome,”
showed us around cheerfully, proud of the multimillion-dollar renovation that had rid
the building of asbestos and rendered the upstairs unrecognizable to me. The brass
poles down which I’d so happily slid were walled off; OSHA had put an end to that
charming tradition many broken ankles ago. The Auxiliary, too, Sullivan said, had
long since disbanded. But the little museum he’d assembled upstairs displayed
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badges, hats, and photos of the Auxilliary, and Sullivan seemed genuinely delighted
that being a member had meant so much to me.
As a parting gift, he gave me a t-shirt.
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The elegant tower you see on old firehouses, by the way, is not for spotting fires but
for hanging hose to dry. If you roll them up wet, they rot, and burst under pressure.
I got a lot older in October, if you’ll recall. Something about looping back to one’s
youth is restorative. It makes for an appealing circle: I was that; I’m now this. But
the two are related to each other in a way that helps explain both.
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
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Margaret and I dislike eating in restaurants. Being trapped in hard chair, surrounded
by masticating strangers, eating food cooked by other strangers — and then
overpaying for the privilege has never been our thing. Yes, when we’re abroad, it’s
fun, but in the US, we much prefer to cook at home, especially when we’re with
friends.
The New York restaurant experience is particularly difficult. Restaurants here tend to
be incredibly noisy; it’s like trying to dine and converse on the downtown No. 1
subway. Restaurateurs seem to associate noise with an ambience of popularity. The
noisier your place, the more people feel left out if they aren’t seated. The food is
rarely special. Dining out in New York is, at heart, not about food but — like
everything else — about real estate. You’re renting a table. Here’s your food. Eat it
and beat it, we got rent to pay. A Tuesday-night dinner for four at a mediocre Italian
restaurant can easily rise, with wine, tax and tip, to $250.
One glaring exception to the rule stands out: the Oyster Bar in Grand Central
Station. Simply being in Grand Central is a treat; it’s a palace...
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…but one that, like the Empire State Building and other grand structures in New
York, features an encomium to the working men who built it.

The Oyster Bar has occupied the basement since 1913, under vaulted tile ceilings.
Maybe I’m a sucker for train-station eats. Every time I have a cold, my mind reels
back not to my grandmother’s chicken soup but to that served to me in 1979 in the
steamy restaurant of the Frankfurt bahnhof. But trust me; even applying the trainstation-nostalgia discount, the Grand Central Oyster Bar is special.
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It has an old-fashioned knickerbocker feel to it; it’s quiet and relaxed; and it isn’t
god-awful expensive. We had the signature pan roast Grand Central, which isn’t
oysters roasted in a pan as you might imagine, but is instead an oyster stew with a
little sweet chili flavor. Scrumptious.

(That’s actually a different gregarious, bespectacled bald-headed Jewish guy in the
background. Funny guy, too.)
Okay, I’ll admit it: One big reason that I love the Oyster Bar is that it was James
Bond’s favorite place to eat in New York. In 1963 — a year before he died and when
I was deep in my James Bond phase -- Ian Fleming published in the New York Herald
Tribune a short story called 007 in New York. It was the last James Bond story that
Fleming wrote, and in it Bond waxes eloquent about the Oyster Bar’s “oyster stew
with cream, crackers, and Miller High Life.”
The beer is better now.
He enjoyed the Oyster Bar with these ladies:
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but only, poor guy, because this dangerous babe wasn’t available:
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Dan
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Ian Fleming’s last James Bond story, 007 in New York, contained something else of
particular interest to me: the only receipe the secret agent every shared. Here it is,
in its entirety:
Scrambled eggs James Bond
For four individualists:
12 fresh eggs
Salt and pepper
5-6 oz. of fresh butter.
Break the eggs into a bowl. Beat thoroughly with a fork and season well. In a small
copper (or heavy bottomed saucepan) melt four oz. of the butter. When melted,
pour in the eggs and cook over a very low heat, whisking continuously with a small
egg whisk.
While the eggs are slightly more moist than you would wish for eating, remove the
pan from heat, add rest of butter and continue whisking for half a minute, adding the
while finely chopped chives or fines herbes. Serve on hot buttered toast in individual
copper dishes (for appearance only) with pink champagne (Taittinger) and low
music.
Individualists? No collectivists invited? And why four? Since when does James Bond
need another couple around when pouring pink champagne?
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I do like the idea of whisking in two extra ounces of melted butter after removing the
eggs from the heat, and the individual copper dishes are appealing. Pink champagne,
though. Was that ever an elegant thing and not something that ninth graders snuck
on New Year’s Eve?
In any case, for someone who loves to cook and who spent several years as a selfimagined James Bond, finding this recipe was a revelation. I myself like to dress in
evening clothes….
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and prepare an elegant supper for my beloved Bond girl,

like this week’s celery-root-and-potatoes with smoked-turkey.
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Serve with hot buttered toast in thick, cracked, crockery bowls (for appearance only)
with tap water and the sound of sirens and cab-horns honking. Kill nobody.
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Among the reasons that Margaret is such a terrific wife for me is the family from
which she rises, shown here sometime in the late seventies or early eighties.
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Her parents are both gone now, but they're often on my mind because I see each of
them so vividly in Margaret. They were the best imaginable in-laws — supportive,
loving, accepting, and always willing to visit us in hard-to-reach places. I miss them.
The particular quality I want to share with you today is the Knox family’s unique
relationship to the concept of perfect.
It emanated from Margaret’s dad, Bill, an astrophysicist and veteran of the
Manhattan Project who was trained to think in absolutes — the speed of light, say, or
absolute zero degrees. Among my fond memories is him standing over the sink
eating a slice of a melon from his own garden, and intoning in his stentorian way,
“Not perfect.” It had never before occurred to me that such a thing as a perfect
melon existed.
I should say quickly that Bill did not apply the perfect standard to his children. He
was Victorian in manner and an intellectual, so Margaret grew up with an
expectation that if she spoke she should have something to say. Scholarship was a
virtue. And while life was to be enjoyed — Bill was a lover of the outdoors, jokes,
food and drink — it was to be lived intentionally. Do things you enjoy, but do them
thoughtfully and well. Have another glass of wine by all means, but make it good
wine, and know something about the way the grapes were grown and the wood in
which the wine was aged.
Bill was, however, a long way from being a tyrant. He set Margaret on a the path of
an intentional, studious life by making it attractive, not by setting standards of
“perfection” and withholding love if they weren’t met.
Barbara, Margaret’s mom, was all softness and nuturing, so they complemented
each other beautifully. They also got along great together — truly in love until the
end. As I say, it was a privilege being their son-in-law.
But this perfect thing: All four kids have spoken about suffering under it from time to
time. Let me tell you how it is lately manifesting itself in Margaret.
It’s the engine of her work, obviously. She will take a piece of writing that comes to
her in any condition and make it perfect. It might take several back-and-forths, but
she gets it done. It’s an astounding thing to watch. This is Margaret in New Orleans
blocking out Nine Lives.
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I could not have begun a career as a freelancer without Margaret’s editing, let alone
succeed at one for 27 years.
Her quest for perfection shows up in New York in a fun sort of game. She must work
the subways perfectly. Take the express to 96th Street and walk down to 87th, or
take the local straight to 86th? Margaret can discourse at length on the relative
merits of the two options, factoring in time of day, weather, Dan’s energy level, and
whether she has on her clogs or her tennies.
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If, say, she chooses to head for the express track but the local comes first, then —
though it’s no fault of her own — she hasn’t worked the system perfectly and in
some mental book of hers, it is recorded as a demerit. Heaven forfend that the
nudnik with whom she’s traveling chooses a train that gets passed in the tunnel by
another. What kind of dope would allow such a thing to happen?
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It isn’t only the subway. There’s a correct way to emerge from the elevator in the
lobby of the Empire State Building: If you’re headed west and uptown, it’s turn left,
right, left to the 6th Avenue & 34th Street exit. If you’re headed downtown and east,
it’s right, right, left to the 5th Avenue and 33rd Street exit.

God help the poor sonofabitch — and don’t give me any of those “brain tumor”
excuses, Buster — who so much as feints in the wrong direction as he leaves the lift.
To do so is disgraceful, beneath one’s dignity, a shanda.
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There’s a right way and a wrong way to do everything, and Margaret’s on the job to
make sure we do it all the right way.
Was there ever anybody to whom it was more fun to be married?
Dan
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All we wanted was a pint of Rum Raisin ice cream when we entered the corner store.
The guy on the left below, was discoursing for the guy on the right -- in a accent
that sounded like he was using an electric razor for an amp -- on his recent hernia
operation.
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“They did a blood test like they gotta. Said to me they said, 'you betta siddown.” I
tried to thread past him in the tiny store, and he smacked my upper arm with the
back of his hand to get my attention. "'Your trigliceroids (sic) are off the chart,' they
said. I’m lucky to be alive. Told me I gotta change how I live.” I nodded, smiled, and
headed for the ice cream counter without a thought for my own triglycerides.
“So you a vegetarian now?” said his friend, in a slow, sleepy, southern drawl.
“Fuck no!” And then, to Margaret, “Excuse me, ma’am.”
“Well, I hope you’re still a vagitarian, hee-hee-hee,” said the sleepy friend. “Sorry,
ma’am.”
We were packed so tightly into the tiny store that there was no avoiding joining this
conversation. “How old are you?” I asked as I put the ice cream next to the cash
register.
“Fifty-seven.”
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“What do you think did it?"
"I ran a supermarket. It had a big deli counter. I’m eating the cutlets, the fried
chicken all day long. Fuhgeddaboudit.”
Turns out these two guys have known each other since they were 13; they grew up
about three blocks north of where we were talking, in the low 90s and Amsterdam,
back — obviously — before this neighborhood was, like the rest of Manhattan, an
enclave of the rich.
Mike, the guy on the left said, “It’s all different now. Now, they catch you drinking a
beer on the street, it’s a summons. A big one.”
His pal Antonio added, “They got cops up there in plain clothes on the roof with
binoculars. They’re watching to see if you got what they call and ‘open container.’”
That wasn’t a southern drawl at all; it was pure 1960s New York Negro.
“Wait a minute,” I said. “The New York City Police has time to try to catch guys with
open containers?”
“They know they’re not going to get killed doing that,” drawled Antonio. "They go
after the guys with the guns and the drugs, different story.”
“Come on up and see,” Mike said. “I drink twelve beers a night. You don’t believe
me? Buy a six; I’ll drink them right here in fifteen minutes. You can time me. If I
can’t do it, I’ll pay for the six. If I do it, you pay for it and buy me another six.”
I declined the challenge. But for a brief moment there, New York felt like a real city.
*******************************
This will be the last daily edition of Third-Act Trouble for a little while. On April 2,
Margaret and I fly to Mexico City for two weeks of scouting ahead of a possible move
in July. Will we like it as much as we think we will? Will it be as good for our work as
we think it will? Can I get the doctoring I need? We figure we’d better nail it all down
before committing to a move. Between preparing to go and the trip itself, I’m going
to relieve myself of the daily pressure for a bit. You may receive sporadic editions
between and mid-April. From the launch in August until yesterday, Third-Act Trouble
has run to 107,000 words — about the length of my first book. It is a lot of fun to
write, and I appreciate your reading it more than I can express. Thank you very
much.
Dan
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The world came this week to New York to lay some delusions to rest. That the socalled War on Drugs is a disaster — violent, expensive, and iatrogenic -- is by now a
commonplace. Deviating from it, though, puts countries at risk of violating drugcontrol conventions of the United Nations.
This week’s “Special Session on the World Drug Problem” was gaveled in Tuesday to
shape a new internationally agreed-upon global drug strategy within those
conventions. A UN General Assembly Special Session goes by the acronym UNGASS,
and when I walked over to the soaring General Assembly building for the opening, I
found plenty of ungassing underway there in Turtle Bay.
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Although the session had barely started, its “outcome document” was already a done
deal — negotiated in Vienna over the past few weeks. “Welcome to the United
Nations,” said Gerry Augustus Chanda, deputy home affairs minister of Zambia, with
a knowing chuckle.
That a session’s outcome could be decided before it began seemed of a surreal piece
with the United States issuing, late last year, what it called a “nonpaper” on the
UNGASS. A nonpaper is a way to say something without officially committing to it —
the UN equivalent of, “I’m just sayin’.”
The US nonpaper urged the world to do all kinds of things at which the US itself falls
short—like ensuring that sentences are proportional to a crime, seeing to it that
everybody dependent on drugs gets treatment, and paring enforcement of excessive
violence.
But in its defense, the US went into the UNGASS in a rather awkward position. After
decades of cheerleading enforcement-heavy drug policies, it is now home to five
jurisdictions that have gone farther than almost any place on the planet in legalizing
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marijuana — a fact that Secretary of State John Kerry thought it best to ignore in his
written statement to the Special Session.
The UN, which operates on consensus, is no less conflicted. Jamaica’s foreign-affairs
minister, Kamina Johnson Smith, roused the house with an impassioned defense, in
a lilting Jamaican accent, of marijuana as a religious sacrament.
As she sat to a huge ovation, Indonesian ambassador Rachmat Budiman took the
podium, tapped his notes into alignment, and explained carefully that an “important
component” of drug policy is a willingness to put drug offenders to death. Talk about
a buzz kill.
In fairness, though, Indonesia was in the deep minority. Even though the outcome
document failed to mention the death penalty at all, and ended up quite conservative
in nature, the rhetoric in New York was all about “humane” drug policies, “putting
people first,” “harm reduction,” and abolishing the death penalty for drug crimes.
I’ve been writing about drug politics for two decades, and was amazed that what
used to be the reasoning of a tiny cadre of reform activists has moved into the global
mainstream.
The slogan of the last UNGASS on drugs, in 1998, was, “A World Without Drugs; We
Can Do It!” Few are kidding themselves about that anymore, which is in itself
significant progress.
The award for the UNGASS’s best performance in a dramatic role would have to go
to Enrique Peña Nieto, president of Mexico, who — as one of the three presidents
who asked for the UNGASS in the first place — started the week by saying he
wouldn’t attend, then abruptly changed his mind and showed up on Tuesday.
Mexico matters; it has lost 70,000 people since Peña Nieto’s predecessor, Felipe
Calderon, launched a military-led war on the drug cartels — more combat deaths, if
you can call them that, than the United States suffered in Vietnam, and Mexico
suffers them on its own soil. When Mexico speaks about the harms inherent in
enforcement-heavy drug policy, people listen. Peña Nieto not only showed up, he
moved the needle.
“We know better than most countries the limits of the paradigm of prohibition,” he
told the assembly, which was a surprising way for a conservative like Peña Nieto to
open. Then he shocked everybody by expressing approval for permitting the medical
use of marijuana — a reversal — and, speaking of marijuana in general, used the
most radical word in the current drug-politics lexicon: “regulation,” which is the new,
less-divisive way of saying “legalization.” He got the biggest ovation of the morning.
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Four hours of drug-policy debate might itself be considered a narcotic, so the Vienna
Coffee Shop in the UN basement was mobbed after the morning session, mostly with
people abuzz about Peña Nieto’s surprise shift.
Through the forest of dark suits, suddenly, walked the only man properly dressed for
a drug conference: Chrysalis Yashpal Jayne, born Ralph Christopher Jayne to an
Army Colonel in Georgia in the early 1950s, and adorned Tuesday in full hippie
regalia — waist-length gray braid, headband, tie-dyed shirt, cargo shorts, sandals.
Jayne, who founded the International Order of Natural Mystics, was at UNGASS to
free peyote, iboga, San Pedro, Ayowasca, magic mushrooms and other natural
hallucinogens from the laws that prevent their use as sacraments.
“Our bodies are not only temples but laboratories,” he said. “We have a right to
direct spiritual experience that I’m trying to get into the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights.” We found ourselves wishing we could run that one past the person
who drafted and championed the Universal Declaration in 1948 and might well have
grooved on Jayne’s argument: Eleanor Roosevelt.
Okay, I’ll admit it. I wrote a version of this as a Talk of the Town, but the New
Yorker turned it down as having “not enough chatter.”
We’re back from Mexico City — about which more later — and planning to return to
live there in September after some months working remotely from California and
Montana. I remain almost completely unaffected by either illness or treatment, we’re
having lots of fun, and Rosa’s doing great. Third-Act Trouble will return to its daily
schedule shortly.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
175 West 87th Street, Apt. 4S
New York, NY 10024
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danbaum@me.com
www.danbaum.com
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
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We’re back to daily Third-Act Trouble. That was a nice break. Thank you for your
patience. You’ll notice that they’ll come later in the day than that to which you may
be accustomed. We’re on the west coast now until late June, and then will be in
Montana until September. So readers on the east coast will no longer have Third-Act
Trouble by 7:30 a.m., but more like 10:30 a.m. Sorry about that. If you like TAT
with coffee, simply get a day behind.
We spent two weeks in Mexico City, to which we excitedly intend to return to live in
September. We’ve lived in Mexico before, though in the rural south. We love the
music, food, and weather. But the main reason we love Mexico is that it’s full of
Mexicans.
And to explain that, I need to start at the beginning.
Hernán Cortéz of Spain landed with eleven ships and 500 men on the Yucatan
peninsula in February 1519, and found a highly developed and organized Aztec
civilization. Plenty of bloodshed followed as Cortéz and his successors inflicted the
cross and the sword upon the locals, but the Spanish either weren’t inclined to
annihilate the native population the way other European settlers did up north a
couple of centuries later, or they lacked the means to do so. They colonized Mexico,
absorbed the locals and in turn were absorbed by them.
What grew in Mexico was a great race of people with biological and cultural roots on
two continents, as European as they are indigenous, and vice versa. To this day,
Mexicans are enriched, delighted, and tortured by their dual roots in a million
different ways that show up constantly if you’re tuned to right frequency. They call
it mestizaje — miscegenation -- and there are days when every encounter, no
matter how trivial, seems freighted with it. It is charming, and maddening, and
complex beyond belief.
The founding story of mestizaje, and by extension of Mexico itself, is embodied in
this image:
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You see it everywhere in Mexico and the southwestern United States — on t-shirts,
bumper stickers, taqueria signs, pickup-truck doors…everywhere.
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The lady is the Virgin of Guadalupe, and this is her story:
On December 9, 1531 an young indigenous boy named Juan Diego appeared before
the Spanish-born Bishop Juan Zumárraga at Tlateloco and said he had just
encountered the mother of Jesus on a hillside overlooking the town, and that she
had brown skin like his own.
Yeah, right, said the bishop. Beat it.
Over the next few days the boy had four more encounters with the Virgin, during
one of which she made roses bloom out of season. Juan Diego gathered them into
his cloak and ran back down to the bishop. When he opened his bundle, out tumbled
the roses with the image of the virgin magically imprinted on the cloth. The Bishop
fell to his knees in reverence.

If this was indeed a miracle, it was one that served the Catholic Church so well that
one might almost suspect that the bishop made it up himself. As a marketing ploy to
sell the Church to Mexico’s indigenous population, it couldn’t have been better
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engineered. The Virgin appearing as a dark-skinned woman invited Mexico’s darkskinned majority into the splendor of the European Church for the first time, and
they never looked back.
Juan Diego’s 485-year-old cloak, with the miraculous image intact, now hangs at the
Basilica of Guadalupe in central Mexico City, high above a moving sidewalk that
keeps the crowds moving.
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Many people cross the wide plaza of the basilica on their knees.

Some are said to have knee-walked all across Mexico for their three-minute pass
beneath Juan Diego’s cloak. Many, I’m sure, are intense believers. Others may
simply be Mexican, awestruck by the embodying document of their culture. Imagine
the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, Betsy Ross’s flag, the original cut
of Citizen Kane, the manuscript of Moby Dick, the recipe for Coca-Cola, the patent
for the Colt Peacemaker, and the master tape of Blue Suede Shoes rolled into one
item. How many Americans wouldn’t approach that on their knees?
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
We rented on Airbnb what turned out to be a compact but comfortable casita built
into the garden of a tall, gorgeous house in the Coyoacán neighborhood of Mexico
City.
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Yes, that’s Margaret coming through the window.
Coyoacán is the leafy, quiet neighborhood where Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera lived,
and where Leon Trotsky was murdered by Stalin’s minions with the help of an
American quisling who may have been working for U.S. intelligence — about which
more later.
The best thing about our apartment was that it was directly across the street from
what is now my favorite museum anywhere, El Museo Nacionál de las
Intervenciones, the National Invasions Museum, or, perhaps, the “Poor, poor
Mexico!” museum.
Mexico wrested its independence from Spain in 1810 and then fell into a couple of
decades of home-grown mayhem and a failed attempt by Spain to recapture its lost
colony. In 1838, a French baker wrote to King Louis-Philippe in Paris to say that
street fighting and looting in his Mexico City neighborhood had destroyed his bakery.
This seems to have reminded Louis-Philippe that Mexico was also defaulting on
several loans, and, displaying the humility and sense of humor for which the French
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nobility were justly famous, demanded as reparation for the bakery 600,000
pesos — about 1,900 years of an average Mexican’s salary.
Mexico predictably refused to pay such an outrageous sum, and La Guerra de los
Pasteles — the Pastry War — began. You have to love a country with the nerve to
fight a pastry war against France. The shooting lasted about three months, by which
time Mexico was so eager for the French to go home that it paid the 600,000
pesos.
Next came the war against the United States (1847-1848) that cost Mexico half its
territory (what we now call California, Arizona, New Mexico, and west Texas.)
Legend has it that the word gringo comes from Mexicans hearing marching American
soldiers sing, “Green grow the lilacs, oh!”
Turns out, a regiment of Irishmen, no doubt irritated by the reception they’d
received in the United States or perhaps joined to the Mexicans by their shared
Catholicism, fought on the side of the Mexicans right there on the site of the
museum, under the command of one John Riley. The museum was, at the time, a
monastery, and its walls are full of bullet holes. The Mexicans and Irishmen held
their ground, and stopped the U.S. attack on Mexico City.
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Then, to round out the nineteenth century, France had another go at Mexico while
we were pre-occupied with our Civil War. It was the Mexican victory over the French
at Puebla on May 5, 1862 that is noisily celebrated as Cinco de Mayo by Mexicans in
the United States (but hardly at all in Mexico.)
What I so loved about El Museo Nacionál de las Intervenciones was the way it
offered a detailed accounting of all the ways Mexico has been abused by the world’s
great powers, but without any apparent rancor. It was, somehow, a good-natured
museum of national resentments.
Still, I was careful in its galleries to speak Spanish to Margaret, and prepare — in
case anybody heard my accent — to blurt, “Ottawa! I’m from Ottawa!”
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
We had another Buster Day — a cranial MRI — in New York on April 28, and the
results were kind of funky. That c-shaped scar that always shows up — the place
from which the docs cut away the tumor — was a little brighter this time than last.
This is where I am these days: Hanging for dear life onto how bright a line on a
murky image appears.
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For months the docs have been telling me that damage caused by those six weeks of
radiation I endured in November and December could show up any time within a
year, and this, they said, looks like radiation damage. Radiation damage isn’t much
to worry about; plenty of ice cream and never doing laundry should clear it up in no
time.
But, of course, the big bright C could also be the big bright C — cancer. Glioblastoma
has a way of reviving itself. In fact, one would have to be extremely lucky not to
have it come back at some point.
“I wouldn’t worry about this,” my neuro-oncologist said, to which it was all I could do
not to reply, “Yeah, and if we were talking about your head, I wouldn’t worry about
it.”
In truth, though, Margaret and I are not worrying about it. We marshalled some
more opinions, the “tumor board” at the hospital looked at the images, and
everybody’s on the same page. No need to worry now. Next Buster Day is at the end
of June.
In the meantime, I am almost entirely symptom free. I take heavy doses of
chemotherapy by pill five days a month — I finished the May run last night, in fact —
and experience no nausea. I retire early in the evening, but hell, I’m 60; maybe
that’s why. But while neurological events are rare, I did have a big one a couple of
days ago. Riding my bike through Watsonville, I saw what I was at first certain was
some kind of municipal barrier shaped like a sawhorse.
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On closer examination, though, it was clearly labeled as a barnyard animal, so that’s
what it must have been. Luckily, it just stood there while I fished out my phone to
get a picture. I was appalled at having experienced such a hallucination and have
calls into all my doctors to report it.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Some of you have asked what the hell we’re doing in California when we’re supposed
to be in Mexico City.
What happened was, we faced a conundrum: How do we think about these next few
years?
We don’t often give in to thinking that I’m on a short clock, because there’s really no
point in doing so. When the doctors tell me to stop buying green bananas, we’ll do
so; until then we’re committed to living normally. But we’d be self-delusional dopes
not to consider reality when making plans.
I confess to moments, especially amid the noise and pollution of Mexico City, of
wondering whether I’m really to the challenge of moving there. Remember that our
bosses don’t care where we live as long as we have good internet and phone service.
Mexico City is our idea, not theirs.
So there’s no reason to do it except to do it — to throw ourselves at yet another allconsuming challenge and push ourselves back into the big world the way we always
have.
But Christ, it would take a lot of energy. We'd be learning an entirely new, gigantic
city, making new work contacts and building a new social life, and doing it all in
another language.
The other alternative we considered was the polar opposite: To return to a place of
overwhelming peace and natural beauty, where we already have a close community,
so that at the end of the workday and on weekends we can gaze upon mountains
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and rivers and listen to the beating of our own hearts. We could move back to
Missoula, Montana.
From the time Rosa was this big…
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…she had a valuable lesson to teach us: Never choose unless absolutely necessary.
If we asked her whether she wanted pecan pie or lemon cake for dessert, she’d
invariably answer, “a little of each, please.”
So that is how we solved our conundrum. We realized that summer is just beginning
— a pretty nice season in the north country. So we will be about six weeks in
northern California among places, things, and people we love...
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…and then, after family gatherings on two coasts, spend a couple of months in
Montana among places, things, and people we love.
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…and listening to the beating of our own hearts.
And then, sometime in September, we will move indefinitely to Mexico City.
Pecan pie or lemon cake? A little of each, please.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
It turns out that I’m an annoying guy. Who knew?
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Apparently I am a stickler for grammar and usage, and perfectly willing to correct
anybody at any time.
Our colleagues whose first language is either Spanish or Portuguese seem to
appreciate it. Everybody else on the planet, not so much.
If someone says, “There were less people at the concert than I expected,” I cannot
help myself from saying, “Fewer.”
(You know why, right? If you’re talking about thing you can count, you say, “Fewer.”
If it's something you can’t count, it’s “Less.” Fewer bottles, less wine. Fewer people,
less crowding. And so on….)
Here’s a test: What’s wrong in this New York subway poster?
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This is a trap into which many people fall.
(Before we go on, see what I did there? I correctly avoided ending the sentence with
a preposition. Some would say, “This is a trap many people fall into,” but that would
be incorrect. “Into" is a preposition, and we don’t end sentences with them because
doing so is weak. The last word in a sentence has more power than others. It’s the
word on which you finish your point. In this case, it’s much stronger to finish on the
active verb “fall” than on the abstraction of “into.” So we say “a trap into which
many people fall,” instead of “a trap many people fall into.” )
Back to the matter at hand: The problem with this subway poster is the confusion of
singular with plural. Even though it doesn’t look like it, “Everybody” is singular, while
“Look their best” is plural. Mixing them is incorrect. It would be correct to say
“everybody wants to look his best,” or “everybody wants to look her best,” but then
we get into gender choosing, which can be awkward. (Let’s not even discuss “his/her
best….”)
In such cases, I go entirely plural. I would say, “All of us want to look our best.” Or,
“all people want to look their best.” Plural throughout. Grammatically correct, and
gender trap avoided.
Grammar is logic. We follow the rules not to impress people at cocktail parties with
our pinkies out, or to make Mrs. Whitcomb (my seventh-grade English teacher)
happy, but for clarity. Mixing singular and plural creates an illogic, and I maintain
that while listeners or readers may understand what you mean, their brains hit a
kind of speedbump when they encounter the illogic of bad grammar. In a short
document such as this sign, it’s not a huge problem. But if, in a long document, you
ask your listeners or readers to endure too many speedbumps, they will become
exhausted and stop reading without knowing why. We want to be understood and be
compelling when we write or speak. Using proper grammar increases the chance of
doing both.
And, while I hate to pick a fight with second Secretary General of the United Nations
who died in a mysterious plane crash in Zambia in 1961, what’s wrong with this sign
that I spotted at the United Nations?
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What’s wrong is that “all right” is always two words. It’s never, ever one word. Same
as, “a lot.” It’s never, "alot.” I see “alright” a lot, and it never fails to grieve me.
Of course, Hammarskjöld was probably speaking his native Swedish, and the error
goes on the scoreboard for the hapless functionary who translated his words or
printed the sign.
Okay, lesson over. Consider yourself improved. No charge.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
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At a dinner a few nights ago, I found myself sitting beside a fundraiser for the
Republican Party who looked exactly like a fundraiser for the Republican Party —
brass-colored bouffant, careful makeup, gold jewelry, American-flag pin on the lapel
of her gold-trimmed blue suit. When I asked her how the Party was feeling about
Donald Trump as its standard-bearer, she sighed, rolled her eyes, and said, “There is
no Party.”
I expressed sympathy.
“Trump called himself a Republican, moved right in and made himself at home,” she
said. “But there’s nothing about him that resembles the Republican Party I know.”
“Can’t you simply deny him the nomination?” I asked. “The Party can decide at the
Convention who will represent it in the general election, can’t it?”
“Like I say,” she said. “There is no Party. Who’d make that decision? Reince Preibus?
Please.”
“Mitch McConnell?” I asked? “Paul Ryan?” She rolled her eyes again.
"And what would we tell the millions of people who voted for Trump?” she said.
"’Sorry, the six of us have decided on someone else?’ You’d have a riot. This is what
we set ourselves up for with the primary system. If you tell the people they get to
decide, they expect to decide.”
She took a sip of wine. “I’m what used to be called a moderate Republican. Maybe
even a liberal Republican. But a Republican.”
“So you’d call yourself in the model of…”
“Ronald Reagan,” she said. This just in: Ronald Reagan is now a moderate, maybe
even a liberal Republican.
“And Trump…?” I asked.
“Trump shares none of the values of the Republican Party I joined.”
“Really?” I asked. “He’s for lower taxes, small government…”
“He’s for lower taxes because he’s rich, and for small government because he wants
to build everywhere without worrying about such pesky little things as environmental
laws, labor laws, zoning, and what have you.” The waiter set down our plates -- beef
for her, salmon for me — as I tried to grok a Ronald Reagan Republican speaking in
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defense of environmental and labor laws. "He doesn’t believe in small government
and low taxes because he thinks it’s good for America,” she said.
“And you do?” I couldn’t help asking. She deflated a little over her beef. “Of course.
It’s still the only way.”
I couldn’t help myself. “Forgive me, but you’ve been selling that line for thirty years,
and it hasn’t made the lives of working Americans any better,” I said.
“Yet they keep buying it,” she said, with a touch of shame and sadness in her voice.
“Well, not anymore, apparently,” I said. “They’re pissed. And they’re taking it out on
you with Trump.”
She cut herself a piece of meat, tucked it into her cheek, and said. “The Democrats
aren't doing much better with them, are they?” I had to admit that that was true.
We of the Democratic Party -- the party organized to serve the working man -- care
about everybody: blacks, gays, women, immigrants — but all we have for white
working men is to belittle them, sneer at their aesthetics, and try to take away their
guns. Former New Mexico Governor Bill Richardson chided us for this last year, but
we’re as committed to our prejudices as anybody.
"I’m starting to think there needs to be a second conservative party,” my dinner
companion said, "so Donald Trump and Ted Cruz and all the other wack jobs can go
there.”
“I’m a lifelong tax-and-spend Democrat,” I said with a laugh. “I think all y’all are
wack jobs.” She laughed, too.
“You know, your party needs a second party, too,” she said. “Someplace to put
Bernie Sanders.” She said it without much evident conviction, though. Drawing an
equivalence between Trump and Sanders was a stretch even for a Republican fund
raiser.
She lowered her eyes and said quietly to her plate, “I know how much you must be
enjoying what’s happening to the Republican Party, but it’s not good for either one of
us. And it’s not good for either one of us that your party is doing so badly, either.”
She looked up and made deep eye contact.
“The parties are necessary,” she said. “They organize people’s expectations and
desires. Without them, God help us.”
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
And so, as it must to all men eventually, the pathetic old-guy pill organizer has come
to my life.

I take a lot of pills these days, which I cart around like a traveling apothecary.
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And this doesn’t include the four chemotherapy pills I take five nights a month, and
which would cost, without insurance, $5,000 a day. (That’s $25,000 a month, or
$300,000 a year. And I don’t get any super powers with that; I just get to stay
alive.)
I need to keep my pills straight. One, Keppra, is an anti-seizure drug so crucial that
when I forgot to take it one morning, my doctors called in a prescription for a single
pill to a pharmacy near the Empire State Building. The woman behind the counter
laughed when I told her what happened, shook out a single pill and waved me away
with a cheerful, “no charge!”
I’m going to figure out Big Pharma, but it probably won’t be this week.
Some of you kindly directed my attention to Sunday night’s edition of 60
Minutes, which ran a segment on revolutionary treatment of glioblastoma using polio
vaccines. Though I haven’t seen the segment yet, I will. This promising experiment,
at Duke University, is something about which we’ve been reading and talking with
my doctors.
Short answer: I’m not eligible for this clinical trial for a very good (in all senses)
reason: At the moment, I don’t have glioblastoma. The MRIs keep showing nothing.
I will become eligible, perhaps, if my status changes to “recurrent” — that is, the
cancer comes back.
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This type of cancer often does, so it is very comforting to have the Duke
experiments waiting in the wings. But I kind like not being eligible, if you know what
I mean, and hope to stay that way.
Good time to mention that I love hearing from you. The day I went into surgery I
asked people not to email that day, because I didn’t want to come out of the
anaesthesia to an overflowing in-box, and I’m now told that some people took that
as a request that you never email. Not the case. I love hearing from readers. Please
don’t be offended if I don’t respond at once; it would be either respond to each email
or write another edition of Third-Act Trouble, and my time goes latterward.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
My father, Sy, loves Margaret, and he loves observing our marriage. He used to
revel in asking, “Is there anything you two disagree about?” Well, yes. As a matter
of fact, there is.
Margaret and I disagree about exactly to whom this whole brain thing is happening.
Margaret says it’s happening to me. My head, my drama. So I deserve deference,
she insists, on everything from flavor of ice cream to where we should live during
the next few years.
I maintain that this brain drama is happening to Margaret, because believe me, if the
glioblastoma had been in her head, this would all be about me.
Let’s imagine the worst: I die. Near as I can tell, being dead is pretty light work. But
living another 30 years without Margaret? Infinitely worse. If I were her, I’d be a
mewling wreck. So as far as I’m concerned, deference should flow toward her. We do
a lot of, “You decide.” “No, you decide.”
I realize that what I just said is that I’d rather die than live without Margaret. She
says it’s a sweet thing to hear, but she’d rather not hear it too often, “because what
you’re telling me is, ‘I'm screwed.’”
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Margaret is very good to me — kind, funny, loving — though her deference has
limits. There’s no denying it: Some combination of right-temporal-lobe tumor, righttemporal-lobe surgery, and chemotherapy has put a small dent in my ability to make
new memories. I’ve become one of those irritating alte kakers who sometimes can’t
remember what he was told two hours earlier. “Come on,” Margaret sometimes says
in the high-pitched good-natured snap of an impatient pre-school teacher. “Make a
memory!”
What to pick up at Key Foods, Thursday night’s social plans, the internship a friend’s
kid is trying to get…some of these just don’t stick. It drives Margaret crazy, but rest
assured that she’s on the job.
She’s delivering a paper at the July conference of the American Neuro-Oncological
Society on, The Power of Curative Scolding.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
The pistol hanging on a police officer’s hip represents a catastrophic failure of
technology and imagination.
A police officer never needs to kill anybody. What he does need to do, occasionally,
is instantly incapacitate a suspect — sometimes several, and sometimes at a
distance. But that shouldn’t require killing anybody.
It would be hard to think of another realm of technology as grievously stalled. People
have been incapacitating each other at distance by blowing bits of metal through
them since 1288, when someone in China figured out that if you stuffed some of that
cool fireworks powder into a metal tube and inserted a metal ball, you could make
something pretty interesting.

Europeans imported them, and discovered that that they were good at bringing
down enemies wearing suits of armor that were good against broadswords but no
match for gunpowder-propelled balls.
The middle English word for the device was “gonne” — pronounced “gun” — and
we’ve essentially been stuck there since then. Guns have gotten better, of course —
more accurate, more portable, faster and farther shooting. But we’re still relying on,
essentially, a 700 year-old principle to do our fighting.
On the battlefield, sure, you want to kill your enemy. But policemen have no
business killing anybody. If the state wants to kill a citizen — and 31 states tragically
still do in the form of the death penalty — the process is and should be long and
protracted. Yet we give every cop on the beat the equipment to kill a person — many
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people, actually — and last year, American police officers availed themselves of the
opportunity 1,186 times. It’s madness.
What we need is a device that can switch a person off from a distance, and do it
reversibly. Tasers aren’t it. They’re too unreliable for situations in which 100-percent
reliability is necessary. What we need, essentially, is phasers set to stun.

How hard is that? Phasers, an artifact of Star Trek — are directed-energy weapons
that, if turned low, can disorient or knock out a human being instead of cooking him
like a steak. If we can master the technology that makes kettle corn so beguilingly
salty and sweet, surely we can make a device capable of instantly incapacitating a
person at, say, 30 yards, and doing so without causing lasting damage. And even if
it does cause a little lasting damage, it has to be less than a 158-grain jacketed
hollowpoint crashing through one's sternum at 1,200 feet per second.
Aside from police officers, imagine if everybody who now keeps a gun for protection
knew he would make himself equally safe with a non-lethal device. Sure, such
technology would invite such social problems as people using them to incapacitate
people they want to rob. But still, we’d be way better off.
I had an editor at Scientific American interested in a story about this, but couldn’t
find any brain scientists even thinking about it. The Army has an entire non-lethal
weapons program in New Mexico, but it’s mostly devoted to crowd-dispersal
technology.
Can it really be true that for situations as common and solemn a police officer
drawing his gun, we’re still living in 1288?
Dan
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make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Those of you who know me are aware that I am besotted with bicycles. I love living
life at the speed of a bike. I enjoy the exercise, the feeling of freedom, and the
details that I observe when riding that I miss when behind the wheel of a car.
Bicycles are good for the environment; designing a city for their use improves its
livability for everyone; they’re inexpensive transportation for the masses; and on
and on. I can actually be pretty insufferable if I get going on the subject, truth be
told.
Among the reasons I love bicycles is the people who build their lives around
them. Bike people: There’s nothing like them.
The other day, I loaded three bikes into a borrowed van and brought them here:
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It was twenty minutes to closing, and I apologized as I wheeled in the first.
“Hey, man,” I said. “None of these needs much; probably tubes and lube and a
glance at the brakes.”
The young man behind the counter looked up from the bike on which he was
working. He was, like many people in this farmworker town, of indeterminate
Mexicanness.
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I had in my youth enough retail jobs to know how annoying it is to have someone
bring in a big job right before closing, so I continued with my apology.
“I’m staying with friends,” I said, “and they let their bikes go all to hell. I’m trying to
get them to ride more, so I’d like to get these road worthy. It doesn’t have be
today.”
His face blossomed into a wide, sweet smile. “Bring ‘em in, bring ‘em in!” he said.
“You gotta get your peeps riding!” He put out a hand to shake. “I’m Jules.”
As I turned back to the van, a swarm of boys from about 12 to 15 years old
swarmed in on comically small BMX bikes and Jules lit up like a scoutmaster. It
quickly became clear that this is where this gang of little bike people likes to hang
out, and that Jules is their after-school dad figure.

I pointed to one of the BMX bikes blocking the store entrance and asked one of the
boys if he did tricks.
“Yeah!” he said. “If I do a 360, will you buy me a sticker?”
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“Of course!” Once the other boys hear that, they all wanted in on the action. They
treated me to quite a show...

…and then drove Jules crazy trying to choose which stickers they wanted.
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It finally occurred to me to wonder how big a commitment I’d made.
“Uh,” I asked Jules, “how much are stickers?” Only then did I notice that he was
waiting on a big, very rough-looking guy I’d have expected to find in a motorcycle
shop, maybe, but not a bike store.
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Jules smiled at me. “Seventy-five cents each.” Whew.
The big guy raised his head, and it a deep-chested growl, said, “They’re on me.” He
smiled slightly, bright-blue eyes twinkling in amusement at the boys.
Bike people….
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
About my post-police college career, the less said the better. After my short, absurd
career as a Wildwood Crest police officer, I slogged through another year at
Northwestern and then, for reasons never really understood by me or anybody else,
transferred to NYU. I was no less a wretch there than I’d been at Northwestern.
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Stoned from 7 a.m. every day, I bought few books, attended few classes, and
finished up with a 2.4 grade point average. In other words, I got a fancy degree and
no education. I hear Margaret discussing Hegel, Marx, Dostoyevsky, astronomy, and
it’s as though she’s talking about life on another planet.
I write all this not with wild-guy pride but with tremendous shame and regret. Had I
been having a good time — playing music, doing improv, banging out articles at the
student newspaper, or even simply partying — I might have been deriving benefit
from my college years outside the classroom. But I was manifestly having no fun at
all. I was sullen, bitter, nearly friendless, and downright nasty to people. In all
likelihood I was clinically depressed.
It was Margaret, years later, who diagnosed my malady in retrospect. I’d been told
since birth that I was “just like Sy,” and all the way up through high school —
playing Harold Hill in The Music Man, and swinging a big, gladhanding personality
through the halls — being “just like Sy” had worked just fine. But as soon as I left
Sy's orbit it hit me on some level that I was not “just like Sy,” did not want to be
“just like Sy,” and that a personality of my own lurked somewhere inside me.
Margaret’s diagnosis is that I used the years 1974-1979 to destroy the personality
that had been imposed upon me, and took myself down to bare metal. That this
coincided with the only fully paid undergraduate education I was ever going to get
was simply bad timing. The job, Margaret insists, had to be done.
As college was ending, maps of world went up on my walls. The minute I was
sprung, it was out into the big world for me. I planned to cash in all those dreary
Series E savings bonds I’d gotten for my Bar Mitzvah and wander the planet until I
found whoever had been hidden under all those stripped-away layers of “Sy.” That’s
me on the left with the guy who shared my apartment, and my girlfriend at the time.
I look uncharacteristically cheerful because I was on the verge of busting out.
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The only really good thing to say about my college years is that I never encountered
the motivated, engaged, emotionally whole person pictured below right.
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Had I done so, she’d have taken one look and been gone from my life forever.
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
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Margaret and I tend to consort with the bloviating set. We find ourselves drawn to
those comfortable with irresponsible speculation, wild-ass prediction, half-baked
theory, and a generally high level of entertaining, if ignorant, postprandial bombast.
(You can imagine how Google and the smartphone have taken the fun out of life.
Marshalling verifiable facts at the dinner table strikes us as unsportsmanlike, like
dynamiting fish or baiting deer — something no gentleman would do.)
But even we have our limits. A couple of decades ago we felt the need to impose a
modicum of discipline on all this windbaggery. One of our friends was droning on
about what was likely to happen in the Bush-Dukakis race, and I felt the need to
write down what he said, date it, put his name on it, and put it in an old mayonnaise
jar.
Thus was born a tradition. “I’m going to jar” means I am ready to make a prediction
and stand by it. The prediction is then noted, dated, and branded with the predictor’s
name.
We open the jar every four years when the presidential race is called, and while
most of the predictions are political, they needn’t be. (I was in there one year with,
“The internet will never amount to anything,” but let’s not discuss that.) The earlier
you predict correctly, of course, the more credit you get. I’m traveling with the jar
now. It’s stuffed.
We had a couple of world-class bloviators over for dinner last night, and one of them
went to the jar with the prediction we’ve all been dreading:
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That is Mr. Jennings in the background.
His argument: All the people whose resentment at being shut out of this economy
led them to support Trump and Sanders — who are they going to vote for in
November? Hillary Clinton? Bruce doesn’t think so, especially since she is doing the
opposite of what he thinks she should — reaching out to mainstream, centrist
Republicans instead of to the angry classes that have defined the election so far.
Going to the jar with a prediction doesn’t indicate approval, and Bruce certainly isn’t
happy with the prospect of a Trump presidency. He spent part of his childhood in
Franco’s Spain (his dad was a civilian electrician at a US naval base) and when he
says he recognizes a distinct fascist streak in Trump, he isn’t just throwing around a
pejorative. The appeal to hatred, the nativism, the militarism, the tacit
encouragement of petty violence — combined with the modern surveillance state —
feels familiar and terrifying to Bruce.
Still, he when he said he thought Trump would beat Hillary and I asked, “Are you
willing to go to the jar?” he said he was. It put rather a damper on the evening to
hear someone finally say it.
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Before you ask, the rules of the jar are clear: If somebody correctly predicts an
outcome the crowd reviles, we are not allowed to stone him to death.
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
We are working this week from Davis, California. Margaret spent her childhood and
teenage years here. After winning the Second World War by helping to develop the
atomic bomb, Margaret’s father, Bill, taught physics at the University of California
campus.
UC Davis started out as the University Farm in 1909 — a place for students at the
Berkeley campus to learn agriculture. It became the Northern Branch of the College
of Agriculture in 1922 and a full campus of the University of California in 1959. Now,
with a medical school, a law school, and many graduate programs, it is the thirdbiggest campus in the UC system.
It hasn’t lost its agricultural soul, though. Its teams are called “The Aggies,” and
when Margaret was growing up, one of their football cheers was a hog call, Suuuueeee! Ag research gets a little bit odd in Davis. It’s famous for developing, among
other things, cube-shaped tomatoes that fit more snugly into shipping boxes and
“double-muscled steers” to boost meat production, and for installing glass windows
in the flanks of living cows so that students can observe digestion.
For all that, Davis may be the single least-weird place on the planet. It is a town of
overpowering decency — a kind of Unitarian-Congregationalist nirvana where even
the Methodists have to protest too much just to keep up.
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Everybody is exquisitely polite, cheerful and socially conscious. Bicycles far
outnumber automobiles. You don’t see many of these,
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because it’s already understood that everybody is voting for Bernie.
It has a food co-op, of course, which Margaret’s mother helped found.
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I tried to get them to change their slogan to, “Your Grocery Store Since Time Came
to a Screeching Halt in 1972,” but couldn’t get any buy-in.
All you need to know about Davis, really, is the name of the consignment store:

Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
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You may start hearing, as the election heats up, about the divergent positions Hillary
Clinton and Donald Trump take on gun policy, and you might hear something about
“smart guns.”
Smart, or “biometric," guns contain electronics designed to prevent anybody but the
owner from firing the gun. It sounds like just the ticket for keeping toddlers from
shooting themselves or others -- which happens about once a week in the United
States — and rendering stolen guns useless. James Bond carried one in Skyfall,
which of course makes them cool. In this age agog with tech,
the hip, tech, and financial press are aswoon. Some legislators have proposed
requiring all new guns to be smart guns.
They are a terrible, dangerous idea. Biometric guns should be roundly rejected as a
policy solution to gun violence, and perhaps even banned outright as a lethal hazard.
Here’s why:
Guns are incredibly deadly; the ease and speed with which an accident can happen
with a firearm is blinding — I’ve been there -- and we don’t want to do anything to
suggest otherwise. If people think their guns are “safe” because they contain some
electronics, they’re going to leave their guns unsecured. One smartgun company even uses this terrifying image on its website.
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Technology fails. Batteries run low. Settings must be mastered. You can be sure that
some knucklehead is going to point his gun at his wife, say, “Look, fellas! It won’t
fire!” and bang.
Even if they work right, the big problem with smart guns is that, like gun laws, they
address only the guns that will be sold in the future. They do nothing about the
estimated 350 million firearms already in private circulation, and in fact they make
them infinitely more dangerous. What happens when the little girl in the picture
above finds her uncle’s old gun and thinks that, just like daddy’s, it won’t let her
shoot it? Get ready for another small-coffin funeral.
Gun guys say a lot of stupid things, but this expression of theirs is smart: The only
real gun-safety device is the human brain. If the four cardinal rules of gun safety are
followed by everybody every time, nobody gets hurt. (I’d add the unwritten fifth rule
— Maintain control of your firearm, which means, among other things, keeping it
locked up when not in use.)
To own a gun safely is a zen practice; it takes discipline, concentration, and a deep
respect for the phenomenal lethality of the device. Anything that lulls the brain into
believing that a firearm is “safe" is asking for trouble. Guns are unbelievably
dangerous and need to be stored and handled accordingly.
There’s no app for that.
Dan
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Given Davis’s ag roots, its farmer’s market ought to be good, and it is. A few years
ago the town built a huge sun shelter specifically for the market, which takes place
in a downtown park.
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Acoustic bluegrass bands, cellists, and old-guy sixties cover bands provide a
soothing soundtrack.
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The produce is so fresh you practically have to be careful it doesn’t pick your pocket
as you stroll past.

This being Davis, the market has a pedal-powered carousel,
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(the seated woman in the peach t-shirt is providing the power), and enough trash
choices to give a brain-cancer patient like me my first real anxiety in months.
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("Don’t judge me, Bro,” his t-shirt says, but try putting a popsicle stick in the wrong
barrel. Don’t judge me, bro.)
It was at the Davis Farmer’s Market last week that I realized I had never eaten a
corn dog. I’ve seen them on boardwalks and at fairs for more than half a century,
and though I found them intriguing, I never allowed myself actually to put something
as fundamentally horrifying as a deep-fried cornbread-coated hot dog in my mouth.
After all, I didn’t want to give myself cancer.
A stall at the Davis Farmer’s Market was selling organic, free range, shade grown,
non-GMO, cruelty-free, fair trade, uncircumsized corn dogs and I figured that if I was
ever going to know the pleasures of a corn dog, this was my chance to get a
righteous one.
It was a miracle — salty, sweet, crunchy, meaty, and fatty all at the same time. With
a little Maui-onion mustard and a locally brewed IPA, I was in highbrow/lowbrow
heaven.
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I’ve been back twice more for them and they never disappoint. And they’re in
keeping with a health regimen I’ve been trying to follow assiduously, mostly by
eating large quantities of ice cream every night.
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In light of my October diagnosis, I have a new life goal: to die of arterial sclerosis.
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
With your permission, we’ll be taking another break from daily Third-Act Trouble.
Margaret and I are in Sierras above Lake Tahoe, at a cabin Margaret’s family has
owned since 1960.

It’s three miles from the nearest road; you either hike or boat in. No electricity, no
phone, no internet, no cell service — it’s heaven. It’s on the closer lake in this
picture, just to the left of that string of islands.
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Some years we’re here for two weeks or more. The hiking is pretty great.
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Alas, we now have these jobs, which require us to be wired. So this week we are
commuting daily to a place where we can find wifi and cell service. It isn’t a bad
commute, actually.
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But it is time consuming. Point is, we’ll be here for a while, and then bouncing
around. Something has to give. So Third-Act Trouble will come sporadically for a
while. My apologies.
Brief news update: Rosa will land in Athens at 10 a.m. local time today to begin
some weeks of working with Syrian refugees at a camp on the island of Leros.
Migration and refugees are her current area of interest —good long story behind that
— and she wants a little bit of on-the-ground experience before spending the
summer studying for the LSAT. Come September, she has a gig with a
migrant/refugee organization in Mexico City called Sin Fronteras (Without Borders)
that is currently aiding the Central American refugees having such a hard time
getting through Mexico. When Margaret and I move there, we will all be together.
Margaret is as vigorous as ever. I remain symptom-free.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
This is a Rosa update. If you don’t know Rosa, this may be of limited interest.
Were I to let myself freely shep naches, I’d be doing nothing but. Today, though, I
received a phone call from Rosa and feel a powerful need to pass it along.
She was calling (free, using WhatsApp) from the Greek island of Leros, where she is
working for a few weeks at a gigantic refugee camp full of Syrians, Afghans,
Iranians, Iraqis, Kurds, and more — victims of the murderous instability we uncorked
by toppling Saddam Hussein. (A colleague aptly compares our doing so — in terms
of the bewildering carnage it set off — to the shooting of Archduke Ferdinand in
1914.)
Rosa speaks some Arabic, having studied it in Cairo and Jordan, but it’s rusty and
few if any of the refugees speak her dialect. Still, she’s using it.
For quite a while, Rosa’s field of interest has been migration and refugee policy. It
came upon her at age five, when we moved to a 1,200-person rural-Mexican village
with no daddies; they were all in Tennessee building Titan Stadium, running
recycling centers in Los Angeles, or tending cattle in Tulare.
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Rosa dancing in the town square, 1998.
She was all but monolingual in Spanish within three months of our arrival, and when
the daddies came home at Christmastime she would sit up late listening to their
stories. She never got over the pain it causes people — who are somebody at home
— to be compelled across a border for reasons of economics or safety and suddenly
to become nobody.
She studied migration and refugee issues in college, wrote a killer senior thesis on
the subject, and during the child-migrant crisis of 2012 — when hundreds of
thousands of Central American children fleeing gang violence showed up at our
southern border -- Rosa worked as the hispanic-media intern for the White House
communications department, monitoring CNN en Español, Telemundo, and Univision,
and writing several memos a day about what hispanic America was saying about the
crisis and how the Obama administration was handling it.
Wanting to see the phenomenon of forced migration first-hand, she found a short
volunteer gig on Leros and is totally digging it. She lives with about 15 Europeans
and one American her age in what she called a "nice house" on the island — hot and
cold running water — and they commute in a couple of big old cars to the “hot spot”
— the camp — every day. It was about 11 p.m. her time when she called, and I
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could hear the others in the background chopping vegetables for dinner, singing, and
laughing.
The camp, Rosa says, isn’t too bad. It’s surrounded by a high chainlink fence topped
with curls of razor wire, but as of recently, the gate is open so the refugees can
leave. Some walk into town, but the islanders are hostile and most refugees stay
put, with absolutely nothing to do all day but worry that politics they neither
understand nor control will shift, and that they will be sent home.
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The most upsetting things for Rosa are watching stressed parents yelling at and
slapping their children, the occasional camp-wide ethnically based fistfight, and
sporadic shortages of food. Mostly Rosa distributes boxes of food to the various
language-based communities within the camp, and that can get testy. She got a call
at the house near midnight a few nights ago that one group hadn’t gotten its food.
She drove back, and found herself the focus of a crowd’s rage. She had no food to
give them, but she somehow managed to calm things down.
It’s a good thing at any age to have one's mind utterly blown.
Her real job, Rosa feels in her heart, is to play with the children. The little kids are
desperate to play and their parents are too stressed to do so. “I’m a human jungle
gym the minute I walk into the camp,” she said. Here are some WhatsApp texts I’ve
received:
All is well. Dad, every time I walk into the camp, I immediately have ten kids
wanting me to pick them up and twirl them around or wanting me to hold their hand.
They grab onto my legs and try to kiss my cheeks. We took them swimming two
days ago and I've never heard such shrieks of excitement and joy. Today I'm helping
with food distribution and then teaching English.
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One of the most loving kids at the camp. She runs up to you and just puts her
hands up.
Fight broke out at the camp. Crazy day. Slightly scary but everything is ok I think.
I'm fine. Started by someone breaking a window and then it grew into an ethnic
thing. Don't think anyone was truly hurt. I just tried to get the kids away from the
men throwing punches.
She was supposed to stay on in Greece at the end of this gig for a week of lounging
around the Greek islands. Now she says it will be hard to leave, though, and that
she’ll probably spend that extra week at the camp.
I’ve said it before and I’ll say it again: When I grow up I want to be just like Rosa.
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
I am taking a summer break from daily Third-Act Trouble, but I received an email
from the Democratic Party that deserves mention. It asks me to sign a petition
demanding that the Senate ban gun sales to anybody on the “terror watch list.”
If I understand my party correctly , it wants to deny constitutional rights* to people
whose name was placed on a “list” by some unnamed government official. No
judicial review, no evidence required. Find your name on a list, and you lose some
constitutionally protected rights. This is what passes for “liberal” now.
*I know that many of you believe that the Second Amendment does not confer an
individual right to own a gun. It’s a perennial question; reputable scholars on both
sides of the issue can point to mountains of good scholarship proving the point both
ways. That’s why I argue in Gun Guys that the Second Amendment is irrelevant and
both sides need to stop talking about it. Regardless of how hard he pounds the table,
nobody today has any idea what the framers meant by it.
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It doesn’t matter anyway what some people long dead — who couldn’t imagine cities
as crowded as ours and weapons as devastating — wanted when it came to an
armed citizenry. What matters is what we, who have to live with it today, want.
The Supreme Court, however, ruled in two recent decisions (Heller, 2008,
and MacDonald, 2010) that the Second Amendment does, in fact, confer an
individual right to own a gun. You’re free to disagree, of course; the Supreme Court
issues a lot of questionable decisions. (see: United, Citizens). If you oppose the
Court’s interpretation of the Second Amendment, by all means try to
get Heller and MacDonald overturned.
Until you do, though, by denying the right you risk sounding a little like Barry
Goldwater, who wrote in Conscience of a Conservative, six years after Brown v.
Board of Education ordered school integration, "It may be just or wise or expedient
for negro children to attend the same schools as white children, but they do not have
a civil right to do so which is protected by the federal constitution, or which is
enforceable by the federal government.”
One might be tempted to ask, how’d that work out for you, Barry?
True Democrats shouldn’t advocate putting people on lists that restrict freedoms
without proper hearings and judicial review. Never mind contested Second
Amendment rights; if you’re on a "terror watch list," shouldn’t you lose your First
Amendment rights to publish, appear on a talk show, or post on social media? Can’t
you do more damage that way than with a gun? Isn’t the pen mightier than the
sword?
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
For nine years early in our marriage, Margaret and I lived in Missoula, Montana,
which has a lot of wonderful qualities embodied in Mikey Jones. Mikey pieced
together a living the way most Missoulians did, which is to say independently,
inadequately, and most importantly, leaving plenty of time to float the Blackfoot
River if the weather suddenly turned nice. He is a natural in the woods, a superb
garage-sale prowler, and a bottomless trove of stories.
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He’s the only person I know who served time in federal prison for dodging the
Vietnam draft, which he uses to good effect when someone gets up in his face. “I’ve
been in jail twice for fighting,” Mikey snarls, “and only once for not fighting.” That
usually settles it.
Mikey and his remarkable wife, Harriet, are no less married than they ever were, but
Mikey’s been living on his own in San Francisco the past few years, working as a
construction manager, and, in that uncanny Missoula way, has somehow managed -while never making money the centerpiece of his life -- to acquire a rich man’s
means of getting out into nature: this remarkable sailboat.
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A few weeks ago, Mikey took Margaret; her big brother, Bill;
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Rosa; and I for a sail across San Francisco Bay. The Port of Oakland is an endless
tableau of containers stuffed with cheap Chinese t-shirts.
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Fascinating to see from the water, but once we emerged from that narrow channel,
the day opened up and the splendor of one of the world’s most perfect harbors was
fully revealed.
Rosa was just finishing a year-long stay in San Francisco, working as a paralegal for
a small consumer-protection law firm. As I interpret what she told us, she was as
charmed as anybody by the city’s history and extraordinary beauty, and she had a
good time, but ultimately felt herself a poor fit for its increasingly tech-and-moneyoriented culture and was glad to be off to the next thing. Sailing across the bay was
some farewell.

As we said goodbye to Mikey, I caught him looking at me deeply for a long moment.
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"This is not the last time you’re going to see me, you bastard," I said, and we put
our arms around each other.
I still think that’s true, but here’s the news: the cancer appears to be back. Buster
Day IV revealed what is probably new tumor growing where the old one did. I seem
to have a goddamn perennial growing in there. This is getting to like trying to rid the
garden of rhubarb.
We’re supposed to be on vacation here,
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but are hiking to internet to do dreary research on clinical trials. I could be back
under the knife in as early as two weeks.
More as it happens….
Dan
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make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Welcome back to Third-Act Trouble.
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First, the news: Most of my days at Margaret’s family’s off-the-grid cabin were spent
hiking an hour each way to wifi and cell service

to research treatment options and speak with doctors. The upshot would be
downright hilarious if we were talking about your head instead of mine. Here’s
the emmis:
What showed up in the last MRI, on June 23, is probably a recurrence of the cancer.
But when pressed, doctors at four different hospitals seem unanimous that we could
also be looking at nothing more than swelling from the six weeks of radiation that I
endured in November and December. That argues against rushing into another
surgery.
On the other hand, if it is cancer, it’s in a part of the brain that’s both easy to reach
and not particularly important if you’re not left-handed or if making short-term
memories isn’t your thing. That argues for surgery soon; get it out.
If it’s not cancer, I’ll have had a needless brain surgery, but at least we’d know
definitively that I’m okay. I snapped back pretty quickly from the last surgery and
probably would from this one. And I’d get another cool scar.
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If it is cancer, at least it would be out of my head. And I might qualify for a really
interesting clinical trial at the University of California at San Francisco in which they’d
use the excised tissue to make a vaccine, unique to me, that would be injected back
into my body to boost my immune system sufficiently to kill the cancer.
Alternatively, I could wait another month, have another MRI, and see if anything’s
changed. But in that much time, the cancer could send its pernicious little cells to
what the docs call “more eloquent” parts of the brain. By the time they blossom into
full-grown tumors visible on an MRI, I’d be screwed.
These are the choices we’re juggling this week. You’re probably waiting for the
“hilarious” part. Here it is: If what we’re seeing on the MRI is tumor, it’s probably too
small to make the vaccine for the UCSF clinical trial. It’s also too small to be treated
in the Duke University polio vaccine clinical trial that was hailed as a “miracle” for
some patients on 60 Minutes a few weeks ago.
So if I have cancer again, I don’t have enough of it.
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
The vacation wasn’t all dreary calls to surgeons and neuro-oncologists. Its grand
finale was an honor and joy beyond measure: officiating my nephew’s wedding.
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Paul is the son of Margaret’s sister, Sarah. All of Rosa’s cousins are deeply lovable in
their own ways; Paul is a thoughtful, self-deprecating, kindly young gentleman and
always has been. He’s particularly tender with his young brother, Isaac, and as a
younger brother myself, that is a quality I value highly. I love this guy, and I love
the woman he married, Hilary, whom I’ve known since she was an eight-year old
Echo Lake playmate of Rosa’s.
The wedding was in Sedona, Arizona, on a day so blazingly hot and dry that I could
feel my internal organs desiccating as we waited to begin.
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I almost keeled over face-first like an extra in Bridge on the River Kwai.
I’d already gone through the laborious process of becoming an ordained minister in
the Universal Life Church (90 seconds and $35 online), which allowed me to
conclude, “by the power vested in me by the state of Arizona...”
Marriage is something I think about a lot, because it has so profoundly shaped my
own life, and this is part of what I had to say:
A lot of people interpret the traditional language about “in sickness and in health,”
and “’til death us do part” as a way of putting something in the bank for an
unimaginably distant future when you’re decrepit and, say, 60. But from the moment
you turn and walk back up that aisle together, Paul and Hilary, you’ll already be
gleaning the benefits of your amazing promise to each other.
You will be different people – immeasurably stronger, smarter, wiser, more
compassionate, abler to withstand misfortune with grace and humor and abler to be
open-handed when times are good. Paul won’t disappear. Hilary won’t disappear. But
each of you will be vastly improved by the joyful work of living up to the ideals
reflected in the eyes of the other. And a third party will have been created with a life
of its own: the marriage.
I’d be the first to tell you that a marriage can be like an old MG: sometimes rather a
pain in the butt to keep on the road. But if you shelter it, and care for it – not only
changing the oil and rotating the tires, but shining it up regularly -- it’ll run forever.
And when when your marriage is purring as it will most of the time – and you have
the top down and the wind in your hair – there’s no feeling in the world quite like it.
It is a privilege to be married to somebody you love. (I choked up here and had to
pause to collect myself.) All of us here are happy for you beyond measure.
You may refer to me in the future as “Reverend.” I’m available for weddings any
time, though I cannot perform a bris; the TSA confiscated my Swiss Army knife.
love from us all,
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Dan (and Margaret and Rosa)
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megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
rosabaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets

Sorry to report that we had a bad 24 hours on Monday and Tuesday. The office of
the surgeon in San Francisco called Monday afternoon to say he had an opening on
Thursday; did I want it? If not, his next opening would be July 26. Decide right now:
Rush immediately to SF and sacrifice what might be my last-ever summer in
Montana, or take a chance and wait two weeks? That’s right; put a bullet in one
chamber, spin the cylinder, put the muzzle to your head and pull the trigger.
Lacking either the scientific or the emotional tools to make such a decision, I sent a
flurry of emails to doctors we know and then cried a lot. I haven’t done much of that
since this whole drama started in October, and it felt kinda good.
Margaret and I both woke up yesterday thinking we should rush to San Francisco on
last night's flight through…wait for it…Minneapolis, 1,200 miles east. It was a horrible
prospect, and not just because the trip takes more than eight hours.
Missoula is radiant in July, and it’s really the only place I’ve ever felt truly at home. I
was so happy living here years ago — as a young married and then the father of a
baby — that bike-riding around it on a sentimental journey yesterday morning I had
to keep stopping to remove my glasses and mop tears from my face. It gets dark at
10:00 pm now, so we can work a full day at our jobs and still have hours to float the
rivers and hike the hills. The thought of giving up what we’d envisioned as two
weeks of really living, to rush into a medical maelstrom from which I might not
emerge whole, had us low.
But then in mid-morning I started hearing from the docs I’d called and emailed. The
consensus — including that of my neuro-oncologist in New York and the San
Francisco surgeon — seems to be that if what’s showing up on my June 23 MRI
really is recurrence of cancer, it’s so small that waiting two weeks won’t matter.
True, it could send some of its pernicious microscopic emissaries to other parts of
the brain, but if the tumor didn’t do that when it was the size of a lime, there’s no
particular reason to think it will do so between now and late July.
Props to Jeffrey Bruce, the surgeon who performed my October operation at New
York Presbyterian. He totally understood why we want to have the surgery in San
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Francisco this time (more friends and family nearby), and also never fails to snap me
back to reality. “Get philosophical,” he said in our last phone call a few days ago.
“Stay focused on the big picture,” he said yesterday. In other words, don’t kid
yourself; while a few miracles occur, this disease is almost always a one-way ticket.
Of course, what keeps us going are these facts: If it’s there at all, it's in a place
easily reached. It seems to respond to treatment. The brother of a friend of ours
lived more than 20 years with a glioblastoma. He had seven surgeries in that time,
but he stayed on the green side of the grass.
My New York neuro-onc pointed out that waiting two weeks might, ironically, give
me an advantage: If it’s really cancer, it might grow just enough in two weeks to be
sufficiently large to get me into a promising vaccine trial. Right now, it looks like I’d
be excluded, as I am from Duke University’s polio-vaccine trial because the apparent
tumor is too small.
Grow more cancer in your brain, my neuro-oncologist was essentially saying. It’ll be
good for you.
Go figure.
So surgery is scheduled for July 26 at UC San Francisco Medical Center. We won’t
know what follows that until the thing is under a microscope.
Apologies for so much cancer news in Third-Act Trouble lately. Now that we’ve made
this decision, we don’t have to think about it again for two weeks. We’re off to climb
Mount Sentinel.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
For years, I thought that someday I’d write a memoir. My life is fun, I see lots of the
world, and I meet cool people. Increasingly, though, I find myself remembering the
wisdom of the 1960s satirical songwriter Tom Lehrer: “If we’re going to get any good
songs out of World War III, we’d better start writing them now.”
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I may get to go through the dreary, protracted, and ultimately disappointing process
of selling, writing, and marketing a book, but this thing in my head may spare me
that misery. So with your permission, I’m going to spool out some memoir in ThirdAct Trouble from time to time.
To that end, I’ve done a rather presumptuous thing today for which I hope you will
forgive me. I’ve attached as one PDF the entire Third-Act Trouble archive, from the
beginning up through yesterday. This is so you can keyword-search old episodes in
order to appreciate the context of some as-yet-unwritten ones.
If you wanted to revisit the story of how Margaret and I met, for example, you could
keyword-search Rappahannock. To re-read my discovery at age five that fear is
information, search for toboggan. To return to the story of my abortive police
career, search Wildwood. When it seems helpful to do so, I will put searchable
keywords in bold.
Feel free to delete the attached file immediately. It’s a monstrous 672
pages/120,000 words long — as long as the longest of my books. It will take a few
minutes fully to download. No obligation to clog up your hard disk with this bloated
scroll is expressed or implied. But you might occasionally find it useful.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
When we left off, it was 1978 and I was about to graduate from New York University
with a 2.4 grade point average, having neither attended a class nor bought a book
during my two years in attendance. Neither was I having fun. Somehow, I managed
to get a fancy degree without ever reading
Hegel, Marx, or Dostoyevsky, to say nothing of a million other worthy books. I was
an embarrassing wreck.
As Margaret diagnosed years afterward, what I was doing in college was destroying
the personality that had been imposed upon me as a child — the personality that
everybody assumed was “just like Sy.” I was purging myself, and taking myself
down to bare metal, so I could find out who I really was, Margaret insists. It was a
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worthy exercise that just happened to coincide with the only fully paid
undergraduate education I was ever going to get.
During my last few months in Greenwich Village, I took jobs to start building up a
fund to wander the globe once I was sprung. One of those jobs was as evening cook
in a tiny hippie/health-food restaurant on West 4th Street. In a kitchen the size of a
small bathroom, I ladled up the overly thyme-seasoned “daily bean,” spread
hummos over romaine leaves, sautéed some alien substance called “tempeh,” and
shoved through the service window a cuisine whose visual appeal ran the gamut
from brown to brown.
The tiny galley was equipped with something that, while not exactly new in 1978,
was not yet a feature of everybody’s home; a Radar Range, which today we call a
microwave oven. It rested on a shelf at the level of my head, on the right side as I
faced the stove. It ran constantly, and in those days, microwave ovens were crude
and leaky things. After a few weeks, I realized that I ended every shift with a
splitting headache on the right side, and realized that I could probably find a way to
make $5.50 an hour that didn’t involve cooking my right temporal lobe. So I quit and
never thought about that Radar Range again.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Perhaps because I just officiated my nephew’s wedding, I’ve been thinking a lot
about the phenomenon of marriage and what it takes to be, and stay, married.
Margaret asked me on Saturday morning a question from the Advanced Husband
Course: “Do you understand how bad my hair looks?”
Pause and reflect: How does a married man answer that question without getting his
head torn off like a pineapple off a stalk?
Margaret asked me this because I was not-so-subtly pressuring her to get the hell
ready so we could go downtown to the Missoula farmer’s market. We were likely to
see people whom we haven’t seen in years, and she naturally wanted to look okay.
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Margaret is the least vain person I know, and the least given to obsession with girlygirl appearance. She never wears make-up; she gets $8 haircuts at SuperCuts; her
annual clothing budget — at thrift-stores and Target — barely touches three digits.
Yoga pants and a t-shirt, and Margaret's good to go. Comfort is her only concern;
meeting some standard of “appropriateness,” “professionalism,” or “style” —
especially if it involves discomfort — is, to her, corporate and meaningless.
Easy for her; she’s gorgeous, with a natural, windswept northern-California beauty
that obviates adornment.
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I’m a pretty good student of Margaret; she’s been in my field of vision 24 hours a
day for 30 years. But still, I’m not prepared for every eventuality.
When she asked, “Do you understand how bad my hair looks?” I froze. She was
laying a minefield.
Step this way -- “It looks fine, honey” — and boom! I’m not paying attention. Step
that way -- “You’re right; it looks terrible” — and boom! I’m unkind.
In the end, I used Margaret’s love of language and enjoyment of marital politics
against her, and deconstructed the moment in fine detail, pretty much as I did here.
She laughed, I laughed; the moment passed with me unscathed.
Twenty-five minutes later, we were ready to leave the house.
Dan Baum
danbaum@me.com
303-917-5024
When it was time to return to the United States from Zimbabwe in 1989, Margaret
and I did something we’ve done several times in our peripatetic marriage: We
opened the atlas like a copy of the Racing Form and tried to pick a horse.
We had criteria: We wanted to be in a college town for the culture, speakers, and
intellectual/artistic energy. But also, this being long before the internet, we needed a
good library. As outdoors people, we wanted easy access to natural beauty.
Berkeley, California, would have been nice. Ditto Cambridge, Massachusetts;
Durham, North Carolina; and Madison, Wisconsin.
But we also wanted a place in which it cost next to nothing to live, first because as
freelance journalists our connection to capital was, at best, tenuous. That shrunk the
list considerably, to places like Oxford, Mississippi; State College, Pennsylvania;
Baton Rouge, Louisiana; and a dot on the map called Missoula, Montana.
Somehow, I was able to make my ticket back from Zimbabwe stop in Missoula, while
Margaret helped her brother drive a Ryder truck from Ithaca, New York, to their
native California. It was early October, and for a lot of reasons I will discuss over the
next week or so, I was instantly smitten. Missoula seemed to me the perfect town.
Home to the University of Montana, it was alive with art, music, and ideas. It is set
amid some of the most spectacular wild country in North America. Cousins of
Margaret’s had grown up there, so we had connections. Sunshine gleamed off snowcapped Lolo Peak and lit the red-tinged leaves of the many maples that shrouded
turn-of-the-century homes.
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I found us a three-story early 20th century townhouse, walking distance from the
University, for $500 a month. When I mentioned to the checker at the Albertson’s
that we’d just returned from Zimbabwe, she — the checker at the Albertson’s! —
launched into a perceptive disquisition on Zimbabwe’s first years of independence
and how they differed from those of Kenya or Mozambique.
“I found it!” I told Margaret when we met up in California. “We need look no
further!” She was delighted.
By the time we’d bought a 1979 Dodge pickup at a UC Davis auction, loaded it up,
and driven it to Montana, it was almost Thanksgiving and winter had rolled in. Thick,
dark clouds hovered about 15 feet off the ground and lent noon the gloom of
evening. Damp cold cut through our brand-new Eddie Bauer jackets and seized our
bones. A paper mill filled the valley with a sulfurous stench. Margaret looked at me
across the front seat of the Dodge as though to ask, “What on earth were you
thinking?”
But then we had an encounter that defined Missoula for us — and does to this day.
We stopped here...
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It wasn’t necessarily what you’d call a “rough” place, but it was no fern bar. The
decor was given over to glorifying the University of Montana Grizzlies. We ordered
the only thing on the menu: A couple of Pabsts, a big cup of peanuts in the shell,
and two hamburgers.
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The burgers were good. The bill, if I recall correctly, came to $6.50. Even in 1989,
that was cheap.
I opened my wallet and found a twenty and two ones. The bartender leaned over to
peer inside.
“Oh, just give me the two ones,” he said. “You don’t want to break a twenty for
this.”
“Margaret,” I said. “We’re home.”
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
With the money I’d earned slow-cooking my head in front of that hippie restaurant’s
microwave oven, and by cashing in my bar mitzvah bonds, I was able, as I left NYU
in 1978, to buy an army green 1969 Mustang convertible. It was supposedly a six
cylinder, but one cylinder was dead. The good news was I’d save money out on
speeding tickets. A nine-year-old five-cylinder Mustang wouldn’t have hit 75 miles an
hour if I'd pushed it out of an airplane.
Came the day when I was off — a day I’d built so large in my imagination that I
expected a rock n’ roll soundtrack to play as I drove west across the George
Washington Bridge. I headed northwest toward Niagara Falls, intending to drive
around the northern rim of the Great Lakes through a dot on the map with a terrific
name: Thunder Bay, Ontario. I imagined it teeming with lakefaring characters like
the fictional town in the movie Popeye.
As I pushed my vibrating old car along, with one eye on the heat gauge and the
other on a fuel needle that drooped with dispiriting speed, I kept waiting for my
chest to inflate with a grand Kerouacian sense of freedom. The open road! I’d made
it!
It didn’t make farther than about Utica, though, to figure out that that sensation
wasn’t coming. A solo road trip is a lot of looking at the road, a lot of backache, a lot
of watching gas-pump numbers wheel with terrifying rapidity.
I wasn’t yet able to strike conversational sparks anywhere I went. Remember: The
whole point of this exercise was to prove that I was not “just like Sy.” Sy would have
been having a terrific time chatting up everybody he met, so I couldn’t do that. But
then, I didn’t have any other strategy to deploy, so I simply stayed as bottled up
within myself as I’d been in college. The road might have been open, but I wasn’t
yet.
The drive around the Great Lakes’ northern rim, so beguiling on a map, was an
endless tunnel of uniformly green pines that, with the lakes ever present on my left
side, felt like one enormous loop. Thunder Bay turned out to be a grimy, dull little
city whose streets were largely devoid of people with whom to talk. I paused in front
of any number of interesting-looking bars, but paused each time I reached for the
knob. I was sure boozers inside would know immediately that I didn’t belong, swarm
me like corpuscles on a virus, and beat me senseless.
I’d gone as far as thrusting myself out into the world, but hadn’t yet figured out how
to interact therewith.
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How much of this to tell? I had a pretty good trip across country, tasted my firstever tortilla and avocado at a Mexican restaurant in Nevada (Mexican culture didn’t
exist in New York then, so this was a serious first.) In Los Angeles, I sold the
Mustang for more than I’d paid for it, bought at a pawnshop an instrument I’d never
played — an alto saxophone — and began the long process of hitchhiking back to
New York.
As this edition of Third-Act Trouble closes, please picture me on the northbound
entrance ramp of the 405 freeway, with a piece of cardboard leaning against my
backpack that’s been inked “SF.” My head is encased in an enormous ball of brown
curly hair and I’m making sounds with the saxophone that I imagine to be a
Thelonius Monk tune but really sounds like a wounded moose.
The chrysalis is starting to twitch.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Sitting with my back against a speed-limit sign that shuddered with each passing
truck, I composed a piece of doggerel:
As you scrabble in the gravel
For a box top for your sign
You find bits and pieces
And grease is on the knees
Of the pants you bought in Baker
For a dollar ninety-nine.
I was trying to capture a new sensation that I was experiencing — that of observer. I
was moving through the United States, talking only with, for me, an entirely new
type of person: the kind who would give a ride to a scruffy character like myself.
Some of them took me in and put me up in homes the likes of which I’d only
experienced in books — trailers reeking of bacon with statuettes of Jesus, crumbling
Victorians packed with hippies on naked mattresses, converted motels aswarm with
filthy children and adults whose verbal range ran from snap to snarl.
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The clean, upright, straight world I’d known before was right on the other side of the
passenger window glass, and I encountered it when shuffling into a convenience
store for a pint of milk and a banana. But I was developing the sense that a kind of
scrim increasingly separated me from it, that I could see it from a distance without
participating therein, and that it couldn’t see me. My little poem continued:
A scumbag, a drifter
“Please, mister,” you try
As he double-times
From Coke machine to car.
He doesn’t even see you.
You’re outside looking in.
It went on, but I’ve had a lot on my mind since 1978 and this is all I remember,
except that I called this opus, “Bug On a Skylight.”
I was headed back to New York to surprise my family at a big reunion to celebrate
the 60th wedding anniversary of Sy’s parents, Kate and Max. That’s Sy on the far
right, eight years younger than I am now, with me kneeling at his feet. He has his
hands on my brother, Mike, who, though none of us knew it then, had seven years
to live. Oldest brother, Andy, stands beside Mike. My mother, Audrey, is seated,
second row far left.
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I love all the people in this picture. I didn’t want to break with any of them. But this
was 1978; “gap year” wasn’t yet part of the lexicon. What I was doing was “dropping
out,” or being a “bum.” Nobody said it, and perhaps nobody intended to express
disapproval. But I was still, inside, their little Danny, and I felt it.
Sy made it clear that he didn’t have infinite patience. Every time the subject of my
travels came up, Sy insisted on calling what I was doing, “Dan’s year.” “How’s Dan’s
year going?” “This is Dan’s year to see the world.” “Dan doesn’t have a job. This
is Dan’s year.”
By the end of the weekend I found a bit of new language within me to say politely,
“Sy, this isn’t 'Dan’s year.' This is Dan’s life.”
The exacting surgical process of delineating myself from my family without severing
ties was just beginning.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
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danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
I attend a weekly support group — unrelated to the cancer.
A small group of us gather in the basement of a local church, help ourselves to a cup
of Folger’s coffee, and sit in a circle of folding metal chairs. Like everybody else, I’m
ashamed to be there and avoid eye contact.
When my turn comes, I follow the ritual. “My name is Dan,” I say.
“Hi, Dan,” the others drone back.
There’s usually a pause at that point. Even now, the shame of going forward is
overwhelming. But finally I sigh, take a deep breath, close my eyes, and come out
with it:
“I kinda like the music of Billy Joel.”*
****
During the summer of 1978, the importance to me of one Billy Joel song in particular
would be difficult to exaggerate. It’s called, “My Life,” and these are some of its
lyrics:
I don't need you to worry for me 'cause I'm all right.
I don't want you to tell me it's time to come home.
I don't care what you say anymore; this is my life.
Go ahead with your own life; leave me alone.
After the Baum family reunion, I lit out again for the territories. This time, I had my
girlfriend, Debra, with me. Debra was — and presumably still is — a good soul. She
was funny, adventurous, and sarcastic. We got along. That’s her on the right.
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And we were traveling in style. I’d squandered the remainder of money and then
some on an enormous, gleaming-white 1969 Cadillac convertible. I wish I had a
picture in my computer to share with you. Picture an ocean liner with wheels.
My success selling that five-cylinder Mustang in Los Angeles had taught me that
driving convertibles from the east to the west coast could be profitable, so I went all
in with an eye toward making a killing. This interval is remembered within the Baum
family as, “The stupidest thing Dan has ever done, bar none,” and indeed it was. The
entire enterprise was a disaster.
But, like a lot of stupid things we do, the Cadillac interlude was fabulously
instructive. The lesson I took away was: seek no shortcuts. If you think you can
outsmart the world, you’re wrong. Success comes one small, earned step at a time.
That’s not a bad thing to discover at at 22.
Debra and I ended up in New Mexico, where we’d been told there was “lots of work.”
We never found it, because we weren’t mature enough to understand how to find it.
In my weekly collect calls to my parents from gas-station payphones, they tried to
convince me that it was time to give it up.
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“I still belong,” Billy Joel sang in the background.
Don’t get me wrong.
And you can speak your mind,
But not on my time.”
No way was I going home in defeat, I told myself. Tragically, though, I couldn’t bring
enough to the fight.
Debra and I had some fun, but finally, that autumn, we augured in. The money ran
out; I got the flu. Four months after busting out of college to live Dan’s life and see
the world, I was without a girlfriend and living in my parents’ apartment.
I’d crashed and burned -- as much of a failure living on my own terms as I’d been
living on my parents’ terms in college. I was not a globe-trotting adventurer, but
rather a useless mama’s boy.
Again, Billy Joel:
You may be wrong for all I know but you may be right.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
*This first scene is fiction.
Monday’s Third-Act Trouble is coming in on Sunday evening because our day starts
early on Monday. We are in San Francisco, and need to check in at 6:45 at UC San
Francisco Medical Center for an MRI, followed by a brain-mapping study, blood tests,
and then a noon consultation with the nutcracker. Would I rather be floating the
Clark Fork River in western Montana with a beer in my hand? Yes. As a matter of
fact, I would.
****
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When we left off last week in 1978, I’d failed at my first attempt at being an adult,
gone broke in New Mexico, and limped back to my parents’ apartment in New York in
utter disgrace. I like to think that I behaved appropriately: I wallowed in stoned selfpity for three weeks.
Finally, I roused myself to secure a meaningless job at an Upper East Side cheese
store. Soon after, Sy and I achieved a serious milestone.
He threw me out.
No, that isn’t exactly true. He and Audrey were going away for the weekend, and he
took me aside.
“Dan,” he said. “You earn six dollars an hour at the cheese store. You cannot afford
to live in a $2,000-a-month apartment. When we come back on Sunday, you should
be living somewhere else. You’ll do fine.”
He likes to remember laughingly that he threw me out. I think Audrey was appalled
at the idea of Sy “throwing Dan out.” But I never interpreted it that way at all.
In my memory, this was the first time that my father showed me any genuine
respect. He was right; I couldn’t afford an apartment like that on my salary. And he
was also right that I would do fine. Instead of talking down to me, criticizing me,
hectoring or scolding me in an oblique way, Sy was speaking man to man. He was
direct, truthful, and kind. What came across wasn’t that he was “throwing me out,”
but that he had confidence in my abilities, as an adult, to get by.
If any moment could be said to be the one when I started becoming a man, I guess
this was it.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
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During my surgery today, the docs will do something extra cool. As part of a clinical
trial, I will drink before surgery a chemical called 5 ALA that will be absorbed by all
my cells. When the surgeons shine a special flashlight into my skull cavity during
surgery, 5 ALA will make cancer cells fluoresce like coals in the bottom of a fireplace,
rendering them easier to hunt down. It’s a Phase II study, meaning that it’s already
shown some promise and hasn’t killed anybody.
Of course, what we’re really hoping for is that the surgeons will see nothing but
darkness in there, scrape out some suspect tissue and discover in the lab that what
has been lighting up my MRIs since June is nothing but scarring from the six weeks
of radiation I underwent in November and December. With any luck, the bit of tissue
they dig out will also contain my memories of watching The Revenant. Margaret’s
secretly hoping that my accordion lessons go into the petri dish, too.
Yesterday's MRI showed a little bit of change, but nothing over which to hit the
panic button. It might still be scarring from the radiation. We won't know for sure for
a couple of weeks, when we'll have the final pathology back.
We met the surgeon yesterday; like my first one, he inspires confidence. After
yesterday's MRI, he had a lot of little rings glued to my head.
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They are part of a brain-mapping experiment. I spent an hour having these
calibrated to various centers of the brain -- touch, sound, etc. -- and responding
verbally to stimuli while techs watched a screen and watched portions of my brain
light up. The surgeon apparently, will spend at least part of his time during surgery
looking at a 3D image on a screen. This is partly why UCSF excels at brain surgery;
they have a better-than-average of sense of what they're pawing through and likely
to damage. It's encouraging, even if it did leave me looking like I'd lost a fight with a
one-year-old armed with a bowl of soggy Cherrios.
Rosa came to town for the fun; she looks and seems terrific. Margaret will keep you
posted, and I expect to be back to Third-Act Trouble quickly. If you’ll recall, I was
writing to you last time from a gurney in the recovery room.
I’m still symptom-free, though I’m given lately to creepy hallucinations. I had a bad
moment last week when I suddenly became convinced that the Republicans had
nominated -- get this -- Donald Trump as their presidential candidate. Whew.
See you on the other side.
Dan
Dan Baum
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Greetings from the 11th floor intensive-care unit of UCSF Medical Center.
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First, I apologize for letting this brain drama take over Third-Act Trouble lately. I’ll
get back to business soon. But first, an update:
Rosa, Margaret and I walked three and a half miles to the hospital yesterday,
enjoying San Francisco’s signature views.

And quickly met the surgeon, Mitchel Berger, who signed my right cheek to remind
him, during surgery, which side we were opening. Good thinking, Mitch.
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I don’t remember much after that. After four hours splashing around inside my skull,
Dr. Berger came out to find Margaret and Rosa.
It turns out that the experimental drug I took — 5ALA — really worked. When Dr.
Berger directed the special flashlight into my head, he saw that the tumor had grown
back exactly where he expected — around the rim of the cavity where the old tumor
once resided. But because I was part of this experiment, he also saw tiny glowing
coals elsewhere in the vicinity and was able to dig them out. He wouldn’t have seen
them at all if not for the 5ALA, and would have closed me up with live bits of tumor
growing in there. Now, it’s important to remember that microscopic glioblastoma
cells might still lurk in my brain, but we’re already way ahead.
I spent the night in the ICU, where the nursing was fabulous. I even had a sponge
bath in bed this morning (highly recommended) and they changed the linens on the
bed with me still in it. I feel terrific, with much less pain than last time and I’ve
already been up walking.
I’ll have another MRI today, and will likely be released from the hospital on Friday.
Two weeks from yesterday, I’m to return for another MRI and a consultation with the
neuro-oncologist, who will then have the full pathology on the tissue removed
yesterday. At that point, we’ll make a treatment plan, and we’ll know the extent to
which I will be tethered to this hospital in the future.
Now you know everything we know. The news could hardly be better.
We’ll get back to the moment that Sy “threw me out” next time.

Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Right before we got sidetracked into all this brain drama, my father, Sy, had just
suggested in 1979 — after I’d proven myself incapable of being an adult and
adventuring my way around the world as planned — that I find somewhere to live
other than my parents’ apartment. Even in the moment, I could tell that something
big and real was passing between us — that he was showing me the first genuine
respect of our relationship and doing a kind, not an unkind thing.
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But I now know what I didn’t know then; that despite his caustic expressions of
contempt, disappointment, and disapproval, Sy secretly envied me. He was appalled
at and ashamed of my laziness and fecklessness. My utter lack articulated goals or
even dreams — grieved him deeply.
But -- he tells me now -- he was jealous. He’d always wanted to wander freely as a
youth but, the Depression and the Second World War — and most of all his filial
piety — deprived him of the chance. Sour was the face he turned toward me, but he
apparently waxed envious when talking to his friends and to my big brother Andy.
Andy used to tell me this during payphone calls. To the extent I believed him, it only
made me angry. Envy is a flavor of approval; why couldn’t he have shown a little of
that to me? How come I got from Sy only the contempt and disapproval?
In any case, I had only one place to go when he pushed me from the next: Beth's
couch. To understand why, you have to meet Beth, whose centrality in my life for
the past 45 years cannot be overstated.
Beth and I met in the summer of 1971 — between my sophomore and junior high
school years — on an American Youth Hostels bicycle trip through New England and
Nova Scotia. She lived in Ardsley, New York, the Westchester County equivalent of
South Orange — nice old houses, big trees, broad lawns. She was — and still is — a
slender, swarthy beauty with long, black, wavy hair. I often took the train into New
York, and then up to Ardsley, to visit her.

Beth today
We were never sweethearts. Beth is the second of three girls; I am the third of three
boys. Until I acquired a sister-in-law by marrying Margaret, Beth was as close to
having a sister as I’d ever come, and I was, to her, the brother she'd never had.
Culturally, we were nearly identical — a couple of wise-guy Jews from the
mercantile wing of Judaism; our fathers had even worked for Arthur Julius at
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NicePak, though at different times. We shared the Jewish comedic canon: the Marx
Brothers, the Three Stooges, The Two Thousand Year Old Man, and more.
We could have been a couple. We might have been a terrific couple. But were
frequently explicit with one another that even to try that route could risk something
infinitely more valuable than a momentary romance: our friendship.
She’s been a best friend and a stalwart supporter of mine for 45 years. But this was
her biggest contribution: she taught me that a woman could be as much fun, and as
easygoing a pal, as a man. Girls, remember, were a complete mystery to me. Until I
met Beth at age 15, I'd assumed that women needed to be treated delicately; that
while it might be possible to have romance with a woman, it was impossible to find
one with whom it would be casually fun to hang out; that no woman would ever be
as irreverent and smart-ass as a fellow man; that one’s woman was a lovely thing to
which to return, but that adventures would only happen with the guys.
What a chauvanist dope, you must be thinking. But you try growing up with no
sisters and spending every summer at an all-boys camp in the 1960s and see how
well you understand the female. Beth was a revelation. Not only did she serve as my
decoder when I was having girl trouble, she was such a rough-and-ready pal that
she shattered my confused illusions about what my relationship to women could be.
It is no exaggeration to report that I have Beth to thank for my marriage to
Margaret. When I was in my late twenties and actively looking for a wife, I knew —
from a decade of Beth’s friendship — that I needn’t settle and could find a
thoroughly complete woman — lover, nurturer, verbal jousting partner, adventure
pal, fellow wise-guy, hunting partner and writing partner to boot. Because I’d known
Beth, I kept looking for Margaret. And I found her.
So when Sy asked me to vacate his apartment, I could have landed no place better
than the couch in the tiny living room of Beth’s five-story walk-up. Almost
immediately we decided to take a monthlong trip to Europe. Neither of us had never
been. Only one of us would come home.
Dan
Dan Baum
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Two momentous events took place during the interval before the trip to Europe that
Beth and I planned in the spring of 1979: the nuclear reactor at Three-Mile Island
exploded, and my mother took me to Brooks Brothers.
By this time, I was working in a Yorkville (upper east side) delicatessen so
thoroughly German that hardly any of my fellow countermen or any of our customers
spoke English. Thirty-seven years ago, Manhattan still had neighborhoods that
ethnic.
I was building a mettwurst sandwich mit darm and keeping one ear on the radio,
which was broadcasting from Three-Mile Island nonstop in English. Because I’m an
American accustomed to all dramas ending happily, I assumed that they’d get the
errant reactor under control as a matter of course. Pennsylvania’s emergencyservices director was being interviewed — the standard dry, reassuring fare — when
suddenly he burst into tears. “I’m so scared,” he sobbed. “I’m sorry, but I’m so
scared.” Everybody in the deli froze. Manhattan lay fewer than 200 miles downwind
of the reactor. Can Beth and I move up our tickets? I wondered.
We didn’t, disaster was largely averted, and life continued normally. Until, that is,
my mother, Audrey, called and said she’d like to give me a farewell gift — a
shopping spree at Brooks Brothers.
Consider: I was about to leave on a hippie-backpack walkabout through Europe and
Audrey was offering me a day of shopping at Brooks Brothers. Even as I hung up the
phone, I knew this wasn’t simple maternal generosity. As I saw it, Audrey was
throwing out an anchor. With a closet full of Brooks Brothers clothes, I'd have to
come back soon and “get serious about my life.”
We met at the Madison Avenue store and were taken under the wing of tall,
distinguished, white-haired gentleman with a faint British accent — a central-casting
Brooks Brother salesman.
He directed me first to jackets of Harris Tweed, because they are durable, waterrepellent, and filled with flecks of color that make them easy to match with shirts
and pants. I instantly seized upon a real beauty — heavy, warm, spiky, and shot
through with orange, green, and brown under a misty overlay of lavender. It was
spectacular.
The distinguished-looking man helped me find shirts of mint and pumpkin hue that
would pick up the flecks in the jacket, and brown wool pants to go beneath. All were
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soft and buttery and lovely beyond words, I was becoming genuinely excited at the
prospect of wearing such clothing, which was, of course, Audrey’s goal.
But then came a moment when the distinguished-looking man had me all dressed up
in front of a triple mirror. He kept up a smooth line of patter as he plucked and
smoothed my outfit, and though it’s 37 years later and I’ve had a lot on my mind, I
still recall its every word.
“This is a perfect outfit for a young man who is going into finance, or perhaps
insurance, or really anywhere in the executive suite. It creates just the right
impression.”
He might as well have been fitting a noose around my neck and muttering the
sentence of death. Finance! Insurance! The executive suite! Creating just the right
impression! I felt my heart cleave in twain inside my chest. Half slid down the legs of
those thick brown wool trousers into my shoes, and half took wing with the
realization that I had a ticket on KLM for Europe a week hence.
Audrey bought me the beautiful clothes and put them in her closet with her hopes
for me. Beth and I boarded the plane. I was taking the step I should have taken at
the beginning: putting an ocean between me and my parents’ apartment.
*****
Headbone update: I am leaving the hospital today in the hope of finally getting some
sleep; I’ve had almost none since the surgery on Tuesday and am going a little nuts.
Otherwise, I feel fine. I’m walking, I’m reading, I was thrilled to the marrow
watching the Democratic Party convention last night and feel fully prepared to
support Hillary Clinton with enthusiasm. Our boss, who is being terrifically
supportive, sent us this gorgeous bouquet yesterday.
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The nursing care here has been wonderful — every bit as good as at New York
Presbyterian. (Truth is, I never aspired to be a connoisseur of neuro-surgery units.)
But a hospital is no place to sleep. Even when Margaret spent the night here on
Wednesday in the fold-out chair beside my bead and I could keep my fingertips on
her wrist, sleep never found me.

The immediate plan is to stay with friends in San Francisco until Monday and then
decamp to the home of our friend, Silvia, in Watsonville, which is bigger, quieter, a
better work space, and close to the beach. I must return to this hospital on August
9 — two weeks after the surgery — to have the staples removed, learn the full
pathology of the tissue that was removed, and discuss a treatment plan with the
neuro-oncologist. At that point we’ll know to what extent I’ll be tethered to the
hospital and for how long, and will be able to make a semi-permanent plan that,
we’re hoping, still includes Mexico City.
Thank you all for your messages of support.
Love,
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Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets

Meet Sammy, who reminds me that San Francisco is, in fact, a city.

Sammy runs a nice little corner store in the Cow Hollow section of San Francisco,
near the gorgeous apartment that old friends are sharing with us during our San
Francisco interlude.
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San Francisco has always puzzled me. It’s total eye-candy, of course, with those
sweeping views of the bay and the brightly painted decorative little houses built of
the region’s nearly limitless redwood after the 1906 earthquake and fire. People here
have always struck me as uncommonly nice.
Maybe that’s why I never really thought of it as a city, but rather as a big boutiquie
theme park. I know it once was a real city, from its remarkable founding in the
nineteenth century and financial anchor of the Gold Rush.
Also, in his 1953 Philip Marlowe mystery — which some consider his most literary —
Raymond Chandler has a taxi driver in Los Angeles call San Francisco “one stonyhearted town,” and nobody could mistake the setting of Dashiell Hammett’s 1929
novel The Maltese Falcon as anything but “a real city.”
Sammy reminded me that this still is one. He talks like he’s from Jersey City, though
he was born here and never lived elsewhere. (Residents who speak in broad ethnic
accents are essential elements of “real cities.”) We got talking because he could see
my scar peeking out from under my hat and when I took off the hat to show him its
full glory, he swiveled his head so I could see his.
“I was on my paper route, twelve years old,” he said, “and a guy ran me down with
his car. Can you imagine? Didn’t even stop. At the hospital they made me dead for
weeks, put me in a coma. But I come out of it.”
“I had mine done a little more carefully.”
“Smart. Then I grow up and become a drinker. I mean like, bad. Almost drank
myself to death.”
I shuddered. My head’s a little tender; even a sip of wine or beer feels like a lot right
now. The idea of bathing my battered brain in alcohol is unbearable. I changed the
subject. “Where are your people from?”
Not everybody likes that question. Immigrants in general aren’t the flavor of the
month, and some are higher up the public-enemy list right now than others. He cast
his eyes up and down the store and said softly, “Ramallah.”
“When did they leave?”
“Seventy three, right after I was born and they all fought another one of their stupid
wars. My dad’s from the Israeli side; my mom is from the other.”
“Brave.”
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“Romeo and Juliet, right?” he said, punching open a plastic bag to wrap my pint of
cole slaw.
“You’re brain injured and a muslim, and you became a drinker? Your mother must
have loved that.”
“We’re Greek Orthodox.”
“What language did you speak at home?”
“It’s a religion, man. We spoke what we spoke.” (He never did tell me what they
spoke.)
“How’s San Francisco for you now,” I asked. “Good place and time to run a
business?”
“Yeah, it’s okay,” he said growing hotter beneath the collar; clearly I was enjoying
this interaction more than he, which is an occupational risk in my business. “If
anything, there’s too much money here now. Makes it hard for everybody."
I put a few more things in my bag to be a good sport — some dark chocolate, a
package of Scotch shortbread — and paid my bill.
“Hey, man,” he said as I left. “Next time don’t be coming in my place of business
asking about religion. Be cool.”
Was it always like that? Or was this a Trump-era moment?
Dan

Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
The docs keep telling me that I’m lucky that my tumor was in my right temporal
lobe, indicated below, because it’s a “non-essential part of the brain.”
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I don’t really know what they mean by that. Is it because I’m a man, and the right
temporal lobe is the part one uses when listening to women? Or because I’m an
American and class consciousness resides there? Or do they know that a Jew from
New Jersey doesn’t need the part of the brain that visualizes bliss? As with most
things cerebral, it’s a mystery.
One thing’s certain: the surgery tragically failed to annihilate this enthusiasm.
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I must say, it felt terrific to be up on the roof of this building in the wind, looking at
San Francisco bay, and having my hands continue to function as haltingly and
arhythmically as ever.
Rosa remains a force of nature. She’s going to stick around San Francisco until the
third week of August, it now appears, to return to part-time work at her old law firm
and continue studying for the LSAT. She has a nice supportive world here.
Margaret and I are fully back at work and loving it, living down the coast until the
August 9 appointment in San Francisco that will determine how tethered to the
hospital I will be and what our near future will be like.
We hope you’re well and thriving. Worry about something else for a while; I’m fine.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
How well do you remember the first time you left the United States?
Touching down in Amsterdam in 1979, it wasn’t the cathedrals or palaces that
announced to me that I’d gone foreign for the first time. It was the ultra-modern
compactness of European stuff.
This is what Americans were driving in 1979,

and this is what Europeans were driving.
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So even on the way into town from the airport, it was clear that we weren’t in
Kansas anymore.
I’m coming, Beth. I know; the museums, the palaces, the galleries. We’ll get there.
But first, look at the little space-age containers in which the Dutch sell cottage
cheese. That carton of milk is the size of a stick of butter back home. I don’t think
I’ve ever seen a two-ounce (actually, 50 gram) package of ham. A two-pack of
rectangular cookies! I spent three hours in the first European supermarket I
encountered, transfixed by the lack of consumer grandiosity to which I’d become
accustomed. Europeans seemed to be living in an overly modest three-dimensional
jigsaw puzzle — nobody wanting to take too much of anything or live with too much
stuff. Everything was so different — like a distant planet in a Ray Bradbury novel. I
was, for the first time in my life, abroad!
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Certain flavors became totemic of travel. To this day, a cup of coffee with
evaporated milk— not fresh or condensed — summons my mornings in European
youth hostels like Proust’s madeleine wheeled him sentimentally through childhood.
Hazelnut to me is the flavor of Europe. I’d never tasted Nutella before; no nontraveling American did until 1983. Now I can’t get a whiff of hazelnut without
traveling mentally to Europe.
In those days, western Europe had proper border crossings, and approaching the
German border post — with its red-and-white striped gates, armed soldiers, HALT
signs and klaxons, was, for a Jew raised on war movies, an electrifying moment.
When the guard put out his white-gloved hand and said, “Ausweis, bitte,” I was
Richard Attenborough in The Great Escape, trying to remember my few German
words.
A jolly burgher in a big Mercedes picked up me and Beth on our way to Augsburg,

and treated us to a freedom unknown in the land of the free — to travel as fast as
one likes on the autobahn. He gleefully punched it instantly up to 240 km an hour
(149.1 miles an hour); I felt my internal organs slide against my spinal column and
screamed like a girl.
Cars, cheese packages, and speed were all it took to make my first foreign travel
magic for me and set the hook for more. In the poem etched on the pedestal of the
Statue of Liberty, Emma Lazarus wrote, "'Keep ancient lands, your storied pomp!'
cries she with silent lips. 'Give me your tired, your poor, Your huddled masses
yearning to breathe free, The wretched refuse of your teeming shore.'” I might have
said, “Keep, Europe, your treasures of art, your storied pomp. Give me your
quotidian mysteries, the oddness of your daily ritual, the immaculate refuse of your
gleaming store."
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Anybody who discourages his child from bumming around the world in young
adulthood ought to his dad’s license questioned….
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Nobody loves harvesting bloody protein from the wilderness more than I,

and during the years we lived here in Watsonville I envied the surf casters, who
seemed to so enjoy standing in or near the surf in pursuit of a good fish dinner.
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But I never — not once — saw anybody catch a thing.
Watsonville’s beach is lovely — one of the few places, during this global class war
that we’re fighting, where the working class still holds the beach. The people who
own the houses on the dunes have plenty of dough-re-mi, but the beach itself is the
playground of Watsonville’s overwhelmingly Mexican or Mexican-descended field,
shop, health-care, and domestic workers. Meet twenty-year-old Isaiah.

who is learning metal fabrication because it pays well and, “I want to be tired at the
end of a work day. Don’t put me behind no desk.”
The only thing I saw him catch was a vegan meal for, say, a sea turtle,
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But he had a couple of striped bass and two perch already in the bag.
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The water, here in the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary, is immaculate;
there’s no problem eating the fish from here.
The only problem, he told me, is the salmon farms, who lose track of their fish,
which then interbreed with wild salmon. “They’re weak,” he said of the farmed fish.
“You see their flesh; it’s the wrong color, and it’s soft. You got that whatayacallit
going on, that natural selection.”
“But if the farmed fish are weaker, they should die out, right?” I asked.
“I dunno,” said Isaiah. “Seems like the stronger fish can get right on the females
that are farmed, mate with them ‘cause they’re weak, and then you’re mixing up the
eggs.” Aquatic genetics isn’t on the metal-fabrication curriculum, apparently, though
I give him points for trying to puzzle it out.
Nothing feels as good after a few days in a hospital than standing on a breezy beach
in the sun. And I finally had a once-in-lifetime experience: I witnessed a surf-cast
strike:
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Nineteen-year-old Jose brought in a nice striped bass that he thought would feed
three people. But he also thought the reason that his native state of Zacatecas,
Mexico, is growing more violent is because ISIS has joined up with the cartels, so if
you’re planning to dine on fish at Jose's house tonight, maybe eat a little something
first.
“You never used to see people decapitated in Mexico before,” he said. “Shot, yes.
But heads cut off? No way. That’s Arab shit. That’s new. ISIS has figured out how
much money they can make here, and the cartels like their scary brand of violence.”
(I like the “here” to mean Zacatecas when we’re talking in California; it reminded me
how aware Mexicans are that this land is rightfully theirs, stolen in 1848.)
The ISIS/Cartel alliance: a perfect melange of current paranoia. Calling Trump: We
may have have found the young hispanic face of your campaign.
I asked Jose if he was planning to vote.
“I don’t know man. I don’t follow that stuff too close.”
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
That’s the Moss Landing power plant in the background. I know I’m supposed to hate
it as industrial despoilation of the seashore, but I’ve always kinda liked it. To me, it’s
a big hand giving the peace sign.
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I also don’t mind being reminded that although I’m in a beautiful place, I’m still in
the world. And when weather conditions are right, the surfers and kite surfers can
read its steam plumes for hints about conditions.
Health tip: If you’re wondering, a week after brain surgery, whether or not you’re
still alive, take a dip in the iron-grey 59-degree waters of the Pacific Ocean.
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It will settle the matter right damn quick. It felt terrific, especially the sizzle of salt
water in my sutures.
Margaret, who grew up a couple of hours from the California beaches, can catch a
wave in a supermarket aisle. Even in the skimpy surf of Pajaro Dunes Beach, she did
magnificently.
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I wish they all could be California girls.
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
To the extent anything academic had interested me in college, it was Europe before,
between, and after the First and Second World Wars. (Once the shooting starts and
until it ends, the stories are dramatic and noisy, but less nuanced.) My interest
extended to a morbid fascination with the Cold War, which in 1979 was going still
strong. The epicenter of all this, of course, was Berlin, so that’s where I dragged
Beth right away.
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West Berlin, you’ll recall, was the blue dot on the red half of the map. Getting there
overland involved crossing East Germany, which was very much enemy territory and
locked down in a deeply cinematic way. We boarded a train in Hannover that, when
it reached the barbed-wire frontier, was heavily sniffed down by leashed German
shepherds restrained by soldiers in jackboots, jodhpurs, and Soviet-style helmets, all
semi-obscured by locomotive steam. And there’s me, peering out the cracked pane,
a John Le Carré character to the quick.
By 1979, the Berlin Wall was no longer a crude pile of cinderblocks running up the
middle of the street as it had been in those fascinating 1961 Life magazine pictures.
It no longer felt like it “cut the city in half” because the life of the city had grown
away from it. The wall was instead a sweeping, smooth modern structure that
snaked elegantly around what now felt like the outskirts of West Berlin, towering
over everything like the barrier to an industrial park. West Berliners spray-painted all
manner of propaganda on the side that faced them; my favorite was DDR=KZ
(Deutsche Demokratische Republik, or East Germany = Konzentrationslager, or
concentration camp.)
The west side had another feature: white crosses painted with the names of people
who had died near that spot trying to get over.
Here’s what blew my mind: Though I’d certainly read about such regimes, I’d never
seen with my own eyes a society not built around the pleasure of its people. The US
has and had its faults, lord knows, but if anything it erred on the side of heaping
undeserved rewards on its people, on making them stupid/happy so they’d spend
freely, on chest-thumpingly demonstrating itself the freest, most pleasure-inducing
society ever known to man. I was as sheltered a product as any of a society whose
malls and shopping centers and movie theaters and overpacked supermarket aisles
screamed: This is all for you!
East Germany (to say the least) wasn’t like that. It radiated the malevolent sense
that something more important was at work than making its people feel good. The
wall, the dogs, the armed soldiers, and the gun towers announced, in fact,
that suppressing what makes people feel good was the priority. You might call the
priority on display socialist ideology, or you might simply say it was a brutal regime’s
thirst for raw power.
But here in front of me was an entire country that existed not to make the lives of its
people pleasant, but to make them serve something else at their expense. How
could such a thing exist? What could possibly be worth making people live lives they
didn’t want under rules that needed enforcing by walls and firearms? Now I know
how much of the world lives like that. Even then, I knew intellectually how much of
the world lived like that. But encountering this in person, for the first time, was a big
and educational moment for the 23-year-old me.
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Okay, I get it. When a guy with brain cancer goes quiet after writing daily, it can be
a little disconcerting. Worry not. I’m fine. Here’s what’s up:
We learned in an appointment with the neuro-oncologist on Tuesday that the postsurgical MRI was absolutely clear. If you look at the pre-op picture on the left, you
can see a round spot of what the docs call “enhancement”--but what would more
accurately be called “cancer”--behind my right eye. (You’re looking up through my
head.) In the post-op picture on the right, it’s gone.
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This wasn’t true after the October surgery, when the post-op MRI showed a tiny bit
of residual tumor. That speck gradually went away under the assault of
chemotherapy and radiation. But this time, we’re starting from a better place.
Good news, right? Yes, but for some reason, both of us find ourselves hit hard,
emotionally. For me, it’s harder even than at the beginning. The whole thing feels a
lot more real now. Most glioblastoma patients are dead within nine months of
diagnosis, and I was diagnosed ten months ago. I’m symptom-free and seemingly
cancer-free, but this is a pernicious disease. It doesn’t go away; it lies in wait.
At Tuesday’s meeting, we discussed various treatment and clinical-trial options.
We’re researching those now — weighing a slight chance of getting significantly more
time, but being more or less tethered to a hospital, against living the life we want to
live. They’re tricky questions.
So this week I’ve allowed my condition to move into a larger intellectual and
emotional space than usual, and that has crowded out other things, like Third-Act
Trouble. We're a little sad, truth be told, which isn’t a place we've spent much time,
up until now. It isn’t crippling, and we won’t wallow for long. Our default is still to
move to Mexico City; we want to get back to living.
Next time, I’ll try not to fall silent without an explanation. This time, I may be offline for only a little while longer. Rest assured that if anything really bad happens,
Margaret will let you know. Until such time, no news is good news.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
By the time someone says, "long story short,” it’s usually too late.
But I’m going to do my best to dispense with the rest of my 1979 European
walkabout and get to the point.
Beth had a friend to see in Italy, and flew there from Berlin. I continued southward
overland on my own, pausing briefly amid the tangled medieval streets of Verona to
buy for too much money, late at night, an old and noisy moped on which to continue
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my travels. Down the Adriatic coast I sputtered at 25 miles an hour, cradling a bottle
of Valpolicella in my lap and hearing a Django Reinhardt soundtrack in my
helmetless head.
At Ancona I boarded a ship to Piraeus, fell asleep on deck, and woke at dawn with a
towering wall of rock passing slowly an arm’s length from the rail; our ship was deep
in the Canal of Corinth, so narrow that I could run my fingertips along the rock. At
Piraeus, I rolled my bike down the gangplank, got a couple of pages of cool Greek
visas in my passport, and found a cheap hotel that would store my bike for a couple
of weeks while I toured the islands of the Aegean Sea.
The Cyclades are sunblasted piles of hot brown rock, each capped with a gleaming
village — white-painted cement buildings seamlessly joined by white-painted
cement streets — that looks like it was delivered to the island in one piece and had
been fitted to the rockpile like a crown atop a molar. I learned eight Greek words —
hello, goodbye, please, thank you, bread, cheese, olives, and wine — and had a
wonderful time until a dreadful thought struck me like the tolling of a bell: I had a
plane ticket home two days hence.
I now know enough to compare the dawning of that realization to being handed a
glioblastoma diagnosis; each hit me about as hard. I was enjoying olives and retsina
with a bearded, harmonica-playing Canadian during the flower festival on the island
of Santorini — a volcanic remnant believed to be the origin of the Atlantis myth —
when the icy truth washed over me that within 72 hours I was going to be wearing
my Brooks Brothers outfit in New York City and writing a resumé. The end of “Dan’s
year,” a.k.a., Dan’s life, was at hand.
Thus took over my subconscious, and without my knowing it, I concocted on the
spot a perfect plan: For reasons I didn’t think through and which I cannot now
explain rationally, I left all my belongings unguarded at the harbor and went off to
get stinking drunk.
I’d probably been drunk three times before that — marijuana, not alcohol, was my
vice — and I’ve probably been drunk only three times since. That night, though, I
drank uzo until I could speak fluent Greek. I remember a tavern keeper dancing
Zorba-style with raised snapping fingers while we all smashed crockery at his feet,
and after that, nothing at all until I woke amid blazing hot sunshine in the back seat
of somebody’s parked Citroën Deux Chevaux.
I staggered to the harbor, and true to my unconscious plan, everything of mine was
long gone — money, clothing, camera, and most of all, the wretched plane ticket
that had assumed in my mind the dimensions of a Middle Passage slave ship. (This
was long before e-tickets; either you had the piece of paper or you didn’t board.) All
I had to my name, slipped slyly into the back pocket of my jeans, was my passport.
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My Canadian buddy lent me money for the ferry back to Athens. To raise some cash,
I found near the flophouse a merry shopkeeper with a belly-length gray beard and a
bit of English who was cheerfully willing to be talked into buying the bike for about
$100. Then it was off to the offices of The Magic Bus, a hippie conveyance that once
a week drove flat-out between Athens and London, letting wayfarers hop on and off
at will for $60 a trip.
Word was that the only place on the continent where an American could legally work
was West Berlin. Citizens of the three occupying powers — Britain, France, and the
United States — could, without a German work permit, work for the occupying
governments, and be “on the German economy” (with national health insurance).
Berlin! Work! Berlin! Perfect! I’d disembark the Magic Bus in Frankfurt and hitchhike
across East Germany from there.
My parents, of course, were expecting me to land at JFK in 24 hours; I had no choice
but to place a collect call from a filthy, fetid phone booth at the Omonia metro stop
and perform the minimum duty of a good son: I informed them. Long story short:
Audrey and Sy offered to wire me money for a return ticket but to their credit, when
I declined and explained my plan, they heard it and agreed not to have me
sandbagged and loaded into a perforated crate. I was free.
I boarded the Magic Bus at noon and by 5:00 was doing pretty well with a red-haired
Dutch girl in the very back seat. At midnight, we reached the Greek-Yugoslav
frontier -- about as dark, forbidding, and remote a place as I’d ever been. We
handed the driver our passports and settled in to wait for the formalities. The Dutch
girl smelled like peaches.
Suddenly, a low, loud voice: “Daniel Bau-oom.” I peeked over the seat. A Greek
policeman was planted in the aisle with chest outthrust and fists on his hips. “Daniel
Bau-oom,” he intoned again. I weakly raised a hand and he hooked at me a
malevolent finger.
“You,” he said. “Uff de bus.”
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
A cold wind blew in from the inky darkness to the north. To my horror, the
policeman waved the bus through, and with the relieved sigh of disengaged air
brakes, it continued into Yugoslavia. Framed in its rear window as it vanished into
the darkness was the pretty red-haired Dutch girl, waggling fingers.
In the fluorescent-lit customs shed, the policeman — a rough, unshaven lout straight
out of Midnight Express (which was fresh in my mind, having been released just a
year earlier)-- opened my passport to one of my cool Greek visas and asked, “Where
motorbike?”
Oy. That’s what all that Greek said: that I’d entered the country with a motorbike.
“I, uh, sold it,” I said.
“Don’t tell me this please,” the policeman said. “If you tell me this, I have to put you
in prison. Tell me again. Where motorbike?”
“It was, uh, it was stolen,” I said. “In Athens.”
He held out a weary hand. “Police report.”
“What?”
“Police report. Bike stolen, you report to police, no? Give copy of report.”
I fell mute. His face softened. “Go back to Athens,” he said kindly, with a hint of
smile. "Make report. Bring copy when you come again.”
Back to Athens? How? Athens was twelve hours away.
In the event, at about 1:30 in the morning I flagged down a Dutch 18-wheeler
whose driver was glad for the company through the long night to Athens. The police
station turned out to be a madhouse — hot, grimy, and packed with yelling,
gesticulating, furious Greeks that I would never be able to navigate by repeating,
“bread, cheese, olives, and wine.” So I did what all brave swagmen do when they
get in spot of trouble in a foreign land: I buried my face in the ample skirts of the
American Embassy.
“I can give you a new passport,” said the brisk lady in consular affairs. “But it will
say, ‘Issued in Athens’ and if they figure out somehow that you’re doing a fiddle,
you’re going to be in real trouble.”
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“Why am I in any trouble?”
“Don’t you know? Oh, you probably don’t. There’s a big scam on now: People buying
vehicles elsewhere in Europe and bringing them here to sell for big profit. The
government’s really cracking down, making examples. That’s what you stepped in.”
Prison, the border policeman had said.
“Can’t you fly a helicopter in from Italy to the embassy roof?” I asked, only half
joking.
“Ha,” she said. “Here’s what you do: Go to the shop on the corner and get a
passport photo taken. Bring it back and I’ll issue a new passport. It’s the only thing
you can do.”
I saluted the Marine at the gate, turned left, and headed for the corner. As I reached
it, a familiar two-stroke snarl filled my ears. I turned, and along the curb through
that chaotic city of two million people came the one person who could save my ass:
the gray-bearded shopkeeper, happily astride the motorbike I’d sold him.
When he saw me, his face lit up, and off he climbed to shake my hand warmly. With
his bit of English and mine of Greek, I was able to make him understand what had
happened. He threw back his head, guffawed like a seal, and tipped the bike into my
hands.
“Take,” he said. “Take bike.”
“I don’t have your money anymore,” I said. “I used it to buy a bus ticket.”
“Take,” he said laughing wetly. “No money, just take.” He’d bought the bike in the
first place only to help me out, and here he had another opportunity to be a good
guy to a traveling young American. He wouldn’t take a drachma. Still laughing, he
turned away, eager to buttonhole someone and tell him the story.
I went back to tell the consular lady what had happened, and she told me that in her
professional opinion, luck like mine was better than a rooftop helicopter any day.*
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
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danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
* Postscript: Two months ago, I got a phone call from a lady in the consular office of
the US Embassy in Athens — for all I know it was the same one who’d offered to
help me in 1979. After working for a few weeks in a chaotic and desperate Syrian
refugee camp on the island of Leros, Rosa visited the touristy island of Mykonos,
where her purse was promptly stolen with credit cards, phone, and passport
inside. The consular lady needed, to cover fees, a valid credit card number, which
I was happy to provide. I couldn’t refrain, though, from telling her my whole
history with her embassy, and I got to say something I’d never imagined I’d get
the opportunity to say: “That’s a legacy applicant you have there.”

We interrupt the story of my becoming a man in West Berlin to fast-forward to a
truly horrifying old-guy moment I experienced on Tuesday.
My Timex had died, so I bought a new one with a stiff and uncomfortable leather
band. Desiring something softer, more colorful, and Velcro-operated, I went to
Target and approached a woman whom I took to be about 19, wearing a Target
badge. I asked her where in the store I might find a watchband.
Her face clouded up. “I, uh, don’t know what you mean by that,” she snapped, as
though “watchband” might have been some kind of creepy old-man sexual come-on.
(Understandable, given the old expression, Once you try a scrawny, bald-headed,
terminally ill old Jewish man, you never go back.)
Or perhaps she heard “band” as related to “bandwidth,” thought that a “watchband”
was some sort of bandwidth-monitoring device, and was disturbed that she didn’t
know enough about tech to be helpful. I explained carefully what a watchband is,
and she shrugged. “I don’t think we sell those.” In fact, they did not.
Who wears a wristwatch? Want to know what time it is? Look at your phone.
I made the rounds to jewelry stores, an outdoor store, a Fleet Feet outlet, a
hardware store, and various kinds of gift store. I might as well have been asking in
what aisle they keep the musket flints, sleeve garters, and whalebone corset stays.
Watchband? Don’t make me laugh.
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Amazon has a page and a half of Velcro watchbands. So if I have this correct, the
only way to buy this particular anachronistic product is via the destroyer of
anachronistic brick-and-mortar retailing.
Yet another reason I want to beat the brain tumor: so I can live long enough to
figure this out.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
About that $35 apartment in the French sector of West Berlin:
By 1979, the Berlin wall was 18 years old, and it no longer cut the city in half. West
Berlin had grown away from it the way an organism will shy from something toxic.
The wall, which encircled West Berlin to keep East German from fleeing to the West,
at this point comprised the city's outskirts. Nobody wanted to look at it, so its
environs were the home of the city’s main immigrant community — Turks.
Among the political peculiarities of West Berlin was that under the Four Power
Agreement, nobody who lived in West Berlin could serve in the West German
military; don’t ask me why. Whatever that did to the balance of military power in
central Europe, it made West Berlin a haven for young West German men who
wanted to avoid conscription, and even better, their girlfriends: hippie chicks with
bright-orange hennaed hair, wearing lavender Indian cotton shirts and macrame
bracelets.
This big draft-dodging culture, too, lived near the Wall, often squatting in abandoned
buildings, along with everybody else who couldn’t afford to live outside the Wall's
shadow, such as those who made their living peeling pig intestines for the U.S.
Army.
My apartment building dated from early in the 20th century; that it had survived the
ministrations of the Eighth Air Force during the Great Unplesantness was a miracle.
My single-room flat was on the top floor. I had a recognizable cold-water sink and a
two-burner gas hotplate, and something I’d never seen before: what appeared to be
a refrigerator made out of smoky yellow tile.
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It was my heat. Come winter, an old man with a wooden rack on his back would
carry bags of coal bricks up the four flights for a ridiculously small amount of money.
I would load two bricks into the bottom compartment with some newspaper, and in a
little while the whole tile plinth would be too hot to touch. Berlin is about at the same
latitude as Juneau — summer days and winter nights are noticably long -- and the
wind shrieks across the flat Polish plain from Russia with a vengeance. So old were
my windows that one particularly howling night I lit a match in my apartment, with
windows closed, and it instantly blew out. Often I would light the coal stove and
stand hugging it until my blood started moving again. As long as I got up every two
hours or so to load in more coal, I’d live to see the sun rise again.
My flat was a block away from a minor checkpoint between the two Berlins, which
looked exactly like the checkpoint in the first scene of The Spy Who Came In From
the Cold. (It’s a classic cold-war drama. If you watch the first five minutes here,
you’ll see what “my” checkpoint was like. I can’t recommend either the book or the
movie highly enough; both contain a classic “holy shit” plot twist.)
I couldn’t cross into East Berlin at “my” checkpoint. Civilian Americans could cross at
street level only at Checkpoint Charlie or below ground only at
the Friedrichstrasse U-Bahn stop. For a history buff/Cold War freak like me, crossing
into East Berlin was really fun.
Until one day, it wasn’t.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
In the late seventies, West Berlin was rocking — full of lights, color, noise, and great
music/dance clubs. It was a terrific tourist destination — packed with museums and
castles — but also a great place to live. The western allies subsidized the outlandish
cost of bringing goods across East Germany, in order to keep their little outpost
alive. So prices of food and consumer goods were reasonable. The hippie-squatter
subculture was a gas.
Especially Elo, who had hair of dayglo orange, skin like custard and the goodhumored tough-girl swagger of Barbara Stanwyck. She had a boyfriend, a thoughtful
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and gentle soul named Detlev, so was out of romantic reach for me. But I loved
being around Elo and the gang in which she ran amid the abandoned buildings of
Kreutzberg.
Even more interesting than Elo, though, was the black-humor/we’re-all-gonna-die
celebration that was playing in the background all the time. West Berlin was ground
zero of the Cold War. It had been cut off once by the Soviets, during the blockade of
1948-49, and everybody knew it could happen again at any moment. Every now and
then a MiG flew over at supersonic speed, setting off a window-rattling sonic boom
that scared the beejesus out of everybody. It took a particular kind of person
to enjoy living this way, and the city was chockablock with them. That’s who chose
West Berlin. The city’s political peculiarity bound us together, friend and stranger
alike.
But of course, Berlin was two cities, and crossing to the East was part of the charm
of living in the West. Civilian Americans could cross at Checkpoint Charlie, which had
all the Cold War movie charms — the soldiers with tommy guns, the red-and-white
striped boom that swung up or didn’t depending on the moment, the spotlights, the
klaxons, the white stripe painted on the cobblestones that, once crossed, was not
crossed again without great rigamarole.
And once in East Berlin, silence. No big shiny BMWs or Mercedes Benzes, but rather
dull little Trabants and Polskis — and precious few of them. One might walk blocks
without being passed by an automobile. Where West Berlin was a riot of commercial
color, East Berlin was a palate of grays and browns. Nobody needed to be enticed
into a store in East Berlin. If word spread that a particular place had shoes, or sugar,
or oranges, a line would form instantly. West Berlin smelled like car exhaust and
bakeries; East Berlin smelled like coal smoke and curdled milk. The people, in
woolen overcoats and steel-framed glasses, kept their eyes downcast. All in all, to
walk across that white-painted line at Checkpoint Charlie was not just to cross into
another political and economic system; it was time travel. A sojourn into East Berlin
was like a trip to 1930.
It wasn’t all grim over there. Amid the cinderblock towers the Soviets had built to
replace the bombed buildings were three grand old restaurants named for capitals of
fellow socialist nations — the Prague, the Warsaw, and the Budapest. They were
meticulously restored mittel-European palaces of a long bygone era, with waiters in
tails hoisting silver urns of caviar and iced bottles of Soviet champagne, roaming
violinists, and chandeliers the size of carousels. These were the playgrounds of
the apparatchiks and the diplomats. At the official exchange rate of one ostmark for
one westmark, the prices were outrageous.
But then I discovered that if one changed one’s money at a bank in West Berlin, one
could walk out with a shoebox full of ostmarks — half-size bills emblazoned with the
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face of Karl Marx and weightless aluminum coins — at a rate of ten ostmarks to one
westmark. Suddenly dinner at the Prague was within reach, and the first thing I
thought of was what a great come-on this would be to American college girls on
holiday: Come with me to the mysterious East, sweetie, and let’s get crazy on
champagne and caviar. The intrigue of crossing the Wall, the old-world charm of
the Praha, the champagne and rich food — how could I miss?
Of course, bringing ostmarks into East Germany was highly verboten. So you’d think
I’d have been more careful about it. I’d inherited from my brother a piece
of echt hippie regalia made by our mother’s own hands: a needlepoint belt of
swirling colors. Carefully undoing the stitches in back, I secreted about 500 carefully
folded ostmarks — a fortune — inside, and set off on my own for Checkpoint Charlie
to make a trial run. But here’s what a dope I was: I brought with me only about
eleven westmarks. Some spy. Some tradecraft.
At Checkpoint Charlie, the American soldiers, standing beneath a big sign that
announced YOU ARE LEAVING THE AMERICAN SECTOR glanced at my passport and
waved me through. The red-and-white boom swung skyward, and I stepped across
the white line. An East German soldier held out his hand for my passport and then,
to my horror, asked me for my wallet. One look inside and his face pinched into a
scowl. Folge mir, he said. Follow me. A second soldier moved between me and the
white-painted line, lest I make a break for it. I craned around him to try to catch the
attention of the American soldiers because I wanted someone to know that I was
being taken away. They were busy with other things. The East German soldier
behind me gave me a little nudge.
We ended up in a windowless room: me and the two East Germans. Perhaps because
it was cheaper simply to recycle the old stuff, East German soldiers wore the same
uniforms and insignia as the Wehrmacht had in the Second World War. Believe me;
I’ve seen enough war movies to know. These guys wore the full kit, right down to
the jodhpurs and jackboots; only their helmets, Soviet, were different (and not
altogether comforting either.) For all they’d suffered at the hands of the Nazis, the
Soviets retained in East Germany a lot of the trappings of the fascist state — like
goose-stepping. East German soldiers goose-stepped on formal occasions. The sight
and sound of it was ineffably creepy.
“You have no money with you,” one of them said in German, his face bearing no
expression. “You can’t buy anything, you can’t eat anything.”
“I just want to look around for a couple of hours,” I said. He gestured at me to take
off my clothes. Five minutes later, I found myself completely naked in a windowless
room with two East German border guards dressed as Nazi soldiers, right down to
the shiny black pistol holsters. They pawed through my clothing looking for
smuggled ostmarks. One of them unthreaded my mother’s needlepoint belt from my
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trousers and began palpating it. A big hand squeezed the tubes in my chest and I
was afraid for a moment that I might black out.
“Meine Mutter dass gemacht,” I croaked in awkward German. My mother made that.
He smiled faintly, the first time either had shown any expression.
To this day I don’t know if he really didn’t feel the ostmarks crinkling beneath his
fingers or if he simply felt sorry for me and didn’t feel like pushing the enormous
bureaucratic rock of arresting an American up the steep hill of Cold War diplomacy.
He let me dress and let me go. I took off like a scalded dog.
It turns out I’m educable. I never tried smuggling ostmarks into East Berlin again.
The American college girls went unsquired.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
We interrupt the story of how I became a human being for a brief health update.
I had an MRI on Tuesday that showed pretty good news -- though I must say that
Margaret is right that “the surgeon giveth and the neuro-onc taketh away." Surgeons
can announce that they got, as mine did, “100 percent” of the tumor, but then the
neuro-oncologist invariable comes along behind to mumble, “Yes, but….”
In my case, the pathology report says that the surgeon removed wads of red-tan to
off-white soft tissue that in aggregate measured about about the size of a thick
business card. A third of that goo was cancerous. The rest was tissue damaged by
radiation.
Two hundred thousand dollars worth of brain surgery and three days in hospital
seems like a big expenditure of resources to remove a malignancy the size of a
postage stamp, but it’s in a petri dish that we want it, not multiplying like crazy in
the moist, warm darkness of my cranial vault.
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Yesterday’s MRI, on the right below, revealed, “Nothing really,” in the words of the
neuro-onc. “Nothing even of millimeter size.” On the left is the immediate post-op
picture from a month ago.

I’m not swelling in there, either, which is particularly good news because lack of
swelling obviates a drug I don’t want to take that goes by the shorthand name Bev
and which would disqualify me from some clinical trials. “This looks very good,” the
neuro-onc concluded, smiling at her computer screen as one would at a newly
discovered painting by Renoir.
But hold the champagne. “I see a little abnormality,” she said, "probably, in the
medial temporal lobe, where there are probably some infiltrative tumor cells,” she
said. “We can’t assume the surgeon got every one.”
The medial temporal lobe is the home of memories, so I’m glad I’m telling my old
stories now. But if the neuro-onc is right, it means my cancer is in the process of
breaking out into new parts of the brain, which we really don’t want.
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So I started yesterday a new course of chemotherapy. I swallowed four capsules —
220 milligrams — of a drug called CCNU, Lomustine, or Gleostine, depending on to
whose trademark lawyer you’re talking. I’ll repeat this six times, once every six
weeks, while having blood tests every two to watch for bone-marrow side effects
that might kill me before the brain tumor has a chance to do so. I’ll also sweat MRIs
every six weeks.
It seems that I can do all this in Mexico City, so we are proceeding apace with our
plans and hope to be there in early September.
The neuro-onc is a very nice woman who inspires confidence. But it’s hard to
imagine who’d choose that specialty, because one so often finds oneself having
conversations like this:
I asked, "Six times six weeks is nine months. How many patients make it that long?"
"Not a ton,” she said, "but some."
So I’ve now gone from hoping to see Rosa’s children to hoping to see Memorial Day.
If the cancer comes back in earnest, I’ll be in “second recurrence,” which may open
up some clinical trials to me. It seems to me very American to prefer the hail-Mary
pass of a clinical trial to the tried-and-true “standard of care,” which is the CCNU I’m
taking, but I find myself inclined that way. I read clinicaltrials.gov the way some
guys read Hemmings Motor News or the ads in Field and Stream. “Ooh, I’d really
like that."
About memory: A reader of Third-Act Trouble asked me recently how I remember all
this stuff from 30 and 40 years ago. He wondered if perhaps I was, uh, making some
of it up.
Emphatically, no. As I explained to him, these are my foundational stories; you don’t
forget them, even — I hope — with red-tan and off-white soft tissue growing in your
medial temporal lobe. Second, I’ve been making a bore of myself telling these
stories since Jimmy Carter was president; they’re practically etched on the inside of
my skull. And third, my brother, Andy, recently found a 12-page handwritten letter
from me to my parents and posted from West Berlin shortly after I arrived in 1979,
telling the whole story from leaving my belongings unguarded and getting drunk on
Santorini to cutting up all those half-frozen chickens at the Fort McNair NCO club.
The letter confirmed that it all happened just as I'd remembered it, right down to the
red-haired Dutch girl who smelled like peaches.
If you’re not journaling, write letters. And keep copies. I wish I’d done more of that.
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Poignancy note: Rosa, who is living in San Francisco again temporarily, was around
for the surgery and comes to all my doctor appointments. Somehow, we slipped
from the era when we sat beside her in the pediatrician’s waiting room to the one in
which Rosa the grownup accompanies her elderly parents to their doctor
appointments so that somebody will remember what was said. I’m loving it.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
A reader asks: "What’s with this dogged Mexico City plan?”
“Honestly,” he wrote, "it seems, in the light of this most recent post (about my
health), a bit bewildering.”
Funny he should ask. Margaret and I were just having this exact conversation.
While we don’t often go there, we were asking each other a few days ago how — if
I’m really on a short clock — we wanted to spend these next months. Margaret was
saying that were she in my place, she might want to be on the leeward side of the
Big Island of Hawaii, blissing out on the hibiscus and the feeling of her toes in warm
sand. Did I want something like that? she asked me.
If not Hawaii, Montana? After all, hunting season is approaching. Is there anything I
like better than autumn in Montana, prowling the forests with Margaret and Craig?
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No, in fact, there is not.
Yet I find that what I really want to do is skip hunting season and get to Mexico City
— a noisy, stressful, polluted place that I don’t know well. So I guess my reader’s
question makes sense.
It’s like this: To drop out and devote myself to hunting and grooving on the splendor
of Montana or Hawaii would feel a little like giving up and waiting for the end. For the
same reason, I’ve never really grokked the notion of a “bucket list.” If you have to
wait until the sword is descending to do the things you really want to do, perhaps
something in your life needs adjustment.
The possibility that I might — might — live less long than I’d planned doesn’t feel to
me like a reason to do anything differently. For one thing, I still feel like I’m going to
be one of the few with my condition who live a long time. Unlike other glioblastoma
patients, I have Margaret. Count on her to keep me in this world; I certainly do.
For another, Mexico City is huge, chaotic, and far away. Death could no more find
me there than he could find me in Samarra.
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But most importantly, I’ve never had any logical reason to assume that I’d celebrate,
like my dad recently did, my 90th birthday. I ride a bicycle through traffic, traipse
around in deep snow among people carrying firearms, ride in cars on freeways, eat
bacon, and walk under fourth-story windowsills with flowerpots on them — any one
of which, among a million other things, could have snuffed me at any time and still
might.
So in truth, my diagnosis changes nothing.
Margaret and I have always gravitated toward difficult, often foreign, challenges. To
move to Mexico City and be pushed to improve my Spanish feels like the
continuation of living. To live abroad is to learn with every waking breath. Something
as simple as walking to the corner for a pack of index cards can be a mindexpanding adventure: Look at that ad on the bus! What song is that lady singing?
Look at how the torta lady organizes her cash box. Smell that fresh oregano. Why
did the store clerk call me licensiado? How could he tell I’d been to college? And on
and on and on.
We’ve been stalled, hovering around hospitals, for what seems like months. I’m
eager — short clock or not — to get back out into the big world again and live.
I must add that we’re really enjoying this job we have. To feel like we might be
making a difference against truly hideous violations of human rights, with such smart
and personable colleagues, is a privilege. To be doing it while in Latin America and
bathed in Spanish will make this work all the more vivid.
Some guy recently asked me, “Geez, Dan, how long have you got?”
“I don’t know,” I responded. “How long have you got?”
He went white, and never raised the subject again. Turns out, it’s not a bad question
to ask oneself from time to time, precisely because it’s impossible to answer: How
long have I got?
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets

I often find myself arguing to people my age that in fact, no, the world is not going
to hell and is in many ways a much better place than it was when we were kids. Ask
anyone who’s gay.
And we have to be particulalry careful around young people with our old-fart “in my
day” grumbling, lest we sow discouragement. My brother, Andy, made a particularly
apt observation recently: When we were children, it was absolutely forbidden for a
black man to touch a white woman on television. And we just got finished watching
on television a black president hug his white-woman successor. “Sometimes,” Andy
wrote, “things get better.” Indeed they do.
But put on the “hell-in-a-handbasket” side of the ledger the decline of antiqueaircraft culture.
When we lived here in Watsonville, as recently as the first three years of the current
millennium, the Watsonville Fly-In was a huge deal. Pilots from all over North
America flew their meticulously restored airplanes — First World War Sopwith
Camels,

1920s barnstormers,
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1930s crop dusters,

and vast squadrons of Second World War fighters and bombers
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— to Watsonville’s little airport for a weekend of display, chest-thumping, joyrides,
swapping, and corn dogs.
Windows throughout Watsonville vibrated to the roar of gigantic piston and radial
engines; for days, it was hard to hold a conversation in one’s own kitchen under all
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that turbocharged aerial horsepower. People lined up by the score for $50 rides in
the glass noses of a fully tricked-out B-17.

So many planes showed up that they’d have to be parked with overlapping wings,
and so many locals game to gawk that the organizers could charge hefty entry fees.
This year’s fly-in, on Saturday, was a total bust. No warbirds made the trip. A few
early-forties trainers appeared, but most of what limped in were modern singleengine planes of almost no interest — and only about a dozen of those. Despite free
admission, no more than a couple of dozen people came to see the planes, and I’m
guessing few of them will every come back because so little was on display. The
paucity of both aircraft and spectators was all anybody talked about.
Guilt was assigned to the usual suspects: young people and the internet.
Enthusiasm for antique aircraft is a decidedly old-guy thing. “When we were kids, an
airplane was a big deal. You got dressed up to go on an airliner,” said Ted, below
right, who flew his 1940s Army trainer — in which he’s invested $130,000 — from
Fresno.
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“Airplane don’t mean nothing to a kid now,” he continued. “They’d rather stare at
their iPads.” (Note to Ted: No self-respecting millennial has an iPad. They navigate
the world on their phones. iPads are for our generation….)
Every old guy I spoke to sang the same refrain. Young people don’t appreciate
nothing mechanical. Young people don’t participate in the physical world; only the
virtual one. Young people believe too much in that global warming to enjoy a
gasoline-powered hobby. Young people don’t have the money to keep an aircraft.
Young people don’t have the time. Young people this, young people that.
For all their irritating castigation of the young, these guys weren’t entirely wrong. To
keep historic aircraft flying is a beautiful thing, and if enthusiasm for it is aging out
of our society, that is indeed a pity.
The only upbeat note was sounded by the Monterey Bay Ninety Nines — the local
chapter of the national association of women pilots.
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“In the 1930s, Amelia Earhart thought that women aviators should band together,
and she hired a huge hall in upstate New York to hold a convention of them,” said a
broad-shouldered woman in the booth with “Debbie” embroidered on her flying
jacket. “Ninety-nine women showed up, so they called themselves the ninety-nine
and we’ve called ourselves that ever since.”
Flying is an expensive pastime, so the Ninety Nines are not going to get into every
middle school, she said. But girls’ interest in flying is growing alongside girls’ interest
in doing anything that used to be reserved for the boys, like being president.
I’m a sucker for Amelia Earhart, because she said such trenchant things, took
amazing risks, and because I’ve always thought Margaret not only looks a little like
her but, even more attractively, carries within her Earhart’s physical courage and
tomboy refusal to be bound by convention.
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On the way out, I stopped for some of this...
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… nasty, riotously colored, and artificially flavored frozen BBs of hyper-sweet paste
that are passed off as “the ice cream of the future.” I threw away my cup after one
spoonful, but was glad I’d spent the three dollars because it took some of the sting
out of my current health situation. If that’s the ice cream of the future, how much
future do I want?
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Apologies for taking, until yesterday, an unannounced vacation from Third-Act
Trouble. We’ve had a lot going on at work — fascinating, heartbreaking, infuriating
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events in various benighted corners of Latin America — as well as passports to
renew, last-minute dentist and eye-doctor appoints to strike off the list, tickets to
book, a Mexico City apartment to contract, good-byes to say, and packing issues
about which to bicker.
That’s right. Our move to Mexico City is finally on the calendar. We leave on
Saturday.
We will continue reachable at our usual email addresses and phone numbers, and
also though Skype, Facetime, and WhatsApp. After having our summer blown sky
high by the second surgery, we are looking forward to getting back out into the big
weird world.
But as a reminder that you don’t have to travel far to find the bizarre, get a load of
these signs of the times, which are plastered all over the vast commercial orchards
and berry fields that surround Watsonville (Double-click any to enlarge):
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We need apple pickers, says this first one. The second asks, Looking for work?
We’re contracting. The third is soliciting pickers of strawberries and raspberries and
the fourth speaks for itself.
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Looking for personnel to pick.
Men and women welcome.
If you or anyone known to you
is interested, call the corresponding
numbers.

Gonzalez Farm Labor is
soliciting pickers to pick apples.
Starting the end of August
And finishing October 15, 2016.

A labor shortage! In Watsonville! When we lived here from 2000 to 2003, the
situation was reversed: not enough work for too many hands.
John Steinbeck would love this. In 1936, he wrote In Dubious Battle, about a strike
of migrant apple pickers in these very same orchards. The signature line from The
Grapes of Wrath, for me, is, “If you’re not willing to pick peaches for six cents a box,
there are fifty guys out at the gate who will.” Now the reality is that if you’re not
willing to pay $15 an hour to pick your apples, there are fifty orchards down the road
who will.
No surprise that orchards are desperate for workers.
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The earth is a carpet of windfalls, and trees are literally breaking under the weight of
the ripening fruit. Margaret and I took a long bike ride through apple country and
ended up half drunk from the overpowering aroma of fermenting fruit.
How did the fruit pickers get the upper hand in Watsonville? Funny you should ask.
Margaret and I asked some questions and made some calls.
Dan
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Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Wondering about the agricultural labor shortage in evidence everywhere in this
valley of deliciously rich soil, we stopped here, at what looked like an old ciderpressing business.

Of course this being Labor Day, it had a Closed sign on the door. I pushed it open
anyway, called “Hello!” into the darkness, and was rewarded with a “Hello” back, and
a hearty, “Come in!”
Inside we found 68-year-old Tom Rider and his son Steve, whiling away a beautiful
Labor Day building Legos together.
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They still press cider, Tom told us, and also squeeze oranges and process other fruits
a wide variety of middlemen. Read the small print on a Martinelli’s apple cider label;
its home is Watsonville, and nobody else is going to survive on Martinelli’s home turf
by simply pressing cider.
As for the labor shortage, this small businessman identified the culprit — no surprise
here — as gummint and the inherent laziness of Mexican laborers. California law,
Tom said, dictates that nobody who works as many as forty hours can get subsidized
Section Eight housing, so the Mexicans don’t want to work a whole work week. We
couldn’t quite pin him down on why growers don't hire more people for fewer hours,
and none of us was enjoying our effort to do so. So we changed the subject to the
excellent beer available at the microbrewery next door and then took our leave.
I started calling the phone numbers on the signs. First, I got an anglo grower who
interpreted the problem pretty much the way Tom had — Mexicans unwilling to work
if they couldn’t also get a handout, and laws that coddle and reward such perfidy. At
one number, what I took to be a hispanic foreman answered, and he gave me pretty
much the same explanation in Spanish; the word kapo jumped to mind.
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This guy, though, ringing up achingly fresh produce at a roadside stand, held forth
for several minutes on his view of the labor shortage, which began with, "La frontera
es siempre mas duro.” The border gets harder all the time.

He said, truthfully, that more Mexicans now migrate back south each year than come
north. “Soon they’re going to have to build Trump’s wall to keep the Mexicans in,” he
said with a guffaw.
We have a friend here who gets by as a genuinely small farmer, and has — as all
surviving farmers must — broad expertise in botany, geology, hydrology,
meteorology, economics, politics, and philosophy. As a man who spends all day on a
tractor thinking about he’s going to say when he gets a chance, he can hold forth at
the dinner table for hours without either drawing a breath or becoming tedious. He
doesn’t spend a lot of time in front of a computer, but it was my assertion yesterday
that the pickers had “the upper hand” that smoked him out.
"The fruit pickers did not get 'the upper hand,’ he wrote. "They can't afford to live
here and nobody can afford to pay them what it takes to rent here because there are
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so few rentals available at any price. The fruit will rot like it did last year and the
year before.
"This is year four of the labor crisis,” he continued. "The growers can't get a higher
price for their apples and there's a real limit to what they can pay. Over the long
term Watsonville is getting gentrified out of the ag business- it's just a matter of
time. Some of the biggest growers are already in Michoacan locking down leases for
berry ground to replace the ground they will be abandoning in the years to come
once overtime kicks in at 8 hours/day, 40 hours/week.
"The consumer has 'the upper hand,’” he wrapped up, "because price is the only
political ‘value' the market has and produce can be imported from cheaper
production regions. IMHO.”
IMHO, for those not in the know, means “in my humble opinion.” Thing is, this guy
has never had a humble opinion in his life. He has table-banging opinions that are
also invariably entertaining and deeply informed. I should have called him in the first
place.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
This will my last Third-Act Trouble for a while. Getting settled in Mexico City may
take some time, as we have an Airbnb apartment rented for a week while we look
for more permanent digs, and a lot going on at work.
Some of you have asked about Rosa, who continues doing an admirable job of ruling
the universe.
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She is studying now for the LSAT, which she will take later this month. She hopes to
begin in September 2017 attending any of several combined law/master’s-in-publicpolicy programs and get the dual degree.
During the intervening year, she — like most millennials — wants to work in her
chosen field, which in Rosa’s case is migration and refugee policy. But ever since my
diagnosis, she also would like to be near us.*
Rosa being Rosa — who would never choose between pecan pie and lemon cake if
she could say, “a little of each, please” — she resolved her conflict by finding herself
a job in her field right in Mexico City. She’ll be working for an NGO that provides
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legal and other assistance to the Central American migrants fleeing violence at
home. We’re going to rent a big furnished house with office and Rosa space, so we
will all be together for this coming year. Speaking for myself and Margaret, we’re
delighted.
If I may kvell for just another moment, what blows my mind about Rosa is that she
both plays at a high-achieving level of the game and also has a lot of fun. It’s
relatively easy to be a big achiever if that’s all that matters to you and you’re willing
to be a grind, and lord knows its easy to have a good time and get nothing else
done. Rosa somehow manages to do both. She’s divided this summer between San
Francisco, where she has one gang of close friends, and Boulder, where she has
another. Except for when she’s just watched a Republican presidential debate, she
almost never sounds anything but cheerful on the phone.
There. That’s enough of that. In other news, my 90-year-old father, Sy, whom you
know by now,

was in the hospital this week with a mysterious infection, but now seems better and
was never anything less than boomingly optimistic throughout.
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So it’s on to Mexico City at long last. I get to move there with this person:

We will be reachable via our usual email addresses, and also through Skype,
WhatsApp, and perhaps even our US cellphone numbers. More on that as it
develops.
Thank you for reading all this time. I hope to get back to Third-Act Trouble soon.
love,
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Something about huddling over our laptops all by ourselves in our Airbnb and
watching something as momentous as the first Clinton-Trump debate seemed sad
and a little creepy. Luckily, Margaret has a cousin who lives in Mexico City, and she
knew of a truly great event: the Mexico City Democrats were holding a debatewatching party at Pinche Gringo barbecue.
The whole idea of the Pinche Gringo Barbecue is a hoot. “Pinche Gringo” means
“Fucking Gringo,” which seemed a perfect place to watch the performance of an
unabashed Mexico-hater. The place was opened a couple of years ago by an
American employee of Apple Computer who has lived in Mexico City since 2009 and
his Mexican buddy, an artist who yearned to open a food truck that served
something other than tacos.
Together, they traveled around the US tasting barbecue, and found not only a recipe
they liked but a 1976 Airstream trailer they call the silver twinkee.
The twinkee ended up in a huge disused industrial cavern, and the Pinche Gringo
BBQ was born.
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It mostly plays to a young, hip Mexican clientele — lots of good beers on tap — but it
also tries to be an expat hangout.
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No, that doesn’t say what you think it says. Mexicans insist on using the dollar sign
to mean pesos, which can cause some heart-stopping moments. For the US value,
divide by about 20.
Last night’s event seemed about two-thirds gringo. Reservations were required
weeks ahead, and by Mexico City standards weren’t exactly cheap.

For this much money, each of us got a big plate of really good brisket or pig ribs,
two sides, and made a small contribution to the Mexico City Democrats. Pints of beer
were $50 apiece.
You all saw the same debate we saw. The only difference here was that the Pinche
Gringo’s American owner urged us all to raise our cups and cheer whenever Trump
mentioned Mexico. We did so six times — a refreshing mashup of the four cups of
wine drunk at a seder and using groggers to down out the name of Haman (the
Jewish equivalent of Voldemort) at Purim.
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If Trump wins, the Mexicans are going to love the wall he plans to build because it
will keep out all the pinche gringos fleeing a Trump administration.
It’s comforting to be here already.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Me again. Those of you who don’t know us well might want to skip this one. It’s all
about us, not Mexico City or bigger issues.
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First things first: I had one of my six-week MRIs on Friday (the Mexican MRI
experience is much like that in the U.S.), sent the images to my neuro-oncologist in
San Francisco, and Monday night — the first anniversary of the day doctors found an
egg-sized “something” in my head (we didn’t yet know what) I got the report by
phone.
All good news: My doc saw no change from the MRI in August, which means no sign
of cancer recurrence. “Absolutely clean,” she said. You could eat off my right
temporal lobe. This could change, of course. Glioblastoma is a notoriously sneaky
organism that almost always comes back. But since we are obliged to take bad news
as it comes, we take good news the same way and are hugely relieved. At the very
least, we don’t have to get on a plane just as we’re getting settled.
Regular readers know my 90-year-old father, Sy. He’s been in the hospital with
some strange infections, but appears to have fought them all off and is regaining
strength with all his mighty optimism.
The big news for Margaret and me is that we finally have a place to live. It was a
brutal three weeks lugging all our stuff from Airbnb to Airbnb, trying simultaneously
to learn the city and to figure out what was important us: tranquility or urban
excitement; proximity to Margaret’s delightful cousin, who lives here with her
husband — a Mexican professor of environmentally sustainable business -- and two
adorable daughters of seven and four years, or proximity to Rosa’s job; and so
forth.
We finally settled on a hilariously slick apartment in the hippest part of town — la
Condesa, which was more my choice than Margaret’s. Picture New York’s DUMBO,
San Francisco’s SOMA, or any city’s happening spot teeming with the twenty- and
thirty-something hipoisie. I’ll walk you around the neighborhood soon, but first, the
place we rented:
It occupies the entire third floor of our five-story 1970s-era building, and the
elevator will take you right into our living room if you have the right key to operate
it.
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But for the giant TV, the place is decorated like the set of a Rat Pack movie;
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I keep expecting to find Sammy Davis Jr. and Peter Lawford lounging on the couch,
while Dean Martin hums to himself and knuckles ice cubes out of a crystal decanter
at the bar.
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The kitchen is ample and pretty well equipped. Red, you’ll notice.

Another way to describe our apartment is as a 17-year-old-boy’s idea of a bachelor
pad. It’s a little unsettling for a couple of old hippies like us. One person who’d love
it is my late mother, Audrey, a connoisseuse of the clean line and the the sharp
contrast of strong colors. I wish she was here to see it.
Although it was never Margaret’s idea to live so urban, she’s much taken with
watching the jumping, busy intersection below us.
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“It’s like an Alfred Hitchcock movie!” she exclaimed yesterday. “The waiter setting up
the tables on the sidewalk is sad about something,” she narrated. “That guy on the
bike just bought something that looks good. I’ll bet those women are American. They
walk completely different — not as feminine. They bend their knees more, like men.”
“Look!” she continued. “That’s a Jew on the left; he’s got the yarmulke. And I think
that’s his lover giving him a back rub.”
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Today, I happened to glance out and saw what appeared to be the start of a run on
the bank across the street. I ran to my computer to see if some event had prompted
it — Trump up in the polls, perhaps -- but didn’t find a proximate cause.

So we have a home in Mexico City. Three bedrooms, three baths, for just under
$2,000 a month — high by local standards, but then, Margaret and I haven’t paid
monthly rent in fourteen months. We can still be reached all the usual ways, and our
physical address is Avenida Michoacan 110, Colonia Hipodromo Condesa, Delegación
Cuauhtémoc, Ciudád de México 06140.
Cool, huh? Residents of Mexico City at long last. I’ll start showing you around the
city, soon. It’s a gas — even more fun than I expected.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
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danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Mexicans are masters of the pregón, the shouted come-on to buy. “Shoes! All sizes!
Eyeglasses! Two for one! Delicious tacos!” and on and on. Strolling through Mexico
City is like walking the midway of a boundless carnival with barkers in every block.
It’s delightful in a medieval kind of way.
It’s less pleasant when the voice is electronically amplified. When we lived in the
Coyoacán district for a couple of weeks in April, a guy passed by daily on a big
tricycle peddling tamales wrapped in banana leaves instead of corn husks — Oaxaca
style — with a distinctive microphone-enhanced pregón that pierced walls. His
tamales were delicious: hot, meaty, and subtly banana flavored from the leaf. And
he never altered his sing-song come-on for ricos tamales oaxaceños.
We had less personal use for another rolling business -- this time a big old flatbed
truck -- that seemed to have in its front seat a woman with a voice like a rusty
sword, shouting over and over that she wanted to buy old appliances, mattresses,
and other junk. She passed by daily, her screeching, unchanging pregón loosening
the fillings in my molars.
When we returned to live here in September, we first took an Airbnb in a part of
town far from Coyoacán. But every day, that same tamale guy and the same scrapcollecting lady cruised by; there was no mistaking them. Then, during our weekslong search for permanent lodgings, we moved to another far-flung neighborhood
and somehow, in this city of almost nine million people, both electronically amplified
vendors found us there, too. “Damn,” I remember saying. “Those people really cover
ground.”
When we finally settled in la Condesa, a long way from any of our other
neighborhoods, I figured we were finally free of both. But there they were that first
night, shouting into microphones their same pregónes, without altering so much as a
syllable. I finally flagged down the junk lady to get to the bottom of it.
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The lady was still shouting, but no lady was present. Two big guys shared the seat.
“It’s La Niña de Hierro Viejo” — the old-iron girl — the driver said with a hearty
laugh. “It’s a disk! Or you can download it from the internet!”
Sure enough, she is María del Mar Terrón Martinez, and she’s already
been outed and made famous. She shouts from dozens of junk-collecting trucks.
Margaret and I were the only people in Mexico City still being fooled into thinking
hers was a live pregón.
La Niña de Hierro Viejo is what twentysomethings might call a thing. She may well
be known not only in Mexico City but all over Mexico. People post Youtube videos of
their kids imitating her.
Same with the tamale guy. His name is Elías Zabaleta and, no matter which tricycleriding tamale guy you flag down, nobody approaches the Oaxaca-style tamale but
through Elías.
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Someday, I’ll track down Maria del Mar and Elías, because I’m full of questions. Do
they get paid? How? Certainly they ought to be rich on royalties; they’re among the
best-known voices in this gigantic city and perhaps beyond.
I don’t know exactly how to feel about this. On the one hand, something’s gone out
of the pleasure of hearing these pregónes in the distance. There’s something
depressingly homogenized about them now.
On the other, they underline the centrality of pregónes to Mexican culture. People
with something to offer in the marketplace don’t just put up a sign, they crawl inside
your ear. Pregónes are part of this enormous city’s intense and incongruous
intimacy, about which plenty more in the future.
Personal update: Rosa arrived, which is terrific. Every morning, she dresses
professionally and commutes to her job at Sin Fronteras, a non-profit that provides
legal and other assistance to migrants and refugees. She spent yesterday morning
filing petitions at the National Institute of Migration, the forbidding Mexican
equivalent of our Immigration and Customs Enforcement.
The migrants that Sin Fronteras serves are mostly from Honduras, El Salvador, and
Guatemala, Rosa says, but occasionally one shows up from Bahrain, Iraq, or
elsewhere across the ocean. Two days ago, she spent part of the day interpreting
from English to Spanish the intake interview of a Nigerian seeking asylum here.
This grown-up-kid thing is something….
Dan

Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
More housekeeping: Just to orient you for stories to come in the future, this is the
view from our window:
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this is our street,

and, looking the other way. That blue building is a nice little mercado, or market,
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where individual vendors sell fruit, vegetables, poultry, meat, and cheese. I buy a lot
of groceries here and fill in the dry goods at Superama, a block away.
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I mostly buy from Hipolito,
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who runs his fruit-and-vegetable stand with his son and grandson.
Like most mercados, ours has a little eating stand where this guy, Marty,

moving as fast as any man I’ve ever seen working at a stove, makes us what he
calls “vegetarian tortas.”
A torta is essentially a Mexican hero sandwich: a long roll called a bolillo, usually
stuffed with some sort of pigmeat, tomato, and onion. Marty’s vegetarian version —
upon which we lunch a couple of times a week, given that he’s just across the street
— swaps out the meat for a grilled nopal pad — a de-spined green unit of this
cactus:
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which has a firm, slightly gelatinous texture, a beguiling lemony flavor, and is a
staple of Mexican cooking. After it’s nicely browned, Marty tucks it into
the bolillo, smears it with mashed avocado, tops it with tomatoes and onions, and
then toasts the whole thing on the griddle until the bread is crunchy.
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It is the platonic ideal of sandwich — hearty/filling and healthful at the same time,
but it oughta be: It costs almost $1.35.
Those beverages are liquados of guava — fresh fruit blended with milk.
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Kind of a sweet-tart milkshake without the ice cream.
This being la Condesa — the hip strip — our neighborhood also has two Lebanese
restaurants, a Thai/Malay/Vietnamese place, a sushi bar, a “Tennessee burgers”
joint (English — on a t-shirt or a business sign — is a sign of hipnesss), a creperie,
and lots of coffee/pastry shops packed with tattooed twenty- and thirty-somethings.
Last night, the three of us walked four blocks to our park and, for the opening of
Mexico City’s Documentary Week, watched a free outdoor showing of Michael
Moore’s Where to Invade Next which was better than we expected and, being a
typically savage Michael Moore indictment of the United States, was a trippy thing to
watch in park full of cosmopolitan Mexicans during the Trump campaign.
All in all, we’re digging it here. I remain symptom-free.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Pursuant to my post about pregones, don’t miss this short video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z9YXKLzZVN8&sns=em
It looks like someone sprung a tape on him in the middle of a rally, but we think this
may have been cleverly dubbed. Someone apparently tried to jump up on the stage,
which is why the Secret Service reacted as it did. Whether it’s real or dubbed, that
someone thought those pregones would be a funny anti-Trump statement shows
how ubiquitous they are. Everybody in Mexico seems to know them and be in on the
joke.
It isn’t all Trump jokes and tortas here, however. Just below the surface, Mexicans
are angry and one literally sees signs of it everywhere.
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Left to right, that’s a former president, the current one, and a former official of those
two presidents’ party who was one of Forbes magazine’s “Ten Most Corrupt
Politicians in Mexico” in 2013.
That party, the oxymoronically named Institutional Revolutionary Party, or PRI, ran
Mexico for decades. Its stranglehold on the presidency was broken by Vicente Fox in
2000, but the election of Enrique Peña Nieto returned the presidency to the PRI in
2012.
The poster says, Wanted: These Rats! We end this plague of predators and traitors
to the nation. Never a return to the PRI!
Police killed 12 people at a demonstration of striking teachers in Oaxaca in June, and
have reportedly been beating up on and firing teargas at striking teachers ever
since. It seems that every public school in Mexico City is papered with handmade
posters about the conflict, which is made even more complicated by the abovementioned and despised Elba Esther Gordillo now being head of the teachers’ union.
Mexicans have to look hard to find institutions they can trust, which feeds their
irritated cynicism.
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Street crime is so endemic to some neighborhoods of Mexico City that it is fast
becoming a political issue unto itself.
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Look out! Lots of robberies on this street! We demand more security and condemn
the lack of commitment by the borough government. Enough already with
incompetent and corrupt authorities.
But the deep, slow burn in Mexican politics now is the 43 missing students from
Ayotzinapa, who disappeared a year ago September after being attacked by police in
the town of Iguala. The government made such a mess of the investigation that an
international team came in and embarrassed it with a report outlining all the ways
the original investigation was botched. The students are still missing, and one sees
the number 43 everywhere.
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The number 43 has itself become a statement.
Underneath the general good cheer one encounters on the streets day to day,
everybody’s pissed.
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In April, I met Carlos, who sells cheese that he makes with his own hands from this
storefront,

right after Margaret and I visited the nearby National Invasions Museum, which
plumbs the many ways Mexico has been ravaged by the great powers, including, of
course, the theft of California, Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas by the United States
in 1848.
“I’m not angry that you stole half the country, Carlos said. “I’m angry that you didn’t
take the whole thing!”
Mexico has had a long run of disappointing leaders, but Donald Trump — of whom
we’ll get another dose tonight — seems to be showing them just how bad things
could be.
When I saw Carlos the cheesemaker again in September after moving here, he had a
slightly different line than in April. “If Trump wants to build his wall on the border it’s
okay with me,” he said, “as long as he builds it on the 1847 border.”
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
One of the great things about having Rosa living with us is that now I
have two women nitpicking errors in Third-Act Trouble. (In their defense, I don’t
show my posts to them first. They’d be glad to find errors ahead of time. Any time,
really. Wake either up in the middle of the night and ask her to find errors in Dan
and she’ll do it gladly.)
Rosa, and others, report that the Trump tape as definitely dubbed. Still, I stand by
my point. Anyone who’d go to the trouble to dub in that prégon knows how
recognizable it is and how funny using it that way is to millions of people.
Second, the debate is tomorrow night, not tonight.
Third, Margaret finds an error in my translation. Instead of We end this plague of
predators and traitors to the nation, It should have read Let’s end this plague of
predators and traitors to the nation.
But I have an excuse. This is from the website of chemotherapy pills I take once
every six weeks: Side effects may include nausea, blurred vision, impaired balance,
and an inability to use and recognize the present-tense subjunctive.
So sue me.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
About that park where we watched the free screening of Where to Invade Next:
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It’s our closest refuge of green, about a ten-minute walk from the apartment.

It’s not super-big, but it’s lovely.
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Dog training is a big activity there,

And these folks put my accordion in a less repellent light:
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What I like most are these signs, that connect appreciation of nature with morality
and culture:
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Respect for trees, plants, and natural spaces is an unequivocal sign of culture.
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All the messages you send your children about respect for this park elevates their
moral and cultural level.
Do we have such signs in our parks in the U.S. — calling us to a higher level of
“culture?”
The centerpiece of Parque México is a huge plaza...
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...that seems to be a monument to something — perhaps the unknown fresh-fruitjuice vendor...
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…and it’s always alive with skateboarders, playing children, and bicycle tricksters.
Best of all, though, is this giant statue of a naked lady with a really nice pair of jugs.
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Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets

Dan Baum
danbaum@me.com
303-917-5024
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It’s been months since I let a total stranger attack my head with wicked sharp
instruments. So I walked into this hip joint that had a quiet French movie going on
the television instead of the inevitable soccer game and blaring banda...

…to treat myself to a full-head barber shave.
I’ve been shaving my head for years, but ever since my first surgery last October,
the top right section of my pate itches and I often imagine how good it would feel to
have a barber scrape a straight razor across it.
To get a proper barber shave in the United States one practically has to arrange
financing beforehand. A shave can take an hour or more, and considerable training,
skill and practice are required. “Shave and a haircut: two bits" used to be something
to which a gentlemen could treat himself three or four times a week. No more, alas.
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Here, though, the lopsided exchange rate makes just about everything affordable,
even to wretches like Margaret and me. A barber shave — like a shoe shine and
cleaning help at home — are luxuries I can afford in Mexico City.
The young barbers leapt to their feet when I entered, offered me a cup of fresh hot
coffee, and called me caballero (literally “horseman,” now “gentleman” or “sir”) so
many times that I kept looking around to make sure I’d properly tied up my stallion.
I took my seat in a sumptuous barber chair and mi toquayo* wrapped my face and
head in searing hot towels, which felt lovely.
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Then he limbered up this device:

and got to work whittling down my head a size or two.
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It felt as good as I imagined. And it’s loud. A logging operation on your pate
reverberates through your skull to your inner ear. Even though Daniel was scraping
off hairs a millimeter or so long, I could hear each one fall.
A stinging bath of after-shave, a scirocco of sweet-smelling talc, and a wrap of icecold towels to close the pores followed, leaving Daniel free to place wet chamomile
teabags on my eyes “to relax me” before applying the straight razor to my face and
throat.
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Pleasant as this all was, a straight-razor shave hurts some. The blade slices through
most whiskers. But it feels as though it gets halfway through some, and when the
barber moves his hand the whisker is plucked out by its roots. This seems especially
true immediately beneath the nose. Maybe that’s why a barber shave gets so close.
A barber shave is, above all, an incredibly intimate experience to share with another
man. Not only does a total stranger pamper you with unguents and fragrances, and
caress you in the gentlest imaginable way as he moves your chin this way and that,
he also spends a lot of time massaging the area of your carotid artery with a
viciously sharp blade. A bond develops between a man and his barber about which
I’d never had a clue. Homoerotic as it is, would I, a confirmed hetero, allow a woman
to shave me? I cannot imagine it. A barber shave is men’s business.
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The whole experience was delightful. As I relaxed beneath the freezing towels at the
end, Daniel massaged my legs with electric vibrator — just the thing after beating
one’s feet on the street in the heat, of which one does a great deal in Mexico City,
and a further extension of our tender physical relationship.
I was in the chair about 90 minutes. The bill came to 550 pesos, or US$29.56. I
tipped 100 pesos.
Would I do it again? I might! Certainly I’d rather have someone carve on the outside
of my head than the inside.
Dan
*Someone with the same name as you. Like me, this guy was named Daniel.

Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
In the language of New Orleans, lagniappe means “a little something extra.” The
cook puts an unordered soft-shell crab on the plate with your crawfish etouffé, or the
waitress slips an unbidden beignet onto the saucer of your coffee cup,
that’s lagniappe.
I’m going to start offering you lagniappe from time to time, courtesy of one of the
sweetest, kindest, and most talented men I know: Tom McDermott.
Tom, who lives in New Orleans, is superb with a pencil. This portrait of his father,
Duff McDermott, reveals to me as much about Tom’s deep, warm heart as it does
about his dad.
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Tom’s most flamboyant talent is as a jazz pianist and composer, which is how he
makes his living. I wrote about him for the New Yorker in 2006. Here is a video of
Tom playing my favorite of his compositions, and another of him playing my favorite
of his interpretations of the greats — in this case, amazingly, John Philip Souza.
(Tom calls this, “Stars and Stripes for Three and a Half Minutes,” and it makes me
proud to be an American on many levels. I think he should be invited to play it at
Hillary Clinton’s inaugural ball.)
When I put on music to play in the background while I’m working or cooking, it’s
usually Tom’s. You can hear more here. And if you live in the path of his
summertime wanderings, arrange to have him perform a house concert in your living
room. We’ve had him two or three times, and it makes for a terrific party. You feel
oh, so sophisticated — like a character in a Noel Coward movie -- and it helps him
make a living. Ask him about it.
Lately, Tom — who lives in a particularly groovy house on Bayou St. John that for
years was the Silky Satin Lounge —
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has developed yet another talent, the bastard. He has started writing limericks. I get
one almost every day.
I know, I know; limericks are the lowest form of poetry. Some of Tom’s though, are
really good. With your permission, I’m going to start appending them occasionally
to Third-Act Trouble.
Here’s today’s:
I queried a colleague who knows art,
knows movies, music and prose art,
"Who's the greatest of all in mankind's long haul?
Is it Larry, Curly or Mozart?"
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Many of you are kindly asking how we are in the wake of last night’s calamity. I will
report soon on how Mexicans are reacting, as they have been speaking of little but
our election for weeks. But today — get this — I have my six-week MRI just to ice
the cake. So my next dispatch will contain a lot of news.
Thank you all for your concern.
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Sy* is fine, by the way. He was briefly felled by a eerie infection
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but is back on his 90-year-old legs and his old booming, optimistic self. Thank you
for asking.
A fixture of Sy’s childhood in the overwhelmingly Jewish Weequahic section
of Newark was the sweet-potato man, who trundled through the streets a wooden
cart stuffed with hot baked sweet potatoes wrapped in sheets of newspaper. He sold
them to kids for a nickel, and Sy loved them, especially on cold days. Sy would love
this guy:

Those red things are camotes, a fancy Spanish word for sweet potato, and the long
yellow things are ripe plantains. Both roast all day around a smoldering wood fire in
this cart, and by the time the vendor — in this case Raúl -- pulls either out for you,
hacks it into chunks in a styrofoam dish, and drizzles it with sweetened condensed
milk, it is honey-sweet, blazing hot, and soft as pudding.
They’re not bad wolfed down right there on the sidewalk for not much more than Sy
paid in 1936, but I usually carry a clay dish downstairs to buy them to complement
dinner, and the leftovers are pressed into service this way:
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As much as I love eating camotes and plátanos rostisados, I am mostly, you may
recall, a pregón freak. The assortment of food, products, and services wandering
Mexico City's streets in search of customers is astonishing, and each has its own
pregón (shouted come-on) — like the tamales Oaxaqueños guy or the Niña de
Hierro Viejo, about whom I wrote recently.
The camote guys, though, have the pregón to end all pregones, and unlike the two
aforementioned, it’s not recorded. That wood fire slowly reducing all those
fibrous potatoes and plantains to soft candy? It also powers a steam boiler that
the camote guy periodically uncorks through a siren that can be heard six blocks
away.
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When he lets go with that thing on our street conversation in our third-floor
apartment must pause until it ends. First few times I heard that, I didn’t know
whether to rush down to the cellar to shelter from the Luftwaffe or run outside to
catch the 19th century locomotive that had apparently pulled up to the house. No
Mexico City resident, though, has any doubt about that distinctive shrieking roar.
That's the sweet-potato man.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
(Yes, I understand that you’re wanting to know the results of my MRI. Me, too. The
procedure went just fine yesterday; I’ll hear from my docs today.)
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
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*Remember that words in bold you can keyword-search the big file I sent you a
while back to find earlier posts on the same subject.
So get this: the MRI techs forgot to put on the CD they gave me the results of one
key test — the one in which they inject ice-cold dye into my veins before
bombarding my skull with noise and magnetic waves. My docs in San Francisco, to
whom I uploaded all the images I had on the CD, can’t say anything definitive until
they see all the tests, but add that what they can see looks good.
For his part, my doc here in Mexico City — whom I trust completely — has seen all
the tests and called last night to say that no cancer is visible at all. So I can return
to sleeping with both eyes closed for the next six weeks. I’ll admit it; the days
counting down to an MRI are tough. Luckily, this time, we had the sunlit joy of the
election to buoy us through.
I keep thinking about those techs forgetting to give me the images on which my life
literally depends. Trump moment, do you think? The techs find themselves with a
live gringo stuffed into the tube the day after the election and decide to mess with
him a little? Hard to know. I have noticed that my Trump jokes, which Mexicans
invariably found funny until Tuesday, now fall flat. “Que no ponga veneno ni vidrio
en mi cafe,” (Don’t put poison or glass in my coffee) I told the guy grinding a bag of
beans for me yesterday. “Voté por Clinton.” He gave me a grim scowl, put the bag in
my hands, and turned on his heel — a very different vibe than it would have been on
Monday.
Whatever is or isn’t cooking in my brain, the trouble all started in my right
temporal lobe. As the doctors never stop telling me, I’m lucky. The right temporal
lobe is a relatively under-used portion of the brain. One thing that happens there,
though, is spatial relations, which includes sense of direction.
I’ve always prided myself on my sense of direction. I hunt elk in deep snow, often
walking to and from the hunting ground in the dark; a good sense of direction can be
a matter of life and death. And, I’m happy to say, I tested just fine on spatial
relations the last time I had a neuropsych evaluation.
Mexico City, though, throws me. It’s not unusual for me to walk around the block for
a stack of tortillas and return 90 minutes later. It’s like a big chunk of iron under the
pavement is screwing with my internal compass.
It freaks Rosa out; she sometimes interprets my getting lost as the beginning of the
end. But I contend that this has as much to do with Mexico City as with me. Unlike
Manhattan, which, above 14th Street, is a more-or-less perfect north-south grid,
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Mexico City throws a lot of curveballs. This map of our neighborhood makes it look
pretty straightforward:

But notice how the whole grid is cocked 30 or so degrees clockwise. Add to that the
habitual overcast and the difference in latitude from that to which I am accustomed,
and I can forget about using the sun as a navigational tool. (Margaret does it
effortlessly, of course. When we’re out on one of our long rambles and I ask, “Point
in the direction of our house,” she invariably thrusts out an arm in a completely
different direction than I expect, and upon verification with our iPhone compasses
and maps, she’s alway right.)
But also, notice how many streets cut across the grid every which way, including
ours, Avenida Michoacan, which runs right through the center of this picture. That
creates a lot of funky X’s. This is the view from our kitchen window:
Looks like two lanes of the same big avenue, doesn’t it? Especially since one side
goes one goes one way and the other goes the other? Well, it ain’t so. You’re looking
at an intersection — a very flat X. Walk up one of these while thinking you’re walking
up the other, and that’s the last anybody will see you for a while.
Here it is from ground level:

Finally, Mexico City goes out of its way to make things hard. Here’s a pretty
straightforward intersection indicator.

Except, though you wouldn’t know it, the whole sign has been blown or knocked 90
degrees around the pole, making it perfectly misleading.
Street signs vary in their state of repair. This one isn’t too bad.

But here we find ourselves at the corner of Chilpancingo and Sun-Bleached
Whatthefuck.
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You might get lucky at a corner and find one of these,

But that’s more a decoration by a homeowner than an act of civic assistance, so
chances are that no corresponding sign adorns the adjoining street, leaving you with
no earthly idea where in the hell you are.
And someone apparently thought this was a good idea:

I spend a lot of time walking with my eyes on Google Maps. Doing that while
crossing streets full of Mexico City traffic seems an excellent way to spare oneself
the agony of waiting for the next MRI.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Some of you have thanked me for not mentioning the recent election, and I will
continue to leave bloviation to the experts, those who think they’re experts, the
conciliators, and the pugilists.
I will share with you, though, something that was written about the recent election
almost a century ago. H.L. Mencken is best known as a columnist for the The
Baltimore Sun, where he specialized in contempt for politicians and what he
called “the booboisie” who elected them.
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I love reading Mencken, but the real hero of his story is Charles H. Grasty, the owner
and editor of the Sun, who had the courage to publish him. It’s hard to imagine any
mainstream newspaper publisher allowing such a thing today.
Savage and funny as it was about contemporary politics, Mencken's July 16, 1920,
column edged into downright prescience:
“As democracy is perfected, the office of President represents, more and
more closely, the inner soul of the people. On some great and glorious day,
the plain folks of the land will reach their heart’s desire at last and the
White House will be occupied by a downright fool and complete narcissistic
moron.”
Took us 96 years to get here.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
That Mencken quote, however pithy, was incorrect. I committed the ultimate internet
sin of getting taken in and then disseminating utter bubbameisa. I’m so sorry. It was
the word “narcissistic” that really made it clang for me; I was impressed the
Mencken had used a psychiatric term in a column in 1920. Turns out, he didn’t. You
can read the full quote
here: http://www.snopes.com/politics/quotes/whitehousemoron.asp
Please accept my profound apologies. I’ll take a few days off to recover.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Residents of Mexico City eat an astonishing amount of meat in public.
Aside from an infinity of big, noisy eating houses and tiny, two-table storefronts like
the one that served me green chile enchiladas, fresh-squeezed orange juice and
thick coffee for a $2.00 breakfast a few days ago...
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…the sidewalks of Mexico City are one long buffet of treyf. It is but small
exaggeration — if exaggeration at all — to report that one of these ad hoc stands,
sometimes two, offers fresh, hot, meaty tacos on every block of any major avenue.

(She’s making a Mexico City specialty called guaraches, or sandals, which are
sandal-shaped pads of corn masa, a little thicker than a tortilla, spread
with frijoles and piled with shredded and spiced pork, or chorizo (fiery Mexican
sausage) and then sprinkled with nopales (cactus) cheese, chopped onion and
cilantro. You spoon aboard your own red or green salsa and pay about a dollar.
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(This lady has going blue-corn gorditas, or “little fatties,” that come either plain or
studded with what Mexicans call chicharrones and Jews would
call pig gribenes: incredibly rich, nutty, chewy nuggets of long-fried pig skin. All the
usual goodies get piled on top.

The classic taco operation; note the French fries, made on site.
Occasionally, often near metro stations, a string of taco stands will show up. They
are so uniform in their offerings that how people choose among them is a mystery.
I’ve been told: “Her tortillas are fresher.” “I like the huitlacoche” (a mushroom-like
fungus that grown on corn ears and is a delicacy). More than once I’ve been told,
approvingly, “His meat has more fat.”
Sometimes it’s as simple as, “She’s my wife’s cousin.”
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Some stands have little plastic chairs or inverted buckets, and maybe a table,
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But most of the time you just stand and scarf. Women in business suits do so
alongside men in work clothes and ball caps. The taco stand is a refreshingly
democratic institution.

Whether you are eating or not, you are almost always, while walking through Mexico
City, watching people eat fatty meat. Greasy chins and emphatic conversation with
full mouths lie in whatever direction your eyes happen to fall. Mexicans eat with such
juicy relish right out there in wide-open public that it’s almost like watching people
making love on the sidewalk. The overall effect is one of overwhelmingly excellent
emotional and social health.
I hadn’t had any pig fat in almost four hours one day and was feeling a little woozie,
so was waiting in line with Saúl, a dog trainer. I got to wondering aloud whether any
of these places is inspected. That made Saúl laugh. "No, but you can have full
confidence,” he said. (I haven’t yet been sick here.)
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“Do they need permits?”
“Yes, they go down to the delegación (borough hall) pay a little money” he made a
dealing motion with his hands — and get a (air quotes) permit (air quotes)."
Así es, is an expression one hears a lot here, usually spoken with world-weary
sadness, and Saúl used it now. "Así es." That’s how it is. I must say I’ve never seen
a taco stand run off for taking up the sidewalk, blocking traffic, or failing to display a
health-department certificate. Taco stands appear to be an enormous part of Mexico
City’s quotidien economy and certainly they’re a binding strand of its social weave.
I’m a little sorry to learn that corruption plays a part in who gets to put up a stand
where. The cynicism-breeding, development-impeding corruption that pervades so
much of Mexican life is the saddest thing, to me, about this amazing country. I think
I will choose to ignore what Saúl told me.
One guy I spoke to at the front of this line on Sunday had been waiting on his feet
for two hours to get one of these ladies' tortas de chilaquiles — an elongated roll
stuffed with tortilla chips soaked in red or green salsa, with a little shredded chicken
or pork.
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Sounding like a hispanic pitchman for Hamilton, he said, “It really is that good.”
Luckily, I have a glioblastoma, so don’t even have to think about whether I have the
time to wait two hours for a white-bread sandwich made of soggy corn chips.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
This just in: While microscopic cells of glioblastoma probably lurk somewhere in my
brain — they’re pernicious little bastards — my San Francisco neuro-oncologist called
today and agrees that last week’s MRI show absolutely no cancer at all.
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I should stop referring to myself, I guess, as someone “with a glioblastoma” and
instead say, “someone with a glioblastoma diagnosis.” For the next six weeks at
least, but for bicycling through Mexico City traffic, I’m safe.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Lord knows, Mexico has plenty of problems. But I get a strong and warm vibe from
the government of Mexico City. This is a city that seems to be trying, and I like that.
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Like the signs in the park urging us to pass along a respect for public green space to
our children in order to improve their culture and morality,

All the signs you give your children to respect this park elevate their moral and
cultural level.
the city’s signature pink-and-white CDMX signs, posted everywhere, provide a kind
of cheerleading backdrop to be better citizens by not littering, by caring well for our
pets, by separating our organic and inorganic trash, and by growing plants.
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This, below, greeted me in a metro station recently:
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On top it says, “Social Capital for You” (using the familiar form of “you,” and a term
— social capital — that I suspect most norteamericans wouldn’t understand.)
Down below it says, “Safe and friendly city for women and children.” Not profound,
perhaps, but someone in city government decided to spend city money decorating a
ticket booth this way to be mildly uplifting and to call us to our better selves.
For more than a hundred years, Mexico City was the Distrito Federal, a federal
district that, like Washington, DC, was governed more or less directly by the national
government. The city was known then as the DF, pronounced “day effay,” and its
people were known as defeños. (Another nickname for them is chilangos, but we’ve
just learned that that is really for people who have moved here from elsewhere in
Mexico than for those born and raised in the city.)
In January, Mexico City ceased being a federal district and now has a new,
autonomous political structure that is more or less like one of Mexico’s 31 states. I
imagine that it isn't easy being a city of almost nine million people, especially as part
of a metropolitan area of more than 21 million, and all this CDMXismo strikes me as
an attempt to get off on the right foot. I wasn’t here much before the changeover,
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but Mexico City seems especially proud of itself now, and when I see those bright,
clean CDMX signs I find myself feeling proud to live here — which is doubtless the
intent.
One recent day, I spotted a small crowd surrounding a man in a blazing pink CDMX
vest.

Turns out he was signing people up for a new program in which the city will issue to
residents, free, a dog tag that will not only provide identification and medical
information in an emergency, but also serve as a kind of pass through the prodigious
bureaucracy that attends any contact with city government as trivial as joining its
bike-share program. Not a big deal, and a cynic could accuse the city of trying to
number and label all its citizens so it can surveil and repress them, but I didn’t get
that sense. I got the sense — as did the people in the crowd with whom I spoke —
that the city was trying to make life a little easier for its citizens.
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I’ll have more to say about all this after my Mexican readers explain to me what a
gullible sap I am.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
A lot of you have asked how the recent election looks from here. The Mexicans we
meet seem mostly bemused; they’ve had their share of autocratic presidents and
now it’s our turn.
I don’t yet understand Mexicans very well, so I may be missing signals and
completely misconstruing the mood here. They may be more freaked out than they
let on in our brief encounters. Certainly the newspapers are full of Trump
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— his promises on trade and immigrants, his effect on the peso. I’ll keep my ear to
the ground and continue probing.
Inexperienced though I am with Mexicans, I do have a fair amount of experience
with norteamericanos, and the despair coming through in your emails is palpable.
Many of you write about people walking around in ghostly silence, or crying
endlessly, or avoiding eye contact. It sounds horrible, and I consider us lucky here to
have the luxury of filling our minds with discovering Mexico City rather than dwelling
on the existential horror of this election.
After a death, Jews sit shiva for a week. The seriously observant cover the mirrors,
lest they be distracted by vanity, and do literally nothing but sit on the couch,
mourning extravagantly for seven days.
Then they get off the couch and get back to the business of being alive because God
demands that we do so.
If I might respectfully suggest from this distance, it’s time to get off the couch.
Some people of good heart counsel waiting to see what Trump actually does as
president before opposing him. Others say no, the time for action is now, to declare
that we categorically reject the implied and explicit racism, sexism, xenophobia,
jingoism and hatred inherent in the whole Trump act. I particularly recommend
this article by Masha Gessen, a Russian journalist whose book about Vladimir Putin is
terrific and chilling. When Masha Gessen talks about autocrats, I listen.
As a history buff, I can’t help thinking that in a way we are lucky to be alive at a
moment in U.S. history that will be discussed for centuries. It is 1859, and a civil war
is a vague possibility. It is Germany in 1933 and Adolf Hitler has just been appointed
chancellor. What will he do? Nobody knows, but some people — not enough -suspect and begin to resist.
This is our moment. Each of us has a skill to bring to the fight. Some us write.
Others of us can raise money, organize demonstrations, speak publicly, build
organizations that will rise at their proper moment. Some make inspirational art. Still
others will discover they have a knack for listening, and speaking respectfully, to
those who voted for Donald Trump. More than 60 million Americans did so.
They are the real problem, not Donald Trump. He only represents them. It is they we
need to do something about. We can’t wish them away. We can’t shame them into
thinking the way we do. (Trying to do that is partly what got us here.) We can’t
“defeat” them; they've already won.
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We need to talk them around — perhaps one by one — into thinking the way we do
and helping us oust the man they just elected. We need to bring them into the fold
of a tolerant, generous, diverse, and open-handed America. It will hardly be easy.
But it will start, I believe, with showing them the kind of respect that we educated,
coastal liberals too often withhold by ridiculing their tastes, their weight, their
smoking, their hair styles, their pickup trucks, their language, their guns. Yes, a lot
of them are racist, sexist, homophobic xenophobic gun freaks. Agreed. So what’s
your move? Continue to hold them beneath contempt? We tried that, and look where
we are.
I’d argue that, as painful as it can be, we need genuinely to listen to them. They
have reasons for feeling the way they do. We need to look at the United States from
their point of view, not just ours, and meet them where they are.
They’re not going to extend the hand of friendship. That's for us to do. Somehow, it
seems to me, we have to resist mightily the government that Donald Trump is going
to build while simultaneously befriending the furious people who elected him to build
it. That’s how democracy works. The alternative is a Second American Civil War.
Forgive the soapbox. I’ve been beating this drum since driving 15,000 miles around
the country a few years ago, interviewing Gun Guys. I won’t do trouble you with this
again. But some of you asked….
When we started at Human Rights Watch we asked our colleagues how they deal
emotionally with the horrors in which we’re saturated every day: massacres, human
trafficking, extrajudicial executions, child labor, and the like. They told us that
actually doing something about it takes away some of the sting and we have found
that to be true.
Want to feel a little less helplessly awful after this hideous election? Take the
pillowcases off the mirrors and get to work.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
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There’s plenty of this in Mexico City...
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especially in our neighborhood. These pictures were shot within three blocks of our
apartment.
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(The use of English, in advertisements, signs, and on t-shirts, is a marker of hip. It
seems to announce not only that you’re internationally minded, but also not too cool
to use the language of the oppressor state to the north. In what other language, for
example, are you going to speak to the German and Dutch hippies wandering
around? It will be interesting to see if this changes now, in light of the recent
unpleasantness.)
Here in CDMX, we have this, too, alas….
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Young, hip Mexicans seem to enjoy overpriced fancy coffee as much as anyone, and
they make it well. But I’m a big fan of the other styles of Mexican coffee.
The first is called cafe de olla, or pot coffee.
It is brewed like cowboy coffee, with the addition of cinnamon sticks and piloncillo,
which is a variety of semi-refined sugar sold in truncated cones.
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They’re hard as flint; you practically need a hammer and chisel to cook with it.
But if you make a big enough pot of cowboy coffee and throw in a cylinder of
piloncillo with some cinnamon sticks and cook it long enough, the piloncillo will
slowly melt and you end up with a beguilingly sweet — but not too sweet — spicy,
and viscous brew that plays against the heat of a breakfast green chile enchilada in
an appealing way.
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One advantage of cafe de olla is, you can use cheap coffee. When we lived in a tiny
village in the state of Colima from 1998-2000 (when Rosa was five to seven years
old), a woman named Tina was always in charge of making waist-high pots of café
de olla for fiestas…and there were lots of fiestas. Hers was thick, exactly sweet
enough to bring out the roasty taste of the coffee that grew in and around the
village, faintly perfumed by the wood fire over which she’d balanced the enormous
pot, and it packed enough of a wallop to keep you on your feet throughout the noisy,
frenzied day and night. I once asked her how she made it, figuring she’d start with
measurements of powdered coffee to water.
“First you pick the beans,” she said, and I’d heard enough. Coffee beans grow inside
something that looks and tastes like a grape. To get yourself a cup of coffee Tina’s
way, you have to pick a mountain of them. Coffee leaves are covered with a thin
patina of sticky goo and grow in soil as fine as ash, so you’ll be filthy afterwards.
Pinch the berries off the beans, wash the beans in your concrete outdoor laundry
sink, climb a homemade wooden ladder to your roof with a hundred pounds of wet
beans in a cotton sack on your back, spread them around with a rake, dry them for
many days, roast them, grind them, ...and you’re ready to begin. Remember that
the next time some supercilious barista starts droning on about how he roasts his
own beans. Yeah, bud? Where were you during the six steps before that?
In certain social circles of the United States, to serve instant coffee is a deathpenalty offense. But here in Mexico they really know how to do it right. When the
moon-faced waitress with the long black braid and the embroidered blouse asks with
a shy smile whether you want your coffee with milk or water, she means, “When I
bring the jar of Nescafé to your table, do you want with it a cup of hot water or hot
ultrapasteurized milk out of a box?" Order the milk.
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Spoon some Nescafé into hot milk, add sugar, and keep doing both until you get the
proportions exactly right. You’ll end up with what tastes like hot coffee ice cream.
It’s incredibly soothing, filling, and delicious — hot chocolate for grownups.
That’s right: I like instant coffee. I’m proud to say it. Just — please — don’t tell
anybody from Seattle I said so.
I close today with this apropo limerick, as lagniappe, from Tom McDermott:
His coffee took eons to make
a mocha frappé almond shake.
Behind him in line
my thoughts weren't benign:
"Why don't they just let him eat cake?"
EndFragment
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Donald Trump isn’t yet president, and already the modern, north American
equivalent of the Opium Wars has begun.
Twice in the mid-nineteenth century, Britain went to war to force open Chinese
markets to products that the British wanted to sell there — particularly the addictive
and toxic drug, opium.
Mexico’s already awash in drugs, so its imperialist neighbor to the north is ardently
pushing a different addictive and toxic product on the unsuspecting Mexicans: NFL
football.
Most bars and restaurants here in Mexico City are overseen by giant screens
displaying lithe men in shorts endlessly kicking a round white “futbol” all over a
technicolor greensward. Soccer is dull and pointless, but at least the Mexicans
appear to have come by their enthusiasm for it organically, and they share it with
their Latin American brethren.
Lately, though, a disturbing number of Mexico City bar TVs look like this…
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…as though dining while some clown yells, “Gooooooooaaaaaaal!” every five minutes
wasn’t bad enough.
A few weeks ago, in honor of an exhibition game played here by the Houston Texans
and Oakland Raiders, the NFL went so far as to invade Paseo de la Reforma, a nearly
sacred boulevard in Mexico City that is lined with statues of the patriots and
anchored by the gigantic Angel of Independence.
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That’s her in the background, totally overshadowed. That’s what you get here
nowadays for not racking up enough rushing yards.
Margaret had an interesting theory about why the NFL’s efforts to foist pointy-ball
football upon the Mexicans seems to be working. Mexico has for almost a decade
suffered a bewildering and intense epoch of bloodshed. Whatever the causes — and
theories abound — a weekly display of controlled, joyful, ritualized, and colorful
violence must be, on some level, a comforting outlet. Or maybe that’s just
sociological hooey, and the simpler truth is that NFL football is an even stronger drug
than opium.
Only once in my life have I had even a passing interest in football, and that was
when Rosa, in eighth grade, was the only girl suiting up in pads and helmet for a
Boulder, Colorado, middle school.
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She was a sixty-minute girl -- playing fullback, defensive end, and kicker. She loved
it, and it warmed my heart no end to see my thirteen-year-old daughter so happy
and fulfilled. What could have been better as adolescence closed in? The reward for
being able to marshal abstract thinking quicker and better than the others wasn’t a
red A on a piece of paper, but getting to hit boys so hard they ran off the field crying
for their mothers. I liked sitting on the visitors’ side, listening to the parents around
me ask each other, “Is that a girl?” I otherwise had no idea what was happening, So
Rosa bought me Football for Dummies and has never let me forget it.
I wrote this while sheltering in the quiet of the bedroom. Our living room last night
looked like this :
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Broncos-Chiefs.
I have no doubt that American women face many difficult trials, but I doubt that any
has ever had her living room utterly colonized by shouting football fans and the
martial blare of football “music.” I deserve a little sympathy.
Next time I decide to live abroad, I’m going farther away. As NFL season grinds on,
Madagascar’s looking good….
Dan

Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
I finally have wings.
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For me to be without a bicycle is unusual and painful. Much as I love to walk,
especially in a new city with lots to explore, a bicycle is my natural medium. It
expands my range as would a car, but riding a bike makes me part of my
surroundings instead of sealing me away from them in a steel-and-glass box. My
gyrating legs sluice fresh blood through my brain and keep my antennae sharp.
Everything and everybody is as accessible as they’d be were I on foot. Stop, strike
sparks, learn something, buy and eat a cup of cut mango, and then back on the swift
bicycle hunt for the next thing. It’s heaven.
Margaret found a bike for herself on segundomano*.com.mx pretty quickly, but I
couldn’t find one big enough for me. A bike store walking distance from our
apartment had some beautiful new bikes for about $225 apiece, but by the time the
nice lady finished convincing me to spend $60 on a lock because bike theft is so
rampant, she’d talked me out of buying a new bicycle at all. I finally found the city’s
bicycle district — a long row of greasy, noisy cramped stores near the city center,
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and laid down the equivalent of $110 for a nice new Mexican-made mountain bike
with front shocks. It’s cheap -- the gears don’t work that well — but riding it home
felt like soaring above the chimneytops.
The car traffic in Mexico City is hideous, so one must choose carefully one’s route. I
screwed up one day and blundered into a gigantic eight-spoke intersection that was
an absolute plasma of roaring gasoline-powered vehicles — motorcycles, cars,
trucks, and buses coming from and turning in every direction -- across which I glided
innocently as though guided by the hand of God. But it isn’t an experience I’m eager
to repeat.
That said, Mexico City is making an effort. Many streets are narrow and quiet, and
when one must take a big avenue, it frequently has a protected bike lane.
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The city’s transit department fields a pretty good bike-share system, on which I
relied until getting my own wheels.
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Best of all, though, is that every Sunday, the city closes a huge loop of big avenues
to cars from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., and it’s one big bike party. Yes, that is the
aforementioned Paseo de la Reforma below with the Angel de Independencia in
the background. Reforma forms one long leg of the ride, and leads right to the
Basilica de Guadalupe, where hangs the cloak of Juan Diego with the miraculous
image of the Virgin of Guadalupe* on it — the founding image of Catholic Mexico.
All along the loop are sellers of tacos, cut mangoes, fresh-squeezed orange juice,
toys, and clothing. We tend to burn 300 calories on Sunday and consume about
2,100.

Big intersections on Sundays are manned either by city employees or volunteers,
often taking the opportunity for a little civic enrichment.
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If you come with your pet, it’s mandatory that you pick up its feces and use the lane
on the extreme right.
Some day, Mexico City will probably ban the private automobile and let the taxis,
delivery trucks, and buses use side lanes while cyclists rule the streets. It will have
to do so, or the city will become unlivable and the air unbreathable. Even now, the
whole arrangement seems wildly out of balance, as though automobiles are the real
citizens of Mexico City, and we pedestrians and cyclists are undocumented aliens,
darting furtively among the privileged.
Still, I like the feeling that Mexico is gesturing in the right direction, trying to see a
path — through the airborne soot and gases of a million exhaust pipes — toward a
future on a human scale.
All in all, I’d rather be here with a bike than without.
Dan
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*second hand
*Recall that words in bold can be used as search items to comb the giant
PDF I sent you a while back — containing every edition of Third-Act Trouble
from the first one on August 9, 2015 — for earlier references to the same
subject.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Continuing the theme of Mexico City’s vision of itself:
Rarely have I lived in a country in which the people had more contempt for their
president and national government. Our dislike of George W. Bush and/or Richard
Nixon was as nothing compared with the way Mexicans seem to feel about Enrique
Peña Nieto. If a Mexican exists who approves of his governance, I haven’t met her or
seen him quoted in the paper. It is a dispiriting time here, coming on the heels of a
great many dispiriting times.
The new Mexico City, though, recently freed of its federal district status and now,
essentially, Mexico’s 32nd state, seems to be trying to step into a vacuum of
confidence and be the kind of active, people-oriented government about which
idealists dream. I’ve written some about CDMX, its new logo that is being branded
with an eye-catching pink-white-and-black color scheme that one sees everywhere.
I still haven’t met anybody who has any faith in the police — even policemen, whom
I stop and interview constantly. “Would you call the police if you were in trouble?” I
asked one middle-aged cop recently. He thought a moment, smiled, and said, “No."
("Malpagados, malpreparados, corruptos") he said softly with a weary shrug — badly
paid, badly trained, corrupt. Then he seemed to realize the indictment of his own
force that he’d just delivered, excused himself, and walked awy.
I expect CDMX to address its police problems eventually, because it would be such a
coup for a Mexican government at any level finally to field a competent and
trustworthy police force and I get the sense that CDMX would like to get credit for
being first.
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In the meantime, Margaret and I came across the kind of thing that’s easy for a city
to do, makes a splash, and inspires confidence. It was a huge outdoor display, about
the ways that CDMX is trying to be a “sustainable” city.
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with many beautifully printed photos of climate change in action.
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It was heart-lifting. Until, that is, one swiveled 180 degrees and beheld the reality
that is CDMX today.
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As I say, CDMX has a long way to go. But — especially in this dark political season
on both sides of the border — it’s comforting to find the government of a large,
complicated city at least gesturing in the right direction.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
The centrality of al pastor to Mexican street cuisine cannot be overstated. One
encounters these sinister meat cones on almost every block.
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It isn’t giro, the cylinder of spiced ground beef and lamb frequently shaved with an
electric knife into a pita and served up in Greek quick-food joints. Al
pastor means “shepherd-style,” and it’s pure pork. Shepherd-style pork; this can’t
be good.
The thing is constructed of boneless slabs of pork, cut and pounded thin, marinated
in spices and sorted by size, and then stacked high on a vertical spit, from small to
large.
Al pastor is so ubiquitous and uniform that I suspect they all emanate from the same
gigantic factory in Chihuahua. On the other hand, we did recently catch this young
man happily building one:
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Once installed on the burner, it revolves, roasting slowly. When carved, the meat
comes off in strips that are then chopped and wrapped in tortillas. As though laid
down by the Thunderous Almighty in Leviticus, every al pastor stand serves, free for
the taking, the same several kinds of salsa (including one thickened with ripe
avocado), chopped onion, chopped cabbage, chopped radishes, and lemon quarters
for squeezing. This guy below is offering you five such tacos for the equivalent of
$1.45.
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]This place near us claims to be the “creators of the taco al pastor.”

I don’t know whether that’s tongue-in-cheek or not. I suppose somebody was the
first to put jelly on one piece of bread, peanut butter on another, and press the two
together. Imagine, though, claiming to be the "creator of the peanut butter and jelly
sandwich." I wonder if these people look foolishly arrogant, or if everybody’s in on
the joke.
Rosa’s been in there. She says they may have created it, but they haven’t perfected
it.
Dan
Lagniappe from Tom:
"She's a person of substance," they spoke,
"Ask her out, you pitiful bloke."
With a touch of foreboding
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I heeded their goading;
The substance turned out to be coke.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Back in August, I was describing to you my process of becoming a human being in
West Berlin in 1979. It’s a good story: stoned, overmothered, underachieving wretch
goes in one end of a process and comes out the other not only sober but thoroughly
motivated to start and then stick with a writing career that is now in its 36th year.
For those of you new to Third-Act Trouble and those who may have forgotten why I’d
burden you with stories of my past, here’s a paraphrase of what I wrote some 55
episodes ago:
For years, I thought that someday I’d write a memoir. In light of my diagnosis,
though, I increasingly find myself remembering the wisdom of the 1960s satirical
songwriter Tom Lehrer: “If we’re going to get any good songs out of World War III,
we’d better start writing them now.”
I may get to go through the dreary, protracted, and ultimately disappointing process
of selling, writing, and marketing a book, but this thing in my head may spare me
that misery. So with your permission, I’m going to spool out some memoir in ThirdAct Trouble from time to time.
To resume where we left off, I’d accidentally/on purpose allowed all my belongings
to get stolen on the Greek Island of Santorini so that I wouldn’t have to go home,
put on my as-yet-unworn Brooks Brothers clothes, write a resumé, and hitch
myself to the wheel. (Words in bold, remember, are ones you could use to keywordsearch the gigantic file of all TAT’s from the beginning that I sent you a while back
and bring yourself up to date. )
Losing my things led to a mishap at the Greek-Yugoslav frontier and ultimately my
penniless arrival in West Berlin. When we last saw me there, I was doing a bad job
of smuggling East German currency into East Berlin so I could ply American college
girls with Soviet champagne and caviar at Party apparatchik restaurants; I was
working as a cook at a sergeant’s club on an American Army base; and I was paying
a sturdy old man to carry bricks of coal up four flights to my unelectrified, cold-water
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$35/month Turkish-slum apartment so I could wring some heat out of the tiled,
refrigerator-sized furnace that loomed over my single room.
It was the first fifteen minutes of my adult life. The worm was about to turn.
*****
You are free, as with all TAT episodes, to delete these memoir snippets without
reading them. In fact, they’ll be labeled with an asterisk, as is today’s Third-Act
Trouble 216*, so you can delete without even opening them.
If you think doling out my life story this way is a dull, bad idea, click reply and put
nothing but x in the subject line. You’ll incur no hard feelings, and in fact, as
Humphrey Bogart says in Casablanca as he walks the lapel of his white dinner jacket
up against the muzzle of Ingrid Bergman’s little revolver, you’ll be doing me a favor.
I want Third-Act Trouble to a pleasure, not a chore, to read. If a strong x vote comes
in, I’ll quit the practice of threading in memoir. (Put xx in the subject line if you think
I should quit Third-Act Trouble altogether. It’s been running a long time. Maybe, as
my grandmother would say, “Schön genug.”)
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Ever since high school, I’d been telling people that I wanted to be a writer — and
even that I was a writer. (Monica Weintraub, Tri-Delt party circa 1976; got me
nowhere.) I’d been too stoned, too distracted by college classes that meant nothing
to me, and too rootless to do any actual writing, but I liked slinging around the
American mythology that you are what you say you are.
Now, in my little garret in West Berlin, it suddenly dawned on me that “you are what
you say you are” was essentially no different from the consumer-marketing culture
that defined the Sy I was determined not to be. It took me until I was 22 years old - cold and hungry in a oil-lamp-lit apartment overlooking the Berlin Wall -- to
understand that the way to become a writer was…to write.
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Whether my writing was good, bad, or indifferent, this was the moment to make the
attempt. I had no pot connection to help cloud my mind, nothing resembling a social
life to distract me, and I’d achieved what I’d romantically assumed was the
prerequisite for a young American with literary aspirations: a sustainable if
impoverished life in Europe. I read a lot — worn-out paperbacks from the Englishlanguage bookstore on Pestalozzistrasse. That first season in Berlin, I was captivated
by James Joll’s Europe Since 1870 and John Irving's The World According to
Garp, and toggled between wanting to be a historian or a novelist. Every day I took
the subway about an hour to the far southern part of town to cook in that US
Army sergeants’ club; evenings and weekends were my own, to say the least.
In a junk store I bought for the equivalent of $20 — a fortune — a tiny manual,
portable typewriter which, being German, had the positions of the Y and Z keys
reversed and ö where the semicolon should have been. I stacked coal bricks on my
table to reproduce the standing desk I’d once seen in a photograph of Ernest
Hemingway, and I went to work on my first novel, a policier I called Street Sixteen.
After about three months, the cooking job and the long commute thereto were
starting to feel like a job instead of an adventure. On a bulletin board hung a handwritten notice that Stars and Stripes — the U.S. Army newspaper — needed
someone to deliver bundles of papers around the city, and I reported for duty in a
forbidding baroque redbrick building that had served during the war as SS
headquarters. I spent my days loading an old VW bus with bundles of newsprint and
driving them to the PX and other US locations around the city.
That lasted until I showed up one morning I showed up to find the place surrounded
by yellow tape, armed American and German soldiers, and bathed in harsh, eerie
electric light. I showed my work ID to a West German soldier who looked like he’d
been up all night and he shook his head. “Massengrab,” he grunted, hooking a
thumb over his shoulder. I must have looked confused, because an equally wearylooking American soldier sidled up and said with a sad laugh. “Mass grave. They
found it right before knocking off work yesterday.”
Workers installing a new sewer pipe had turned up bones, which led to more and
more and then thousands, in what had been the SS headquarter’s garden. Before
any activity in the building could resume, the bones had to be removed with the
same German thoroughness with which they’d been put there.
Delivery of Stars and Stripes was therefore suspended, and having about fifteen
cents' reserves, I needed another job pronto. I found it that same day at the British
Army hospital, as a gardener — a pleasant gig that was also quickly ruined by the
Nazis.
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About a month into the job, my German boss abruptly told me to collect my things
and leave at once. Eighty-five-year-old Rudolf Hess — the last inmate of Spandau
Prison — was coming in for treatment. Hess had been Hitler’s deputy führer until
1941, when he flew solo to Scotland to try to negotiate peace. His heroic attempt to
end the war had spared him the gallows but not a life sentence for crimes against
humanity committed before his pang of conscience. For security reasons, whenever
Hess came to the hospital for treatment, all non-essential personnel were suspended
until he returned to his cell — particularly that Jew over there with the shed full of
sharp tools.
Nazis; I hate those guys. Off I went, directly from the hospital with muddy shoes, to
find what is to this day the best job I’ve ever had. Having worked for the Americans
and the British, I had but one western power in Berlin left to try. On the U-Bahn
northward, I loosened up my high school French and made my way to the door of
Monsieur Audoin, director of civilian personnel at Quartier Napoléon — the sprawling
French Army base biking distance from my apartment.
“Qui êtes vous, monsieur?” he asked with textbook Gaullic contempt when I tapped
at the frame of his open door and began honking that I was looking for work. To this
day I don’t know if Mr. Henderson, who taught my first French class in eighth grade,
would have been delighted or appalled at my French that day. I probably sounded
like the worst kind of crude American, but luckily for me they were shorthanded that
day and I did well enough to land, on the spot, a job as a waiter in the officers’ club
starting the next morning. For the first time in my life I’d deployed a foreign
language for something more substantive than ordering a meal, catching a train, or
trying fruitlessly to get laid. I was now an employee of the valiant occupying Army of
France in West Germany’s encircled capital and had committed to working all day,
every day, in French. The Danny of six months earlier would have passed me on the
street without a flicker of recognition.
Turns out, a lot of trite old expressions are rooted in truth. I was inventing a whole
new personality by suckling at the nipple of necessity. The alternative, remember,
was to go home and be my parents’ good son, and that was beyond consideration.
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
The sun was barely up as I locked my bike and pushed open the back kitchen door of
the officers’ club. Lying on a steel table was half a cow that a small, sad-looking man
was taking apart with a knife. From time to time, he brought a tumbler of red wine
to his lips. Behind him spread a vast white kitchen filled with gigantic stainless-steel
appliances — like the galley of an aircraft carrier.
The small man was Pierrot, the chef, and cutting up a cow is how he started every
day. Over the next two hours, he would roast, in pans the size of child’s mattresses,
the cow’s bones with wine, whole unpeeled bulbs of garlic, and small shrubs of dried
herbs, then transfer the pans to one of several stovetops — each as big as a billiard
table -- stir them around with what looked like a canoe paddle, and mash the liquid
through a giant sieve. In this manner, by nine a.m., Pierrot would up with gallons of
brown beef essence that would serve all day as the basis of any sauce he’d make.
To this day, my favorite kind of cooking is for massive numbers of people, and I
never do it without thinking of Pierrot.
He stood about five three at maybe 35 years old, delicately handsome with silky hair
that was floppy-long on top trimmed close on the sides. He huge doe’s eyes that
were always shiny with tears. His wine glass was never more than six inches from
his hand, and he pecked at it constantly. He had the mournful air of a man attending
his own funeral, and in the way I was developing, I asked him that first day why he
looked so sad. My French wasn’t all that good at this point, but this is the essence of
what he said: “This isn’t what I want to do.” He slammed a cleaver down upon the
enormous tongue he’d dug noisily out of the cow’s head. “I want my own restaurant;
Chez Pierrot. I have the place all picked out; a pretty crossroad near the house in
which I grew up. But I’ll never have it.”
“Why not?”
“Je bois trop.” I drink too much. This was my first encounter with a self-aware
drunk. Memo to self: Careful with alcohol.
“Daniel!” A gruff man in a white jacket, with gray hair, stood in a swinging door
gesturing me over and looking irritated. “I’m Gunther, the maitre d’hotel,” he said in
French laced with an accent that was neither French nor American. He reached in his
pocket for a key and unlocked a small room lined with racked wine. Against one wall
stood a tall stainless-steel refrigerator filled with beer and bottles of white wine,
on whose door was taped a poster of a naked woman eating a popsicle.
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“Sign this," he said, holding out some kind of receipt book. I did.
Gunther explained that everything in the room now belonged to me. It was worth I
forget how many thousands of dollars. When someone ordered from me a beer or a
bottle of wine at the price on the menu, I would have to come to this room, unlock
it, and retrieve the bottle.
Legally, I, not the restaurant, would be selling it, and the cashier would record the
sale in my name. If I was running low on anything, I could order it with the sale
being recorded against my receipts. At the end of every month, inventory would be
taken. If I managed everything correctly, the missing bottles should exactly match
my receipts and no money would change hands. Any shortfall, and I would have to
dig in my own pocket to make it up. No opportunity existed, of course, for me to
come out ahead. Each of the five waiters had his own cache.
In this way, the restaurant was protected against stealing. I could grab myself a
beer or some wine any time I wanted, without having to sneak it. It was, after all,
my beer and wine. Gunther warned me sternly to make sure the door was securely
locked.
This is, more or less, what I looked like then,
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and I now had my own retail alcohol business, in partnership with a naked woman
eating a popsicle.
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Mexico City may be a maelstrom of noise and traffic, but its dogs are the calmest
I’ve ever seen.
Seriously; it’s noticeable, and nobody you know is less tuned into dogs than I am.
Not a dog man; let’s leave it at that.
Chilangos (Mexico City residents) love dogs; the sidewalks are full of leashed beasts
— many of them tiny urban pugs or Chihuahuas, but also some big labs and
wolfhounds. Often the dogs walk unleashed, in violation of local ordinances,
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but they’re so chill nobody seems to mind. Never have I seen two dogs unfamiliar
with each other lunge and bark angrily. Never here have I seen a dogfight. Instead,
dogs sniff each other with tails wagging and continue on their way. It’s delightful,
but also a little weird. It’s like every dog in the city already knows every other, or
they’ve all telepathically signed a non-aggression pact.
These guys aren't professional dog walkers; I asked them. They’re two friends who
meet every day to give their dogs a little air and exercise.

I almost always ask people who are walking multiple dogs, and at least half the time
I’m told, “No. Son míos.” Lots of chilangos seem to live in small apartments with
multiple large dogs.
These, though, are pros:
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And this is dog school in Parque México:
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Whenever anybody claims to speak for a dog — or for that matter, for a prearticulate child — my bullshit antenna quivers. But Mexico City dogs look to me like
happy dogs. They’re relaxed, they’re playful, and lord knows they have plenty to
sniff and lots of meat scraps to find. Also, between the large number of dogs people
own, and the number of dog walkers and dog schools, they seem to hang out in
packs more than do dogs back home — and dogs, remember, are pack animals.

People are urged to report dog owners who don’t pick up after their beasts,
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Neighbor! Report those who throw trash or who don’t collect the feces of their pets.
….although I can’t imagine to whom we are encouraged to report. Nobody I’ve met
here has any faith in the police. I suppose these citizen groups, about which I’ve
written before, would take such reports:
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Remember this guy, the professional dog trainer whom I met at a taco stand?
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His theory is that Mexico City dogs are friendly and relaxed because Mexico City
people are friendly and relaxed. “The dog is the mirror of the person,” he told me. I’ll
watch, as the Trump season begins, to see if the dogs here start snapping and
snarling at each other.
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Trigger alert: Heavy entry today.
When I was diagnosed with glioblastoma in October 2015, Margaret and I did just
enough reading online to know that we didn’t want to do any more. Besides, the
mean life expectancy was about 18 months, and 18 months seemed a long way off.
We made a decision — quite consciously, and frequently discussed in the most
explicit terms — to continue living while the living was good. “Times might get bad,
and when they do we’ll live them together,” was Margaret’s formulation. “Until then,
there’s no point in spoiling this good time by obsessing over what might be coming.”
She was right, of course, and we’ve been having a really good time ever since.
Perhaps you’ve already done the math; that was 14 months ago, and as I approach
the mean I feel myself changing.
Not physically; I’m still without symptoms of either the disease or the medication.
I’m changing emotionally. Six weeks ago I became sad and anxious a week before
my every-six-week MRI. This time it's happening two weeks before.
On Thursday, I woke up blue. My sadness attached to nothing specific; I was just
sad. Depression is not my natural gear, but it was one of my symptoms back before
they even found the original tumor. Naturally, I interpreted my depression on
Thursday as proof that the tumor had returned, which put me into an unpleasant
feedback loop: I’m sad, so the tumor must be back, which makes me sad…and so
on. I didn’t talk or eat (me!), didn’t feel like doing much, and went to bed early.
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My eyes popped open at 2:30 a.m., as is their wont, and staring into the darkness, I
found myself dwelling explicitly on death and dying — the first time, really, that I’ve
let myself do that. Going there, finally, didn’t lance a boil and make me feel better; I
woke feeling completely obsessed with how my 18 months will likely be over by
Memorial Day and that I will probably not see another summer — let alone Rosa’s
children. It was a thoroughgoing betrayal of Margaret’s dictum, which added a
feeling of failure to the burden.
So Friday was blue, too, filled with the most detailed imaginable thoughts of where
exactly I’ll want to die this spring,now that our house is rented out; whether I’ll want
to take advantage of Colorado’s new death-with-dignity law and if so, where I’ll want
to be when I swallow the pills; what I want to leave to whom; what the last week
will be like for Margaret and Rosa; and what it will feel like to slip under. Not being
very experienced with free-floating sadness, I handled it badly and picked a needless
fight with Rosa on Friday night, which only made thing worse. For the first time since
this whole thing began, I broke down and cried.
That actually helped some. I slept well Friday night until a particularly Mexican party
erupted in the building next door at about 2 a.m. I did get back to sleep finally, and
by Saturday the cloud had lifted. I took a long bike ride, ate like a stevedore, and
had largely regained my equilibrium. I discussed this whole episode with Margaret
and Rosa, and together we got over it. My next MRI is December 21. I have a
profound sense of foreboding, but Christ — who wouldn’t when approaching the
mean? With glioblastoma, the mean is mean to the threshold of cruel.*
I did get knocked back a little on Sunday receiving a stream of texts from a friend
who is excited about his well-deserved retirement starting this week. He’s worked
hard for the good of mankind for a very long time and looks forward to lots of of
vigorous travel and physical challenges. I certainly don’t begrudge him either his
retirement or his excitement about it. But because I, too, was looking forward to
those active post-65 years that I probably won’t get, hearing from him set me back
a little.
I’m not really sure why I’m telling you all this, except that I’ve written to you more
about the good times than the bad because that’s where Margaret and I decided to
put our focus, and I wanted to let you know, in the spirit of full disclosure, that the
bill came due last week.
Now it’s on you to worry whether you've pissed me off enough to inherit the
accordion.
Dan
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*Though I cannot refrain from mumbling down here that a few people live many
years with my diagnosis and that, given the success of my two surgeries, I’m as well
set up as anybody to get into the record books. I’ve long said that I’m going to die
by being hit by a meteorite, so once I’m through the “mean” years, perhaps it would
be best not to stand too close to me, particularly if you’re wearing nice clothes.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
I spent more time yesterday thinking about a virgin than I have since freshman year
of college. And yesterday’s was two-dimensional whereas the one freshman year
most decidedly was not.
December 12 is El Día de la Virgen, the day that Mexicans and many other Latin
Americans set aside especially to venerate the Virgin of Guadalupe, about whom I
written before.
She’s this lady:
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You see her everywhere in Mexico and the southwestern United States — on t-shirts,
bumper stickers, taqueria signs, pickup-truck doors...everywhere. In 1531 the
Mother of God appeared to an indigenous boy named Juan Diego on a hillside in
what is today downtown Mexico City. The exact spot can be seen in the picture
below; the white dot on the mountaintop is a tiny chapel built on the site. The virgin
explained to Juan Diego who she was, made Castilian roses bloom out of place and
season, and miraculously imprinted her image on the inside of his cloak. When the
boy ran down the hill to report his encounter, the image and the roses convinced the
bishop that the boy’s story was true.
Cynics might say that the church invented the story of a dark-skinned virgin
appearing to an Indian boy both to sell Catholicism to the locals and convince the
Vatican that the indigenous Americans had souls — a combination that enriched and
empowered the New World church beyond measure.
But no cynics seemed to be present among the hundreds of thousands of people
from all over Mexico and beyond who approached the Basilica of Guadalupe
yesterday, many of them on their knees.
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Riding my bike the 10 miles from our apartment took about 50 minutes; going by
car would have taken twice as long. It felt as though the entire city was being
sucked toward the Basilica like filings toward a magnet. By the time I was within
eyeshot, the crowds were so thick I had to lock my bike and walk the last half mile. I
do believe I was in the physical presence of more human beings than I’ve ever been.
You could have emptied Yankee Stadium twice into the streets around the Basilica
and not filled them as completely.
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I hung around those crowds for a couple of hours and saw no pushing or shoving, no
altercations at all. Police weren’t patting anybody down or looking in anybody’s
backpacks. Given how many people passed by any given point every 60 seconds,
how blazing hot was the sun, and how full, normally, is downtown Mexico City with
street touts wailing about discuentos, I’d expected the Basilica’s environs yesterday
to be commercialized to the eyebrows. Yet only a few vendors of little plastic icons
were in evidence — just enough to dispel any thought that perhaps vendors weren’t
allowed. They were allowed; they simply weren’t welcome. This small band
was giving away oranges to keep the crowd hydrated and on its feet, just to be
nice.
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The throngs were peaceful and not reaching into each other’s pockets, it seemed,
because they were blissed out by the honor and wonder of approaching the holiest
icon in New World Catholicism. It hangs inside the Basilica high above a moving
sidewalk so that everybody gets a fair chance to be in its presence.
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I’d seen it before. Only those willing to wait longer than I yesterday got into the
Basilica itself, which is no longer that graceful old building pictured above but rather
is this soaring early-seventies structure next to it that looks to me like the GM
pavilion at the 1964 New York World’s Fair.

By saying that the crowd was peaceful, I don’t necessarily mean quiet. Brass bands
blew their hearts out. God only gave me two ears; four brass bands blowing at once
in one small square about did me in. And at irregular intervals — just long enough to
relax — an incredibly loud, flinch-inducing rasp was followed by a molar-rattling
boom: skyrockets that looked like flying umbrella stands, rising on columns of gray
smoke and bursting into clouds the size of small houses. They started at about six
yesterday morning, and were so loud at our apartment, seven or eight air miles
away, that they jerked me out of a sound sleep.
Singing to the virgin I get. Instrumental music, sure. And I guess in Mexico nothing
says “mother of the prince of peace” like a daylong barrage of big-bore rocketry.
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
I could go on for weeks unbroken with details about the food and service at the
French Army Officers Club in West Berlin in 1979. My interest in food didn’t begin
here, but my interest in service did. It’s one thing to take orders and carry food to
tables, and quite another to provide service. To get to know clients’ preferences, to
time the wine and courses correctly, to anticipate desires, to achieve both usefulness
and invisibility, but mostly, to make clients feel special and welcome combined my
heretofore two great loves: food and theater. I was a very good waiter, which made
me especially proud because I was not French, but that other abombinable thing.
People tipped me so lavishly that I could live entirely off the five-mark and tenfranc coins (both worth about US$2.50) they left me and never touch the salary
automatically deposited every month in my bank account. Depending entirely on
large coins made me sound and feel like a pirate laden with doubloons as I prowled
West Berlin’s draftdodger nightlife.
Gunther, the maitre d’hôtel, was German. So was Detlev, the vaguely sinister
master of the appetizer-and-dessert station, and three of the waiters — all of whom
seemed old to be waiting tables, and all of whom spoke eerily perfect French. I
wondered if they’d been prisoners of war in France, but then remembered that if
France had put up enough of a fight in 1940 to take prisoners, there may never have
been a West Berlin.
Turns out, they all spoke perfect French because they’d all
been Legionnaires — members of the French Foreign Legion, which generations of
young men worldwide joined to erase inconvenient identities and which France
traditionally used to commit atrocities while keeping its official hands clean.
“We’re having something here tonight,” Gunther told me one evening. “Please go
home early.” Naturally, I stuck around, and found the six of them in dress uniform,
wearing the gleaming white kepi blanc with its signature Beau Geste neck cloth
hanging down in back. They were seated around a table at attention, backs perfectly
straight, wine glasses held aloft, mournfully singing something tuneless. On their
chests they wore medals that read Algerie and Indochine, two places of relatively
recent French misadventure where the Legion was said to have been particularly
savage. I tried asking them about it, but it was like trying to interview Mount
Rushmore. Even I got the hint, and left.
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During lunch and dinner service, Gunther watched over the restaurant from the
corner as though surveying a prison yard from behind a tower machine gun. He
always had a Schultheiss beer in his hand, and always seemed to me at the point of
tears. He rarely spoke, except to grumble things like, “Bon, Daniel. Lavez les
verres.” which meant, “Okay, Dan. Wash the glasses.”
But he did take a moment to teach me the holiest of ceremonies: the service of
champagne.
Although the French drink champagne before, during, and after meals, at the
Officers Club in West Berlin it was only served after, as a digestive. I don’t know
why. If clients ordered champagne after their dessert and coffee, I was to clear the
table entirely, right down to the oil-and-vinegar cruets, the salt-and-pepper shakers,
the sugar bowl, and the ashtray. Then I was to remove the white tablecloth and
replace it with a freshly laundered one.
All that were then set upon the new cloth were glasses — coups or flutes depending
on the clients’ tastes — and a fresh ashtray: literally a tabula raza to receive the
sacred elixir.
After showing around the bottle, I was to drape it with a thick linen napkin, turn
away from the clients, untwist and remove the wire cage holding in the cork, and,
holding the cork still, twist the bottle off it so gently that the barest hiss escaped.
This business of letting corks explode off bottles is for philistines; the gas should
stay in the wine. Only then was I to turn back to the clients and entirely with body
language ask permission to pour. This is properly done swiftly, so that everybody’s is
still fizzy when they clink glasses and drink, at which point, I was to have
discorporated entirely.
I enjoyed the formality of the ceremony and got so good at it that other waiters
would ask me to do it for their clients. Until one particular day, when, had Gunther a
free hand, I’d have been put against a wall and shot.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
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I could go on for weeks unbroken with details about the food and service at the
French Army Officers Club in West Berlin in 1979. My interest in food didn’t begin
here, but my interest in service did. It’s one thing to take orders and carry food to
tables, and quite another to provide service. To get to know clients’ preferences, to
time the wine and courses correctly, to anticipate desires, to achieve both usefulness
and invisibility, but mostly, to make clients feel special and welcome combined my
heretofore two great loves: food and theater. I was a very good waiter, which made
me especially proud because I was not French, but that other abombinable thing.
People tipped me so lavishly that I could live entirely off the five-mark and tenfranc coins (both worth about US$2.50) they left me and never touch the salary
automatically deposited every month in my bank account. Depending entirely on
large coins made me sound and feel like a pirate laden with doubloons as I prowled
West Berlin’s draftdodger nightlife.
Gunther, the maitre d’hôtel, was German. So was Detlev, the vaguely sinister
master of the appetizer-and-dessert station, and three of the waiters — all of whom
seemed old to be waiting tables, and all of whom spoke eerily perfect French. I
wondered if they’d been prisoners of war in France, but then remembered that if
France had put up enough of a fight in 1940 to take prisoners, there may never have
been a West Berlin.
Turns out, they all spoke perfect French because they’d all
been Legionnaires — members of the French Foreign Legion, which generations of
young men worldwide joined to erase inconvenient identities and which France
traditionally used to commit atrocities while keeping its official hands clean.
“We’re having something here tonight,” Gunther told me one evening. “Please go
home early.” Naturally, I stuck around, and found the six of them in dress uniform,
wearing the gleaming white kepi blanc with its signature Beau Geste neck cloth
hanging down in back. They were seated around a table at attention, backs perfectly
straight, wine glasses held aloft, mournfully singing something tuneless. On their
chests they wore medals that read Algerie and Indochine, two places of relatively
recent French misadventure where the Legion was said to have been particularly
savage. I tried asking them about it, but it was like trying to interview Mount
Rushmore. Even I got the hint, and left.
During lunch and dinner service, Gunther watched over the restaurant from the
corner as though surveying a prison yard from behind a tower machine gun. He
always had a Schultheiss beer in his hand, and always seemed to me at the point of
tears. He rarely spoke, except to grumble things like, “Bon, Daniel. Lavez les
verres.” which meant, “Okay, Dan. Wash the glasses.”
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But he did take a moment to teach me the holiest of ceremonies: the service of
champagne.
Although the French drink champagne before, during, and after meals, at the
Officers Club in West Berlin it was only served after, as a digestive. I don’t know
why. If clients ordered champagne after their dessert and coffee, I was to clear the
table entirely, right down to the oil-and-vinegar cruets, the salt-and-pepper shakers,
the sugar bowl, and the ashtray. Then I was to remove the white tablecloth and
replace it with a freshly laundered one.
All that were then set upon the new cloth were glasses — coups or flutes depending
on the clients’ tastes — and a fresh ashtray: literally a tabula raza to receive the
sacred elixir.
After showing around the bottle, I was to drape it with a thick linen napkin, turn
away from the clients, untwist and remove the wire cage holding in the cork, and,
holding the cork still, twist the bottle off it so gently that the barest hiss escaped.
This business of letting corks explode off bottles is for philistines; the gas should
stay in the wine. Only then was I to turn back to the clients and entirely with body
language ask permission to pour. This is properly done swiftly, so that everybody’s is
still fizzy when they clink glasses and drink, at which point, I was to have
discorporated entirely.
I enjoyed the formality of the ceremony and got so good at it that other waiters
would ask me to do it for their clients. Until one particular day, when, had Gunther a
free hand, I’d have been put against a wall and shot.
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
The walls of my tiny, freezing apartment were streaked with black carbon from the
oil lamps on which I'd depended for light my first few months. By the summer of
1979, though, I’d been able to afford to have current run through the apartment’s
knob-and-tube writing. One of my first purchases thereafter — with stacks of 5-mark
coins -- was an ancient bakelite multi-band radio the size of a tombstone.
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The horizontal dial filled the room with a warm yellow light, and the bands were
divided by city: Warsawa, Praha, Berlin, Moscau, Budapest and so on. It could still
receive the gutteral broadcasts of those cities, and leaning over the dial, carefully
twitching the knobs, made me feel like a 1938 news junkie waiting for Mr. Hitler to
make his move.
Mostly, though, I kept the behemoth tuned to American Forces Radio and I never
missed Casey Kasem’s American Top 40 on Sunday afternoon. The Knack’s “My
Sharona” was big that year, as were Donna Summer’s “Bad Girls” and Foreigner’s
“Double Vision.” The ads between the songs reminded me to clean my rifle barrel
carefully after practicing on the range with tracer ammunition, to obey German
“Don’t Walk” signs even when no cars were coming, and to report any thefts from
my footlocker to my commanding officer and the Military Police.
No music emanated from my big radio on the morning of April 24, 1980. I woke to a
panicked-sounding announcer telling me that an attempt to rescue the American
hostages in Tehran had ended in disaster in the middle of the Persian desert.
Even by the woeful standards of the post-Vietnam U.S. military — disillusionment,
drug-abuse, and insubordination so plain that even I'd been able to perceive it at my
sergeants’ club job — Operation Eagle Claw was a four-star clusterfuck. The
improbably complicated plan called for eight helicopters and a four-engine C-130
transport plane to rendezvous in the desert to stage the assault, but everything went
to hell before it even started. One chopper was turned back by a sandstorm; another
was damaged by it. A third showed up with a cracked rotor blade. The commanders
on the ground decided to abort, but couldn’t even manage that. Taxiing around like
giant sandbox toys, a helicopter bumped into the airplane, which was full of two
things that probably shouldn’t have been on the same flight: spare fuel and soldiers.
Eight of them died in the ensuing fireball. It could have been worse, but it’s hard to
see how.
As the only American in the room, I was in high demand that day in the Officers’
Club. Everybody had an opinion, most of them unflattering. I’ve never been a
jingoist or apologist for armed American adventurism, and certainly wasn’t one four
years after the fall of Saigon. But even I found it a bit galling to be lectured by
French Army officers about the lack of prowess and valiance to be found in the
American military.
“Daniel, take table seven,” whispered Gunther. At table seven sat a full colonel —
the highest-ranking officer I’d ever seen in the Club. But for the dress uniform
festooned with medals and battle ribbons, he might have been a Parisian intellectual,
with clipped gray beard and wire-rimmed glasses. He had the poireau vinagrette,
poulet roti, salade, and finished with St. Andre cheese, if I recall correctly 36 years
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later, along with a bottle of Jurançon. Then with a twinkling smile at his lunch
companions, he asked for a bottle of Cordon Rouge champagne.
Of everybody in the room, he was the most generous about what had happened at
Desert One. He talked about von Clausewitz’s “fog of war,” and expressed sympathy
for the loss of life. As I returned from my closet with the icy bottle and began resetting the table, one of the colonel’s companions -- a civilian by the look of him-droned on about the Americans’ insatiable appetite for overreach and their lack of
competence to go along with it. Ordinarily, I’d have agreed; it’s how I’d felt about
Vietnam. But American blood was fresh on the ground and I felt the pressure of my
own rising. I was turned away, draping the bottle in the napkin and beginning to
untwist the wire cork-cage, when the colonel asked for my own opinion of the day’s
events.
I turned toward him out of politeness, forgetting that my fingers were still working
the wire. “I do not have your military experience or training,” I began, in very good
French. “But I believe...” BANG!
Out shot the cork like a slug from a 12-gauge shotgun, striking the colonel in the left
temple and sending his glasses flying. In hot pursuit came half a bottle of iced
Mumm’s Cordon Rouge, which, suddenly released, gushed forth in a frothy cascade
across the colonel’s beard, medals, and battle ribbons.
The room fell silent. I had done the doubly unforgivable: blown the sacred
champagne service in the most appalling way, and bespoiled a colonel’s dress — not
to mention having nearly killed him with the cork. Gunther rushed over, snarling
apologies and frantically mopping at the colonel. “Daniel!” he barked. “Get out now!”
Then, soothingly, "Colonel, I am so sorry. He is finished here, believe me.”
“Gunther, Gunther,” said the colonel with a wide smile. “Relax. Accidents happen.
Remember, this is a hard day for the Americans, and we owe the Americans a lot.” I
watched Gunther’s face as the colonel said this. Judging from his age, Gunther had
been a teenager during the war. I don’t imagine he felt as though he “owed” us
much besides, say, bombing all of our cities to rubble.
I raced to my wine room, grabbed another bottle of Cordon Rouge — this one would
be on me, of course — and stopped for fresh glasses and tablecloth on the way back
to the Colonel’s table. In 30 seconds, the entire horror might never have happened.
The colonel took me by the bicep and instructed me tenderly on the proper service of
champagne, adding little nuances I hadn’t known — like presenting the carefully
removed cork to the guest to sniff, and the way a sugar cube soaked in bitters can
turn a glass of champagne into a champagne cocktail.
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It was a complicated lesson in pomposity. Gunther, who ran a small military
restaurant, had behaved like Bonaparte himself. The colonel — a man, presumably,
of genuine achievement — was utterly magnanimous. Ever since, I’ve viewed
pomposity as an announcement of insecurity and a personal sense of inadequacy to
be pitied, not derided. The pompous are irritating, sure, but ultimately they’re
pathetic.

Dan Baum
danbaum@me.com
+1 30 39 17 50 24
I stayed in Berlin two years and managed to write three short novels — the
policier Street Sixteen, another based on my Wildwood Crest Police
Department experience that I called On the Edge of the Rusty Moon, and a roadtrip book I tentatively titled Lenny Drove West because every chapter began with
those words. The book ended with Lenny driving fast down a hill toward an Oregon
cliff overlooking the Pacific Ocean. “At the bottom of the hill lay Highway 1 and he’d
have to choose,” I wrote. "Go left and south? Or right and north?" — New paragraph
— "Lenny drove west.”)
None of these novels was any good, but I’d written them. I’d put my ass in the chair,
run paper through a typewriter, and accomplished something on my own — which
was a first. I even had the first two photocopied and bound in preparation for
sending them around.
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I’m not going to put you through two years of Berlin stories, good as they are, but
Margaret insists that I share one in particular. “I’m limiting myself to stories that
taught me something,” I told her, to which she replied, “This one has a lesson in
it. You just failed to learn it.”
Part of our job as waiters was to tend the officers’ club bar on a rotating schedule —
pleasant work. One busy night as I was pouring marcs for some lieutenants, I
became aware of a nasal voice speaking too loudly from the far end of the bar and
using, over and over, the word, “americains.” Even from a distance I could tell I was
being baited, but I kept my cool and began slowly working my way along the bar
toward him.
“France won the war,” he shouted. “The Americans take all the credit, but they just
helped out a little bit. This, I thought, was genuinely funny, but the punchline was
yet to come. When I finally faced him, I found a young lieutenant in fatigues instead
of dress uniform. On his chest was a white canvas rectangle on which was printed
the name GAMELIN, and he quickly worked into his monologue that, yes, he was
indeed Maurice’s grandson.
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Maurice Gamelin commanded the French military — the largest in Europe at the time
— during the ten days in 1940 that it disgraced itself by letting the Wehrmacht
overrun western Europe. Had France fought, it might have ended the war right there
and kept my mother’s side of the family from going up the chimneys of the SS, so I
feel as though I have a dog in this fight.
To this day, the failure of the giant French military to fight the Wehrmacht is one of
history’s great mysteries, and the fecklessness of Gen. Gamelin is a frequent
contender for the explanation. I let Lt. Gamelin go on a little longer about how it was
France, not the U.S., Britain, or the Soviet Union that had carried the load against
Germany, until finally I’d had enough.
“Les françaises ont donné la France aux allemands,” I said. The French gave France
to the Germans.
I didn’t even get to his grandfather. There was a white flash of light, a distinct
buzzing sensation on the left side of my face, and instead of standing at the bar I
was suddenly supine behind it in a shallow puddle of marc, staring up at a grid of
acoustic ceiling tiles. I may have heard the word juif — Jew — whispered as I lay
there. If so, it was the only time during two years in Germany that I heard it used as
an epithet. The Germans certainly knew better than to go down that road again.
The lesson I failed to learn, Margaret insists, is that one doesn’t always have to
share everything on one’s mind even when in the right. Certainly my failure to
absorb that wisdom cost me a very good job 33 years after being clocked by Lt.
Gamelin; we’ll get there.
But even after being belted and fired I cannot completely agree with Margaret. To
share honestly is a mark of love. To withhold — especially when you’re in the right
and can therefore be of genuine assistance — is parsimonious and cowardly. Modern
human life is lonely enough as it is; we need more sharing, not less.
Don’t tell Margaret I said this.
*******************
We end the week with some housekeeping:
Item one: A very nice person sent us a lovely Christmas card and gift in a red
package but neglected to sign the card. The postmark is illegible, so it's a total
mystery. If this was you, thank you mucho! But why all the cloak and dagger?
Identify yourself!
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Item two: A reader asks if I really remember all these stories in such detail, or if I’m
embellishing. I assure you in the most ardent terms that I remember it all with
astounding vividity. Not where I put my blue Sharpie yesterday; not the names of
my neighbors’ grown children; not the exact location of the fried-tamales stand I
spotted and want to visit. Those are lost in the fog of advanced-age memory.
But these tales from 35 years ago are my personal Genesis and Exodus. Believe me;
they occurred exactly as I am recounting them. In fact, the sea of details and the
stories I leave out, so these postings won’t be 3,000 words long, is vast and
absolutely present in my memory.
Item three: So much for having wings. On Tuesday, I went downstairs to our
apartment building’s garage -- in which we lock our bikes to a blue-painted water
pipe -- so I could ride to my bi-weekly blood test. All I found was the stout cable
lock, neatly severed.
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How the thieves got into the locked garage remains a mystery. Neither bike was
expensive, and both are easily replaced. But I'm sad nonetheless. I get attached to
my bike the way a cowboy does to his horse.
I’m back to using Eco Bici, the local bike share,
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which is pretty good but no substitute for one’s own bike.
Item four: Many of you replied kindly to Monday’s Third-Act Trouble about the reality
of dealing with a glioblastoma diagnosis.
A few of you tried to comfort me with talk of reincarnation or an afterlife. "We all are
going to die!” wrote one of you, sounding a little too much like a passenger in a
crashing airliner. "Give yourself permission to fantasize what the next life is going to
look like,” he went on in more sober, new-age fashion, “because there is going to be
the next chapter!”
Another reader wrote, "Take solace in the fact that many people have rock-solid faith
in an afterlife — one that has nothing to do with people floating on clouds and angels
playing harps.”
With respect, I choose not to fantasize what the next life is going to look like, and
take no solace in the thought thereof. The next life couldn’t be any better than this
one has been,
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which means it could only be worse. Phooey.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Correction:
Margaret points out that in mouthing off to Lt. Gamelin, I accused French women of
giving France to the Germans. I assure you that this was a typo and that in the
moment, I put the blame where it belonged.
Dan Baum
danbaum@me.com
+1 30 39 17 50 24
Lots happened during my two years in West Berlin, but if I told it all in daily emails,
it would consume a month. I try to stick to those events that had some lasting
impact on my development as a human being, or that have a universal lesson to
teach. (for example: Don’t fuck with French Army officers unless you’re bringing at
least four panzer divisions.)
But in addition actually to putting my typewriter where my mouth was and finally
writing something, two really important moments occurred during those two years in
Berlin. First, my big brother Andy married his girlfriend, Mary, in New York. I flew
home, of course, and wore my Brooks Brothers clothes to the wedding.
The big moment for me came when I freaked the family out by producing my roundtrip ticket and going back to Berlin. “I went there to do something and I haven’t
finished doing it,” I told my disbelieving, tearful mother and furious father as I
packed for the return trip. By which I meant; "I haven’t finished growing up.”
Somehow, that got through to them. A week later, a typewritten letter
from Sy arrived in Berlin saying, essentially, “I heard you. Thank you for explaining.”
They didn’t pester me again to come home.
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The other important event occurred in a freezing West Berlin phone booth. A handful
of big five-mark coins could buy a few minutes’ talking to New York, and I called a
dear friend just to say hello. I told her I’d just come from Hamburg, where I’d been
able to acquire a seefahrtbuch — German merchant seaman’s papers — and was
trying to decide whether I wanted to serve the required three years on the North Sea
Triangle (Hamburg, Edinburgh, Oslo) before I’d qualify for voyages to the South
Seas.
“Dan,” she said in an exasperated tone. “You can’t live your life as though you’re a
character in a book.”
Thank heavens she said that, because what jumped out of my mouth in reply was a
creed that I’d never until then put to words but by which I’ve lived happily ever
since.
“Of course I can live like a character in a book,” I instantly said into that frigid
stainless-steel mouthpiece. “In fact, it’s the only way to live.”
Characters in books are by definition interesting because action surrounds them.
They do and experience unusual things, often in exotic locales like the North Sea
Triangle, which is why people write books — fiction or non — about them.
But more important, as people they’re unfinished. Going back to western literature's
founding storyteller, Homer — every protagonist has something he needs to do, and
the book is essentially the account of his quest to get it done. In Homer’s case, the
poor son of a bitch of a protagonist has to get home to Ithaka from the Trojan
Wars.
We think we keep reading about Odysseus because of such exciting scenes as the
encounter with the Cyclops, the temptation of the Sirens, and the coming fight with
the suitors. But really what keeps us reading is the way Odysseus grows and
changes as the story advances. He’s different at the end of chapter three than he
was at the end of chapter two, and more different still at the end of chapter six. That
growth and change is the character’s narrative arc. It’s what makes him worth the
time it takes to read his story. A protagonist without a narrative arc of growth and
change — no matter how exciting the action is -- quickly becomes boring.
I suppose that ultimately I aspire to being unfinished. Am I growing and changing as
my story unfolds? Am I a different person at the end of my own personal chapter
four than I was at the end of chapter three? Am I going to be defeated in my quest
and thus be the protagonist of a tragedy, or will I triumph at the climax and thus be
the hero of a comedy?
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Victory or defeat doesn’t really matter. As long as I'm trying to achieve something
and learning from the effort along the way — growing and changing like a character
in a book — I'm living. Lots of action in exciting locales doesn’t hurt, either.
I can’t live like a character in a book? Are you joking? How else would I live?
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
As a saturated-fat delivery device, the tamal knows no peer. Tamales are made
of masa — the same ground corn that goes into tortillas — into which a generous
measure of manteca — lard — has been kneaded. The resulting dough is then
molded around a filling of — usually — chicken, cheese-and-chilies, or pork in sauce,
wrapped in a dried corn husk that has been soaked to softness (or in the Oaxaca
style, a fresh green banana leaf), and steamed to a hot consistency that is both
fluffy and dense, rich with corn flavor. They’re wonderfully satisfying at any meal,
easily reheated in a steamer pot.
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Tamal vendors will tell you that the tamal you eat actually has little fat in it because
most leeches out during the steaming — and they’ll offer you a look at the inch of
yellow fat on the surface of the steaming water as proof. All that remains, they
insist, is the taste of the fat.
This I doubt. I’ve seen tamales go in and out of the steaming process, and they don’t
change size. There’s no denying it; a tamal is a fat bomb of unparalleled potency.
So imagine my excitement when, early one morning, I discovered this:
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That’s right: deep-fried tamales!
They looked crispy on the outside and fluffy on the inside — absolutely dreamy. And
they come with their built-in health justification: if steam leeches out fat, imagine
what being immersed in a bath of 500-degree oil does!
Alas, I’d already breakfasted heavily and had no appetite. Appetite when abroad is a
resource; one doesn’t expend it wantonly. So I moved along, planning to get a
fried tamal later that day.
Alas, none was to be found. I happened upon no end of sweet street meat to eat,
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…but no fried tamales. Finally, a tamal vendor let me in on the secret: Yes, he
makes fried tamales, he said, but only in the mornings. I should give up looking at
that hour, he said. A steamed tamal is an anytime thing; a deep-fried one is only for
mornings.
Next morning, I was out on the trail by 10:00. I looked everywhere — even around
metro stops, where the highest concentrations of good street eats are found, but to
no avail. “Only until 9:00,” said one wizened woman as she loaded her deep-fat fryer
into a bicycle trailer. “I’m here starting at 6:00.” The vendors around her
agreed. Tamales fritos are eaten only immediately after rising, because when else
would you want to drop into your stomach a deep-fried ball of cornmeal and pig fat
filled with bits of grisly pork?
They were so adamant about this rule that I buttonholed a couple of cops
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to learn if this seemingly unbreakable law — in a city where the enforcement of
other laws seems spotty at best — is written or unwritten. They weren’t very helpful,
but they didn’t beat me to death, either. So I came out ahead.
(That thing on my head is my under-helmet schmatta, to cushion my bald pate while
riding a bike.)
Every other Tuesday is blood-test day, to see how I’m tolerating the chemotherapy I
take. (Just fine so far.) It’s to be done on an empty stomach, so I’m usually at the
lab the minute they open, to get it done so I can back to the eating at hand. A week
ago, I was prowling around hungry with a little round Band-Aid on my forearm when
I found the Holy Grail — a fryer of tamales open for business.
In the event, it was much as I’d imagined: beguiling crunchy outside, and fluffy
inside; the frying seemed to intensify the flavor of corn and add a genuinely
appealing texture.
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It was quite a belly-anchor, too. After searching for a fried tamal for weeks, I ended
up throwing away half of the first one I found.
The Mexicans had better hope that Trump builds his wall, if only to keep the deepfried Twinkie north of the border. I’ve had one of those at a county fair, and I’m here
to tell you that deep-fried tamales are vastly superior.
But in their peculiar way of adopting norteamericano things that patently suck —
microwave popcorn, candycentric Halloween, frenzied Christmas shopping, automatic
weapons — the Mexicans will probably also start deep frying the elongated cakes
made and marketed here as Submarinos and Tuinkys. The question is: at what hour
will the unwritten laws of Mexico City street food allow them to be served? With any
luck, between 3:00 and 4:00 a.m. Strictly.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
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Remember this guy? That’s Mikey Jones, our friend from our Missoula years who, in
his words, has “been in jail twice for fighting and only once for not fighting.” (A bit of
a brawler in his youth, he served months in the federal prison at Marion, Illinois, for
refusing to show up for the Vietnam War.)
I love Mikey, and I think about him at least twice a day because I use this at least
twice a day:
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Mikey gave it to me last summer apropos of nothing. In the faux-Blackfeet way into
which we Montana hipoisie occasionally lapse — rubbing broken cigarettes (tobacco)
on the flanks of deer we've killed to thank the deer spirit for the gift, burning sage
around the sick or in new homes — Mikey didn’t call this a wicked-good chef’s knife;
he called it a “power object.” To this day, that’s our name for it: “Who left the power
object in the sink?”
But a wicked-good chef’s knife it is: heavy, stable, and almost unbelievably sharp.
Even power objects need touching up now and then, so I keep an ear out for
the pregon of the filadores — the men who ride around on bicycles offering to
sharpen knives, scissors and tools. They are part of the circulating bazaar of
products and services that arrive daily at our doorstep and that help make Mexico
City such a delightful place to live. Each filador's pregon is identical to every other's:
three descending notes, E, D, and C, played on a plastic pitchpipe. It’s as though
the filadores were assigned that pregon by the Ministry of Street Eat and nobody
would dare offer shoe shining or tamales by blowing three descending notes on a
pitchpipe.
This young man, Luis Angel, learned the business from his father, who was
a filador for decades and built the machine on which Luis Angel works.
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He rides it around, and when he has a customer he jacks up the back wheel, puts
around the entire wheel and tire a cloth band that is connected to the axle of the
revolving stone, cushions the top tube so he can sit facing backward, and pedaling to
spin the stone, goes to work.
Quite properly, he applies the knife to the stone against the rotatation, as though
trying to shave off a piece, but extremely lightly. Every few minutes, he lies the edge
of the knife flat on his handlebars and rubs it against them to remove burrs.
This guy,
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rides around with an electric sharpening wheel on the back of his bike and a superlong extension cord, which he asks to connect to an outlet in our building’s lobby.
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Both filadores do equally good work. When the power object is freshly treated, I can
lie the cutting edge on the shoulder of a ripe tomato and the weight of the blade will
practically carry it through, releasing a paper-thin slice.
It’s been a while since were visited by a filador, so when I heard a whistle Friday
morning as I stepped out of the shower, I grabbed my towel and slid my feet into
shoes. If you don’t get down to the street quickly, the filador figures he’s on a dead
corner and rides off. I wrapped the towel around myself, grabbed the power object,
scurried downstairs and burst outside.
Suckered. The street was full of Aztec dancers like these,

grooving to their ancestral flute.
There I stood in their midst, wet and naked but for my towel, waving an enormous
knife.
It’s a wonder that this guy, standing nearby, didn’t take me out.
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(I suppose, though, that if you’re going to show up on the streets of Mexico City
wrapped in a towel and waving a knife, it’s into this crowd that you’d fit….)
Dan
PS: It’s Buster Day, the day of my every-six-weeks MRI, by the end of which
Margaret will either be saying, “You’re in big trouble, Buster,” or “Dodged another
bullet there, Buster.”* It’s a long day — an hour each way to the hospital, an hour
with my head in a noisy tube, a couple of hours waiting for the report of the
radiologist, which doesn’t really tell us anything, and then an hour home. We’re
making a family outing of it, but we’re all bringing our computers because we all
have work to do and there’s wifi in the hospital.
I sometimes wonder why I do this. If I suspected something was wrong, an MRI to
find out what is would make sense and I might get either good or bad news. But I
feel completely fine — no symptoms at all. So all I can get from all this effort and
expense is bad news. From such situations arises Jewish humor.
*In truth, Margaret won’t “Buster” me tonight, because we won’t have the final
verdict for a couple of days. Before leaving the hospital, I’ll receive a CD containing
all of my images, which I’ll upload laboriously to my neuro-oncologist at UCSF
Medical Center late tonight. My Mexico City neuro-onc gets huge transparencies of
the images that he looks at the old-fashioned way. Haven’t had the two disagree yet.
I am not expecting any unpleasant surprises, but you can be sure that when I see
that it’s my UCSF doc calling tomorrow, I’m going to answer the phone.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
In 1986, James Fallows wrote an article in The Atlantic titled, “The Japanese are
Different from You and Me.” (You may be able to read it here if you’re
an Atlantic subscriber or willing to pay.) In it, if I remember correctly (not being able
to access it now), Fallows discussed a conundrum faced by those of us who wish to
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be culturally sensitive, avoid cultural imperialism, but still be moral. When, Fallows
asked, do practices cross the line from being simply different to being empirically
repugnant? When does open opprobrium become the correct response instead of
respect for difference?
The example that Fallows used was Japanese men’s fondness for reading openly, in
subway cars crowded with women and children, comic books of violent pornography.
Not cool, he decided, and went out on a limb as a westerner to tell Japanese men
they ought to quit it.
Another example of a cultural practice we seem to have decided as a planet not to
respect and forgive is female circumcision. The modern world — usually sensitive to
difference — seems perfectly comfortable in this case saying, “It may be an ancient
part of your culture but we don’t respect it. It’s brutal, we hate it, and we want it
stopped.” Let me add: Hear hear.
Fallows’s article and female circumcision were much on my mind on Sunday as I
watched hundreds of Mexicans laugh and cheer as a gigantic mammal was publicly
tortured to death.
“Where should I sit?” I asked this gentleman as I joined a long line to buy a ticket.
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“Do I want to be high? Low?” I asked him.
The line doubled back on itself so he was already approaching the ticket window.
“This is your first time?” he asked me eagerly. I told him it was and he seemed
delighted. “Then come sit with us and I’ll explain it all to you. Give me 40 pesos." I
did. “We buy the cheapest seats and then walk down,” he confided, leaning into me.
“It’s okay; they know us.” It was, I reflected, an entirely Mexican beginning to the
evening: utterly dependent on personal relationships, and utterly corrupt. Of course,
I went along with it.
Eric — for that is what he insisted I call him although he seemed to have little
English — was with four friends who all wore the same emblem on their shirts, which
translates as “for the love of the art.” I figured that was the slogan of the company
for which they worked. “We are a club; it’s this we love.” He waved a hand up at the
giant round building towering over us.

“What you are about to see is one of the most beautiful things in sport, but not
everybody can see the beauty in it,” he said as we made our way up stairs and
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through corridors so stark and dark that it was like walking around inside Hoover
Dam.
Finally we burst out into genuine splendor. The six of us brazenly walked our cheapseat tickets down to the top of the red seats and took up a row.

Nobody yelled “Beeah heah!” but an egg-bald man with a galvanized bucket full of
bottled beers and iceshowed up quickly; Eric called him “Marty.” We were on a firstname basis with the beer guy — a good sign. I tried to buy, but Marty said we’d
settle up later. He didn’t write down anything, though, which told me that he didn’t
have many customers on credit — another good sign.
“A friend of ours is going to compete tonight,” Eric said. “And you’re here on a very
special night. Tonight you will see Portuguese style but also, more important,
something very special that I think you don’t get see much.”
“What’s Portuguese style?”
“The Portuguese fight on horseback.”
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“And what’s the special thing?”
He started, and looked at me as though I’d asked him who’s buried in Grant’s tomb.
He spread his hands, pushed his face close to mine, and enunciated as though
talking to an imbecile.
“La muerte."
*********
I’ll continue with Sunday’s adventure tomorrow. In the meantime, Buster Day went
fine. We still don’t know if I’m likely to receive a visit from la muerte any time
soon because my neuro-oncologists haven’t read the images and weighed in, but the
day went smoothly enough given that an hour of it was spent with my head stuffed
into an incredibly noisy and close-fitting tube.
Now, if you’ll excuse me, I think I’ll go hug my pillow and stare into the dark for six
or seven hours.
Dan
**********
Lagniappe from Tom:
Robert's speech had a curious cast:
Talk of "Good old times" left him aghast.
It made total sense
to avoid the past tense
for he'd had an extremely tense past.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Lacking James Fallows’s certainty, I’m going give you a just-the-facts-ma’am
account of the rest of what happened last Sunday evening, because I’m still not sure
what to make of it.
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First we were introduced to the first of the evening’s four-legged competitors,

nearly half a ton of bovine manhood whose testicles — the size of russet potatoes —
were visible from where we sat just behind the red seats.
Their size, apparently, reflects well upon the slight man in the Zorro costume
mounted astride a big white mare. The games began with him waving about a pole
about as long as a broomstick. “The tip comes off,” Eric said. “Watch.”
The toreador, or torero, maneuvered his horse beside Galante and jabbed the
broomstick into the beast’s unsuspecting shoulder. Sure enough, when he pulled it
away, the stick looked shorter. A spike about five inches long remained
in Galante. The pain was supposed to anger him and make him willing to fight, but
he didn’t seem to react much, even when the toreador thrust two or three more
short spikes into his flesh.
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The toreador vanished through a passageway for a few moments, during which, a
few guys came out to face Galante on foot, waving the signature red capes, to keep
him agitated and angry. This guy

struck me as the guy who really had balls big enough to see from the cheap seats,
not the dandy on the horse. Facing half a ton of wounded bull on foot, a long run
from shelter, struck me as real bullfighting. I could have watched this all day.
Alas, the twinkie on the horse was back on a fresh mount, holding a fistful of short
spears dressed up like Carmen Miranda’s arms. These he threw at Galante's hump
one after the other, and the crowd yelled Ole! and cheered with each one.
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I could feel the agony in my own shoulders. The barbed points must have been well
into Galante's flesh because they didn’t fall out, and as he moved their flouncy short
spears bounced up and down, essentially twisting the knife. The crowd cheered. The
band played.
Again, the point was to make Galante furious, but the big guy seemed only
dispirited. He walked to the edge of of the ring — hump, chest, and front legs shiny
with blood. He stared blearily up at us, panting and looking not angry but infinitely
sad. “Why are they being so mean to me and hurting me so much?" he seemed to
ask. “And why are you all so happy about it?"
“Terrible bull,” grumbled Eric next to me. “He won’t fight. He’s too easily
distracted. This reflects badly on the breeder.” He combed some handwritten notes
he’d brought along, looking for the breeder’s name.
The enormous brass band blared a tune as about a dozen big, identically dressed
men poured into the ring. They lined up, and one of them walked forward to
taunt Galante into attacking.
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“This is great, and also Portuguese,” said Eric enthusiastically. “They are going to try
to stop the bull."
It took a while to interest Galante in this game; excruciating pain and humiliation
can do that to a guy.

Finally, though, he took aim at the first man in line and charged. He ploughed the
whole group into one mass, and together they stopped his forward motion. They
emerged brightly smeared with Galante's blood.
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This game had a certain Animal House air to it, but it at least it was bullfighting, not
simply bulltorturing from up high on horseback. Eric and his friend laughed and
shouted themselves hoarse.
Finally, it was time to end it. Out came the torero on yet another white horse, this
time holding a long, straight, gleaming sword. In classic bullfighting, with
the torero on his feet, he gets in close and plunges the sword deep down into the
bull’s neck all the way to the heart. The bull should drop like a marionette with its
strings cut. Killing cleanly is what makes a matador (literally, killer) of a torero.
The torero on Sunday danced his horse around Galante, who gave a few desultory
head tosses toward the horse’s flanks in the halfhearted hope of gutting it like a
trout.
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Finally, the torero maneuvered his steed into the proper position, and -- holding the
sword inelegantly in his fist like a dagger instead of out, in his fingertips, like a
fencing foil -- plunged it downward into Galante’s back. I imagine he was hoping to
go just beside the backbone, between two ribs, and strike the heart.
He failed. Galante staggered around for about five more minutes, internally drowning
in his own blood, before flopping forward and lying still. Some men attached his
carcass to some kind of leather harness and dragged him out like a sack of garbage.
In 20 minutes Galante had gone from nuzzling hay peacefully in the bullring’s
backstage to dying in agony in front of a big crowd of laughing people — creatures
he’d always trusted and rather liked.
Eric told me not to worry; the meat wouldn’t go to waste. Galante was at that
moment, he said, being hacked up to make taco filling.
Meanwhile, His Majesty inflated his chest and took a victory lap while scooping
applause out of the air with his free hand.
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Marty the beer man and every vendor feverishly handed out free white plastic white
flags — imitations of the silks and satins of yore — so we could salute the valiant
slayer of Galante.
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As you can see, it was a pretty sparse crowd. Perhaps Portuguese-style bullfighting
isn’t very popular in Spanish-descended Mexico. More likely, though, bullfighting is
losing its charm, perhaps because Mexico is already bedeviled by too much needless
bloodshed. None of the Mexican friends whom I'd invited along wanted anything to
do with it.
Eric, though, can’t get enough. And he wrote down my phone number to be sure I’d
come see Spanish-style bullfighting with him in January.
Reading this over, I’m clearly with James Fallows. Cockfighting is still popular in
Mexico, too, even though it’s long been banned in the U.S. Blame the new
relationship I have with death, but I can’t give a cultural-difference pass to torturing
a bull to death for $2 worth of entertainment. Call me a cultural imperialist if you
like, but I’m sticking with the hunter’s ethic: If you’re going to kill a fellow animal,
do as quickly and painlessly as you can. We already have more than enough
senseless pain to go around.
Dan
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PS: Late breaker — I’m fine. It took all day to hear from San Francisco, owing
largely to technical problems with the CD of my MRI images that the hospital here
had given me, and which I’d laboriously uploaded last night. That made for a pretty
agonizing day. But finally it got sorted out, and my UCSF doc called at about 7 our
time to say she saw no real changes from six weeks ago. I’m stable. But for
swallowing three little pills this coming Wednesday and going for blood tests every
two weeks, I don’t have to think of myself as a patient until early my next MRI in
February. Thank you for all the positive energy you send my way every six weeks.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
I submit to a blood test every two weeks to be sure I’m tolerating my chemotherapy.
Simply feeling fine isn’t good enough; the docs want numerical confirmation. They
seem particularly interested in a component of my blood called “platelets;”
apparently I’m developing a worrisome trend of lower and lower platelet counts each
time.
Partly to say to my doctors, “I got your low platelet count right here,” and partly to
live the vigorous late life one sees in Depends commercials and of which I thought
I’d be deprived, Margaret and I decided to climb last Sunday a volcano called La
Malinche. At 14,636 feet, its summit is slightly higher than that of Mt. Whitney, the
tallest mountain in the lower 48. We rented a car on Saturday, drove about three
hours to La Malinche's foothills, spent the night, and started the climb shortly after
dawn at 10,105 feet.
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Margaret and I have climbed a lot of mountains at altitude, though never above
10,000 feet. This hike kicked my ass. For the first four hours or so, we slogged up a
steep trail through a lovely forest that I’d have appreciated more if I hadn’t felt so
wretchedly oxygen-deprived.* Margaret literally hiked circles around me.
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But what a lovely change from dodging traffic in Mexico City to breathing pristine air
in the silence of the forest! This “natural world” to which Margaret is so attached
indeed has a good deal to recommend it. Much as I hurt, I was really digging it.
Perhaps it was the half-ton of food and water on my back that made the trip so
difficult. Worried we wouldn’t be able to get a pre-hike coffee that early, we’d bought
the night before an iron ration of chocolate-covered coffee beans. They failed to
revive me, and served only to remind me, sadly, of the deer season I’d missed in the
fall.

When we burst out into the open at treeline around noon, I told Margaret I was
done.
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She, though, can no more fail to summit a mountain than a hound can keep from
chasing squirrels. She spent at least two months of every childhood year at 7,500 in
the Sierra of California. Anybody who’s caressed her naked torso at length knows
she’s grown a ribcage the size of a jukebox. The girl could find breathable air on
Jupiter.
I found a place to stretch out, and off she went, running, up there at 12,000 feet,
just to rub it in.
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Ultimately, during the two hours she was gone, I did drag myself a little further -- to
the ridgeline near that little bump to the right of the rocky peak in the picture above.
In the one below, taken by Margaret from the peak, you can see me, little low and to
the right of center, waiting forlornly for Margaret in my bright orange windbreaker.
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She, meanwhile, was rewarded for her efforts with spectacular vistas
(Mexico’s highest peak, though, usually visible from here, was hiding in the clouds.)

You can tell a lot about a culture by its idioms. The way Mexicans say “it’s worth the
trouble,” is “vale la pena” — it’s worth the pain. In great pain, I probably achieved
13,000 feet. Margaret practically danced her way to 14,636, and came down even
more radiantly gorgeous than usual.
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She didn’t do her self-esteem any harm, either.
We’d both say the climb was well worth the pain.
But how to explain my woeful performance? Platelets! Heaving one foot in front of
the other, I remembered: Platelets carry oxygen! No wonder I’m hiking like a stiff,
old, out-of-shape bald guy! I’m not getting my proper share of oxygen!
Untrue, alas. Platelets help with clotting; they have nothing to do with transferring
oxygen. The truth is in some ways even worse than my diagnosis: I am, in fact, a
stiff, old, out-of-shape bald guy.
Dan
*The common belief that the air at altitude has less oxygen is incorrect. The air
contains the same percentage of oxygen on top of La Malinche as on the beach at
Cancun — about 21%. But there’s less of all the other gases, too. There’s less air up
there, not just less oxygen. Less air means less air pressure, which makes it harder
to pull oxygen through the membranes of your lungs — which is why you feel out of
breath.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
When we left me in West Berlin six episodes ago, I’d just returned from my brother’s
wedding in New York, thus freaking out my parents. Their understanding was that
once I’d set foot on U.S. soil, what my father insisted on called “Dan’s year,” now
approaching its number three, was officially over. And a dear friend had just told me
that I couldn’t live like a character in a book.
What was creeping into my life was a certain aspect of performance. I did what I did
mostly for its own sake, but there’s no denying that I was at the dawn of
understanding that it was fun to blow minds. “You’re living where?” old friends asked
when I called them during my brother’s wedding weekend. “Du bist ein
Schriftsteller?” (You’re a writer?) people asked me in Berlin. Somehow, without
particularly try to do so, I’d developed entertainment value. I have no memory of
doing things only to entertain, but I do remember starting to understand that I liked
being a bit of a weirdo. Perhaps my friend on the long-distance call was waving me
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off this aspect of living like a character in a book — living to entertain, bending my
life around the need to be the center of attention. For what else is a character but
a character? To live, as Shakespeare wrote, simply to “be the show and gaze of the
time" would indeed have been obnoxious and self-destructive. But I’ve obviously
never completely gotten over the desire, either; witness my compulsion to force my
way into your in-box every morning.
Berlin is almost as far north as Juneau. It gets dark there around ten in summer but
at around four-thirty in winter. While summers are warm and scented with Linden,
the winter wind howls in across the Polish plain from Russia with an atavistic
vengeance. As my third winter approached, I began thinking that maybe it really
was time to fly home and stay there — crack out the Brooks Brothers clothes my
mother had bought me with such bourgeois hope, and finally hitch myself to the
wheel. Even I knew that Berlin wasn’t sustainable.
Going home was a miserable prospect, for I still was not entirely my own man. I
didn’t yet know how to integrate the lessons I’d taught myself in my years on the
road with the “real,” family-centered, money-earning life grasping for my return. If I
was going give up being a jolly swagman sitting by a billabong under the shade of a
koolibah tree, then I’d have be entirely the other thing — the corporate footsoldier
my parents so ardently wanted me to be.
It was Jack Shurman who knocked me a tiny crack in the wall. Jack was one of my
parents’ best friends. We knew him, his stunningly attractive and sarcastic wife,
Helen, and their three sons from a lake where we’d rented a summer cottage during
my childhood — so they represented the most fun side of our lives and perhaps for
that reason were particularly beloved. Jack worked on the business side of the
magazine industry, but he was a writer, too. He’d ghost-written Help! I’m a Prisoner
in a Chinese Bakery!, the hilarious autobiography of the comedian Alan King. Jack
was funny, and cool, and for reasons I never understood seemed to take a particular
interest in me. All my other parents’ friends were “Mr. Weill” and “Mrs. Beller.” Helen
and Jack were “Helen" and “Jack."
During the spring that Teddy Kennedy was trying to unseat Jimmy Carter, I ran a
flimsy blue Aerogram through my German manual typewriter and wrote Jack a
letter. I want to be a writer, I told him, but I have no idea how to go about it. A
month later, his response appeared in the musty sheet-metal mailbox at the base of
my apartment-building’s staircase.
He started out by telling me what I already knew — that the only way to be a writer
was to write. But then he gave me advice that I still recall word for word: “Get any
job that will pay you to put nouns against verbs, he wrote. “Public relations,
advertising, politics; it doesn’t matter. Get paid to write.” If he didn’t include Samuel
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Johnson’s wisdom that “No man but a blockhead ever wrote except for money,” he
should have.
Jack was showing me how to have it both ways, which may be the greatest skill a
person can acquire. Come home and play the straight game, he was saying, but
make it work toward your goals. It hadn’t occurred to me, as I'd miserably toggled in
my mind all winter between straight and free, that such a thing was possible.
Get paid — my parents’ goals — to write — mine. Use the practice of writing
whatever it has to be to sharpen my familiarity with the language, build my
vocabulary, experiment with verbs and adjectives. And, incidentally, pay my own
bills while I was doing it, so that nobody could take it away.
Thrilling as it was to read Jack’s letter, the next few days were a internal carnival of
excitement. I’m going home! I’m going home to be a writer! The airplane that would
carry me to Kennedy Airport wouldn’t be slave ship I’d imagined it to be, but rather
a returning troopship, bearing a man quite glutted with cinematic experience and
ready for the quieter, deeper thrill of building something entirely new. I was 24, and
stage two of my launch was about to fire.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
My brother, Michael, and I loved each other deeply. He’d been a fat and socially
awkward kid, remember, and poured into me a lot of the love and friendship that he
might have shared elsewhere. As kids we'd spent weekend days building “machines”
out of empty dishwasher boxes, and as teenagers endless weekend nights
watching The Man From U.N.C.L.E. and The Wild, Wild West, while eating big bowls
of ice cream with Cool Whip. Mike was ostensibly baby-sitting me those evenings,
but they were also, for him, a refuge from all that boy-girl drama that he found so
painful.
By the time I moved home from Berlin, Michael had been out of college (Cornell) for
five years, had long since lost all his excess weight, and had a huge circle of good
friends. His pretty-successful art gallery/silkscreen press business that Sy helped
him run in Ithaca, New York, was an artistic center for an artistic town, and Michael
was something of a big wheel. He was a physically gorgeous human being, with olive
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skin and dark curly hair. “Those eyes are wasted on a boy,” my aunts and my
mother’s friends would say, and indeed, Mike’s eyes were huge and soulful.
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And he was beloved by everybody who knew him for his wit and generosity. Still, for
some reason, Michael had never quite figured out women; his relationship with them
remained, in 1980, largely one of one-way longing. So he was really glad to have me
around again to soak up what otherwise might have been disappointing social time.
Mike was living in New York when I landed, trying to get a fashion line off the
ground. After years of printing pictures and words on t-shirts and sweatshirts, he
was convinced that people were tired of parading logos around on their chests, and
busted out by printing brilliantly colored patterns across the entirety of shirts, pants,
and dresses made of super-comfortable sweatshirt material. He called his line
“Baumwear” and, from a grubby apartment in the garment district, he was
determined to make a go of it.
We became pretty much inseparable again. Cooking, wandering the city, going to
museums, watching TV. The night The Godfather was to be on television, for
example, we couldn’t watch it together for some reason; perhaps he was in Ithaca.
So we each watched it separately, but with an open phone connection between us
the entire three hours so we discuss what we were watching as we always did.
Our oldest brother, Andy, was already a trademark attorney. He was, and is, among
the most thoroughly decent people I know, but he and I were on different planets —
he a married man starting a very straight career and I on a self-centered solo
trajectory. We saw little of each other in my early days home from Berlin. In broad
strokes, Andy has always been the good son and I the bad one. Michael, poor guy,
was riven straight down the middle. He was walking the artist’s walk, but was doing
it in the context of running a retail business with the thoroughly commercial Sy. He
could see the promised land of living entirely on his own artistic terms, but couldn’t
quite get there. His response to my first big idea after coming home speaks
volumes.
The civil war in El Salvador was at full boil, and I told Mike that I was going to go
down there and freelance articles back to U.S. newspapers and magazines. The
currents that ran through his face suddenly made him appear epileptic. His entire
soul wanted me to do just that — to get back to living big and pursue my path as an
artistic entrepreneur. But the half of himself that he’d consigned to our parents’ will
spoke first. “You can’t do that,” he snapped.
“What do you mean?” I asked. “Why not?”
“Mim and Dad won’t let you,” he said, using the names for our parents we used in
our childhood.
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"They won’t let me?" I asked him, incredulous that someone with as deep an artistic
current running through his soul as Michael would say such a thing. In retrospect, I
imagine he selfishly didn’t want me to leave again; perhaps we also worried I’d get
hurt.
But that was Michael; forever walking the line between being the artist and the
retailer, between the good son and the bad son, between being the collaborator in
rebellion and the collaborator with the parental authorities. The cleavage in his soul
would eventually catch up with him. The middle spot, in a family of three boys, can
be literally deadly.
In the end, I didn’t go to El Salvador. Instead, I sat down and wrote a 1,500-word
piece that I managed to sell to the op-ed page of The Boston Globe for $150 — the
first money I’d ever earned by writing. My article was both serious and chockablock
with lively scenes and interviews.
It brilliantly argued, from the high hill of my vast international experience that we
should stop waiting for something that was not going to happen. The Berlin Wall, I
explained, was never going to fall.
Thus did I begin my career as a journalist.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Hello, everybody. Just a quick update because I’d mentioned an impending Buster
Day: I’m fine. The docs agree that the MRI I had on Wednesday shows no sign of
tumor reappearance. My brain is still a little crispy-fried from all the radiation I had
in late 2015, but no cancer is visible.
This cheerful web page, from the American Brain Tumor Association, tells me this:
For adults with more aggressive glioblastoma, treated with concurrent temozolamide
and radiation therapy, (that’s me!) median survival is about 14.6 months and twoyear survival is 30%.
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I’m just now rounding the 16-month post, and if you think I’m going to
miss another hunting season this coming October (at two years), you’ve got another
think coming. I just found out that my best hunting buddy has cancer, too, so we’re
egging each other on. You can be sure that if one of us isn’t there, this will be the
year that the other finally gets an elk. Neither of us wants to miss that.
Margaret and I leave tomorrow for Chetumal, in Quintana Roo on the southeast
Yucatan peninsula. We need to leave Mexico briefly to renew our visas, so will duck
across to Belize for a day or two. While we will continue our remote jobs for a couple
of days during this trip, mostly we’ll be using vacation days that we have to use
before April. We’ll kayak up and down a pristine lagoon, lie on beaches, eat seafood,
etc. Should be lovely.
Thank you for letting me off Third-Act Trouble for a while. It’s been a restful break.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Mexican immigration law, like that of the U.S. and many other countries, requires
those wanting to renew their visas to leave the country and get a new one upon
returning. Margaret and I were jonesing for a few days on a hot Yucatan beach and
had some vacation days we needed to burn. So we seized upon the border of Belize
as the one across which we’d duck.
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After three blissful days at this immaculate fresh-water laguna on the Mexico side,
we planned formally to leave Mexico by handing in our expiring visas and getting exit
stamps in our passports, walk across the border, be formally admitted to Belize,
wander around the Belizean side a little, and walk back to receive our second sixmonth visas. Belize used to be British Honduras and is the only English-speaking
country on the Latin American mainland; we thought it would be interesting.
It was. Uniformed people had their hands in our pockets before we’d barely started.
Margaret and I have done business at a lot of woebegone border posts, but the one
about 20 minutes outside of Chetumal may be the precise one for which the term
“flyblown” was coined.
It took the wizened Mexican border guard about ten seconds to size us up as fat
geese ripe for plucking. His official role was to collect our old visas, pound an exit
stamp into our passports, and say, “A sus ordenes." And he was willing to do all that
— for 3,000 pesos (USD145) apiece.
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He picked the wrong gringa; Margaret is nobody’s fat goose. “No, we don’t pay
bribes,” she told matter-of-factly. “Are you going to give us a receipt with your name
and badge number?" The guard visibly deflated.
“Momentito,” he said, and disappeared for reinforcements.
The man who returned with him was young and bursting with overfed health, with a
big sleek belly, pomaded hair, and a self-satisfied smile. Margaret instantly identified
him as a type — not a campesino grown heavy on a poor man’s diet of starch and
pig fat, but a petty official literally grown vigorously fat on the sweet cream of
corruption. His name was Mich.
Mich tried to tell us that we’d misunderstood. The 3,000 pesos would be collected by
the Belizeans, he said, if we tried to cross. Belize is fed up with foreigners nipping
onto its territory to renew their Mexican visas, he said, and they now require
everybody to spend three days in the country, or pay at the border the equivalent of
three days’ stay, or 3,000 pesos.
But we would need to pay him 1,000 pesos, he said, because nothing in our
passports said that we had paid the “tourism tax” that we should have paid upon
entering Mexico almost five months earlier.
“This seems irregular,” Margaret said. Mich folded his beefy arms and smiled smugly.
I have something you want, he seemed to be saying, and you’re going to pay for it.
Margaret turned away from us to call the Mexico City lawyer who has been advising
us. As she did, Mich locked eyes with me and made a truly dreadful gesture — a
combination of wry smile and a shrug that mocked innocence. “Come now,” the
gesture said. “You and I are men of the world. We both understand how this works,
even if she doesn’t."
Margaret finished her call and without ever losing her smile or raising her voice, she
explained firmly that the La Ley General de Derechos specifically forbids collecting
money from those legally entitled to enter or exit Mexico — such as citizens of the
United States. We were going to exit and re-enter Mexico without paying anybody
anything, she told Mich without a trace of fear or pleading. "Would you please collect
our old visas and stamp our passports? We’d like to go."
I could see the realization hit Mich's face like a custard pie: Even in Mexico there
have to be easier ways to make 1,000 pesos than tangling with this lady.
Then he had a stroke of genius — a face-saving way to end this torture. “I’m going
to do you a favor. Sign here that you paid the tourism tax.” He pointed to a corner of
the paper visas he’s taken from our passports. “Pagué los impuestos de tourismo,” I
scribbled, and signed it. Margaret did likewise. Mich put out a big hand and
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irradiated us with a wide smile. Even after trying twice to shake us down, he was
enough of a gentlemen to pass off the whole affair as good sport at which we’d
bested him.
Next: the Belizean side.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Our crossing to Belize was like the last reel of Bridge of Spies, although in searing
tropical sunshine instead of Central European fog. After evading graft on the Mexican
side of the border, we shambled across a muddy little river on the catwalk of a steel
suspension bridge and walked freely into Belize without so much as a nod from a
border guard, let alone passport inspection or a shakedown.
Across the road from the bride stood a little cream-yellow clapboard house whose
hand-painted sign — “Police” — made the place look more, not less, like a boys’
clubhouse. We knocked, got no response, and gingerly pushed open the door to find
a very dark-skinned man in a green uniform asleep in his desk chair in a room as hot
as a bagel oven.
“What you want?” he asked irritably in a cartoon Jamaican accent.
“Immigration?”
“Two blocks down,” he whined, flapping an arm, as though we were the first people
ever to mistake a building labeled “Police,” immediately across from an unmanned
border crossing, for an Immigration post. He seemed to be asleep by the time the
screen door closed behind us.
Two blocks down looked incongruously like the exit ramp off an interstate highway —
a broad, deadly-looking cloverleaf, low-slung cinderblock buildings like toll booths,
and redwood-high light poles — about as pedestrian-unfriendly a zone as can be
imagined. But even in a car, this place could easily have been avoided by turning left
off the bridge instead of right. For all anybody would have known, we could have
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been Mexican rapists or Syrian terrorist refugees loose in Belize! We certainly looked
the part. Nobody could have mistaken us for tourists.

As we ventured toward the building marked “Arrivals,” an old red sedan pulled
alongside us.
“Where you going?” a burly bald man at the wheel shouted across the empty
passenger seat in that lilting Commonwealth accent.
“Immigration,” I said, pointing at Arrivals.
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A man in a green uniform shirt and badge appeared. The driver of the red car
shouted to him, “I’ll take them in.” The green-shirted man waved and walked off.
“Get in,” the driver said, and Margaret and I did an appallingly stupid thing:
We got in.
That’s right, we climbed into the car of a total stranger, exactly what we have been
drumming into Rosa’s head never to do since she was five years old, at a time of
unprecedented anti-American hostility. Obviously this was not an official car. It was
unmarked outside, and a jumble of personal things inside. We’d been momentarily
tricked into thinking this was some sort of unmarked Immigration vehicle by the
green-shirted man — a classic rookie mistake. All this flooded into my brain as we
started rolling, and it took until we’d gone around one loop of the Cloverleaf for me
to croak, “Actually, please stop; we’ll just walk up,” I said, pointing to the Arrivals
building with my left hand, pulling the door handle with my right, and preparing
mentally to roll out of the car if he tried to peel out.
“That’s not it,” he said. “Close the door; I’ll take you there.”
“We’ll find it,” Margaret said from the back seat, opening her door. He slowed to a
stop and we both scrambled out, unkidnapped and unharmed.
“You have something for me?” the driver asked through the open window. “For my
help?”
May I have the envelope please? The award for brass-balled audacity in a supporting
role goes to: the utterly useless but vaguely threatening baldheaded driver of the big
red car!
Here’s what a soft touch I am: I dropped 20 pesos on the seat. Morally, I was in the
clear; I wasn’t at that moment being explicitly extorted, so wasn’t participating in
graft. For all I know the man in the red car was a nice guy genuinely trying to help.
At the moment, at least, it seemed both wise and just to go with that assumption.
Upon walking up to “Arrivals” we found that in fact the building was empty. It was,
just as he’d said, “not it." Somebody at another building waved an arm at us and we
spent ten minutes staggering through a maze of chainlink fences in the blazing
heat— I, at least, wishing that we were riding in the big red car. We tested a lot of
doors on several buildings until we arrived a cool room that looked kind of like an
immigration office. We filled out some forms and shoved our passports through the
slot on the front of a caged booth.
“Do you want to pay in pesos, Belizean dollars, or U.S.?” the young man in the booth
asked.
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Pay?
He pointed upward. Indeed, a sign was posted listing the fees required, out in the
open for everybody to see. A tourist tax, an assessment toward refurbishing the
border posts, a processing fee; it came to about US$34, and small print admonished
us to be sure to get a receipt.
God save the Queen.
Long story short (too late!): We got our visas and slipped back into Mexico without
paying a peso in graft.
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All in all, a good day’s work. We’re now legally in Mexico until early August. And we
were home in time to join 20,000 other people at the Angel of Independence for a
loud, merry, but also deadly serious anti-Trump demonstration. It seems we’ll be
doing a lot of that in the coming months.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
For those of you joined Third-Act Trouble late and those who may have forgotten
what this whole thing was supposed to be about, here’s my definition of third-act
trouble from edition number one, eighteen months ago (August 9, 2015):
You reach a certain age -- maybe your fifties or sixties -- and the old career isn't
working anymore. Maybe changes in your industry are writing you out of the script.
Maybe you’re training the kid who got the job to which you’d expected to be
promoted. Or maybe you've simply dropped off the back of the learning curve;
you’re no longer growing.
Then what? It's not like you can retire. Who has the money for that? Or if you have
the money, who wants to retire? "Retire" sounds like doing nothing -- doddering
around the golf course in lemon-yellow pants or staring at your fishing bobber. Some
people have wonderful hobbies that they’re aching to pursue full time, but a lot of
us, not so much.
A lot of us are deeply grooved to work, and we like it. We just can’t hack what’s
become of our career. We don’t want to sleepwalk away our remaining vigor,
grinding it out until the pension maximizes or the Social Security checks start rolling
in.
We're feeling pretty good physically and mentally, and we want to be in the scrum,
using the abilities we've developed. We want to pass wisdom, not just protocols, to
the young. We want to feel useful again.
*****
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As soon as I discovered this pathogen in myself, I began finding it in other people.
Most of them seemed to be men, which the The New York Times confirmed this
week.
One oft-overlooked aspect of third-act trouble is that it tends to strike when the
young people in your life are struggling publicly with what to do with their lives. In
what should I major? Where should I study abroad? Which internship should I take?
How important is geography when choosing a grad school? Should I keep dating the
guy? Am I really a numbers person? Should I go all in on my music?
With such exciting questions bubbling from the mouths of vigorous, dazzling twentysomethings, who wants to hear the exhausted whinings of people who’ve already
enjoyed a career? Have the decency to limp off into the sunset and let the young’uns
talk, is what the world seems to be muttering in your ear when you try to talk
through your own malaise.
I hit third-act trouble just as our own daughter, her cousins, and her friends were
busting out into the big world and our lives were aswirl with young people’s dreams
and aspirations.

This is partly why Third-Act Trouble turned to memoir a few months ago. The best
way to answer the question “How did I get here?” is to follow the breadcrumbs. And
maybe by returning mentally to those heady days of sorting options as a young
adult, I could find the creativity and the energy to sort them again as an old one.
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I’m jumping ahead in the story here, but just before Thanksgiving 2014, a rather
trippy thing happened: My twentysomething self walked out of the past and showed
up.
This was no brain-tumor event; it was almost a year before that drama started.
And I don’t mean he “showed up” in a literary or metaphoric sense, either. He
appeared in the flesh. Margaret saw him.
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He even visited us here in Mexico City a few weeks ago. Want to hear about it?
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
For years, Margaret supplemented our writing income with a vigorous little editing
business, subjecting countless journalists, academics, memoirists, and novelists to
the exquisite agony I’d long enjoyed of having one’s literary guts pulled out with a
barbed hook and rearranged on the kitchen floor by an absolute master. Margaret
has a macro eye for structure and a micro eye for word choice that is breathtaking to
behold. To the extent people like “my” writing, at least half the credit goes to her.*
Here she is, in 2007 New Orleans, blocking out Nine Lives.
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Even raising her rates slowly from $30 to $80 an hour, though, couldn’t sustain us
through Great Unpleasantness of 2008, which hollowed out the magazine world
much as did the Dot Bomb of 2000. By the spring of 2009 I hadn’t had a paying
assignment since being fired from The New Yorker two years earlier, and we’d long
since used up the last of my advance payments for Nine Lives. We were starting to
use our home-equity line of credit to buy groceries.
Rather than sit at my desk eating my head off with anxious boredom, I built a
chicken coop in our backyard as therapy (while telling myself that “at least we’ll
have eggs to eat.”)

It took an embarrassingly long six months to knock together what was essentially a
plywood box, and the chicken-wire run looked like Guantanamo on the Front Range.
But I finished my first experience with power tools still doing math in base ten, so
counted myself ahead.
Still, it was a dark time. I picked a needless fight with The New Yorker that you can
read here. Obviously, I needed something to occupy my mind and make me feel
whole again, and we certainly needed more money. I looked within — like
rummaging through the attic -- to see what I had to sell.
What I had, I realized, was a knack for selling. Our freedom to live without a salary
for a quarter century had depended largely on my ability to write proposals for
magazine articles and non-fiction books. Many writers founder at precisely this stage
because it takes a hot mix of faith and hubris that a lot people can’t achieve. But if
you can’t sell the project, you can’t write the project, so the process must be
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mastered. I hung out an internet shingle for a business I called The Proposal
Factory, (its website has long since vanished from the web) to coach people in the
black art of crafting proposals.
It was an emotionally complicated turn. On the one hand, I recognized that I had
something to offer my fellow writers. But selling: that was veering close to the realm
of bullshit and the ways in which I was just like Sy that I’d spent my entire adult
life denying. This is how I was going to end my career as a writer? Underpaid, underread, and peddling the slick skills of salesmanship? Christ almighty; I might as well
break out the Brooks Brothers suit.
As they often do, things got better. I started selling articles again. I wrote a
successful proposal for a book I’d long wanted to write.
But I kept The Proposal Factory open for business. It earned $3,302 in 2013.
An email showed up in my in box on November 19, 2014 from a man named Ben
Wofford. He wanted to be a writer, he wrote, to which I thought sourly, Yeah, well,
join the club. I skipped the long email and clicked on the attachment.
It was the best proposal I’d ever read — any of mine included. Wofford had
uncovered a secret, global subculture of nerds calling themselves “The Aviators” who
scoured the fine print on the backs of airline tickets, plumbed the vexingly dense
legal language hidden in plain sight on websites, mastered FAA rules, and dissected
frequent-flyer-membership rules to find contradictions and complimentary details
that let them manipulate airlines into giving them free flights — often by being
willing to fly from, say, San Francisco to Brussels via Buenos Aires. They even
competed to see who could stay aloft in a first-class seat the longest.
This Wofford fellow understood the broad cultural/political significance of the
Aviators —
They possess something almost unthinkable: a broiling passion for understanding
airline bureaucracies better than their masters do. They are motivated by a passion
for poetic justice for the latticework of maddening rules that have become the
centerpiece of America’s cultural disgust with corporate reign. The game itself
requires a broker’s nose for prediction and a lawyer’s love affair with fine print.
And he also possessed a warm eye for detail.
Schlappig boasts a tall, gaunt frame, his prominent jaw line accentuated by
wide ears, Buddy Holly glasses and a shock of elegantly styled, strawberry-blonde
hair. Plum-stripe tie matches pocket square on a perfectly fitted suit, and he walks
everywhere with the purposeful stride of a bond trader catching a connecting flight.
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At the podium or at a bar, he shoehorns twenty words in the space of ten, a feat
made possible by impeccable diction (and a mastered fluency in airline
bureaucratese). He looks like Ralphie from A Christmas Story grew up to become an
Abercrombie model, a young man who might elicit from your mother a quiet but
unrestrained, “Oh my.”
“Wow,” I said aloud. It needed polishing, but this was my favorite kind of magazine
journalism — it told me something I didn’t know, burned with a subtle politics,
painted me pictures, and made me chuckle. I must have been reading this guy for
years, I thought, without noting the name.
Then I turned back to the email that accompanied the proposal and deflated in my
chair. Wofford was an obvious psychological mess — whining like a guilty schoolboy
about not being good enough, not having enough experience, not wanting to
presume to bother editors.
But perhaps some of that was to be expected; he was 23 years old.
Dan
*Except Third-Act Trouble, my tweets about The New Yorker, and New Orleans
Journal, which I wrote daily for months for The New Yorker’s website. Margaret
didn’t and doesn't touch any of those before I hit “Send,” leading to many mornings
of her snapping, “Oh, for Christ’s sake."
Remember that words in bold can be keyword searched in the long pdf of
the full Third-Act Trouble archive I’ve sent you, so you can remind yourself
of the backstory behind them if you so choose.

Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
To say that meeting Ben Wofford* was like having my young self walk out of the
past requires some elaboration. At his age, I had none of his talent. He’d founded
and edited the Daily Herald at Brown University, so had a lot more experience than I
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in making the English language do what he wanted it to do. In that sense, he was
way ahead of where I was at his age.
But I’d had something that Ben appeared to lack: confidence and joy. Though I’d
given myself no reason to think so, I was eerily — perhaps arrogantly -- sure I had a
career as a writer ahead of me. And I loved the effort that went into getting there.
Maybe that was just-like-Sy bullshit talking, but it got me out of bed in the
morning. Looking back, if I had to choose between a youth with either talent or
confidence, I’d probably take confidence.
What Ben and I shared most of all was the longing — and its handmaiden, selfobsession.
My brother, Michael, and I spent a lot of time together in the months following my
return from Berlin in 1980. We ate cheap Chinese food out of cartons on the mossy
couch of his New York City loft, where he was trying to get his line of clothing off the
ground, and we huddled up in his freezing little house in Ithaca and tended the hip
boutique, High Gear, that had grown out of Printer’s Gallery, his art gallery and
silkscreen press. We cooked. We discussed late into the night the dual mysteries of
art and women.
I was besotted with longing. I couldn’t enjoy a novel because I’d pine so hard for the
talent and perseverance to write one. Michael had a big warm circle of hippie friends
in Ithaca whom I envied for their settledness — they all seemed to know what they
were doing and why. The mandolin player, the photographer, the architect, and the
many artists getting by on nothing…they had a sense of what they were about, and
energy enough to direct not only inward at their various crafts but outward, too, into
friendships. Women: Don’t get me started. I was as convinced that I had nothing to
offer them as Ben was that he had nothing to offer editors. Reading Wofford’s email
brought back vividly the way I, in my solitary self-obsession, studied Mike’s casual,
sexy community like an anthropologist, trying to find the secret.
Ben reeked of all that. I knew it the minute he showed up in my in-box.
The one component that he certainly had down was the decent writing. “This is a
perfect proposal to send to Rolling Stone,” I told him after skimming his draft, which
was like telling the right fielder for the Idaho Falls Chukars that he should try out for
the New York Yankees. We passed his proposal back and forth four times, polishing
it, and this is the result. For a stone-cold rookie to sell a long feature on the first try
to Rolling Stone is all but unheard-of. Ben Wofford is a name you will be
encountering for some time.
If, of course, he can drop all his useless baggage. The many phone and email
conversations we had after our first bout of editing all carried the same subtext: How
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do I get over? How do I shed this wet woolen overcoat of self-doubt and bust into
the warm sunlight of a joyful and productive career?
Ben, I explained any number of times, you’ve got to stop doing this. The world is
lining up obstacles aplenty to keep you from your dreams. You don’t need to
manufacture any of your own.
I am honored that Ben has chosen me as a mentor, but having never wriggled my
way out of self-doubt I don’t feel all that useful. I’d rather like him to mentor me,
actually. How’d you find that story? How’d you know it when you saw it?
Twenty-three year-old Dan Baum had his set of demons to overcome — a fierce
desire to write without the corresponding talent. Twenty-five year-old Ben Wofford
has his. That inchoate longing, though, feels identical. It is in this respect that it
sometimes seems that we’re the same guy at different stages of life.
That and — weirdly — we share a birthday, which happens to be today.
Dan

*His real name, and yes, I did get his permission to use it.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
I like to play, while traveling, a little game called, “Find the Jews.” From Krakow to
Kuala Lumpur, Durban to Dubai, Fairbanks to Frankfurt, I often use a little of my
spare time to track down what is sometimes the only synagogue in the city and see
what the local Jewry is like. I, who wouldn’t set foot in a synagogue at home, can
become positively frum, as determined to find a shul upon touching ground as a
recovering alcoholic is to find an AA meeting.
Services themselves suffocate me equally at home and abroad, and usually I’m up
and out after two minutes of pretending to mumble in Hebrew. What blows my mind
is that regardless of skin tone, dress, or native tongue, I always find something that
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I recognize in my co-semitics — usually an ironic cock of the eye, the trademark sosue-me shrug, or that distinctive spoken whiny singsong.
My efforts sometimes yield remarkable opportunities, as might be expected when
tapping into a worldwide network of well-connected smart-alecs. Right before I
returned from West Berlin in 1980, (about where I left off these missives in
February), I took my first extended trip behind the Iron Curtain, to Poland and
Czechoslovakia, as it was then known. In the dreary Polish city of Lublin, I found not
a synagogue but a green-painted room above a pork sausage factory where the
dozen or so Lublin Jews who hadn’t perished in Majdanek hung out together. They
sat together on hard wooden benches painted the same apple green as the walls,
drawing warmth from each other, and not speaking much because the big thing that
united them had already been thoroughly discussed. Along one wall slouched a berm
of composting prayer books that seemed to have been soaked and dried several
times and had melted together like a giant paper sofa.
These people were in obviously wretched health — pale and bloated -- especially one
old woman who laid an icy palm against my cheek and toothlessly called me the
endearment, "boychick.” It was like being fondled by a corpse.
A short, fat man in a filthy fedora pinched my sleeve, pulled me aside, and revealed
in his cupped palm what I first took to be a black-and-white wallet-sized photo of
Anne Frank. It was a young woman of heavily Jewish features — thick black hair,
darkly circled eyes, and full lips in the ample shadow of her nose. Not bad looking, in
an anachronistic sort of way; I figured he was going to tell me she was his daughter,
vanished up Majdanek’s chimney.
“A nice girl,” he groaned in chicken-fat English. “Lives in Krakow with no young
Jewish man to marry her.” He positioned himself directly in front of me and gripped
my forearm. "Stay, Daniel,” he rasped, his eyes wet. "Marry her and have children.
We will see to it you want for nothing. You’ll never work another day in your life.”
The six penniless alte kakers in this loft couldn’t have achieved that; I assumed he
was speaking for all of what remained of what was once the biggest Jewish
community in Europe. He was summoning a countrywide collaboration to restore the
Pale of Settlement, with my carefully circumcised penis at center stage.
I didn’t take him up on the offer, obviously, but I think of it from time to time. I
could have sired the coming centuries of Jewish Poland; there’d have been statues of
me everywhere.
This interlude was heavily on my mind early this week because Margaret and I spent
pesach in Tijuana. I give myself more points for finding a seder in Tijuana than for
finding one in, say, Singapore. Tijuana ain’t much of a town, though having the
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border right there doubtless creates business opportunities attractive to my
mercantile brethren.
Centro Israelita de Baja California had a webpage; I called, and the man who
answered cut me off to ask if I spoke English. In English, we established that
Tijuana’s Jews indeed planned a communal seder that evening and that of course I
was invited. One whole section of the seder, after all, is devoted to the goodness of
welcoming strangers.
By the sheerest chance, I had with me a piece of genuine Jewish regalia. My bald
head is always cold, and Margaret sometimes tires of the moth-eaten watch cap I
enjoy. I bought this spectacular Iranian-style yarmulke in New York and while I
never wore it, it somehow it found its way into my Tijuana-bound suitcase.
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My only concern was that sporting genuine headgear would inspire people to think I
knew what I was doing and make me lead the service.
I needn’t have worried. About a month ago, the community hired a new rabbi — a
full on black-hat long-bearded Hasid, who brought with him from Pittsburgh not only
a lovely wife and adorable baby, but two assistant rabbis. None of the three spoke a
word of Spanish, which you’d think would be a liability in a pastoral role in Mexico.
On the other hand, attracting a rabbi to Tijuana couldn’t have been easy for the
congregation, and the tech economy probably doesn’t cough up a lot of job openings
for Hasidic rebbes. Although my dinner mate described the congregation as
conservative, not orthodox, the black hats and the Tijuana Jews seemed pretty
happy to have found each other.

In the event, it was a classic rumpus-room seder; nobody paid the slightest
attention. The children screamed, the grownups gossiped, and the three identical
rebbes paced in their Al Capone black borsalinos— tsitsis, beards, payos and coattails as comically aflap as in a Marx Brothers movie, mumbling earnestly beneath the
din. We came alive only to belt out verses of “Dayenu.”
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As for the food, it was…different. Tijuanans can get jars of Rokeach gefilte fish by
crossing to San Diego, but Trump’s border is intimidating and we did without. What
should have been matzoh balls were instead handfuls of mashed potatoes
disintegrating into the soup. The pot roast and the roast chicken, served on laborsaving plastic, weren’t bad. The meal offered a blessed break from tortillas and chile.
And, thank heavens, this time nobody offered me a woman.
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Ultimately, the only thing really interesting about my first Mexican seder was how
uninteresting it was. The decor, the food, the banality of the conversation…it could
have been any mid-low-rent Jewish-community seder in say, Passaic, New Jersey,
or, for that matter, Harare, Zimbabwe. They say you can’t take it with you, but
millennia of being pushed around have made the Jews good at doing exactly that.
When it’s time to go, we pack it up and unpack it wholemeal in the next place. That’s
why hanging out with the Jews feels so similar no matter where you go. You could
almost suspect a global conspiracy.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
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I came in out of the west, low, with pistons roaring and the sun at my back. The
Guns of Misfortune opened up on me at the last second as they always do, but once
again I zig-zagged past them without a scratch.
Tuesday’s MRI was the last in a nine-month series of them that represents Phase
Four of this glioblastoma adventure on which I unwisely embarked in October 2015.
Phase One was discovery, first surgery, and diagnosis. Phase Two was radiation,
Chemo I, and nine months of denial. Phase Three was return of the Tumor and
second surgery, and Phase Four was Chemo II. This last phase made me sleepy and
killed my appetite to the extent that I’ve lost about 35 pounds, but that’s light
turbulence in exchange for keeping keeping the cancer dormant and myself out of
range of the Guns of Misfortune.
Six weeks ago I took the last of my every-six-weeks doses of a drug called CCNU.
We have to stop it now because it would start doing me more harm than good, but
it’s done its job admirably. My doc here in San Francisco pronounced Tuesday’s MRI
“completely clear, completely stable.”
She said I should start feeling more like myself at full throttle as the CCNU wears off.
But as it does, the responsiveness of my flaps and rudder — my control over the
cancer — will diminish as well. So as I do a few celebratory barrel rolls today, I am
also straining for altitude. Once the CCNU engine cuts out and the drug is completely
gone from my body, I’ll be on a glide path toward the cancer’s return and I want as
long a glide as I can get before arcing low and slow over the Guns of Misfortune. Ask
a doc how long I’m likely to stay aloft and all she can do is shrug. Not enough data
exist. Not many people have flown a glioblastoma this far.
So Tuesday’s news was as good as it could be. If you’ll forgive me, I’m going to drop
this to go back to work and to walking hand in hand with Margaret around San
Francisco. I don’t want to focus too much on the future and lose the air under my
wings.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
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It’s a little awkward asking you to care about my health updates when it’s been
months since I’ve put effort into being part of your daily reading routine. I have
stories stacked up like flights into O’Hare on a snowy night, but as you’ll see, I have
been in the unfamiliar position of feeling unwell.
After my second surgery last summer, I started a chemotherapy called CCNU. It
must be some stuff; I took only three yellow pills, each the size of a Rice Krispie,
every six weeks — a nine-month course out of which I emerged with no detectable
cancer.
By month seven or so, I was paying the price. Nothing on the scale of some people’s
chemo experience — no nausea or vomiting — but almost no appetite (I lost 30
pounds), and profound fatigue. By 3 o’clock every afternoon, I needed a nap. By 8 or
9, I was was lights out. My left hand would go numb during accordion practice, which
may have been the tumor, the chemo, or nothing more than than the body’s natural
defense against auditory insult. Overall, I felt lousy — old, achy, sleepy — nearly all
the time, and I still do. I took the last of the six doses in late March and my docs say
I should start feeling better as the CCNU continues leaving my body. I hope so. As
the civil-rights activist Fannie Lou Hamer famously put it in 1964: I am sick and tired
of being sick and tired.
It’s like this: the brutal prison guard who’d been patrolling my cellblock has been
transferred away. He won’t be here to rough me up anymore, but neither will he be
around to protect me from the really dangerous villain who has been trying to kill me
for nearly two years. I’ll feel better in the absence of CCNU as long as the absence of
CCNU doesn’t let the cancer get another foothold.
In all other respects, life’s good. As I type this on Saturday morning, we are
watching Rosa on television playing in the Mexican ultimate-frisbee nationals. Even
with a glioblastoma and residual chemo effects, I’m a lot better off that most. Next
update will be a lot less gloomy. Now, if you’ll forgive me, I could use a nap.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Dan Baum
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danbaum@me.com
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A journalist I like reading runs an irregular feature called, “Things to do until Trump
goes away” about steps we can take to improve the planet without having to win
elections against legions of vicious nincompoops — things like cohousing, bikesharing, urban farming, and so on. Let me add one: play Ultimate.
Ultimate is essentially what soccer would be if your ball got run over by a
steamroller. A team of seven people tries to advance a frisbee down a field to be
caught across the goal line. Nobody can run with the disk. Catch it and you have to
come to an instant halt and find a teammate to whom to throw it within ten seconds.
The players on other team, meanwhile, are trying to knock the disk down in flight
and thus gain possession so they can begin advancing toward their own goal.
The required athleticism is astonishing. Sprint, stop, sprint, stop. thread a forehand
throw between two defenders. Sprint. Dive 12 feet across the turf to bat a disk from
the air, hit the grass with all your weight, slide ten feet, then get up and do it all
again. A player leaping for a high throw looks like a lizard’s tongue snapping a fly out
of the air. Co-ed games are either four-three men-women or three-four.
A fast, exciting game. But what makes Ultimate so good for the planet is that it is
unrefereed. If two opposing players run into each other, everything stops while the
two discuss whether a foul was committed, and who by. “Haven’t you had possession
for more than ten seconds? Let’s talk about it." "You stripped the disk from my hand,
right?" "I guess I did." When you’re not looking to an authority figure to delineate
right from wrong but instead have to find it by agreement, everybody becomes very
nice because nobody wants to hold up the game.*
It’s this overlay of niceness that makes Ultimate so extraordinary. Someone makes a
great play, and everybody on the field cheers equally hard regardless of jersey color.
Before starting each game in Sunday’s tournament — at the moment a football
coach would have been calling on the ultimate authority figure to put his thumb on
the scale — Rosa and her teammates huddled up and intoned, “humilidad, pasión,
equipo.” (Humility, passion, team.) Team and passion, sure, but one of my problems
with organized sport has always been its dedication to the erasure of humility and its
obsession with personal aggrandizement and victory.
Ultimate players would like to get their sport into the Olympics and insist that if it
makes the cut, it continue to be played unrefereed. In fact, one quickly gets the
impression that whole point of getting Ultimate into the Olympics is to begin
loosening the stranglehold of judges and referees on what are supposed to be, after
all, games.
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For all their niceness, Rosa and her teammates were pretty obsessed with victory
once the disk started flying on the weekend. This was, after all, nationals.
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My little girl, catching one in the end zone for a point.
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Rosa, a relentless member of Condor's defensive line, making this poor young
woman wish she’d never been born.
Having won all six of its games this weekend after a stellar season, Condor, is now
#1, making Rosa a member of the Mexican national championship team. Don’t tell
Donald Trump this, but if Rosa wants to, she can help represent Mexico at Worlds,
which will be played next year in, her luck, Cincinnati. As someone who was picked
last for every conceivable sport from second-grade kickball to beer-in-hand afterwork kickball three years ago, the athletic prowess of my only daughter blows my
mind.
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That Rosa was able find an Ultimate team in Mexico City was nothing short of
miraculous. Utimate was her college sport and the centerpiece of her social world.
She has loved her job here in Mexico City giving legal assistance to migrants and
refugees, and she seems to be enjoying the time with me and Margaret in our hour
of malignant travail. But finding an Ultimate team — and not just any Ultimate team,
but the best in Mexico — has given her a social life, a little romance, fitness, and
relief from living with her parents. It has made all the difference.
Young people: Is there nothing they can’t do?
*Allow me to mumble quickly down here that Ultimate was born at my high school
three years before my time. And the guy who put it all together was Joel Silver,
today a major Hollywood ganzelmacher. Last year I found among my stuff a 1972
rulebook — from when the sport was still called Ultimate Frisbee and played on
asphalt parking lot — and gave it to Rosa. She received it like a scrap of the Dead
Sea Scrolls.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Apologies to anyone who has tried to email, call, or text us in the past five weeks.
We left Mexico City on June 30, and spent a week aboard the Queen Mary 2 sailing
from New York to Halifax and back with the Baums.
Halifax is under-rated -- a chewy little maritime city full of history — and it’s a gas to
sail into New York harbor under the Statue’s raised arm like the immmigrants of old.
If the Trump administration continues much longer, though, they’re going to have to
sandblast Emma Lazarus’s poem from the Statue's pedestal...)
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And then we were off the grid until a couple of days ago. Margaret’s family has since
1960 owned a cabin in the California Sierra to which one cannot drive; one hikes or
takes a boat three miles to reach it. No electricity, no phone, no internet, no cell
service; it’s heaven.
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So instead of blearing out before our computers or obsessively checking our
smartphones, we hiked,
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made grilled-cheese sandwiches in the waffle iron,
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and read books. It turns out that if one wants to have read a book, one must put
one’s butt in a chair and read it. Having over the past few years pared my bookreading down to bedtime, I’d forgotten how nice fully-awake daytime reading can be.
Margaret got in plenty of margareting.*
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Now we’re back in Boulder, awash in possessions that must be managed, suckling at
the electronic teat, and feeling, as I often do in Boulder, that we’ve reverted from
wizards to muggles. Margaret and I plan our future the way other couples play
cribbage -- it’s what we do for evening togetherness — but we’ve agreed to do no
planning until after our first month of unpaid furlough ends on August 31. For one
thing, my next MRI is on August 17, and the MRI always bats last.**
We’ve had the privilege lately of being around a lot of thoroughly delightful young
people, which makes me want to resume my personal history here in Third-Act
Trouble. If you’d rather I not do that, and instead keep it contemporary, send me an
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email with nothing but n in the subject line. If you’d rather not get any more TAT all,
put an x. Again, never any hard feelings. We all get too much email.
Warmest regards to you all,
Dan

*to margaret (intransitive verb): To take the more difficult and dangerous route for
no reason other than to frighten and humiliate one’s hiking partner.
** Kinda dumb going for this MRI, methinks. Diagnostic tests should be deployed
when something seems amiss and one wants to know exactly what. I feel terrific —
entirely symptom free — so going for an MRI seems like nothing but fishing for bad
news with little to do anyway if the truffle in my head has started growing again.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Before we return to the 1980s, the news:
Apologies to those who already knew this: Rosa will start in September a four-year
dual-degree program — a law degree at Harvard Law and a master’s in public policy
at the Harvard Kennedy School of Government. Poor thing. The very thought of all
that work makes me want to take a nap.
She'll be busy overachieving while separated from a young man she really loves — a
Mexico City student of earth sciences named Riccardo Diaz Ponce who, in
internationalist fashion of CDMX hipsters, goes by “Richie.” They met while playing
Ultimate, and after months in love while we were living in Mexico City, they reunited
last week at the US Open Ultimate tournament in Minneapolis, lost narrowly, and
now we’re all enjoying some foursome time here in Boulder.
I’ve seen Rosa with boyfriends, but have never seen her in love like this. It’s quite
something, and a beautiful thing to observe. Richie’s a great guy; Margaret and I
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enjoy being around him about as much as Rosa seems to, and while we're sad that
their lives are taking them in different directions, they seem to be rolling with it. We
took a hike toward the Continental Divide today

and while being turned back by pea-sized hail, we stumbled upon a bull moose.
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So these have been good days.
They’d better be, because we’re coming up on my next eight-week MRI on Thursday.
This waiting for the end-game starting gun is getting harder — so hard that in the
dreary, anxious leadup to an MRI, I sometimes find myself wondering for what,
exactly, I’m hoping. When Margaret and I are making plans — New Orleans? Mexico
City? Montana? — having always to append, “…if the next MRI is okay…” to every
sentence is starting to get tiresome. I’m still symptom-free, so there’s no reason to
think anything’s wrong — other than the pernicious nature of glioblastoma and the
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universe’s predilection for screwing with us when we’re least in the mood. This will
be my last dispatch until Friday.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Thursday started early. Because Richie had to be at the airport at 5:00, we gathered
in the kitchen at 3:30 so he could wolf a mug of matso-ball soup for breakfast.
(“Daniel; donde están los matso balls?”)
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He and Rosa did well at the airport, despite their not knowing when, if ever, they’ll
see each other again. We all cried a little, but just a little. Then Margaret, Rosa, and
I continued toward the rising sun and the new locus of my treatment: the big stateuniversity medical center about an hour east of Denver.
Nothing says cockle-doodle-do like sticking one's head in a tight plastic tube emitting
110 decibels (roughly equal to the noise level in a steel mill.) By now, I’m an old
hand; what used to freak me out now makes me nod off a little. I like to imagine
that I can hear the magnetic waves passing through my brain and would be able to
hear them richocheting off a hard little tumor. I've never detected any such, but
maybe that’s because I haven’t had a tumor in there for more than a year. My new
doctor — a kindly, soft-featured red-haired man who explains things well — said he
couldn’t detect any changes from my April MRI (he didn’t have access to my July
test), so that’s no changes in four months, which is twice as good as my usual nochanges-in-two.
Margaret, Rosa, and I celebrated the good news on the way home the only proper
way: with Costco hotdogs.
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I didn’t write y’all yesterday because I like to wait until my San Francisco doc, of
whom I think as my primary, weighs in. The opera isn’t over, as the saying goes,
until the pretty, skinny little high-strung lady by the Bay sings. I didn’t want to have
to write you a second time.
It’s a good thing I waited. She disagrees with my new doc. She says it hasn’t been
four months with no changes. It’s been thirteen. “Since your last surgery,” she said
with a laugh born of the pleasure of having one fewer patient to bury this month. So
we continue waiting for the other shoe to drop — a shoe the size of the Queen
Elizabeth to be sure, but a statistically overdue shoe nonetheless.
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The docs agree on one thing: I’ll never be able to use the word "remission.” Even if I
become a one-percenter and live years, this type of cancer never goes into
remission. It just kind of goes to sleep, waiting for just the right moment (the week
before Rosa’s wedding, say) to come roaring back. It could be years from now. But
then, I could be dead by October.
Just like any of us.
Dan
Dan Baum
danbaum@me.com
+1 30 39 17 50 24
When we left off the story of my hapless efforts to become an adult heterosexual
male human being — as defined by having meaningful work and a healthy
relationship with women — I was avoiding it all by watching TV and eating Chinese
food out of containers on my brother Michael’s mossy couch in New York City. I’d
kicked my addiction to marijuana by living for two years in West Berlin, where reefer
wasn’t available, and was now beset with a painful contradictory eagerness to get
about building a life and a crippling lethargy in the face of it.
“I have a lot to do,” I told Michael over and over. “I have a lot to do.” But the rock
was so big, and the hill up which I needed to roll it was so steep, that I whistled past
them both on the way to Taste of Szechuan.
By the standards of many of of today’s twentysomethings, I was on a career
skyrocket: I wanted to be a writer and I had a writer’s job. Of course, it was on the
absolute lowest rung of the American journalism ladder — a trade paper for
corporate energy managers, called Energy User News, where I wrote stories about
high-efficiency boilers and fluorescent bulbs and was paid $9,500 a year. Even in
1981 a four-digit salary was starvation wages in New York City.
EUN, as we called it, was a dreary fluorescent-lit room of steel desks and rotary
telephones. wrote on IBM Selectrics and typed the last draft into a computer
terminal the size of a dorm-room refrigerator.
But I was being paid to put nouns and verbs together. And the job had something
else I wouldn’t have thought to look for: terrific colleagues.
It’s odd how when someone lands a new job we ask about the pay, the benefits, the
hours, the commute, the bosses, and even the cafeteria and the view from the
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cubicle. But rarely do we ask about what may be the most important determinant of
whether the job’s worth having: the colleagues.
Mine, at EUN, where a bunch of guys — entirely guys — who, like me, were in a
lather to become writers. Some of us wanted to be Woodward and Bernstein. Others,
John McPhee. Either way, we knew the path started by getting up and out of EUN, so
we worked incredibly hard on stories that few people read and mattered to nobody.
We were going to climb to heaven on a stack of clips. Half the time we imagined
ourselves in a sitcom about a bunch of ambitious young journalists at a go-nowhere
trade paper. We were having a ball.
All of us knew that our careers would not really begin until we had a job at a daily
newspaper, so we scoured the classified ads in Editor and Publisher — a magazine
that covered the newspaper business* — with Talmudic intensity. The
Louisville Courier Journal is hiring! Its editor would suddenly get thirteen resumes
from reporters at some trade paper in New York and give the job to none of them.
Up and out. Up and out. Get onto a daily. The Annistan, Alabama, Star had an ad six
weeks ago; got a resume in there yet?
And then one day, like a train emerging from the fog, was this ad in the back of E&P:
The Asian Wall Street Journal is
always interested in hearing from good
reporters and editors. Write Mike Malloy,
PO Box 343, Hong Kong
Hong Kong! And playing right field for, essentially, the farm team of The Wall Street
Journal! I’m ashamed to write that I didn’t tell my beloved colleagues about the ad. I
quietly typed up a resume, assembled my best recent clips, and slipped them into an
envelope, which happened to be red, that I found lying around the office-supplies
cupboard.

*Can you imagine anything more redolent of commercial death than a paper
magazine that covered the newspaper industry? Amazingly, it still exists.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
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megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
A special treat today: Margaret’s account of traveling to Wyoming to see the eclipse
in totality.

Dan stuck around to watch the partial eclipse in Boulder with Rosa, who had to fly to
Boston that afternoon, but I headed north to Wyoming at 3 a.m. with neighbors
Drew and Emily. The traffic flowed smoothly, the northbound lanes full, the
southbound lanes nearly empty, as in an orderly evacuation. But the procession felt
more like a scene from “Close Encounters of the Third Kind,” a quasi-religious
pilgrimage undulating through the high plains toward a mysterious celestial reward.
We stopped at the center line of the pathway of totality – which would make an
excellent name for a band -- just south of Jay Em, a crossroads with a post office.
Rawhide Creek wound through a sunflower-studded prairie, and we pulled in near its
banks. About every sixty feet along the wide verge, people were setting up folding
chairs, blankets, and telescopes. No matter the politics of their bumper stickers, they
waved and called out welcomes with the tranquil good nature of fellow novitiates.
We threw down a blanket on the stiff grass and napped and lounged like picnickers
in an impressionist painting—until the eclipse started. Then we all turned our chairs
in the same direction and donned our funny glasses: cue the five- tone melody,
receive the aliens.
The beginning of the eclipse was much like what many of you in partial-eclipse
territory saw. The sun turned to a slender crescent and a strange blue dusk fell, the
grasses casting oddly short shadows. “Listen: the crickets are chirping,” Drew said at
11:15. Fifteen minutes later, Emily said, “The temperature just dropped.” The north
wind faded gradually to stillness, the twilight held no rosy glow. A hawk was circling,
and we wondered what it was thinking; were night rodents emerging?
Suddenly, the sky turned black and the sun became a huge, spectacular jewel, a
pure white corona with three great flares. Two reached toward two o’clock and the
other toward eight o’clock—like a child’s drawing of a rocket descending. One
couldn’t help shouting. The “Oh’s” echoed up and down the roadside.
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At the same moment, I noticed the rose-orange colors of sunset in the south--and
turned west to see if that direction was also tinting, and kept turning, because the
pink sunset covered the buttes and hills for 360 degrees. Above, near the enormous
white ring of the eclipsed sun, Venus glowed and a bright jet trail crossed. We could
still see our feet—it never got completely dark on the ground--but mostly, we stared
transfixed at the sky with its massive wild spectacle.
And then it was over. The light returned, the crickets hushed, and we hiked the
Agate Fossil National Monument in Nebraska, where people were chatting excitedly
about exactly how dark the ground had gotten and how far away the moon had been
relative to other eclipses. A member of the Black Hills Astronomical Society, who
joined us to admire a nine-foot-tall fossil formed in a burrow dug by a prehistoric
beaver, informed us that the temperature had dropped ten degrees during the
eclipse. His teenage son nodded excitedly. “What’s not to like about seeing the sun
gobbled up?”
We drove home through an ordinary sunset, a normal twilight, a run-of-the mill
star-filled sky, all of it just slightly more wonderful than usual.

Margaret
Margaret Knox
megknox@me.com
+1 30 39 17 55 92
The man who ran Energy User News was an awkward if amiable fellow named Bob
who was no great leader of men but who couldn’t entirely be dismissed because
during my short tenure at EUN he hand-wrote four novels on legal pads while
commuting on the Long Island Railroad. And they were good novels; this was the
first. Bob went on years later to become Robert Olen Butler and win the 1993
Pulitzer Prize for Fiction, the bastard. I studied him like a chimp in a cage. If this guy
can do it…. But how does he do it. It took me years to figure it out. We’ll get there….
My real mentors were my colleagues. We were all so ambitious that we whipped
each other mercilessly to make the stories that would become our job-hunting clips
— about low-watt air conditioners and No. 6 heating oil prices — as interesting as
possible to a general audience. We obsessively pored over the classifieds of Editor
and Publisher, and we egged each other on to freelance. I drew on my recent
residence in West Berlin to write a long weekend op-ed for the Boston Globe arguing
that Berlin Wall would never fall. Thus did I begin my career as a writer and pundit.
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New York’s museums were open free to the public on Thursday nights; the boys I
and went each week on what we unblushingly called “gal safaris.” We calculated that
the Metropolitan Museum of Art was a more promising and less threatening
atmosphere than a bar in which to approach the kind of comely, cultured, and
educated woman to whom we all aspired.* I never got anywhere with any of them
and neither, I believe, did my colleagues. But I did grow to appreciate art,
particularly portraits done in oil, which always strike me now as portals to the past.
Newsroom folklore had it that the newspaper in Anchorage had won a Pulitzer Prize
for a series about the Teamsters’ stranglehold on Alaska. I couldn’t google it, of
course, so I trundled off to the New York Public Library and sat reading bound
volumes of the Anchorage Times, Alaska’s largest daily. I never found the series, but
being a reporter in Alaska looked like a lot of fun: grizzly attacks! bush-plane
crashes! volcanic eruptions! shipwrecks! corruption!
My father Sy, lives by a sensible rule: Ask for the order. It’s not enough to explain to
a buyer the superiority of your product; at a certain point you need to say, “Can I
put you down for fifty cases?” I sat at my Selectric and typed out a letter to the
editor of the Anchorage Times that all but grabbed the man by the knot of his
necktie. After the usual inflation of achievements and other bland vorspeiss, I made
myself turn to the main course. “I would like very much to be a reporter for
the Times and believe I’d do a good job," I concluded. “May I please have a
reporting position on your staff?"
I put the letter, a resumé, and some recent clips in the mail — along with my
weekly red envelope to Hong Kong.
A week later rang the big black rotary phone on my desk, and a bemused-sounding
man said, “You want to work here that bad, come on. We’re not going to move you
or anything like that, but if you can get yourself up here I’ll give you a reporter’s job
on the business desk.” Bada-bing!
“I couldn’t possibly be there until morning,” I said. He laughed.
“See you whenever you arrive,” he said. "Don’t get killed getting here. That
happened to us once; starting reporter hit a moose on the Al-Can Highway on his
way up from the Lower 48.”
Oh man; this was going to be fun.
Whooping like a banshee, I bolted for the door, stopping briefly at the supply closet
to grab a stack of red envelopes.
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*Here’s another reason that it’s a good idea to have plenty of women in the
workplace; a newsroom exclusively full of young men quickly devolves into a frat
house.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
I set the alarm on my clock radio two hours early, so eager was I not to miss the
flight to Minneapolis that would connect with my flight to Anchorage. I jerked the
cord from the wall and stuffed the radio deep into my sleeping bag to protect it, and
then, in turn, crammed the bag into the backpack that constituted the entirety of my
luggage.
At the end of the jetway at Anchorage International Airport, right where there should
have been a gate agent with luggage-carousel information, stood instead a grizzly
bear on its hind legs and both front paws elevated. I suppose the taxidermist was
going for ferocious; those teeth and front claws were certainly impressive. But with
his hands up that way the bear looked less like a vicious predator than the victim of
a stagecoach robbery.
From the taxi window, Anchorage disappointingly resembled Oxnard, California —
miles of glass-and-steel mid-rise office buildings, tract homes, traffic, and big-box
stores. It looked like the entire city had been taken from a box and assembled in
about 1973. No Klondike charm was evident, let alone onion-domed leftovers from
the era of Russian possession. (1741-1867)
The Times building was right downtown, I was glad to see. “I’m the new reporter!” I
exulted to the pretty young woman at the reception desk.
“New York, right?” she asked. "How’d you get here?” When I said I’d flown, her
shoulders deflated a little.
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She pointed me toward the newsroom, which looked a lot like EUN’s — same
fluorescent lights, same steel desks, but it was bigger, had more colorful things on
the desks, and it looked like every reporter had his or her own computer terminal.
The big difference from EUN, though, was that about half the people working away
were women, whom I hoped would function on the men’s worst impulses the way
control rods work in a nuclear reactor. I’d had enough of locker-room journalism. I
sat at a vacant desk, and half a dozen people gathered round to welcome me and
hear the story of my journey north.
“I flew,” I said, and a small shudder of disappointment rippled around the circle.
“Your own plane?” one young man asked hopefully.
“Commercial.”
Two guys excused themselves. No story here. Ten minutes in the newsroom, and I’d
already revealed myself a puss and a loser. I needed to recover quickly.
“So,” I said. “Let me see the series that won the Pulitzer Prize.”
Silence; short and creepy. Then a fat guy with long, greasy hair hooked a thumb
over his shoulder.
“That was the other paper,” he said. “The Daily News.”
I’d applied to the wrong newspaper.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
The fat guy with the greasy hair — Rob — turned out to be the most sensitive guy in
the Anchorage Times newsroom; he realized before anyone else how embarrassing a
blunder it was for me to have applied to the wrong newspaper.
“Thing is, we are the bigger paper — the biggest in the state, in fact,” he said with a
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wink. “Better for that resumé.” Conspicuously absent was any claim that the Times
was a better paper than the Daily News. And it was understood that all any of us was
doing at the Anchorage Times was filling a slot on our resumés — first daily.
Young journalists planned their careers the way generals planned invasions. Instead
of Caen to Cherbourg to Paris to Berlin, the path ahead of us would take us through
the Seattle Post-Intelligencer, then the Los Angeles Times or the Denver Post, before
wheeling east toward the Chicago Tribune, the Washington Post, and, the ultimate
citadel of resistance, the New York Times.
“Just don’t expect to get invited to a lot of parties,” said a thirty-something woman
named Eleanor who held her face and eyes as though constantly facing into a gritty
wind.
“We’re rather disliked; that’s true” said Rob.
“Not by everybody,” said Eleanor sourly. “If you’re an oil millionaire, you love us.”
“We are, there’s no denying it, a shill for the oil industry,” Rob said into my eyes.
“But it’s to be expected that it would have a captive paper. And it doesn’t mean we
can’t also do good stuff.”
Eleanor let out a disgusted sigh and stormed off. “Don’t worry about it,” said a guy
named David who, with straight dark hair parted in the middle, looked a little like
Alfalfa in the Little Rascals.
“Tell you what,” David said. "I’ll take you to the wilderness this weekend.”
“Love it.”
“We’ll get on the Alaska Railroad toward Fairbanks. Halfway there, we’ll pull the cord
and stop the train. On weekends, they’ll stop anyplace you ask them and let you off.
On Sunday, you walk back out to the tracks and flag them down; they’ll stop.”
This seemed remarkable. They must not have lawyers in Alaska, I thought. But I
said, “I’m in.”
“Got a gun?”
I did, in fact. I’d brought up from New York a rifle I’d owned for years and kept in
my parents’ weekend house in western Massachusetts. It wasn’t the right gun for
defending oneself against bears, which called for something short, light, and quickfiring. This was a First World War Eddystone Enfield that was excellent at two to
three hundred yards, but its bolt action made it slow, it was about as long as a boat
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oar, and only slightly less heavy than a grand piano.
Thus equipped, I met Dave at the Anchorage train station early Saturday morning
and we boarded a blue and yellow 1950s vintage train car. “We’re not supposed to
take guns,” said the old, pasty-faced conductor as the train chugged out of the
station, “but let me see that one.” He expertly worked the bolt to make sure it
wasn’t loaded and aimed it out the window. “That’s a beauty,” he said admiringly.
“Will it kill a bear?”
“It’ll kill it, field dress it, and cook it medium rare all with the same shot. Don’t
worry. This thing'll stop a Buick Roadmaster.” He seemed to intend that last remark
as comforting, though it hadn’t occurred to me to worry about encountering a Buick
Roadmaster in the middle of the Alaska wilderness.
Anchorage disappeared quickly from the windows, supplanted by thick lodgepole
forest. About an hour into our trip, Dave reached up and pulled the stop cord. The
entire train and everybody on it wheezed to a slow stop so Dave and I could step
down — the only ones to do so. “See you here at around 5:45 Sunday afternoon,”
said the conductor as he regretfully handed down my rifle and the train began sliding
northeast. “If you need us before then, well, I don’t know.” The train rounded a bend
and was gone.
I'd never felt solitude like that which descended upon me and Dave as the train
receded from earshot. Left in the Alaska wilderness at least ten miles from the
nearest road, out of cell-tower range by ten miles and fifteen years, we were about
as cut off from civilization as it was possible to be in 1981. The stillness was
absolute. I could hear myself digesting breakfast.
Suddenly, a sharp scrabbling noise, and a black bear burst from some underbrush
and took off. He’d no doubt been waiting for someone to throw a half-eaten Boar’s
Head Bologna sandwich from the train window and wasn’t counting on a couple of
bipeds climbing off it. “All right!” said Dave approvingly. “You’re in Alaska what, two
days? And you’ve already seen your first bear.”
“Not a grizzly, though,” I said shakily.
“Worse. Grizzlies are bigger, but they’re predictable. Up here people consider black
bears more erratic, and more people are killed and injured by them than by
grizzlies.” I dug from my jeans pocket ten rounds of soft-nose .30-’06 and fully
loaded the rifle’s magazine.
We found a flat, soft place to make camp. Amid the twittering of the chickadees,
juncos, and crossbills and not a single other sound, Dave pitched a tent and lit a tiny
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stove to boil water. I jerked my sleeping bag from my backpack, and out of it flew
the clock radio I’d buried in it for protection on the flight.
Dave looked at it lying there in a nest of its own cord, and then at me -- the guy
who’d applied to the wrong newspaper -- and then back at the clock radio.
“Uh,” he said. “Where were you planning to plug that in?”

Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
I’m going to leave off memoir for a moment and return briefly to the theme of thirdact trouble.
If you’ll recall from TAT#1*, third-act trouble is a condition experienced by some
baby boomers. Here’s how I described it on August 9, 2015:
You reach a certain age -- maybe your fifties or sixties -- and the old career isn't
working anymore. Maybe changes in your industry are writing you out of the script.
Maybe you’re training the kid who got the job to which you’d expected to be
promoted. Or maybe you've simply dropped off the back of the learning curve;
you’re no longer growing.
You’re furthermore too young and too poor to retire, and retirement sounds dull.
What papa (and mama) want, as the song says, is a whole new bag.
But what’s in the bag?
Our children and their early twentysomething contemporaries are, coincidentally,
engaged in much the same exercise. They’ve finished their undergraduate careers
and are thrashing about looking for the next thing. Peace Corps? Travel? Grad
school? Immediate plunge into chosen career? Call it First-Act Trouble.
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Between Rosa’s friends and ours -- and being back in Boulder after two years-- I’ve
been having a lot of First- and Third-Act Trouble conversations lately. And my
observation is that the young ones are doing a better job of it than us old ones.
Often, when I ask my age what she wants to do, she says vaguely, “I dunno.” I
always want to say, “You dunno? What kind of answer is that for a grownup to give?”
Or he says, “I think I’ll just drift a while,” and there isn’t much one can do,
conversationally, with that.
Imagine a 22-year-old recent graduate, living in his parents’ house, saying, “I
dunno. I think I’ll just drift a while.” One can easily picture him being sternly invited
to do his drifting elsewhere and on someone else’s dime.
But I don’t see much of that in recent graduates. The ones with First-Act Trouble,
the young ones, seem almost always to know what they want. They want to be
second-unit movie directors, teachers, artists, or journalists. They want to be
marketing consultants, brew beer in Patagonia, operate a food truck in Portland,
prosecute financial crimes, backpack through Bhutan, be clinical psychologists, get
Democrats elected, or scrabble for evidence of climate change in the sediment of
remote lake beds. They may not all have clear ideas about how to achieve their
desires, but anecdotally I find them a lot more able to articulate desire than their
parents.
Perhaps it’s because the world’s grown harder since we boomers finished college. I
have no memory of myself or anybody I knew having the slightest doubt that we
could smoke pot and bum around as long as we liked, and that the minute we were
willing to buy a suit and write a resumé, the straight world would make a place for
us. It isn’t that way anymore.
Or maybe today’s twentysomethings are simply more prepared for the question than
their parents are. They know perfectly well that we grownups abhor the idea of
recent college graduates living with their parents and that we write such young
people off as “lost,” or having “failed to launch.”** Nobody wants to play that role.
It’s true that Margaret and I have been hanging out since early July in Boulder,
which rears uncommonly high-powered young people. And that in June we spent a
lot of time with friends and cousins of Rosa, who has always been a border collie of a
girl — intensely focused on the task at hand and eager for the future to arrive so she
can get about her plans. So it’s undeniable that I’m encountering a somewhat elite
bunch of twentysomethings — and none without a bachelor’s degree.
But Boulder grownups are pretty high-powered, too, wrapping up brainy and often
lucrative careers. It’s been a surprise to find so many sixty-somethings who cannot
even describe a desire, let alone a path thereto. Are we out of practice? Do we
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believe ourselves unentitled to yearn? Do we think it’s too late? Or that envisioning
something new and then building it would take too much effort?
No judgment intended. The people I encounter who are approaching retirement age
have earned a rest. They’ve worked hard for decades, built impressive careers and
businesses, gotten their inheritances, and now feel justifiably entitled to kick back,
listen to their own heartbeats, and wait for inspiration to strike. I’m merely
observing a contrast between them and their children. Both cohorts are engaged in
essentially the same exercise — intense self-examination to identify desires and
charting a course toward fulfilling them — and if I had to bet on one group or the
other, I’d lay heavy odds on the young’uns.
Dan
*Remember that words in bold are to make it easier for you to keyword search the
giant file that is the entire Third-Act Trouble oeuvre from the start in summer 2015.
If you’d like that file, just ask.
** One could work up a pretty clever joke involving a stalled twentysomething and
Kim Jong Un’s intercontinental ballistic missile. But it wouldn’t be funny.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
The room was by the far the most elegant I’d seen in Anchorage so far. One entire
wall held nothing but Scotch bottles; at its apex was one round flagon said to contain
whiskey costing $75 a shot. The chairs were brown Swedish-looking cubes
uncommonly comfortable for bar chairs. The big windows looked out on a tableau of
industrial waterfront, but they let in a lot of light.
A young woman sat on one of those cube-chair’s arms. She had a brown ponytail,
high cheekbones, and long, lithe limbs; lovely. She was alone and looked a little
bored. I walked up to her.
“How do you do?” I said. “My name’s Dan. I just moved here this week.”
“Welcome to paradise,” she said with a kind smile. “Found work yet?”
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“I came up here for a job, in fact,” I said. “Well, really, I came up here because
it’s Alaska. But I had the job lined up before I came.”
“From where?”
“New York City.”
“Wow. We’ve got I don’t know how many people who can’t find work and they live
here. Congratulations." She held out her hand, which was warm and smooth, and we
shook. She smiled and told me her name was Gail.
“So what’s the job?” she asked.
“I’m a reporter for the Anchorage Times,” I said, and her face crumbled as though
made of plaster.
“‘Scuse me,” she said flatly, and walked out of the room.
She never came back.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
“Man, you weren’t kidding,” I said to Eleanor, who looked up from her typewriter as
though trying to make me out through a sandstorm. “I told someone last night that I
worked here, and she turned around and walked away.”
“Not surprised,” Eleanor said. “We are basically the propaganda arm of the oil
industry. Anybody with any environmental sense won’t want to have anything to do
with you.”
“Lovely.”
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“You can try to jump to the Daily News, but get in line.” She twirled a finger to
encompass the newsroom. “Everybody here has a resumé in there.”
That was useful intelligence: The people in the newsroom preferred to stay in Alaska
rather than jump to a bigger paper in the lower 48. Good news: that meant
diminished competition. But what must it be like, I wondered, to be more attached
to a place than to one’s career? It’s a question that has hung over me, one way or
the other, ever since.
And it reminded me that it was time to put that week’s red envelope in the mail to
Hong Kong. I excused myself from Eleanor, who went back to typing with only
slightly less of a racket than a .50-caliber machine gun firing full auto. I dug through
the stack of the week’s papers on my desk, cut out the stories I’d written, and put
them in a red envelope.
“Dear Mr. Malloy,” I typed on one of the newsroom's big Selectrics. “Enclosed please
find the stories I wrote this week for the Anchorage Times. I’m still very eager to
work for you should an opening occur.” It was, word-for-word, the exact note I sent
every week with my clips. I was pretty sure that Malloy wasn’t opening the
envelopes; I just wanted him to see a red one in the mail once a week.
“Dan,” said a voice, and I turned to find Martha, the managing editor, standing
behind me. Martha was a full-on grownup — maybe fifty years old —so she had a
glassed-in office in the corner of the newsroom to keep her separate from the
twentysomethings that made up the bulk of the staff. She wasn’t much of a newsgathering or writing mentor, but she was a nice lady. I stood up.
“Arco is offering us a seat on one of their planes going to the North Slope tomorrow.
You want to go?”
“What’s the story?”
“Oh, we like to check in with the petroleum industry now and then. Go on up, look
around, then come home and write us a feature about it.”
Everything about this stunk to high heaven. Riding on Arco’s plane put us in the oil
company’s debt. Nothing was happening that would inspire us write a feature about
the oil platforms. Arco had given us only a day’s notice, so we hadn’t the time to call
the Sierra Club and others to find a story. It was nothing but an opportunity for Arco
to show off. Any self-respecting newspaper would have politely declined the
invitation.
“Sure,” I said. “I’d love to go.”
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Dan

Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
“Ladies and gentlemen, we are approaching the arctic circle. You may feel a little
bump as we cross it.”
A minute later, the plane jumped like a car hitting a pothole, and half the people on
board — the half with the round, brown faces and the soft leather clothing — burst
into laughter and applause.
“It’s kind a tradition to do that on Alaska Airlines,” said the Arco flack* sitting beside
me. He was only about thirty, but he looked as though the flesh of his skull had
suddenly shrunken, leaving him with a wild stare and a hungry, panicked
countenance. He wore a shiny blue polyester blazer with Arco embroidered on the
breast pocket. I kept wanting to pat his hand and tell him to relax; everything would
be all right.
The Arco plane hadn’t been available after all, so we were flying commercial. When
Martha had told about the change of plans, she'd left out whether Arco or
the Times was paying for the ticket, and because she hadn't mentioned it, I assumed
the Times was letting Arco pay. I lacked journalistic experience at that point, but
even I knew that this was an ethics violation of grand proportions.
From the air, the North Slope of Alaska — the motherlode of American petroleum —
was a disappointingly featureless plain of green alongside Prudhoe Bay. Scattered
randomly across it, like pancakes poured onto a vast griddle, were concrete pads on
which sat complicated machinery, presumably extracting crude oil and feeding it into
the vast network of pipes that criss-crossed the tundra. Ancient bulldozer and tire
tracks spoke to the tundra's fragility.
This was the start of a two-week trip into worlds I’d never known existed. After
landing at Barrow, the flack and I donned voluminous red survival suits and flew in a
small blue helicopter at blinding speed to an offshore drilling platform that looked
from the air like a small city on stilts. I dutifully saw everything the flack wanted me
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to see — including the only heated Olympic-sized swimming pool on an oil rig
anywhere — and as soon as I could politely do so detached myself and made for the
airport to hear myself say to a ticket agent words that thrilled me to the marrow:
“Nome, please.”
Martha had agreed that as long as I was getting a free trip to the far north, I should
stay up there for a week or so, wander around a little and find stories to write -- a
dream assignment. But of course, the pressure was now on to find good stories and
write them well.
In Nome, I profiled the undertaker, who, unable to bury bodies in the rock-hard
ground between November and April, stacked them in an old shipping container until
spring, when he would rent a backhoe and quickly scoop out graves. As one can
imagine, he had to time that pretty well. Too soon, and the ground would still be
frozen. Too late, and the bodies would thaw.
In Kotzebue — a small collection of utilitarian buildings on the most forlorn stone
beach I’d ever seen -- I found a native foods store specializing in the meat of Arctic
cetaceans and whose walk-in cooler full of hanging seals and walruses, I wrote,
resembled the morgue at the Bronx Zoo.
“Best muktuk you’ll find anywhere,” said the butcher, smoothing down his wild white
hair with one hand and handing me a one-inch cube of whale blubber with the other.
It was more fibrous than greasy — though it was plenty greasy — and had the
distinct flavor of digested fish. Now I understood why one didn’t find many Inuit
restaurants in Manhattan.
Driving around the environs of Kotzebue, I found a kind of half-buried bunker that
was the local grocery store for the hermits who lived within, say, a ten-mile radius. I
pulled back the blanket covering the entrance and inside found in wooden boxes the
kind of provisions one might expect in such a place — sacks of dried beans, cans of
Dinty Moore beef stew, coffee, rifle cartridges, and imported Cara Mia marinated
artichoke hearts.
Say what?
“Greens in seal oil,” said the crusty old sourdough running the place. “Natives used
to spend all summer gathering wild greens and packing them in seal oil for the
winter. These are easier.”
Okay, I thought on the plane back to Anchorage. The Times may be a reprehensible
newspaper in many ways, but would I rather have that woman in the bar the other
night or have this as my job?
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It wasn’t even close. I liked that woman; this, I loved.
Dan
*public-relations official
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Taking a Labor Day break from memoir today….
The Third-Act Trouble plan that Margaret and I concocted for ourselves in 2015 — to
work for the Latin America division of Human Rights Watch — has worked out
swimmingly.
Not that I haven’t experienced some discomfort. This is the first time in thirty years
that we’ve had a boss, or defined vacation days.* And we were hired not to be
researchers in the field but to help researchers around the hemisphere shape
projects and then to edit their copy. We have terrific colleagues who write well —
especially given that English is their second or third language. But working as editors
means no shoeleather reporting for Margaret and me, no digging up documents, and
most of all, no interviewing, which may be the part of being a journalist that I
enjoyed the most.
In the past couple of months, I’m happy to report, Margaret and I have been turned
loose as interviewers on one specific project. We spent last week in Nuevo Laredo,
Tamaulipas, Mexico, just across the Rio Grande from Laredo, Texas, interviewing
deportees from the United States for a Human Rights Watch project that you can see
here. This was our second trip to Nuevo Laredo, after two to Tijuana on the same
mission.
We spent a lot of time last week sitting around the low cement building that is the
Tamaulipas state migrant reception center, waiting for the US Immigration and
Customs Enforcement Service (the dreaded ICE) to pull a bus up to the northern end
of the long footbridge that crosses the Rio, remove cuffs and shackles from the the
wrists and ankles of the deportees, and shoo them south onto the bridge.
Every few hours, about thirty deportees, mostly men, suddenly showed up, most
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clutching white plastic garbage bags full of belongings in one hand and holding up
their pants with the other. (ICE takes their belts and shoelaces to prevent suicides).
Often they looked a little stunned; some had woken that morning in their own beds
next to their wives, made breakfast for their kids, failed to signal before changing
lanes on their way to work, and here they were. Others were fresh out of four or
more months in a hot, bug-ridden “immigration detention center,” (read: prison),
and arrived desperate to call home. For some, this was their first time in Mexico
since their parents carried them north as toddlers three decades ago. Several
insisted on doing the interview in English.
If the media reported that a judge somewhere was punishing small-time thieves and
traffic violators with immediate and indefinite separation from their children, most
Americans would be outraged. To cleave parents from their kids would seem so
heartless as to violate the Eighth Amendment’s prohibition on cruel and unusual
punishment. Yet it happens so often in the United States that it’s not even news.
It was beautiful to watch how tenderly Tamaulipas received these wayward sons and
daughters. The reception center did lots of bureaucratic work for them— obtaining
Mexican IDs and bus tickets to their families of origin, for example, but its director
went beyond the bureucratic to give each arriving group a short inspirational speech
that never failed to bring tears to my eyes. “You are not refuse,” he said over and
over. “You are Mexicans. We are all Mexicans.” He spoke convincingly about the
centrality of migrants to Mexican culture, and about how grateful Mexico is for their
role in sending US$18 billion a year home and into the Mexican economy.
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To interview is a privilege — almost a sacrament. You sit across from a total
stranger, ask questions that are none of your business, and amazingly, he or she
gradually opens up. Reporters learn early that the traumatized are frequently eager
to talk about what has happened to them. These guys in Nuevo Laredo seemed
pretty traumatized. I’ve always maintained that to interview someone is to do him a
favor; you’re an interested ear. Done right, an interview can be like a session with a
shrink.
The most common “crime” we heard about was driving without a license, which
seems particularly cruel since 39 states don’t issue licenses to the undocumented. All
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it takes, in most states, is one contact with law enforcement at any level — no
matter how innocuous — for the officer to suspect undocumented status and call in
ICE.
Woodie Guthrie wrote a song called, “Plane Wreck at Los Gatos,” or “Deportee,” to
memorialize the January 1948 crash of a planeload of deportees being flown "to the
Mexican border, to pay all their money to wade back again.” The song decried the
facelessness and anonymity of Mexican farmworkers in the United States,
particularly in the media: “You won’t have a name when you ride the big airplane,”
goes the refrain, “all they will call you will be ‘deportee.’”
Deportees now have exactly the opposite problem: too much name instead of too
little. Their names, far from being unknown, hang around their necks like Coleridge’s
albatross. Every time undocumented immigrants encounter U.S. law enforcement —
even if they’d called the police themselves to report a crime -- their names go into
what they call, “la computadora,” and chances are the officer will find an “ICE hold”
that can preclude bail and funnel them quickly onto the bus.
We hope to return to Nuevo Laredo in a few weeks. Interviewing makes me feel like
the young reporter we’ll rejoin tomorrow.
Dan
*In exchange, of course, we get a good salary and terrific health benefits.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Okay; we’re back in 1981 again.
My crowd in Anchorage, to the extent I had one, was a fellow reporter named Jeff
who fascinated me because he’d traveled all over the Soviet Union, spoke Russian,
and could describe Baku, Tashkent and Lake Baikal in detail— I was a ColdWar freak, remember — and he wore his hair and beard almost to the waist so
looked like Rasputin. Jeff was enchanted by my red-envelope strategy, and would
walk me to the mailbox every Friday to say a Russian incantation over it.
He lived with his hippie-lawyer wife, Michelle, and small son about half an hour from
Anchorage — not quite in the bush, but on a lot big enough to have a giant
vegetable garden that we turned into a big pot of borscht one Sunday. Also there on
borscht day was a colleague of Michelle's from the public defender’s office -- a
pleasant, nice-looking woman about my age whom I'll call Barbara. I liked her a lot,
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and saw her a few times thereafter. Whom I really liked, though, was Barbara’s twoyear-old daughter, Julia, who chattered so intelligently, and gave such great hugs,
that I realized pretty quickly a) that I adored children and wanted some of my own
— a good thing to understand about oneself at 25 — and b) that it was Julia more
than Barbara that brought me by their house every other day.
One cannot date a two-year-old, though, so if I wanted Julia to be part of my life, I
was going to have to get something going with Barbara. We hung out a lot. Barbara
seemed really to love the law — its orderliness, its aspirations to justice and fairness
— and could talk about it engagingly. Spending time with them was the warm center
of my week — until one day, sitting on the sofa, Barbara took me by the hand.
“I really like you, and part of me would like to start something up with you. Julia
adores you,” she said. "But you’re not going to be here long; we both know that.
And I don’t want Julia to become emotionally dependent on you and have you leave.
So let’s agree; we’re friends. We won’t go on to that other thing.”
A few minutes later, I excused myself and left. Not hurt or angry, but those few
sentences, spoken with such frank honesty by Barbara, contained so many lessons,
and so much new information about this adult world dawning upon me — the
delicacy of children, the price of being a rolling stone, that one can simply tell one’s
head to overrule the heart, that one can speak with total candor and still be kind
— that I needed to go somewhere by myself and process it.
Cue the telephone.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Solo camping; is anything better?
One weekend in October, I parked at the bottom of the Chugach Mountains, just
outside Anchorage, threw on my pack, and started up. The Chugach are largely
covered by tundra, which is spongy under the feet and which turns out to be not one
plant but be a salad of many tiny interwoven plants, each turning a different color in
the fall and thus turning the tundra into an infinite Persian carpet. I didn’t have to
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lug that barbell of a rifle because I’d ditched it for a single-action .44 Magnum
revolver as long as my forearm that rode my hip effortlessly.
Topping a gentle false summit, I found two big brown hummocks on the far slope,
about fifty feet away. Then I noticed they were moving. Grizzlies. A sow and a
yearling, blithely nuzzling berries out of the tundra. I put my hand on the big
revolver. It was instantly obvious that it would be effective only if I was firing it while
already in a bear’s stomach. A gust of cold north wind hit me in the face; what saved
my life that day was that the wind was coming from the bears to me instead of the
other way around. I backed away.
An hour later I made a nice little campsite on a north-facing cliff overlooking Persian
carpet stretched out to the north horizon. Though I could think about nothing but
bears, and kept looking around as though guarding my pockets on a subway, a more
immediate threat loomed. A heavy lid of charcoal clouds sat atop the far horizon,
but strangely, the swirls of yellow, red, and light blue in the tundra below were not
thrown into dark shadow; they appeared to be turning white.
That was a snowstorm out there, and as I watched it I could see its straight front
edge galloping across the valley toward me. Ten minutes away, max.
That storm may have saved my life earlier when it pushed scent from the bears to
me instead of the other way around, but if I stayed put, it was going to cover me
with wet snow and, all alone up here and ignorant of Alaska's ways, I could find
myself in real trouble. As fast as I could, I dismantled the tent, stuffed the sleeping
bag, and started quick-timing down the mountains. By the time I reached my car, I
was fighting a full-on blizzard. On the way home, I stopped at a supermarket and
used its pay phone to call Barbara and invite her and Julie to dinner. It’s fun to share
bad weather.
It became the heaviest winter storm I’d ever experienced, and it was only midOctober. The wind whistled through the leaky windows of my cheap apartment, and
snow drifted so deeply against my front door that about thirty pounds of it tumbled
comically onto my floor when I opened the door for Barbara and Julie.
Paella was the fancy thing I cooked in those days, and I’d made a huge one for the
three of us. We ate, drank wine, and while Barbara washed dishes, Julia and I played
horsey on the thin, stained carpet.
The phone rang. I answered it.
“Is this Dan Baum?” said a gruff male voice that sounded fed up. I said it was.
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“This is Mike Malloy at the Asian Wall Street Journal in Hong Kong, and I guess I
have to give you a fuckin' job. I can’t stand looking at these fuckin' red envelopes
every week.”
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
“It’s slugged Marcos in Queue,” I said as I zipped my jacket. Andy, the copy editor,
gave me a casual salute without taking his eyes from his terminal screen. Though on
the top floor of the South China Morning Post building, the Asian Journal’s newsroom
looked like a teenage boy’s basement clubhouse — lots of pegboard and corkboard
on the walls, fluorescent light, posters. I’d spent the night editing copy pouring in
from the paper’s correspondents in Manila, Tokyo, Seoul, Kuala Lumpur, and
Singapore. Ferdinand Marcos was losing his grip on the Philippines, and the last story
I’d edited was about him. I took a Morning Post from the rack in the building’s lobby
and scanned headlines as I walked. Six a.m. is about the only time Hong Kong even
approaches quiet. It was lovely.
Hong Kong! The Asian Wall Street Journal! I was having a hard time believing I’d
made it here. Tradition has it that lawyers are taught that when the facts are on
their side, they should argue the facts, and when the law is on their side, they
should argue the law. For a pisher like me, functionally bereft of everything a topflight paper wants --experience, training, prizes, and talent — to presume to offer
myself to a Wall Street Journal paper had been the height of hubris. But this episode
taught me, like a good lawyer, not to bemoan what I didn’t have but to offer what I
did: hunger and persistence, which aren’t bad qualities in a reporter. I’d gotten Mike
Malloy to fall for it. A bit of wisdom I’d heard somewhere came back to me: In
America, you are who you pretend to be.
I continued walking toward the apartment I’d rented near the Happy Valley Race
Track, scanning the Morning Post as I walked. Suddenly I tripped on something
heavy and soft and almost sprawled forward on my face. Heavy and soft; a body? I
gathered my courage, tipped up the paper, and looked down. It was a body, all
right. A pig’s body — dead as Julius Caesar with mouth and eyes open, lying in the
middle of what would, in a few hours, be a crowded sidewalk. How did this get here?
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The roar of a heavy engine and a cinematic screech of tires made me jump away
from the street. As I did, a second pig flew in front of my face, flopped onto the
sidewalk with a moist thud, and rolled up against the burglar grate of a small
grocery store. A flatbed truck piled high with pig carcasses roared past with two
young mean bobbing and weaving on their legs as the truck barrelled down the
boulevard. As I watched, they grabbed a pig fore and aft and flung it onto the
sidewalk, where it rolled against the front of a restaurant. They could have been
newspaper delivery boys heaving bundles of the Daily News from a roaring flatbed to
the feet of newsstands.
A squat Chinese man dressed with strange formality — in black suit pants and vest
and white shirt, no jacket — appeared inside the store close to me. He lifted the
grate from inside, swung a stevedore’s hook into the thigh of the pig, and dragged
inside his daily inventory of pork.
Turns out, a train loaded with dead pigs left the New Territories — Hong Kong’s
British-owned suburbs on the mainland — and made its way to the island every
dawn. Hong Kong eats a lot of pigs in a day, and their journey ended this way: flung
from racing flatbeds and being tenderized by hitting the sidewalk at speed.
The mysterious east….
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Hong Kong in those days, I discovered to my utter delight, was a city-sized dim sum
restaurant. Everywhere I looked walking to and from work, someone on the street
was offering something delicious to eat off a pushcart right there in the open air.
Stop at that one with all the steam around it and collect a little bamboo container of
pork-and-water-chestnut dumplings. Walk another 15 feet and there’s a wizened old
woman frying noodles. In the next block a Vietnamese couple is feverishly rolling
cold shrimp-and-rice-noodle spring rolls and handing them over, with bare hands of
dubious cleanliness, wrapped in lettuce and mint leaves. Here comes a stall where
they’re impaling barbecued octopus tentacles lengthwise on wooden skewers and
handing them out with dipping sauce, and over there is a bun truck — bits of sweet
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barbecued pork or a tablespoon of cooked red beans inside a sticky snow-white ball
of dough. Where did those people get those little paper trays of baby squid, deepfried crispy like peanuts, and drenched in a sweet-spicy sauce made of their own
ink? Ah yes; over there by the satay vendor. I probably consumed 20,000 calories
while outdoors on my feet in my first week.
That first Friday, Mike Malloy sent me to interview an executive at Honkers and
Chancres bank (really Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation or HSBC)
because it was building itself in Hong Kong the world’s firfst billion-dollar office
building . “A billion dollars, U.S.” Mike kept saying in wonder. Even by the standards
of Hong Kong, where opulent flamboyance was no vice, a billion-dollar building was
something to report — a headquarters expensive enough to alter the corporate
balance sheet.
The HSBC executive, a forty-somehing gentleman named Shen, was wearing the
most beautiful suit I’d ever seen on a living man. He shared with me the name of his
tailor, and gave me negotiating tips. “A lot of guys come to Hong Kong wanted to
buy a cheap custom-made suit, and that’s exactly what they get,” he said. The point
of the exercise, he reminded me, was not to save money but to look fabulous. He
certainly did.
He sat at his big teak desk and I took the seat facing him. He was in the middle of
describing to me the building’s suspended floors, the louvered sun shades on the
windows, and the marble that would line the lobby, when suddenly someone thrust a
rusty, serrarted bayonet into my lower belly just under my belt buckle. I gasped,
and rocked back in my chair to look under the desk to see who’d done it.
“Are you okay?” Mr. Shen asked. Nobody was under the desk, of course. I excused
myself for a moment and returned to him utterly drained, in all senses of the word.
One can eat only so many octopus tentacles and baby squid on the streets of a filthy
city before the bill comes due. I spent the weekend rolling in agony on the bed of my
little apartment, not knowing which end of me to stick in the toilet first.
But one knows instinctively exactly what it was that delivered the poison. I’m pretty
sure it was the Vietnamese spring rolls. To this day I cannot taste cold spring rolls,
in their lettuce-and-mint wrappings, without remembering my near-death
experience.
I craved some western food to counteract my Asian binge, and what I came up with,
at a thoroughly British pub downtown, was a Scotch egg — banger sausage meat
packed around a hardboiled egg, breaded, deep fried, and served with mustard and
beer: It helps give British food the reputation it has.
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When you’re craving a Scotch egg, you’re a sick man indeed.

Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
I sleep like a baby — I wake up screaming every 20 minutes.
In truth, I sleep badly, and have ever since 1993, when I landed my first book
contract and became a father within weeks of each other. At least that’s how the
causality seemed at the time. (I have to be careful blaming Rosa even obliquely.
She’s in her third week of law school and I don’t want her first-semester project to
be a defamation suit against me.)
Besides, I’ve written three more books, enjoyed a way-fun, largely stress-free life
since then, and Margaret takes excellent care of me (by which I means she kicks my
ass to exercise more), so I don’t really know why I shouldn’t sleep well. But there I
lie at 2:05, 3:10, and 4:40 a.m. not worrying about anything in particular; just
awake. I know I’m in real trouble when, before looking at my watch, I can tell what
time it is within about five minutes.(That’s a particularly bad sign because the test of
good sleep, apparently, is zero consciousness of the passage of time. That ain’t me.)
Another part of the misery is that insomnia is lonely. It’s easy to believe that
everybody else in the world is sound asleep.
Get a glioblastoma diagnosis, and everybody you know mysteriously turns into a
neuro-oncologist, full of expertise. (Drink essiac* tea!) Tell people you’re insomniac,
and they all become sleep scientists. I’ve tried various pharmaceutical remedies, and
they work, but they’re not sustainable. I’ve been directed toward meditation,
accupuncture, visualization, cognitive-behavioral therapy, and more, but none felt
quite right for me. The closest I’ve come to a holistic solution is to lie in the dark and
catalogue my resentments: David fucked me over, Ellen fucked me over, and so on.
I don’t fall asleep, but I’m absolutely sure at who it is I’m angry by the time morning
rolls around.
Then a young friend suggested marijuana, and for the longest time I rejected the
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idea. If I get stoned*, I become so witty and wonderful and aboil with ideas that I
can neither eat nor sleep. No, he kept saying, don’t use cannabis sativa, try cannabis
indica. Completely different plants. And don’t smoke it, take it as an edible. It
relaxes the body, and your body, which is tired at the end of a day, will lead you into
sleep.
If you haven’t visited Colorado since the passage recreational marijuana, you really
must. Amazingly, we did it; we turned marijuana into just another consumer luxury.
This place is near my house, between a veterinarian’s office and a Korean
restaurant:
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Enter, and find yourself in this reception area. I wear every one of my 61 years on
my face, and they still card me carefully. Marijuana is a little schizophrenic these
days. On the one hand, it wants to be a business like any other; that’s the goal for
which we have fought for so long. But the stoners and the hippies aren’t 100%
willing simply to hand it all over to what they call The Money. So notice the paintings
of Jerry Garcia and Ziggy Marley on the walls (right by the Square-equipped iPad,
the credit-card chip reader, and all the other accoutrement of The Money).
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Then you get taken back one by one into the buying room, where large glass
pharmacy jars full of bud line the back wall and they card you again for the sake of
the security cameras.

The “budtender” recommended the gummies, like the jellied candy Chuckles, but
each loaded with 10 milligrams of indica THC. I must say they worked well. I blanked
out for nine hours and experienced no hangover. A 10-gummie jar costs $30, but
three dollars isn’t too much to spend for a good night’s sleep if it’s been a while since
you’ve had one.
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Only problem is, you have to brush your teeth all over again or spend the night with
them aslime with colored sugar.

And, of course, indica is no more of a sustainable “solution” than any drug that
comes out the labs of Merck, Phizer, or SmithKline Glaxo.
Insomnia seems to be common to the Third-Act Trouble generation. If the occasional
white night is your portion, and you’ve found something that works — a drug or a
technique — let me know.
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Dan

*words in bold, remember, can be keyword searched in the thousand-page
archive of Third-Act Trouble that starts on day one — useful for bringing
oneself up to date on a particular matter. If you’d like that archive, let me
know.
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The first thing Andy did once we were inside was cross the vast marble lobby to ask
a policeman a sotto voce question.
Andy was the Journal’s Manila correspondent. After three or four months in Hong
Kong, I was in Manila, ostensibly, to help Andy cover the unrest that would lead
within five years to the fall of Ferdinand Marcos, who’d been president of the
Philippines since 1965 and its dictator since he imposed martial law in 1972. But
really, it was Andy who was helping me learn how to be a) a reporter, b) a Wall
Street Journal reporter, c) a foreign correspondent, d) an Asia hand, e) a husband,
and f) a father.
Andy and his wife, Mary were the least pretentious, least arrogant, and least uptight
people I’d ever met — which was saying something after Anchorage. They were from
Riverside, California, out there east of Los Angeles in the unfashionable desert
suburbs, and had that plain midwestern kindness and openness that bespoke
descent from great plains refugees in the 1930s. Andy — roly poly, with white
freckled skin, bright red hair, and an expression of perpetual surprise, looked like a
very large seven-year-old boy in a storybook — a look he cultivated by wearing
pastel-hued leisure suits with short sleeves and short pants that showed off to
advantage his plump, sunburned limbs.
Mary you’d have wanted for your mom, so easy was her smile, so kind her eyes, and
so soft her hands. She had a command of recent Philippine history, starting at the
end of the Second World War when the Philippines ceased being the U.S.’s only
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colony, that was impressive. Andy had current events down; it was Mary we went to
for the backdrop.
Andy and Mary lived with their daughter Bernadette, a stunningly beautiful and
hilarioiusly precocious three-year-old, in a huge wooden yellow-painted house from
the American colonial period. They folded me in as family my first week — or at least
until Bernadette woke them in the wee hours one morning loudly singing, “Dan
Baum, Dan Baum, Dan Baum, Dan Baum” as she metronomed her head back and
forth. I’d since decamped to a rather scruffy residential hotel in a section of Manila
called Pasay City, and met Andy daily at his home office.
But now we were in the Interior Ministry. I followed Andy across the marble lobby
toward the policeman, who wore a stained and rumpled blue uniform and, around
his waist, an old, dried out, and cracked leather gunbelt. Jammed into the holster
was a cheap and rusty revolver obviously made for a very different holster
altogether. The neglect and carelessness announced by this mismatched, undermaintained gun and holster were disspiriting to the threshold of frightening. Nobody
knew then if Marcos’s reign would end in gunfire and bloodshed, but it certainly
seemed likely. And when the balloon went up, you didn’t want to be anywhere near
is badly equipped and probably equally badly trained policeman. Or, for that matter,
any other on the streets of manila, none of whom looked any better prepared. Andy
leaned in close to him, practically touching foreheads.
“Where’s the CR?” he asked. The cop pointed toward the staircase.
CR, CR…Crisis Reaction? Control Report? City Register?
“Comfort room,” Andy told me as we walked toward the staircase. “What you call a
restroom. First thing you want to know when you arrive in a new country is what
they call the toilet — especially in this part of the world where you might need it
quickly. And I always ascertain when entering a building for the first time where the
damned thing is. When we know each other better I’ll tell you a story."
“Can’t wait.”
It was something to watch Andy pin the interior minister to his earlier utterances the
way one would pin a butterfly to a piece of cardboard. The minister was trim, sleek,
and impeccably dressed in shoes as shiny black as his pompadour, black slacks
and barong -- the stiff, boxy, untucked white shirt made of woven pineapple fibers
that in the Philippines can serve as business or cocktail attire in lieu of a suit. Big,
lumpy, rumpled Andy loomed over him asking incredibly well informed and detailed
questions; he’d obviously studied hard for this meeting.
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The minister didn’t know what a lovely, soft-hearted man Andy was — all he knew
was Wall Street Journal, which meant he wasn’t speaking to a funny husband, dad
and friend, but to the global capital and credit markets. He practically saluted when
we were finished. This, I thought, is what it means to be a reporter for an important
newspaper. This, I thought, I could grow to like.
Andy went home to play Stratomatic baseball via telex with friends all over the
planet. I stepped out into the warm evening, fragrant with jasmine, exhaust, and the
ever-present aroma of burning coconut shells that this day will pull me into my vivid
past as surely as Proust’s madeleine did for him.
“Hey Joe!” someone yelled from the back of a jeepney — a kind of hop-on public bus
traditionally made of a wildly decorated and elongated US Army jeep. People brayed
“Hey, Joe!” at me a dozen time a day, and always with a kind of faux-cheerful
obsequy left over from the colonial days. I hated it. I caught a jeepney back to
Pasay City, let myself into my dreary little room, showered, and climbed gratefully
into bed, exhausted.
What? Am I sick? The skin all over my lower body seemed to be moving -- itching,
swirling around over my flesh. I pulled back the top sheet and turned on the
lamplight.
What appeared to be some kind of reddish-black syrup covered my belly, crotch, and
legs. The syrup was moving. Ants. Thousands and thousands of tiny ants. I leapt
from bed, brushed them off feverishly until I was standing in a big twitching puddle
of them, and reached for the phone.
“Hey!” I yelled at the front-desk clerk, fully sounding the colonial overlord. “My bed
is full of ants! Millions of them!”
“Are they black with little red dots on them?” the clerk asked. I said they were.
“Then those are the females.”
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Well, needless to say, Andy McCue (my colleague in Manila), while “flattered” to be
remembered fondly, takes weak exception to my calling him roly-poly, and
strenuous exception to my asserting that he wore leisure suits. "For that calumny,”
he wrote, "I demand a retraction.” While it must be said that anybody who
remembers the seventies would deny having ever worn a leisure suit even while
wearing one, Andy may be right. And I give him credit for good use of “calumny,” a
word that in the age of Trump will likely evolve from elegant vocabularian seasoning
to lumpen commonplace — yet another reason to dislike the political age in which we
find ourselves.
Mike Malloy certainly wore leisure suits, though now I’ll probably get an email from
him denying it.
Guys, relax. It’s not like I wrote that you wore tutus. Leisure suits were hip in a Burt
Bacharach kind of way. And are still available! I think they’re cued up for a
comeback.
Andy continues that he played APBA baseball with local friends, not Stratomatic
baseball by telex. There. I’ve set the record straight and in so doing, revealed the
lacunae in my memory. Some of you have asked if I really remember all this or am
making things up. Emphatically: Everything in Third-Act Trouble is as true as I can
make it. I even avoid episodes I don’t remember as clearly as others to avoid having
to paper over gaps with invention. My stories are told here accurately and
unembellished. You can believe them unless told otherwise. I point out the supposed
errors in yesterday’s TAT to demonstrate that I take this seriously.)
It is certain that other people will remember the events described in these pages
differently, I wrote in the Author’s Note to Nine Lives. And memory is a funny thing.
Frank Minyard, for example, described to to me in detail the epiphany that launched
him in the direction of becoming Orleans Parish Coroner. While he was sure it
happened in 1967, he was equally sure the song that set it off was Peggy Lee’s “Is
That All There Is?” which wasn’t recorded until 1969. But this was how Frank’s own
story explained Frank’s world to Frank. So I left it as he told it.
While in Manila, the McCues created a baby boy, whom they agreed, in honor of their
Irish heritage, to name Seannachie Kenney (Mary’s maiden name) McCue.
Mary had just given birth and was asleep when a government official tapped on her
hospital-room door with a clipboard in order to register the birth and generate a
birth certificate. Andy took the clipboard, glanced at his sleeping wife, and wrote in
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the “Baby’s name" box, “Seannachie Kenney Jackie Robinson McCue.” Mary, to her
great credit, only pretended to be angry about it later, and Sean, now 34, still
officially carries that name. One could do worse.
Dredging up this Manila story reminded me of how much I like and miss the McCues.
That happens a lot while writing Third-Act Trouble. I have to dig deep for the details,
and all our loveability resides in the details. The fictional Holden Caulfield got it right
in the last line of his memoir: "Don't tell anybody anything,” he concludes. "If you
do, you start missing everybody."
Dan
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Margaret insists I finish the story about the billion ants in my Pasay City, Philippines,
hotel bed:
After the desk clerk delivered the myrmecology lesson I so badly wanted at 11:30
pm while standing naked in thick puddle of twitchy ants — that the black ones with
the red dots are the females — he promised to send someone up. I began feverishly
stuffing my belongings into my bag in preparation for decamping to another room, if
not another hotel, if not another island in the archipelago, if not another hemisphere.
A robust knock at the door. I opened it to find an old, toothless Filipino wearing on
his back what appeared to be a flame thrower at least as heavy as he. He reached
up and back with one hand as he came in to turn a valve, and with the other
limbered up a stout hose with a big cone-shaped nozzle on the end.
“DDT!” he said with obvious joy and pride as he advanced on my bed.
“Wait!” I shouted. He did, crestfallen. I did my best to explain, with all the kindness I
could muster, that I wasn’t going to sleep in a bed full of DDT. I explained the same
thing to the desk clerk, and asked for another room. None was available, so I
flagged a taxi and went elsewhere. End of story.
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But to double back on the leisure suit question, this email came today from Mike
Malloy:
"'TV suits' dammit, never "leisure suits". You can tell by the short sleeves. And even
Andy never wore any with short pants."
I so wanted to link you to a picture of a "TV suit,” but it turns out to be a hard thing
to Google because the USA TV network has a show running called Suits and Google
has only a nose for that. “TV suit” is a term I’ve never encountered. If I didn’t have
such reverence for Mike Malloy’s integrity, I’d suspect he made it up to avoid being
tarred with the leisure suit odium.
I’m loathe to contradict Mike. He gave me my first big break. He taught me most of
what I know about being a reporter. His wife, Ruth, took almost maternal care of me
in Hong Kong. But trust me; he can call it whatever he likes, but he wore a leisure
suit. Pale green, if memory serves. (This seems to be the worst thing you can say
about a man of sixty or more. “Oh yeah?” I’m going to shout the next time some old
guy flips me off while I’m riding my bike. “When Gerald Ford was president, you
wore leisure suits!”)
Word came today also from Andy and Mary McCue’s son, who usually goes simply by
Sean, to get in a correction of his own. "McCue fils has the editor gene in him.
Somehow, you misspelled the proper name "Seanacchie.”
He kindly went on: "Somehow, McCue pere misspelled the whole fucking
thing: https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seancha%C3%AD"
It was also a heavy day of editing from my upstream colleagues at Human Rights
Watch. By ten a.m., I’d gotten so many correctives that I told Margaret that she
could take the rest of the day off.
Dan
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make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
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A few editions back, I had occasion to relay to you Sy Baum’s iron-clad rule of
salesmanship: Ask for the order. It’s not enough to extoll your product’s virtues to
a buyer. At a certain point you have to reach inside, find your self-esteem, look the
buyer in the eye and ask, “May I put you down for fifty cases?”
I’ve been thinking about salesmanship lately in part because so many of our young
friends are feverishly selling the most valuable product they’ll ever handle:
themselves. College-and-scholarship application season is in full flower, and these
lovely young people are having temporarily to unlearn what they’ve been told all
their lives — don’t brag, be modest — and find ways to describe themselves as they
most terrific student with whom any college or foundation could want to be
associated.
The other reason I’ve been thinking about Sy’s salesmanship dictum is because in
unpacking the boxes that are emerging from our crawlspace, this framed treasure
emerged.
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That is Sy Baum and a recognizable character in 1970, on the occasion of the
Colonel’s 80th birthday according to the Bic pen inscription I found on the back of
the 8x10 glossy when I pried it out of the frame.
For years, though, I thought this picture recorded something that actually happened
six or eight years earlier: Sy Baum closing the deal to put a few packets of Wash 'n
Dri in every bucket of Kentucky Fried Chicken.

I remember the night he called from the road to tell us he’d done it. My mother, two
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brothers, and I all got on the extension phones in our big suburban New Jersey
house,
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to hear him, standing in a payphone somewhere with his suitcase at his feet,
breathlessly recounting the story.
At first blush, one might think, how hard could that have been? The chicken is
greasy, you eat it with your hands — often in a picnic setting — and you need to
clean up quickly. KFC and Wash n’ Dri are a natural fit.
But consider the hurdles Sy had to get over. The cost, first of all. Wash 'n Dri
packets didn’t cost much, but think of how many buckets of chicken are sold every
day. Sy was asking KFC to buy a lot of packets.
Second, putting the packets in the bucket takes a few seconds, and I would imagine
that KFC had Taylorized the movements of a KFC counterperson to a T. A KFC store
had a rhythm. This would change that rhythm. The change would be subtle, but
again, when you consider how many transactions the company handled in a day,
even a small change could have a big effect.
Third, every product has its own character, its own reputation, its own personality.
KFC had to consider whether Wash 'n Dri, and by extension that of its parent
company, Colgate Palmolive — a New York corporation — was a good fit with the
Colonel’s folksy face and its Louisville-based character. Did a silver and blue
aluminum foil packet look right in a cardboard bucket of country food like fried
chicken?
And finally, would the presence of a quick way to clean up really sell more chicken?
That, of course, was the main thing Sy had to put across. A few packets of Wash 'n
Dri might prevent some people from saying, “too messy” and driving on to Bob’s Big
Boy.
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Next time I see Sy, I need to find out exactly how he did it -- how many gantlets he
had to run, how many Kentucky executives this thirty-something Jersey-accented
Jew had to win over.
And, of course, exactly how he asked for the order.
Of course, there’s no hurry. I’m carrying around a glioblastoma diagnosis and he’s
91. We have plenty of time.
Dan
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Mad Magazine used to have a regular feature that showed in the first panel parents’
expectations for their children, and in the second panel the reality 30 years on. One I
remember showed a small boy stacking blocks and his mother gushing, “He’s going
to be a great architect!” In the next panel, he’s forty years old and drearily stacking
cans in a supermarket.
That cartoon has been on my mind as Rosa starts law school, because she has been
practicing law without a license since she was three years old.
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This following bit of dialogue recently turned up in the Rosa folder on my hard disk,
dated November 30, 1995, or three months before her third birthday. Apparently I
was trying get her to taste Margaret’s pesto. This is not from memory; I wrote it
down at the time, because I’d just learned from Scott Turow’s excellent legal thriller
Presumed Innocent that when examining a witness, a smart lawyer gets closes all
the exits before homing in for the kill:
Dan: When I was a kid, I had to try everything. And you know what? There
were very few things that I found I didn’t like.
Rosa: Lollipops?
Dan: Under the right circumstance I like lollipops.
Rosa: And if it’s not the right circus dance?
Dan: Then I wouldn’t have one.
Rosa: What would be the wrong circus dance?
Dan: Morning. I wouldn’t have a lollipop in the morning.
Rosa: Is it morning now?
Dan: No.
Rosa: Then can I have a lollipop?
She got one of course. (But may the record reflect, your honor, that she also tasted
the pesto and pronounced it “yummy.”)
Yeah, yeah. I know; everybody’s kid is cute. But one of the privileges of getting old
is watching one’s kid become as an adult the person she’s been preparing to be since
toddlerhood. Rosa is actually enjoying her first semester of law school, which is, let’s
admit it, a little weird.
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When my parents sold the house of my childhood I found in the attic a paper called
“Observations of Danny,” dated 1961, that a friend of my mother had written while
getting a master’s in child psychology. Apparently she followed me around for a few
weeks, and the five-year-old Danny she observed was entirely recognizable to the
23-year-old Dan rummaging through the attic.
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It seems that the playroom in my preschool was divided between a boys’ side — lots
of blocks, trains, and trucks — and a girls’ side: a play kitchen. As observed, I spent
most of my time on the girls’ side, baking imaginary cakes and, even more
recognizably, bossing everybody around. “Don’t beat the batter so fast, Ellen!”
Anybody who has tried to cook with me anywhere near the kitchen would recognize
that person at once. It’s a wonder I’ve never been beaten to death with a skillet.
Okay; enough cutesitude. Today we are en route to Nuevo Laredo again, to continue
our project, that you can see here, of interviewing Mexicans deported from the
United States. (I recommend reading some of these profiles. They’re short, and the
cruelty of our deportation policies is genuinely shocking. Margaret and I wrote some,
but by no means all, of them. One of the pleasures of this project is getting to know
colleagues who usually are, for us, just names on emails.)
Since we were at the border last during the final week of August, President Trump
has rescinded Deferred Action on Childhood Arrivals (DACA), which offered some
protection from deportation to people brought to the U.S. from Mexico as children,
and who are trying to become the adults they always thought they would become.
Now the President, confusingly, claimed to have struck a deal with Democrats to
preserve at least a piece of DACA. How this all affects the people we’ll meet this
week is one of the things for which we have our antennae up. Stay tuned.
Dan
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I was in Manila to help Andy McCue cover a crush of events. Ferdinand Marcos, who
had run the country as president since 1965 and as dictator since 1972, was
tottering. The leader of the opposition, Benigno “Ninoy” Aquino was in the United
States ostensibly for medical treatment, but really in self-imposed exile, and the
country was brewing itself up to something spectacular; you could feel it
everywhere.
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After a couple of years of early-career journalism — writing about high-efficiency air
conditioning, the opening of a new ice-cream store in downtown Anchorage, the
Honkers and Chancres building, and the like— I came home to my room in Pasay
City one night, and while pulling off my shirt discovered that it smelled strongly of
tear gas. "I am a foreign correspondent,” I said aloud to the mirror. A big yellow ball
of happy excitement gathered itself in my thighs, rose up through my torso and
practically lifted me off the floor.
I took the weekend off.
North of Manila, at Pagudpud, was a funky, low-rent little beach resort whose name
I’ve forgotten. I rented a tiny thatched hut on the beach. In the big, open-sided
dining hall I ate escabeche, adobo, asado, and other dishes whose names recalled
the years of Spanish colonization that preceded the Spanish-American War and the
start of U.S. colonization. Most vividly I remember the couples — either young and
all over each other every minute, or slightly older and making sand castles with their
toddlers. The longing gripped me so tightly in the gut I could barely finish my second
plate of kinilaw.
First, though, I needed to do something physical. I rented something about which I’d
only read: a windsurfer.
Have you tried one? It’s a big surfboard with a sail. You stand erect, grip the boom,
lean back with knees flexible, and fly. I skittered across the warm waves like an
illustration from Island Life magazine….until, that is, it was time to come about,
sailor-talk for turn around. I couldn’t get it done. Every time I tried, the sail drooped
into the sea and nearly pitched off the front. Shark infested, shark infested a voice
kept saying in my ear. Stay on the board. I gathered up the sail and kept going. It
wasn’t like I was going to hit the other side of the pool. I had the whole Pacific
Ocean in which to play. I went and went and went
Whew! This was hard on the back. I slowed to a stop and looked around…
…nothing. No land visible in any direction. In fact, because I hadn’t been paying
attention to directions when skimming along the surface, I had no idea even in which
direction to look for the shore whence I’d come. That big yellow ball of happy
excitement mutated into a big iron ball of dread and dropped back down through my
body. Not panic, yet; I told myself aloud, several times, not to panic — though even
at the time I knew there was nothing to be done, panicked or not, and that the only
reason not to panic was because panic is unpleasant and if these were to be my final
moments on earth, better to enjoy them as best I could.
Is that the sound of a motor?
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Dan
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We’re fine.
Thank you to everyone who inquired about our safety during the immense
earthquake that struck Mexico City on Tuesday. We were nowhere nearby; Margaret
and I are in Laredo/Nuevo Laredo this week — 700 road miles from Mexico City -interviewing Mexicans deported from Trump’s America for this project.
Every morning, we wake in our hotel in Laredo, Texas, cross the Rio Bravo (or Rio
Grande) on this long footbridge
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and after a two-block hop in a local ally’s car, find ourselves here at the State of
Tamaulipas Migrant Institute, to which deportees are delivered three or four times a
day in groups of one to three dozen.
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All of our friends and relatives in the city reported in as safe, though the experience
was impressive enough for them to overcome their studied chilango insouciance and
describe what they saw using exclamation points.
Something about this earthquake is creepy in precisely the way that Hurricane Maria
is creepy. Earthquakes usually are the surface manifestation of two geologic plates
that have been straining against each other finally slipping, releasing otherworldly
pressure in shockwaves that radiate outward. That enough pressure remained under
Mexico less than two weeks after the big September 7 quake in Chiapas released
tons of it seems remarkable. Ditto the way Hurricane Maria, endlessly pinwheeling
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across the TV screen yesterday like a vast malevolent Skil Saw blade, found the
Caribbean warm enough to swell to a Category 5 storm barely two weeks after
Hurricanes Harvey and Irma grew monstrous by drawing heat out of those selfsame
waters. The earth seems to suffer no shortage of energy to devote to killing,
injuring, impoverishing, and vexing human beings. Maybe it’s trying to finish us
before we finish it.
If you’re looking for someplace to donate money, you could do worse than that
Tamaulipas Migrant Institute. Not only do the members of its staff arrange for the
deportees safe places to stay during their first few days back in Mexico and secure
low-cost bus rides away from the border, they constantly cheerlead for the migrants
— who arrive feeling rejected and dejected — as valuable human beings. To wit
these posters on its walls; this ethic pervades everything the staff members say and
do.
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To migrate is not a crime. It’s only a dream of a better life.
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Don’t judge…. know the history. (A reference to the importance of migration to
Mexican culture and prosperity for more than a century.) To migrate is not a crime.
It’s pathetic to watch some of the disheveled guys arrive in a country that some of
them — carried north across the desert as babies decades ago — have never known.
“What’s this one?” one of them asked me -- a gringo -- in a grief-cracked voice as he
held out a palm covered with one-, two- and five-peso coins. He was so looking
forward to his first-ever Mexican taco from this guy.
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But, he wailed, “I don’t even know the coins.”
Alfonso shows up with his taco cart to grill fresh meat every day around 1 p.m.,
knowing the deportees can’t go wandering around the city looking for lunch.
“No border town is anything but a border town,” Raymond Chandler wrote in The
Long Goodbye in 1953, "just as no waterfront is anything but a waterfront.”
Dan
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L'shanah tova.
Ramona, who cooks lunch for the deportees in the back of the Tamaulipas Migrant
Institute, had good news for me yesterday. “If you give Him all your faith and trust,
He will do everything for you.” I’m capitalizing He and Him here because I’m quite
sure she wasn’t talking about Mexican President Enrique Peña Nieto, for whom I’ve
never heard a Mexican express anything but utter contempt. Also, as she set out, for
forty-odd men who’d been up all night shackled on a bus, dishes of chicken stew and
poblano-flavored rice that in my house would serve six, she continued, “He will make
this enough, as He did with the loaves and fishes.”
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She turned out to be absolutely right. The men — almost all the deportees are men
— sat around eating happily for an hour or more, and everybody seemed to get all
he wanted.
That was the first miracle to raise the curtain on Rosh Hashana for me. The second
was that I found a synagogue in Laredo, Texas,* and the third was that I actually
felt a desire to attend its services.
As with the seder I joined in Tijuana in April, the most interesting thing about Rosh
Hashanah in Laredo was how uninteresting it was. Temple Agudas Achim is a reform
temple, thank Christ, so Margaret and I had to endure no separation of men and
women, a minimum of dreary mumbling piety, and the service was a strict one hour
long. The decor was entirely recognizable to anybody raised, as was I, in suburban
mink-coat reform Judaism.
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The rabbi was a young, enthusiastic Argentine with a loud, clear voice that wrapped
around the sung prayers beautifully. Next to me sat a father and his three children,
whispering to each other in Spanish. I especially liked how the rabbi called on
members of the congregation to read certain sections from the prayer book —
“Jackie, will you read the last paragraph on page 39?” It was homey, and made the
group seem as much a community as a congregation.
Margaret and I are missing all-day services today to continue interviewing
deportees, though it must be said that our boss cleared us to take the day off if we
so chose. For me, doing so would have been the acme of hypocrisy. I’m frankly
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astounded that I went to shul at all. We are unfortunately, missing the stirring
sound of the shofar, which one cannot help enjoying.
Two goyim were walking past a shul on Rosh Hashanah when they heard the
ethereal wailing of the sacred ram’s horn. “What is that?” one asks the other.
“That’s the Jews blowing the shofar.”
“Whoa. They sure know how to treat the help."
Dan

*Actually, I found two synagogues in Laredo, which necessitates this joke, as well:
A Jew is stranded alone on an island for eighteen years. When he’s finally found, his
rescuers notice that he’d built himself two synagogues, and they ask him why one
man needed two.
“That’s the one I go to,” he says, gesturing at one. Then he face darkens and he
gestures at the other. “And that’s the one I don’t go to.”

“There is a message for you, sir,” said the desk clerk unctuously, placing a folded
piece of paper next to a room key dangling from a big brass fob.
“It’s true you’re staying at Raffles?” read the note. “Remarkable coincidence. I’m in
121. love, Carla Stein.*"
Carla Stein! The very definition of Interesting Woman. She was about a year older
than I, and back in New York, when I’d been at Energy User News, she’d been a
junior prosecutor in the office of the Bronx District Attorney. Scary-smart, Jewish,
with a dark-browed intensity and a wise-guy sense of humor, she was somehow both
the woman of my dreams and clearly out of my league. That I could hold both
thoughts about the same person gives you an idea of why my love life was so
hapless. We’d had a short affair that kept me on my toes in a way that I'd found
exhausting, until, with unexpected but tremendous relief, I'd skipped off to
Anchorage. Now she had shown up, wildly out of context, practically inviting me to
her room in the most romantic hotel on the planet.
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Raffles was one of the few buildings displaying colonial charm that Singapore's
maximum ruler, Lee Kwan Yew, allowed to remain standing. Having led Singapore
through its effort to achieve independence two decades earlier, he was out to erase
all vestiges of its colonial past and turn his island city-state into one giant steel-andglass shopping mall.
Raffles was a graceful, white-painted wooden mansion nestled among fan palms,
hummingbirds, bougainvillea, and hibiscus. Smack on the equator, it was blessedly
unairconditioned; wood-bladed ceiling fans spun overhead, stirring the aromas of
orchids, burning coconut husks, and bad British cooking. These modern pictures,
pulled from the internet, belie what a run-down firetrap Raffles was in 1983; not a
luxury hotel at all but cheap and funky lodgings that would serve until I, assigned
permanently by Mike Malloy to Singapore, could find and furnish a place to live.

I hurried back to my room, brushed my teeth, and began padding barefoot down the
wide, rattan-lined colonnades toward room 121. Is this really me? I asked myself.
Do I really get to have a tryst with this incredibly attractive woman in this absurdly
exotic locale while on assignment as a foreign correspondent in a tropical outpost
whose name is the very definition of exotic? As the star of my own private movie, I
watched myself swagger past the sepia photos of tiger hunts and the Japanese
occupation, the brass spittoons, and the the elephant-tusk archways. It’s a wonder I
didn’t suffer a stroke.
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Door 121 swung open at my knock, and there stood Carla in a bathrobe, looking
fabulous with a miniature bottle of Bacardi in her hand. “Come in and join me,” she
said with a laugh. “I’m drinking myself to the back of the mini-bar.”
She was about to teach me a lesson — not altogether welcome -- that only a woman
like her could have.
Dan
*pseudonym
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
I wasn’t equipped to record many details of that first night at Raffles with Carla; I
didn’t even have the vocabulary. Although 27 years old, I could count on the fingers
of one drunken carpenter the women with whom I’d shared a bed. So no juicy details
for you.
Vivid in my memory, though, is Carla rising to shower several times during the
night, as though unable to wait until morning to sluice away the odium of my touch.
At first light, she was up and ordering me to follow her quick-time through Raffles’s
graceful colonnades to the vast, leafy dining room whose ceiling danced with dozens
of big wooden fans.
“Ah!” Carla said as a cringing Malay waiter in a short white jacket set down a silver
rack in which stood four pieces of toast. “Only the English know how to make toast
that is dried out and soggy at the same time.” Relieved that she’d finally made a
joke — and a worldly one — I laughed. She scowled slightly, making it clear that she
didn’t think the remark had been so clever--and that she detected pandering.
Over a breakfast of canned beans, undercooked eggs, and overcooked tomatoes, she
told me about her job with the U.S. Refugee Program. Seven years after the fall of
Saigon, the Hanoi government was behaving pretty much as Lyndon Johnson and
Richard Nixon had predicted it would, if allowed to win the war. The citizens of the
former South Vietnam were fleeing en masse in small boats, adding a new term to
the lexicon of twentieth-century misery: boat people. The U.S. Navy was sieving
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them out of the South China Sea and depositing them behind barbed wire in the
relative wilds of northern Singapore. Carla spent most of her days there, asking the
same question:
Do you know the location of any crashed American planes or the graves of any
Americans?
“We imply, though never say, that if they help us find something, they’ll get a green
card,” she said.
With my eyes locked on her full, mobile lips, edged by the faintest line of
maddeningly sexy soft dark fuzz, Carla described the process.
“Say Nguyen tells me he knows where an F4 Phantom went down; I tell my boss,
and my boss calls in the Body Snatchers.”
She wiped her mouth with a linen napkin about a quarter-inch thick while I mentally
recorded her casual use of the term "F4 Phantom;" I didn’t, and still don’t, know
many women familiar with the F4 Phantom, whereas I, who as a 10- to 12-year-old,
had built any number of 1:48-scale plastic models of it, could expound upon it at
length — speed, turning radius, avionics, armament, and more.
“I’m pretty sure the Body Snatchers are CIA,” Carla said. "They have aerial photos of
every square inch of Vietnam.”
“They had plenty of time to take them,” I said. “It was a long war."
“They also have topo maps of the whole country on the same scale as the photos. So
say Nguyen points to a photo and says, ’These huts are no longer in this spot. They
burned, and they were rebuilt over here. The American pilot we buried is here, by
this clump of belinjo trees.’ The Body Snatchers match the photo with the maps and
get exact coordinates. If it’s a body, the Vietnamese government will usually let a
team come in and dig it up, and Nguyen gets his get-of-jail-free card.”
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Six-language souvenir of the refugee camp where Carla worked. That’s English,
Vietnamese written in Chinese characters, Vietnamese the way the French wrote it
during their 1887-1954 colonization of what was then Indochine, Thai, Lao, and
Khmer.
“Figures,” I said, "that after bombing the country flat and killing I don’t know how
many million people, all we want back is our own bodies.”
“Congressmen love giving constituents back their dead sons,” Carla said. “I’m told
that the Vietnamese want the bodies out of their soil as much as we want them
back; it’s a ghost thing.”
She grabbed the hair just above her forehead with her right hand and pulled it
straight back, as though to give a little breathing room to her brain. "But it’s not
really the bodies we’re after,” she continued. "It’s the planes, with all the electronics
and weapons in them. We don’t want the Vietnamese reverse engineering that stuff.
We had a case where the Vietnamese government wouldn’t let us take wreckage out,
and the Air Force went in and bombed it.”
By any measure, Carla had a cool job of considerable importance, and she described
it well. This wasn’t just a good date or someone with whom it was fun to root around
in bed; this was a high-fiber somebody for whom I could grow to care in a new and
grown-up way. If I played it right, Carla Stein could become my first real adult
girlfriend.
“Carla,” I said. “Let’s take a trip up to Malacca this weekend."
She looked at me out of the tops of her eyes for a long second. I could practically
hear the machinery clacking around in there.
She reached across the table and wrapped my left index finger in her warm, dry
hand.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
This was the tableau that confronted us as we dismounted the bus at the border with
Malaysia:

“You’re not carrying anything, are you?” Carla asked me. I refrained from asking
what kind of idiot she took me for. I was afraid she’d answer.
Guarding the Singapore side of the border was one of the Nepalese Ghurka
mercenaries that Singapore had incorporated into its army; I could tell by the
wicked-looking kukri on his belt.
“Excuse me,” I said. His eyes shifted to me briefly but he didn’t move his head. “I’ve
read that every time you draw the kukri, even to slice a tomato or to sharpen it, you
must nick your thumb with the blade because it must never be drawn without
drawing blood. Is that true?” He jerked his hand toward the kukri, and when I
jumped back, threw his head back and released a deep-chested laugh. “Yes, sir,” he
said. “You heard that right. Don’t worry, sir. I’m not drawing it.” Carla and I
continued walking toward Malaysian immigration. Passing us the other way came
two tall blond guys speaking something that made them sound like they were talking
underwater.
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“Excuse me,” I said. “What language is that?”
“Danish,” they said in unison, which set off a discussion of how Copenhagen can be
simultaneously the most bicycle-friendly city in the world and have terrible winters.
(Clothes, tires.) Carla waited with her hands on her hips. I was digging out my
passport to hand to the Malay border guards when a man walked through to
Singapore wearing an “Ithaca NY" t-shirt that I recognized as one my brother
Michael had designed and silkscreen printed. We stood talking about Ithaca for a few
minutes, and then Carla and I passed through to Malaysia.
“You don’t have to talk to everybody you pass on the street,” Carla said.
“Really?” I asked. “I love talking to strangers. I learn so much.”
“Well, please don’t do it when you’re with me.”
“I can’t not do it when I’m with you,” I said. “It’s what I do. It’s my favorite thing to
do.”
It went downhill from there. We were eating chili shrimp that night when Carla threw
down her napkin and said, “Why do you have to chew like that?”
“Like what?”
She made some ugly noises with her lips, like a bird drinking water.
Finally the moment we were probably both dreading: getting ready for bed. “What
do you say to a little less saliva this time?” she asked.
That was it. I was done. I can’t tell you much about the rest of the weekend, but
things got no better. The image that remains is Carla’s face superimposed over
DEATH DEATH DEATH DEATH DEATH.
I was crushed. She was almost everything I was looking for in a girlfriend, minus the
compassion, humanity, tolerance, sense of humor, and, most of all, affection for me.
The big aforementioned lessons that Carla taught me? That I’m irritating, disgusting
at table, and a lousy lover — all good things to know about oneself at 27 if one is
thinking of throwing oneself off a high bridge. Luckily, I was not. Carla also taught
me to broaden the list of characteristics I was looking for in a girlfriend. Turns out
that brains, beauty, worldliness, education, and carnality aren’t everything.
"Thou hast described a hot friend cooling,” says Brutus in Julius Caesar. "Ever note,
Lucillius,
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When love begins to sicken and decay, it useth an enforcèd ceremony.”
Ceremony (Merriam Webster): a formal act or series of acts prescribed by ritual,
protocol, or convention. In other words, something that one can expect to be
repeated many times pretty much the same way.
Ain’t that the truth.
Dan

Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
The real estate agent was an elegant Indian gentleman — Singapore being about a
quarter Indian, a quarter Malay and half Chinese, with just a sprinkling of ang
mo — red hair. With Raffles fresh in my memory, I asked him about apartment
buildings or houses to rent with the same colonial charm.
“There’s one,” he said in that lilting subcontinent accent that somehow always sparks
in me a rush of joy and a rush of confidence. He leaned forward to flip open a box of
index cards. “And I think there may actually be a vacancy now.” With impeccably
manicured fingers, he plucked out of the box a pale green card and said, “Indeed.
It’s a former BOQ; I think you’ll adore it."
“BOQ?”
“I’m sorry. Bachelor Officers’ Quarters. This one goes all the way back. Probably built
around the time of the First World War.” Take a taxi to 123 Meyer Road. Unit 8 is
available.” he dug a couple of keys on a single ring from a desk drawer and placed
them on the desk before me. "You can go and be back in an hour. I’ll be here.”
It proved to be a long semi-circular building embracing a small park of coconut
palms. Beyond it lay the coastal highway, but that was slightly sunken, so through
the palms was a view of naught but the gleaming Singapore Strait that connected
the Strait of Malacca with the Gulf of Thailand. The building was made of whitepainted wood with a red tile roof. I swung open the door to Number 8 and literally
gasped. Cover the multi-colored tile floor with wood and get rid of the five enormous
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ceiling fans, and the place could serve as an indoor basketball court. The ceiling
must have been eighteen feet high, with swing-out casement windows all the way
up. The whole apartment was only two equally gigantic rooms and a bathroom the
size of typical suburban-American bedroom.
No kitchen? I looked down at the two keys in my hand.
The kitchen turned out be in an entirely separate building that curved along the
back; the two buildings were like lovers spooning. Right behind Number 8, in the
second building, was a big kitchen with an industrial gas stove, a cast iron sink big
enough to bathe a wildebeest, and refrigerator that looked like it had come from a
morgue. Next to the kitchen in the same back building was one plain room — the
maid’s quarters, no doubt. Every apartment had the same arrangement behind it.
Kitchen and maid’s room — not what a gentleman would want right inside his home
in a place as torpid as Singapore.
I walked back through the apartment, listening to the wind in the palms and feeling
like a dissolute character in a Somerset Maugham story. I must get myself a soiled
white linen suit, I told myself.
“It’s perfect,” I told the real estate agent as I set the keys on his desk.
“I thought you’d say so. Something you should know, too. The building is owned by
an elderly Jew named Golde Meyer — hence Meyer Road — and she will not rent to
Asians.”
The floor dropped out from beneath me. “You’re kidding,” I said.
“Not a bit of it,” he said.
“So if you wanted to live there, you could not.”
“That is correct.”
“That’s legal?”
“It’s her building."
“Well, obviously I can’t rent it,” I said, disappointed to the marrow. “How can you
stand to do business with her?”
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“I do business with her. I don’t socialize with her. Listen: you really should grab it
quickly. There’s nothing else in Singapore remotely like it, and someone is sure to
snap it up quickly. Not every ang mo in Singapore is an American, you know.”
He sent me — “quick now" — to see a few more vacant apartments within an easy
commute of my downtown office. I suppose one or two approached the charm of
midcentury modern, but all were rather dreary mid-sixties to late seventies
utilitarian quarters, lacking character. Had I not seen 123 Meyer Road, Number 8,
any would have done just fine. But what has been seen cannot be unseen.
“I’ll take it,” I told the agent when I returned to his office. “123 Meyer Road, Number
8. I feel like a rat doing it, but you’re right; it’s spectacular.” A thought occurred. “I
can have Asian guests, right? It’s not like Asians aren’t allowed on the premises.”
“I’d be discreet about overnight guests, but yes, you can invite Asian friends to your
new home. He set the keys before me. “Congratulations. That is a real find. I think
you’ll be happy there.”
I was already unhappy, wondering if I’d ever tell anybody, especially at home, what
I had just contracted to do. I left the agent’s office feeling simultaneously excited
and ashamed.
Why did he feel it necessary to mention that Golde Meyer was a Jew? A Singaporean
Indian didn’t have enough experience with Jews to recognize me as one, did he?
Still, that was an awfully nice thing he said about Americans. Having rented an
apartment from someone as openly bigoted as Golde Meyer, I wondered if I still
merited the honorific.
Dan
PS: Tuesday was a stressful day and I was too tired to write this after dinner. But I
pushed myself to do so because whenever I skip a day without advance notice, a
number of you kindly ask after my health and touchingly assume that I didn’t write
because the hitch-hiker in my skull had woken up and was causing mischief. Worry
not. I’m still without symptoms and feel quite good. But be advised: I feel like taking
a few days off from Third-Act Trouble. You may assume everything’s fine until
further notice. Thank you. And thank you for being such faithful and attentive
readers.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
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danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Here I am in your in box after promising to take a few days off. But there’s a little
housekeeping to be done.
After I wrote about the Instituto Tamaulipeco in Nuevo Laredo, which is receiving
Mexicans deported from the United States, some of you kindly asked what you could
do to help. The Instituto cannot take donations because it is a state government
agency — though its director was touched that Americans wanted to be of service.
He directed me instead to a Baptist organization on the U.S. side, in Laredo, whose
wizened pastor, Lorenzo Ortiz, collects donations to provide the Instituto with
potable water, food, toilet paper, gasoline, and other essentials.
I’m not asking you to donate. But I will say that during my career in Asia, Africa, and
Hurricane Katrina, I have rarely seen people attending to the stricken not only with
as much efficiency as the Instituto and the Baptists, but with as much heart. These
folks do good work. And on the day that President Trump announced that he would
place a historically low cap of 45,000 on the refugees the United States would accept
next year, it seemed a good day to pass along a little information.
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Anybody inspired to do so could send a check to:
Laredo Baptist Association
2218 Burnside
Laredo TX 78040
and include a note saying it’s to help the deportees.
Or direct deposit to International Bank of Commerce account #2210728096, using
routing number 114902528.
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Again, this is not a solicitation. Some of you asked. I’m just providing information.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Third-Act Trouble is a letter about life transitions, and a lot of people are going
through a big one right now. All over the United States, high-school seniors are
applying to college — or not. High-school juniors are taking SATs and starting to
think about the time beyond graduation.
Please join me in my campaign to banish from the lexicon the phrase, “gap year.”
For those of you who don’t have people in your lives living their third septennial, a
“gap year” is the year after high school during which a young adult does not go to
college, but instead does something else with the intention of going to college
after. Margaret and I live in a highly educated and competitive town, and the phrase
“gap year” is everywhere right now. “It’s perfectly okay with us if she wants to take
a gap year.” “Maybe a gap year would be good for him.” “We’re looking into things
to do for a gap year.”
Many parents, I am sure, are entirely well-meaning. But in relation to their children,
they are the power, and like a lot of the rhetoric of the powerful, the expression "gap
year” is often a pernicious smoke screen meaning precisely the opposite of that
which it purports to mean. Far from being an expression of tolerance, respect, and
support for the will of their children, “gap year” is a tool of manipulation -- a means
of keeping the parents, not the kid, in charge.
Deconstruct it: “Gap" — a void between two things of substance, in this case, high
school and college. “Year" — it is predecided that we’re talking about one year.
Nobody ever says “gap time,” or “gap years.” The phrase therefore both judges the
experience as essentially worthless and limits its duration. I would argue that
parents lack the right to do either for people old enough to vote and serve in the
military.
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“Gap year” also has about it the whiff of the kid-aggrandizing paid program. Parents
always seem to have something in mind when they talk about their kids taking gap
years, and it’s rarely bumming around the Great Lakes or moving into cheap digs
with friends and getting enough of a job to pay the rent. (Pity:
Working a dull job to pay the rent not only clears the mind, it can make studying
look awfully good.)
Question parents closely about how they see their kids’ gap years, and you’ll usually
hear something that looks good on a resume or college application — WOOFing, say,
or exploring the Galapagos. An entire industry has developed to provide “worthwhile
experiences” during a gap year.
Taking time after college is a great idea. I wish I’d done it, which may be why the
phrase “gap year” pushes my buttons so. An undergraduate education is a fabulous,
irreplaceable thing — especially when one’s parents are offering to pay for it.
Nobody, I believe, should embark upon it because everybody else is going to college
or going to college is simply what one does, but because he or she has a strong,
positive desire for the scholarship involved. That doesn’t mean a kid has to know
what she wants to study; the whole point of an undergraduate education is the
broad grazing. But they’re likely to waste it (as I did) without fire in the belly for
directed learning.
Not every high school graduate is immediately ready for that. So it isn’t the idea of
taking time between high school and college that bothers me, or even the slick
marketing of “worthwhile experiences” to affluent families. It’s the judgmental, timelimiting, parent-centered nature of the whole concept of “gap year.” It signals
immediately to me that the young person in question has not been consulted. I don’t
believe I’ve ever heard “gap year" issue from a seventeen-year-old mouth. “I dunno”
is the way they usually describe it, and “I dunno” is an excellent place to begin
thinking about the dawn of one’s adult life.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
We are celebrating a heartwarming anniversary today. Two years ago, when
Margaret and I were still living in New York, she said to me, “These headaches
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you’re having are freaking me out. I’m taking you to a doctor," and thus began my
extra-special late-life adventure.
We started at a walk-in clinic on upper Broadway, and by nightfall I was the proud
owner of a five-centimeter mass in the middle of my brain, with no way of knowing
what it was until someone busted into my skull and pulled it out. Surgery was set for
October 14, which was bad news. We had tickets for Hamilton on October 28.
Perhaps you don’t remember what a big deal that was. We’d paid only $175 apiece
for them, the equivalent of having bought Apple Computer at $2 a share.
I asked the surgeon. I asked another surgeon. I asked nurses: Will I be well enough
two weeks after brain surgery to go to Hamilton?
Guys and Dolls, maybe. The Music Man, certainly. But Hamilton? No way. I made a
colleague at Human Rights Watch very happy by selling her the tickets at cost.
Big mistake. I was walking in Central Park two days after surgery and back at work
four days after that. I’ve been symptom-free — but for the effects of chemotherapy
— ever since, and have had only one recurrence, expertly dispatched. According to
the articles I read online about glioblastoma when I was first diagnosed, I am well
past my sell-by date.
It might seem weird to celebrate the anniversary of finding a tumor in one’s brain,
but a celebration it feels like. I might actually have a beer tonight, and stay up past
ten.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Dan Baum
danbaum@me.com
+1 30 39 17 50 24
There’s a place I go mentally in times of stress or insomnia — my “happy place” -and here it is:
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That’s Margaret and me on top of Miller Peak, looking for ruffed and blue grouse.
That we found none on Sunday was beside the point. Miller Peak rises about an hour
outside of Missoula, Montana, where we lived from the time we returned from
Zimbabwe, in 1989, until 1997. It's the place where we became parents, so it’s also
the place where wrapped up the child-free era of our marriage, an era loaded with
such outdoor adventure as knocking off work at three to hunt grouse on Miller Peak,
knocking off at noon and using our weekday season passes ($177 in 1990) at the
local alpine ski resort, or blowing off work for a week to camp in the snow looking for
— but never finding — elk.
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When Rosa was seven and eight months old, I took her grouse hunting up Miller
Peak. She rode in a little baby backpack, and to prevent startling her or damaging
her ears, I hunted with an air rifle instead of a 12-gauge shotgun, “ground sluicing”
the birds — shooting them in their pointy little heads while they were sitting still.
Easy peasy.
Missoula is the only place I’ve ever felt truly at home and connected. You’ll be
hearing more about it in the next few days, I’m sure.
On Sunday, Miller Peak was as fragrant as ever — a spicy autumnal tang of rotting
leaves and falling conifer needles that brought back those incredibly happy days as
though no time at all had elapsed. Grouse is gentleman’s game, which is another
way of saying it’s a lot easier on old bodies than hunting mammals. No need to rise
an hour before sunrise in your snowbound tent to be sitting motionless in a secreted
position for the crucial early dawn. No need to maintain absolute silence or worry
about which way the wind is carrying your scent. No getting soaked in the rush of
hot blood that issues from the abdominal cavity of a freshly shot ungulate when you
open the paunch to pull out the viscera. No need to haul out 75 pounds of meat on
your back. Hunting grouse, you stroll along through the woods, talking if you like,
until a grouse bursts from the underbrush with a heart-stopping flutter and rockets
off among the trees like an F-111. If you can keep your head, lead the bird, and
drop it with one barrel, you’re a grouse hunter. We used to be really good at it.
To return to Miller Peak in early October — two years almost the day since my
diagnosis — practically made me cry. Especially since we had Craig with us:
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Greg Brown, one of my favorite singer-songwriters, sings a song about the sharp
pleasure of fishing with one particular friend:
Never fished up in Vancouver,
Don’t know if I will.
I don’t care.
I’m going fishing with Bill.
An Eagle Scout in his youth, Craig can read the woods like a sheet of newsprint. He
taught me everything I know about living in the woods, about finding meat in them,
about how to describe them in words. He and his remarkable wife, Laura, are the
first people I think of when I hear the word “friends.” I love hunting with Margaret
even though she’s better at finding and tracking animals than I am.* But having
Craig along makes the experience complete. By Sunday evening, after a day in the
autumn-radiant forest with Margaret, and Craig in his thoroughly Fuddular hat, I felt
as though I’d removed my troubled heart from my chest, swaddled it in a blanket,
and sung to it until it quieted. This, I remember thinking, is what it means to me to
be alive. I’m not giving it up.
I might slip in an arroyo
Maybe break my leg
I don’t care.
I’m going hunting with Craig.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
*I’m a better shot, though it must said that Margaret once took a white-tail doe at
60 yards with a shot between the eyes. I’ve never had the nerve to take a head
shot. The head of a deer is large but the brain is small, so the chance of wounding
the animal without killing it instantly is great. But that doe of hers, I’m quite sure,
passed from this world to the next with neither consciousness nor pain. Margaret is
awesome.
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Say you bag a grouse. Then what?
As with any game animal, you must remove the viscera pronto. The innards spoil
first, and you want the carcass to cool rapidly. A knife isn’t even needed. Tear the
belly skin open — it’s like tissue paper — and reach in. If it’s a cold day, this will feel
good because you’ve been walking gloveless with your hands on iced metal. Find the
gizzard-and-crop assembly — its full of gravel and will be firmer than the rest -- and
pull. Everything else will come with it. Go ahead and leave the mess on the ground;
you’ll make the ravens and coyotes happy. A grouse is about the size of a small
chicken. Put it in your game bag, wipe off your hands, reload your shotgun and start
looking for another.
If you have a knife, it’s fun to fish the crop out of the pile of viscera and slit it open.
The crop is a kind of bag at the bottom of the bird’s gullet that holds whatever the
bird has pecked up. That includes bugs, berries, and — crucially -- gravel. Birds lack
teeth; so they use their crops and gizzards to begin the digestive process thusly:
The gizzard is big muscle that surrounds the crop; by massaging the crop, the
gizzard grinds the food the bird has swallowed with the gravel, making a digestible
slurry. Looking inside the crop isn’t just interesting; it helps you find more birds. If
the crop is full of huckleberries, you know to look for stands of huckleberries with
their signature autumn-red leaves. (I love finding huckleberries in a grouse’s crop
because I imagine I can detect their sweetness in the meat.)
Once home, if you insist on plucking the bird, drop it in a pot of boiling water for a
minute before grabbing out the feathers. This leaves the skin intact, which in theory
is supposed to keep the meat moist, but I’ve found it makes no difference and it’s so
easy to skin the bird — the skin and feathers come off together like a sock off a foot
— that doing so is impossible to resist. Tear off the skin. Whack off the head, feet,
and wings with a cleaver, and you should now have a recognizable fowl ready to
cook. Look it over carefully for shot marks and if you find any, dig out the pellets
with the point of a knife. Crunching down on a piece of #6 shot can cost you a
molar.
Tomorrow: On the assumption that you’ll be going home with four or five birds in
your game bag, recipies for roasted grouse breast and grouse-and-mushroom pie.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
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danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Upon returning from the woods, the flayed exteriors of your skinned grouse will be
covered in pine needles, leaves, and pin feathers embedded in a slippery pink
mucilage that is best rinsed away quickly. Dry them carefully.
You want to eat at least some grouse the evening you come in from the hunt. But
trying to roast a whole grouse will deal you a disappointment. The breast will be
overdone or the legs underdone. More likely, both. Here’s the trick: tear the grouse
in half.
You don’t even need a cleaver. Grab the legs in one hand and the breasts in the
other and snap the spine in twain. The legs go into a bigger Ziploc bag than they
need and then into the freezer. The breasts, still in one piece, go on a rack in a
roasting pan. Pre-heat the oven to 250 degrees — very low.
Like most wild meat, grouse flesh has almost no fat, which makes it healthy to eat
but also dry. Some people at this point cross slices of bacon over the breasts to add
much-needed fat. I like the added fat, but find the bacon’s smoky taste
overwhelming. So I sometimes blanch a couple of slices in water for a few minutes
and then lie them on the breasts. Mostly, though, I count on very slow roasting to
preserve the meat’s moisture.
If I’m feeling really creative, I’ll mix some bitter-orange marmalade in a small castiron pan with plenty of chopped garlic and fresh rosemary, and heat it until it can be
easily spread over the breasts. But you don’t even need it, and doing this runs the
risk of overpowering the delicate taste of the meat.
Put the roasting pan in the pre-heated oven and turn your attention to peeling celery
root and cutting it into dice, along with an equal quantity of potatoes, and start
cooking them gently in water. Put someone to work on greens and salad.
Roast the grouse for about 40 minutes and poke it with a finger. If it doesn’t leave a
divot, roast a little longer. But for heaven’s sake don’t overcook it, or you’ll be dining
on balsa wood. Better slightly rare than even slightly overdone. Drain the celery-root
and potato cubes and either serve them as is with butter, or whip them into a puree
with butter and/or cream and plenty of salt.
As the season progresses, eat the breasts of each bird the day you shoot it and add
each grouse’s legs to the Ziploc bag in the freezer. (This is why you wanted a bigger
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bag than that first pair of legs needed.) Start thinking of baking them into a pie. You
won’t need four and twenty; six will do.
When you’re ready, defrost the legs in the fridge and assemble the most interesting
mushrooms you can find — oysters, morels, and portabellos are great, but if all you
can get is brown criminis, they’ll do just fine.
Ask Laura Millin, or your best pastry-chef friend to make you enough pie crust for at
least two pies, using rendered chicken or duck fat if you can get it, instead of butter.
(Though butter will do….) Ask this person to knead in plenty of coarse salt and fresh
rosemary.
Lightly poach the grouse legs in some chicken broth. (Don’t worry; this doesn’t make
you a grouse poacher.) Mince some onions or shallots and two or three cloves of
garlic, and get them going in a pan with (in order of preference) duck fat, or chicken
fat, or butter, or olive oil, or canola oil, or 30-weight Valvoline.
Pour yourself a generous measure of Laphroaig or other good whisky and begin
sipping as you cook.
Cut up the mushrooms and add them to the pan. Start the oven; pre-heat to 350.
Cool the poached grouse legs, pull off the meat with your fingers, and throw it in
with the mushrooms, onion and garlic.
Retract your face far from the stove, pour a goodly measure of bourbon into the pan
and tip it to ignite the alcohol (or use a match.) It will flare up like an airstrike and
scare the bejesus out of everybody in the kitchen, but the flames will dissipate
quickly.
When they have, sprinkle flour into the pan and stir it in well, along with some
nutmeg, cinnamon (not too much) ground coriander, and a pinch of ground cloves.
While this sticky mixture cooks over a low flame, roll out your pie crust, using a
flour-rubbed bottle of Bordeaux (it has the straightest sides) if you don’t have a
rolling pin. You want one circle big enough to line a standard-size cast-iron skillet,
and two big enough to serve as top crusts. Line the skillet with the big crust disk.
Ask one of your guests to wash and spin greens and anything else you like in a
salad. We like to crush garlic with salt under the flat of a chef’s knife and put it into
bottom of a wooden salad bowl. Pour some cider vinegar and a few drops of
balsamic vinegar (not too much) on the garlic to begin macerating it. Set aside.
Stir some milk, half & half, or cream into the grouse/mushroom mixture and simmer
for ten minutes or so, or until the gravy is as thick as you like. It should be pretty
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thick, not soupy. Make sure you have no lumps of damp flour in it and that it tastes
fully cooked, with none of that raw-flour flavor or texture that’s been the ruin of
many a young man. Keep this warm. Chop some green onions and add them to the
pan if you’d like a little green in the pie filling. You want these lightly cooked.
Pour the grouse/mushroom mixture into the crust-lined pan, and top with one of the
top-crust disks, pinching the edges to seal one to the other. Use a small, sharp knife
on the other disk to cut out the outline of a grouse, either roosting or on the wing.
Pat that onto the top crust and brush the whole top with beaten egg or just egg
white, using your fingers if you don’t have a pastry brush. Pierce the top crusts in
many places with a fork.
Bake for about an hour, until the top crust is golden brown and steam and even
drops of gravy are issuing through the fork piercings. Five minutes before serving,
put the plates people will eat off of in the oven. Try not to stack them; the middle
ones won’t heat.
Pour olive oil into the salad bowl, throw the greens on top, and toss to coat the
leaves. Ask another guest to open the wine — rose or a not-too-dry white like fumé
blanc, dry Riesling, or Viognier work best.
Seat your guests. Put a stout trivet in the middle of the table and set the pie upon it.
Take a bow.
Let the pie rest a minute while you discuss real estate. When the pie is opened, the
birds begin to sing. By any measure, this is a dainty dish to set before a king.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
We’re taking a few days off at Chico Hot Springs, in Montana’s aptly named Paradise
Valley, a couple of hours north of Yellowstone National Park. It looked like this when
we arrived Wednesday evening…
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…and like this when we woke Thursday morning.
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Rather than get our feet wet tramping around the great outdoors, we let the horses
do that. Spectacular.
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We conducted an experiment: Put an out-of-shape 61-year-old man on horseback
for two hours in the cold wind and then immerse him in a pool of hot mineral water;
will he groan like a mating hippo? Turns out, yes.
Third-Act Trouble will resume on Monday, probably in Singapore again. I hope you
enjoy your weekend.
Dan
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Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Singapore was best known, as I started work there for The Asian Wall Street Journal
in 1982, for its almost comical tinpot authoritarianism. The city-state had just
banned chewing gum because the interior minister’s trousers had picked up some
masticated gum from beneath a theater seat. Throwing a cigarette on the sidewalk
could get you not only fined, but “caned.”*
Singapore further had a campaign going to get it’s overwhelmingly Hokkien-Chinese
population to speak Mandarin so as to play nicely with the Chinese. A common sight
on the streets was watching two Chinese who spoke different dialects conversing
with both hands. Most or all of the Chinese dialects are written the same way but
pronounced entirely differently. A speaker of Mandarin could make himself
understood to a speaker of Hokkien, and vice versa, by drawing characters on the
palm of his hand. If Lee Kwan Yew was to have his way — and nobody had any
doubt that he would — Singapore would in a matter of years boil the Hokkien out of
its culture and its ethnic Chinese (three quarters, not half, of the population) would
become a nation of Mandarin speakers.
The Malay speakers — about fifteen percent of the total — and the ethnic Indians
were left to speak their tongues. All three groups often used English as their lingua
franca and in the local patois they ended many sentences with an extra, useless
syllable of emphasis: la. So if you really wanted to get your point across, you
wouldn’t simply shout, “Were closed!” You’d shout, “We’re closed-la!"
It was easy to sneer at Lee’s micromanagement of his people’s lives, but hard to
deny that Singapore was building itself into an über-modern Tiger economy and that
Singapore was a supremely comfortable, hygienic, and safe -- if boring -- place to
live. “Someplace to shower off Asia after traveling,” is how Carla Stein had put it.
The airport ran like a Swiss watch. Traffic was computer-controlled. The
trustworthiness of the drinking water and even the street food was absolute. Had I
been a physician, a financier, or an industrialist with a family, Singapore would have
been a plum assignment. But I was a reporter, and covering Singapore was rather
like covering a vast shopping mall. It was going to be, I quickly realized, a long few
years.
An unfortunate side of the Singaporean character was an innate and caustic
rudeness that made New Yorkers, by comparison, seem like Jane Austen characters.
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Whether this was a product of the country’s seamless paternalism or unrelated to it,
the brusqueness of Singaporeans toward each other and toward visitors was so
pervasive and pronounced that the government, in its typically micro-managing way,
determined to stamp it out. It launched, three years before I arrived, a campaign to
bludgeon Singaporeans into being more courteous to one another.

By the time I got there, the Courtesy Campaign had been whittled down to a single
month. It didn’t really make much difference in the way people behaved, but it gave
one license to call people on their behavior. The day after Courtesy Month in 1982, I
mentioned to a Chinese bus driver that one of the rattan seats on his bus was
cracked and unusable. “I’m not complaining,” I said. “I just thought you’d want to
know.”
“You sit down-shut up you!” he barked.
“I’m only trying to be helpful,” I said, backing away and raising both palms.
“You get off my bus you!” he said. He stopped the bus, wrenched open the door, and
folded his arms, scowling like a petulant child. I was overwhelmed with sympathy for
the poor guy, being driven crazy by who knew what.
“What happened to Courtesy Month?” I asked as I stepped down.
“Courtesy no more-la!” he shouted with something that sounded like relief.
Dan
*Done like this in Changi Prison: The miscreant is stripped and given a padded belt
to cover the kidneys. He is bent over and handcuffed to a barrel-shaped “horse”
made of wood slats. A doctor is present. A big man, stripped to the waist, enters the
room holding a length of rattan half an inch in diameter. How much he is allowed to
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wind up is strictly defined in the law and monitored by the doctor. The big man
swings his arm hard and whacks the miscreant on the buttocks the prescribed
number of times — usually six to ten --- lifting skin off in strips with each strike. It is
said to be intensely painful. The doctor checks the miscreant’s vital signs a couple of
times during the ordeal, and when it’s over, applies some minimal first aid. He tells
the miscreant to go home and “let it dry.” It will be hard to sit for the next week, but
gradually it will heal. The advantage to this barbarity is that now the punishment is
over. The miscreant isn’t separated from his family for years and walled up with
criminals eager to teach and recruit. Until he drops his drawers, nobody — at work,
his extended family, his neighbors, even has to know about it.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
In the good old days of the Cold War, nothing beat a Soviet Embassy reception.
The room glittered with chandeliers and twittered with diplomatic chit-chat. I’d
staked out my position — directly beside a big cut-crystal punchbowl holding a
volcano of shaved ice with a one-kilo tin of gray sevruga caviar for a crater. Yes, I
will have another glass of that wretched sweet Soviet champagne. Thank you. Now
step aside please; I’m watching that big scowling guy in the corner. In my mind I
called him Ivan One and I had him down as chief of the KGB node in the Embassy. It
was easy to picture those gigantic hands snapping someone’s cervical vertabrae.
I spooned up some more caviar, pressing the exquisite little eggs against the roof of
my mouth with my tongue, tingling to the their tiny, briny pops.
Good lord: that’s what’s-her-name, from Saint Jack.
Saint Jack — with the peerless Ben Gazzara as a wisenheimer New Yorker hustling in
Vietnam-era Singapore -- was three years old then. It was and is one of my very
favorites. If I’ve ever identified more with a movie character, I cannot recall when.
(The novel from which the movie was made, by the travel writer Paul Theroux, is
terrific as well.)
The woman who played Gazzara's girlfriend, now directing an incandescent smile at
the wife of the American embassy’s political officer, performed in the film a kind of
dance with her sari — spinning nude to wrap herself in it and then reversing the spin
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to shed it — that was something to behold. This photo of her and Gazzara doesn’t
begin to capture the elegant beauty of how she moved.
“Excuse me,” I said to her the instant she detached herself from the political wife.
“I’m afraid I’m just another of your fans. That thing you did with the sari in Saint
Jack almost killed me."
How utterly lame. I expected her to mutter a quick, “thank you” with at best a
fluorescent smile and turn away. Instead, she lit up like nobody had ever paid her a
compliment, took my hand in hers, pressed it to her bosom, and said, “Oh, thank
you! I so love it when people appreciate my work!”*
Her name was Monica Subramaniam. By the end of the reception, I had permission
to pick her up the following evening at the house she shared with her mother and
take her to dinner.
Dan
*Her work, alas, consisted entirely of Saint Jack. If the Internet Movie Database has
it right, she never made another movie.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Monica and her mother lived in a simple, cheaply built apartment block on the
industrial edge of town. The mother was much smaller than Monica and looked so
tired that the night-black skin she shared with her bloom-of-youth daughter looked
dusty and in places worn thin. As I walked in, she was carrying with two knuckly
hands a saucer with a glass of water atop to a big gray-haired man with a jolly,
ruddy face who lounged in an armchair and gave the impression of presiding. He
introduced himself as a friend of the family and a sea captain of the Danish merchant
fleet. He liked to pay a call when his work brought him to Singapore, he said. I was
given to understand that he helped support the family in exchange for lord-knowswhat or simply out of old friendship. Monica seemed embarrassed to discuss it.
I’d read about this sort of thing in fiction — Somerset Maugham’s in particular — but
I’d never seen it up close. It stank. Monica’s mother looked like a wizened little
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slave, lorded over by this pale self-congratulatory giant, and Monica looked simply
appalled. My experience with poverty, to this point, was limited. It was one of those
moments when a young person realizes that “this shit really happens; the big world
is uglier than my little one,” and the young person in this case was me.
Monica and I went out for chili crab at the Red House out on the East Coast Road.
She brought along a folder of newspaper clippings celebrating her role in Saint Jack
as a victory for Singaporean women. She was proud to have been a local girl who
made good, and I liked that about her. When she heard about my vintage
apartment, she wanted to see it.
I am specifically enjoined by a great legal scholar from writing anything more about
my youthful sex life, so we’ll draw the curtain here except to note that when I woke
next morning and looked to my left, the words Movie star! rocketed through my
head.
Monica and I carried on for about a week. She was a very nice person and no
dummy. Herself a Malay of Tamil origins, she talked engagingly about the
complicated ethnic salad there at the tip of the Malay Peninsula. But we had no
future. A reference of mine to Yosemite Sam

a figure of paramount importance to my youth, was met with utter blankness on her
part, and her mention of The Emergency — as emotionally resonant to Singaporeans
and Malayans then as 9/11 is to us today — went right by me as well. We were too
culturally distant to build anything real and lasting, so we drifted apart. I sure do like
thinking about her though. Thank you for granting me my first opportunity to do so
in about three decades.* I only treated myself now because today is my bi-monthly
MRI. More on that later.
Dan
*I asked Margaret yesterday if she minds me writing about my thirty-five-year-old
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love affairs. “Not if you write about them well,” she replied without skipping a beat.
This goes a long way toward explaining why I looked so long for Margaret and how
happy I am that I found her.
“Looks great!” my neuro-oncologist boomed yesterday as he burst into the
examination room after looking at the MRI I’d had an hour before. Margaret and I
turned to each other with a high-five.
“But there is one thing,” he mumbled, settling his bulk into a chair. A big invisible
fist squeezed the tubes in my chest, and I thought, “Uh oh. Here we go." He
summoned this image to his computer screen, a shot taken upwards through my
head, so right is left and left is right.
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"See that enhancement?” the doc asked, pointing his cursor at it. “I’m pretty sure
that that is not tumor, but damage from the radiation you had what? Two years ago,
right? This happens. Those patients who make it to two years start having these
little bits of scarring show up. I’m quite sure that that white dot is a little clump of
very small blood vessels irritated by the radiation. The black spot beside it is the
cavity from which the original tumor was removed. The radiation oncologist would
have irradiated the area within three centimeters of the cavity to keep the cancer
from spreading, and that’s exactly where this is. If this was tumor, it would probably
be in the cavity.”
“Wait,” I said. “You’re saying that it took two years for scarring to show up?”
“That’s how it works,” he said. “We don’t know why. But I’d guess you’ll have a lot of
MRIs like this. The longer you go, the more damage we’ll see from the treatment.”
A second-opinion* seeker by nature, I always upload my MRI images right away to
my neuro-onc in San Francisco, and she weighed in by phone last night at about
seven-thirty. She agreed completely with the Denver doc — the enhancement shows
radiation scarring, not tumor. Nothing to do about it now, she said. Her one
recommendation was to have my next MRI in one month, not two. Just in case.
So in Margaret parlance, it’s not big trouble, Buster. But neither, Buster, was the
bullet entirely dodged. Perhaps I was grazed. We’ll know more in a month. Or we
won’t.
Sy, facing at 91 the prospect of burying a second son; and Rosa, battling through
the first semester of law school, both took the news like champs, instantly grokking
the subtleties and projecting optimism to keep from adding to my considerable
anxiety. Bless them both.
I really like my docs. They are serious without being grim, kind and cheerful without
being saccharine.
But we must discuss their use of the word “enhancement.” Merriam-Webster: "to
increase or improve in value, quality, desirability, or attractiveness.” Maybe it’s me,
but mysterious white dots do nothing to increase or improve in value the quality,
desirability, or attractiveness of my MRIs. I’d just as soon leave them off, thank you.
Dan
*Rodney Dangerfield: “I don’t get no respect. I went to the psychiatrist and he told
me, ‘You’re crazy.’ I said, ‘If you don’t mind, I’d like a second opinion.’ ‘All right,’ he
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said. ‘You’re ugly, too.’"
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
For years, the way I’ve told the story to others and myself is that I was 28 or 29
years old when I tired of dating and casual sex and began looking in earnest for a
wife. But telling here the story of Monica Subramaniam, I realize I was unconsciously
doing so much earlier — at 26. A 26-year-old man does not put Monica
Subramaniam out of his bed without a very good reason.
She didn’t take well my surcease of interest in her. I cannot imagine that she fell as
hard for me in one week as she pretended to. Perhaps she saw me as her Danish sea
captain.
Marriage and children had always been in my imagined future because my parents
made both look like both the the natural state of adulthood and also a lot of fun. It
seems that it was around this time, when I was finding my feet as a reporter in
Singapore,

that I was already — without even knowing it — assembling in my mind the qualities
that Ms. Right would need to possess. Apparently and amazingly, familiarity with the
Looney Tunes canon was on the list.
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In my role now as baldheaded tribal elder, I sometimes find myself telling pieces of
my early romantic history to twentysomethings as a cautionary tale. If mating for life
is in your plans, I hear myself saying, know what it is you’re looking for or else you
may not recognize it when it appears.
One young friend rejected this idea categorically, accusing me of assembling the
ideal woman out of disassociated parts as though ordering options on a new Buick.
But doing exactly that — and doing it successfully — goes back at least as far as
1598, to the original rom-com, Shakespeare’s Much Ado About Nothing.
Here’s Benedick:
Rich she shall be, that's certain;
wise, or I'll none;
virtuous, or I'll never cheapen her;
fair, or I'll never look on her;
mild, or come not near me;
noble, or not I for an angel;
of good discourse, an excellent musician, and her hair shall
be of what color it please God.
He gets the girl. Mild, she’s not, but it all works out beautifully in the end.
And if you know a man as happily married after 30 years as I, ask him how he did it.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Sorry that Third-Act Trouble is so late today. Complicated days around here….
Margaret points out after reading yesterday’s TAT that by the end of Much Ado About
Nothing, Benedick — for all of his careful imagining the ideal woman — has ended up
with one who decidedly lacks one of the key qualities he seeks; Beatrice is anything
but “mild.” But the playgoer has no doubt that they are deeply in love, and that if
Beatrice isn’t everything that Benedick wanted, she is certainly exactly what he
needs.
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As another bard put it, You can’t always get what you want, but if you try sometime
you just might find you get what you need.
Once upon a time, Singapore was famous for its street food. By the time I got there
in 1982, however, individual vendors cooking mee on homemade carts was too
disorderly for Lee Kwan Yew's city of the future, and the hawkers, as they were
known, were forcibly rounded up into hawker centers — giant open-sided wroughtiron gazebos full of men and women feverishly churning out in little booths the most
incredible food I’d ever tasted — a Singapore Straits mixture of Chinese, Malay, and
Indian.
A hawker center sat directly across the street from the downtown office building
where the Asian Wall Street Journal kept its offices.I’d start the day with lontong — a
coconut-milk-based soup full of vegetables and white monotextured cubes of
steamed and pressed rice. For breakfast dessert I’d have a bowl of tofu so freshly
made that it was still warm, and drizzled with a little sugar syrup — like vanila
pudding for Asians.
At around ten I’d nip downstairs for some clipped beef — barbecued flank steak
snipped apart with shears — or a dozen skewers of chicken satay with a cup of
sweet-spicy peanut sauce.
Noon would find me in front of a plate of nasi padang, which is a bed of rice on a
round plate with a Jackson Pollock of six or eight different dishes atop — hard-boiled
egg in thick chili sauce, sambal goreng ati ayam (sambal = chili hot, goreng = fried,
ati = liver, ayam = chicken) julienne of sweet potato in a fiery red sauce, ikan bilis
(inch-long dried fish flash fried and mixed up with peanuts and chili sauce) and on
and on, washed down with a pint-beer glass full of spicy tea thickened with
sweetened condensed milk. By two o’clock I’d be famished and need to put work on
hold for a big oval plate of mee goreng (fried noodles)
This went on all day every day, and such is the nature of Asian food that within three
months I’d lost forty pounds.
In between meals I’d report and write stories about the glut of advertising talent in
Singapore, or about contracts for new container cranes in the port, or the
Singaporean Army’s official declaration that when it wargames, it imagines Vietnam
as the enemy and prepares accordingly. This was long before email, of course; I’d
type in all caps on a tiny manual portable Royal and hand the sheet of paper to the
shy-smiling Malay telex operator who spoke no English but could go letter by letter
and get the message to Hong Kong by banging on a machine the size of a
dishwasher for an hour or so. (any time we used a number, we had to type RPT and
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the number again -- as in “each crane costs S$1.6 RPT 1.6 billion” — to allow for
stray-finger error on the part of the telex operator.)
As you can imagine, writing about crane contracts and advertisers didn’t make me
feel much like a foreign correspondent. Perhaps it was the paucity of tear gas.
Though I did enjoy writing about growers trying to form the world’s first banana
cartel.
(Turns out the global banana industry depends on a disaster somewhere — a
hurricane, a blight, a blowdown — to prevent a price-killing surplus. It doesn’t
matter whose bananas die; somebody’s must or everybody’s prices suffer. I was in
the office of Del Monte’s Malaysia banana manager when a telegram arrived saying
that his own company's entire Honduran banana crop had been wiped out in a
hurricane. “Thank God,” he said.)
The search for a wife continued, and into it one day walked a tall, pretty, wise-aleck
Bakersfield, California, native named Didi.*
Dan
*psuedonym
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Didi turned out to be the first woman I’d introduce as “my fiancée.” Here, in broad
strokes is how it all went down.
She was a big, tall, woman with a very pretty face and a sharp, quirky sense of
humor. A native of Bakersfield, California, she had that midwestern corn-fed glow
and wide-open personality that a lot of southern Californians seem to have inherited
from ancestors who migrated westward in covered wagons or Model A Fords. When
I heard that she’d studied landscape architecture and then took a job with the
government of Singapore designing and maintaining its vast acreage of public
gardens, I thought, “Interesting. How many 23 year-olds have the courage and
curiosity to do such a thing?” I liked her.
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It wasn’t long before she moved into my apartment — a first for me — and we fell
into an easy, rather domesticated relationship. So domesticated, in fact, that when
she told me that she was pregnant, I heard myself saying, without a moment’s
hesitation, “Let’s get married and have the baby.”
Partly, I knew that that was what I was supposed to say. But a good-sized part of
me was thinking that I liked this woman very much and this turn of events was a
godsend that could put an end to the peculiar melange of boredom, anxiety, and
personal debasement that attends dating around.
Didi was having none of it. “We might someday do that,” she said, sternly fixing me
with a sharp stare out the tops of her eyes. “But if so, we’re going to plan it. I don’t
want to do that this way." Abortion was legal in Singapore, and Didi availed herself
thereof.
I think about that kid from time to time. He/she would be 35 now. I might be a
grandfather.
Not long after Didi ended her pregnancy, a lumpy envelope arrived from my brother
Mike. “Listen to both sides of this tape,” he’d inked on the envelope. “Serious news.”
Sy, I thought. His bladder cancer is back.
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Inside the lumpy envelope from my brother Mike was a cassette tape with no note. I
inserted the tape into my Walkman, slipped on headphones, and hit Play.
“Hello, Dan,” Mike said, as clearly as if he were sitting in the room. "I hope you’re
somewhere quiet and that you’re by yourself. I’m sitting on a big rock in Central
Park dictating this.” He sighed deeply. Sy is a goner, I thought, and I’m going to
have to decide how quickly to try to get to New York. I was only 26 and lacked
experience with death. Go to New York now and try to see Sy before he dies? But
what if he lives another two years? I have a job I love here in Singapore that I don’t
want to give up. Wait until Sy dies and hurry home to the funeral? What’s the point
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of that? Mike started talking again.
“About a month ago, I took off my pants one night and my legs were covered in
black-and-blue marks….”
Not Sy, I thought, clawing for the Pause button. It’s Mike. Mike! My brother Mike!
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I pushed Play. “What I have, Dan, is a blood disorder,” Mike said in a way that
acknowledged that he was euphemizing to spare me horrible news. He’d been
protecting me since I came home from the hospital in 1956; why should he stop
now?
He got to the horrible news quickly enough, though: he didn’t have just any blood
disorder. He had chronic myeloid leukemia, or CML. He said he’d read an academic
paper his doctor had given him, and it began, “The prognosis for CML patients
remains dismal.”
Singapore and New York are exact antipodes. It was about 6:30 pm where I was; I
could call Mike in another two hours.
I walked outside and found about 25 residents of the building standing in a clump
around Roger, an aging Brit who lived upstairs from me. Roger was weeping, his
fists balled against his eyes. How had he heard the news before I did? I wondered.
And why is he so upset?
“There was really nothing we could do, Rog,” said a fat Chinese lady who I was
vaguely aware was the amah, or maid/cook for an apartment at the far end of our
crescent-shaped building.
“But the trash?” Roger wailed.
“The truck just happened to be here and we thought it was the cleanest solution.
Mrs. Meyer never would have let you bury Pins here.”
Flight Sergeant Pins was Roger’s big, beloved tabby cat; Roger had flown Hawker
Hunters in the RAF during the 1950s and everything about him spoke aviation, down
to his sunglasses, his tie tacs, and his epauleted shirts. His other cat, a roly poly red
one, was Wing Lieutenant Needles, and of course Roger pronounced Needles's rank
“Leftenant."
“He ran right in front of me,” said a man I recognized as a neighbor but couldn’t
name. “He must have been chasing something.” Roger sobbed harder. I turned
away; I had troubles of my own. I went back inside.
Didi showed up a little while later. “My brother has leukemia,” I said. “Bad. I have to
go home.”
Her eyes flicked around the room. “You are home.”
“I mean New York. Maybe for good.”
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She extended an arm to cup the back of my neck with her warm hand, drew my
eyes to hers, and said with affectionate sternness that brooked no backtalk, “I’ll go
with you.”
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
We’re conducting an experiment this week here at One Third-Act Trouble Plaza.
Remember Ben Wofford?*
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Ben on a visit to New York in late 2015 when Margaret and I were living there
learning our Human Rights Watch jobs and I was finding time to get brain cancer.
Back before Human Rights Watch, when I was coaching clients in the writing of
magazine-article and book proposals for $90 an hour, Ben showed up in my in-box
with a really great proposal for an article that we ultimately sold to Rolling Stone,
and thus launched what seems to me a very promising writing career. He was only
23 at the time, fresh out of college, so getting into Rolling Stone was a coup and a
half. He’s written for them again since.
Ben returned to me several times for writing help. But somewhere along the way, he
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decided to, as he puts it, to “stalk” me. He showed up in New York when we were
living there, as you can see above. He seems to have decided that I am the guy he
wants to be, or at least the mentor he wants to have. He can quote me back lines I
wrote five years ago. He refers to practical writing advice I gave on my writing blog
— learn to type as fast as anyone can talk so you can take interview notes on a
laptop and then offer your interviewees your notes, for example, or avoid anecdotal
ledes — as dicta from what he calls “The People’s Church of Baum.”
At one point, he was apparently so obsessed with me that while on a road trip with
his parents, his father (a very nice guy with whom I’ve been in touch) was moved to
yell, “Fuck Baum!” and close off any further discussion of the topic. (Ben’s father and
I agreed later by email that Ben needs to get published, laid, and over himself, in
that order.)
Ben’s admiration for me is flattering, to a point. A few weeks ago, he wrote to say he
had a couple of big proposals he needed to write; would it be okay if he came to
Boulder to live with Margaret and me while he did so? He proposed that we could
huddle up in the morning to discuss the day’s work, repair to our separate spaces to
work, and then huddle up in the afternoon to debrief. He asked if he could stay five
or six days.
My initial reaction, as you can imagine, was to be appalled. What cheek!
The longer I thought about it, though, the more appealing it sounded. Margaret and
I have been going through a somewhat depressing period lately; this could be a fun
distraction. Also, I’m always going on about how I like playing the silverback to
young people, especially young writers; this would be doing so hands-on. Margaret
and I agreed to take him in.
Ben, as you’ll see from my earlier postings about him, can irritate with a line of,
“woe is me; I’m not good enough” patter, but he’s making a visible effort to restrain
that impulse this week.
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A contributing editor of Politico magazine, he’s extremely well-read and up on the
news. He has a particular fascination with generational patterns, informing us, for
example, that millennials — his generation — have measurably less sex than their
parents did in their twenties. He attributes what he sees as a millennial cult of
victimhood and an intolerance for opposing viewpoints to his generation being the
first to have no living memory of the Soviet Union. (He’s full of such data and
observations— did you know that despite the common misperception, things are
actually economically easier for millennials than they were for baby boomers? We
didn’t. Neither do we entirely believe it.)
Ben can and does go on at length in a kind of self-hating way about the failings of
his generation, which he puts down to Facebook and smartphones, both of which he
uses. When he travels to Boston, he likes getting together with Rosa and her friends,
millennials though they are.
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True to his word, Ben this week has been going to work right after breakfast and
stays at it, interrupting us little, while listening to opera.
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He’s a good guest; cleans up the kitchen, does chores. I like showing him, too, what
a playful working marriage looks like, since I attribute whatever writing success I’ve
enjoyed at least 50 percent to Margaret. It’s rather a hoot to have him around.
And I must say that I admire the power of his vision and, for all his expressed selfdisappointment, his social courage. He found someone he wanted as a mentor and
then gave the guy no choice about it. I’ve been press-ganged into serving as Ben
Wofford’s guide to the career and to adult life— a responsibility for which I didn’t
ask, but which Ben has made pleasant to accept. The next thing he writes ought to
be a book for millennials about how to do that.
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Perhaps because so much of Third-Act Trouble is about my own youthful search for
the path to becoming a writer, I’ve been wondering this week why I didn’t do to John
McPhee or Hunter Thompson what Ben is doing to me. Had I done so, and spent a
week at feet of either of my then-favorite writers, things might have turned out
different.
No better, certainly, but possibly different.
Dan

*Remember that topics discussed earlier in Third-Act Trouble appear in bold. If you
want to be reminded, you can keyword search the gigantic PDF I sent you containing
the entire oeuvre from the beginning (August 9. 2015). If you don’t have that file
and would like it, please let me know.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
I’m fine. Relax. I took a day off from Third-Act Trouble, and then, last night, trying
to prepare an edition for today, my 2011 Apple Macbook Air decided that Apple’s big
advantage over Windows — working intuitively, all the time, even for technophobes
— was no longer worth doing; it began throwing all kind of niggling Microsoft-style
technical roadblocks in front of me. Photos failed to move to outgoing emails, the
cursor darted randomly all over the screen, even the wifi refused to connect. It was
like a trip back to MS-DOS in 1992.
I may get to have a sit-down with Steve Jobs soon, and boy, am I going to give him
a talking-to. As strong a vision and personality as he had, he still left behind an
unfinished company. The features that for Margaret and me have made it worth
paying a premium for the past 24 years — the intuitive interface, the reliability, the
simplicity -- are crumbling away. Makes me wonder what I might be leaving behind
unfinished.
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We resume in earnest tomorrow. Thank you for your patience. All of us are whole in
mind and body. Rosa, on the phone, sounds terrific. She’s working like crazy but
enjoys the material and has a social life to help buffer the stress.
The Wofford experiment is going well here in Boulder, and I continue to appreciate
your reading TAT more than I can express.
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
One of the nice things about our neighborhood in Boulder, Colorado, is the
abundance of children, which makes Halloween especially fun. Three years ago I got
the big bowl of miniature candy bars ready, and then had a pang of pity for the trickor-treaters. I remembered well that mixture of greed, anxiety, and sugar-let down
that attended the Halloweens of my youth. I happened to have a refrigerator full of
fresh Brussels sprouts, and quickly whipped up a big wok full of them. Answering the
doorbell, I held the wok in one hand and the bowl of cheap candy in the other.
“Candy or Brussels sprouts?” I cried, expecting a resounding “Ewwwwwww!”
Instead, about half the kids yelled excitedly, “Brussels sprouts!” I had to limit each
kid to one or they’d have been gone with the first ring of the trick-or-treating
doorbell.
They were, I confess, wicked-good Brussels sprouts, cooked in the juice of a fresh
orange, tossed with the orange’s grated rind, and seasoned with Creole seasoning
and a light drizzle of maple syrup. I imagine that their watery chlorophyll bitterness
felt great against the kids’ sugar-slick teeth.
We were in New York two Halloweens ago, and in Mexico City last year. But I’m
responsible to my public. Last night I made another big pile of sprouts the same way
and carried them to the door with a bowl of cheap candy in reserve.
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“He’s back!” one little girl piped to her brother. “The Brussels-sprouts guy is back!"
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It did my heart such good to see those little fingers putting my freshly cooked
Brussels sprouts in those little Reese’s-sullied mouths.
A lawyer would probably tell me that handing out homemade food to other peoples’
children is the act of a madman, that all it would take is one sprout-allergic kid going
into anaphylactic shock to cost us everything we own and were hoping to leave to
Rosa. This is why lawyers are so much fun to have around, especially at holiday
time.
In the event, most of the kids had at least one parent with them, because what self-
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respecting parents would let their children trick or treat with only a gang of siblings,
cousins, and friends? Needless to say, the Brussels-sprouts guy was a big hit with
the young moms, too. If I wasn’t so happily married, I coulda made off like a bandit.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Several of you asked for my “recipe” for the Brussels sprouts. To which I offer this
reply:
When he was speaker of the House in the late forties and 1950s, Sam Rayburn of
Texas famously said, “A Republican gets out the jigger and measures the whiskey. A
Democrat just pours.” Release your inner Democrats. You have my instructions; add
this: cut a cross in the base of each sprout and add some water to the orange juice
so the sprouts cook through. If I were feeding grownups, I’d toss them at the end
with a few drops of Grand Marnier, Triple Sec or other orange liqueur.
Every time I’ve told people here in Boulder about my 2014 Halloween Brussels
sprouts adventure, they always chuckle and say, “That’s so Boulder.” What do they
mean by that?
I’ve always admired Boulder tremendously. But try as I have, I’ve never really felt at
home here. My shorthand has been, “I’m neither rich, nor fit, nor satisfied enough to
live in Boulder.” This is a heavily moneyed town. To buy your week’s vegetables at
the farmer’s market, you practically have to arrange financing beforehand. And
housing is so expensive that to our great shame neither our first responders nor our
schoolteachers can afford to live on a single salary in the city they serve. (This has
interesting ramifications. The Boulder Police Department is notoriously rough on
teenagers; I suspect that the cops, commuting 45 minutes to police these little
princes and princesses, resent them.)
As you can imagine, nosebleed-high living costs don’t lend themselves to much
ethnic, racial, nor economic diversity. There’s no escaping that this is a rich, white
city.
A big IBM facility north of town attracted lots of engineers decades ago, and still they
come to build everything from space antennae to iPhone apps. As Margaret puts it,
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when they’re not at work perfecting the machines that will robotically conduct
scientific experiments on the Space Station, they’re at play perfecting the machines
that are their own bodies — running up the front range, biking, and working out
endlessly, so that if you’re merely a slim-but-soft guy like me, to say nothing of
overweight, you feel like a sluggard among all these ropy Aryans.
Boulder is home to the University of Colorado, and also to a Buddhist university
called Naropa. This lends a decidedly newage* cast to the town’s culture. I don’t
know how many times I’ve been told that my spirit will save me from my
glioblastoma, but that means that if the cancer comes back to kill me, I screwed up
and didn’t have my spirit in proper nick. My fault, in other words, and who needs
that on top of everything else? I prefer to trust my doctors. If I die, it’ll go on the
scoreboard as their error, not mine.
Boulder is also, I believe, the point source for the highly irritating practice of
responding to bad news with “what an opportunity!” Been fired from The New
Yorker? What an opportunity! Been diagnosed with brain cancer? What an
opportunity! It’s highly irritating for all the obvious reasons, but also because such
people are frequently correct.
And don’t get me started about having a dinner party. Everybody here has a special
way of announcing his or her own specialness by declaring this or that food off limits
— and you’d better ask what those are when you tender the invitation and then
cater to each person’s “allergy." It’s hard for me to believe that all these
aggressively fit and healthy people must be so attentive to what they eat.** Could
we really have, for example, such a high percentage of celiacs who must avoid
gluten? Can so many people who look so healthy really be lactose intolerant? Or are
avoiding gluten and dairy to jump on fads of the hipoisie?
All this physical and spiritual superiority leaves behind a certain self-absorbed
smugness that even Boulderites don’t like. In fact, we’re coming up on a city-council
election that is a much about the nature of Boulder as it is about whether to invest in
a low-carbon municipal utility. After years of candidates running as individuals and
not on party tickets, they have this year — perhaps as an expression of Trump-era
tribalism — grouped themselves into “slates” that are uselessly categorized as proand anti-growth. It’s a pity. I’ve met several of the candidates from both slates and
they all seem to be first-class people who want the same things for Boulder — to be
more affordable, first of all, which would make it more diverse. They disagree on
how to do that and argue about things like density and building-height restrictions,
but we’d be well served by any of them.
When I get the chance, I ask candidates this: Is Boulder a town or a city? How they
answer is a pretty good indication of where they stand on all the individual issues. If
Boulder is a town, you tend to be all right with its current dependence on single-
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family homes sitting on big lawns, driving everywhere, navigating parking lots, and
doing without much ethnic and economic diversity. If it’s a city, you want the place
built higher and more dense, walkable, affordable, and diverse. Every municipality in
the country should be asking itself these questions. I’m proud that Boulder is doing
so.
Is it a little weird living in Perfectville after the grimy, corrupt disorder of Mexico
City? Yes, it is.
Is it a little dull? Yes, it is.
Dan
*Usually written and pronounced as two words, but the local poet Joe Richey nailed
newage's essential commodification, I think, by writing it as one and rhyming it with
“sewage.”
** Yes, I do recognize that they may be so aggressively fit and healthy precisely
because they are so sensitive about what they eat. Doesn’t feel that way, though.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Okay, we’re back in Singapore in 1982. Even here, Michael Jackson’s “Thriller” -- the
biggest hit album of all time, is everywhere, as are Pink Floyd’s “The Wall” and Joan
Jett’s “I Love Rock and Roll.” Argentina and the U.K. are sinking each other’s ships
around the Falkland Islands (or Las Malvinas, if you’re Argentine); the Vietnam War
Memorial has been unveiled on the Washington, DC, mall; and somebody has killed
seven people by putting cyanide in capsules of Extra Strength Tylenol. Ronald
Reagan is in the second year of his Presidency.
Closer to home, I’ve just found out that my brother Mike has a particularly deadly
form of leukemia, Didi; with whom I’ve been living for about six months and with
whom I fathered a child we aborted, has nobly offered to return to New York with
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me, and Flight Sergeant Pins — my upstairs neighbor Roger’s beloved Tabby cat, has
been flattened by a car and his body thrown into the open back of a passing garbage
truck, leaving Roger an weeping wreck.
At work the next day, I typed the following on a sheet of dusky newsprint for
transmission by Telex to Mike Malloy in Hong Kong: BECAUSE OF FAMILY
EMERGENCY IT APPEARS THAT I MUST GIVE UP MY JOB HERE. YOU KNOW MUCH I
HATE TO DO THIS BECAUSE YOU KNOW HOW HARD I TRIED TO GET THIS JOB, AND
I DO LOVE IT. CAN WE TALK BY PHONE SOMETIME SOON?
I sat staring at the page, unable to believe it. I remember thinking explicitly; I will
mourn my brother Mike in good time, but right now I’m mourning my gig at The
Asian Wall Street Journal — the only job I ever really wanted, my first gig as a
foreign correspondent, and the launchpad, I’d thought, of my grown-up journalism
career. How could this be? How could I leave the fan palms, bougainvillea, nasi
padang and the sweet unerring reliability of the daily 5:30 pm equatorial rainstorm?
How could I leave the quality of training and editing I was getting from Mike Malloy
to return to who knew what? From what quadrant of the universe did this giant
meteorite emerge to annihilate my good, good life? I confess that sitting in front of
my little manual typewriter, I jerked a tear and let it run into full-on sobbing.
Adiputra pecked out the message to Hong Kong, and within five minutes the phone
rang: Mike Malloy.
“What’s going on?” Mike said in what, for a former UPI Saigon bureau chief, was as
close as he could come to a sympathetic tone. I told him about brother Mike, about
how close we were, and about how he’d said on the phone, “Dan, I can’t ask you to
come home. But I’d really like it if you would.”
“That’s dumb,” said Malloy. “Of course he can ask you to come home. I would.”
“Well, either way, I need to resign.”
“Actually, you don’t,” Malloy said.
“Mike….,”
“It happens that the company that owns this paper has one in New York, too,” he
said ironically. The New York paper, of course, was The Wall Street Journal. “Let me
make a call and get you a job there.”
I leapt to to attention. Mike was talking about bringing me up from a farm team to
the major leagues in one, barely deserved go.
“You’re kidding,” I said.
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“Not at all,” he said. "It’s a big paper. They can find room for you there, I’m sure.
Don’t quit. Give me a couple of days to work something out.”
I almost started crying again. I hadn’t much distinguished myself as a reporter for
him, but out of sheer kindness, he was willing to go to bat for me in a huge way. I
croaked some words of assent and thanks, and hung up feeling bruised by
crosswinds of emotion.
“Aw, you look terrible,” Didi said when I walked into the apartment an hour later.
She put her palms on my cheeks, and hugged me to her big warm body with those
powerful arms of hers.
“Tell you what,” she said into my ear. “Lemme take you out. We’ll eat a fish head.
That’ll cheer you right up.”
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets

Didi wasn’t kidding about us eating a fish head, nor about its ability to cheer me up.
At the time, fish-head curry was a famous local dish. How could it miss with a name
like that? And the only place to get it was on the phantasmagoric Serangoon Road,
the heart of Little India — Indians constituting about eight percent of Singapore’s
population.

One of the district’s charms was that most people on Serangoon Road ate “off the
leaf,” meaning a placemat-sized piece of banana leaf, which is waterproof and
compostable as well as charming, and always seemed to me well scrubbed. A smiling
plump lady set leaves in front of Didi and me, and immediately a wizened sepoy in a
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loincloth appeared with a big enameled washtub full of hot white rice. After shoveling
mountains onto our leaves, he disappeared just long enough to retrieve a partitioned
platter full of green beans swimming in spiced coconut milk, chickpeas with
tomatoes, spinach alight with turmeric and other yellow spices, and more. With an
arm as brown and fatless as a length of fireplace kindling, he spooned portions onto
our mounds of rice.

We were welcome to spoons or forks, but looking around the room Didi and I
realized that most people ate with nothing but their right hands, so we did likewise,
being achingly careful never to put our lefts on the table. The left, as Asia hands
learn early, is used to clean up other end of the alimentary canal when all this fiery
food returns to daylight, so using it while eating is considered the height of crude
manners. I don’t know what the people in this picture below are thinking. I’m
guessing the picture was shot in London….

I told myself not to eat too much of this stuff and thus fill myself up before the fish
head arrived, but with the spices playing arpeggios up and down my tongue, I found
that the more I ate, the hungrier I became.
When His Majesty finally arrived,

I was astounded to discover how much flesh a fish carries in its cheeks. I could sink
in a thumb and forefinger to my first knuckles and pull out a wad of white flesh as
big as an acorn. It was bracingly fresh, and redolent of the big salty ocean nearby.
Didi and I sat facing each other, chins low and elbows high, rapidly pushing in the
food with our fingers and groaning until we finally burst into loud laughter out of
sheer delight.
A man about my age whom I recognized entered the room. He was thin, pale, and
bespectacled, with limp long hair gathering on his collar. He looked like a juniorcollege English professor from Wisconsin.
“Sykes!” I shouted with mock heartiness, and he responded in a similarly put-on
stentorian tone, “Baum!” I waved him to a chair at our table and introduced him to
Didi.
“John here is a reporter, too, but freelance,” I said.
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“Maybe not for long,” he mumbled, and launched into his latest tale of woe: The Far
Eastern Economic Review had killed a 2,500-word story it had assigned him and,
after he’d reported and written it, was offering him a “kill fee” of $300 instead of the
$1,500 he’d been expecting. “What’s it about?” Didi asked him.
“Currency re-issue in Brunei. Know what the editor said? Editor said, ‘I don’t know
you. For all I know this story is a CIA plant.’ Can you believe that?” The Sepoy
brought John a leaf, and went through the ceremony of piling it with rice and
vegetables. I ordered John a beer.
Now I remembered that a few months earlier, John had been similarly chewed up
and spit out by The Economist, which killed his story about the chewing-gum ban —
and all it said about Singapore — on the wholly unreasonable grounds that he hadn’t
secured an impossible-to-get interview with Lee Kwan Yew himself.
Feeling himself invited to do so, John launched into a long litany of woe about the
freelancer’s life: editors sit on proposals until the story is no longer a story;
magazines delay payment for months and demand Talmudic documentation of
expenses; editors delight in squeezing the literary juice out of everything they touch,
and on and on. Having a real job at a paper as justly prestigious as The Asian Wall
Street Journal was looking better by the minute.
We finally stripped all the flesh off that old fish’s skull and jowls. A sink protruded
from the wall behind Didi, straight into the dining room, and the three of us used it
to wash our hands and faces. Immensely grateful for my salary, I paid the check.
When we emerged from the restaurant’s gelid air conditioning into the steamy night,
John’s glasses instantly went opaque with condensation. This was long before men
hugged, so John and I gave each other a hearty four-handed shake and promised to
see each other soon. Bibi and I turned to the torrent of traffic and took off across it,
holding hands high like the young lovers in Roman Holiday.

“That was so depressing!” she shouted above the din.
“I thought it was delicious!”
“No, what happened to your friend!"
“I know!” I called back. “Remind me never to freelance!”
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
My personal universe has been undergoing what astronomers would recognize as a
blueshift recently. I’ve been a little sadder than usual.
Partly this owes to a recent conflict that Margaret and I had with people with whom
we’d rather not be in conflict. It was enormously needless and dispiriting. Then came
my ambiguous MRI a month ago, a reminder — as though I needed one — that
nobody gets out of here alive and that in defiance of the end of daylight savings
time, my personal clock has likely sprung ahead.
I’m also having what may be symptoms; little clenching balls of fear in my solar
plexus that the docs say might be seizures caused by recurrent tumor or may just be
perfectly understandable fear. Either way, glioblastoma demands that I keep
awareness of it running in the background all the time without a day off. I don’t
think Halloween or the Mexican Dia de los Muertos (Day of the Dead) did me any
good, either. All that death iconography hits a little close to home.
So: blue. And when it rises up to colonize my spirit, my approach is to lance the boil
with a good sharp cry.
On Sunday morning, Margaret asked if she could play a song that she’d found on her
old iPod. Of course, I said.
“It might be a little hard,” she said. Now I was intrigued. “Okay, she said, pushing
Play. “This is a folky from the seventies named Jesse Winchester.” The most
beautiful silky tenor issued from the speaker:
If it should prove to be His will that I am first to go
And somehow I've a feeling it will be
When it's your turn to travel likewise don't you feel lost
For I will be the first one that you see
Margaret touched Pause. “Go on?” she asked. I appreciated her checking in. I could
tell where this was going….
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And I'll be waiting on the Far Side Bank of Jordan
I'll be waiting, drawing pictures in the sand
And when I see you coming, I will rise up with a shout
And go running through the shallow water reaching for your hand.
We gathered each other into a hug. Pro tip: If you want to get your crying started,
press your body against that of someone you love who is herself bucking with sobs.
A minute into the song, we were both awash in tears. I could see so clearly the
moment about which Winchester was singing because Margaret and I have run
together through the shallow water of a lot of dry-land rivers, from the Limpopo and
the Zambezi to the Little Bighorn and the Yuma:
So it appears that I’ll be waiting for Margaret on the far side bank of Jordan, waiting,
drawing pictures in the sand. And when I see her coming, I will rise up with a shout
and go running through the shallow water reaching for her hand. And then, if I know
us, we’ll probably go get something good to eat.
We felt a lot better the rest of the day. Crying can do that for a body. I’ve had the
song running through my head all week, and I choke up every time. I’m doing it
now.
And then, as though specifically to whipsaw the emotions, came some genuinely
good news for a change.
Harper’s Magazine, founded in 1850, is this month running a list of their fifty all-time
favorite stories under the heading “Harper’s Finest.” I seem to one of only two
writers* to make the list twice. Charles Dickens, Herman Melville, Ursula LeGuin,
Wendell Berry, and T.C. Boyle all have to make do with a single mention. Both of
mine are gun stories that I was churning out in 2010-2014 around the publication of
Gun Guys.
I’m stoked about this to the point of embarrassment. Working for Human Rights
Watch makes me feel far from my instrument; your willingness to continue reading
Third-Act Trouble is a big part of what keeps me going. An honor like this one from
Harper’s — utterly unexpected -- pleases me to an inordinate and perhaps unhealthy
degree.
Dan
*The other is the investigative reporter Ken Silverstein, lately of The Intercept.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
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megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Yesterday’s Third-Act Trouble prompted a lot of lovely responses; thank you to you
all. Best of all, a few of you shared the songs that you play when you need a good
cry.
"I cry too from James Taylor's 'You've Got a Friend,’" wrote an old friend of my
parents.
“Elton John’s ‘Daniel,’” suggested someone who, like me, lost a
brother. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0f0TMfQNRk8
"For me,” wrote one good friend, "it's Rickie Lee Jones's "On Saturday
Afternoons in 1963", only 2.5 minutes long, and a spare sketch of a little girl
(Jones?) with
her special friend (a kitten? a bird?). The piano figure that introduces the song could
be called "Elegy for Lost Afternoons" and then there is that vocal refrain, "Years may
go by."
https://vimeo.com/4599982
"Nina Simone,” wrote another. "Who Knows Where the Time
Goes.” https://www.youtube.com/watch?
(skip the first two minutes; it’s Ms. Simone talking rather drearily to the audience.)
Interestingly, only one of you — Bob Deans, late of Energy User News —suggested
using music to fight the blues, instead of using it more fully to succumb to them.
Here’s his modest suggestion for an
antidote: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=szAMOyTe1IY
Tomorrow — assuming nothing intervenes — back to Singapore. Didi and I are
packing for New York, and a walk-on character unexpectedly reappears.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Dan Baum
danbaum@me.com
+1 30 39 17 50 24
I was sitting on the edge of one of the concrete-lined storm drains that criss-crossed
the little park of palm trees that nestled in the semi-circle of the old apartment
building where Didi and I lived. I was sipping a Tiger beer from the bottle and
thinking about my brother Mike. By my watch, the 5:30 rainstorm was about
fourteen minutes away.
“Dan!” said Roger, striding across the He was dressed, as usual, in his full-on pilot’s
get-up — blue-and-gold epaulettes on creased white shirt, aviator Ray-Bans, gold
wings pinned to his breast. Under one arm he carried what looked like a big artist’s
portfolio but, this being Roger, I figured it was an aviation map.
“Dan!” Roger barked again as he walked up. “You’re in a position to do me a bit of a
service. Do you mind?” He gestured at the flat top of the concrete storm-drain lining
beside me. I didn’t much feel like a visit from Roger, but I couldn’t turn him away. I
flicked my eyes at the top of the drain beside me, inviting him to sit.
“I have a good story for your paper,” he said, sitting beside me with the portfolio on
his lap. “Did you know that ninety percent of all air crashes in the developing world
are caused not by poor engine maintenance of pilot error or even, as some believe,
wanton drunkenness on the part of pilots and air-traffic controllers? No, what brings
aeroplanes down all over the third world is poor loading. The Afs, for example — I
was ten years in Rhodesia. Afs have no earthly idea how to load an aeroplane. The
Indos neither. Nevermind the Pakis and the Indians. They lose more aircraft to poor
loading than they do to each other’s ack-ack. Bloody wogs the world over simply
heave whatever they’ve got into the aircraft and have done with it. Then the plane
climbs or banks, the load slides, and down she comes. Bloody waste, but you can’t
teach ‘em otherwise.”
Twenty feet away, a mystery: Some kind of fuzzy brown vertical pom-pom slid
sideways above the grass, like a animated swamp plant. It took me a second to
figure it out: the erect tail of tabby walking in a storm drain a foot below ground
level. “Ah,” Roger said with pleasure. “Wing leftenant Needles is on drains patrol.”
“He’d better be careful,” I said. “I startled a monitor lizard down there once. It was
about six feet long.”
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“You can’t just heave whatever you have into the back of an aeroplane the way you
can into a truck or a train,” Roger said singlemindedly. That’s why I decided that if
you can’t change the bloody wog, you have to change the bloody aeroplane.” He
unzipped the portfolio and opened it to reveal precise drawings of a strange-looking
aircraft. It’s big wings were in back and it’s little ones in front, so it looked like it was
flying backwards.
“The Duster,” he said proudly. You can misload it so badly that the nosegear rises off
the tarmac and it will still fly true. Doesn’t matter how you stuff in the load. This is
the first purpose-built third-world aeroplane. I think it’s something for your paper.”
First thing a reporter learns is that any time someone says enthusiastically that “this
is something for your paper,” it’s not. Everybody is out there shilling for something
and hungry for a little ink; turns out Roger was no different. Still, as an airplane buff,
I found The Duster interesting, and if what Roger said about air crashes caused by
misloading was true, this might indeed be a story. I was writing about all kinds of
business ventures; that’s what The Asian Wall Street Journal covered. Why not this?
The fuzzy pom-pom, Needles’s tail, stopped suddenly and suddenly fuzzed up even
more. “Uh oh,” Roger said, scrambling to his feet. “He’s tied into something.” He
quick-timed it to the pom-pom, gasped theatrically, and smacked his hands to his
cheeks.
“Pins!” he cried. “Oh, Dan, come quick! It’s Pins! Flight Sergeant Pins! He’s back
from the dead!"
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
By the time I reached Roger, he was on his knees, sobbing, holding out two
trembling hands toward the storm drain. The first thing I saw when I looked down
there was Wing Lt. Needles, crouched, hissing, and ready to attack.
Small wonder. The other thing in the drain was unrecognizable as a domesticated
cat, let alone a member of the family; how Roger and Needles recognized it as Flight
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Sergeant Pins is a mystery to this day. The thing's fur was flattened to its skin by
blood and some kind of foul-smelling slime; its whiskers were missing on one side.
One ear was either pasted flat to its head by blood and slime or was missing
altogether — it was hard to tell -- and it moved toward Needles in jerky, uncatlike
lurches. From deep in its throat issued a sort of proto-air-raid-siren growl. It was
obviously in great pain. When Roger reached down to pick it up, it spat and ripped a
furrow in the back of his hand.
We don’t know exactly what happened, of course. But it looked as though Pins, after
being hit by a car and heaved into the back of the garbage truck, had dug his way
out of the municipal dump, which was at least five miles away, and — all busted up
— found his way home using that weird homing sense that domestic animals
sometimes possess. The cats and dogs in The Incredible Journey had nothing on old
Pins. I guess it was his RAF training. Roger, sobbing like a child, ran inside and
quickly emerged with a throw pillow from his sofa. He put it down in the bottom the
drain and tried to coax Pins aboard.
Didi appeared, barefoot and wrapped fetchingly in a sarong, with a bottle of white
wine in one hand and three glasses held in the other by their stems.
“Didi?” I asked. “Do you know Roger? Roger, this is Didi, my fiancée.” They shook
hands. We handed around the glasses and toasted Flight Sergeant Pins’s triumphant
return. Roger enjoyed imagining him shot down over enemy territory and having
escaped from a POW camp. Cue the thunder.
Down pounded the 5:30 rain, right on schedule because such is weather smack on
the equator. Huge, hard, hot drops rattled through the palm fronds above us like
bullets. Wing Lieutenant Needles instantly vaporized. I grabbed Roger’s portfolio; he
gathered to his chest the pillow with Pins atop, and Didi had the wine and
glasses. We arrived in our apartment utterly soaked.
Roger took Pins upstairs to minister to his injuries. Didi and I stood at the window
and watched the rain pelt down with force enough, it seemed, to put divots in the
driveway. It lasted about four minutes and then stopped all at once. The silence was
absolute; not even a birdcall. The world seemed stunned into silence by the scolding
the sky had just delivered.
Didi stepped back from the window and began unwinding from her sopping sarong.
“Fiancée?” she asked, “When were you going to tell me?”
Dan
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“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
Twice in the past ten days or so I’ve written its for it’s or it’s for its, and I apologize
for that. Believe me, I know the difference. These were typos. I’m in New York right
now and Margaret is not here. Not that she edits or proofreads Third-Act Trouble,
but she does impose a certain bracing mental discipline that is helpful in a general
way
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— not that it made a difference ten days ago or whenever it was. Mistakes in TAT
are always my own.
Dan
Dan Baum
danbaum@me.com
+1 30 39 17 50 24

Meet Maria.
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Maria sat beside me on the W train from Greenwich Village to Astoria on Saturday
night. Without preamble, she gave me a waxed-paper-wrapped cough drop and told
me that she’d moved to New York from Greece 35 years ago at age 25.
“Oh, I love it!” she said. “You have no idea. America is the best! New York is the
best!”
“When you say that, of what are you thinking?” I asked. Ignoring one of the cardinal
rules drummed into me since age three, I unwrapped the cough drop and put it in
my mouth — an overt act of taking candy from a stranger. “What is it you like so
much?”
“Freedom,” she said, putting a cough drop in her own mouth and clattering it around
on her teeth. “You want to be hair stylist, you be hair stylist. You want to be nurse,
you be nurse.” Turns out, Maria has been both since arriving in New York.
"Here, anything possible,” she said. I looked around for the camera; I half expected
her to break into song.
“Greece is terrible,” she said, flapping a hand. Her cough drop seemed to made of
solidified tear gas. I thought I might pass out. I wondered if it was homemade and
whether I’d made my final mistake. I fished the scrap of waxed paper from my
pocket; unprinted, which didn’t necessarily mean anything. “In Greece no money.
Nobody have,” she went on. Her definition of freedom seemed to have little to do
with, say, expression. She seemed to mean what we call social mobility. In a rich
society, you have the freedom to move around and change careers.
“What did you do in Greece?” I asked.
“Cooked for husband.”
“Did he come with you?”
She gave my arm a playful slap. “Noooo!” she said with a laugh. So Maria could have
ditched her husband for Pyonyang and grooved on the freedom.
“I like hearing you say that you appreciate the freedom here,” I said. “But we may
be losing that. We’ve never had a president like this. At least not in my lifetime.”
“Trump terrible, she said. “Trump terrible. But still better here than Greece. Better
here than anywhere.”
“You really think so?” I asked. “Germany? France…?”
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“Germany France ruined my country,” she spat. "Germany France take and take
while America give and give. America give me a home; Germany France make me
feel like dirty bum because I’m Greek. Don’t tell me Germany France.”
I inhaled to say something; I don’t remember what. She put two fingers on my lips.
“Don’t.” she said. “Americans love to say how bad America is. Sure; problems you
got. This President. But still, this is America. No place like it.”

Dan
Dan Baum
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com
danbaum@me.com
“Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I’ll show you a man who cannot
make a commitment.” — Clifford Odets
The politically incorrect monniker "squaw candy"* is what Alaskans call
salmon that's been cured in some combination of salt, sugar, rum, and/or
soy sauce and then smoked rock-hard. Dan had brought along a big Ziploc
bag of it that he'd made from a silver salmon he'd caught. It was okay
gnawed raw, but a genuinely fancy treat when reconstituted by simmering it
in immaculate lake water and then bathed in a cream sauce made of butter
from Dan's little soft-sided cooler, flour from the dry bag, and a little milk -really for the morning coffee and oatmeal -- also from the cooler. I ladled
this over the golfball-sized potatoes that Dan boiled, and we feasted with tin
cups of brandy and water. Creamed smoked salmon; in the middle of the
Alaska wilderness, my whole being was suffused with the flavors of Barney
Greengrass on the upper west side of Manhattan.
"God, everything tastes good outdoors," I said.
"Got that right," Dan said. "I once ate half a raw deer liver after a
particularly hard day of hunting in Oregon, and while I wouldn't do it again,
it sure hit the spot at the time."
Over dinner, Dan -- a political scientist by training who'd once run
unsuccessfully for Congress -- explained a political theory he'd worked up
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writing his book, The American Revolution of 1800. Essentially, Dan said,
democracy is doomed. Monarchy worked well, he said, until monarchs
started losing touch with the interests of the people. Various types of
oligarchy took over and lasted longer, but sooner or later the oligarchs lost
touch with the interests of the people. "We all thought democracy would be
the ultimate form of government, because how could the people lose touch
with their own interests?
"Well," he said, pointing his pipestem at my face, "they will. In fact, they
already have. How else could the people have elected Ronald Reagan, who
doesn't even pretend to stand for their interests? Sooner or later, democracy
will collapse, and we may fall gratefully back into the arms of a benevolent
despot."
I hope Dan is still selling this theory; it's more chilling now than ever. He
and I have lost touch; if anybody sees him, please ask him to call me.
I was about to ask him for a more detailed explanation when he froze, held
up a tense finger, and peered over his shoulder into the darkness beyond.
Something big was approaching the campsite.

Dan

Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford
Odets
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To stand beneath the original is, even for an
atheist Jew like me, enormously powerful given
how it transformed the known world, especially
what we now call Latin America. The "miraculous"
image of a brown-skinned mother of Christ
convinced the sixteenth-century Vatican that
Indians here had souls, and proved to the local
Indians that Catholicism was for them. It would
be more than 400 years before mankind came up
with another icon anywhere near as powerful and
persuasive to as widespread an audience:

I like the story of the Virgin and the way she
appeared to an Indian boy who was disbelieved
by the Castilian bishop until he returned with her
image on his cloak, and a bouquet of Castilian
roses that she'd miraculously made bloom out of
place and season. But, perhaps under the
influence of #Me Too, I'm uncomfortable with this
important young woman being known almost
entirely by whether or not she'd had sex. "The
Virgin," indeed. Try calling a woman in your office
that and see how fast you end up downstairs
before the commissar of Human Resources.
Margaret, Rosa, and I also ate wickedly delicious
gorditas from a street cart of dubious cleanliness,
and went to the gigantic Cathedral in the main
square, or zocolo, to watch the faithful kicking out
the jams taking communion in enormous
numbers. Perhaps the most remarkable thing we
saw, though, was how much commercial activity
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continued through La Navidad in Mexico City.

The birth of Christ is
important, but business is business. By nightfall,
we'd walked miles, trooped up and down a
million Metro stairs, and I'd experienced what I
choose to interpret as a miracle of my own: I felt
no worse than if I'd spent the day doing what I'd
secretly wanted to do all along: lounge on the
couch all day reading. This fresh-air-and-exercise
thing may have something to it. Merry Christmas
to all. Peace on earth; goodwill towards men.
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Peace out.
* remember that words in bold can be
keyword-searched in the 1,200-plus-word
pdf that contains every TAT from the
beginning. If you'd like that disk-crasher of a
file, please let me know.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and
I'll show you a man who cannot make a
commitment."
-- Clifford Odets
I figure that after Third-Act Trouble 326, I ought not miss a day, and should
drop a quick line to say I'm feeling -- suddenly -- amazingly well. Part of it is
the tremendously warm outpouring of support and well-wishes that came
back from y'all. (I especially enjoyed the sarcasm: "Gee, Dan, you're eating
street food in Mexico City and are nauseated. You're trying unsuccessfully to
sleep in one of the noisiest cities on the planet, trekking around at 7,600
feet, and feeling tired. I guess you're right; it must be cancer.") Part of it is
having really fun friends come to town and prying myself off the couch to go
out and do cool stuff, like a return trip today to one of my favorite museums
-- The Invasions Museum. Part of it is sleeping well. So, false alarm, at
least for the moment.
I'm a sick old man who felt bad and got a little whiny. Sue me.

Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford
Odets
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The sun was sinking fast, and so eager had Dan and I been to put the canoe
in the water that we still hadn't made camp. Backpaddling on one side, Dan
pivoted the canoe and pointed the bow toward the high flat spot we'd
identified as a good potential campsite. His moose rifle lay in a case among
our other gear; across his knees lay my old Ithaca side-by-side 12 gauge
shotgun. Dan was raised on Chesapeake Bay and was always ready, as he
put it, to "jump some ducks."

The silence was absolute; almost crushing to the ears. I inhaled deeply and
shuddered with a long exhale -- almost a sob, so relieved and happy was I
finally to be here. I began planning to stew soft Dan's leathery home-caught
and home-smoked salmon jerky and make a cream sauce for it while Dan
boiled potatoes over the second campstove.
Suddenly, behind us, a tremendous splash -- like an office safe falling into
the lake from an airplane. We both swung around, nearly swamping the
canoe. In perfect silhouette, a gigantic cow moose head was lurching across
the surface of the lake, huffing like a locomotive, doubtless panicked by this
weird floating thing reeking of humans.
"Jeez Louise," Dan growled around his pipestem, and began back-paddling
furiously to swing the bow. We had one bull permit and one cow permit. If
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one didn't care about mounting antlered heads on walls -- and neither of us
did -- a cow was better than a bull because her meat wouldn't be tainted by
the strong testicular musk that bespeaks a bull moose's insatiable desire to
make more moose. We dug deep and set a course to intercept her at the
point of her emergence. I was half afraid we'd kill her with exertion, but
man, to get a moose our first day out! I didn't worry about how we'd fill up
the rest of our time in Alaska; reducing a thousand-pound moose to dinnersized portions would take some time. Especially in grizzly country, where a
fragrant 300-pound pile of viscera is a giant dinner bell for predators and
one of us would have to be on guard 24 hours a day .
I looked down at my rifle, lying in half an inch of water in the bottom of the
canoe, and a line from Ernest Hemingway's last novel, Islands in the
Stream -- a favorite of Mike's and mine -- came back to me:
“A gun is to shoot anyway, he thought, not to be preserved in a case, and
this was a really good rifle." I liked the idea of really using my rifle, instead
of merely fetishizing it. And when you find yourself living an Ernest
Hemingway line while on a hunting trip, the trip has already achieved a
measure of success.
By now it was nearly dark. The moose was approaching shore, and
manipulating his paddle expertly, Dan reversed the canoe and set it on a
long arc, gliding silently backwards, toward the spot she would emerge. "Let
me," he said, hoisting his long rifle from its case. "The scope gathers in
light." He threaded his arm through the sling and brought the rifle his his
shoulder. The moose rose from the lake like an apparition, foamy water
running off her back, and through the gloom I made out a stripe of yellow
just ahead of her shoulder. She was radio collared -- meaning the
Department of Wildlife had sleep-darted her, fitted her with a transmitter,
and was tracking her.
"Wait," I said.
"I can put one right in her ear," Dan said, hunched over the rifle with his eye
to the scope.
"She's collared."
Dan looked up. Concentrated on the tiny area at which he was aiming, he'd
missed the big picture.
"Can you shoot a collared moose?"
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"I don't know."
"They collar them to learn what happens to them," Dan said, returning his
eye to the scope. "This is what's happening to this one."
"I wouldn't do it," I said.
Dan scowled at me like I was some kind of New York pantywaist obsessing
about rules, of all things, with half a ton of game on the line in the middle of
the howling wilderness. But Dan was a professional outdoorsman. He knew
as well as I did that wildlife rules matter.
Licenses are issued -- in number and geography -- according to the state
experts' assessment of the herd. If we shot this moose and left her collar
here next to the gutpile, the Department of Wildlife would see that she was
no longer moving and come to investigate. By that time, we'd be long gone.
We'd get away with our meat, but we'd have impeded the State of Alaska's
ability to manage the herd for maximum health, and hunters take seriously
their role in that management. Alternatively, we could shoot her, take our
meat, and turn in the collar with information about where, when, and how
we had taken her.
But not knowing the rules about shooting collared animals -- something we
both should have known-- we couldn't be sure that this wouldn't end with
our rifles confiscated and us fined, imprisoned, and/or barred for life from
hunting in Alaska.
Dan lowered his rifle. The big moose looked up as we glided past, created a
minor weather system by noisily shaking the water off her like a giant
poodle, took one step, and vanished entirely into the gathering darkness.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford
Odets
The politically incorrect monniker "squaw candy"* is what Alaskans call
salmon that's been cured in some combination of salt, sugar, rum, and/or
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soy sauce and then smoked rock-hard. Dan had brought along a big Ziploc
bag of it that he'd made from a silver salmon he'd caught. It was okay
gnawed raw, but a genuinely fancy treat when reconstituted by simmering it
in immaculate lake water and then bathed in a cream sauce made of butter
from Dan's little soft-sided cooler, flour from the dry bag, and a little milk -really for the morning coffee and oatmeal -- also from the cooler. I ladled
this over the golfball-sized potatoes that Dan boiled, and we feasted with tin
cups of brandy and water. Creamed smoked salmon; in the middle of the
Alaska wilderness, my whole being was suffused with the flavors of Barney
Greengrass on the upper west side of Manhattan.
"God, everything tastes good outdoors," I said.
"Got that right," Dan said. "I once ate half a raw deer liver after a
particularly hard day of hunting in Oregon, and while I wouldn't do it again,
it sure hit the spot at the time."
Over dinner, Dan -- a political scientist by training who'd once run
unsuccessfully for Congress -- explained a political theory he'd worked up
writing his book, The American Revolution of 1800. Essentially, Dan said,
democracy is doomed. Monarchy worked well, he said, until monarchs
started losing touch with the interests of the people. Various types of
oligarchy took over and lasted longer, but sooner or later the oligarchs lost
touch with the interests of the people. "We all thought democracy would be
the ultimate form of government, because how could the people lose touch
with their own interests?
"Well," he said, pointing his pipestem at my face, "they will. In fact, they
already have. How else could the people have elected Ronald Reagan, who
doesn't even pretend to stand for their interests? Sooner or later, democracy
will collapse, and we may fall gratefully back into the arms of a benevolent
despot."
I hope Dan is still selling this theory; it's more chilling now than ever. He
and I have lost touch; if anybody sees him, please ask him to call me.
I was about to ask him for a more detailed explanation when he froze, held
up a tense finger, and peered over his shoulder into the darkness beyond.
Something big was approaching the campsite.
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We listened a moment and strained our eyes against the darkness, and
then I relaxed at the distinctive clip-clop of a horse. Some other hunter, or
maybe a wilderness ranger, had doubtless seen the glow of our campstove
fires. "Hello!" Dan called.
No response.
Dan dug out a big lantern-style flashlight and shone it in the direction of the
clip-clopping. What was walking up on us was not a friendly horseman but a
bull moose the size of a brontosaur. His shoulder was about the height of my
shoulder, and I'm 6'1". His back was at last two feet higher than that, and
his neck and head rose from there to a set of spectacular antlers. He stood
about 15 feet from us, practically posing before the picturesque, amazingly
dense forest of hemlock and Sitka spruce behind him.
"Just to remind you," Dan said as he set down the flashlight to keep the
moose illuminated and lifted his long scoped .338 rifle from its case. "Moose
injure more people in Alaska than bears. Get that shotgun of yours and load
it with the biggest shot you have."
"All I have is birdshot," said, working the bolt of my short .30-'06 rifle.
"No, the shotgun," Dan said. "I can put a rifle bullet in him if we need to. We
want the shotgun to push him over if he charges. He's big but he's delicate."
My hands shook so much that I kept dropping shotgun shells into the dirt as
I tried to thread two of them into the gun's double breach. "I'm not ready for
this, Dan," I said with an embarrassingly quavering voice. I was picturing
Dan trampled to pulp; a wounded, furious moose staggering around me in
the blackness; and twenty miles of dark water between me and help.
"We'll be fine," Dan said. "He's looking for that cow we almost shot today.
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He's not interested in us. Don't make any quick moves."
Having endured the lantern and our voices, something suddenly offended
the moose -- some particular smell wafting off of us, perhaps. "Hmph," he
snorted, and wheeled around. Without so much as a pause to study the
thicket behind him, he walked straight in, swinging his head this way and
that to thread those antlers between the trees. I wouldn't have thought a
squirrel could get through there, but he -- at least three feet wide at the
shoulders and wider at the antlers -- melted into the trees as though made
of smoke. In another ninety seconds we couldn't even hear him crunching
through the leaves. Two tons of bull moose, gone as though he'd never
existed.
"Come look," Dan said, pointing the lantern at the ground where the moose
had stood. "So you know while we're tracking, that's what moose tracks look
like."
We unloaded our rifles and packed them away.
"Let's get all these fishy dishes cleaned up," Dan said. "The moose was
something, but let's not forget we're still in bear country."
When everything was tidy, the cooler and the dry bag of food suspended
from a tree branch, and I'd brushed my teeth, I brought the shotgun into
the tent with me along with half a dozen shells and put them within easy
reach. Brooklyn, this wasn't.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford
Odets
Dan is a great guy with whom to be in the woods, as is Craig, and, of
course, Margaret. But there's nothing like being alone out there, listening to
the birdsong and the beating of your own heart. And as I set off for four
days alone on the Kenai, my heart was beating plenty strong. Dan
rummaged under the seat of his pickup and came up with two colorful
boxes. "Open your gun," he said. I slid the lever and my shotgun tipped
open at the breech. "Take those out," he said, flicking his chin at the
birdshot shells filling the barrels.
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He handed me a red plastic shell that had one big lump of lead visible in the
business end. "That's a one-ounce slug. Put it in the right barrel." I did so.
"Put this one in the left," he said, handing me an orange shell pinched closed
at the business end. I did that, too.
"That's double-aught buckshot -- eight pellets, each as big as a .32 caliber
bullet," Dan said. "At close enough range, pulling both triggers will be
devastating to anything coming for you. Remember that a grizzly is virtually
bullet-proof here," he continued, rubbing his forehead. Shoot for his chest
and shoulders. If you can break a shoulder, you can run away."
"Wouldn't I be better off with my .30-'06?" I asked.
"Problem with that is, you'd be tempted to shoot from too far away. With a
shotgun, you know you practically have to put powder burns on him. We're
talking absolute last resort here. If you can go around him, go around him.
If you can back away, back away. Don't go up a tree; he'll come after you.
Don't run; anything running looks like game to a grizzly. Throw your pack on
the ground; it'll have so many smells on it he'll stop to investigate it and you
can slip away."
He reached out and tapped the barrel of my gun with his pipe. "The other
good thing about a double on a trip like this is that you can walk most of the
time with birdshot in it and get rabbits or grouse for camp meat. Here," he
said, holding out a handful of slug shells. Put these in your right shirt
pocket." I did, and put his fistful of 00 buckshot shells in my left. "You see
tracks, swap out the birdshot for those. That's the great thing about a
twelve-gauge side-by-side. It can take any game from grouse to grizzly
bear, just by switching the loads."
I turned to look down the trail I'd be taking. From where we stood, in a
trailhead parking lot beside Dan's truck, the trail looked narrow and scary
because the woods here were dense. I knew it would open up soon, and that
for part of the hike I'd even be out in the open. I looked forward to that.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford
Odets
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The plan was for me to walk Dan out to his truck and for me to continue
alone on foot across the Kenai Peninsula. It would be about a forty-mile
hike on well-marked trail to Cooper's Landing, where friends spending the
weekend elsewhere on the peninsula would pick me up and drive me back to
Anchorage.
"I have a serious problem," I told Dan as we set off for his truck. I told him
about Didi, the makeup case incident, and her general apparent lack of
interest in the outdoors. "I'm not sure I can marry someone who isn't into
this," I said, waving an arm to take in the sparkling lake, a rivulet of creek,
and the deep, dark woods.
"Then any time you're out here, you'll be stealing time from her. Believe me;
I know about this."
"She's a great woman, and we fit together in a lot of ways," I said.
"But if she can't appreciate this,..." Dan began.
"Can I teach her to?"
"In my experience, no," he said. "But that's just my experience."
Dan was divorced, a path I would do anything to avoid.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford
Odets
I started writing an account of my solo four-day walk across the Kenai
Peninsula -- shooting and boiling a grouse, frightening a moose out of hiding
and watching him splash across a marsh in a panic -- but I was bored
writing it so figured you'd be bored reading it. I will tell one anecdote,
however.
Northern lights are notoriously difficult to describe. I expect that's because
no two people see the phenomenon the same way. Some see sunlit clouds in
the middle of the night sky. Some describe glowing curtains hanging up
there. For others it's radiant dust devils. I've read of accounts of aurora
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borealis being audible on extremely clear, dry, and cold nights, buzzing and
crackling in the sky like a faulty transformer on a pole.
My experience with northern lights was limited. Once during my short career
at the Anchorage Times I'd seen what appeared to be waves breaking across
the width of the sky, the foam light green instead of white. Another time it
was an undefined pulsing of light behind a cloud. Still another, the lights
looked like gas flames on my kitchen stove, but the size of the sky. Now, I
set up my little tent with one eye on the sky. Here, a million miles from any
electric light, any northern lights that appeared were sure to be good.
Not sure "good" is the word, because the sky lit up from horizon to horizon,
a vast domed tableau of illuminated swirls, curtains, pulses, and waves, all
of it pale green and pink. There's no other way to say it: I freaked out. All
alone there in the dark silence, with more going on above me than I
could grok, I panicked and had to scurry inside my tent and bury my head in
my sleeping bag.
So overwhelmed was I by the harmless sky that I forgot the genuine danger
and failed to take shotgun and bear loads into the tent with me. Every time I
peeked outside all night long, it was still going on up there. I wondered what
primitive man first made of something like this until I realized that when it
came to northern lights, I was primitive man. I didn't understand them; I
couldn't explain rationally what caused them. All I could imagine was that
something in the heavens way bigger than I was agitated and that the
shithammer was about to fall on me, personally. Either that or I was losing
my mind and skyrocketing into unending hallucination. I peeked outside
periodically all night, shivering and whimpering, and never was I so glad to
see a rim of pink sunrise along the eastern horizon. To this day, clear nights
-- much as I enjoy them -- haunt me with a whiff of dread. I never again
want to encounter something so huge and hallucinogenic, which made me
feel simultaneously so puny and so out of control of my own mind.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford
Odets
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The longer I spent walking alone across Alaska's Kenai Peninsula, not
hearing a human voice for four days, the more committed I became to
spending more time outdoors -- away from phones, computers,
restaurants, and subway cars -- not an easy resolution to fulfill when
starting a career as a reporter in the New York headquarters of the Wall
Street Journal. I'd fought hard for that career and generally enjoyed it. But
this was non-negotiable. It was now clear to me what Dan and my family
had been trying to tell me, if for different reasons:
Marrying Didi was a mistake.
I was 27 years old. Until this moment on the yellowing trail across the Kenai,
I'd been focused on two things -- moving up the career ladder and finding a
lifelong mate. Suddenly, I discovered that my whole life was going to need
management, and was going to include a tackle box full of moving parts that
I hadn't heretofore seriously considered. What else was in that box? What
did I have to begin arranging?
From the high hlll of my old age, this all seems a little weird even to me.
Twenty-seven is pretty young to be expected to have figured out everything.
But I'd been on a deliberative tear ever since combing the classifieds
of Editor and Publisher in search of a daily newspaper job, and blocking
out the future seems to have become a component of my personality, not
just a habit. My singleminded focus on launching a career had bifurcated
along the way to include a methodical search for a mate. And leaving
nothing to chance seemed to have spilled over to everything else, perhaps
as an over-reaction to all those years I'd wasted staying stoned all day. As I
trooped along with my pack on my back and my shotgun cradled in my left
arm, I wondered what else besides a big outdoor component did I really
need? The career seemed well launched, even if I hadn't nailed down the
mate piece the way I'd thought I had. What that was important to me was I
forgetting to arrange the way I'd arranged my work life?
Brother Mike knew me as well as anybody; he might have ideas.
The mate piece. Didi. Christ almighty; I still had that conversation ahead of
me. What would she do? Cry? That would be excruciating. Go back to
Bakersfield? That felt like putting her on the 3:10 to Yuma. Go back to
Singapore and pick back up her interesting job designing parks? That would
certainly be best for me. Then it would be that I just kinda wasted her
precious time and I could not think twice; it's all right.
I finished the hike, took a shower in Anchorage, and boarded the plane for
JFK. Didi, to my great surprise, was waiting for me at the gate. (This was
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nineteen years before 9/11; you could do that then.)
Blood pounded in my ears in the taxi back to Brooklyn. Say it now? Wait
until we're home and she's in familiar surroundings? Until we've both had a
good night's sleep? Then it might be, "why didn't you tell me last night?" I
opened my mouth and nothing came out.
Didi reached over, took my hand, brought it to her lips, and kissed it. Oh,
Jesus, I thought. She looked at me with a sweet, sad smile.
"We're really not right for each other, are we?" she said.
Within days of my arrival from Alaska, Didi and I had worked out about as
amicable a split as has ever been achieved. I moved to a tiny apartment way
up by Spanish Harlem in Manhattan, and was no longer a man engaged to
be married. The sweetness of relief was curdled by a drop of loss.
Didi was a good ol' girl, and still is. We're in loose contact. She appears
happily married, with small children, and making with her own hands
costume jewelry that is simultaneously beautiful and comic. It's nice to look
back without rancor on an important love.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you a man who
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-- Clifford
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Writing to you from Aeromexico 416, four hours from Mexico City to Denver.
We saw something new on this trip: small-city urban Mexico. After spending
two years in a thousand-person village when Rosa was five, and 10 months
of 2016 and 17 with 21 million other people in Mexico City, visiting Puebla
(pop. 1.4 million) and Oaxaca (pop. 255,000 ) was like visiting, say,
Phoenix and Buffalo after knowing of the United States only New York City
and some obscure tiny town in Appalachia. Both Puebla and Oaxaca were
charming colonial cities with amazing local moles of which their citizens are
justly very proud.
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I've made mole from scratch the way they do -- days of toasting and
grinding tortillas, roasting and grinding nuts, pulverizing unsweetened
chocolate and an encyclopedia of spices in a stone mortar and pestle -- and
it's not a task for the weak or weary. We ate lots of mole of many flavors
last week-- not just the spicy chocolate-based one that you can buy in
a jar in the US, but yellow mole on fish and also pipian, which is a kind of
green mole made of ground roasted pumpkin seeds simmered with a galaxy
of spices in broth. Splendid.
Like Phoenix and Buffalo might seem if all you knew of the US was New York
City, Puebla and Oaxaca seemed lively and fully urban, but lacking the
fashionable-glasses-and-expensive-coffee panache of Mexico City. In that
sense, it felt more like real Mexico than the glitzy, power-besotted national
capital. In Puebla we lifted our snouts from the trough long enough to see
the Biblioteca Palafoxiana, founded in 1646 as the first public library in our
hemisphere – a stunning achievement by Bishop Juan de Palafox y
Mendoza, who wanted to share with ordinary people not just church doctrine
but science, the arts, history, fiction, poetry, and the rest of the humanities.
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It was lovely, and for a printed-word guy like me, quite a powerful place in
which to stand. But I wasn't impressed with it as a library -- it had none
of my books on its shelves.
What I liked best about the city of Oaxaca is that it had the liveliest street
life I believe I’ve ever seen anywhere.

Thousands of well-dressed people – almost all Mexicans -- happily milling
about until late at night, weaving in and out of restaurants, coffee shops,
bars, and stores selling the famous local woven wool and colorful pottery.
Just about every interior wall in Oaxaca is covered with ceramic plates.
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It's a city with “BB gun” written all over it.
At first I thought Oaxaca was so crowded because of the holidays. But no; I
asked four people and all said the streets are full of people every night of
the year, partly because it’s home to four universities, and partly because
Mexicans flock to Oaxaca from all over the republic for its climate, art,
indigenous flavor, and cuisine. If your thing is the chaotic magic of
pedestrian street life, get thee to Oaxaca.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford
Odets
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Buster day! Thursday, January 11. I'll report news when I have it.
Back to my brother Mike's 1983 desire for chocolate cake: The first thing
that Mike and I discovered after we busted him out of New York Hospital,
right at the corner of 94th and Second, was Les Delices, a French pastry
shop. A stringy young woman behind the counter welcomed us inside.
"I'd like a chocolate cake," Mike said.
"I have a chocolate hazelnut mousse tarte," the woman said.
"No, thank you. Just a plain chocolate cake."
"Uhhhh," she said. "I'm not sure what you mean by that. Pain au chocolat?"
"No," Mike said brusquely, opening the door. We found ourselves right
outside one of those classic down-home New York coffee shops/diners, went
inside, and sat at the counter.
"A piece of chocolate cake, please," Mike said.
"Let's see," the moon-faced young waitress said, giving the glass case of
revolving cakes a look that a butcher might direct at a prime young heifer.
"I've got a chocolate mud pie, chocolate lava cake, and I could split a
chocolate muffin for you and put it on the grill." Mike was already sliding off
his stool and heading for the door. I thanked her, put a dollar on the
counter, and followed Mike. We walked a few blocks and found ourselves at
the Sapphire Bakery, which had a window full of pastel cylinders. This looked
promising.
"I'd like a chocolate cake, please," Mike said.
The young woman behind the counter couldn't have been nicer or more
useless. "I have a chocolate amaretto cheesecake," she chirped as Mike
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started shaking his head. "A chocolate-cherry schwartzwalder kirschtorte, a
chocolate-espresso sachertorte. . . ." She listed perhaps a dozen more hightone variations when all Mike wanted was the cake on the Duncan Hines
box.
I could see his jaw clenching and his eyes filling with tears,
"Thank you!" I shouted and maneuvered him out to the sidewalk before he
made a scene. It got no better the longer we tried. "I want to grab one of
them by the throat and say, 'All I want is a chocolate cake!'" he growled
through a tight jaw as he pressed his top teeth furiously to the back of the
bottom ones. We tried half a dozen more places and found chocolate
marzipan tarts, chocolate raspberry tortes, chocolate mousse pies, and
myriad other over-engineered chocolate desserts, but never the simple
birthday cake he craved. Poor guy was dying slowly and wasn't asking for
much.
But these were the early Reagan years, when fanciness and pretense were
the national zeitgeist -- think Nancy Reagan's furs and diamonds. For a
business to offer a simple chocolate cake would have been so...Jimmy
Carter.

Dan

Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com

"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you a man who
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Pace Dizzy Dean: They looked in my head and found nuthin'. Today's MRI
was so clear that my doc says we can go back to every-other-month MRIs
instead of every-month.* Even the little spot of radiation damage that had
us so vexed for a few months has disappeared. Once again, you could eat
off my right temporal lobe.
We are celebrating by enjoying, in the hospital cafeteria, a pre-packaged
and microwaved bean-and-cheese burrito (something of a come-down from
last week) and what seems to be a large scab from the burn unit being
marketed as a slice of pizza. Life goes on.
Thank you for all your well-wishes. Let's all worry about something else until
March.

Dan

Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
*If you're wondering why I didn't just write "monthly" and "bimonthly," click
the link to see what a hideously imprecise word that is. I'm thinking of
putting the staff churl on the job.
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Apropos of my note to you about the noise in Mexico, the utterly delightful
New Orleans polymath Tom McDermott sends this:
I queried a quorum of wonks,
"What is the number of honks
allowed in East Joisey
before you're deemed noisy?
"Ten," they said, "Nine in the Bronx."*
Meanwhile, in Manhattan, it's 1983 and brother Mike and I are giving up our
quest for a chocolate cake and heading for the Guggenheim to see the work
of one of Mike's favorite artists, the Mexican painter Rufino Tamayo.
If you haven't yet visited it, the Solomon R. Guggenheim museum of art on
the upper east side of Manhattan is a wonder in every way. From the outside
it looks like a cupcake;

Those layers are one long spiral walkway. Take the elevator up, and that
sloping walkway with art hung along the way keeps you from getting the
dread malady "museum leg" -- the dull ache in the leg and lower back
brought on by standing too still for too long. Visits to the Gugg tend to be
quick and invigorating,

unlike visits to the gigantic, conventionally flat Metropolitan Museum of
Art, which is fabulous but can be soporific and physically taxing.
As we waited to get in, I laid out for Mike the dilemma I described for you in
Third-Act Trouble 335-- how to figure out what was completely essential to
me besides scrambling ruthlessly up the newspaper career ladder and
finding a wife, so I could direct my little future-oriented squirrel brain in
those directions, too. (It's a problem that, 35 years later, I now experience
as Third-Act Trouble). I paused as we squeezed into the elevator with half a
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dozen fragrant upper east side matrons redolent of makeup, perfume, and
fur.
After 15 awkward seconds, We all burst out like seeds from a milkweed pod
and encountered this:

"Uch," said Mike. "This is Tamayo, but this noble-poverty representative
stuff is art with a capital F. Ah," he said with satisfaction, "here we go:

'Look at the colors here, and look at the balance. There's more going on up
here," he said, waving his hand around the painting's upper right corner,
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"which balances this big dark spot where your eye goes first. This is
brilliant."
We continued downhill.
"Here, too," the balance is everything," Mike said. "The colors could be more
interesting, but balance -- this business here against that business there -just makes you feel secure just looking at it."

I could smell the matrons coming up behind us and pulled Mike along. "Uch,"
suddenly spat. "You can see he how he ruined these, can't you?
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"Really nice paintings, that he just couldn't let be. Someone once said that
behind every great painter should stand someone with a croquet mallet to
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clonk him on the head when the painting is done."
We moved along, drawn along by gravity. "Art is really my religion," Mike
said suddenly. "The process of expressing oneself though one's art is a
sacred thing and has been since we came out of the treetops as a species."
We'd reached the ground floor. Mike patted me on the arm and scurried into
a short hallway with the words WAYNE THIEBAUD high up on the wall. He
stopped and gestured with two hands at something on the wall. "Now this is
funny," he announced loudly. I walked over to see:

"I've been thinking about your dilemma," he continued. "Seeing all this art
helped me figure it out. Squeat. "
Dan
*May the record reflect, your honor, that people from New Jersey do
not say "Joisey;" they say "Jersey" like everybody else. But far be it from
me to deny Tom poetic license, especially in a limerick that contains the
phrase "I queried a quorum...."
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford
Odets

We had a call from Wofford a couple of nights ago.
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Remember him? The nice 25 year-old who has artfully press-ganged me
into being his mentor? He was supposed to have the draft of a magazinestory proposal to me long ago, and has simply frozen up. Even the daily
ass-kicking that Margaret and I administered when he was living with us a
few months back failed to move him off the dime. His diagnosis: lack of
confidence. When he thinks about laying down an intellectual marker the
size of, say, a Harper's magazine proposal, he becomes what he calls,
"nauseous." That only gives me the great pleasure of telling him that he
might be nauseated, but he's still a long way from becoming nauseous,
which means, of course, not "feeling sick" but "inducing nausea."
"I hate you," is his invariable response. He has many reasons to hate me,
but my correcting his English is the least of my offenses. I became the
writer he wants to be while he freezes up writing proposals, and while
I have built an absurdly happy marriage, he has a love life generously
described as hapless. (Last time he visited, we went out with a terrific
couple we know -- two women -- and we all had a terrific time. Wofford's
conclusion is that he is a middle-aged lesbian trapped in a young man's
body.)
Wofford's entire self-made drama is useless and tedious beyond measure.
He's is a superb writer; he just doesn't do it often enough because he
chokes at the proposal stage. I've written in this space before that if I had
to choose between having talent or confidence -- especially when young - I'd pick confidence every time. Without it, no other qualities matter.
Intellectually, Wofford knows he's good. He's written several times
for Rolling Stone. What he understands logically, of course, has no bearing
on how he feels. He feels worthless, and has a peculiar diagnosis for that:
he claims to have been over-praised as a child, and that has crippled him
emotionally for life.
Something cripples all of us emotionally for life. Some of us rise above it, or
stow it away out of sight, or haul it out and roll it around in our hands daily
to keep reminding ourselves. Most of us, though, carry on in one way or
another. To watch a talented 25-year-old hamstrung by lack of confidence is
genuinely painful -- especially since that's never been my malady so looks
to particularly useless. At that age, the only real mistakes one can make is
conceiving a child, going to prison, becoming addicted, or getting yourself
injured in a lasting way. But try telling him that.
This is a big difference between first- and third-act trouble. Not knowing of
what it is they're capable haunts twentysomethings like Wofford. Alte
kakers like me suffering from Third-Act Trouble -- we know what we can do.
We just don't want to do it anymore -- or at least, we don't want to do it the
same way anymore -- but neither do we want merely to run out the clock.
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That third-act trouble hits when one's children are going through first-act
trouble is especially poignant for a number of reasons: 1) we're reflecting
on our own youth and realizing we had no more idea how to build a
meaningful life than they do -- or that we do now. 2) We want to be of use
to them but most of us were terrible at being twentysomethings -- lost,
stoned, disorganized, pointlessly angry impotent revolutionaries, and so on,
so who are we to give advice? 3) nobody wants to hear about us trying to
choose between full, golf-and-garden retirement and some sort of
"volunteering." People want to focus on the fresh-faced young ones trying to
find the yellow brick road to a glorious future. And who can blame them?
It's enough make a man wonder: What's it all about, Alfie?
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
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cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford
Odets
When Michael said, "squeat" he was saying in early-eighties hipster lingo,
"let's go eat." He might have said, "squad'neat," for the more elaborate
"let's go out and eat." We were cool guys.
We went back to the same diner/coffee shop that had dealt us a chocolatecake disappointment and Mike ordered, "Swiss cheese on rye with a lot of
lettuce, please." The same waitress as earlier cocked a parrot's eye at him
as though waiting for him to slide from the booth and storm out. "But I
mean," Mike continued, "a lot of lettuce." He held his thumb and forefinger
three-quarters of an inch apart. "Really, what I want is a lettuce sandwich on
rye with one slice of Swiss cheese."
"Whatever makes you happy," she said tiredly. "To drink?"
"A glass of half ginger-ale and half seltzer," he said. Lettuce and seltzer was
the kind of lunch that he would have ordered even before he got sick; Mike's
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fat years had left him delicate.
"I've been thinking about the dilemma you laid out at the Gugg," he said to
me. "I can't tell if this reporter thing is real for you or not. I know The Wall
Streeet Journal is a big paper and prestigious and pays well and all that, but
are you really going to grow old and die writing about the oil industry?"
"It's a stepping stone," I said.
"To what?"
I shrugged. "Moscow bureau chief of the New York Times?"
He swung his head back and forth and bunched up his lips, as though
looking at a Tamayo painting that disappointed him.
"And what does that get you?" he asked. "Dan, you're a writer. You wrote all
those little short stories in college. You were going to write great things. Art
is my religion. Words are yours. When do you get to that?"
"I think you might be underestimating what can be done in journalism," I
said. "Journalism took me to Alaska and Asia. I wrote some pretty good
stuff."
Lunch arrived. I've forgotten what I ordered from the waitress, but I was
getting exactly what I'd ordered from Mike.

Dan

Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
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If the dilemma I faced in 1983 was typical young-person's first-act trouble, what's gnawin
classic third-act trouble: I'm 61, in good health until told otherwise, yet feel as lost and pu
did in my early-mid twenties. Yes, I have a job. I had one then. This feeling's cause-and-e
relationship to the depression for which I'm being medicated for the first time in my life is
I depressed because I feel lost, or do I feel lost because I'm depressed? I can't think of a w
All i know is, when I describe this to my contemporaries, many of them say, "Oy. Join the

First-world problems. Eleven journalists were murdered in Mexico in 2017, and another on
right in front of his children. I've never to spend a minute worrying about that happening t
own country, even now. Small mercies. Actually, not so small. Put it on the list of reasons
American democracy.

I need hardly say that what keeps me cheerfully going is Margaret. She can play the whole
out of bed before me to turn on the heat, make coffee, and start the oatmeal like a good l
later, without warning, turns into the drill sergeant from Full Metal Jacket and Busters me
front of my computer to march me up a mountain in the gelid sunshine. ("Keep up with m
sake! Stop dragging your feet!") She vigils my battered brain like a reactor tech watching
(Are you forgetting things again? Failing to put things together?")Margaret can wring from
prose precisely the meaning I intended like rainwater from a towel left outdoors ("Anothe
Christ's sake, and this whole top doesn't work at all."). She takes my cheeks in her hands
kiss while passing, and rarely lets a day go by without making me laugh hard, often at her
she joins with gusto. I couldn't have a better friend.
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Sorry about that. Feeling particularly grateful for her this week.

This is why I spent so many years, and kissed so many frogs, searching for her. Back to th
Monday.
Dan
www.danbaum.com
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
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"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you a man who cannot make a
-- Clifford Odets
Walking back to New York Hospital, Mike shuffled as though his ankles were
shackled. I felt like a rat taking him back to that place that he hated so
much, like I was turning him back in to Sing Sing for a parole violation.
As we passed through the front doors and the aroma struck us, Mike sagged
like an animal taking a bullet.
"I'm not sure I can do this," he said.
"Sure you can," I said, reaching out my hand and flapping four fingers in a
come-hither gesture. He stood rooted.
"I'm serious," he said.
"Mike, this is one of those times I get to say, "Your life depends on it." He
bowed his head, took a couple of deep breaths, and began walking beside
me. When we reached his floor, the man who'd been labeled as a biohazard
was gone -- the door to his room open, the bed stripped. Mike stopped a
nurse and asked what happened. "Mr. Taylor is no longer a patient of ours,"
she said.
"Did he die?" I asked. She looked at me coolly.
"This is my brother, Dan," Mike said. "Did Rick die?"
"Mr. Taylor is no longer a patient of ours," she said.
"So he could be someone else's patient," I said. "Can Mike reach him? Do
you have a forwarding address?"
"I really cannot discuss this with you. Please see the head nurse, Martha, at
the desk."
We tried that and learned Mr. Taylor was no longer a patient of theirs.
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"This whole thing," I said to Mike as we turned away, "is making me want a
piece of chocolate cake."

Dan
www.danbaum.com
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com

"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford
Odets

Darkest Hour, the Winston Churchill film, is very good. Bombastic leader at odds with his o
trying to rally the country to resist the Nazi sweep of western Europe.... Watching, I found
thinking about, of all people, Donald Trump, and about how much good a personality like h
it wasn't so twisted, hateful, and narcissistic. If Trump used his charisma and bombast to l
vanquishing an existential peril like climate change the way Churchill used his to lead Brita
war against the existential threat of Hitler, we might get somewhere.

The Post is likewise excellent, though Tom Hanks as Ben Bradlee didn't quite work for me
lovable, especially in Steven Spielberg's treacly hands. People describe Ben Bradlee a thou
don't remember "lovable" being on the list. The craggy, gravel-voiced Jason Robards, who
role in All the President's Men, is forever Ben Bradlee to me.

Meryl Street is always terrific, and the day before going to the copiously attended women'
Denver,
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it was great to see a film about a woman thrust into what even she describes as a man's r
down many men who think she isn't up to the job, talking perceptively about sexism, and
masterfully what has to be done under tremendous pressure. Take your daughters.
Dan
www.danbaum.com
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com

"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you a man who cannot make a
-- Clifford Odets
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A poster hanging outside the Beekman Theater stopped me cold.
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Twenty minutes later, I realized that I was still standing there.
That was her, second from the right, with the cowboy boots and shoulders -the woman for whom I'd been looking since the days of Karla Stein and
maybe earlier. Look at her quick and clever--yet not unkind-- expression:
She's taking it all in, grinding it up in what looks like a very capable head, and
finding it all vaguely amusing. Smart. Sense of humor. Tom-boy get up,
windblown hair, a slightly mannish stance: A woman more interested in
having fun outdoors than in primping and preening. A pal, in other words, in
addition to being a long-legged, curvaceous babe with a pretty face. A bolt
of longing pierced my chest like a spear, anchoring me to the sidewalk in
front of the cinema. I didn't even know if she was Helen Shaver or Patricia
Charbonneau. I didn't go in and watch the movie; soft-core lesbian drama
isn't my thing. But the look of that character in the poster filled me with
longing that was almost painful. Had I been able to computer-engineer a
fiancée, this is what she would have looked like.
And oddly, the woman standing beside her had the distinct ladylike elegance
of Didi. Spooky. Desert Hearts must have done pretty well, because for the
next week or so I saw the poster all over Brooklyn and Manhattan, and every
time, it stopped me still for a ten minute longing bath. How pathetic is that?
Twenty-eight years old, and pining for a woman in a movie poster.
Dan
Lucky Margaret;
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I'm back to this again.
A previous teacher told me that the thin little Klezmer and Sephardic ditties
I was playing -- single notes with the right hand and chords with the left -were all very nice, but that the accordion is a big-sound instrument. "Everybody
in the room should turn and look at you when you start to play," he said.
So with my new teacher, Theo,
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I'm trying to learn the music of Glenn Miller

and John Philip Sousa
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Those big enough sounds for you?
The Miller on which I've embarked is "Moonlight Seranade," which (in The Glenn
Miller Story at least) is the first of his compositions for which he has assembled
a big band, and the first on which he hears "that sound" that had been echoing
around in his head and that becomes his signature.
Here's what it sounded like when Miller and his big band played it. And here's
what I will someday sound like
As for Sousa, I'm going after The Washington Post March, named not for the
newspaper but because it has a good rhythm for horsemen to post (rise and set
in the strirrups while the horse is trotting. ) Here is the classic version, by the
US Army Band, and this is what I hope someday to do.
I will, however, have to live a very long time, which is okay with me.
Dan
www.danbaum.com
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford Odets

The phone on my desk at the Journal rang one morning and an editorial writer
whose name I've forgotten asked me to come upstairs to the ed page offices to
meet a representative of the Coal Institute. Sure, I resisted saying. Can I tear
off his head and shit down his neck?
Coal was destroying the part of the country I knew and loved best. Coal-fired
plants in the industrial midwest were pouring carbon into the air, where it
mixed with water to become carbolic acid and then fell to earth as acid rain. All
across Michigan, Pennsylvania, upstate New York and New England, lakes were
dotted with belly-up fish I'd rather have been catching from a canoe, and
forests in which I loved to hike and camp were yellowing as they died. It was
the worst long-running, widespread, visible environmental disaster I'd ever
experienced and remained so until we all became hip to climate change. I said
I'd be up in five.
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In the elevator, I did something I rarely did, just to prepare: I glanced over the
editorial page. The Journal, like President Reagan and the rest of right-wing
America, was on a tear about "yellow rain" -- an alleged chemical weapon that
the Soviet Union had supposedly given to its communist allies in southeast Asia,
and with which Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos had allegedly killed "tens of
thousands" of people in their anti-insurgency campaigns. (The distinctive yellow
residue was later shown to be the honeybee feces left by a large swarm.)
The Journal's editorial writer, as I remember him, looked a lot like this guy:

so much so, in fact, that I took a few minutes yesterday to look up
whether Chris Christie had been an editorial writer at The Wall Street Journal in
1984. It would fit.
Alas, it wasn't the future governor, but the guy I remember had Christie's face,
girth, and overweening bombast. The coal guy looked like...a coal guy. But not
a miner; more of a granite-faced, white-haired front-office man, like Mr. Potter
in It's a Wonderful Life. He frowned at me disapprovingly, as though he found
me too young and loose-jointed to cover his precious industry for as important
a newspaper as The Wall Street Journal.
The editorial writer opened with a lie, introducing me as "the Journal's top
energy reporter," and then launched into a long, equally dishonest discourse
about the two newsmaking rains -- acid and yellow -- and how acid rain was
obviously a tree-hugger myth but that yellow rain was the absolute hideous
truth about the Commies. He went on in this vein for ten minutes or so as I felt
my blood pressure rise. It was one of the most appalling displays of truthtwisting I'd ever encountered in person. The tinpot dictators I'd covered in
southeast Asia wouldn't have had the stones to deny the damage that acid rain
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was causing or wed themselves so firmly to the uncertainty of the "yellow rain"
incident. Even the coal guy looked uncomfortable. I don't remember exchanging
more than pleasantries with him before he gathered up his coat and left. I was
physically ill with anger and embarrassment.
"Are you out of your fucking mind?" I practically shouted. "This page is
conservative; I get it. But you're denying acid rain? Not even the coal industry
does that! Notice how quiet he got, and how he hurried out of here? I'll bet we
were both afraid you were going to get down on your knees. And yellow-rainas-nerve-gas is a long way from proven. What were you thinking? Why were
you sucking up to him that way? He needs us more than we need him.
Jesus! Be as conservative as you want, brother, but don't embarrass us all by
making us look delusional." *
The editorialist did a very creditable Ralph Kramden "hamana hamana" and I
stormed out. Technically, an editorial writer didn't outrank a newsroom reporter
-- that Chinese wall again -- so I hadn't committed insubordination. But I was
sure the news that I'd thrown a leftie tantrum in the ed page offices would do
me no good as it spread.
Two days later, my cadaverous boss appeared at my desk and said, "Let's go
upstairs."
Dan
*No, I don't remember my exact words to the editorialist, but this as close as I
can come, and I capture here the gist, down to the tone. I was indeed that
arrogant an asshole.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford Odets

I got the chemistry of acid rain all wrong earlier; apologies. A friend named
John Miller, some kind of fancy climate scientist here in Boulder, weighed in
within minutes:
"First, no such thing has carbolic acid," he wrote. "Carbonic acid does form
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from CO2 and H2O, though. But more to the point, acid rain is not from the
CO2 from coal plants. Acid rain comes from sulfur dioxide (SO2) and
nitrogen oxides (NOx) combining with H2O to form sulfuric and nitric acids,
which are much more powerful than carbonic acid."
Thank you, John.
(Don't want to mess with climate scientists these days, do we? Touchy,
touchy, touchy. They remind me of a Manhattan Project colleague of my
father-in-law, Bill. Leading up the first test at Trinity Site, one poor physicist
was assigned the job of making sure that the world's first nuclear explosion
didn't set off a chain reaction and burn the entire atmosphere off the earth.
Bill described him as looking "preoccupied." I imagine he was. Some climate
scientists (we have a lot of them in Boulder) have that haunted look, as
though worried they will be held personally responsible if, say, violent
storms wipe out one half of the United States and rising seas take the
other.)

Not only don't I understand atmospheric chemistry, I cannot count to 350.
I'm sorry that you went from TAT 347 to 350, but you're not missing
numbers 348 and 349; I simply started misnumbering them. Margaret would
say this is a brain thing, evidence that I am still somewhat disabled by two
surgeries, two rounds of chemotherapy, and a spell of radiation. The poor
dear can't decide, though, whether my disabilities warrant compassion or
scolding. I am sure it is bothersome to live with someone who can't
remember plans decided upon 15 minutes earlier. And I concede that I have
been dragging my feet in finding a neuropsychologist who can evaluate my
deficiencies and discuss how they might be treated. (I think I'm avoiding
taking on more doctoring.) But sometimes, when Margaret is scolding me for
forgetting something, I imagine her standing over a guy in a wheelchair and
barking, "Get up!"
But look what she made me: a heavy woolen cape with velvet trim that
required weeks of machine and hand stitching. It's incredibly warm and
looks even better in person. My sword! My horse!
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Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford
Odets
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Turns out, I hadn't misnumbered editions of TAT. Well, maybe one 349. This one, though, went missing when TinyLetter held onto it
until it could be sure that it didn't contain "damaging content,"
whatever that is. This should have come before the one of me
chewing out the editorial writer:
The Wall Street Journal newsroom, a Dilbertian maze of cubicles, was in
1984 as soulless a place to spend one's youth as could be imagined. No
shouts of "copy!" No clacking of old Royals. Nobody bursting in full of
eyewitness accounts of a really good fire or murder. No whiskey bottles in
deep desk drawers. The Journal newsroom had all the drama of the DMV. An
exciting day was a two-percent uptick in the Dow.
At least I was covering a commodity on which one could put one's hand -- oil
-- and not genuflecting before the econometricians,'* who reduced
everything to grey abstract numbers and had wet dreams of money making
more money out of thin air. Because I covered an industry that produced
something made of atoms, my stories went in the Marketplace Section of
the Journal. Lord, keep me out of the Money and Investing section, which
was where the econometricians lurked. Their distillation of all human activity
to the economic was the aspect of the Journal that most gave me the
creeps. Back then, the Journal called itself, "the daily diary of the American
dream," but really it was a daily paean to a tiny class's insatiable need to
commodify everything, buy it low, sell it high, and assign nothing any value
but the monetary. It felt icky sharing a room with those guys.
Mike's words, "Dan, you're a writer," kept echoing in my head. Yes,
the Journal was prestigious -- right up there with the Times and
the Post. But that prestige came at the price of having to deal with people
like Mobil Oil's Herb Schmertz. Schmertz was Mobil's vice president for public
affairs, and advocated for Mobil and the oil industry with all the enthusiasm,
skill, energy, charm, and honesty that Josef Goebbels had brought to shilling
for his clients. Every time I talked to Schmertz, I felt like I needed to take a
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shower afterwards, Luckily, halfway through my tenure as one of
the Journal's energy reporters, Schmertz -- in a move that predicted the
current era of blaming the media -- announced that he was "boycotting"
the Journal, refusing to give information and interviews to, or even answer
the questions of, the biggest and most important business newspaper in the
country. To its credit, The Journal didn't bat an eye. One fewer shill to whom
to pander. Personally, I was thrilled.
The mythology of the Journal was that the news and editorial pages had a
"Chinese wall" between them as impermeable as the one between the
news/editorial pages and the advertising department. Yes, we told
ourselves, the editorial writers are a bunch of mouth-foaming right-wing
lunatics, but they don't keep us from reporting straight the news on our
beats. That Chinese wall could not be breached.
One day, I was invited to cross it.
(I then chewed out the editorial writer for being a delusional toady
to the coal industry -- you've read that -- and shortly thereafter my
boss, John, appeared at my desk and said, "Let's go upstairs." We
will begin at that point tomorrow with Number 351.)
Dan
*Econometricians reduce everything to numbers, without concern for how
their "modeling" might affect the lives of real people. They're the guys who
got us into trouble in 2008. Here is a joke at their expense:
Two of the bastards are walking down a country road when they find a small
pile of horse manure. "I'll give you $10,000 to eat that," says one, pulling
out his checkbook. The second thinks, hmmm. $10,000, cleverly invested,
could turn into real money, and how bad could eating that be? It's organic. .
. . He forces himself to do it, holds out his hand, and receives his check.
A little while they come upon another small pile. "I'll tell you what;," says
the second to the first, "if you eat that, I'll give you $10,000."
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The first, shocked that he'd lost $10,000 in such a foolish manner, eagerly
eats the pile and tucks his new check into his pocket.
"You know what," he says. "We both just ate a pile of horseshit and neither
of us is ahead."
"Yes," says the first. "But the economy grew by $20,000!"
Dan

Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com

"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment."
Odets

-- Clifford

John, who oversaw my energy reporting at the Journal, was a nice man, and
as he stood over my desk he looked downcast. I'm in the shit now, I
thought. "How's your brother?" He asked as we walked toward the
elevators.
"Not good."
"See him often?"
"Every day."
"Hmm," he said, chewing his lower lip.
He pushed an elevator button. "Paul Steiger wants a minute with you," John
said. Steiger was the assistant managing editor -- essentially the
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newsroom's vice principal, the guy to whom you were sent for acting out in
class. What, I wondered, would be the formal charge? Sowing dissent?
Insulting a colleague? It occurred to me as we ascended that in addition to
mouthing off, I'd never once had a page-one byline in the year I'd been at
the paper. So I was a mediocre reporter and given to leftie ranting. I could
be headed for my last conversation at the Journal, I realized, and if that's
the case, so be it. How much more oil reporting, really, could I do?
As the elevator dinged and the doors slid open, John said a weird thing:
"Your family has a place in Massachusetts, right?"
"Right. In the Berkshires. Why?"
"Dan!" Paul Steiger was charging out of his office toward us like a
linebacker. He was a big guy in his fifties, a hail fellow well met and also a
serious newsman. (He went on to co-found ProPublica.) I always liked him.
He took my right hand in his and wrapped my right bicep in his huge left
hand, as though intending to snap off my arm and eat it.
"This is exciting," he said. "We want you to go to Boston for us."
"When?"
"Soon as you can."
"For how long?"
"For good. You're getting a new beat," he said, smling slyly like a dad
withholding news that there would be a BB gun under the Christmas tree.
"No more oil?" I asked.
"Nah," he said. "You've earned something better. This is the hot thing right
now."
"What is it?"
He paused to savor delivering the deliciously good news. I realized he still
had my hand in his big, warm one. He winked and whispered
hoarsely: "Mutual funds."

Dan
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"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford
Odets
The world went suddenly silent. Paul gazed into my eyes expectantly, as
though waiting for me to skyrocket with joy. He was right; mutual funds
were the big thing then, the place in the stock and financial markets where
all the action was. But truth be told, I never read those stories and I really
had no idea what a mutual fund was. I did know that any
other Journal reporter would have been thrilled to move from oil -- so 1970s
-- to mutual funds. They were all over the "second front," the front page of
the second section, which was "Money and Investing." Paul thought he was
granting me a promotion; I felt like I was being banished. He thought he
was elevating me to the second front; I felt like I was being sent to the
Russian Front.
"Dan," said Mike's voice in my ear. "You're a writer."
Dan

Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com

"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford
Odets

We had a little excitement this week. Word went out on our neighborhood
listserv that this was lurking nearby.
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That is exactly what it looks like: a full-grown mountain lion, probably
weighing about 250 pounds, eating a deer under a trampoline a few blocks
from our house in the middle of Boulder. As soon as we got the news,
Margaret, Mikhail (a friend visiting from Oakland) and I went out looking for
it. When I came around a nearby house and encountered more or less this
view -- I tawt I taw a puddy tat -- my hand went instinctively to my right
hip, where, looking for a mountain lion in the neighborhood, I should have
been wearing the World War I Smith and Wesson .45 revolver that Margaret
and I inherited from her maternal grandfather. (Back in the thirties, he
always put it under the front seat of the car, Margaret's mom told us, when
the family traveled to Mexico.)
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I had thought about bringing it but unwisely decided that creeping around
people's houses and yards with a huge gun on my hip was a bad idea. So we
planned to do instead what the biologists advise: make ourselves large,
make noise, throw rocks, and, if attacked, fight back -- in other words, die a
gruesome death. Unlike with a bear, to play dead before a mountain lion is
an overture to being dead. To run is to resemble game -- bad idea.
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I have taken apart a lot of dead deer, and can testify that the unfortunate
example that the lion had brought down had been a big healthy buck.
Mountain lions (also known here as cougars), bobcat, and bears aren't all
that uncommon in Boulder. The city sits at the edge of the mountains, is
surrounded by open space, and the deer wander into town

to graze juicy green lawns and devastate vegetable gardens. They have
learned over the generations that Boulder is a safe place. (This is a town
that protects its population of prairie dogs, which are everywhere else in the
west considered a disease-carrying, land-wrecking nuisance.) Deer are
everywhere here. Most people find them charming.
Mine is a minority opinion, but I think having deer in town is bad for people
and bad for the deer. Many are deformed, particularly the left hind foot -whether from eating lawn-and-garden chemicals or from inbreeding, I don't
know. It's not good for wildlife to become accustomed to humans. I've seen
deer hit by cars in Boulder and cause dangerous car accidents. And, of
course, predators like our lion follow the deer into town, which is
catastrophe waiting to happen. This neighborhood is full of creatures that
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don't mix well with 250-pound lions: small children, pets, and 61-year-old
terminally ill bald-headed Jewish guys.
Were I running things, I'd either have state Division of Wildlife
sharpshooters kill every deer in Boulder, or as they do in the deer-overrun
suburbs of my home state of New Jersey, allow people to use bows and
shotguns -- short-range weapons -- to cull the herd themselves. Look at
what a safe shot one could take at the deer in the picture above; miss and
the arrow or buckshot would go into the ground. Keep it up long enough and
gradually, the deer would learn, and pass down to their offspring, that far
from being a haven, Boulder is dangerous ground best avoided. A town that
protects prairie dogs, though, isn't likely to countenance mass Bambicide, so
I am not running on this platform for city council this year.
Next time: Back to 1984, and the train to Boston.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford Odets

"I'll come down every weekend," I told Mike, who sprawled uncomfortably in
his hospital bed, looking miserable.
"Not worried about that," he rasped, then held up a finger and pointed to his
throat. "Hard to talk. Not worried about seeing you. Worried about you doing
that job instead of your art."
"This job is my art. At least for now," I said. "But I hear you."
On the train to Boston, I forced myself to read the Journal's "Money and
Investing" section, which was going to be my new home. The undisputed
king of mutual funds seemed to be one Peter Lynch, who ran something
called the Magellan Fund at Fidelity Investments. During the previous five
years, Lynch's Magellan Fund had yielded a 582 percent return on
investment, compared with 129 percent for the Standard & Poor's 500. The
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Fund's share price had doubled in the previous year alone. Even if I didn't
know exactly what a mutual fund was, I could understand that those
numbers were astounding.
I wrote Lynch's name in my notebook.
Being able to walk to work was a priority, so I took a nice little ground-floor
apartment in Charlestown, near the Bunker Hill monument. Walking into
downtown meant crossing a steel bridge and looking down on the U.S.S.
Constitution, or "Old Ironsides," passing Paul Revere's house and the Old
North Church from which he received the "two if by sea" signal, and
wandering through the North End -- a charming tangle of narrow streets and
300-year-old brick buildings that was for generations the Italian part of
town. I loved Boston the minute I saw it and still do.
The Journal's Boston bureau was in a 1960s highrise downtown, the offices a
small-scale reproduction of the mausoleum in New York. Three other
reporters -- bland white guys -- plus the bureau chief, a woman named June
internally famous for being an excellent writer, worked in the bureau; maybe
this wouldn't be too bad. I dug out one of June's most famous stories -about female professional hockey players -- and it really was quite good. I
could learn something from her, which, recall, was my standard for whether
to keep a job or not and which I would recommend to anybody of any age
trying to decide whether to stay put or move on. Are you learning? Are you
growing? If not, adios.
First thing I did was sit at my desk, open my notebook, and make a lunch
date with Peter Lynch of the Magellan fund for the next day. "I'm the Wall
Street Journal's new mutual-funds reporter," I heard myself say with a kind
of disbelief as Mike's sad, graying face floated before me. "Union Oyster
House at 1? Fine." I refrained from continuing: I'll be the lonely, poorly
dressed, angry-looking guy pining for southeast Asia. Look for me in the bar.
Dan
PS: This just in from the staff churl here at One TAT Plaza: I think I
understand: you went looking for a mountain lion in your
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neighborhood. Why not, instead, get some fish and game folks to write
some lively essays or poetry? You are as peg-legged and unprepared to
"find a lion and take a snappy" as they are of writing Paradise Lost. Consider
yourself nominated for a Darwin award.
PPS: The lion's whereabouts remain unknown. Apparently a Division
of Wildlife team came, looked around, felt itself unauthorized to
enter yards without permission, and left. Everybody in the
neighborhood got a nice email from the state's wildlife manager for
north Boulder that ended: "I hope it made its way back out of town."
Well, it's comforting to know that she "hopes" the lion is gone. I'm
going to continue looking under the bed before getting in until we
get confirmation that that the big cat has been darted and relocated,
or I erase from my memory the look in its eyes as I approached it.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford Odets
"I'll come down every weekend," I told Mike, who sprawled uncomfortably in
his hospital bed, looking miserable.
"Not worried about that," he rasped, then held up a finger and pointed to his
throat. "Hard to talk. Not worried about seeing you. Worried about you doing
that job instead of your art."
"This job is my art. At least for now," I said. "But I hear you."
On the train to Boston, I forced myself to read the Journal's "Money and
Investing" section, which was going to be my new home. The undisputed
king of mutual funds seemed to be one Peter Lynch, who ran something
called the Magellan Fund at Fidelity Investments. During the previous five
years, Lynch's Magellan Fund had yielded a 582 percent return on
investment, compared with 129 percent for the Standard & Poor's 500. The
Fund's share price had doubled in the previous year alone. Even if I didn't
know exactly what a mutual fund was, I could understand that those
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numbers were astounding.
I wrote Lynch's name in my notebook.
Being able to walk to work was a priority, so I took a nice little ground-floor
apartment in Charlestown, near the Bunker Hill monument. Walking into
downtown meant crossing a steel bridge and looking down on the U.S.S.
Constitution, or "Old Ironsides," passing Paul Revere's house and the Old
North Church from which he received the "two if by sea" signal, and
wandering through the North End -- a charming tangle of narrow streets and
300-year-old brick buildings that was for generations the Italian part of
town. I loved Boston the minute I saw it and still do.
The Journal's Boston bureau was in a 1960s highrise downtown, the offices a
small-scale reproduction of the mausoleum in New York. Three other
reporters -- bland white guys -- plus the bureau chief, a woman named June
internally famous for being an excellent writer, worked in the bureau; maybe
this wouldn't be too bad. I dug out one of June's most famous stories -about female professional hockey players -- and it really was quite good. I
could learn something from her, which, recall, was my standard for whether
to keep a job or not and which I would recommend to anybody of any age
trying to decide whether to stay put or move on. Are you learning? Are you
growing? If not, adios.
First thing I did was sit at my desk, open my notebook, and make a lunch
date with Peter Lynch of the Magellan fund for the next day. "I'm the Wall
Street Journal's new mutual-funds reporter," I heard myself say with a kind
of disbelief as Mike's sad, graying face floated before me. "Union Oyster
House at 1? Fine." I refrained from continuing: I'll be the lonely, poorly
dressed, angry-looking guy pining for southeast Asia. Look for me in the bar.
Dan
PS: This just in from the staff churl here at One TAT Plaza: I think I
understand: you went looking for a mountain lion in your
neighborhood. Why not, instead, get some fish and game folks to write
some lively essays or poetry? You are as peg-legged and unprepared to
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"find a lion and take a snappy" as they are of writing Paradise Lost. Consider
yourself nominated for a Darwin award.
PPS: The lion's whereabouts remain unknown. Apparently a Division
of Wildlife team came, looked around, felt itself unauthorized to
enter yards without permission, and left. Everybody in the
neighborhood got a nice email from the state's wildlife manager for
north Boulder that ended: "I hope it made its way back out of town."
Well, it's comforting to know that she "hopes" the lion is gone. I'm
going to continue looking under the bed before getting in until we
get confirmation that that the big cat has been darted and relocated,
or I erase from my memory the look in its eyes as I approached it.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford Odets
The Union Oyster House is the oldest restaurant in Boston, which makes it
pretty old by U.S. standards. It's been dishing up raw bivalves and other
seafood since 1826, back when lobsters were poor people's food (big ugly
bugs crawling around on seaside rocks and painful to handle...what else
would they be?) A sign reads: "Daniel Webster drank a tumbler of brandy
and water with every dozen oysters, and seldom ate fewer than six plates."
Since I was carrying a Dow Jones American Express card, I intended to
challenge Webster.
I arrived early and got us a table by the window. As I recall Peter Lynch, he
looked, as he walked in, like the president of a country club -- erect in his
Brooks Brothers casuals, with red nose and cheeks under a brilliant white
shock of hair. He was smiling and signaled me cheerfully with his eyes when
I waved to him.
"Dan!" he boomed, hoovering up my extended hand in his. He sat and a
waiter instantly appeared; Lynch was obviously known here, and probably
tipped big. We ordered drinks and exchanged pleasantries. He seemed
appalled that I'd selected Charlestown in which to live --way too working
class, infamously opposed to busing, generally considered racist and
declassé.
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"So!" he boomed. "The big time! This is the most exciting time in the market
I can remember." he led me through his accomplishments as though
applying for a job. To him, I wasn't some formerly stoned drifter with fancy
literary aspirations; I was The Wall Street Journal -- the biggest megaphone
to the people he most wanted to reach. This, I told myself silently, was what
I wanted, though I thought I saw Mike two tables away, listening in with a
scowl. "Two years ago, Magellan held 200 stocks; now we're at 700," Lynch
said. "Our assets are up to almost a billion and a half. Get this," he said
conspiratorially, leaning forward. I did likewise. "One American in a hundred
owns at least one share of Magellan, and that's what I'm most proud of.
Magellan has made the riches of Wall Street accessible to the common
man."
"Wait. Let's go back," I said. Our drinks arrived. I took a sip and leaned in as
he had done, and he did likewise. I held up my hands as though preparing to
chest-pass him a basketball.
"What exactly is a mutual fund?" I asked, bobbing my hands with each word,
eager physically to grasp understanding of this mysterious phenomenon.
Lynch started to laugh, then noticed I was serious and looked suddenly
crestfallen. "You're covering mutual funds for The Wall Street Journal and
you don't know what a mutual fund is?"
"I haven't a clue," I said. "But it's in your interest that I do. You're the
big macher in mutual funds right now, so I've come to you to explain them
to me. What are they? How do they work?"
Lynch covered his eyes with his hand.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford Odets
Speaking of financial reporting, Margaret and I had a sit-down with our
financial advisor -- a funny idea in itself given our tenuous relationship to
capital. We tend to diversify our investing -- mortgage and groceries. Most
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of the adjustments to our investments are on the order of whether to buy
eggs by the dozen or the half. As for retirement, the wizard lady essentially
made it clear that we will be able to retire if in the next three years we
discover a uranium deposit under our back yard.
At one point we were discussing the prospect of my dying sooner rather than
later and the advisor, pressing a fingertip to her computer screen, piped up,
"Well, if that happens, the numbers look really good." A comfort.
The mention of mortality set off a discussion between Margaret and me as
we were preparing for bed: What if the rules at death say that you get a
binary choice -- re-live your life exactly as you did it the first time, with no
memory of the first one, or you get nothing but the silent, dark abyss. At
first, we imagined a third choice: the chance to re-live life with a memory of
the first, so that you could correct mistakes or try different paths. But
everybody would take that one. So we narrowed it to two: A word-for-word
do-over, or the great nothingness. Me, I'd go for the do-over. Which would
you choose?
The advantage to this binary-choice system is that knowing you either get it
exactly as it was or nothing at all would be a powerful incentive to make Life
1.0 really good because you're going to get the chance to live it twice. But
that requires everybody understanding the after-death rules while he or she
is alive, and how are you going to communicate that? Plus, the track record
of offering post-mortem reward for living a good life isn't all that good. (see:
Christianity; and Reality, Historical)
So Margaret and I imagined the binary choice being offered at the moment
of death, beyond the point where the dying could warn the living. Just as the
darkness closes in, a screen would appear offering you Choice A or B. In all
likelihood, though, the screen would freeze up, fail to recognize your
password, or otherwise malfunction, leaving you to hash it out on the phone
with tech support.
For eternity.

Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
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"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford
Odets
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As you know, I spend a lot of time in the past. Perhaps because I wonder if I
have much future, I'm eager to wring as much juice out of the life I've had
and that nobody can take away. (Unless, of course, in the next surgery my
long-term memory goes into the same petri dish into which my short-term
memory seems to have disappeared, in which case I'll be glad I wrote all
this down.)
This past weekend -- as we were remembering the 50th anniversary of the
Tet Offensive (!)*, Margaret decided to spend an entire day making four
kinds of cookies -- for care packages to Rosa and for random gifting -- and
as soundtrack for the project she told her iPod to play the entire Beatles
oeuvre.
If it's been a while since you've wallowed in the Beatles, I recommend it.
Even the worst Beatle song is better than almost any other, and I defy
anybody born in the fifties to listen to the opening notes of "Eleanor Rigby,"
"You're Going to Lose That Girl," "I Feel Fine,""Penny Lane," "For No One,"
or any other and not be instantly transported to your childhood bedroom,
with the light-blue record player revolving on the floor between the twin
beds, and not feel that anxious proto-romantic longing that attended preand early teens and for which the Beatles were our soundtrack.
It was fascinating to hear the Fab Four evolve within 90 minutes from "Can't
Buy Me Love" to "A Day in the Life," "Across the Universe," and beyond. I
can't recall the plans Margaret and I made for the weekend or where I put
my gloves, but I could sing every word of every Beatles song.
Their music certainly grew more complex -- with string sections, horns,
sitars, and choirs -- which isn't to say it got better. We remembered
disparaging Paul in the 1970s as sappy and commercial, but now that we're
old, hearing "Yesterday" and "Here, There, and Everywhere," was like
running into old friends in Grand Central Station. We even enjoyed the goofy
songs we used to hate -- "Yellow Submarine," "Your Mother Should Know" -and the late, spooky ones, like "Blue Jay Way."
What continues to blow my mind is that the whole Beatles phenomenon in
the U.S. -- from "Meet the Beatles" (1964) to their heartrending breakup -lasted only eight years.
If you can take a day of the Beatles without dissolving into a puddle of
nostalgic tears, you'll be ready for"Tracks of My Tears," "Red Rubber
Ball," "Summer in the City," "All Summer Long," "Fortunate Son," "Suite:
Judy Blue Eyes," "Dancin' in the Streets."** and many more that will make
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you wonder how it is that we're in 2018 already and what the hell we think
we're doing here.
Christ, we've been alive a long time.
Dan
*It's going to be a big year for 50th anniversaries: The police riot at the
Democratic Convention in Chicago, the Tlateloco massacre in Mexico City
just prior to the Mexico City Olympics, the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia,
the "Danny the Red" riots in Paris, the capture of the U.S.S. Pueblo by North
Korea, the battles of Hue and Khe Sanh, and, of course, the assassinations
of Martin Luther King Jr. and Sen. Robert F. Kennedy. Does that all seem like
a million years ago or yesterday? Here's some perspective; go back 50 years
from then and you're in World War One.
**Maybe I'd used up my allocation of links, but I couldn't link to The Lovin'
Spoonful's "Summer in the City," or Martha and the Vandellas' "Dancin' in
the Streets." I urge you go to Youtube and watch those performances -- and
the Ronettes, and more, on black-and-white TV.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford Odets
Meanwhile, back in 1984, we were listening to "I Just Called to Say I Love
You," "Thriller," Billy Joel's "The Longest Time," and the Pointer Sisters' "I'm
So Excited," -- all perfectly fine, but pretty thin gruel after the rich potage of
the songs discussed here yesterday.
Covering mutual funds was, as I expected it to be, like dying of old age at
28. Maybe my glioblastoma started then, because I distinctly remember
blacking out during interviews with fund managers. Not full-on fall-on-thefloor blackouts, but becoming suddenly aware that I was sitting across the
desk or a lunch table from some white guy in a suit, and having no memory
of the previous few minutes. Somehow, I managed to hold it together, but if
covering mutual funds wasn't going to make me live longer, it was certainly
going to make it feel that way. The reward, if there was one, was that I got
to back to the bureau and write stories. Yes, they were stories about mutual
funds, but at least I was putting nouns and verbs together.
Mike was right; this was no way to live. I had to get back to my real dream -
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- to be a writer -- not the ersatz dream that I'd acquired at Energy User
News several lifetimes earlier of climbing up the newspaper-prestige ladder.
My first Thursday night in Boston I left the office and consciously opened the
shutters in my forehead to let in as much stimulus as I could soak up on the
walk home. Arriving with a warm and fragrant stromboli bread from the
Florentine Cafe, I dug out the portable typewriter with the German keyboard
on which I'd written all that terrible fiction in West Berlin, sat myself down
with the stromboli and a bottle of red wine, and wrote the first part of a long
account of my travels since Sy threw me out six years earlier. I was much
under the sway of Hunter Thompson at the time, and endeavored to make
mine a madcap telling, with lots of one-word paragraphs, half-sentences,
"original" use of verbs, and a liberal sprinkling of the word "fuck." I was up
beyond midnight, but I wanted very much to bring some original, nonmutual-fund writing to Mike when I flew down to New York the next day. I
finally went to bed with fourteen neatly typed pages on the kitchen table.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford Odets
The New York Air shuttle from Boston to New York was more comfortable
than riding in a boxcar full of angry, diseased cattle. Even LaGarbage was a
relief after 90 minutes on a 1984-vintage New York Air 737.
For the first time, I found Mike out of bed. He sat crumpled in a vinylcovered armchair reading a novel called Sneaky People by one of our
favorite authors: Thomas Berger. Mike looked older, grayer, sicker, and the
blue-flecked hospital gown and bathrobe didn't help. "Listen to this," he said
hoarsely. "Two guys are talking over their back fence. 'What's your favorite
food, steak or roast beef?' 'Uh, steak I guess.' 'Then roast beef, then what?'"
Mike laughed and tossed aside the book. "I love that."
His eyes fell on another book. "I was reading this but I got too sad," he said.
It was The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock by T.S. Eliot. "I hit the line, 'I
grow old, I grow old. I shall wear the bottoms of my trousers rolled.' and
had to stop." His voice grew very quiet. "I want to get old and wear the
bottoms of my trousers rolled." He stared at the book's cover for a minute,
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then looked up and said, "Chugunuh," which was our private contraction
of "'cha gonna do?" or "what are you gonna do?" Not in the literal sense of
asking after plans, but in the New York world-weary grudging acceptance of
the hand dealt. It cleared the air of sadness.
"I brought something to cheer you up," I said, taking my fourteen freshly
written pages from my shoulder bag and placing them in his lap. He paged
through them for a second and then launched his eyebrows skyward with a
huge grin.
"You wrote something!" he cried, flipping through the pages. "I don't see the
words 'mutual fund' in here. You wrote something original! You did it!"
"I did it. Thank you for pushing me."
By Sunday, Mike was semi-comatose. At 2 p.m., just before I headed to the
airport, Michelle told me he hadn't woken all day.
"I don't know how much longer we'll have him," she said, brushing away
tear with the heel of her hand.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment." -- Clifford Odets
The phone was ringing as I entered my apartment.
"Danny-O," said the unmistakable southern twang of Bob Deans, a colleague
from Energy User News years before. That's him, xxx from the right. Like
the rest of us, Bob had ridden a rocket out of EUN, having gone first to
the Charleston News and Observer as a reporter, and then then to Cox
News, whose flagship paper was the Atlanta Journal-Constitution. Cox hired
him as their roving Asia reporter ("but only from the Bosphorus to Japan,"
Bob liked to say.) Bob was an Eddie Attaboy Virginian who despite having
one of the great jobs in journalism harbored a deeper dream to get back to
the paper he'd delivered as a kid: The Richmond Times Dispatch. Now,
though, he was at the Atlanta Journal-Constitution.
"Bobaloo," I said, for I'd always been Danny-O and he Bobaloo.
"Listen," he said. "I've been talking you up down here -- Asia, Wall Street
Journal, all that -- and the bosses here would really like you to come down
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for an interview."
"I couldn't come work there now; from Boston I can see my brother every
weekend."
"That's what I told them."
"Is it a paper I want to work for?"
"Well, it has this reputation as a crusader from the civil rights days. It kinda
rides on that, but it's a pretty serviceable daily paper. At least you wouldn't
be writing about, what is it? Bonds?"
"Mutual Funds." Ooh. That stung.
"Right. You oughta come down, chase some ambulances, catch a few church
fires, cover a murder or two. A big drug bust. Maybe you turn up a crooked
councilman. It'd be fun having you here. You know Timmy's here; in
the Journal's Atlanta bureau, in fact." Timmy was another Energy User
News colleague, xxx from right.
"Oh, man I'd love to. But I can't until Mike gets better or..."
"Or sails away in that big black boat. I get it."
"But I appreciate you keeping my name in front of the bosses," I said.
Chase some ambulances, catch a few church fires, cover a murder or two. A
big drug bust....
Bobaloo had totally ruined my day.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford Odets
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It stuck in my head like a floor-wax jingle: Chase some ambulances,
catch a few church fires, cover a murder or two. A big drug bust.... I
could really write stories like those, and who knows? A story like one of
those -- with characters, and action, and dialogue -- might yield material
for a book; maybe even a novel. If I could shake the mutual-funds beat,
being a reporter -- which had lately been feeling like a siding into which
I'd accidentally shunted my personal locomotive -- might actually lead to
being a "writer," whatever Mike and I thought that was.
Mike was standing in the hallway when I arrived the following Friday -the first time I'd seen him ambulatory in a long time. He appeared to be
about 106 years old. Forget Atlanta; I needed to be nearby so I could see
Mike every weekend.
"Let's go talk about your..." He made air quotes with his index and middle
fingers and rolled his eyes contemptuously. "...writing."
What did that mean?
Reminder: Third-Act Trouble is a private letter, not a public blog.
Please don't post its contents to social media or anywhere
online. I work for an organization with a politically delicate
mission and any public writing by staff is understandably
supposed to vetted first. I'd rather avoid that, and I don't want to
be fired. So please don't disseminate these postings in any way.
Thank you. -- Dan
Third-Act Trouble by ThirdAct
1650 Lombardy Drive Boulder, Colorado 80304
USA
Sent to danbaum@me.com — Unsubscribe
Delivered by

Mike settled himself in the vinyl armchair next to his mossy-looking
hospital bed and grimly tap-straightened my pages atop his knee, keeping
an almost comically blank poker face like a judge preparing to impose a
harsh sentence.
"Dan," he said. "I love you like a brother, and I'm glad you're writing your
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own stuff. But we gotta talk."
"You don't like it."
"It's not that I don't like it," he said. "It's that it's bad -- empirically,
objectively bad."
By that time I'd had 29 years of Mike's loving abuse, but still, this stung.
"Whoa," I said. "That's a little harsh, don't you think?"
"You tell me: What is this supposed to be? Why is it written this way?"
"It's a telling of my travels since getting out of college."
"Are you deliberately jumping around in time and flouting all the rules of
narrative, grammar, and usage?"
"Maybe. I don't know. What in particular are you talking about?"
He shuffled impatiently through my pages. "You have this long paragraph
on the Magic Bus,* and then a new paragraph that says only, "That's
what I did." Rhythmically, that just thuds on the floor. But more important,
you don't do a bus. You ride a bus. You take a bus. And you describe it,
and the trip -- the countryside, people you met. You can't just tell us about
some bus and then say, "That's what I did." It could mean you rode the
bus; it could mean you drove the bus; it could mean you started a
competitor to the bus."
"But it's funny, what I wrote about the bus, right? That stop in Frankfurt?
Crossing the Greek-Yugoslav frontier?" I said, not yet mature enough to
know that if you have to tell someone that something's funny, it isn't.
Mike didn't grace that with a response. "You're splitting infinitives
everywhere," he said, tapping the papers with backs of his fingers. "You're
ending sentences with prepositions. Half your sentences are passive, not
active. The others are either run-on or lack a verb. Some are one word
with a period, which isn't a sentence, let alone a paragraph, as you have
here on page four." He stopped and peered at me like a neuropsychologist
trying to gauge the depths of a patient's deficiencies. "Do you know what
I'm talking about when I say all this?"
This wouldn't be the first time Mike made me cry, and I could feel my eyes
getting hot and watery. "This is supposed to be a madcap account!" I cried.
"I spent sixteen years in school and now, what, six years at newspapers,
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being told what to do, how to write, what's important and what's not, and
now I'm busting out! I'm using the language my own way! This is what you
told me to do!"
"Dan, Dan," Mike said, bobbing a calming hand, palm down, between us.
"You can't use the language your own way until you fully understand the
fundamental rules of the craft. Picasso painted conventional landscapes for
years before attempting cubism. You have to master your medium first,
and then you can experiment with it."
"I don't have to do a fucking thing!" I yelled, and as Mike's eyes darted
around I quickly lowered my voice. "This is my piece of writing!" I said in a
harsh stage whisper. "This is me! I've waited, what, twenty-two years to
get away from everybody's rules and write the way I want, and now that
I'm finally doing it, you tell me I can't?"
"You can do whatever you want," Mike growled around gritted teeth. "But
I'm telling you this is no good. You need to start from the beginning and
work out to experimenting. We don't follow rules of grammar and usage
because Mrs. Whitcomb* tells us to, but because grammar and usage are
logic. They're the way we make what we write and how we speak
understandable and engaging."
"Pretty fancy language talk from a painter and silkscreen printer," I said
with more bitterness than I intended. Mike shrugged, set my sheaf of
papers on the floor beside him, stood up shakily, and said, "Squad'neat."**
Dan
*I was going to tell you, mumbling down here in a footnote, about Mrs.
Whitcomb. But you've spent enough of today in my past, so I'll wait until
tomorrow. No way I could tell the story of becoming a writer without
including Mrs. Whitcomb. Tomorrow.
**Dan-Mike contraction of "let's go out and eat."
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford Odets
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Mrs. Whitcomb must have been about as old as I am now -- 61 -- because
otherwise South Orange Junior High would have made her retire. In my
memory, though, she is ancient -- a tall, ramrod-straight, primly dressed
old lady with a perpetually unsmiling face. She taught seventh-grade
English (the first year of junior high in those days) and everybody feared
her -- for good reason. First, she spoke in a refined accent that hovered
somewhere between British and southern -- either way, intimidating,
especially since her chin quivered, which made her look as though she was
always holding herself back from exploding.
It was in Mrs. Whitcomb's class (God help you if you pronounced her name
"Witcomb.") that I learned Alfred Noyes's poem The Highwayman, which
taught me for the first time about metaphor. ("The moon was a ghostly
galleon...") And Tennyson's, The Charge of the Light Brigade, which Mrs.
Whitcomb insisted we pronounce "Charge of the Light BRIGADE," not
"Charge of the LIGHT Brigade," as most of us were wont to do. "The
Brigade is what the poem celebrates, not the adjective 'light,' she
explained. "We properly put the emphasis on the subject, not the
descriptive."
What mostly remains with me is what a stickler she was for grammar and
syntax. Anyone who asked, "Mrs. Whitcomb, can I go to the bathroom?"
was sure to get in reply, "I'm sure you can, but you may not."
Tell her that you pen ran out of ink, and she'd reply, "Did it run right back?
Or are you trying to say, 'my pen's ink supply is exhausted?'" Write in a
paper that those who remained of the light brigade's six hundred horsemen
were glad to finally reach safety, and her red pen -- flashing like a
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Cossack's saber -- would reverse the order of "finally" and "to" in order not
to split the infinitive. Tell her that Liz Milner was the one you hoped to go to
the dance with, and she'd extend a crooked index finger skyward and say,
"Liz Milner is the one with whom I'd like to go to the dance." Mrs. Whitcomb
was the first to explain to me that the first and last words of a sentence
were the most powerful and that to end a sentence with a preposition is to
sacrifice power. "Prepositions are weak words. Better to end on "the dance"
-- or better, Liz Milner, than on "with," she told me, and I don't think I've
broken that rule, writing or speaking, more than a dozen times since then.
Anybody who knows me knows how deeply ingrained are Mrs. Whitcomb's
lessons, because I tend to make a nuisance of myself correcting people's
speech in just this way, but unbidden.
As I look back on Mrs. Whitcomb from the high hill of my old age, I'd like to
pin a medal on her. All teachers want to be liked, I imagine, and I suppose
that she was no different. But she sacrificed being liked -- made herself
hated, in fact -- in order to force into our heads the tools we needed to
appreciate and master this beautiful language of ours. That was heroic of
her, a huge sacrifice in the day-to-day comfort and gratification of a hard
job. I would like very much to express to her my gratitude.
Dan
PS: Some of you apologized for sending Third-Act Trouble to friends or
relatives. No apology necessary. Sharing with trusted individuals is fine. I
just didn't want any of this reproduced on Facebook, Twitter, or any other
social medium where it could be seen by the anonymous public. If you know
people who'd like to be added to the list of recipients, please ask them to
email me at danbaum@me.com.* Thank you.
* Mrs. Whitcomb guided my fingers there, too. First I had, "If you know
someone who'd like to be added to the list of recipients, please ask them to
email me...."
That is wrong, of course. "Someone" is singular; "them" is plural. I hear and
read people making this mistake often. One way to sidestep it is "If you
know someone...please ask him or her to email me..." That, though, is a
little awkward. You can always solve this problem smoothly by making
everything plural, as I ultimately did above by changing "someone" to
"people" so that I could use the simple "them."
I love this language!
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megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you a man who
cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford
Odets
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To me, the best jobs in journalism were like the one that Bobaloo had when
he was roaming around Asia -- jobs that explained one place for readers far
away in another. That was writer's work, full of verbs and adjectives and
storytelling -- not this dreary circle-jerk of which I was a member,
experiencing nothing but white guys in suits and passing around nuggets of
self-serving gossip that passed itself off as wisdom. I also loved the
outdoors, remember, so for me the ideal job would have been covering
Michigan's Upper Peninsula for the Detroit Free Press. That job was taken.
But word got to me somehow that the Boston Globe was looking for
someone to live in Concord, New Hampshire and cover northern New
England -- Vermont, New Hampshire, and Maine. I physically delivered a
resume and got a call saying that "Mr. Winship" could see me a couple of
days hence.
Mr. Winship was Thomas Winship, a giant in the newspaper world at the
time. He'd made himself and his paper famous during the Vietnam War by
printing on every day's page one the running tally of the American war
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dead. He'd covered and editorialized passionately the bitter fights over
busing that had torn Boston apart about a decade earlier. Under his
leadership, the paper had won 12 Pulitzer Prizes.
I was excited to meet him, especially since I, too, thought I was bringing
something to the fight: I was a staff reporter for The Wall Street Journal. I
didn't suppose he had many of those applying for the spot, New York
Times or Washington Post reporters, either; the Globe was a small step
down that prestige ladder from all three. And I'd once had a job like the
northern New England beat for the Journal, covering Singapore for readers
all over Asia and in the U.S. How could I miss? So drunk was I on the
wicked nectar of prestige that I stopped in a Toyota dealership on the way
home and looked at four-wheel-drive wagons.
Mr. Winship, it turned out, wasn't having any of it....
Dan
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Margaret and I spent Sunday morning reading a truly delicious piece of
literature: the Manafort/Gates indictment. If you haven't read it, it's a
doozy, and very clearly written. Highly recommended. I spent the rest of
the day -- my 62nd birthday, no less -- doing my taxes very carefully. One
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never wants to find one's name beneath the words
UNITED STATES OF AMERCA
V.
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Back to our story of a young man trying to achieve two goals: become a
writer, and find a mate. When we left off, I was headed to the offices
of Boston Globe to be interviewed by its editor, Thomas Winship, for the
kind of job I most wanted, and that I thought would put me on the path to
being a "real writer" -- covering place A for readers in place B -- specifically,
covering Maine, Vermont, and New Hampshire out of an office in Concord,
NH, for readers in Boston.
Mr. Winship looked like a bobblehead of himself. Short, round, with a huge
balding head, wire-rimmed glasses, and flamboyant suspenders, he could
have made a nice living starring in Quaker Oats commercials. He extended
me a warm hand and a wide, toothy smile and asked, "So what makes you
think you can write for the Globe?"
I proceeded to make a grievous, embarrassing, and, for the times,
characteristic mistake: I launched into reciting my resume, leaning most
heavily on my current job since it was the most prestigious I'd yet held. The
longer I talked, the more Winship slumped in his chair and the deeper grew
his frown. His beloved Globe had been the poor country cousin of
the Times, the Post, and the Journal for years -- not because it wasn't as
good a paper, which it most definitely was, but because Boston is, well,
Boston and not New York or D.C. And here was one of those fancy-ass New
York boys, parading his "credentials" like a fourteen-year-old boy hanging
out of his unzipped pants, without anything meaningful to say. Had I
spoken with feeling of my ambition to be a writer, and my near-term desire
to hone those skills by writing about Place A for readers in Place B, I might
have won him over. Instead I fell back on the cheap and shallow, and paid
the price. I knew before I left his newsroom that he wasn't going to hire
me.
He didn't. The job went to someone else. I never look at one of those 1984
all-wheel-drive Toyota Tercel wagons without feeling a flush of shame.
Dan
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Mike seemed to be rotting away from the inside. He was still, as he put it,
"colonized from mouth to anus" by some sort of painful infection.
His scrotum had mysteriously filled with fluid, was four times its normal
size, and so heavily dusted with baby powder to keep from chafing that it
looked like he was carrying a huge beignet between his emaciated thighs.
Black-and-blue marks -- his original symptom -- covered his stringy arms
and legs. Creepiest of all, the whites of his eyes had turned opaque eggyolk yellow. "Dan," he croaked. "I'm starting to think that I won't make it
out of this," he said.
It was all I could not to yell, "Duh-uh!" Instead I murmurred, "Well, we
read about this disease at the start. You've had a pretty good run."
"I don't know why it matters, really," Mike said. "What difference does it
make how long you live? If I ask you how old Renoir was when he died,
you wouldn't know. Or, say, Chuck Berry. How old was he? Abraham
Lincoln? How long they lived isn't why we remember them."
"Well, uh...."
"I don't know why I thought I'd get old. Nobody ever told me I would.
Certainly I had no guarantee. You live as long as you live."
We were both silent for a long minute; we could practically hear Mike's Zen
bravery leak away. "I'd like to get old," he said sadly. It started to dawn on
me -- for the first time, really -- that I was soon going to have to live on
without my brother Mike.
"People die young every day, in car crashes, murders, accidents. They
have heart attacks and cancer. I don't know why I should be any
different."
"You're Jake Mofo. You're my brother. That's why."
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He shrugged theatrically. "Chugunuh."
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I've had reason lately to catalogue all of the mental deficiencies that we
believe are caused by my glioblastoma and the treatment that followed its
discovery in October 2015. I know that a lot of us of advanced years have
taken a hit to the short-term memory, but I am often, as Margaret says,
"unstuck in time," a phrase she lifted from Kurt
Vonnegut's Slaughterhouse Five and which describes my condition well.
My brain has gone five rounds with the medical profession -- two
surgeries, a monthlong round of daily radiation treatments, and two
monthlong rounds of chemotherapy -- and while punching valiantly, it's
wobbling on its legs.
I ask Margaret several times a day what day it is, if for no other reason
than to keep my pills straight. If we make a plan for the evening at 3:00,
it comes as a total surprise to me at 6:00. "Everything's fresh and new for
you, isn't it?" Margaret coos as she pats my cheek.
Managing projects from half a dozen researchers spread all over Latin
America and keeping their deadlines and intentions straight is growing
increasingly difficult, and I have to interrupt Margaret at her desk or at
the piano half a dozen times a day with questions like, "So I have
Tamara's piece, which takes priority over Cesar's, right?" To which
Margaret is forced to reply with something like, "No,
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you finished Tamara's piece and sent it back to her. I have Cesar's piece
and you should get going on Maria Laura's, which is due tomorrow, for
Christ's sake." I think the only reason she hasn't buried her keyboard in
my forehead is that she isn't sure she could kill me with one blow and
then I'd be even more befuddled.
We adapt. Our house is decorated in Early Post-It. I carry a notebook
everywhere I go. I'm like that guy in Memento except I use an iTelephone
to take pictures of things I must remember instead of a Polaroid SX-70.
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And I set this relic atop the toilet tank so that I get my little lesson every
day.
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We do what we have to do. Not only won't I die from this cancer, I'm
going to recover my faculties -- just in time for plain old senility to set in.
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He was about 24, with blond hair cut to make him look about eight years
old, freckles across his nose, a nicely tailored navy blue suit, light-blue
Oxford shirt and beneath his beardless chin a blue-and-green silk tie
twirled into a knot the size of a tennis ball. It might have been Take
Dennis the Menace to Work Day. I'm sure he thought he had a very
good job. As one of Peter Lynch's assistant fund managers, he spent his
days reading 10Ks, annual reports, a prospectus or two, and other SEC
filings. Then he'd recommend buys and sells to Lynch to keep the
Magellan Fund balanced just so. I seem to remember that his name was
Tom, so I'll call him that here.
Tom was excited because he'd just made a big deposit into his Roth IRA,
which he was quite sure would make him a millionaire by the time he
turned 65. I'm afraid I wasn't very nice to him; I was in a low emotional
place because of Mike's condition, and Tom was about the five hundredth
white man in a suit with whom I'd talked about money that month. Chase
some ambulances, said that voice in my head, "catch a few church fires,
cover a murder or two. A big drug bust...."
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"Tom," I said. "How do you plan to live between now and when you're
65?"
He shrugged. "My salary covers it pretty well. I shouldn't have to sell."
"No, I didn't mean 'how are you going to pay for your life until 65.' I
meant, how are planning to live? What are you planning to do?"
"I'm hoping that if I stay here I'll get funds to manage on my own. That's
the goal, anyway. This is a market to ride."
It was burst into tears or tear his head off. I chose the latter. "You little
twit," I snapped, and he looked up, alarmed. "What are you, twentyfour?"
"In August, yeah."
"Twenty three. And instead of using your money to see the world, have
some fun, make art, explore, or serve mankind, you're socking it away
until you're 65? Are you out of your fucking mind? What makes you think
there will even be a financial system in forty years? What makes you
think..." I retained the presence of mind to avoid continuing, "...that
you'll still be alive?" for fear of that being taken as a threat. As it was he
was glancing repeatedly at his desk phone.
"I like doing this," he said with a forced laugh.
"Moving other people's money around?"
"Uh, yeah. And making plenty for me. It's analytically challenging." He
stood up and buttoned his suit jacket. "And who the fuck are you?" he
said.
I immediately backed off and extended my hand. "I'm sorry. I was out of
line. It's a bad time."
"I hope so," he said. "You scared the shit out of me."
That was Monday.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
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Tuesday was better. If Tom had called The Journal to complain about my
bizarre and aggressive behavior, nobody ever told me. It could be that
he didn't call for fear of alienating himself from the newspaper that ruled
his world, or it could be that my bureau chief, June, knowing what was
going on with my brother Mike, simply decided not to add a reprimand to
my menu of woes. I never went back to see Tom.
The day after getting in his face, I walked to the food stalls in Faneuil
Hall for lunch and while waiting in line for a cup of baked beans struck up
a conversation with a young woman I will call Betty, because she
reminded me of Betty in the Archie comics. That is, she was blonde and
pretty without trying overly hard to make herself so, and she didn’t seem
to be trying to achieve sexy glamour, the way the dark-haired Veronica
did. I’d been pursuing a lot of Veronicas, and what set Betty in Faneuil
Hall apart was the same thing that set Betty apart from Veronica in the
comics: she was nice. Not meek or deferential – just nice in an
easygoing, casual way. She had a kind smile and said all the right things
when she heard about my brother Mike. Betty was just what I needed at
that moment and I immediately desired to try to bring her into my life -not as a girlfriend but as my first friend in Boston. When she called me
later that afternoon and invited me out to dinner the next night, it made
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me happier than I'd felt in months.
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Every year, the organization for which Margaret and I work gathers in
New York its entire +-450-person staff worldwide from places as far
afield as Moscow, the Congo, Burma, Argentina, and San Francisco for a
week of seminars, "team building," browbeating about libel, and getting
to know one another. On Saturday night, our particular division -- Latin
America -- was marched to a third-floor bowling alley in Times Square
to build morale and show those foreigners how free Americans unwind.
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If you haven't been bowling since junior high, as I hadn't been, the
sport has change some -- at least it's a lot different in Times Square
than I remember it in the New Jersey suburb where I was raised.
Taking an elevator to bowl is plain weird; in my mind, bowling alleys
are neon-festooned fantasy palaces rising from great plains of whitestriped asphalt. In my day, bowling alleys had bars attached. The
Bowlmor in Times Square felt more like a hip urban bar with a bowling
alley attached.
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Few of the bowling alleys I recall from my teenagehood had porn
theaters attached. I'm not sure this represents progress.
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The beer selection in the old country didn't extend much beyond
tallboys of Miller High Life, but now you can get a pitcher of artisanal
IPA if you arrange financing first.
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The game itself is much as you remember it, though complex electronic
scoring has replaced those stubby little pencils. You could put serious
money on a game and then get the Russians to hack the system in your
favor if you were that kind of guy.

There's usually someone in the crowd who'd rather play pinball than
bowl, but the pinball machines of yore have given way to raucous,
overlit "arcades" for those who don't get enough of computer games
elsewhere and those who find Times Square insufficiently
overstimulating.
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The food now goes well beyond impaled hot dogs rotating under a heat
lamp.
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But the shoes haven't changed a whit.
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And for all the tony overpriced snacks, the other thing that hasn't
changed is the overpowering smell of French's yellow mustard that I
suspect was piped in precisely to act upon me like Proust's madeleine
and reel me back to Eagle Rock Lanes circa 1970 and that fetching
short gray skirt that Jodi Mayer used to wear on our bowling dates.
I enjoyed bowling this week and will continue doing it. Every fifty years.
Like clockwork.
Dan
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Betty and I had a good dinner, during which she suggested we go see
the new film Alamo Bay, which, looking back from the high hill of my
old age, eerily seems to have predicted the xenophobic venom in which
we bathe 33 years later. A night at the movies sounded good to me,
but I told Betty that I needed first to swing by my apartment and see if
my family had left any messages on my answering machine.
Parked outside the restaurant was what a friend at the time called "the
mookiest," least sexy automobile legally registered to a single young
man in the United States: a babyshit-brown 1979 Dodge Aspen twodoor coupe with the reliable but slow slant-six engine, three-speed
floor-mounted manual transmission, AM radio, and a clutch so heavy I
practically needed both legs to depress it.
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Why I'd spent $900 for the car was a mystery even to me; I was
already a public transit and bicycle guy. I guess I wanted the exercise;
between that clutch and the car's long-throw shifter, getting through
Boston traffic was a workout akin to maneuvering a destroyer with an
oar. To a degree much greater than if I'd bicycled, I'd get home from a
drive aching and soaked with sweat.
"Dan," my brother Andy's voice said tensely from the answering
machine. "It looks like tonight's the night." He was practically panting
with horrified, sorrowful energy, like ship's captain ordering all hands to
abandon ship. "There's a People Express out of Logan at eight-ten that
will get you into Newark at nine fifty if you want to try to see Mike."
Betty and I looked at each other for a long moment, and then from
someplace outside my body, I heard myself say "No."
I didn't want to spend Mike's last night on earth dashing in a frenzy
through airports, burning with toe-tapping impatience and breathsapping fear. If he dies tonight, I figured, he'll still be dead tomorrow. I
can travel calmly, contemplatively, and ease gently into this new world
in which I was going to find myself living -- .a world without the person
who, figuratively, hadn't left my side since my parents brought me
home swaddled in an Orange Memorial Hospital receiving blanket.
"No," said Betty. "You need to go tonight or you'll never forgive yourself
for missing him. Get your things. Give me your car keys. I'll get you to
the airport in time." I started to say something and she stood, squared
her shoulders, put out both hands as though resting them on a piano
keyboard, and said, "You're suffering a terrible loss and I am thinking
more clearly than you are. Get your things. Go."
Into a bag went some clothes, including a cheap black suit I'd bought
for just this very eventuality, and a few minutes later I was stepping
onto the pavement in front of the People Express terminal. "Call me
when you get back," Betty said, as she ground the car into gear.
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I never saw her again.
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I was glad that Betty had browbeaten me into letting her drive me to
the airport. It was an easy flight, right on time, and landed a few
minutes early. The instant the seatbelt sign darkened , I shot from my
seat, grabbed my bag for the overhead, and pelted down the center
aisle toward the door. As soon as it swung open, I'd be the first off the
plane.
It stayed closed. After ten minutes or so, I asked the flight attendant
what was happening.
"They're having trouble getting the jetway to align with the door," she
said. This went on for forty-five minutes, putting me into the toetapping frenzied state I'd so dearly wanted to avoid. Is the breath
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leaving his body right now? Are they zipping him into a body bag right
now? Is he already on his way to the morgue? If the aisle hadn't been
so packed with people, I might have run to the back of the plane and
pulled the ripcord on the emergency slide.
Finally the door swung open with a whoosh and I was running full tilt
toward a bank of pay phones. His room phone didn't answer, so I called
the floor nurse -- a roly-poly black woman with straight hair pulled back
tight and Times Square nails -- and asked to speak to any member of
my family.
"They've gone home," she said with that infinite sympathy that a
certain type of person can summon. No way that Audrey, Sy, and Andy
would have left Mike dying.
"Is Mike gone?" I asked her, and there was a long pause while she held
a silent World Wrestling Federation match between the hospital's rules
about who gets know what and her own deep compassion. Her
compassion won. "Yes, sweetheart. I'm afraid he is."
"Thank you."
I hung up and looked around. The world without Mike was infuriatingly
unchanged. The newspapers, the soft ice cream, the children with
Cookie Monster backpacks -- it all swirled around me in blithe
ignorance. I felt myself starting to cry and forced it down.
The taxi driver, a bearded black man of about 50 with a Paul Robeson
baritone, said, "A brother. Man, that's deep. You have my sympathies,
man." Then he put on a long, soulful baritone sax solo that was the
perfect soundtrack for resting my forehead against the rain-spattered
window and watching Jersey City slide by.
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My mother, Audrey, swung open her apartment door, cried, “Oh, what
are we going to do without Michael?!” and folded me into a long hug –
one of the most memorable gestures of genuine emotion that I
remember from her; she was usually in absolute control and not given
to great displays of emotion. Andy was at the table in front of an an
open white paper bag of rye bread and a cube of cream cheese,
obeying the Talmudic dictum that in the face of adversity, eat.* Sy,
poor guy, was in Chicago on business and staying at the home of
Audrey’s oldest friend, a beautiful and elegant 1944 sorority sister
named Pearl.
Even loose-jointed Jews like the Baums take seriously the rule about
getting the dead into the ground within 24 hours, and Pearl told me
later that when Sy got the call that Mike was gone, he said nothing to
her beyond reporting the facts and then immediately got up,
sequestered himself in a guest bedroom, and began making phone calls
– to his parents, sisters, nieces, nephews, friends, and business
associates. Managing the catastrophe comforted him; I totally get that.
To me -- the son, remember, "just like Sy"** -- naturally fell the task
of sitting down with Michael’s coffee-stained address book and calling
his big circle of friends, most of whom I knew well, to spread the news
and the where/when of the next day's funeral.
Calling Mike’s fellow members of the Sweaty Tools – lead singer
Concrete Window, lead guitar Eggs McDonald, and bassist One-Note
Pluckster – to tell them that their rhythm guitarist, Jake Mofo, had died
was especially painful, because I could hear a lancet of grief deflate the
punk-rocker bravado with which each had begun the call. They tended
to start out by scooping up the receiver and barking into it something
like, “Yeah. What?” and by the end, each -- broken with sadness and a
newfound grasp of mortality -- was as gentle and polite as a
choirboy. It broke my heart.
“Dan,” said Audrey after my first call, “It’s customary, instead of saying
‘Mike died,’ to say ‘We lost Mike.’” That’s how I spoke it from then on
within her earshot, but please, should you outlive me, no euphemisms
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– especially “Dan passed.” Oooh, I hate that one. Gas? A stool? An
exam? For gay? Make it, “Dan died” or “Dan’s dead.” I want to show up
on the other side with my credentials in unambiguous order. (Though I
do have a strange soft spot for "Dan was gathered up for his
reward....")
Mike didn't care about such things. He didn't even care what we did
with his earthly remains. If he shared my horror of spending eternity
with the predeceased Baums in Beth David cemetery under exit ramp
138 of the Garden State Parkway, he didn't show it. He was going to be
dead so it wouldn't matter to him, he said the one time we discussed it.
We could do with his husk whatever gave us the most comfort.
By the way, Margaret turned 64 yesterday (Monday). May the record
reflect that I still need her and I still feed her. The Beatles really made
this birthday a milestone. Remember how unimaginably distant 64
years old felt in 1967?
Yours sincerely, wasting away, Dan
* The essential meaning of any Jewish holiday, from Purim to Passover
to Chanukkah, can be boiled down to, "They tried to kill us and failed.
Let's eat." **Please recall that words in bold can be keyword searched
in the giant pdf of every Third-Act Trouble from the start in the summer
of 2015. This can be useful in catching up on references and stories
that came before. If you want that file, let me know.
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Can we take a break from Mike's death, for God's sake?
Margaret and I spent last weekend in Boston, where I experienced a
rather moving revelation.
Rosa, remember, is getting a dual degree -- law and a Master's in
public policy -- at Harvard. This can be a hard thing to come right out
and say, especially when talking to someone whose kid isn't doing all
that well. How does one listen to a parent bemoaning at length the
grown child living unhappily in the basement of his childhood home
without a path forward in sight, and then artfully answer the question,
"So what's Rosa doing these days?"
The direct and complete "Getting a law and master's degree at
Harvard" is a little brutal, but dragging it out -- "she's in Boston,"
"Doing what?" "Going to law school." "Where?" just prolongs the
awkwardness and feels a little pretentious. Who'd have thought that
having a kid pursuing a dual degree at Harvard would be
embarrassing?
The important thing is, Rosa looks and sounds terrific. The workload,
as you can imagine, is crushing. But having practiced law without a
license since she was three years old, Rosa is thoroughly engaged by
the material. She likes her fellow students and her professors, has a
circle of friends, and lives in a comfortable part of metro Boston -Somerville -- from which she can walk to school.
Somerville was entirely familiar to me, because it looks and feels
exactly like the suburbs of Newark in which I spent my childhood.
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I love living in the west and have done so since 1989. But that worn,
ethnic, down-home east-coast thing really calls to my heart.
Yes, Harvard remains for the ruling classes an elite boot camp for
learning how to rule the world for the benefit of oligarchs. But it has
another, less-celebrated side that it values highly, and of which it
makes a big deal: its alumni's responsibilities to the less-privileged
world, Here's a random bulletin board in the law school:
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Though I knew a little about this Harvardian split personality, mostly
from watching Heaven's Gate with Chris Kristofferson, I wasn't quite
prepared to find, in the lower left of this bulletin board, "Harvard Law
School Socialists."
It was this, though, hanging in a stairway, that made me well up with
tears and prompted a revelation:
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It occurred to me, not for the first time, that in my 62 years I've barely
lifted a finger for the benefit of humankind.
But I did help raise Rosa. And as our emissary to the future, she seems
eager to live up to this declaration and do for the world all that I
haven't, and more.
Of course, that's a heavy burden to lay on a young person. I explicitly
told her that proud as I am of her, she has no obligation to pay my
debts. In making the point I blundered into another one of those
intergenerational disconnects that make me feel ancient.
"Just because I haven't done shit for the world doesn't mean you have
to pull a double load," I told her. "If instead of law or policy you want
to, I don't know, open a macramé store, you are free to do so with our
blessing."
"Thank you," she said. "I don't know what a 'macramé store' is, but
thank you."
Dan
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Speaking of law and policy, for those of you who would like to see tighter
restrictions on firearms, I have a fiendishly clever idea to suggest.
You probably already know that the gun guys go on ad nauseum about their
Second-Amendment right to keep and bear arms. My idea: if you neither
own nor want a gun and you're a proponent of tougher gun restrictions, file
a federal lawsuit arguing that your Second Amendment rights are being
violated. Here's the reasoning:
The (oddly punctuated) Second Amendment reads: A well-regulated militia,
being essential to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep
and bear arms, shall not be infringed.
The gun guys usually excise all that verbiage up front about the militia and
get right to the part about their rights.
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"The militia" has been since colonial days understood as the community of
armed citizens, so your argument is hiding right there in plain sight: as an
unarmed citizen, you have a Second Amendment right to live among a wellregulated militia, and the current community of armed citizens is anything
but.
I tried this out on a gun-guy website and was told that in eighteenth-century
parlance, "well regulated" meant "well trained." I'd take that. The training I
received when I was wearing a concealed handgun and researching Gun
Guys made me a much safer gun owner. I now lock up my guns, and
practice the five cardinal rules of gun safety* obsessively. We'd all be better
off if good training were required to own a gun. If you want to take the
phrase "well-regulated" beyond training, Godspeed.
Who has the deep commitment, and pockets to match, to take on this deft
piece of political/legal jiu jitsu? The entertainment value alone would be
high, and inviting everybody around the table in praise of the Second
Amendment might actually start us toward effective measures with which
everybody can live.
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Dan
*The five cardinal rules of gun safety are:
1. assume any gun you touch is loaded.
2. never let the muzzle sweep anything you're not willing to destroy and pay
for
3. keep your finger off the trigger until your sights are on the target and
you're ready to fire
4. be sure of your target and what is behind and beyond it
5. maintain control of your firearm. (it's on your person or locked in a safe
24/7)
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We're back in 1985; May 2 to be precise:
One task remained before we could hold a funeral and bury Mike: New
York State law required that an immediate family member identify the
body. I volunteered.
Mike was already at Riverside, a funeral home a short walk from my
parents' apartment. A big, appropriately somber young man in a black
suit welcomed me, bade me sit in the lobby, and excused himself for a
moment to collect some papers from his office.
I could do this, I said to myself in the thick silence. Helping people
manage and cope with a death is good, meaningful work. We all die. We
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all lose people we love. Being the doorman at the portal must be a
gratifying profession. The big man returned with a roll of forms in his
hand and communicated, silently, how sorry he was that I had to go
through this.
We walked toward a swinging door I hadn't noticed; it looked like the
door to a restaurant kitchen, much more industrial than the flowery
waiting room. He pushed it open; I saw a grey concrete floor and steel
shelves. I figured we were going to take this hall to the morgue, or to a
flowery viewing room to see Mike.
There Mike lay on a gurney. Right there. In the hallway, like a busboy's
cart of dirty china. I stopped in horror.
A black blanket embroidered with a big yellow star of David covered him
to the chin. His chemo-bald head was propped up on a quarter-sized
cinder block. He wore on his chalk-white face a rictus of disapproval and
disgust, but I'm sure that was only natural processes working on his
face.
I couldn't resist; I lay the back of my fingers lightly on his forehead. Ice
cold; my brother Mike might have been made of formica.
"That is Michael Baum," I told big somber man. He wrote on the forms. I
signed them.
Dan
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Inside my parents' bedroom with the door closed, I could hear the murmur of voices
punctuated by the clink of spoons on good china. The living room was full of those
who'd attended Mike's funeral and the horrid moment when his blond-wood coffin
descended into the ground there under Exit 138 of the Garden State Parkway. A huge
gust of wind came up at just that moment, making it hard not to believe that Mike's
spirit was saying goodbye.
Now we were in the rugelach phase of the ordeal, and I was hiding out so that I could
place a discreet call to Atlanta. I have discharged my obligations here, I told
the Journal-Constitution's metro editor, and I would love to come for that interview to
which you have been inviting me for weeks. We scheduled it for a few days hence.
In retrospect, this feels like unseemly haste; Mike hadn't been in the ground for a day
and a night before I was arranging to light out for the territories. But he was dead, and
I had that life to launch. I still had not become a writer. Neither had I found a wife.
The evidence would suggest, as we shall see, that the problem may have been Mike
himself. Having him on the planet seems to have been keeping me from both
goals. As soon as he departed in that great gust of wind, everything changed.
Dan
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I apologize to those of you who have been reading Third-Act Trouble since TAT 42
on October 21, 2015. I'm about to tell that one, and a few following it, again. Please
indulge me; it is the single most important story I have. I only told it then because I'd
been informed the day before, right after my first brain surgery, that I had
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glioblastoma and that few such patients live very long. I wanted to get the tale written
down and out there before being gathered up for my reward. (Death euphemism
alert!) . Now we've reached the place where the episode fits chronologically, so I'm
telling it again.
While waiting to interview with the editor of The Atlanta JournalConstitution, I picked up that day’s edition to familiarize myself with
the newspaper I was hoping to join. Stripped across the top of page
one was the story of a shipwreck off Savannah. Dateline: ABOARD
THE USS RAPPAHANNOCK-- possibly dictated using ship-to-shore
radio. On went an amazingly vivid tale of a fishing boat caught in a
storm, whose crew then did everything wrong -- like throwing their
box of food overboard. It was a great oceangoing tale, but it was
the writing that lifted the story off the page and hung it glittering
before my eyes. In a few column inches the writer managed to
make three-dimensional people out of each fisherman, arrange
suspense, and wring meaning from every word. This was writing!
And I was being invited to join this paper! I was working the paper
like a bellows, looking for the jump, when the secretary called me
inside to his nibs. “Who,” I said, pointing to the byline, “is
this Margaret L. Knox? She’s incredible.”
“Oh, that’s just Meg, the Savannah reporter.” First clue that the
people running this paper were idiots; they had no idea what they
had there in Savannah.
I took the job anyway, bought in Boston the kind of stupid-butawesome car you can only justify as assuagement of grief after your
brother's death -- a red 1969 Pontiac GTO convertible with a 400horsepower engine, four on the floor, and air shocks that let me
pump the back way up -- and took a week driving it down the
coast.
From Charleston, I called the Savannah bureau. At the very least, I
thought, the person who wrote that terrific story is smart enough to
put me wise to the paper and its personalities. She said I should
stop by when I got to Savannah.
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Her office, when I opened the door the next day at about 3:00, was
large and almost entirely unfurnished. Stacks of files and books lay
everywhere on the floor. Nautical charts were scotch-taped to the
walls. It looked like an 11-year-old girl’s idea of what a grown-up’s
office might look like. Margaret sat a desk, talking into a big black
corded telephone.

After hanging up, she walked
across the room, wearing a purple-light-green-and-white blouse
with matching skirt, to shake my hand. This is the face that
approached me:

She walked me outside, apologizing that she was on deadline but
that she’d be happy to meet later for a drink. “In the meantime, you
should go out to Fort Pulaski,” she said. “It was the last all-brick
fortification built on the east coast before the development of the
rifled cannon, which put an end to all-brick fortifications.”
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Now, I don’t know how that strikes your ear, but I’m a history guy,
and a gun guy, and there was something simply cool about this
woman, whom I already knew wrote so well, talking about the role
of rifled cannon in transforming military architecture.
We had a nice drink, and then dinner, and even went for a latenight swim in the ocean in our underwear. No hint of romance
passed between us; she was living with a boyfriend who’d followed
her from Michigan, and I — grieving, uprooting — was, ironically
enough, taking a short break from my obsessive wife hunt.
Ain't it always the case? You search and search and search, and the
minute you lift your eye from the task, that which was sought
appears.
Only problem was, I didn't know it at the time. After congratulating
myself endlessly for my deliberate search for a wife, "so I'd know
her when I found her," here she was, and I didn't recognize who
stood before me. Some guys don't deserve the good fortune they
enjoy.
Dan
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Somehow, I managed to make moving to go-go 1980s Atlanta as
much like moving abroad as I could. Instead of renting an $800
apartment in Little Five Points, Virginia Highlands, or any of a dozen
fun and walkable neighborhoods acrawl with people in their early
thirties like me, I rented for $300 on the on the DeKalb County line
a tiny, old, one-bedroom house sitting in a bed of kudzu like a
crouton in a salad. Timmy, my old Energy User News pal who
was then mining salt in the Wall Street Journal's Atlanta bureau,
dubbed my back yard that first day "the Dominican Republic," so
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overgrown with vines and old, untended boxwood, hydrangea, and
tea olive was it, and presided over by a giant weeping willow that
made damned sure no sunlight ever reached the ground. That
jungly back yard was the only way to access the house if arriving by
car or bike; rumble up the unpaved alley and turn left into the
driveway marked by a scorched lard can. Otherwise it was trudge
up a forty-foot bluff from the street to my ample front porch.
The realtor made it clear, without much enthusiasm, that I was
going to be the neighborhood white guy. As I unpacked my
conspicuously gorgeous automobile, an older black man in denim
overalls and a denim shirt stood watching me with his fists on his
hips from the back yard on the other side of the alley. I walked
over.
His introduced himself as Alonzo Youngblood, and told me- in rapidfire black-Georgia argot so sparse of consonants he might have
been speaking gravelly Hawaiian -- that the last white family had
moved out of Kirkwood some years back. It all came sounding like
one word.
"Yuh--ee fine," he said, reassuringly. "Ni' pee-ul heah. Famlees. Ol'
'uns li' me. Good to be yo' neigh'or." He put out a hand like a bonein ham for me to shake and told me to save any old clothes I didn't
want. Old Miz Mad'son across the street makes quilts, he said, and
would be tickled to have material. Left unsaid was that she'd be
especially tickled to sew into her quilts whatever weird material a
white yankee might bring to the neighborhood.
This was going to a gas -- The South! The Confederacy! Dixie! I
detached myself from Mr. Youngblood as quickly as I could and ran
into the house -- as excited as I'd been the day I'd moved into my
new homes in West Berlin or Singapore. I had to call someone. As I
scooped up the receiver and put my finger in the one-hole of the
rotary dial, I realized that that someone was Mike.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
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That interesting woman in the Savannah bureau, whom everybody
called, "Meg," and I did become friends. We talked on the
phone, collaborated at long distance on a few stories that required
legwork in both cities, and drank beer together when she came to
the metropole. It was always fun to see her.
Those raptor's eyes flashing, she told me about a mystical place
called "Echo" that she led me to believe explained a lot about her. It
was a stone cabin on the shore of Echo Lake, 7,500 feet high in the
California Sierra at the edge of the Desolation Wilderness. You
couldn't drive to it, she said; you had to walk or boat in three miles.
It had no phone or electricity; being there was like a trip to
eighteenth or nineteenth century, and she had spent all of every
summer there from the time she was six years old -- hiking, rockclimbing to 10,000 feet, canoeing, picking guitars, reading cowboy
books. Though she'd gone to school in Davis, outside Sacramento,
Echo was her real home, she said. It was there that she grew into
her body. It was there -- in the absence of television and with only
shelves full of fragrant old volumes and board games enjoyed by
gas light for amusement -- that she grew into her mind and her love
of conversation, music-making, and good writing. It was there that
she fell in love with what she called "the natural world" and
discovered the peace that comes with leaving behind anything
invented after about 1890. The longer she talked about Echo -- the
curious mixture of self-reliance and communalism it inspired, the
physical challenge of maintaining oneself there, and the limitless
adventure to be found in the wild surroundings, the more she
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reminded me of someone...
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... and the ideal woman for me that she represented.
Dan
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My new house was terrifically comfortable -- just the right size for one, and the
kitchen was about as big as the living room, which should an excellent sense of
priorities. Several neighbor women stopped by, giggling, to ask if I needed anything.
They told me how to find the nearest grocery store, dry cleaner, and liquor store. None
was close. This was one of those underserved neighborhoods you read about.
I hung on the living-room walls the rifles and shotguns from my Alaska sojourn, like
the Mr. Outdoors I imagined myself to be, but carefully positioned them above the
front windows so as to avoid offering temptation.
Bicycling to work was beyond me; I tried it once, and aside from the traffic, it seemed
a long uphill ride both ways. No public transit was anywhere nearby. Like it or not,
I'd be going to and from work in the GTO. I'd need the car during the day, anyway, to
get around town reporting.
My beat -- major crime -- required me to spend every morning drinking coffee with
the boys in the APD homicide squad room, which was in what appeared to a disused
accountant's office far from police headquarters. They sat around drinking coffee,
talking on the phone, and playing cards.
Martin, a big, soft-faced, mild-mannered black man in a pork pie hat who always had
a toothpick dancing in the corner of his mouth, was in charge of the squad. I often
wanted to ask, "shouldn't you guys be out there gathering evidence and catching
killers?" but never did. My first day hanging out there, Martin wore something I
thought existed only in movies: a shoulder holster. His had a long-barrelled revolver
in it. Most of the squad hung boring little .38 snubnose revolvers on their belts like
afterthoughts; Martin was more heavily gunned up. "I'm only wearing this one today
because we're closing on a guy and if there's a gunfight I want this one." He reached
under his left arm with his right hand and patted the roscoe. "I carried this'un in
uniform. It's a .38 just like my little one, but the grip is more familiar and the long
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barrel gives some accuracy and power that I'd just as soon have if I'm going to be
shooting it out."
I'd done it; I'd gone from interviewing white guys in suits about money to
interviewing a black homicide dick in a pork-pie and shoulder holster about potential
shoot-outs. This was progress.
That very night, Martin called me and said they had a fresh homicide just off Martin
Luther King Blvd., and if I wanted to see him in action I should jump in the car. If
you've never been waved through a police line by a homicide detective, invited to
duck under the yellow CRIME SCENE tape to see a fat, bearded white guy lying in a
skein of pink brain tissue with a bullet hole in his forehead, then you haven't lived.
Dan
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Meg, from Savannah, appeared in the newsroom on Friday. I loved the way she
dressed--like an 11-year-old tomboy getting ready to go out and climb trees -- in a nononsense knee-length dress that accentuated her broad shoulders. She flashed her
remarkable eyes at me from across the newsroom and we laboriously pantomimed to
each other that we'd go get a beer together at six at Manuel's bar, a reporters' hangout.
Next to me in the newsroom sat Renée, a cheerful and beautiful black woman whose
real ambition was to be what she called a "weather girl" on TV. I encouraged her to
pursue that; she had a wide, radiant smile and a voice that rang like a bell. She'd have
made an excellent weather girl. For the moment, though, she was, with a sly smile,
watching me and that Meg woman pantomiming at each other. "Yeeeaaah," she said,
drawing out the word, when we were done. "I think that could work. I like Meg. I like
you. You giving that a try?"
"She has a boyfriend," I said.
"Ah. Good for you for respecting that."
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At six, Meg and I drove to Manuel's in the GTO , top down, with Margaret behind the
wheel driving like she was trying to win LeMans. I liked the strong ropiness of her
forearm when she shifted and the aggressive set of her jaw as she wove around buses
and taxis. When we hit Memorial Drive and she stomped the gas; I felt my internal
organs shift and reached instinctively for the dash.
"Nervous?" she asked.
"I think it's more, "frightened to death."
She apologized and slowed, which of course let the air out the moment.
"I think I have to break up with my boyfriend and I don't know how to do it," she said
as we drank Rolling Rocks at Manuel's and nibbled on jalapeño "poppers," which
were all the rage then.*
"Why?"
She said that the boyfriend wouldn't even discuss with her his drinking. Neither would
he discuss the possibility, down the road, of having a family. "Won't
even discuss them," she said. My wife-hunting gland started to twitch.
I suggested that if all she wanted was a conversation, merely threatening to leave him
might do it. He was a long way from his friends and family in Michigan. He'd be
facing the prospect of both losing Meg Knox, which was starting to look to me like a
high price to pay, and also being, seriously, a stranger in a strange land.
She listened, so I went on presumptuously and overplayed my hand.
"If he won't even talk, then you have to leave him, or at least threaten to, and then
follow through," I said. "You can't be expected to live in a relationship that forbids
certain important conversations."
Jesus! Did I say that? Or did I only think it? I just told her to break up with the
boyfriend that was preventing me for thinking seriously about this fascinating woman.
Am I being a friend and giving genuine advice? Or am I being a selfish dick and
trying to hive her off from him so that I can make a move? The possibility of the latter
was so horrifying to me that I soon after changed the subject.
"I was out of line there and I apologize,"I said.
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"No!" she replied. "That was incredibly helpful."
What did that mean?
Dan
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make a commitment."
-- Clifford Odets

* A fresh jalapeño pepper stuffed with cream cheese, breaded, and deep fried.
TAT Bonus edition, 3/20/18:

I simply must send this to you immediately. I just now received from The Atlanta
Journal-Constitution Margret's amazing shipwreck story from 1985 that I saw when
interviewing for a job there, and which made me fall in love with her before laying
eyes on or conversing with her. But for this article, I wouldn't have stopped in
Savannah while driving down the coast. She, in Savannah, and I, in Atlanta, wouldn't
have known each other, let alone fallen in love. This, then, can be said to be our
founding document.
Notice that I remembered the dateline wrong. Unless I read an earlier edition, she
reported this not from aboard the U.S.S. Rappahannock* but from Tybee Island, near
Savannah. The story itself, though, I remembered pretty well. We just sat together and
read it, me bursting into occasional tears, and while she was appalled at her overuse
of the word "just," a split infinitive, and various other linguistic misdemeanors,
Margaret speculated that those might have been inserted by the paper's stable of tineared editors. Here is the story as I found it that day in May 1985. My brother Mike
had been dead for eleven days. Nothing has been the same since.
Perhaps you won't think much of this story. Perhaps it wouldn't make you fall in love
with her. That's fine.
A strong wave, despair . . . tragedy at sea
Only survivor among 4 in shipwreck recalls 55 hours of panic, mistakes
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Sunday 5/12/1985
TYBEE ISLAND, Ga. - A bag of food was lost in a clumsy toss toward the life raft, and a package of
flares was swept away by a wave. The wreck of the Can Do, which left three men dead off the South
Carolina coast last week, unfolded as a series of tragic events, according to the man who survived it.
It was to have been an eight-day snapper and grouper fishing cruise from the docks of Tybee Island to
Murrells Inlet in South Carolina, said the survivor, second mate M. Gregg Palmer of Raleigh, N.C.
The four fishermen left Tybee Island on May 3. Early Sunday morning, deck hand Tommy Wood of
Tybee Island awoke to find the stern of the 34- foot fishing boat flooded, the result of a "freak wave,"
according to Palmer.
After that, everything went badly.
Within 55 hours, one man disappeared while swimming for help, another succumbed to dehydration
and a third, surrendering to pain and despair, took off his life vest and slipped into the ocean.
It all happened under clear skies in 70-degree water. The 7-year-old Can Do, which previously had
withstood hurricanes at sea, was rocked on the day of the tragedy by swells of only 4 to 8 feet.
Recalling the tragedy from his hospital bed in Charleston, S.C., last week, Palmer, 28, occasionally
lapsed forgetfully into the present tense as he spoke of his dead shipmates. A novice fisherman with
just a month of experience at sea, Palmer was still wondering, "Why me? Why did I survive?"
Doctors supplied some of the answers. Palmer was healthy and uninjured, and h is husky physique
would have allowed him to lose 20 pounds of fat before the effort to endure the elements began to
gnaw at his muscle tissue, they said. At 5-foot-9, he weighs 166 pounds, having lost 9 pounds while
adrift.
The first mate, Robert Watson, 26, of Pensacola, Fla., who had lost his fishe rman father in a
shipwreck, probably broke a hand and a foot while evacuating the vessel, Palmer said. Wood, 37,
swallowed salt water when he fell into the ocean while trying to board the life raft.
Faith and will power also figured in Palmer's survival formula. He had listened as two of his shipmates,
babbling with hallucinations, fell into a death-hastening delirium.
"I kept catching myself at it toward the end," said Palmer, who was rescued at 12:30 p.m. Tuesday,
wearing khakis and a rubber rain suit but no shirt. "I used a lot of prayer and a lot of desire to get
back home."
While Wood's family and Watson's relatives in Pensacola were preparing for memorial services
Saturday, Palmer was getting ready to leave the hospital and go straight to a meeting with his uncle,
who is the Can Do's owner and father of the lost captain, Stacey Chancey.
Al Chancey wanted to hear from Palmer every detail of the shipwreck. As Palmer has pieced it
together, the chain of tragedy began about 4 a.m. Sunday when Wood awoke to find the stern deck
flooded.
Within half an hour, the Can Do was swallowed by the Atlantic. In that half hour, recalled Palmer,
everything went wrong.
The crew bailed and pumped frantically while Chancey tried to send a distress call and discovered that
the radio's batteries were dead. By 4:20 a.m., they were abandoning the sinking ship.
In a panic, they threw the life raft overboard before equipping it.
Palmer will not say who tried to toss the bag of food and water aboard - only that he missed. "The raft
was bouncing, the boat was bouncing. He was clumsy," said Palmer.
Someone else laid the emergency kit of flares and flashlights on the ship's deck, and a wave sucked it
overboard.
After less than two hours in the six-man life raft, they sighted a sailboat and discovered their
waterlogged air horn was useless, Palmer said. Their shouts were whipped away by the wind.
As the sailboat drew to within 300 feet, Chancey, over his mates' protests, tried to swim for help,
Palmer said. Despite wearing a life preserver and having a reputation as a strong swimmer, Chancey
was swept away by a strong current and disappeared in the swells.
The rest of that Sunday, the three survivors sighted several boats but none close enough to hail until
about 3 p.m.
Palmer is haunted by what happened then.
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"If I had just jumped up two seconds earlier . . .," he kept repeating. But they had failed to designate
a watchman, and all three were dozing when a sport fishing boat motored past, even closer than the
sailboat.
By that evening, Wood was complaining of impaired vision and hearing. "He'd look you dead in the
eye, as serious as could be, and say, 'Let's go up to the bar. Let's go get a drink.' "
When a wave washed over him, Wood drank the salt water despite the others' en treaties to spit it
out.
Palmer and Watson piled life preservers on top of Wood and lay beside him all night, trying to keep
him warm. But by dawn Monday, he was dead.
Watson gave up about 24 hours later. The pain of his broken bones was too much, he told Palmer,
and, like Wood, Watson began talking as though he were ashore: "Let's go to the store. Let's catch a
ride."
Palmer said he begged the first mate to hang on just a little longer. But by then, both were despairing,
believing they had been swept well out to sea, beyond the range of small craft.
Watson removed his life vest and crawled over the side.
Just an hour later, Palmer caught a ride. He was spotted by a Coast Guard airplane just 45 miles
southeast of Charleston and picked up by a sport fishing boat. He had with him in the boat a bottle of
dishwashing liquid, a tube of toothpaste and the waterlogged air horn.
end

Wouldn't you drive a couple of hundred miles out of your way to meet the woman who
wrote that?
Dan
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*The U.S.S. Rappahannock, in fact, was the scene of the only seagoing mutiny during
the Vietnam War, which is why it stuck in my mind and I transposed it to Margaret's
story. In 1970, two crewmen of the Rappahannock discovered that they were carrying
napalm to the Vietnam war and took over the ship in protest. One "escaped" into
Cambodia and was almost certainly caught and/or killed by the Khmer Rouge. The
other, Alvin Glatkowski, I tracked down and telephoned about ten years ago, thinking
his story would make a great book. But he flew into a rage on the phone and slammed
down the receiver.

Atlanta in the mid-eighties felt as though its entire population
consisted of single men and women in their early thirties, like
I. So it was, as you can imagine, a really fun place to live, full
of intriguing bars and restaurants alive in the evenings with
flirtatious conversation. I made myself a regular at The Point, a
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music club in Little Five Points with a swinging house band.
Every Friday evening I'd get a little round table near the stage
and order a bottle of Freixenet Negro, a Spanish Cava that
cost all of $7 a bottle. The waiter would set it beside my table
in an ice bucket on a waist-high stand, and I'd be a very cool
guy for few hours. I tipped big. Dan Baum, the protagonist of
the Dan Baum series of novels in which I mentally dwell,
always tips big.
Something else was going on in those days among people my
age. The term "biological clock" had crept into the vernacular;
supposedly women in their early thirties -- especially career
women -- were egging each other on in a mass panic over
their aging ova and convincing each other that if they were
ever going to reproduce, the moment was upon them. I never
quite believed the scare stories -- I knew women who'd given
birth in their late thirties and early forties and some who never
wanted to do so at all -- and Susan Faludi convincingly argued
just a few years later in Backlash (1991) that the whole
"biological clock" scare was manufactured to frighten women
out of the workplace and back into the home.
But in mid-eighties Atlanta, it did seem that women were more
accepting of my approaches than I remembered them being in
the past. Sometimes creepily so; I'd meet a woman for a firstdate coffee and find myself answering the kind of questions
that more properly belonged in a pre-nup. I was a nice enough
guy, gainfully employed, not overtly hideous to look at, of nice
family and good discourse, and I can see where I could be
seen as a catch by someone eager to get about it. But while
getting a date was rarely a problem, a somewhat frantic, sad,
and mutually predatory air lay upon the whole dating scene.
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My colleague Nathan, who sat behind me at work, talked a lot
about how intense this was in the black community at a time
when the War on Drugs was hoovering enormous numbers of
black men into prison. "They're like, 'you're not in prison, you
got a job, you don't turn my stomach, let's do this thing.' I go
on one date with a girl and she's fitting me for a
cummerbund!"
I'd like say I didn't take advantage of biological-clock anxiety,
but I did avail myself of dating a lot and if women were eager
to get into bed with me at the end of the evening, well, who
was I to say "no?" It was a heady time for a while -- the hot
car, the jazz, the sparkling wine, the women, but quite soon it
lapsed back into meaninglessness and checking out of it all by
taking a private vow of celibacy was a positive relief.
Remember: I'd found her. I didn't yet know, consciously, that
I'd found her, but I had.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you
a man who cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford Odets
Third-Act Trouble by ThirdAct
1650 Lombardy Drive Boulder, Colorado 80304 USA
Sent to danbaum@me.com — Unsubscribe
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I simply must send this to you immediately. I just now received
from The Atlanta Journal-Constitution Margret's
amazing shipwreck story from 1985 that I saw when
interviewing for a job there, and which made me fall in love
with her before laying eyes on or conversing with her. But for
this article, I wouldn't have stopped in Savannah while driving
down the coast. She, in Savannah, and I, in Atlanta, wouldn't
have known each other, let alone fallen in love. This, then, can
be said to be our founding document.
Notice that I remembered the dateline wrong. Unless I read an
earlier edition, she reported this not from aboard the U.S.S.
Rappahannock* but from Tybee Island, near Savannah. The
story itself, though, I remembered pretty well. We just sat
together and read it, me bursting into occasional tears, and
while she was appalled at her overuse of the word "just," a
split infinitive, and various other linguistic misdemeanors,
Margaret speculated that those might have been inserted by
the paper's stable of tin-eared editors. Here is the story as I
found it that day in May 1985. My brother Mike had been dead
for eleven days. Nothing has been the same since.
Perhaps you won't think much of this story. Perhaps it
wouldn't make you fall in love with her. That's fine.

A strong wave, despair . . . tragedy at sea
Only survivor among 4 in shipwreck recalls 55 hours of panic,
mistakes
Margaret L. Knox Staff Writer, Sunday 5/12/1985
TYBEE ISLAND, Ga. - A bag of food was lost in a clumsy toss toward the
life raft, and a package of flares was swept away by a wave. The wreck of
the Can Do, which left three men dead off the South Carolina coast last
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week, unfolded as a series of tragic events, according to the man who
survived it.
It was to have been an eight-day snapper and grouper fishing cruise from
the docks of Tybee Island to Murrells Inlet in South Carolina, said the
survivor, second mate M. Gregg Palmer of Raleigh, N.C.
The four fishermen left Tybee Island on May 3. Early Sunday morning,
deck hand Tommy Wood of Tybee Island awoke to find the stern of the
34- foot fishing boat flooded, the result of a "freak wave," according to
Palmer.
After that, everything went badly.
Within 55 hours, one man disappeared while swimming for help, another
succumbed to dehydration and a third, surrendering to pain and despair,
took off his life vest and slipped into the ocean.
It all happened under clear skies in 70-degree water. The 7-year-old Can
Do, which previously had withstood hurricanes at sea, was rocked on the
day of the tragedy by swells of only 4 to 8 feet.
Recalling the tragedy from his hospital bed in Charleston, S.C., last week,
Palmer, 28, occasionally lapsed forgetfully into the present tense as he
spoke of his dead shipmates. A novice fisherman with just a month of
experience at sea, Palmer was still wondering, "Why me? Why did I
survive?"
Doctors supplied some of the answers. Palmer was healthy and uninjured,
and h is husky physique would have allowed him to lose 20 pounds of fat
before the effort to endure the elements began to gnaw at his muscle
tissue, they said. At 5-foot-9, he weighs 166 pounds, having lost 9
pounds while adrift.
The first mate, Robert Watson, 26, of Pensacola, Fla., who had lost his
fishe rman father in a shipwreck, probably broke a hand and a foot while
evacuating the vessel, Palmer said. Wood, 37, swallowed salt water when
he fell into the ocean while trying to board the life raft.
Faith and will power also figured in Palmer's survival formula. He had
listened as two of his shipmates, babbling with hallucinations, fell into a
death-hastening delirium.
"I kept catching myself at it toward the end," said Palmer, who was
rescued at 12:30 p.m. Tuesday, wearing khakis and a rubber rain suit but
no shirt. "I used a lot of prayer and a lot of desire to get back home."
While Wood's family and Watson's relatives in Pensacola were preparing
for memorial services Saturday, Palmer was getting ready to leave the
hospital and go straight to a meeting with his uncle, who is the Can Do's
owner and father of the lost captain, Stacey Chancey.
Al Chancey wanted to hear from Palmer every detail of the shipwreck. As
Palmer has pieced it together, the chain of tragedy began about 4 a.m.
Sunday when Wood awoke to find the stern deck flooded.
Within half an hour, the Can Do was swallowed by the Atlantic. In that
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half hour, recalled Palmer, everything went wrong.
The crew bailed and pumped frantically while Chancey tried to send a
distress call and discovered that the radio's batteries were dead. By 4:20
a.m., they were abandoning the sinking ship.
In a panic, they threw the life raft overboard before equipping it.
Palmer will not say who tried to toss the bag of food and water aboard only that he missed. "The raft was bouncing, the boat was bouncing. He
was clumsy," said Palmer.
Someone else laid the emergency kit of flares and flashlights on the ship's
deck, and a wave sucked it overboard.
After less than two hours in the six-man life raft, they sighted a sailboat
and discovered their waterlogged air horn was useless, Palmer said. Their
shouts were whipped away by the wind.
As the sailboat drew to within 300 feet, Chancey, over his mates'
protests, tried to swim for help, Palmer said. Despite wearing a life
preserver and having a reputation as a strong swimmer, Chancey was
swept away by a strong current and disappeared in the swells.
The rest of that Sunday, the three survivors sighted several boats but
none close enough to hail until about 3 p.m.
Palmer is haunted by what happened then.
"If I had just jumped up two seconds earlier . . .," he kept repeating. But
they had failed to designate a watchman, and all three were dozing when
a sport fishing boat motored past, even closer than the sailboat.
By that evening, Wood was complaining of impaired vision and hearing.
"He'd look you dead in the eye, as serious as could be, and say, 'Let's go
up to the bar. Let's go get a drink.' "
When a wave washed over him, Wood drank the salt water despite the
others' en treaties to spit it out.
Palmer and Watson piled life preservers on top of Wood and lay beside
him all night, trying to keep him warm. But by dawn Monday, he was
dead.
Watson gave up about 24 hours later. The pain of his broken bones was
too much, he told Palmer, and, like Wood, Watson began talking as
though he were ashore: "Let's go to the store. Let's catch a ride."
Palmer said he begged the first mate to hang on just a little longer. But
by then, both were despairing, believing they had been swept well out to
sea, beyond the range of small craft.
Watson removed his life vest and crawled over the side.
Just an hour later, Palmer caught a ride. He was spotted by a Coast
Guard airplane just 45 miles southeast of Charleston and picked up by a
sport fishing boat. He had with him in the boat a bottle of dishwashing
liquid, a tube of toothpaste and the waterlogged air horn.
end

Wouldn't you drive a couple of hundred miles out of your way
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to meet the woman who wrote that?
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you
a man who cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford Odets
*The U.S.S. Rappahannock, in fact, was the scene of the only
seagoing mutiny during the Vietnam War, which is why it stuck
in my mind and I transposed it to Margaret's story. In 1970,
two crewmen of the Rappahannock discovered that they were
carrying napalm to the Vietnam war and took over the ship in
protest. One "escaped" into Cambodia and was almost
certainly caught and/or killed by the Khmer Rouge. The other,
Alvin Glatkowski, I tracked down and telephoned about ten
years ago, thinking his story would make a great book. But he
flew into a rage on the phone and slammed down the receiver.
Third-Act Trouble by ThirdAct
1650 Lombardy Drive Boulder, Colorado 80304 USA
Sent to danbaum@me.com — Unsubscribe
Delivered by

Atlanta in the mid-eighties felt as though its entire population
consisted of single men and women in their early thirties, like I.
So it was, as you can imagine, a really fun place to live, full of
intriguing bars and restaurants alive in the evenings with
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flirtatious conversation. I made myself a regular at The Point, a
music club in Little Five Points with a swinging house band.
Every Friday evening I'd get a little round table near the stage
and order a bottle of Freixenet Negro, a Spanish Cava that
cost all of $7 a bottle. The waiter would set it beside my table
in an ice bucket on a waist-high stand, and I'd be a very cool
guy for few hours. I tipped big. Dan Baum, the protagonist of
the Dan Baum series of novels in which I mentally dwell,
always tips big.
Something else was going on in those days among people my
age. The term "biological clock" had crept into the vernacular;
supposedly women in their early thirties -- especially career
women -- were egging each other on in a mass panic over their
aging ova and convincing each other that if they were ever
going to reproduce, the moment was upon them. I never quite
believed the scare stories -- I knew women who'd given birth in
their late thirties and early forties and some who never wanted
to do so at all -- and Susan Faludi convincingly argued just a
few years later in Backlash (1991) that the whole "biological
clock" scare was manufactured to frighten women out of the
workplace and back into the home.
But in mid-eighties Atlanta, it did seem that women were more
accepting of my approaches than I remembered them being in
the past. Sometimes creepily so; I'd meet a woman for a firstdate coffee and find myself answering the kind of questions
that more properly belonged in a pre-nup. I was a nice enough
guy, gainfully employed, not overtly hideous to look at, of nice
family and good discourse, and I can see where I could be
seen as a catch by someone eager to get about it. But while
getting a date was rarely a problem, a somewhat frantic, sad,
and mutually predatory air lay upon the whole dating scene.
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My colleague Nathan, who sat behind me at work, talked a lot
about how intense this was in the black community at a time
when the War on Drugs was hoovering enormous numbers of
black men into prison. "They're like, 'you're not in prison, you
got a job, you don't turn my stomach, let's do this thing.' I go
on one date with a girl and she's fitting me for a cummerbund!"
I'd like say I didn't take advantage of biological-clock anxiety,
but I did avail myself of dating a lot and if women were eager
to get into bed with me at the end of the evening, well, who
was I to say "no?" It was a heady time for a while -- the hot
car, the jazz, the sparkling wine, the women, but quite soon it
lapsed back into meaninglessness and checking out of it all by
taking a private vow of celibacy was a positive relief.
Remember: I'd found her. I didn't yet know, consciously, that
I'd found her, but I had.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you
a man who cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford Odets
Third-Act Trouble by ThirdAct
1650 Lombardy Drive Boulder, Colorado 80304 USA
Sent to danbaum@me.com — Unsubscribe
Delivered by
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For some reason, covering major crime in the South was more
fun than covering mutual funds in Boston, and not just because
these guys wore guns, not calculators, on their belts.
After APD homicide, my morning rounds included the Atlanta
offices of the DEA, FBI, ATF, and the Secret Service.
The DEA and FBI guys were cold, steely-eyed creeps. They
were part of the Justice Department, then run by Attorney
General Ed Meese. I liked more the ATF and Secret Service
guys, who fell under the Treasury Department; they were warm
and jovial, perhaps because their boss was the genial James
Baker, later to be architect of the viciously dishonest Bush v.
Gore campaign, but then a kindly senior statesman. Perhaps
one day in a dozen I'd come away from one of their offices with
a piece of actionable intelligence, but getting to know federal
agents, I figured, would come in handy someday when writing
a novel.
The jolly black agent who ran the Secret Service office told me
the first day that investigating threats against the president was
a tiny part of his job; mostly he and his people worked on
making counterfeiting cases. The unsmiling automaton who ran
the DEA bureau told me one day that they were just starting
work on a case that would consume most of my year. A ring of
skydivers was flying big duffels of cocaine up from central
America and instead of landing the planes, they were leaping
from them with the cocaine and parachutes strapped to them
over the heavily forested northern part of the state. The DEA
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discovered the plot when the chute worn by one of them failed
to open and he ended up flattened in the driveway of a rather
startled suburban old lady. He died wearing, for some reason,
combat fatigues with lightweight Italian dancing loafers. I
followed this story with fellow reporter Kevin Sack, who was so
buttoned down and resistant to moving his lips when he spoke
that he, too could have passed for a Justice Department
investigator. He's an excellent reporter; last I heard at the New
York Times. That's him below left.

I'm sorry the picture is so small. If you look closely, that's a toy
paratrooper shoulders-deep in a sachertorte (standing in for
the loamy north Georgia soil) with his failed parachute in
disarray around him and powdered sugar standing in for the
hundred-odd pounds of pure cocaine he was carrying.
Reporters can be sick bastards, if they're lucky enough to have
beats where they can express themselves. Finally, I did.
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
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"So lemme ask you," I said to the man on the other end of the
phone. "If I wanted someday to get a foreign posting for The
Washington Post, what path would I take to get there?"
I was enjoying the crime beat at the Journal-Constitution, but
it's a big world and my future, I hoped, lay out there among the
jungles, the deserts, the totalitarian military parades, the
famines, the coups, and the war zones. I'd been at
the AJC about six months -- my fifth newspaper job in four
years -- so it was time to start searching for the next thing. I'd
just learned the hard way, remember, that any night you could
drop trou, find your legs covered with black-and-blue marks,
and game over.
The man on the other end of the phone was Michael Getler, the
Post's foreign editor, so I'd found the right guy to ask about
how to become a Post foreign correspondent. He might not
have taken a call from a Journal-Constitution reporter, but I
was now spending the currency of newspaper prestige I'd
sacrificed so much to acquire, and being able to lie the gold
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doubloon of the The Wall Street Journal beside the bronze
specie of the Journal-Constitution got me five minutes with
Getler's disembodied voice. Five life-changing minutes, as it
turned out. "You mean like a one-off assignment or be based
somewhere abroad?" Getler asked.
"Be based abroad. Moscow. Delhi. Johannesburg. Like that."
"Oh man," he said with a kind of weary, cynical, sadness that
surprised me. "You'd have to get to The Post, first of all, and
spend your time in the suburban bureaus, then maybe in a year
make your way to the city desk. Then, like everybody else on
the city desk, you'd have to wait around pestering the national
desk for a job. Every since Watergate nobody wants to do
good old shoeleather city reporting. They forget that Watergate
started as a city- desk story. You spend a year or two on the
national desk while you're pestering me, and then, maybe,
something would happen. Maybe." He sounded awfully
discouraged for a man with such a great and powerful job.
"Can I give you some advice?" he asked in a kind of wry,
pleading tone. "Just go."
"Excuse me?"
"Just go. Pick a place you want to go, get there, set yourself up
as a reporter, and start selling stories. That's what I'd do." It
was suddenly clear that he'd seen a lot of eager young people
spend years trying to work their way up from Bethesda to
Buenos Aires and end up still sitting in D.C. traffic, middle-aged
and embittered.
"Just go," he said again.
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DanPS: With the help two great friends who are web wizards, I
have revived my website, danbaum.com. No real reason for
you to visit it, unless you're an aspiring writer, in which case
you may find some useful nuggets, like proposals that were
successful in getting us good magazine assignments in
and selling our four non-fiction books, and the start of the blog
I wrote in 2009 about both the craft of writing and how to make
a living as a writer. Many of the articles that we produced are
on the site, too, as well as information about our books, and a
short essay about how Margaret and I work together.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you
a man who cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford Odets
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"You going to eat that?" I asked Howard, and took the last
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jalapeño popper. Meg was in town and we were back at
Manuel's, this time with Howard, one of the nicest people at
the paper. He was a general-assignment city-desk reporter like
me -- the paragon of mild-mannered reporter at a great
metropolitan newspaper, minus the "great metropolitan" part.
"So what's your story?" Howard asked with an expression that
told me he'd been dying to ask me since I appeared in the
newsroom. "Did you kill a man in Boston?"
Apparently, I was the topic of much speculation. To leave the
Wall Street Journal for the Atlanta Journal-Constitution was, to
the folks at the AJC, like voluntarily stepping down from
the New York Yankees' bullpen to play right field for the
Paducah Chiefs.
"Then you rented a house in a black neighborhood," Howard
said. "That went around the newsroom like, 'Whoa.'"
I mumbled something about wanting to get out of offices and
do street reporting, and the house was cheap and comfortable.
"So what about you guys?" I asked Meg and Howard. "You
here for the duration?"
Howard said he supposed he was. He was about my age -maybe 29. "The duration" meant another 35 or so years. He
had a good middle class job with dental in an up-and-coming
city; what's to complain? I studied his face a long time. He
looked perfectly at peace. What's the secret? I wondered. How
does one find satisfaction and free oneself of this terrible,
perpetual longing for something else, something better,
something more exciting?
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Partly I concentrated so hard on Howard to keep from gazing
at Meg.* Those eyes, that toothy grin, that visible spirit -- she
was starting to get to me. From the time I was in second grade
I've known that the big benefit derived from going steady is
unrestricted license to stare into your beloved's face instead of
having to take furtive little glances all day. Yes, the benefits get
more complex later on, but that license to gaze frankly and
unashamedly into her face is still a, if not the, big one. I still had
no such license with Meg; I was still in the furtive-glances
stage, especially around other people. What flexible, strong
hands she had, I noticed for the first time.
She'd been to Cuba for the paper, on her own to Jamaica, and
had lived in Mexico in high school and France in college -- a
global citizen. Her Spanish and French, she claimed, were
pretty good; she could read and converse in both. "I'm hoping
to go abroad again as a reporter," she said.
"Me too," I said eagerly, and I told them about my conversation
with Michael Getler.
"Interesting," Meg said. "The route I always figured I'd take is
try to get from here to the Post and then abroad. He doesn't
make that sound very promising, does he?"
She had a beautifully shaped nose and a long throat. I'd never
noticed those before, either. Suddenly it hit me what bell she'd
rung from the start. The vaguely mannish, adventurous affect
laid over plain-old eye-popping feminine beauty; cheerful,
unflinching confidence; and strong, trim-hipped physique; she
was, if not a dead ringer, a pretty close simulacrum of this lady
for whom I'd long carried a torch.
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."
"'Just go,'" Howard said sourly, snapping me back from my
reverie. "No salary, no health insurance, no guarantee.' Just
go.' Easy for him to say."
"if it's go or not go, I think I'd take 'go," I said. I told him about
Mike, dead at 32 -- a story that Meg, of course, already knew.
"I learned something from that," I told Howard. "I'm not wasting
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another fucking minute."
I saw immediately on his face what a rude thing that was to say
to someone who'd just declared his happiness with the status
quo, and spent a few minutes backpedaling out of my blunder.
"Speaking of 'just go,' Margaret said, standing up. "I have a
long drive back to Savannah."
It was all I could do not to add, "And there's weather over the
Azores."
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show you
a man who cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford Odets

*Yes, I do know that usually I call her "Margaret." In the mid1980s she was, to everybody, including herself and me, "Meg."
I started calling her "Margaret" years later because it seemed
to fit her better. It's a chewy, fibrous, consonant-laden name;
nothing lightweight or girly about it. Her dad called her
"Margaret," drawing the word out lovingly. And I really liked
him. Especially after he died in 2013, I figured someone ought
to carry on calling her Margaret. She doesn't seem to mind.
Third-Act Trouble by ThirdAct
1650 Lombardy Drive Boulder, Colorado 80304 USA
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My office phone rang. "You should come see this," said the
Special Agent in Charge of the Atlanta DEA office. "Get here
soon; he's rotting."
I took off in the GTO, heading north, toward Dalton, with the
directions he'd given me sliding around on my lap. The last
mile was a dirt road through dense, hot, steamy forest that
peppered my windshield with bugs. At the end of the road
was a full-on cop show -- police SUVs with their lights
flashing and lots of people standing around something large.
It turned out not to be a gunned-down drug dealer but a fullgrown Georgia black bear with its head in an army-green
canvas duffel, surrounded by the disarray of a collapsed
parachute.
"Get this," said the agent, reaching up along the back of the
bear's neck. His fingers clutching fur, he pulled out the head;
the snout was heavily frosted with white powder.
"That's a possession-and-use case if I ever saw one," said
the agent, patting the cuffs on his belt. "Too bad he's dead."
What was that like, I wondered, to die from gorging on
unlimited cocaine? Pure pleasure? Pure panic? The bear was
beyond asking.
I took a few photos and drove back to the newsroom.
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"Hey, it's Meg!" said a familiar voice on my voicemail. "My
friend, Cindy, is renting a really cool house on a marsh, and
we're thinking of having a party on Saturday. Can you come?"
Hmm. I had plans to take a bike ride with Nathan on
Saturday, and Saturday night I had date with a perfectly nice
woman to go see Sweet Honey in the Rock -- tough tickets to
get. I lifted the receiver and dialed Meg.
When she answered I said, "Tell me where and when; I'll be
there."
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show
you a man who cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford Odets
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Cindy's was indeed a cool little house, made mostly of
window screen with a few rough boards holding them in
position. It faced the kind of swamp that gives kids shivers in
fairy tales -- a vast tangle of vines, elephant ear, and Spanish
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moss, overhung by high, dense canopy of live oak branches
that plunged everything into prehistoric gloom. The air
smelled green.
Meg and Cindy were unloading cases of beer and soda from a
car with the help of a tall, skinny young man who seemed to
be wearing Meg's face on the front of his head. He put out a
hand and introduced himself as Meg's little brother, Reggie,
from California but just back from France. I liked that Meg was
close to her brother; it struck me as a good sign.
Even up close, his resemblence to his sister was so
remarkable that to this day we are not 100-percent sure if this
is an old picture of Reggie or an old picture of Meg. Either
way, this is what Reggie looked like in 1985.
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He and I laid a big campfire for later and then drove out to set
up decorations at either end of Cindy's street as a way of
vectoring people in. We used some balloons, reflective ribbon,
a couple of crudely lettered posters, and, in a lame attempt to
illuminate the motley collection at either end, a candle in a jar.
We completed the arrangement at one end of the street, lit the
candle, and headed for other in the GTO "Hmm," said
Reggie, with a stern, thoughtful countenance.
"What?"
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"It appears that we are burning the candle at both ends."
It took me a minute and then broke the dawn; funny guy.
The shadows grew long. People started to arrive. Meg took
me aside. "Just want to thank you for being helpful the other
day," she said. "I had to do it. I gave him a list of things we
had to be able to talk about, and he refused. I cut the cord."
"What's he going to do?"
"That's up to him. I have a feeling he'll go back to Michigan."
She was doing that thing again, that she did when she was
telling me about rifled cannon and brick fortifications the first
time we met -- pushing her face up close to mine so that her
extraordinary features filled my entire field of vision.
It was a nice party. Late into it, beside the fire, Meg picked up
a guitar and began singing songs from the
Depression: Nobody Knows You When You're Down and
Out and Brother, Can You Spare a Dime. She had a beautiful
voice, and those strong, knobby fingers crawled around the
strings like a pair of waltzing stone crabs. In from the marsh
blew an extraordinary change of scent: fresh-cut cucumbers - obviously the evening bloom of some succulent blossom.
Meg kept singing. The realization hit me like a falling live-oak
branch: I'm in love with this woman, and I have been since
reading her shipwreck story.
I'm afraid that at this point I did something for which Harvey
Weinstein would have walked the plank: Unbidden, uninvited,
and without asking for her consent, I began massaging Meg's
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bare right upper arm as she played. It was as though having
realized I was in love with her, I needed to put my hands on
her immediately -- to claim her, maybe, or perhaps simply to
assure myself that she was real. I glanced at her face and got
back a big smile and an exaggerated wink. Her muscles slid
around under her warm skin as she strummed. She finished
her song and I went to get us a couple of beers. When I
returned she moved to make room for me on her left. "More
dat," she said, putting the unrubbed left arm in my lap. "You
can't do one and not the other."
Dan
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show
you a man who cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford Odets
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A very sweet scene unfolded when Reggie, Meg, and I got
back to her downtown apartment that night after the party.
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Reggie, 24, had just returned from some months on the
Marais Poitevin in France, studying how the place had been
farmed from ancient to present times. He'd written a paper
about it towards a major he was constructing at U.C. Santa
Cruz out of environmental science and community studies. It
was a long paper. And now, at 1:40 a.m., after a long party of
Frisbee, guitar-picking, alcohol, and lots of food, he wanted to
read it to his sister.
I, wanting nothing more than to fall face-first onto the nest of
blankets Meg had made for me on her living-room floor, would
have dangled Reggie out of the third-floor window by his
ankles until he stopped talking about the Marais Poitevin.
Meg, though, made herself comfortable in an armchair and
settled in to listen. Reggie was obviously pleased with his
paper and he wanted to share it. Meg loves him and wanted
to honor his work. Despite her noble intentions, it didn't take
her long to fall asleep. Reggie kept reading. Next thing I knew,
sun was streaming in through the windows. Meg and Reggie
slumped in their chairs as though picked off by snipers.
It was Sunday, March 23, 1986, Reggie's last day in
Savannah. Meg had more places in mind that she wanted him
to eat than reasonable people could possibly accommodate.
So we ate like unreasonable people. We started at a rib place
downtown --sucking meat, fat, and sauce off of bones the
size and shape of bicycle brake levers. Meg smiled so broadly
as she ate, and her top front teeth were so strikingly large,
that they appeared to pivot outward as the pork neared them
in order to scoop more of it in. We Jackson Pollacked our
faces liberally with sauce and proceeded to Desposito's out
by the beach, where we sat around a cable spool eating, out
of a damp cardboard box, steamed oysters that we pried
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open with the the steel chisels provided. The shells we tossed,
as instructed, down the middle of the spool.
Early in both the book and the movie of Gone With the Wind,*
Mammy, while lacing up Scarlett's whalebone bodice before
the big barbecue at the Wilkes plantation, is trying to get
Scarlett to an entire meal of ham, yam, and gravy, because
"you can always tell a lady by the way she eats with folks. Like
a bird. I ain't aiming for you to Mr. Wilkes's and eat like a field
hand and gobble like a hog!" They have a pretty spirited fight
over it. Scarlett says that Ashley likes a girl with a hearty
appetite.
I'm with Ashley and Scarlett. Watching Meg joyfully squirrel
away in that slender frame three days' worth of rations in six
hours was vigorously attractive. Still is.
After ascertaining that we did, in fact, have time before
Reggie's flight, Meg asked us if we could make one more stop
on her Savannah eats tour -- Mother's, which turned out to be
a kind of second-story working man's lunch counter
overlooking the port. Its specialty was deviled crab -- a wad of
fresh crab meat mixed up with savage spices and breading,
deep fried, and served in a little foil dish. Under the watchful
eye of the eponymous Mother, who looked ready to unload
one of the ships below on her own, we ordered a dozen or so
crabs. Our order of a beer apiece yielded a icy full-quart bottle
of Miller High Life...for each of us.
Poor Reggie had to carry that bellyload to the airport. Meg
and I walked around the harbor a bit, and as day began
turning to night she invited me back to her apartment "to
digest."
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Dan
*If you've never read Gone With the Wind or it has been a
while, give it a look -- American literature at its most operatic.
Aside from being what one Civil War historian told me is "the
best single-volume history of the Georgia campaign," GWTW
tells the Rhett-Scarlett love story so movingly, truthfully and
excitingly that -- now that I think of it -- it may have helped
form my idea of the relationship I someday wanted.
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show
you a man who cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford Odets
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As we entered her apartment, Meg lofted her elbows and
twisted this way and that with a groan, trying to get a crick out
of her back. "Moving crates of beer," she said.
"Lie down, right here on the carpet," I said. She did so, and I
began working on her lower back. I remember being
impressed with how much muscle she had under her smooth,
warm skin, and how loose that muscle was. Especially if I'd
hurt my back moving crates of beer, I'd have been all tensed
up.
It happens that I get a great deal of information and pleasure
through my hands. They are my second-favorite erogenous
zone. (Perhaps my favorite, as they're completely reliable.)
Resisting their deployment can be hard; more than once I've
been told by young ladies, most lately by Carla Stein, "quit
pawing me."
Meg, though, you'll recall, sat beside me at the party, put her
arm in my lap, and demanded I massage it. She fortuitously
turned out to be like a 125-pound house cat -- always wanting
more physical attention, not less. (To this day, if I sit on the
sofa, she'll plop down beside me, put a body part in my lap -a forearm, a foot, a calf -- and wait for me to get busy.
We found there on her living room carpet that we had the
makings of a mutually beneficial arrangement: She was willing
to let me caress, rub, and massage her all over as long I was
willing to caress, rub, and massage her all over. That
agreement has outlived NAFTA by a good measure and at 33
years is still enforceable.
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One thing led to another and by the end of the evening, Meg
and I had become, as the Bible puts it, "of one flesh."* I didn't
sleep a wink thereafter; my heart was going inside my chest
like a hamster on a wheel.
"Something happened last night," I said to her as I dressed at
dawn.
"It certainly did," she said.
"You're real, right?" I asked her, placing my palm on her
cheek. "This is really happening?"
She kissed me. "Snap to, Buster," she said. "This is Monday,
and you have a long drive back to Atlanta." I took her in my
arms and squeezed. She did indeed seem to be real.
I turned as I went out the door. "Meg," I said. "I love you."
She paused for the silent "duh" and said, with a wide, toothy
grin, "I love you. See you next weekend?"
Careful, I told myself as I piloted the GTO up the four-hour
corridor of pines that separates Savannah from Atlanta. Not,
"be careful not to fall in love too fast," but "be careful not to
kill yourself on this of all days." Underslept and overexcited, it
would have been easy for me to hit a deer, drive off the road,
or plough into the back of a vehicle slowing down ahead of
me. I put top down, radio up, and kept talking aloud to nobody
to keep myself present.
I came in straight off the road to the newsroom. Renée looked
up, gave me the once-over and smiled slyly. "Well, you look
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different," she said with a giggle.
There was no other way to put it.
"I am different."
*******************************************************************************
**********************************

Third-Act Trouble ends here -- at least the daily memoir
portion. I set out to find a mate and become a writer,
and it was through Margaret that I achieved both. I
could drag you with us through Zimbabwe, Montana,
and onwards, through the adoption of Rosa and the
writing of our books. . . but you get it; it was touchand-go for a long time, but once I found Margaret,
everything went swimmingly and continues to do so.
I'll hold onto your email address in case good stories of
genuine third-act trouble arise, I need to narrate
another brain surgery from the inside, I encounter new
Jewish headgear, or something equally reportworthy
occurs. I promise to be judicious. Otherwise, my daily
TinyLetter dispatches will end now and I'll still be
reachable through my new website, danbaum.com, or
plain old danbaum@me.com. If you want the complete
TAT archive from number one in summer 2015 to this
one -- one monstrous PDF as long as any two of our
books combined -- let me know.
Thank you so much for reading Third-Act Trouble as
long as you did. You saw me through some dark hours
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and I am quite sure that writing this did me more good
than it did you. Thank you, thank you.
Dan
*Genesis 2:24
Margaret Knox & Dan Baum
megknox@me.com & danbaum@me.com
"Show me a playwright with third-act trouble, and I'll show
you a man who cannot make a commitment."
-- Clifford Odets
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